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PAO This   is  Apo1lo/Sat urn  Launch Control, 
T-l  hour  13 minutes  and  counting.     The boost protective 
cover was  just place  atop  the  hatch  on  the Apollo  8 space- 
craft  just  several minutes  ago,   and  the  crew  in  the white 
room are  now securing  the white  room area.     They've been 
alerted by  the  Spacecraft  Test  Conductor  to  secure the 
area in preparation  for  their departure.    Once  the crew 
does  depart  at  a designated  time  the  swing arm  that   is now 
attached  to  the  spacecraft with  the white  room at   its top 
will be moved  some  3  feet,   actually   12  degrees,   from the. 
spacecraft  and  it will  remain  in  that  standby  position until 
the T-5 minute  in  the  coundown when  the  swing  arm  is retracted 
filly   to   the  side  of   the  umbilical   tower  at   the  pad. The 
purpose  here   is   to  have   the  white   room  standing  close by 
in  the  event  an  emergency  condition  developed which would 
require   the  astronauts   to  depart   the  spacecraft  we could 
bring   the  white   room  in  just   from  3   feet   away.     It   is fully 
retracted  at   the   5  minute  mark  in   the  coundown. The 
astronauts  aboard  the  spacecraft  now participating  in this 
test   of   the  stabilization  and   control   system  of   the  Apollo 8 
spacecraft.     As  they move  their  hand  controllers, which 
would  provide maneuvers  in space,  we're  checking  the performance 
here  on  the  ground.     All  aspects  of   the mission  still are 
GO,  weather   is   satisfactory,   the  various   tracking elements 
all  GO  at   this   time.     T-l   hour   28 minutes   20   seconds and 
counting,   this  is  Launch Control. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo/Saturn Launch  Control at 
T-l hour 21 minutes  07 seconds  and counting,  our countdown 
continuing  and  still  aiming  toward  the planned  lift-off time 
at  7:51  am Eastern Standard Time.    In fact,  it's been going 
very well  and  some  functions  are  actually ahead  of   the count- 
down procedures  at  this  time.     The prime  crew  for  the Apollo 8 
mission,   astronauts  Frank  Borman,  Jim Lovell,  and  Bill Anders 
are  aboard  the  spacecraft,   the  hatch has  been closed,   and the 
boost  protective  cover has  been  in place.     The close-out 
crew at  the  320-foot  level  at  the  pad  above  the  launch base 
are  now securing  the  White  Room  that's  attached  to  the space- 
craft.     The White  Room will  later  be  removed  in  the count- 
down.     Our  countdown  still  going satisfactorily.    At this 
point,  Spacecraft Test  Conductor Dick Proffitt, participating 
with  the  astronauts  in some  checks  of  the  stabilization and 
control  system of  the  spacecraft  itself.     During  this test, 
the  astronauts  actually maneuver  the hand  controllers aboard 
the spacecraft.    The hand controllers  are used  to maneuver 
the spacecraft  in flight.    This  is Launch Control - 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Saturn  launch control 
at  T minus   1  hour   14  minutes   and   counting.     The  close out 
crew at  the  320  foot  level  -  the  spacecraft  level at the 
launch  pad  now has  departed  from  the white  room and count 
down is  still  proceeding satisfactorily  at  this  time. In 
progress  here  in  the  firing  room are  some major tracking 
checks  in progress  at  this  time.     These are  checks working 
with  the Air  Force  Eastern Test  Range  checking out the 
tracking beacons  and  the  instrument  unit  of  the  Saturn V 
launch vehicle.     The  crew here  in  the  firing room are also 
performing  some  telemetry  checks  at  this  time  and calibrations 
to  insure  that  the  readouts  that  we  get  from  the  launch ve- 
fctela  in  flight will  actually be  correct  ones.    Our count- 
■ini;a  has  been  going very  satisfactorily.     Now at  1 hour 

minutes  6  seconds  and  counting on  the Apollo  8 mission 
till  aiming  for  the  plan  liftoff  at   7:51  am eastern standard 

time  on  a  flight  direction  of   72  degrees.    This  is launch 
control. 
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PAO This  is Apollo Saturn Launch Control 
our  countdown  for  the Apollo  8 mission is  proceeding satis- 
factorily  at  this  time.     At T minus  1  hour  4 minutes  52 se- 
conds  and counting.    Just a matter of minutes  ago the 
spacecraft   commander  Frank  Borman  asked  spacecraft   test con- 
ductor Dick Proffitt hows  the weather out  there and Proffitt 
reported   that   the  weather  looks   real   clear  at   this time. 
Our  countdown is  still proceeding satisfactorily. About 
10  minutes   from  this   time we  expect  we  will  pull  back the 
swing arm that  is  still  attached  to  the Apollo 8 spacecraft 
at   this   time.       This   is   swing  arm  9and  it's   the   top swing 
arm  at   the  pad  at  this  time  at   the  320  foot  level, the 
white   room   is   attached   to   the   tip   of   this   swing  arm. When 
the  arm is  pulled  back  it will  first be  taken back  to a 
standby  position  some   3   feet   from  the   spacecraft, actually 
12  degrees   from  the  spacecraft.     The  arm will  be   fully re- 
tracted  at  the T minus   5 minute mark  In  the  count.     In fact 
while we were  making  this  anouncement  the  spacecraft test 
conductor  just  advised  Framk  Borman  that  the  arm,   in fact, 
would  come back  about  10 minutes  early  in  the  count which 
would be  at  about  the  55 minute mark.     Checkouts  of the 
various  tracking  systems   in  the  Saturn V  launch vehicle 
are  continuing  and  coming up  shortly will  also be some 
command   checks   from  the Mission  Control  Center   in Houston. 
This   is   the  system by which Mission Control  Center, Houston 
can  send  real  time  commands   to  the  launch vehicle during 
the  f.owc- red  p\ase  of  flight.     We  check out  the  systems to 
bt.  onre  that   the  signals  can  get  through.     We  are now at 
T minus   1  hour  3 minutes   16  seconds  and  counting, still 
aiming   toward  our   plan   liftoff   time  at   7;51  AM Eastern 
Standard  Time.     The  is   launch control. 
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PAO This Apollo/Saturn Launch Control, T-61 
minutes  and counting.    Our countdown so far is proceeding 
satisfactorily.    The Spacecraft Test Conductor has just been 
advised  that  area  at  Pad A is  now cleared  and we will be pull- 
ing back  the spacecraft  swing arm to  its  parked position about 
5 minutes  from this  time.    Tracking and telemetry checks still 
in progress  in the Firing Room,  and all  is going well with 
the Apollo  8 countdown  at  this   time,   still  aiming for our 
planned  lift-off  at  7:51  am Eastern Standard Time  on a flight 
azimuth,  or direction,  of  72 degrees.    This  is  Launch Control. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo/Saturn Launch Control at 
T-56 minutes  23 seconds  and counting.    The spacecraft swing 
arm,  arm number 9,  now has been retracted from the Apollo 8 
spacecraft.    It is being placed in its  standby,  or park, pos- 
ition and will be  located some 3 to 5 feet away from the 
spacecraft hatch.    Once this is accomplished, within a matter 
of minutes,  we will arm the  155 pound thrust  launch escape 
tower atop  the command module.    The  swing arm has  now been 
pulled to its  standby position.    It will be fully retracted 
at T-5 minutes in the count.    The purpose,  of course,  is to 
have the White Room nearby in the event an emergency condi- 
tion did occur that could require the astronauts  to depart 
from the spacecraft.    Once  the arm is  retracted,   the escape 
tower  is armed,   in case of a catastrophic  condition where an 
abort could be advised.    Our countdown still proceeding sat- 
isfactorily at T-55 minutes  18 seconds  and counting. This 
is Launch Control, 
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POA This  is Apollo  Saturn Launch Control 
at T minus  48 minutes  and counting,  T minutes  48 and we have 
go  for  the Apollo  8  countdown  at   this   time.     The  crew on 
the  spacecraft  still  performing some  final  checks. Astronaut 
Frank Borman,   the  spacecraft  commander,  just  a  few minutes 
ago gave  a weather  report  of  his  own when he  reported that 
the  three man  crew could barely  see what  looked  like some 
pink  couds  out  the window.     Borman had  earlier  asked for 
the weather  report  from spacecraft  test  conductor Proffitt 
Meanwhile here  in  the  firing room at  the  launch control 
center some  three  and  one half  miles  from  the  launch pad, 
the  countdown  is  still  progressing  satisfactorily here and 
the  crew gearing up  for  some  final  checks  of  the range 
safety  command  destruct  system.     These  are  the destruct 
elements  aboard  the various  stages  of  the vehicle  that would 
destroy  the vehicle  in  flight  if  required,   if  vehicle went 
off  its  trajectory.    Of  course  the  astronauts would be 
aborted  from the vehicle  if  such  an  event  did  occur. During 
this  period working with  the Air  Force  Eastern Test Range 
tracking elements we  do  check  out   the  command  safety re- 
cievers  to  insure  if  such  a  condition were  required the 
abort  system and  the  destruct  system would  actually be able 
to  receive   the  signals  and  accomplish  the  job.    The count- 
down  is  still  proceeding,  we  still  aiming  toward  7:51 AM 
Eastern Standard  Time.     This   is  Launch Control. 
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PAO This  is Apollo/SAturn Launch Control 
at T-39 minutes and counting,  T~39,  and we are GO for our 
countdown for  the Apollo  8 mission  to  the moon at this 
time.    Just  in progress  as  this  announcement came up was 
another key milestone  in our  countdown preparations, the 
power  transfer  test.    This  is where we go  from external 
power  to  the  flight  batteries  aboard  the  Saturn V launch 
vehicle to assure  that  they  are  all working properly. Then 
in order  to conserve  these batteries we return again to 
external  power.     The  final  switch  to  internal  power  on the 
batteries  occurs  about   the  50  second  in  the  count. There 
are  some  14 batteries  in  the  Saturn V.    The  Apollo  8 crew 
of astronauts  Frank Borman,  Jim Lovell,  and Bill Anders 
standing by  in  the spacecraft  as   this   test  is  in progress. 
T-38 minutes  6  seconds  and  counting,   this  is  Launch Control, 
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PAO This  is  Apollo/Saturn Launch Control at 
T-31 minutes  and  counting!  T-30  and  our  countdown proceeding 
satisfactorily,   still  aiming  our  planned  lift-off   time of 
7:51  am Eastern  Standard  Time.     The Apollo  8 crew, astronauts 
Frank Bormanx  Jim Lovell,   and  Bill Anders  standing by in 
their  spacecraft,   320  feet  above  the  launcher base  at  Pad A, 
complex  39  here  at   the Kennedy Space  Center.     The astronauts 
are  standing by  for  another major  function that will be coming 
up shortly and that  is pressurization of  the propellant for 
the  engines  they will  use  in space,     These are  thrusters, so- 
called quad  thrusters,  there  are  16  of  them,  located on the 
service module  portion of  the  spacecraft.    These are the 
thrusters  that enable them to maneuver in space.    We appear 
to  have  had   a  successful  power   transfer   test with  the launch 
vehicle,   in which we we'nt  to  internal  power on  the flight 
batteries,  but   then we  turned  to  external power  in order to 
conserve  those batteries.     Just  a moment  ago,   astronaut Frank 
Borman asked  his  Spacecraft  Test  Conductor how  the launch 
vehicle  was   doing  and   the  report   that   came  back was   the launch 
vehicle  is  doing  fine.    The  overall  countdown doing  fine at 
this   time.     We 'are  go  for weather,   all   the  tracking elements 
ready,   as well  as  the  launch vehicle  and  spacecraft,  here at 
Pad  39.     This  is  Launch Control. 
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PAO This  is  Apo1lo/Saturn Launch Control 
at  T-26  minutes  and  counting.     We  are  proceeding at this 
time.     In  progress   at   this   time,  we  are  pressurizing the 
propellant   for   the  spacecraft   engine  systems   that  would be 
used  in a  space  environment.     Astronaut  Jim Lovell, the 
man who  sits   in  the middle  seat  and who  is   the Command 
Module  pilot,   is  reporting  back  to  spacecraft   test conductor 
Dick  Proffitt   on   the  status   of   the   propellants.     We pressurize 
these  propellants  with  helium.     The  countdown  has been 
going very well  since   it was  picked  up  at   10:51  p,m. eastern 
standard  time  last  night.     Shortly hefore we  resumed the 
count   the   9.8  million  pound  mobile   service  structure was 
moved   to  its  park  position  some   7000  feet  from  the pad. 
About  an hour  later we began  the  propellant  loading of the 
Saturn V launch vehicle.     IN  some  4  and  a half hours we 
loaded  close  to  a million  gallons   total  of  liquid oxygen 
and   liquid   nitrogen  aboard   the   3  stages   of   the  Saturn V. 
We now have  a vehicle  standing  36Q  feet,   36 3  feet  that is, 
and weighing 6.2 million pounds  on  the  launch  pad here at 
the Kennedy  Space  Center.    We  are  continuing a  top  off the 
liquid  oxygen  and   liquid  nitrogen  supplies  because they 
must be maintained  under  extremely  cold  temperatures. They 
will   continue   to  boil  off   and  we  will   continue   to replenish 
the  supply down   to  the  final  minutes  of   the  count. Astronauts 
Frank  Eorman,   Jim Lovell,   and  Bill  Anders  were awakened 
la   ihe.it  crew  quarters   this  morning ,a_£—2:36  a . m. Eastern 
S>:ant'a>-d   time.     They  went   down   the  hall   from  the crew 
quarters  here  at   the  Kennedy  Space  Center  and  took a 
physical  examination,   a brief  launch day  examination, and 
were  declared  physically   fit   by   the   3  examining physicians, 
Dr.Alien  Harter,   Dr.   Jerry  Joiner,   and  Dr,   Jack Teegan. 
The  astronauts   then  sat   down   to  breakfast.     They  had  a menu 
of   filet  roignon.   scramb Led^-eggs .   toast,   coffee,   and tea. 
Guestsal   TTfe  breakfast  included Q e pxge_L o w , Director, 
Apollo  Program  Director  at   the  Manned  Spacecraft Center; 
Donald  K.   Slayton who  is  Director  of  Flight  Crew Operations 

T~~a-trTTh~e~--M^miTe'tt   Spacecraft   Center;   two  of   the  backup pilots 
for   the  Apollo   8  mission,   Astronauts   Neil  Armstrong and 
Buzz  Aldrin;  Astronaut J_axJc~ JLcJunl^d t  a 1 s 6~~a tferr&e-d—ttre— 

~"    tTFeakfast.     Following   the  breakfast,   the  astronauts went 
to  the  suit  room where  they  donned  their  spaced  suits. The 
crew  departed  from  the  crew  quarters  at  4:32  a.m. this 
morning,   and  began   to  board   the   spacecraft   starting at 

-.4 :J3 8  a.m.   at   the   320   foot   level.   First   over  the  sill was 
"t,      commander,   Astronaut   Frank  Borman .     He  was   followed by 
the Lunav  Moiule  Pilot,  Astronaut  Bill Anders  at  5:02 a.m., 
and  finally   the man who  sits  in  the middle  seat, Jim 
Lovell,   came  aboard   at   5i07   a.m.     The  hatch  on   the  Apollo 8 
spacecraft was  closed  at  5:34  a.m.     Since  tha    time our 
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PAO countdown has been progressing very 
satisfactorily.    We are still GO for launch attempt at 
7 j 51  a.m.  eastern standard  time.    This  is Launch Control, 
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This  is Apollo/Saturn Launch Control at PAO 
T-21 minutes 
sion at this time ✓'"'We 
the flight to the moon 
isfactory for a launch 
are from the northwest 
60 degrees. We appear 
10 to 12 ,000 J^eet high 
at this time Weather( 

world   tracks  where the 

and   counting  and  we  are   go   for   the  Apollo  8 mis- 
really have  a beautiful morning for 

The  weather   conditions  are  very sat- 
attempt.     Surface winds  in  the area 
at   7  knots,   the   temperature   is about 

o have some scattered clouds from 
11  aspects   of   the  mission are 

is  also  satisfactory   in around-the~- 
contingency   areas   will  be located. 

Weather  is  satisfactory  in both  the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans.     We   are   still   aiming   toward   a  planned   lift-off time 
of  7:51   am  Eastern  Standard  Time.     Coming up  shortly will be 
a   transfer   to   full   internal  power  aboard   the  Apollo   8 space- 
craft.     This  is  going  full  on  the  fuel  cells  and  removing an 
external  power   that  had  been  sharing  a   load  earlier.     This is 
Launch Control. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Saturn Launch Cont.rol 
at  T minus  16 minutes  and  counting.    The Apollo  8 space 
vehicle  is GO for our plan liftoff  at  this  time.    We have 
just completed our  transfer  to  full  internal power with the 
fuel  cells   for  the Apollo  8 spacecraft.    This was confirmed 
by spacecraft  commander,  Frank Borman,    Pinal  checks from 
the  flight  azimuth  going  on  at   this   time  and we'ie also 
syncronizing  the clocks  in  the spacecraft with  the mission 
control  center  in Houston.     Following  are  some  of   the high- 
lights  that will be  coming up with  the final phases of the 
count.     We'll  have   a  final   status   check  at   about   5 minutes 
and 30  seconds and at  the 5 minute mark the Apollo access 
arm,   the   top  arm will  be   fully   retracted   to  its   fall back 
position.  The  countdown sequencer will be  armed at  4 minute 
and   30  seconds   and  we'll   get   a  clearance   for   launch from 
the range at  the 4 minutes mark in  the count.    The key event 
will  come  at  3 minutes  and  6  seconds.     It's  identified in 
the procedures  as  the  firing command and  it's  the  start of 
an automatic  sequence.     It  starts  at  3 minutes  6 seconds 
and  leads up  to  the  ignition  of  the  five  engines  in  the first 
stage of  the Saturn V.    Those engines,  the sequence, the 
engine ignition, will start  at  8.9 seconds.    As we build up the 
thrust,  we  should  get  a commit  that we have satisfactory 
thrust  coming out  of  all  five  engines  and  it  build  up a 
thrust  level close  to seven and a half million pounds of 
thrwst  required  for  this  rocket.    We should get a liftoff 
at   zero.     We  are  now T minus   14 minutes  22  seconds and 
counting.     All  aspects  of  the mission,   GO  at  this   time. This 
is Launch Control 
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PAO This  is Apollo/Saturn Launch Control at 
T-ll minutes  and  counting,  T-ll  and  that  count  is  still GO 
at  this  time.    Coming up shortly,  about  5 minutes  from this 
time  actually,  we will  retract   to  its  full  fallback position 
the  spacecraft  access  arm,  which  is  at  the  320-foot level 
at  the  spacecraft.     The  astronauts,  astronauts  Frank Borman, 
Jim Lovell,   and  Bill  anders,   going  through  some  final commun- 
ications  checks  with  the  crew here  in  the  Control Center. 
These  are  checks  of   the VHF communication,   the very high 
frequency  communications  that  will be used at  the lift-off. 
We want  assure  ourselves  that  they will  be  operating satis- 
factorily.     Also  coming up,   the  astronaut  crew will be busy 
on some  final  checks  of  astrocomm circuit,   this  is  a special 
circuit  in which  abort  recommendations  could be given  to the 
astronauts  if   the  indications  were  received  as  such here in 
the Control  Center  some  3-1/2 miles  from the  launch pad. 
Also,  Mission Control  Center  in  Houston  can  send  the same 
recommendation.    We have  now passed  the  10-minute  mark in 
our  countdown.     We  are  9 minutes  51  seconds  and counting, 
all  aspects  of  the mission GO  at  this  time.     Still aiming for 
a  launch  time  of   7:51  am Eastern  Standard  Time  on  a flight 
azimuth  of  72  degrees.     The  flight  azimuth  has  been verified 
in  the  instrument  unit,   the  guidance  system for  the launch 
vehicle  and we  have  also had  an  update  to assure  that we 
had  the  correct   flight  azimuth  in  the  spacecraft.     This has 
been  confirmed by  the  crew  and we  are proceeding.    T-9 minutes 
21  seconds  and  counting,   this   is  Launch Control. 
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CAPCQM 5,   4,  3,   2  -  th.ia  is Apollo Saturn 
launch  control  C minus  7 minutes  30 seconds  and counting, 
still  aiming  toward  our  planned  liftoff  time.    Th.e space- 
craft's  test  conductor Dick Proffitt has  just  to  completed a 
status  check  of  all  elements  concerning the spacecraft 
operations,  all  reported GO and  there were  three particular- 
ly strong and loud GO's from the  three astronauts  in the 
spacecraft 320 feet  above the base of  the launcher at 
complex 39,    Jim Lovell reported just a few minutes ago 
that he could see a blue sky and  it looked like the sun is 
out.    The spacecraft  test  conductQr reported that  T tb.at 
it's  a very fine day,    We are  at T minus 6 b.aurs^5G minutes 
6 minutes  50  seconds and counting and we are  proceeding at 
this  time.    This  is  launch control. 
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PAO This   is  Apo1lo/Saturn  Launch  Control at 
5 minutes  30 seconds  and our  count  is  still GO at  this time. 
We just  completed  further  status  checks  here  in  the Firing 
Room at  the  Control  Center.    Here  in  the  Control  Center, we 
have had our status  checks  and  the range has  given a GO as 
has  the Launch Director  Rocko Petrone.    We are  still counting 
and  are GO  coming up  on  the  5-minute mark  in  the count. 
Mark T-5 minutes  and counting,  T-5.    At this point,   the Apollo 
access   arm  should  be   coming  back  and-i_t__J..s_ now moving back , 
at 320-foot  level  to its  fully  retracted position high atop 
the   tower  at  Pad  A.     Our   countdown  still  proceeding  at this 
time.     At  the 4-minute mark  in  the countdown,   the overall 
count  will  be   turned   over   the  Launch  Vehicle  Test Conductor. 
Ray Roberts.    The Launch Vehicle Test  Conductor,  will conduct 
the   final  4 minutes   as   all  different   aspects  move  over  to the 
Launch Vehicle Test  Conductor's  channel.    The automatic se- 
quence,   as   reported,   will   come   in  at   the   3-minute   and 6-second 
mark in  the countdown.    We are  standing by  at  4 minutes 16 
seconds   in  counting.     This   is  Launch Control. 

PAO This  is Launch Control  coming up on 3 
minutes   and   30   seconds   and   counting.     Mark  T-3  minutes and 
30 seconds  and  counting.    We have  completed our communications 
checks with  the Apollo  8  astronauts  in  the  cabin and  the com- 
munications  are GO.    Coming up shortly will be  in  the auto- 
matic__sjaajuence ,   where  we  have   a   completely  automatic checkout 
of  the  launch vehicle  from  3 minutes  and  6  seconds  down. We 
have   firing  command.     The  firing command  is  in,  we  are now 
in  the  automatic  sequence,   T-3 minutes  and  counting. During 
this_ period.,nnrp UP  do ge t  the  f iring command,   the various 

Tanks within  the  three  stages' or   th~e~ Saturn V launch vehicle 
ire~gTn  to pressurize.     They must  all be  under pressure before 
ready to  launchT~  We have  a sequence status  report here in 
the  Concrol  Room,   it will  give  us  readouts  on  the overall 
status  of  the  space vehicle  as we  reach  the  terminal phases 
in  the  countdown.     Now 2 minutes  and  32  seconds  and counting. 
Our  status  report  indicates   that  all  aspects  are  ready. The 
instrument  unit  is  ready,   the  spacecraft  is  ready  - is ready. 
A final  check  of  the  emergency detection  system,   that ready 
light  also  on.     First  stage  preparations  are  completed. Two 
minutes  15  seconds  and counting,   thji__.taiikja.-..c.Q.ntiinuing to pres- 
surize in the vehicle.    Not  as many reports coming now as we 
all  stand  by  in  the  Launch Vehicle  Test  Conductor's channel. 
Coming up  on  the  2-minute mark  in  the Apollo  8 mission. Two 
minutes  and  counting.     T-2 minutes  and  counting,  we  are still 
proceeding.    We now have  recorded  that  the first j3tage liquid 
o^vgen  tank has  been  pressurized  and  the pressure still ~T>u~i'ld* 

"ing up.     Ox c   mTLriute  45  seconds  and  counting,  we  have  a vehicle 
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weighing 6.2  million  pounds  on  the  pad.     Interesting enough, 
.^some  1200  pounds  of  that weight  is  just  frost  o n__Jh,e__sijie.....P.f 

the  vehicle   created  by   the  extremely   low   temperatures   of   the 
^gr^gg"! 1 au_tjj—Coming—trp——9-0—s*«antS7  "Tlark T-90  seconds and 
counting.     The Apollo  8  crew  standing by,  spacecraft commander 
Prank Borman,  Jim Lovell,  and Bill Anders.    We now have a 
report  that   the  liquid hydrogen  tank  in  the  first  stage is 
pressurized.     One  minute   15   seconds,   all   third   stage propel- 
ranti*"pressurized  at  this   time  as we  come  up  on  the 60-second 
mark on a  flight  to  the moon.     T-60  seconds  and  counting, the 
vehicle  is  now  completely  pressurized.    We  are  coming up on 
Apollo  transfer  shortly,   T-50  seconds  and  counting.     We have 
the  power   transfer  and  are  now   on   the   flight  batteries   in the 
launch vehicle.     Forty-five  seconds,   final  reports coming 
from Frank Borman  at  this  time,   a  final  look at  the switch 
list  aboard  the - 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 5 seconds,  final reports coming from 
Frank  Borman  at   this   time,   final   look  at   the  switch liat 
aboard  the spacecraft,    35 second and counting.    We'll lead 
up  to  a ignition  sequence  start  at  8.9  seconds,  which will 
lead up~ls^we"build up~Tfi*e thrust to a liftoff,  if all goes 
well,   at   zero.     We  just  passed   the   25   second  mark  in the 
count,  20 seconds,  all aspects we are still GO at  this time, 
T-15,   14,  13,   12,   11,   10,   9,   and we have  ignition sequence 
sitart,  the engines are on.    4,  3,  2,  1,  0, we have commit, 
we  have   liftoff,   liftoff   at   7;51   a.m.   eastern  standard time. 
We have  cleared  the tower 

PAO Tower, clear  at  13  seconds,   20 seconds 
now we get a loud  and  clear from Frank Borman.    32 seconds. 
Booster says  the S-IC,  the first  stage,  looks good. The 
crew confirms their progress  at  50 seconds  into  the flight. 
One minute  out  and-^jiike  Collins   tells  the  crew,   "We're looking 
good."    One minute  15  seconds,   and we're a little more than 
half  a mile  into  the  sky  and about  - nearly 4 miles down 
range.    One minute  40  seconds,   all  looks  great.    A mile 
and  6/lQth  into  the mission  and  Frank Borman has confirmed 
each  event  as  it's  been passed  to him by Mike Collins at 
this point.    The  crew has been given a GO for staging.Inboard 
out  on  time  Frank Borman  says.     The  inboard  engines.     2 minutes 
25  seconds.    We see  an S-IC,  the  first stage  cutoff, "S^lf 
has  ITgnlTed ,  we  can  confirm,   and  the  thrust  looks  good, all 
engines  all  sources  show  that  second  stage  is burning 
perfectly.     'j. minutes  51  seconds  into the mission,  and at 
3 minutes   into  the  flight  the  range  safety  console has been 
released  at  the Cape,     3 minutes  into  the  flight we  are  50 miles 
high  and  about  10 miles  down  range.     3 minutes  25  seconds we 
have verified  that  the  tower has  jettisoned.    The crew has 
verified  tha  tower  hag  jettisoned.     Frank Borman says 
staging was  smooth and  the ride now is  even smoother. Coming 
up  on  4 minutes  into  the  flight  and  the  communications thus 
far  have  been  excellent.     It's  been a  little  sparse, but 
it's been quite sharp and clear.    7Q miles altitude, and 
about  20 miles  or more down range.    Correction,  let's make 
that 20Q miles down range.    Flight Director Cliff Char leswor th. 
gets  an  enthusiastic  GO  from both trajectory  and booster 
at 4 minutes 50 seconds into the flight,    Mark,  5 minutes, 
and  the  crew is  advised  their  trajectory and guidance are 
looking good  and Frank Borman came back with a very chatty, 
iVThank you,   Michael."    He's   talking  to  Michael Collins, who 
would be in the center seat today except for an operation 
several months   ago.     5  minutes   20  seconds   into  the flight. 
300 miles tfown range,  we're nearly nearing 100 miles altitude, 
and everytlv:i£  looks  just  grand.     And  Collins  gives the 
crew anothe    GO on trajectory and guidance, which at this 
point  are  the most  critical  elements.    At  6 minutes   10 seconds 
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PAO into  the flight,  our down range distance 
now 400 miles.     Our velocity  in  feet  per second, nearly 
15 000  feet per second.    Wevve  achieved nearly 60 percent 
of  the velocity  required  to make  orbit.     57  percent right 
now,   and we're  96.5 miles  above  the earth.    The surgeon 
reports he  likes  everything he  sees,   7 minutes  into the 
flight,  and we're  nearing  the  second  stage  - nearing the 
point where we will  drop  off   the  second  stage  and light 
the  third  stage.     That  event  is   to  come  at  about   8 minutes 
and 40  odd  seconds  into  the  flight.    We have  now achieved 
70  percent  of  the velocity  required  to  obtain orbit. Our 
present velocity  is  18  600  feet  per second,  and we're 
100  miles   above   the  earth,   100   even.     625  miles   down range. 
Coming up on 8 minutes,  mark 8 minutes.    20  400 feet per 
second,   101.7  miles   above   the  earth,   734  miles   down range. 
And  the  crew is  advised  they  look good  for staging, and 
Borman  says,   "Same  here."       We've  got   S-II   cutoff, we've 
got S-IVB  ignition.    Borman confirmed S-IVB  ignition. And 
thrust   looks   good   to  us   at   9  minutes   into   the  flight. We 
now have  89  percent  of  the velocity required,  we're 920 miles 
down  range,   and we're  9  minutes   2Q   seconds   into   the flight. 
Flight Dynamics Officer says  our altitude is nominal 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO The  flight dynamics  officier  says our 
altitude  is  nominal which  is   the  great  conservative word 
for very nearly a perfect mission as nearly as we can ob- 
serve at  this point.    Nine minutes  50 seconds  and we've 
just gone to what we  call mode  A if any  trouble should 
develope now we would  go ahead  and burn  into orbit with 
our service prulsion engine.    The crew is now being advised 
that we  plan to cut  off  the  third  9tage engine at  11 minutes 
28 seconds  into  the  flight,  we're  now at   10 minutes, 
10 seconds.    We are at  103.7 nautical miles above  the earth, 
our velocity  is  at  an even 24 000  feet  per second,  which is 
very,  very  close  to  orbital velocity,   that's  95  percent of 
it  and we're  1200 miles< down  range,  which would  put  us  a little 
bit  out  of  Bermuda.     Ten minutes  and  50  seconds  and we've 
heard  from Bill Anders  for  the  first  time,  he simply said, 
how do you read Houston."    He  gets  a  looking good comment 
from Mike  Collins.     Eleven minutes,   20  seconds,   and we're 
hearing a  little  something  from Jim Lovell,  a reading from 
one of his meta gages.    We have SECO says  Frank Borraan. 
SECO  and  I would  call  it  11  minutes~f" 30  seconds,   that will 
be  an estimate,   11 minutes,   30  seconds.    Our  launch digital 
data shows  our velocity now,   25  577  feet per second. The 
data now has been reduced and we show an altitude of 
102.5,  and  the  crew has  been  given a GO  for  all but they 
responded  enthusiastically  that  they  too,  in  fact, were GO. 
Jim Lovell has  just now  read us  down what he  saw on his 
instrumentation,  he's  shows  an  apogee  of  102.6,  a perigee 
of  96.8  and  a  cut-off velocity of  25  560  feet  per second. 
That's within a hundredths  of  a  percentage  point  of what we 
are  reading on our  scales  here  in Houston.    And now the 
crew has been  advised,  we  have  settled  on an  orbit of 
103  apogee by  99  miles  perigee.    We were  shooting  for some- 
thing a little  close  to  100  nautical miles  circular.    We have 
now  the  tape of  the  entire  launch  sequence  and we will play 
it for you at  this time. 

SC The  clock is running. 
CAPCOM Roger, clock. 
SC Roll and pitch program. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
SC How do you read Houston? 
CAPCOM Loud  and clear, 
CAPCOM Mark mode  1 bravo,  Apollo 8. 
SC Mark mode  1 B. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  you  are  looking good. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Mark mode  1  charlis,  Apollo 8. 
SC Mode  1 C. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,  you are  a GO for 

staging, over. 
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Roger . 
Staging . 
Have just complete 
Roger, understand. 
This  is Apollo Control 

hem. 

he re,   2 1 minutes 
flight 
sounds 

and we're out  over  the  Canary s 
likely  strickly business, 
pass  in the  last minute or 

It ' s 
two 

SC 
SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

41  seconds  into the 
The  crew,  which is, 
main  spokesman during this 
hes  been Jim Love 11 
and we will now begin  that  very anxious 
business  of  making sure  that  all  of  the  systems  are settled 
down  and  calabrating them.     From all  appearances  they certainly 
are.    The  first  one  of major concern,  of  course,   is the 
platform alignment.     Right  now,  we  think we  see something 
on  the  order of  a point  two-hundredths  or  two-tenths  of a 
degree  out  of  alignment,  which  is  nothing  at  all, that's 
alignment.    The  communication has  been nothing short of 
outstanding.     I  don't  recall  a time  of when  the communication 
from a simulator was  this sharp and this  clear as  it  is today 
from this  spacecraft.     Here's how  the  conversation  is going 
as we  proceed across  the Carary Islands. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston  through  the Canary's. 
How  do you 

3C 
Carary * r» . 

read me? 
You are  loud  and  clear Houston over the 

^ Good,  you are  clear  too.    How  is  it going? 
Fine,  we  seem to be  going  along very 

We noticed about  a  10-pound Delta-V between the 
fuel in the  SPS zone. 

Apollo  8,  Houston, that 
expscted, over. 
Roger.     Standby  for the 

well, 
oxygen 

CAPCOM 
just  about what 

SC 
main  valve closed 

.APCOM 
SC 

ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM 

transmitting and 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

we 
is normal, that's 

(garble).    Okay, 

Apollo 8, 
Negative, 

Houston 
we  di dn 

Say 
say 

again. 
any th ing, Go 

I  think you were  transmitting,  Jim was 
disregard. 

Roger. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go head Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Roger,  you have  one minute to 

Everything is 
S-IVB,  we will 

SC 
CAPCOM 

recorder low I 
SC 
CAPCOM 

looking 
see 

good  onboard the 
LOS Carary's. 

spacecraft  and the 
you over Tananarive  at  37  minutes, over. 

Roger,   thank  you Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,  Houston,  you have  the tape 

rate,  over. 
Thank you. 
You are welcome. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston  at   37 min- 
utes   into  the  flight.     We  are  standing by,  we  expect contact 
to  occur  just momentarily  through  the Tananarive station. 
The  surgeon  reports  during  the  launch  phase  that  Frank Borman 
had  a peak heart  rate  of  130  beats  per  second,   that's fairly 
early  on  in  the mission.     130  was  his  max.     Now we have ac- 
quired  the  crew.     Let's  cut  to  the crew. 

CAPCOM - still  have  you  103 by  99  on your orbit 
from my  low speed  data,   and  everything  is  looking good, over. 

SC Roger. 
PAO And  this  is  Apollo Control.    Much quieter 

pass   than we  expected,   but   perhaps   it's   understandable. The 
crew  is   quite  busy,   with   their  postorbital   insertion check- 
list.     Frank  Borman,   well,   all   three  of   them,   have probably 
by  now removed  their helmets  and  gloves.    We have  not heard 
that  locally  confirmed,   but   I  think  it's  a  fair assumption. 
That  event  could  have  come  as  early  as  15 minutes   into the 
mission,  while  they were  still  out  over  the Atlantic. Borman 
would  be  probably  now mounting  a  sighting  instrument   in his 
window.     Lovell  is working his  navigation equipment,  he has 
to jettison  the  cover  off  his  optics   through he observes 
stars  and horizons.     Anders  performed  a wide variety  of sys- 
tems   tests,   looks   at   all   of  his   major  systems,   and  does a 
quick  check  on  the  fuel  cell  purging operation.     So  it is 
safe  to  assume  the  crew  is  very busy.     Again,  Borman's heart 
rate,  we had  him on  the biomed  loop during  launch,   the peak 
rate  was   130,     We have  confirmed   to  the  crew  that  orbit we 
ga   -   them  shortly  after   insertion   103  by  99   stacks   up and 
refines  a good  and  acceptable  and  stable  orbit.     As  soon as 
Lovell  is  able,  he will  go  through  a detailed  instrument - 
inertial measurement  alignment  through  several major computer 
programs,     Now we  are  cutting  back  to  some  talk with the 
crew.     Let's  switch  to that. 

CAPCOM -  1  minute  to LOS  Tananarive.    We will see 
you again over Carnarvon at  5209, over. 

SC Roger.    We do have  the optic  covers jet- 
tisoned (garble). 

CAPCOM Roger.     Optics   cover  jettisoned, thank 
you. 

PAO And  this  is  Apollo  Control  at  42 minutes 
into  the  flight.     That will wrap up  the  communications from 
Tananarive.     We will  be back with  them at  52,   10 minutes from 
now.     52 minutes  into  the  flight,  Carnarvon should acquire. 
This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston  here at 
55 minutes  into  the  flight.     We have  switched our biomed har- 
ness   selector   to  Bill  Anders   and we  are  watching him breathe 
and watching his  heart beat  here  on  the  scope.    We've also 
put  in an  establishing call with  the  crew.    There has been 
no  flow of  conversation  since  that  point  but  let's establish 
11 in 
Let 1 

00035 

any case 
s  hear the 

CAPC0M 
SC 
CAPC0M 

narvon.     We would 
SC 
CAPC0M 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

is  + 00026 + 
CAPCOM 

copy + 00026 
SC 

the  error was 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CA,COM 
•"A P00 
SC 
CAPCOM 

narvon.    We would 
second. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

Mike Collins  say we 
is  the onboard tape 
func t ion 
southern 

and come 
tape . 

Apollo 
Roge r. 
Roger. 

like to 
Roge r. 
Thank 

back when  there  is  something more 

Hous t on 
Roger. 

+ 00119 . 
Roger. Apollo 

00035 + 001 19 . 

8,  Hous ton . 
I  read  you  loud  and clear. 
You're  loud  and  clear over Car- 

take  DSE  away  from you  for a second 
Go  ahead. 

you. 
is  Apollo 8. 

here,  Apollo  8.     Go ahead. 
The  torquing angles  00026, that 

Hous ton , this 

8, Houston 

Roge r. 
00001 . 

Sounds 
Pretty 
Roger. 
Apol1o 
Roger, 
Roger. 

like to 

We  checked cn stars 

pretty good. 
good   for  a beginner 

Copy  — and 

6 and  15 and 

here. 

8,   Hous ton. 
you are  loud and clear. 

You  are   loud  and   clear  over Car- 
take  the DSE away  from you for a 

ahead. Roger, go 
Thank you. 
This   is Apollo  Ctf&teolL  Houston.    You heard 
want  to  take  thef DSE ,away from you. That 
recorder.    The  grop&trci wanted  to check its 

and  is  proceeding  to  as   the  Spacecraft moves across 
Australia.    Via Honeysuckle, we  should have addi- 

tional  communications  and we will  just  stand by  for those 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston  at   an hour 
and   4 minutes   into   the   flight.     Over   the   last   couple  of min- 
utes,  we've been  - had  a  little whisper  of  a problem through 
the  Honeysuckle   station,   Australia.     It  has  been  fixed. The 
problem was   crew was   not   receiving  us   on   the  relay through 
Honeysuckle.     We  could  hear  them  loud  and  clear but  they were 
not  receiving us.     There was  a period  of  about  2 minutes where 
they   advised   us   several   times   of   several   readings, obviously 
in   the  blind  and  not   getting   the   confirming  information from 
our  CAPCOM Mike   Collins.     The   problem has   been  cleared  up, I 
want   to   emphasize.     Hawaii,   this  morning  is   receiving  for the 
first   time,   received  for  the  first   time  a  live television 
picture   of   the   launch   and  we   understand   from  talking   to some 
people   out   at   the   station   at   Pearl  Harbor   that   they  are quite 
enthusiastic  about   it.     They  plan   to   go  out  and   try   to watch 
the  TLI  burn which  is   to  occur  at  2  hours  50  minutes. It 
should  occur   almost   directly   over  Hawaii,   and  under ideal 
lighting  arrangements.     The  local   time will  be  about  5:55 or 
6   am.     Darkness   out   on  earth   and  just   the   first   streaks of 
dawn.     So   if   the  clouds   are  cooperating,   they  may   see   it. We 
have  some  tape  from  th£ Hobeysuckle. pass*,  which* will clarify 
the   comm  problem we  had,   which   toward .the„end  of   the pass, 
gets   altogether  cleared  up.     Here   is   the tape. 

SC Hello,   Houston,   Apollo   8.     How  do you 
read ? ...      ■     . .      ,.- : i f- - -,. » 

CAPCOM Loud , and  clear ,  Apollo  8.     Houston, here. 
Apollo   8,   Houston,   loud   and   clear, over. 

SC Houston,  Ap-ollo  8„     How. do  you read? 
CAPCOM Reading  you   loud   and  clear,   Bill. How 

me ? 
SC Houston,   Apollo   8. Oyer. 
CAPCOM Ap'ol 1 o   8,   Houston,   loud   and  clear. Over. 

Apollo  8,   Houston.     Over.     Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston, over. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston,   over.  - Apollo   8,   this   is Houston, 
over . ^ ... 

SC Houston,   Apollo   8  on  S-band  and  do you 
read?     Everything   is GO. 

CAPCOM Roger,   understand  Apollo  8.     Apollo 8, 
this   is  Houston, over. 

SC Roger,   Houston,   read   you   loud   and clear. 
CAPCOM We   are   reading   you   loud   and  clear also, 

Pill.     The  problem here  over Honeysuckle  has  been on the 
ground.     Your   spacecraft   equipment   is   all  working  fine. We 
are   going   to   have   LOS   in  about   a  minute   and  we will  pick you 
up  over  Guaynas   at   12813, over. 

SC Roger.     12813,   thank you. 
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CAPCOy Roger.     We   are   giving   the   DSL   back to 
V o u.   Apollo   8. 

bC Roger,   thank you. 
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Apollo  Control Houston,   1 hour 
We have  had  no additional 

Creek , and 

PAO This is 
19 minutes  into  the flight. 
contact with  the  crew  since we  left Honeysuckle 
before  we   reach   the   States,   we  want   to  play   for   the second 
time  for  the  Broadcast  pool,   the  lift-off  tape through 
about   5  minutes.     Through  some   technical  difficulty, it 
was missed  the  first  time around,  so now we  are going to 
repeat  both   the  picture  and   the  audio  track  on  the early 
minutes  of  lift-off.     I'm sure  other members  of  the media 
in  the  newsroom will  understand.     Could  you  roll   the tape 
please ? 

over 

CAPCOM Lift-off . 
SC Roll  and  pitch program. 
CAPCOM Roge r. 
SC How do  you  read, Houston? 
CAPCOM Loud  and  clear. 
CAPCOM Mark,  mode   1  bravo,  Apollo 8. 
SC Mode   1 B. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   you  are  looking good. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Mark,  mode   1  charlie,  Apollo 8. 
SC Mode   1 C. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,  you are GO  for stagi 

SC Roger. 
SC Staging,   I  have  just  completed them. 
CAPCOM Roger,   I understand. 
SC Roge r. 
SC Houston,   how do  you  read,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM We  read  you  loud  and  clear,  Apollo 8. 
SC Okay,   the  first  stage was very smooth, 

this  one is a  little smoother. 
CAPCOM Understand,   smooth  and  smoother. Looks 

and 

good here. Apollo 
for GO, over. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

guiding  for GO, over 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

8,  Houston,   you're  trajectory  and guiding 

Thank  you  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,  Houston,  you're  trajectory and 

Thank you, Michael. 
You're  looking real good 
Very good. 

END OF TAPE 
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15  or  20 minutes 
particularly 

Lovell will be a 

PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  here,   1  hour 29 
minutes  into  the  flight.     The  first  call  from Mike Collins 
to Apollo  8,   as  yet without  response.    This  will  be  - this 
pass  across  the States  this  time should last 
should be  a major  checkpoint  on  all systems, 
that  guidance  and navigation  system. Jim 
very busy boy  and  so will  Frank  Borman  and  -  insuring that 
all  the  checks  are  accurate.     In  the  course  of  it,  Bill Anders 

3  to  perform a backup  communications  check,   switching  to all- 
ternate  channels  should  anything develop  or  go wrong  in the 
primary  communications  mode.    As  the  spacecraft moves across 
the Atlantic  the  crew  then will  proceed  into  their translunar 
injection  checklist  in preparation  for  the burn on  the next 
rev.     Again,  we've   put   in  a  call,   we've  not  heard anything, 
let's  just  open a  line  and  stand by. 

CAPC0M 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 

for a GO for the 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
CAL 
CAPCOM 

v o j. c ('■  c h ft c. k . 
CAPCOM 

backup  voice check 
CAPCOM 

voice  check, over. 
S C 

give  you another 
CAP COM 
SC 

Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston, over. 
Houston,  Apollo  8, over. 
Roger.     How  do  you  read me? 
Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston, over. 
Roger,  Houston,  Apollo  8.     Standing by 

backup  comm check, over. 
Roger.     Standby  one, Bill. 
California,   inhibit  VHF downlink. 
California inhibited. 
Apollo  8,  Houston.     Go ahead with backup 

Apo11o 
ove r. 
Apollo 

8, this is Houston 

8, Houston. 

Go  ahead with 

Roge r,   Mike. 
one.     Standing by. 

Roger, standing 
Roger.    This is 

Go  ahead with backup 

I  gave  you a count. I'll 

4, voice  1,   2,   3, 
CAPCOM 

Go ahead with 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

1,2,3,4,5,5,4,3,2,1 
CAPCOM 

clear normal S-band 
CAPCOM 

1 5,   5,  4,   3, ? 
Roger ,   Bill . 

normal S-band voice 
Roge r. 
Apollo 8, Houston, over 
Houston,   this   is Apollo 

by . 
Apollo  8  through backup 

,   eve r. 
Reading you 
check. 

weak  but clear 

8 on normal S-band 
How do you read? 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
How me? 

Apollo  8, Houston, 

Over . 
Reading you  loud and 

reading you  loud and 
car  on normal S-band, How  me? Over 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
SC Houston,   this   is  Apollo   8,   reading you 

loud and  clear on normal S-band. 
CAPCOM Roger.    Reading you loud and clear on nor- 

mal  S-band.     How me? 
SC Clear. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Houston,   this  is Apollo 8.    How do you 

read on VHF? Over. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Reading you  loud and 

clear.    We  are  also  reading you  loud  and  clear  on S-band nor- 
mal.     How me? Over. 

SC Roger.     I'm reading you loud and clear. 
I'll give  you  another  count  on  S-band normal. 1,2,3,4,5,5, 
4,3,2,1.    How do you read me? 

CAPCOM Roger.     That's  loud  and  clear,   Bill. Cal- 
ifornia,   would  you  enable   the  VHF downlink, please? 

CAL California enabled. 
PAO That  is  Bill Anders  and Mike Collins do- 

ing those voice  checks . 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger.    We  are  going to rewind your tape 

recorder  and we  have  the TLI  plus  90  and  TLI  plus 4-hour 
fans at your convenience, over. 

SC Roger.     Ready  to copy. 
CAPCOM Roger.     TLI  + 90,   SPS  slash G&N ,  63531 - 

164  +  129.     Are  you with me  so  far, over. 
SC Roger,  we're with you. 
CAPCOM Okay.     004174265  - 04402  - 00001  + 48387 

178169359,  not  applicable,  + 001854858760348383062027250 - 
PAO The  information  that Mike Collins is 

passing  to Jim Lovell  is  procedural  numbers  and  angles should 
abort become necessary at  two discrete periods after the 
translunar  injection burn.     Ninety minutes  after  and  then 4 
hours  after  and we  should  hear  quite  a  few numbers. 

CAPCOM -- + 1123  - 0300012313344940174739, north 
set stars  roll 068,  pitch  09 7,  yaw 356,  ullage none. Other, 
high  speed  procedure not  required, over. 

SC Houston,   this   is  Apollo  8.    We missed a 
portion of  that  maneuver  pad.     Can  you  start with HP  and go 
down  to northside  star, over. 

CAPCOM Roger.     I  say  again,  HP + 00185,   are you 
with me? 

SC Roger,  we're with you. 
CAPCOM 4858760348383062027 — 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 062027250   and  the  border  site  star is 
Earth's  center, over. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,   did you copy? 
SC Roger,  Houston,   this  is  a TLI  plus 90 

as  follows,  minus,   the weight will  be  plus  63531 minus 
164    lus   129004174265  minus  04402  minus  0001   plus  4 8387178169359 
plus 001854858760348383.    We will have  to get the sextant 
information later. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

up now over Bermuda 
Delta V.    That was 

SC 
sextant information 

CAPCOM 
06,  shaft 2027 

SC 

123 minus 030. 
Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
Houston,   did  you copy. 
Apollo  8,  Houston,  we  are  picking you 

,  I  did not  copy your  readback after 
the  last  point  of  the (garble). 
Roger,  Houston,   could you  give  us the 
again, 
That ' s 

the sextant 
affirmative 

star information. 
The  sextant star 

trunion 250, over. 
Roger,  starting out 

06  2007  250,   earth's center, down 
39, 

with  the sextant 
123,   right  22 plus 
north set, roll 

sextant star the 

Houston,  would you go  to POO 
and the  (garble) zero 

star 
1123 minus 03000 12313 34494 017 47 
068,   pitch  097,  yaw  356,  no others. 

CAPCOM Roger,  Jim,  on your 
shaft  should be  2027,   2027, over. 

SC Roger,   copy, 0227. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8, 

accept please,  we want  to  send up 
SC We are  in ACCEPT. 

You  are   in ACCEPT. 
Roger,   go  ahead,  we  are  in POO  and ACCEPT 
Thank you.     I have  your TLI  plus  4 hour 

ready  to  copy  and your TLI  band also. 
Roger,   ready  to copy. 
Okay,   TLI  plus   4  hours,   SPS/G andN. 
63531  as  printed,   the  pitch  and yaw minus 

band 

The 
164 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

,  when you 
SC 
CAPCOM 

weight is still 

are 

plus 
252 

and plus 12 
SC 
CAPCOM 
00000 plus 

me so far? niner.     Are  you with 
We  are with you. 
GETI, 00647277 niner minus 

52885178155000,  not applicable 
0 niner nine r 

SC 
S-band and again, 

CAPCOM 
627526 niner 

SC 
CAPCOM 

center, down 

with me? 
8 

015  niner 4 
plus  001 niner 

Apollo 8,  Houston, over 
You are braking  lock on 

niner 0 niner 

063 
north set stars , 
none,  high speed 

Are you 
This  is Apollo 

you  got   cut-off,   just  at  HB. 
Okay,  HB  plus  001  niner 252 

are  you with  me, over. 
Yes . 

sextant  star,   121037211, earth 
plus   1068 minus   16 50012505350610264257 
pitch 0 niner  7,  yaw  356, ulage 
not  required, over. 

Roge r, 
right 23 

roll 068, 
procedure 
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SC Roger,   Houston,   TLI   plus   4. Weight 
remains  the  same,  minus   164 plus   129006472779 minus 01594 
plus  all ball  plus  52885178159000 NA plus 001925290962752694121037211, 
first  thiner,   down  063,   right   2.3  plus 1068. 

PA0 And  this   is  Apollo  Control  Houston here 
while we  are  still   in  communication  by  the  Vanguard,   I wanted 
to  pass   on  to  you  some   real-time   telemetry we  are  getting on 
a  few  cabin  functions.     The  cabin pressure  has  been holding 
at  a  rock  steady  5.2  pounds  per square  inch  since launch. 
We've   switched  now  to   the  bio-med,   switched   the bio-med 
harness  over  to Jim Lovell,  on  the  center couch.    His heart 
has been running around  69  to  70 beats  per minute. He's 
breathing at  a  steady  25,  20  to  25   respirations  per minute. 
He's  been  doing  alot  of   talking,   alot  of writing  down there, 
trying  to  copy  all  of  those  numbers.     The   cabin temperature 
is  a very  comfortable  62  degrees.    All  of  the  other sources, 
the oxygen pressure  is  still  slightly more  than  100 percent, 
we  normally  launched about   105   to   106  percent,   it's showing 
104  percent.     All  other  sources   in  the   cabin  the bio-med 
area  look quite  good.     Let's  go back now  and here  even more 
numbers  as we  complete  this  TLI  onboard information. 

SC Zero niner  1,  yaw 001,   comments  TLI  plus - 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Yaw  is  001.     Comments,   TLI  plus   10 minutes 
abort  attitude  is   199  degrees,   and  I  don't believe you've 
got  time  to  read  that  back,  we'll  see  you over Canaries at 
1:50  GET.  Adios. 

PAO You heard Mike  Collins,   after a conversation 
that  started  at   1  hour 25  minutes  into  the  mission,   is now 
1  hour  - nearly   1  hour 50  minutes,   to  give  you some under- 
standing of  the  extraordinarily  long periods  that we can 
hold  the  spacecraft  during  these  state  side  passes, and 
Mike  bobbed  that  conversation off with  an  "Adios" and said 
we would  pick  them up  in  1  minute  over  the  Canaries. So 
essentially we've  got,  well  let's  say,  on  the  order of  35 to 
40  minutes  of  continuous  communication  starting with Guaymus 
and  running  through  the  Canary  station.     Let's just leave 
the   circuit   up.     We'll  have   them back   in  just  a  very few 
seconds . 

CAP  COM Apollo  8,   Houston, over. 
SC Roger,   Houston,   Apollo  8,   read  you loud 

and  clear.     TLI   (garbled)   24136   179   005   001   515   105196 35569 
357  091  001.    TLI  plus   10  abort  attitude   199  on  the pitch. 

CAP  COM Roger Apollo  8,   that  is  correct. We'd 
ke   to  double  check  one  number  on  the TLI  plus  90 minutes, 

ten you  can  dig  that  out  let  me know. 
SC Roger,   go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,   it's   the  sextant  shaft angle 

should  be   2027. Over. 
SC Roger.     Sextant   shaft   is 2027. 
CAPCOM Thank  you, sir. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston. The 

flight  director has  just  advised  the   room that  the booster, 
the   S-IVB,   all  consumable,   every  bit  of  data we  have looked 
at  and  examined  indicate we  should  proceed with  the TLI burn. 
Go back  to  the crew. 

CAPCOM Looking  good,  both  from a guidance and 
a  consumable  viewpoint,   it   all   looks GO. 

S C Roger. 
CAP COM The  DSP   is   all  yours, Bill. 
SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8 Houston.    We will have LOS in 

1  minute.    We'll  pick you up  again over Tananarive  at 209. 
SC Roger,   Michael,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Roger.     How  does   it   feel  up there? 
SC                           Very  good,  very  good.     Everything is 

going  rather well.     It  looks  just  about  the  same way it 
did  three  years  ago.   " 

CAPCOM Does  Bill  have   time   from playing with 
is  tape  recorder  to  look out  the window? 

SC Roger,   we  had  one   little   incident here. 
.im Lovell  inadvertently  popped one  light,   so we've  got one 
full  May West  over here. 
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CAPCOM Roger,   I understand. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. That 

will apparently wrap  it  up  via Canary  Islands. Tananareve 
we  are  due  to  acquire  at  2 hours  and 9  minutes  into the 
flight,   about   15  minutes  from now.    You heard on  the tag 
end of  that  conversation  a  fairly  relaxed Borman commenting 
that  it  looked very much  like  it  did  three years  ago when 
he  and Jim Lovell were  flying Gemini   7,  and he also 
reported  that  inadvertently a May West  had been inflated. 
We're not  just  sure whose May West  it was,  but  the supposition 
here  is  that  one  tank or one  side  of   the  life jacket on 
the  command pilot might  have been inadvertently triggered, 
and we're  sure  it's  causing no  difficulty  and  it will be 
deflated and  stowed at  the proper  time with  the  suits. So 
we will  be  back  at Tananareve  at  about   10  to  12 minutes. 
This  is Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston,   at   2 hours, 
15 minutes  into the flight.    We have had a flight with the 
crew over Tananarive and among other  things,  Frank Borman 
reported  that  he was  Gemini  8,  which  caused a  few smiles. 
Some wag  finally  added,   "remember you're  Gemini  7, not 
Gemini  8" and here  is how the  conversation went. 

CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston through Tananarive, 
over . 

SC Apollo  8. 
CAPCOM Roger,  Apollo  8,  we  don't have anything 

for you, we are just  standing by.    You're looking real good 
SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Gemini  8,   correction Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Gemini   8,   Houston,  we would like 

to bring you up to  date on  the  comm situation while we've 
got  some  quite  time here.    We'll be LOS  Tananarive  in another 
2 minutes.    We'll be  picking you up  over Carnarvon at  2 hours, 
25  minutes  and  22  seconds.    LOS  Carnarvon will be  23155, then 
we've got ARIA number  1  commlng in about  23730 and after that 
we will have a hand-off  to Mercury to Hawaii  to Goldstone, 
and we  should have  continuous  comm, over. 

SC Very  good,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Thought  you were Gemini  7,  not 8. 
PAO And that wraped up  the  conversation via 

Tananarive.    We'll be back at,  standby one here,   2 hours, 
25  minutes;   8 minutes  from now by Carnarvon. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This is Apollo Control Houston at  2 hours, 
26 minutes into the flight. We have just acquired by Carnarvon, 
and here  is  how  that  conversation  is going. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM Alright,  you are GO  for TLI, over. 
SC Roger,  we  understand we  are  GO  for TLI. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston, running 

through an unusually quiet pass  across Carnarvon with very 
little more than establishing call signs.    Our orbital digitals, 
which we are  reading out  from Australian sites,  show that 
present  velocity  is  25  569   feet  per second,  showing an 
apogee of  105.5 nautical miles;  and our translunar injection 
burn will have the effect,  here's  that  comm going up, let's 
catch up with it. 

SC The following. 
CAPCOM Alright, we will have LOS  in about 

30  seconds   and we will  pick you  up  over ARIA  1   at   237   and 1/2. 
SC Roger. 
PAO Apollo Control back here.    The TLI burn 

will add  10 500 feet per second,  perhaps a foot or more per 
second;   but   that   is  pretty  close.     Ten  thousand,   five  hundred feet 
per second to the present  25  570.    The duration of  the burn 
will be  slightly  more  than  5  minutes.     It  wil 1 occur  2 hours, 
and 50 minutes  into  the  flight.     Now,   a combination of stations 
will be seeing it  .    The  ship Mercury will see it, parked 
about  a  thousand miles  south  of  Hawaii.    Hawaii  should also 
see   tt.     In a  s*ery  few minutes,   as  the  spacecraft starts 
away  from the earth,   the big  dish  in Goldstone,  Calif., will 
acquire.    At  2  hours,   33  minutes  into  the  flight,   this is 
Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  01 TAPE 
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PAO This is Apollo Control 2 hours and 42 
minutes  into the  flight.    We attempted to establish some 
conversation through one of  our instrumentation aircraft. 
We heard them,  they heard us, but it was jus t barely. We 
are now waiting,  which we should have  in about  2 minutes, 
through  the  good ship Mercury.     It  is entirely appropriate 
that  the  ship Mercury should be  the  relay point  for this 
historic burn which is planned for in about 6 minutes. Flight 
Director has  just  advised we  should  standby  to  receive Mer- 
cury data and that's precisely what we are doing.    We will 
bfi  back  to  you  in  about  2  minutes.     This   is  Apollo Control 
V :•> u s t o n . 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  2 hours 
45  minutes   into  the   flight.     We  are  now  getting  data from 
the ship Mercury and everything looks  good.    The booster has 
advised  that  the  tanks  have  repressurized properly  and here 
goes   the   first   call  up   to  Apollo 8. 

CAPCOM —  through   the  Mercury  and  you're looking 
good  down here.     Everything  looks good. 

SC Roger.    Understand.    Our 02  flow is a 
little  bit  higher  than   I   thought,   but  Bill  says   that it's 
just   about  what  he expected. 

CAP COM Roger, understand. 
CAPCOM Your 02  flow  looks  good  from down here. 
SC Thank you. 
PAO Here   in  the  Control   Center,   two big 

charts   dominate   the   front   of   the   room,   and  two  of   the walls. 
One  of  them will  present  the  data  as   it  climbs.     It's  a plot 
of  velocity  versus  altitude,   so we will be  able  to track 
that  for you.     The  other plots  show  the  angle of  the burn - 
is   following.     Still  another  shows   the  ever-so-slight   out of 
olane  maneuver.     Standby one. 

PAO Immediately   following  the  burn,  we should 
it  a  detailed  report  on  it  from Frank Borman. Meanwhile, 

Bill Anders,   during  the  course of  the burn,  will  operate the 
onboard   flight   recorder  and on which   any  various comments 
from the  various   crewmembers  will be  recorded.     We will un- 
doubtedly hear some  comments   from them during  the  course of 
the  burn.     Immediately   following  the  burn,   Jim Lovell  is to 
start   stowing   the  many   items   of  camera  gear,   lenses, mirrors, 
cables,   all  that  matter of  camera equipment,   including a 
spotmeter.     The  Apollo  8  has  been  advised  once  again that 
they  look  good   for  the  burn.     About   every  minute,   the Flight 
Director   is  pulsed,   the  booster man  in   this   Control  Center to 
get  his status. 

PAO Thirty  seconds   to  TLI.     And Mike Collins 
gives   them  the  mark  20  seconds   to  ignition.     Now  he   is count- 
ing,   4,   3,   2,   we  see  ignition.     Lovell   confirms   ignition and 
the   thrust   is   okay,   booster  says.     Flight   Dynamics   says we 
look  good,   Flight  - watching  the  thrust  build, trajectory 
guidance,   flight   dynamics,   everybody   in   the   front , what's 
called  the  front  trench  of  this  Control  Center says  they are 
happy.     That  includes  the booster.     Comm says  you are looking 
good.    Two hours  51  minutes  and  30  seconds,   that would put 
us   about   1   minute   into   the  burn.     Apogee  now  800  miles and 
climb ing. 

PAO Hawaii   confirmed   that   they  got   a very 
"olid   lock  and  Borman  almost  nonchalantly  says   Roger, we 

jok   good  here,   at   2  hours   52 minutes. 
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PAO Flight  Dynamics  says we  are  exactly nomi- 
nal.     Cutoff  is  now predicted,   2  hours  55  minutes  and 58 sec- 
onds.    The  crew has  been  advised  that  they  look -  all values 
look exactly nominal or just  exactly what we hoped  they would 
be.    Their present  alitude  is  now  about   3000 miles  and we 
are GO  and  these  three  crewmembers  are  traveling  faster than 
man has  ever  flown before.    There  is  very  little conversation 
with   the   crew,   but   let's   cut  now  to   the   crew  and  see what we 
can pick up. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     You  are   looking good 
here.     Right   down   the centerline. 

SC Roger.     Apollo 8. 
PAO Their velocity  is  now about  32,000 feet 

per  second,   32,000   feet  per  second.     Velocity  is now 33,000 
feet per  second.     From Hawaii we  are  getting a visual report 
that  people  in Hawaii  are  observing  the burn  from on the 
ground. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     You  are   looking good. 
Mght  down  the centerline. 

SC Roger.     Apollo 8. 
PAO We  are  about  40  seconds  from cutoff here. 

The  spacecraft  is  moving at  nearly  35,000   feet  per second, 
cutoff  is   30  seconds.     Present  altitude,   35,000 miles. 

PAO 60,000  miles we  are  approaching.     We have 
passed  the  60,000  miles  and we  are very nearly  - Borman says 
we   got   SECO.     Cutoff  was   right   on  the second. 

END  OF TAPE 
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P A 0 At   2  hours   and   5 7  minutes   here. All 
the   sources   agnin   are   being   looked   at   and   compared.     All are 
exactly  what  x^e   had   hoped   to   see   and  more   than  once we've 
heard   Chris   Kraft,   the   Director   of   Flight   Operations   say, . 
"You're   on   your   way.     You're   really   on   your  way   now."     We j 
don't   have   a   exact   cutoff   figure   yet   feet   per   second,   but / 
we   should   he   getting   it   very   soon   from   the   flight dynamics 
of f i c e r. 

CAPCOM Everything   is   looking  real   gooci down 
here . 

FLIGHT California   inhibit   Vi!F  down link. 
CALIF Inhibited. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8 Houston. 
S C Go   ahead   Houston,   Apollo   8 . 
CAPCOM Your   cutoff   looked   very   good   down here. 

'.' e  h n v e   a w h o J o   room   full   of   people   that   say   you   look good. 
SC Roger,   thank  you.     The  only situation 

we   have   here   is   the   02   is   (garbled)   high,   02   is (garbled) 
high . 

CAPCOM Roger,   understand   02   flow high. 
SC We'll   get   to   first   status   report here 

shortly. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo   H   Houston.     Your   booster configure! 

normal!v, and we're not concerned with the 02 high. We think 
it's normal. 

St' Okay. 
S C !' o u s t o n ,   A p o 1 J o   8 . 
CA-COM Co   ahead   Apollo 8. 
SC Roger.     The   DFI.TA--TIG   looked   like   it was 

right   on.      'him   tine   appeared   to   us   tc   be   about   2 seconds 
longer   5 17   DEX   reads   95485  when  we  got   it.     The attitude 
WHS   nominal .     !)l  was   reading   35452   at   cutoff.     H  dot 04552 
and   H   01791   !)E   -VC  on   ttie   MS   was   minus 20.6. 

CAPCOM Okay,   we   copy   that,   Jim,   and   I've got 
s n T~I e   t i rr, e s   here   f o r  v o u . 

SC Roger ,   go   ahead . 
CAPCOM Merger   begins   maneuver   to   set attitude 

at   3   10   "j 5 .     Takes   5  minutes   to   arrive   at   3   1 5   55 ,   and set 
t i nc   3   2 0   5 3.     Your   set   attitude   the   girchal - 

PAO This   is   Apollo   Control.     We   are getting 
T   post   TLI   report   i. roni   the   crew.      I   apologize,   I reported 
sore   erroneous   figures   during   the   course   of   the   burn. Our 
present   altitude   is   about   2^0   mil es aBiL_^_erj^^h_o_rJLl4L„Jai.e 
will   got   a  more   precise   fix   on   that.     I   believe   in   the course 
o r   t h •:•  burn   t'nev   quoted   some   features   in   thousands   of miles 
v:ii;:h  should  have  been  in   thousands  of   feet.     I apologize. 
Our   n e v   displavs   are   getting   a   good  workout   and   sore of 
the   people   reading   those   new   displays   are  getting  a  very good 
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PAO workout. 
SC Houston,  Apollo  8, over. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Go ahead. 
SC Roger.     Going  to  start charging 

battery B. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control here. We're 

watching  the  altitude  plot  now.     Now  it's  a good  solid trace 
coming  to  us  through Goldstone.     We're up  to  879 miles. 
Our  present  ground  elapsed  time  into  the  flight  is  3 hours 
03 minutes.     At  the  same  time we  are  already beginning to 
see  the velocity begin  to  receed  slightly.     It's now 
32  418  feet  per second,   and we'll  continue  to  see that 
slight  lowering  in  the velocity  reading  and  a constant 
elevation  of   the   apogee.     Now  934,   961,   and  every   10 seconds 
it  seems   to be  adding  about  30  to  40 miles.     That spacecraft 
right  now,   in  relation  to   the  earth,   is   just   south  of the 
Goldstone  station which has  it  in  solid  lock.    We are now 
seeing  our  first midcourse  charts,   early  estimates  of what 
we will be working with,   numbers  at midcourse,   and like 
so many  of  our  data displays,   by  the  time we  get  locked up 
on  it with  our  own eye balls  it moves   to  another channel. 
At  3 hours  and  5 minutes  into  the  flight,   this  seems   to be 
a convenient  stopping point  for  the action right  now. We 
will be back shortly. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Launch Control.     And our present 
planning we are aiming toward the postlaunch press  conference at 
Press  Site  39  at  about   11:30  am this  morning.    The participants 
in this  conference will be  as  follows:    Lt.  General Samuel 
C.  Phillips,  the Apollo Program Director,  from NASA Headquarters. 
Dr.  Kurt H.  Debus,  Director Kennedy Space Center,  Dr. Werner 
von Braun,  Director Marshall Space Flight Center,  Dr. John 
Clark,  Director of  Goddard  Space  Flight  Center,  Dr. Robert 
R.  Gilruth  is back in Houston.    We will  see  if arrangements 
can be made  to  include Dr.  Gilruth  in on  the conference. 
11:30  for  the  postlaunch  conference.    This  is Launch Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston,   we estimate 
another   7  or  8  minutes  before   the   spacecraft  will separate 
from the  S-IVB.     We have not  heard  from  the  crew  in  the last 
few  minutes,   they're  busy   doing  post   TLI   duties   and  we are 
looking at  data here and everything we  see  is  quite comforting. 
That   is   the  next  major  event,   separation   from   the booster. 
For now,   the pool has  asked us  to  replay  the communication 
during  translunar  injection,  which  you heard  live.     Here it 
is . 

CAP 
SC 
CAP 

ignition 
SC 
CAP 
SC 

COM 

COM 
Mark 

COM 

Apollo 8 
Roge r. 
Apollo   8.     Coming   up   on   20 seconds 
and you are  looking very good. 
Roger.      (Pause) Ignition. 
Roger, ignition. 
...  we  have had TLI ignition. 
Fido, Flight. 
Go  Flight.     Do  you  look okay? 
We  look  go.     Look  good  Cap Com. 
Flight  booster,   all  systems go. 
Roger. 
Flight  Fido,   after 800  miles,  we are 
Roger.     And climbing. 
What  have  you  got   Flight?     The antenna? 
Looks   good  Flight. 
The booster? 
Hawaii  confirms  they  have  got  a very 

solid lock.    And Borman  almost nonchalantly  says Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,   Houston,  we  are predicting 
5 8  and  it  looks  exactly nominal here. 
S C Roge r. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,   Houston.     That   predicted cutoff 
52  -  52  and  that  is  exactly  as  it  should be. 
SC 2  55 52 

Apollo  Control  Houston.     3 hours 
Exactly   1  minute   ago we observed 

The   crew  immediately   turned around 
and we  are  watching  that  pitch - 

pitch   attitude   right  now  and  telemetry   coming  through over 
the Eastern Test Range.    And as  the  vehicle  climbs  it will - 
from a  flat  map  projection  appear  to  swing   to   the   south and 
west  which,   of   course   is   a   little  unusual   for our 
the  earth  orbital  tracks which  invariably  take us 
But we will  observe  as  swing down  starting across 
and  back  across   the   upper  part   of  South America, 
trying  to  establish  a  call with Apollo  8.     Let's - 
what we  can  get. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     This   is  Houston. Over 

Houston.     You  are   looking good 

to 
it, 

CAP COM 

CAP COM 

CAP COM 

CAP COM 

go 

cutoff 
2 55 

5 5 

PAO This is 
22 minutes  into  the flight, 
separation  from  the S-IVB. 
and  had  a  look  at   the S-IVB 

pass   flight • 
to  the east, 
the Atlantic 
We  are now 
let's see 
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SC This   is   Apollo   8  on  VHF  and  S-band. How 
do  you read? 

CAP  COM Hear  loud  and  clear,   Bill.     How me? 
SC Read   you   loud  and   clear.     We  have   sep and 

looking  good. 
CAP  COM Looking  good  here. (Pause) 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control here.    No additional 

communications  with  crew,  but  while we  have  been  sitting here 
in  the  last  few minutes,   the Mission  Control  Center has gone 
to what we  call   the  translunar  phase map.     The new display - 
those  of  you watching  in  the  News  Center will  observe  that the 
elongated   figure   8  map  which   shows   the  earth-moon   transit and 
it   also  shows   the  numbers,   the   small   flashing  light  now being 
portrayed  to  us   in  black  and  white.     And  we would estimate 
our  distance   at   something  on   the  order  of   3,350  miles from 
earth.     It  will   carry  us   out   in   increments  of   20,000 miles 
out   to  -  on  out   to   lunar   distance.     And  we  will  be  able to 
observe   the  declination  or   the   general  angle   in  relation to 
the  earth-moon  system for  the  entire  flight  path  of  the space- 
craft.     Again,  we  confirmed  S-IVB  spacecraft  separation at 
about   3  hours   21  minutes   into   the   flight.     And  at   this time 
3 hours  27 minutes   into   the  flight,   all  looks satisfactory. 
This  is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control Houston.    The crew 
seems   to be  pretty  settled down after  their translunar injec- 
tion burn  and  they  are  getting  some  time  on  the window. We 
just  heard Jim Lovell  report  he  could  see  Florida perfectly. 
By  the  way,   they  are  at   about   6500   miles   above   the  earth now. 
He  said he had  a beautiful  view  of  Florida and  then his gaze 
roamed  a  little  bit   to   the   other  side  of   the  window  and he 
could  also  see Gibraltar.     The  crew  reminded  the  Control Cen- 
ter here  that  Pete  Conrad  and Dick Gordon would have  to step 
aside.     Their altitude  record has  been exceeded, 
up  this  conversation now  as  it unfolds. 

SC Houston,   Apollo   8.     How  do you 
CAPC0M Read  you  loud  and  clear, Frank 
SC Roger,   loud  and   clear.     We are 

pictures of the S-IVB, the postseparation sequence 
pleted  and we   seem  to  have  a high gain. 

Okay,   f ine . 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Roger.     Is  Bill  ready  for his 

We  can  configure  any  time  he is. 

Let  s pick 

read? 
How us? 

taking 
is com- 

CAPCOM 
CAPC0M 
SC 
CAPCOM 

can configure 
VHF test? 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

did  a  VERB   66 enter 
LM slot .     We  didn 1 t 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 

We  can see  the Cape. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

whether you 
from CSM to 

Okay,   stand by. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
Roger.     We  would   like   to ask 
to  transfer  the  state vector 
copy  that   down here. 
We  did not. 
Okay . 
Do you want  us   to  do  that now? 
At  your convenience. 
Roger. 
(cut off) 
We  see  the  earth  now,  almost  as  a disk 
Good  show.     Get   a picture  of it. 
We  are.     Tell  Conrad  he  lost  his record 
We have  a beautiful  view of  Florida now 
just   the   point. 

Roger. 
And at  the  same  time,  we  can see Africa 

West Africa is beautiful. I can also 
same   time   I'm  looking  at Florida. 

CAP COM Sounds   good. Get 
What  window  are  you  looking out? 

SC The  center window, 
CAPCOM Roger. 

see  Gibraltar at the 

a  picture  of it 
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t o 

CAPCOM Are   your  windows   clear   so far? 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
S C Co  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM How   about   your   VHF   check?     We  would like 

get   that   done   before   you   get   too  much   further away. 
SC Okay. 
SC Roger,   we   are   listening  on   VHF  now for 

(garble). 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Say again. 
SC We   are   listening  on  VHF  alpha simplex. 
CAPCOM Okay,   good,   thank  you.     VIIF  alpha simplex 

and  we  will   got   configured   for   it   and   in  between  times, give 
us   a  clue   as   to  what   it   looks   like   from way   up there. 

SC Roger.     Well,   Mike,   I   can  see   the entire 
earth   now  out   of   the   center  window.     I   can   see   Florida, Cuba, 
Central   America,   the  whole  northern  half  of   Central America, 
in   fact   all   the  way  down   through   Argentina  and  down through 
Chile. 

CAPCOM They   picked   a  good   day   for it. 
SC Stand   by.     We   are   going  through   the separ- 

ation  maneuver   checklist here. 
CAPC0M Roger,   standing by. 
SC Houston,   this   is   Apollo   3.     We've lost 

sight   of   the   S-IV8   here.     The   separation  maneuver  may  be de- 
layed   slightly   or  else  we  will   go  ahead   and  make   it without 
having   her   in sight. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
S C 

maneuver? 
CAPCOM 
c 'CO! 

] i t t 

SC 
CAPCOM 

ie   mor e   that 1 
SC 

now.     We   have done 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CATCOM 

for   a  while, Bill. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

an   approximate GET 

Roger,   understand, Frank. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     Go ahead. 
When  does   the   S-IVH  do their 

Stand   by one. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go  on . 
Your blowdown will be 1 hour 

hour   from now. 
Rogpr. We have the S-IVR in 

the   separation maneuver. 
Good   show.     Thank you. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go   ahead,   iious ton . 
We would   like   to   take control 

b1owd own 

from now , a 

sight again 

of   the DSE 

Co ahead. 
Thank you. 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     We   would   like   to get 

of   your  sep  maneuver   to  use   for  our ephemeris 
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CAP   COM tracking data. 
SC Roger.     Was   3  hours   40  minutes   zero seconds 
CAP  COM 3   40  and  a  foot   and  a  half  -  feet per 

second. Right? 
SC Roger.     About that. 
CAP  COM Okay — 
SC --We  have   the  -  Mike,   we  have   the exact 

callout  here   for  you  and  a  burn  status report. 
CAP  COM All right. 
SC All   right,   delta  VX  minus   0011,   delta VY 

plus   0002,   delta  VZ  minus   0002,   roll   0,   pitch   180,   yaw 0. 
Over. 

CAP  COM Yes, Roger. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
SC Go  ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Roger.     At  your  convenience,  would you 

please  go  PU  and  accept  with  an  update  to your W matrix? 
And   also  when  you   get   a  chance  we  would   like   to  know about 
the   SLA  panels.     Did   they  all   depart?     And  do  you  have any 
comments   about   the SLA? 

SC They  all  departed  and  they worked fine. 
CAP  COM Okay,   thank you. 
SC We are  in PU  and accept. 
CAP  COM Thank you. 
SC Houston.     Apollo   8.     Will  you  give us 

the   information when  you want  us   to   stop   the  venting  and so 
on . 

CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston. Roger. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAP  COM Roger.     What   is   the  venting information 

are  your   inquiring  about,   the  02   flow  high   out   through the 
waste   tank  or  waste   compartment  or  you   talking  about your 
evaporator ? 

SC Evaporator.     We  are configuring. 
CAP   COM Okay. 
CAP  COM . . .   concur   in  that . 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     You   can  go  back to 

the  block.     We  have   gotten   in  the   load  to  the  W matrix update. 
SC Roger. 
SC Houston.     Apollo   8.     The backpressure 

valve   is   closed   and  the  water   flow  is off. 
CAP  COM Backpressure  valve   closed   and water 

flow  off.     Thank you. 
SC Houston.     Apollo   8 here. 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Go ahead. 
SC. Roger.     It   looks   like  I   might  have to 

do  a  couple  more  small  maneuvers   to  stay  away  from  the front 
of   this   S-IVB   the  way  we   are   ending  up  now.     Do  you want 
me   to  do   these  with   our   P-47   if  we  have   to  do them? 

PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston   3 hours 
55 minutes into the flight. We have additional comm here, 
but at this point, we are going to join a postlaunch press 
conference  at   the   Cape.     Let's   switch   to   the Cape. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  at   4 hours, 
21  minutes  into  the  flight.     In  the  last  half-hour, we've 
had   a  very   interesting   interchange  with   the   crew. They've 
given  us   a  good  discription  of  what   has   been  going on; but 
more   than   that,   we've  been  occupied  with   trying   to understand 
what   the  proper  maneuver  would  be   to  give  us   added separation 
from   the   S-IVB.     Borman  reported  some   15   to   20  minutes ago, 
that   he   thought   the   S-IVB  was   staying  a   little  bit   to close 
for   comfort.     He   estimated   that   its  distance   from the 
spacecraft   500   to   1000   feet   and   he   said  he  was  viewing quite 
a lot   of  venting,   not   propulsive   venting,   but  just great 
clouds   of  venting  coming   from  the  S-IVB.     He   later reported 
that   it   had   stopped.     In   the   course  of   the   last   20   to   25 minutes 
we  have  been  playing  music   on   the  VHF by  VHF  out   of California, 
and   the   crew  reports  Herb  Alfred   sounds   great.     It's being 
beamed   to  him  just   a  little  bit   north  of  his   native Tituana. 
So   that   system,   we   are   trying   to   find  out  just  how  far out 
in  space   the  VHF will  carry.     Certainly  the  quote  that stopped 
us   all,   more  so   than   anything  else   came   from  Borman. I'm 
sure   it  was   by   accident,   but   at   one   point   he,   in   trying to 
configure   for   a  slight  burn   to  give  him  added  seperation from 
the   S-IVB,   Borman  says   "as   soon   as  we   find   the  earth, we'll 
do   it",   and   that   brought   a  loud   clap  of   laughter  here. Here 
is   quite   alot   of   tape   going  back  over   the   last   17   or   18 minutes. 

CAPCOM Standby.     That's   affirmative  Frank on 
this P47. 

SC Okay,   and   give  me   the   time   again when 
it   starts   to  damp please. 

CAPCOM Roger.     We're  working  on  an  exact GET 
of   that   Frank. 

SC Right. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM I'd  like  to  give  you some  idea  of your 

trajectory.     It   looks   like   a  mid-course   direction  number 1, 
trajected   out   to  TLI  plus   6  hours,  would  be  only   7   feet per 
second.     So   any   further  maneuvers   you   do  would  add   to that 
which   is   probably good. 

SC I   just  want   to  stay   from  away   from in 
front   of   this thing. 

CAPCOM Roger,   we   concurr.     Looks   like   it is 
safe now. 

SC Yes.     OMNI   B.     Starting  to  vent now, 
slowing down. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   say again. 
SC The   S-IVB   is   really venting. 
CAPCOM Roger,   understand  that   is   a (garble) 

nonpropulsive  vent.     The  big blow-down maneuver,   its starts 
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vent 
CAPCOM 

44455  and the 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

pretty spectacular 

manuevering   to  blow-down  attitude at 
occurs  at  50 755. 

50755 . 
Roger. 
That   is   the  nonpropulsive vent,  but it's 
It's  spewing out  from all  sides  like a 

huge  water sprinkler. 
CAPCOM Roger,   get   some  pictures   of it. 
SC Say  again  that  big vent   time,   so  I can 

write   it  down Houston. 
CAP COM Big  vent   time,   50 755   and  it  will be 

manuevering   to  vent   attitude  beginning  at   44455.     Bill has 
got   the   tape   recorder back. 

SC Roger.     We're   receiving  VHF music now, 
Houston,   thank you. 

CAPCOM 
my  mouth   Frank, and 
are   away   from   the S 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

to  vent   or thrust 
closer. 

CAPCOM 
just   give   us some 

SC 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston 

we   are working  on  something here. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston 

Houston,   over.     Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston, over. 
SC You  are   loud   and   clear  Mike-^-gtr ahead 
CAPCOM Okay   Frank,   on  your -a-djdoJ^-arona 1 separation 

maneuver,   we   recommend   that   you  make  a(r a d i a __burn .   point your 
X-axis   toward   the   earth  and   thrust  minus-Tfor   three feet 
per   second, over. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

mid 

Yes,   you  took   the  words   right  out of 
we  would   like   to  know  also  how   far you 
IVB  you  are now. 
I   guess   we   are  between  500   to   1000 feet. 
Roger. 
Herb  Alpert  seems  pretty good. 
Roger. 
Houston, Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Roger,   I   believe  we  are   going  to have 

away   from  this   thing,   we  seem  to  be getting 

Roger,   understand  Frank,   go  ahead whenever, 
idea  of  when  you  did   it   and how much. 

Roger. 
Did  you, standby 1 

Apollo  8, this 

\ 

increase your 
S t andby   on it. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

without losing 

I   don ' t  want   to do 
The   reason  we want 

■course  direction, so 

that . 
a radio burn is to 
we   can  use   the SPS 

site 

Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go  ahead. 
How close to a radio 
of   the   S-IVB burn. 

burn  can  you get, 
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SC Well,   I don't know because I  can't - 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC We  can  pitch  down  some,   Jim has   the Earth 

and  the  optics,   so we  could  pitch  some  and  get  pretty close 
to  one,   I  guess. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM We  can  give you  a pitch  gimbal angle 

on  the  radio direction  if - 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM Apollo  8. Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,   Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM We  can  give   you  a  pitch  gimbal  angle on 

radio  direction,   if   that  would  be   a  help.     It's   181 pitch 
gimbal   angle  would  be  exactly  radial  at   4  hours   and   10 minutes 
I  don't  know whether  that   solves  your visibility problem 
or not. 

SC 181? 
CAP  COM That's  affirmative. S-band. 
SC Zero would  be  just  as  good,  wouldn't it? 
CAP  COM Frank,   if   you  used   zero,   then  make the 

sep   if   possible   in  the  +X   thrusters.     That's   the direction 
of  the burn we  are going. 

SC Well,   can't  do   that.     I'll   thrust right 
square   into   that   S-IVB. 

CAP  COM Yeah,   okay, understand. 
SC What  would  you  maneuver  to  as   far  as the 

gimbal   angle   for  his blowdown? 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     That  blowdown, that 

S-IVB should be oriented to perform a retrograde blowdown. 
Along the local horizontal. Is it still chasing. Does it 
look   like   It   is   closing  or anything? 

SC It   is   about   the  same.     The   trouble is 
it   is  pointed  at  us  pretty well. 

CAP  COM Roger. Understand. 
TAP  COM Frank,  what we want  to  do  is  get a 

radial   upward   burn  and  as   long  as   you   can   through   the optics 
or i: one   other  means   out   the  window,   figure   out where the 
earth  is,   then  use   the   appropriate   thrusters,   to thrust 
upward,   radial  upward  for  3  feet  per  second,   that  is what we 
are  looking  for  for trajectory. 

SC Okay,   understand.     I  just  -   as   I  say, j 
I just can't very well do that now. I don't want to lose / 
sight   of   this   S-IVB. J 

CAP  COM Roger.     We  concur  with   that.     I just 
thought   perhaps   Jim,   through   his   optics   or  you  could get 
some   feel   for  where   the  earth   is.     That's  what  we  want to 
do   is   radial upward. 

SC Okay,   as  soon  as  we  find  the  earth we 
will  do it. 

CAP  COM Thank you. 
SC Houston.     The  venting on  the  S-IVB is 

terminated. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Thank you. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
SC Go  ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
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CAP   COM Roger.     Frank,   do  you   think   you   are going 
to be able to do this burn radially. We would like to add 
to its magnitude if you are going to make it in some other 
direction. Over. 

SC No,   I  am  not   even  sure  we   are  going to 
do   it   yet,   Mike.     If   I   can  get   -  if  we   seem  to  be drifting 
away   from   this   thing  a  little  bit,   although   it   is still 
pointing  at   us   quite   closer   than   I like. 

CAP  COM Roger. Understand. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     We  would   like you 

to  do   some   additional  maneuvers.     It   is   just   a  question of 
how  much   and  which direction. 

SC Okay,   our   gimbal   angles   are  about 190 
and   pitch   is   about   320   and   yaw   is   about  oh,   340.     We could 
certainly  do   it   in   this   position.     That   would  be alright. 

CAP   COM Stand  by.     We  will   check those. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Frank,  you could 

help  us   out   if   you  would   explain  where  you  are  relative   to the 
booster.     In  other  words,   with   respect   to   the  earth   and the 
adius   back   there.     Are  you   above  or  below  or  one  side or 

*?here   exactly   is   the  booster  relative   to you? 
SC Well,   it's   as   I   said  before.     We can't 

definitely   find   the   earth.     I   think  we   are   in   front   and a 
little  bit   above   -  a   little  bit   above   the   -  almost   in front 
of   the   -  directly   in   the   front   of   the booster. 

CAP  COM Roger.     Understand.     Almost   directly in 
front   of   the booster. 

SC Perhaps   a   little  bit   horizontally displaced 
towards   the   -   let's   see   -  Houston,   to  help  you,   we   are looking 
right   directly   above   the   S-IVB  with   the  sun  -   it's   on the 
right   side   of   the   S-IVB   and   on  our   left   number  one window. 

CAP   COM Okay,   understand.     The   sun   is   on   the right 
side   of   the   S-IVB   and   coming   in   your   number   one  window. And 
are  you   -   when  you   give   us   those  angles,   that   means   that your 
+X-axis   is   pointed   at   it  with   those   angles.     Is   that affirm? 

S C Roger. 
CAP   COM Okay. 
SC The  earth  is   in  our +Y,  +Z-direction now 

Mike. 
SC Roger.     And   a   little  ninus X. 
CAP  COM That's okay. 
SC Houston.     For   information,   I   am looking 

through the scanning telescope now and I see millions of stars. 
Most   of   there  -   the   venting  of   the S-IVB. 
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CAP  CO}'. Pight.     Are   you  having  trouble telling 
which   are   the   stars   and  which   are   the   S-J.VR particles? 

SC We   are   in   sunlight   and   it   looks   like they 
are   all   S-IVB.     We  don't   know.     I   am  going  to  attempt   a B-52 
realign  at   this   tisie   and   see  what   I   can do. 

CAP  COM Understand you. 
SC Mike,   anything  more   on  separation maneuver 

•■' u ' r e on? 
CAP  COM We   are  working  on   it.     Frank,   we   are are 

trying  to  compute  what   radially  outward  will  be   in close 
terms.     Now,   you   still   have   the  earth   -  as   I  understand plus 
Y   and   plus   Z  quadrant.     In  other   words,   it's   down  below you 
on  your   right   and   slightly   to  your   rear?     Is   that   still true? 

SC That's   right.     Quite   a  hit   to  our rear 
and   down  below   us.     Copied right. 

CAP   COM Okay,   well,   we   - of   course,   in that 
attitude you want to burn some upward and some to the left 
and we are trying to he more precise than that. Frank, is 
it still about the same distance away? Are you opening or 
closing? 

SC It   sure   is   staying close. 
CAP   COM Understand. 
SC Mike,   can   you   just   tell   us   which way 

the   S-IVB   pitchs   and   how   far   it  will   pitch   to   the  sling shot 
maneuve r  at. c i tude.. 

TAP  COM Stand  by.     Frank,   the   S-IVB   is within 
10     ? g L e c u   of   its   final   attitude   at   this tine. 

-C Houston.     Are   you   ready   to  copy   the IMU 
align information? 

CAP   COM Go ahead. 
SC Star   ID   is   03,   and  star   36,   star angle 

difference   point   01.     Torquing  angle  X  minus   00034,   Y minus 
0027,   Z   plus   00100. Over. 

CAP Okay,   thank   you   for   V,   I   just   got four 
•igits   here. 0027. 

SC Three   zero's. 00027. 
CAP  COM Thank you. 
SC Houston.     We   are   going   to  have   to hold 

UD  on   tills   lunar   navigation   until   after   this   next little 
t,-:-\ euver. 

CAP   COM Roger.     Jim.     We   understand. (Pause) 
Apollo   8, Houston. 

SC Go  ahead   now, Mike. 
CAP  COM Can   you   give   us   an   updated   readout in 

yp-->-   gimbal   angle.     What   your   plus   X-axis   is   pointed toward 
the   b.., c .-, . ' r , please. 
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SC Roger.     Stand by. 
CAP COM Apollo 8. Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAP COM Did you  give  us  those gimbal angles 

Frank,  when you have  a chance? 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Could  you  give  us   gimbal  angles when 

you  get   a chance? 
SC I'm getting  the COAX on  it  right  now so 

it  will  be accurate. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC Okay,   with   the  COAX  right   on   the S-IVB, 

the  roll  reads   105,   the  pitch  is   275,   and  the yaw  is about 
325 . 

CAPCOM Roger.     Copy   roll   105,   pitch   275 and 
yaw  3 2 5. 

SC Roger.     That   should  be   115   for   the roll. 
CAPCOM Thank  you.     115   for   the roll. 
SC Houston,   Apollo   8, over. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   go ahead. 
SC Roger.     If   it  will  help  you  any, Mike, 

the   earth   is  +Y   about   45   degrees   in  a  -X,   I   can  see it 
out  my  side  window   and   it's   a beautiful  view with numerous 
cloud  vor tex. 

CAPCOM Thank  you,   Bill,   thank  you. Understand 
+X 45  degrees  halfway  between +Y  and +Z  and  slightly -X. 

SC Negative.     It's   45  degrees   in  the  +Y, 
in   the   X-Y  plane   towards   -X, over. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Understand   the  X-Y  plane, toward 
X  4 5 degrees. 

SC 45  degrees   from +Y  to -X. 
CAPCOM Roger,   thank you. 
SC It's   behind  us   to   the  right,   if that 

will help. 
SC I  can  still  see   the  Cape  and glimpses 

of  Central America. 
CAPCOM Roger,   understand,     Frank,  what  we want 

on   this  burn  is   8  feet   per   second,   8  feet  per  second. We 
want   it   radially  upward   and  we  want  you  to  use whatever 
thrusters   are  required   to  burn  radially  upward  at   8 feet 
per   se cond . 

SC Why  do  you  want   to  use  - why  do  you want 
to  do   so  much, Mike? 

CAPCOM Because   of   the  separation  distance we 
would   like   to   achieve  between  now   and   the   time  of S-IVB 
b1owd own. 

SC Okay.     Mike,   do  you  want   me   to  go ahead 
and   try   to  do   this,   or  do   you want   to  give  me   some gimbal 
angles . 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Go  ahead  and  do it 
without   gimbal   angles   if   you   can  do   that. Over. 
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SC Okay.     I  don't   understand  why  you want 
so  many   feet   per   second   on   it,   but   I   think   I   can  - with just 
a   little   maneuvering   I   can   get   aw ay   from   it   a   lot simpler 
than that. 

CAPCOM Well,   we  would   like   the  radial upward 
for   trajectory   reasons   and   the  magnitude   because  of the 
separation  distance  which  we're   predicting  you will  have at 
S-IVB blowdown. 

SC Okay.     VHF  sounds good. 
CAPCOM Roger,   on   the VHF. 
SC Omni B. 
CAPCOM Understand  Omni  B, Baker. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger.     About   12  minutes  before  your big 

blowdown, there is a small continuous vent which opens at a 
GET of 45555. You may notice that on the booster, 12 or 15 
pound thrust. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM And  Apollo   8,   could  you  give  us your 

burn  information whenever  you  have it? 
SC Roger.     We   are  maneuvering  to   the atti- 

tude   now . 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC Okay,   Houston.     I  understand  you want 

8   feet   per  second   burn,   is   that right? 
CAPCOM Roger.     8   feet   per  second,   radially up- 

ward . 
SC Well,   we  are   as   close   to  being radially 

upward   as  we   can determine. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Are  you   going  to use 

P-47   to  monitor   the burn? 
SC Yes.     We  are  putting  it   in  right now. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC Maneuvering now. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC Houston,  we made  the  burn  at   7.7 +X + 

0001   Y   and   Z's   are   all   zeros.     Cimbal   angles,   roll 180, 
pitch   310,   and  yaw 020. 

CAPCOM Roger.     I   copy  +X,   7.7,   Y  0.1   and roll, 
pitch   and   yaw   180,   310,   and 20. 

SC Did   you  get   that   information, Houston? 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     How  do  you   read me? 
SC Read   you   loud   and  clear.     Did  you get 

the information? 
CAPCOM I   say   again,   we   copied  +X   7.7,   l/10th in 
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Y,  no  Z,   roll,  pitch,   and  yaw,   180,   310,  and 020. 
SC Roger.     The  burn  was  made  at   - initiated 

at 445. 
CAPCOM Roger,   copy  445 . 
SC Okay.     Do  you want  us   to  transfer that 

to  CM  -  LM  state  vector  or  just   leave   it   alone?     You - 
CAPCOM -   the  primary,   Frank,   we  would   like you 

to  transfer  from the CSM to  the LM state vector. 
PAO And   this   is  Apollo  Control.     That brings 

us   up   to   the   live   action   at   4  hours   49  minutes   into the 
flight.     You  heard  Jim Lovell   say  we  would  have   to postpone 
his  navigation  -  cislunar  navigation  task which involved 
plotting  several   stars,   which  had   been  planned  during this 
last  one-half  hour  and  its  place went  the  separation maneu- 
ver,   an  8   foot   per   second  separation  maneuver   to   insure ade- 
quate   separation   from  the   S-IVB.     In  the   course  of   the last 
half  hour,   we   lost,   the  ground   lost   lock  with  beacon  on the 
S-IVB.     That was  a VHF beacon.     Our  present  altitude, their 
distance   from  earth   is   17,200  miles   and   they  are   still hear- 
ing  VHF,   which   is  being  piped  music  via  VHF  out   of   the Gold- 
stone,   California,   station.     Now we   are  asking  them again 
about   the  booster.     Let's listen. 

SC -  and  we  must  be  out   a  thousand  feet and 
moving out. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Understand  90   degrees   from its 
X-axis   and   about   1000   feet   and separating. 

SC Plus   or  minus   a  couple  of thousand. 
CAPCOM Understand. 
PAO Apollo  Control  here.    As we  started to 

say,   the  distance  from earth,   17,400 miles.    Our velocity 
now  has   slowed   in  relation   to -the  earth  down  to   14,384 feet 
per  second   and   constantly   slowing.     We  just  heard   from the 
command  pilot   and  he   says   they  will   resume   the  flight plan 
now with   their  navigation   tasks.     At  4  hours   and  52 minutes 
into  the   flight,   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston  5 hours 
3 minutes  into  the  flight.     The  spacecraft   is   18 nearly 
19  000 miles  from  earth  nearing  the  synchronous  point, which 
it will   just   start   on   through,   of   course.     Velocity continues 
to  slow,   it's  now  13  860  feet  per  second.     In  the last 
10 minutes  we  had   another  beautiful  view   type  statement from 
the  crew.     We  heard   from both  Lovell   and  Frank  Borman, and 
the  view  indeed  must  be  extraordinary.     They  described the 
cloud   cover  over  Africa,   over  all   of  South  America,   and the 
effects   over  much   of  North  America.     Frank.  Borman   issued a 
special   little  weather warning.     He  suggested  the  people in 
lierra del  Fuego  area  at   the  tip  of  South America better get 
their  rain  coats  out.     Here  is   the  tape  of   that conversation. 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8 with  a  BRD reading. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC Roger.   At   4  hours   4  minutes Commander 

is   0,   CMP   .64,   LMP .02. 
CAPCOM Got   that,   copy   left   to  right:   0,   .64 and 

.02   at   4  hours   and   4  minutes.     Thank you. 
SC Roger.     At  4  53  it was   .01,  064, .03, 

,-nd  negligible  on   the   survey meter. 
CAPCOM Roger,   thank you. 
SC I  have   a  beautiful  view  of   the  S-IVB and 

the  earth  here  on one.     I'll  try  and  get  a picture  for you. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8  Houston.     We've   got  you about 

a  minu'; t-   away   from  the  continuous   vent   open,   and   14 minutes 
awa;.'   '-BE   the  big  dump,   and   and  we  would   like  an estimate 
on  vur   d; ;*an'i   now  per unit. 

L Standby.     Our  distance   is   about   3000 feet 
we would estimate. 

CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC And  we   can   see   the  vent . 
CAPCOM Apollo   8  Houston.     Say again. 
SC We   can   see   the vent. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead, Jim. 
SC Boy,   it's  really  hard  to describe what 

this   earth   looks   like.     I'm  looking  out  my  center window, 
which   is   the   round  window,   and   the window  is   bigger than 
r.i.e  earth  is  right  now.     I  can  clearly  see  the terminator. 
I   cars  see  most   of   South  America  all   the  way  up   to Central 
America,   Yucatan,   and   the  Peninsula  of   Florida.     There is 
a  big  swirling motion  just  off   the  east  coast,  and then 
going  on  over   toward   the   east   I   can   still  see  West Africa, 
wh : ~h   has   a   few   clouds   right   now.     We  can   see   all   the way 
do       io  Cape   Horn   in  South America. 

CAPCOM Good  grief,   that  must  be quite  a view. 
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SC 
Fueago to put 
out there. 

CAP COM 
s   2 4   hour fori 

SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

on 

as t 

Yes. Tell the 
heir   rain coats. 

people  in  Sierra del 
Looks   like   a   storir is 

Roger,  will  do.     Do you care  to  give  thej 

Might  be   as   good   as   any other. 
Houston,   Apollo   8 . 
Apollo   8  Houston.     Go ahead. 
You in 1 g h t   be   interested   to  know   the center 

window   is  pretty  well   fogged   up,   but   the  other  seems   to be 
in  pretty   good shape. 

Glad  to  i t e a r  you've   got   4  out   of   5, and 
be   torn ing   up   in  2 minutes. 

Roger,   we're   standing by. 
The   S-IVB  has   started dump. 
Houston,   Apollo   8 . 
Go  ahead  Apollo 8. 
Roger".     Mike   did  you   -ay   star 14? 
Yes.     Standby  while   I   give  you   that time 
14  should  be  good  for  about another 

youi 
CAPCOM 
big   dump will 
SC 
SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

a?ain,     Star number 
8  minutes, Jim. minutes . 

Okav . now advised  on   this calibration 
very  difficult t 
floating  around here 
it   at   the end. 

Roger . 

c:o  oecause o i ■11   the  other little 
Might GO a (garbled) bypass it 

Apollo   8, understand. 
You  should   have   the   rockets   out now. 

is 8 

i t 1 s 
stars 
and do 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

Apollo 8. 
SC 

the   sea n ning 
complete! y   (j 

CAPCOM 
SC 

has (garbled) 
CAPCOM Roger, understand. 
PAO Apollo   Control   here.     And  we   are   5 1 

9  minutes   into   the   flight   and we,   as  you  heard   the crew 

LOX and 
do us ton 

telescope  on til 
; a r b 1 e d ) 

Understand. 
It :s   a   fantastic sight 

i looking through 
ust  blanked out 

Looks   the S-IVB 

ours 

record,   t h v   S - i V ts   is   do in 
should   see   pretty   d r a m a ti 
The   S-1V-".  will   rem a i n on 
if  you   consider   the   moon   straight   ahead   of   your   for analogy 
purposes »   it  will   take   the  S-IVB   to   th<r   right   of   the  moo n 
while   the   spacecraft   will   veer   into   the   left   and slightly 

it's   propulsive   vent   ana  now we 
separation  be tvreen  the   two vehicles, 
p a 11; which  will   take   it. essentially, 

;head   of   the moon Earlier   in   that   conversation  vou heard 
Anders   reporting  his   P^D   reading  and   i t '     the personal 
radiation   Do seme tar,   and   perhaps   another  Dos erne ter   and they 
were   down   on   the   negligible   range   as   we   anticipated they 
vou Id  be.     Aj t no ugh   the   c r e w   at   th .1 s   po in t   h a s   p a s s e d 
through   the   thickest  portion  of   the  Van Alien  Radiation seit 
it  departs   the   earth.     It  will   continue   to   go   through some 

EN 0  OF  T APi 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston,   5 hours, 
3 3  minutes   into   the   flight.     We   are   now   22   50 0  miles from 
Earth,   our  velocity   12   700   feet   per  second.     In   the course 
of   his   recent   remarks,   Jim  Love 11   said   that   he   had alot 
of   difficulty   in   finding   the   proper   stars,   various star 
checks   from,   because   of   the   competition   of   the   S-IVB venting. 
Apparently   that   is   setting  off  hig   splashes  of   light, which 
drown  out   the  stars;   however, th< 
the   last   rending   they   were   3 00 0 
distance   should   be   growing. The 
they   can   no   longer   hear   the nusii 
by   VV.V   out   of   California.     At thf 
our   18       1^   000   miles.     We   just i 
they   were   not   'tearing   it.     We got 

sh 0 uld be se perating a 
e t f r om the S -IVB, an d 
r ew has just advised th 
we h a ve been piping t o 
las t rep ort , they  we r e 
ear e d th em an d   they s ai 
qui t e   a 1 ot of tape  b a ck 

up we'll play 
CAPCOM 
SC 
SC. 
CAPCOM 

l t 
1 o u s ton 

for   you now 
Apollo   8 , 
Standby . 
Ready   to copy. 
Okay,   we   are   about   5 10   BT,  where  we will 

block   data  TLI   plus   4   and   TLI   plus   11. The 
pad   that   we   gave   you   before   is   perfectly alright, 

not   require   that   one   and  we  will  have   the  TLI   plus 11 

recorc! th 
TLI   plus 
we will 
out   for   you   shortly.     Then   at   545   or   6   hours   on   that high 
gain   antenna   check-out.     Roger,   standing by. 

SC We   are   on  OMNI   B   and   we   heard,   we lost 
you   after   TLI   plus   4  was okay. 

C A p COM Okay,   the TLI plus   4   hour  pad i s o V ay , 
w e w i 1 1 h a ve the   TLI   plus   11 hour pad   for   you short lv and 
at 5 5 o r or y our   high   gain antenna check-out,   we wou id like 
y o u t o 1 e a v o that   switch   in wide beam with referenc e t o our 
c o n v e r s n t i o n the  other   day, leave it. wide. 

SC Roge r, don't want   to   zap  your r e c e ivers. 
CAP COM No,   it   has to do  with   some loss o f tracking 

data s o i t is   better   to   leave it blank . 

y on v 

SC 
SC 

are getting 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
P 2 .3 . 

Okay . 
Houston,   Apollo   8. 

>ut   of 23? 
Standbv 1 minute and I'll 
That   is   affirmative, Jim, 

Are  you  recording what 

check . 
we   are. copying 

SC Pretty   big numb e r s there . 
CAPCOM Well,   we think that is because you bypassed 

the trunion test. 
SC Roger. Houston ,   w e are really gett ing 

some big   nurnbe rs (garb le ) . 
CAPCOM Right, undersea nd , Jim . 
SC Do   you   want us to p roceed with this , or 

do y on   want   us to 
CAPCOM 

leave   them alone? 
Apollo  8,   say a gain 
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Do  you  want   us   to   accept   these,   or should 

S tandby . 
Go  ahead, Houston. 
Roger,   we  do  not  wish  you   to  accept those 
to   the   fact   that   in  by  passing  the trunion 

SC 
we  leave   them alone 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

marks.     This   is due 
bias   check,   you  still  have  big  numbers   left   in   those registers, 
so  you  go  ahead,   when,   after  you  do   the   trunion  bias check, 
those   numbers  will  become   small   later,   but  do  not   accept them 
right now. 

SC 
11   update   for you 

Understand Houston 
CAPCOM We  have   a  TLI plus 

when  you  are   ready   to copy. 
SC Standby. 
SC TLI   plus 11. 
CAPCOM Roger  Bill,   TLI  plus   11,   and this 

assumes   no  mid-course  direction  number   1.     It's   an  SPS/G  and N 
63330  minus   163  plus   12  niner,   are  you  with me   so far? 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay,   01356475   niner  minus   0048 niner, 

plus  00000   plus   47250177144000  not  applicable  plus   00 1 niner 
74725355447050121278256023  up   265   left   18,   are  you with me 
so   far ? 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay,   plus   11  niner  7 minus   16 50012681356080504653 

GDC  aline  north,   set   stars,   roll  068,   pitch  0  niner 7, 
yaw   356,   ullage   none,   other   1,   fast   return  T37,   Delta V 
equals   7   niner  00,   for   Indian  Ocean.     Number   2,   high speed 
procedure  not   required.     Number  3,   assumes   no mid-course 
directions   number   1, over. 

SC Roger,   TLI   plus   11,   SPS/G  and  N 6330 
minus   163  plus   12   niner  01356475   niner  minus   0048  niner plus 
0000   plus   47250,   you   copy  so far? 

CAPCOM Yes,   I'm with  you  so far. 
SC Roll. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Affirmative, I'm 

with you. 
SC Roll   17714400   NA  plus   001 niner 

7^72535544705012127826,   section   256023,   up  26 - 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC 023  up   265,   left   18,   copy  so far? 
CAPCOM Yes,   I'm with  you  so   far,   Bill, go 

ahead. 
SC Plus   1197,  minus   16500   12681 35608 

0506,   correction  050  46  53  north  set  068  097  356  0 ullage, 
note   1,   fast   return.     B   37,   DELTA-V  7900   Indian Ocean. 
2.     High   speed  procedure  not   required.     3.     (garbled) tubes 
.o  MCC   1. Over. 

CAPCOM That's   all   correct, Bill. 
SC Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead  Apollo 8. 
SC Roger  Mike.     I'd   like   to  give some 

comments   on  B23  data.     The   auto  maneuver  was   quite accurate 
Looks   like  we   got   some   (garbled)   in   the  maneuver. Auto 
optics   put   Canopus   straight  where   it   should  be.     A  bit of 
In  mode   control  worked   as   advertised.     At   the   altitude at 
which   I   started   to  do   the   sighting   they   have   a  definite hazy 
hand   line.     The   filter   gives   the  earth   a  glow,   sort   of an 
orange   glow.     It's   very   indefinite  of  where   to   put   the star 
but   there  does   seem   to  be  a  solid   line  where  you might 
expect   the   horizon   to  be   that   appears   through   the  haze, so 
we   expect   the   atmosphere   to  be.     I  know   the   procedure which 
•/a  had   done   up  at  MIT   about   2   lines   atop   the  haze layer 
a  definite  line   for   these   (garbled).     In  regards to 

h e   u|iC;   :=.   calibration,   it   was   very   difficult   to   find a 
st,-     ir   the   landmark   1 i ne-o f - s i gh t   in   the  venting  of the 

Roger,   Apollo   8.     We  copied   that, and 
do   that   t r union   test,   that calibration 

et   of   si tings. 
R6ger,   will   do.     Canopus  just disappeared 

e  when  we  get   a  little   time  here I'll 
ation   the   first time. 

Unde rs t and . 
And  Houston  we've   rewound   the tape, 

your convenience. 
Roger,   Bill,   thank you.     Are  you still 
on   the VHF? 
Are  you  playing anything? 
Af f irmat ive . 
No,   I'm  not   picking  anything up. 
Roger,   thank you. 
What's  our  altitude now? 
Well,   you're  about   20  000 miles. 
Okay . 
Give  or   take   a   thousand feet. 
I'll   go  ahead   and   turn  VHF  off   in the 

S  1 v V; 

CAPCOM 
we ' d like   for  you t 
p r i o r   L o  y o u r  n e x t 

c r 

from view,   and mayb 
try to   get   a calibr 

CAPCOM 
SC 

you can  dump  it at 
CAPCOM 

pick ing  up anything 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

neck r ing . 

p. p 
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it 

get 

PPc 

get 

CAPCOM 
SC 

lasted. 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the high gain 
SC 

attitude? 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

some more P23 

Roge r , 
It was 

aill, thank 
some pretty 

you , 
ntce music while 

Yes,  I bet  ao. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go ahead, Houston. 
We * re 

antenna 
going to have to wait until 
locked on  again  to dump the 

And  are you about  ready  for us to 

Standby  one. 
Apollo  8 Houston, 
Go ahead. 
We'd  like  to hold 

information. We*!! 

we 
tpe 
to the 

off on the PPC 
have some more 

and 

of   that for you shortly, 
Alright. Mike 

details 
SC 

pointed  over  to the 
CAPCOM 

Jim,     I  heard Frank 
^ay again, 

SC 
second  star  in  the  first set 
calibration on  it  at least. 

CAPCOM Roger,    That's fine, 
more  good words  for  you shortly. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8 Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Jim,  on your  P23, we 

and do the calibration and then use star 
three  sets  followed by  star  number  16, 2 

SC Roger, Houston, 

what  I*m doing now 
star    Sirius Cgarbled) 
Apollo 8 Houston, You faded out completely, 
but  it  faded when you began talking, 

Roger,    1 have switched to Siriua, the 
to see  if  I can't get an optics 

We'll have some 

'd like 
number 

,      sets . 
that's  wbat 

to do.     I  m  trying  to  get  15  for  an  optics now 
the very  difficult with 

we  can  get   into  the sextant, 
optics  on P23  to get  the star 

to go ahead 
15 and take 
Over . 
we're trying 

11 *s been 
bright  earth  to  find a  star that 

I'm  trying  to use the 
We have  that now, we 

auto 
re 

trying  to maneuver 
zero  so we  can get 

CAPCOM 
PPC attitude, your 

give 

yaw 

the spacecraft  to bring the  trunion to 
the  lamp on  1ine~of-aight. 
Roger,   understand.     And  I  also have 

which  is  different  than you have. I'll 
that  to you 
SC 
CAPCOM 

is  020. Over, 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

whenever you get  a free moment. 
Ready  to  copy, 
Alright, PPC attitude will be Pitch, 242, 

Pitch,   242,  yaw  Q20, copy. 
Very good,   thank you, 
Houston,  Apollo  8, over. 
Apollo  8 Houston,  go ahead 
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SC Okay,  we'll hold up on the high gain 
check  until  we  get  out   of peak, 

CAPCOM Roger,   Bill,   thank you, 
CAPCOM You may  have  to  enjoy your  lunch  a little 

bit.     Are   you hungrey? 
CAPCOM First   time   I  ever  heard  you  say that, 
PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston,   5 hours 

52   minutes   into   the   flight.     You  undoubtedly  heard Frank 
Borman  say   that   they  would  delay   temporarily   the checkout 
of   the   high   gain   antenna.     And   that   - we  just   got   an estimate 
from   the   crew  on   the  distance  of   the  S-IVB.     Frank Borman 
estimates   50  miles,   about   50  miles   away.     And   then he 
corrected   it   and   said   in  view  of   the   international aspects 
of   this   flight   let's  make   it   80  kilometers. Meanwhile, 
Lovell   is   checking  his   navigational  programs   and assuring 
that   he   can   see   the   ^ making  sure   that   his   optics are 
operating  properly.     At  5 hours  -  the  high  gain antenna, 
by  the  way,   is  of  course  of  considerable  interest   to many 
of   our  data   transmission   including   the   transmission of 
televised   data.     So   it  was   programmed   to  be  checked out 
at   5   hours   and   40  minutes   into   the   flight.     It  will be 
delayed  slightly,   perhaps   15   or  20  minutes.     This is 
Apollo   Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston  at   6 hours 
08  minutes   into   the   flight.     We've  pretty   settled  here in 
the  Control   Center   on   the   first   midcourse   correction which 
is   presently   planned   as   an  SPS   burn.     Purposely  wanted to 
get   some   early   indication  of   its   performance,   the service 
propulsion   system,   and   fortunately,   the   other  events seemed 
to  have  worked   In   their   favor.     We  are  presently  planning  an SPS 
burn  of   2   to   3   seconds   duration.     We will  be  putting  24 feet 
per   second   into   the   overall   velocity.     This   event   is pres- 
ently   scheduled   to   occur   at   about   9   hours   into   the flight. 
Beyond   that,   we   still   have   no  other   indication  of  - we don't 
know   any  better   just  when   the  high   gain   antenna checkout 
will  be  made,   but   it   should   be  done   shortly.     We  have some 
tape   from   the   last   few  minutes.     We  will   play  it   for you 

We  did  an  optics cali- 
get 

Okay, Houston, 
eros   all   the time. 

Roger.     Understand  optics calibration 
the   time.     Good. 

It   takes   a   lot   longer  to  do   it though, 
to   a   star   like   Sirius   to   finally  see it. 

Soger,   understand.     We  are  real glad 
so  we   can   get   a  horizon  calibration   to  put in 

Looks 
Rous ton. 

SC 
bration, we 

CA PCOM 
and  zeros all 

SC 
T   had   to go 

CAFC0M 
you   got that 
the computer. 

SC 
i n g   to   fog up 

CAPCOM 
is   fogging up. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

a   little better 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

to  hold   our   -   to PTC? 
CAPCOM I also 

different   than   you have 
get   a   free moment. 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

like   the  number 5 

Understand it's 

window is start- 

the  number 5 

us 

1 s 
VOU 

Houston,   P-23   coming   through Sirius. 
Roger,   thank you. 
-   a   little  better.     These  numbers are 

We  would   expect so. 
Houston,   how  do   you   read,   Apollo 8. 
Houston,   go ahead. 
Roger.     A  downlink   on   the P-23? 
That   is affirmative. 
Okay.     Mow  how  much   longer  do  you want 

have   your  PTC  attitude, which 
I'll  give   that   to  you whenever 

a t a 
SC 
from 

Stand   by   one, Frank. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston, over. 
Roger.     Are   you   recording  all these 

3   or  do  you  want   some   read   down   to you? 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Stand  by,   Jim.     We   think  we  are getting 
it   all.     We   are   confirming  now.     That   is   affirmative, Jim. 
We  are   getting  all   that   is   coming  down.     How  is   it going? 

SC. It's  working  very  nicely.     I   finished - 
one   set  was   Sirius  with   three   stars   and  one  set  with Pro- 
cyon   or   two  sightings,   three   sights   with  Sirius   and two 
with Procyon. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston. At 
6  hours  29  minutes   into  the  flight.     At  the present time, 
here  in Mission  Control  Center,  we  are  in  the  process of 
changing  shifts.     Flight   Director  Milton  Windier,   and his 
Maroon Team of  flight  controllers   coming on  to relieve 
Flight  Director  Clifford  Charlesworth  and  the  Green Team 
We  have  had  some  brief   conversations  with  the  Apollo   8 crew. 
Primarily   concerning   the  onboard  navigation  exercises that 
they   are   involved   in  at   the  present   time.     The   crew attempting 
to  sight   on   two  stars,   Sirius   and   Canopus   and   take sightings 
on  - angular  sightings  between  the  stars  and  the horizon. 
Conversations   also   concerned  putting  the  spacecraft into 
passive   thermal   control  mode   and  we  expect   shortly   to begin 
test  on   the  high-gain  antenna.     We will  play  back  the tapes 
that  we   recorded   of   the   conversations  with   the spacecraft 
and   then  pick  up  with whatever   conversation   is   going  at the 
time. 

Go  ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
Roger  Frank.     What  we  are  doing down 

We'd   really   like   the  horizon   calibration. We 
go   to  a   15   mark,   you  know,   three  sets   on one 

other.     On  the  other hand,  we  are balancing 

SC 
CAP COM 

here   is this, 
would   1 ike to 
star,   two  on the 
that with  the  need  to  go  to PPC  and we  are not  losing sight 
of   the   fact   that   you  want   to   go   to   PPC   right   away.     So if 
you will   bear  with   us   another   couple   of   minutes,   we are 
trying  to  decide whether  to  actually  go  back  and do some 
more  of   ...   or  whether   to   clear  you  at   this   time   to   go to 
PPC. Over. 

SC Okay,   we   started  maneuvering   to PPC. 
We  are   getting kind  of   far  behind   and  what   I   am concerned 
about   Mike,   Jim  is   now   taking  off   his   pressure suit. 

Roger.     Understand.     How  about   you and COM 

to 

we 

Well,   we   are   standing  by   till  he gets 

Understand.     And you 

Well,   I would prefer 

are maneuvering 

to  do  that, but 

CAP 
Bill ? 

SC 
through. 

CAP COM 
PPC.     That's fine 

SC 
will  

CAP  COM Okay.     Stand  by  just one. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
SC Go   ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Roger.     We  would   like   to  hold  off on 

the  passive   thermal   control   until   7  hours   GET  and   in the 
meantime   to   get   as   many  more  P23  marks   as  we   can starting 
with   the   first   star.     And  doing  two  sets   of   three  marks each. 
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CAP   COM And   then   going   to   the   second   set   we gave 
you  and  concurrent  with  that.     If  possible,  we  would  like Bill 
to  run   this   high-gain  antenna  checkout   as  well   as attitude. 
It's  compatible  with those. 

SC They   have   not   been   to  date.     We   are almost 
to  the  passive   thermal  control  attitude now.    And  Jim  is just 
half  way   through   taking  his   suit off. 

CAP  COM Roger. Understand. 
SC Let's   hold  off  here   for  a minute. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Frank.     And  the  reason  for this 

is   the   horizon   calibration   requires   a  number   of   points to 
give  you  and  data  for  the  onboard nav  coming on. 

SC Roger,   we   understand.     We  will  be right 
back with  you.     Just  wait  a minute, here. 

CAP   COM Roger.     Thank you. 
SC That   failing  to  separate  from  the S-IVB 

kind   of   fouled   us   up   a little, 
CAP  COM Understand. 
SC Houston.     Apollo   8.     How  do  you read? 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Co ahead. 
SC Roger.     We   are  standing by.     Are you 

about   ready  for  the  high-gain  antenna trial? 
CAP   COM Okay.     Just   a  second  we  will   check on 

that.     Are  you  in  a  position   to where  you  can  go back to 
the   star sightings? 

SC Well,   we  will   be,   but  we   can't until 
Jim  gets   AP   COM Okay,   we  will   stand  will  you   give us 

■r!      ^   that.     In  just   a  second   I  will   check  on the 
■nf»nna.     Okay,   it   looks   like  we   are ready 
high-gain   antenna   check.     And  we   can eit 
called  out   from  the   ground   and  you  can it 
can  be   talked   through.     Which  ever  you p 

SC We11,   s tand  by.     1 g 
quite   in   a  proper   attitude yet. 

CAP   COM Roger. 
SC We   are   slowly   getting it. 
SC Houston.     Apollo 8. 
SC Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Did  you call? 
SC High-gain   antenna  on  wide auto. 
CAP  COM Roger. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control.     At   the present 

time   the  spacecraft   is   nearing  30,000  miles   altitude. The 
displays   here   in  Mission  Control   Center  show  our current 
altitude   at   about   29,228   nautical  miles.     This   is Apollo 
Control   at   6  hours   35  minutes   into   the flight. 

to go on the 
r  go w i th commands 
i t or i t 0 r you 
f e r . 
ss we a re not 

END OF TKVZ 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston at 
7  hours   llminutes  now  into   the   flight.     During  the change 
of   shift  press   conference we  had   a very   quiet  period rela- 
tively  quiet  period here  in Mission  Control  Center. Astronaut 
Tom Matcingly  now  acting  as   capsule   Communicator  and we had 
some   communication with   the  Apollo   8  crew  primarily concerning 
some  minor  modifications   to   their   flight   plan   to  get them 
back  on  the  flight  - back on  the  flight  plan.     Frank Borman 
also   reported   that   the  S-IVB   appeared   to  be  tumbling. That 
observation  was   confirmed   from  the   ground  and we   appear to 
be  getting  good  data   from  the  high   gain  antenna.     At least 
preliminary  indications  are  that  it  is  working as planned. 
The   crew   is   scheduled   to   come   up   shortly  on  an  eat period. 
They  will   be   getting  their   first   meal   of   the  mission in 
space.     And  they  also,   prior  to  that   time,   plan  to get 
completely   out   of   their   suits.     We   have   some   tape   of the 
conversation.     We'll  play   that   back   for  you now. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Go  ahead  Apollo 8. 
SC Are  you  getting  input   from  our high 

gain   an tenna ? 
CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Affirmative  we are 

getting  your   data  and  we  may  have   a beam width   change but 
stand  by   on that. 

SC All   right  we're  standing by. Jim's 
about   ready   to  go  back   to   the P23. 

CAP   COM Roger."   We  have   a  GO   until   7  hours on 
the   start   of   the PPC. 

CAP   COM Roger, seven. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Go  ahead  Apollo 8. 
SC We're   on   the  PPC  mode waiting  for Jim 

and   I   noticed   that   out   my  window  now  I   can  see   Iran very 
clearly   even   though   the   sun   is   bright   in   the  other window. 

CAP   COM Roger. 
SC I   didn't   mean   to  say   that  but   its true. 
CAP   COM Rog. 
SC The  number  5 window  is  getting pretty 

well  obscurred  and  the  number  3 window  is unuseable. 
CAP  COM Roger,   understand,   number   3  is un- 

useable   and  number   5   is   obscurred.     Can  you  make   out any 
definition  at  all  or  do  you have  a  target  to  look at? 

SC Well   I   can  see   the  sun.     Wait   til it 
comes   around   the  earth   and  I'll   give  you  a better  hack on 
that . 

CAP   COM Okay. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     We're  going to 

go  ahead  and  try   to  dump  your  tape  right  now. Circuit 
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CAP  COM margins  aren't   too  good  at  our present 
configuration.     We're   going  to   take  a  look  at   it.     If it 
doesn't  work we  may  have   to  do   something  again  later - 
configuration. 

SC Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8.    We're maneuvering 

back   to  do   another P23. 
CAP   COM        ~        Roger,   thank you. 
SC Houston  this  is  Apollo  8.     I'll do two 

more  sets   on   15   and   then  we'll  do   1   set   on - 
CAP  COM Roger. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Okay  Apollo   8.     I'd   like   to  fill  you in 

on   things  we're   thinking  about   doing  in   the  next   couple of 
hours,   first  chance  you  get there. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay   in   relationship   to   the midcourse 

correction we'd  like   to  put  that   one  off  until  about  11 hours 
and  it will  be  approximately  a 25  foot  per second burn. The 
reason we're  delaying  the  burn   time   is   to   allow  for better 
tracking  as  a  result  of  the  seven  and one half  foot per 
second  you  put   in  on   the  separation.     We'd  like   to   take a 
little  more   time  to  look  at   the   tracking data.    And the 
dispersions   in  your   correction  arc  are   going  to  be growing 
pretty   fast  here.     What  we'll   do   then  is   to  delete   the map 
sightings   that   occur   about  9.10   in  the   flight  plan  and this 
will  be   getting  us  back  on   to   the  normal   flight  plan sequence. 
So we'll   go  ahead   and   finish   the  P23  and   the   7  hour limit 
on  that  P23  is  due   to  the  range   limits  on  this  test. Over. 

SC Is   due   to   the  what   did  you say? 
CAP  COM The   7  hours   on   the  P23  problem is due 

to   the   fact   that  we want   to  get   these   sightings   into the 
minimum  range. Over, 

SC Roger, Understand. 
CAP   COM If  you  have   any   comments   on   that pro- 
,   why  go  ahead   and  pass   them  down,   and we'll   feed them 

SC No  I  think  that's  fine.    We need  to get 
f   the   suits   and   get   something   to  eat  here too. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Looks   like we'll  be  back  on the 
t   plan  by   11   hours.     We'll  be  holding  up  on   the updates 
ads  because  of   the   later burn. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Go   ahead  Apollo 8. 
SC Hi  Cap,   I  believe  we  -   the  SIV-B   in flight 
— would   appear   to  be   tumbling  and  every  once   in a 

are   getting  very  bright   reflections   from  it  off   - the 
off   the front. 
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CAP COM 
SC 

data  from the P-23? 
CAP COM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

AND FAO  advises that 

Is that 
Hous ton, 

right? 
APOLLO 8,  are you getting the 

S tand by one . 
Affirmative,  Apollo 8. 
Okay . 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Roger. 
Roger.     We're  copying your P-23 progress 
it   looks   like  you  are   finishing your 

and 
you 

cutof f isn't 
and complete 

We 1 re on 

this 7-hour 
to go ahead 

SC 
star  right now. 

CAP  COM Okay.     Real fine 
about  time  for  a  cryo  fan cycle. 

SC Okay.     We'll  do them 
about  4 minutes  on  each  of them. 

affirmed,   so we would  like for 
the  second star  if  you can. 
the  last  setting of  the second 

And we've  got  a - it's 

one  at  the  time for 

COM 

COM 

six 

CAP 
SC 

number 1 
CAP 
SC 

taking  two sets 
CAP COM 

and  one  on Procyon 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
CAP COM 

in the lower 
flood lights 
limited item 

All right. 
We've  got   the  cryo  fan  on  in H2 tank 

Roge r. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
sightings   on  Sirius   and one 
Roger.     I  understand that's 

We  ve  just got 
set 
six 

on 
on 

finished 
Procyon. 
Sirius 

the  PTC attitude 

running 
SC 
CAP 

pos i t ion 
SC 
SC 

number 1 
when you 

CAP 
CAP 

one and 
SC 
CAP 
SC 

Two sets. 
Roge r. 
And we're maneuvering now 
Oh  roger,   we   follow you. 
And Apollo   8,   when  you  get  a  chance down 

equipment bay  it  looks  like  you're  using the 
in  the  dim 2  position.     And   that   one  is   a time 

We would  like  for you  to  do  your standard 

dim 1 

in  the  dim  1  position. Over. 
Roger.    Just  turned them off. 
Okay.     Anytime you have  one running 

them  to   the LAB. 
Thank you. 
Houston.    We have  the cryo  fan  on the 

was  on 0  sub  01.    You  can  give  us  the enact 
- when you 

Wilco. 
Okay, Apollo 

other  pact. 
Roger.     Okay,  H2 number  2  is on 
Roger. 
Houston,  Apollo 8. 

COM 
prefer 

H2 tank 
want it 
COM 
COM 

go   to the 

COM 

re  ready  for  it   to be  turned off. 

8,   you  can  terminate that 
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PAP TOM C. n ohp^d v/ KJ    on c au i 
sc Are  you having any  problem on  the ground 

with  your comm? 
SC Negative. You 're  coming  in loud and 

clear. 
SC Okay.    We seem to be breaking lock inter- 

mittently  up here. 
CAPCOM All   ri gh t ,   we' 11  keep  our  eye  on  it. It 

sounds   good   though. 
SC Okay, Houston, Apollo  8.    We've initiated 

the PTC. 
CAPCOM Roger. 

END  OF TAFE 
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SC Okay,   Houston,   Apollo   8.     We initiated 
a PTC. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Okay Apollo  8,   you  can terminate 
the  fans  and  the hydrogen  and we're  ready  to  start  on the 
oxygen  t anks. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  we  are  through with  the dump, 

you   can  have   the   tape   recorder back. 
SC Roger, thanks. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,  we  are  ready  to go 

to   the  second  02 tank. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM And  for your  information,   it's Cleveland 

2&   to   10,   and  know what we  plan   to do? 
SC Say again. 
CAPCOM That's  Cleveland  24  to   10,  not  over yet. 
SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Okay Apollo  8.     Looks  like you can 

terminate  your  cryo  fans  now.     And we're  going  to leave 
you  alone   for  a while   and   let  you  get   caught  up.     Things we 
have  onboard,   the high  gain antenna  check-comm mode check- 
that   you have   listed  at   7  hours  we'll  put   off   and  do whenever 
you are  ready  for  It.     So  that's  at  your  convenience. During 
the  high  gain DELTA we've  performed  using a wide  band we 
were  still  getting  real  good  data at  36K,  which  is little 
bit   further   than  circuit  margins   that  were  predicted   for it, 
an,i  u   * *      got   our  SPS  burn   coming  up  somewhere  about   11 hours, 
an.   up. ' 11  give  you more  information on  that later. 

SC Roger.     Right  night we're  on  the program 
2i  now determining  ground  track  for LOI  it was  that we did 
not  make   in  5 hours. 

CAPCOM Alright,   thank you. 
1 AO During  that  conversation with   the crew 

you heard  Frank Borman  refer  to  the windows  on  the spacecraft 
clouding  up.     He  mentioned   that   the  number   3 window was 
completely  clouded  over  and  that  the  number  5 window was 
partially  clouded.     Those windows,   as  seen  from  the inside 
of   the   spacecraft,   number   from   1   to  5  beginning with the 
commander's   side  window,   left  hand  side  of   the commander's 
couch.     Number   2 window would  be   the  docking window above 
the   commander's   position.     The  number   3 window  is   the hatch 
window,   and  number   4 would  be   the  docking  above   the Command 
Module,   or  rather  Lunar Module  pilot,   and number  5 would 
be   the  Lunar Module   pilot's   right  hand  window.     You also 
heard  some   references   there   to  P23.     Now  this   refers   to a 
cc  puff-r   program  and   indicates   that   the   crew  is   involved - 
or  refers  rather   to onboard navigation activities. We've 
had no  other  conversation with  the  crew and we anticipate 
they will   be  involved  in eating  shortly.     This  is Apollo 
Control  at   7 hours   25 minutes. 
END  OF TAPE 
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SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Omni B. 
CAP COM Roger,   omni  B.     Apollo  8,   is  that Bravo 

or Delta? 
SC Dog. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Program 21   to  integrate  up  to  LOI just 

stalled   out   around  69  hours   and  02 minutes. 
CAPCOM Roger,   they   are  watching it. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go   ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Roger.     Do  you want  us   to  stop  the in- 

tegration  via  VERB   96, over. 
CAPCOM That  is  affirmative,  VERB 96. 
SC Roger,   will do. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at   7  hours  49 min 
utes   into   the   flight.     We  have   a  very  quiet  period since 
our  last  announcement.     The   crew scheduled  to  conduct their 
first  midcourse   correction  at   about   11   hours   into   the mis- 
sion.     This had  originally been scheduled  for 9  hours and 
we  slipped  it  for  about  2 hours  to  offer  some additional 
tracking on  the  spacecraft  prior  to  the burn.    At present 
time,  Apollo  8  is  at  an  altitude  of  about   36,000 nautical 
miles   and  as   our   altitude   continues   to   climb,   the velocity 
continues  to  decrease.     The  speed at  present   time  is about 
10,000  feet  per  second.     That would  translate  to  about 6800 
miles  per hour.     This  is  Apollo  Control  and  7  hours  50 min- 
utes. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control   at   8  hours 01 
minute   into   the   flight.     The   crew  has  been  involved   in some 
housekeeping  chores  aboard   the  spacecraft.     Changing out 
the   lithium hydroxide   canister  and  we had   a brief conversa- 
tion with   them  during which   the   ground  passed   up   the score 
of   the  -   fourth  quarter   score   of   the  C1eve1and-Da 11 as game 
and  we will   play  back   that   conversation  now  and  stand by 
for  any   further   comments   from  the spacecraft. 

Houston,   this   is  Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     Go   ahead,   Apollo 8. 
52   realignment also? 
Yes,   that   is   affirmative,   CAPCOM. We 

couple   of  hours  when   it   is   related   to the 

affirmative,   Apollo   8. Let's 
hold  off   and   do   that   all in 

And  we  have   got   a  score here 
13.     And   I've   got   some words 
time   you  are   interested. And 
I   get   off  on   that   one, I'd 
the   VERB   37  procedure   to go 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

want   to   do   that a 
manuever, midcourse. 

CAPCOM That is 
try to maneuver and we will 
normal premaneuver sequence, 
in the fourth quarter 31 to 
on your P-2 1 discrepancy any 
I'd like to confirm - Before 
like to confirm that you use 
to POO. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay, on 

had   a  slight   error   in  your  state  vector  at   the   time you 
started  and  when   that  was   integrated   out,   it intercepted 
the   lunar  surface  where   it   locked   up   and   this   is contained 
in  a   fairly   recent   program node. 

Okay.     Now,   we've   closed waste vent, 
the.   this  02   come   down now. 

Okay,   understand you  closed  the waste 
about   the   lithium  change?     Have   you  done that 

P-21,   we  making  runs   at   - you 

so 
SC 

we should 
CAPCOM 

vent   and how 
one ? 

SC 
CAPCOM 

you  copy that? 
TECH  COMM 

Roger, that 
Okay, thank 

This 

s   done. 
you.     T-comm flight, did 

communication  is great 
have   to  have debriefing. 

CAPCOM That's   pretty outstanding, 
copy  that ? 

PAO This 
ent time, the spacecraft 
and  our  velocity  down to 

We won t 

Did you 

is  Apollo  Control.    At  the pres- 
altitude   is   37,749 nautical miles 
9800   feet   per  second.     We don't 

hear  any  more   conversation   from  the   crew.     We  will stand 
by   to   pick  up   again  should  any   communication   develop between 
the   ground   and   the  spacecraft.     This   is   Apollo   Control at 
8  hours   04 minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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This   is  Apollo   control   at   8  hours   30  minutes   into the 
mission.     We  continue  to have  a very  quite  period here in 
mission  control  center.     On board  the  spacecraft,   the crew 
also  getting  a bit  of  a  chance  to  relax  and  get  out  of their 
spacesuits.    We  also  anticipate  they will  be  getting some- 
thing  to eat  at   this  period.     The  midcourse  correction ma- 
neuver,   the   first   run  of   the   service  propulsion  system engine 
which  is  anticipated  to be  about  2  to  3 seconds  in duration, 
is  currently  scheduled  for  about   11  hours  ground elapse time. 
That's   about   2  hours   later   than   it  was   originally planned 
in  the  flightplan.     We  anticipate  that  following  that burn 
we will  be  back  on   the  nominal   flightplan.     We  do  have some 
communication  between  capsule   communicator,   Ken MarVingly, 
and   the  crew  and  we'll   play   that   back   for  you now. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Roger.     Dump  before  the burn. Will 

that   foul  your  tracking up. 
CAP  COM Okay,     let  me  run  that  one by. 

Apollo 8, Houston. We don't have any objections to going 
ahead with the urine dump now. And for your information, 
the waste water dump, our schedule, we plan to put it off 
till about 11:30 and this will get you up to approximately 
90 percent in your waste tank. It's a little higher than 
normal but we wanted to put this off until after the burn 
was   completed.     And  some   of   the  other   things   that  we've got 

a./-   • p   about   9  hours  you  have  oxygen   fuel   cell  purge. And 
i 've  a I rear; y mentioned  the  deletion  of  the  star landmark 

sightings.     From  10  to   11  we  have  put   aside  for  the burn 
preparations.     And   a  final  score   is   31   to 20. 

SC Reed won  over Dallas, huh? 
CAP  COM How  about that? 
SC Houston,   how  do   the   circuit  margins on 

the  S-ba11d   look  as   compared   to  your  preflight calculations? 
CAP  COM Okay,   Apollo   8.     It's   a  little bit 

early   to  give   you  any   real  numbers   on  your   com preformance. 
Looks   like   its working as  good  as  predicted  and everything 
else  seems   to be  doing better  so  this may  be  doing better 
too   after  we  have   done  our  next   com  checks   some  of these 
other  things will  have  a better hac on,   I  can  give you a 
quantative  answer  to your question. 

SC Roger. 
SC Houston,   this   is  Apollo   8.     How do 

you   read me? 
CAP  COM Loud  and   clear,   Apollo 8. 
SC Roger.     Sure   got   a  nice  view  of the 

earth  from here.    We  can see  Baja California and  about where 
San Diego  ; agh t   to be. 

CAP   COM Very good. 
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SC 1   can't  see my dad 1 s   flight   pool out 
there  today, though. 

CAP COM 
PAO 

We'll   tell  the  doctors  about that. 
And   that   is   the  extent   of   that  bit of 

communication  with   the   crew.     At   the  present   time   the space- 
craft  is  approaching 40  000 miles  in altitude.    We're about 
39  500  and  the velocity  continuing  to  drop  off  down now to 
about   9600   feet   per  second.     At   8 hours   35  minutes into 
the  mission,   this   is  Apollo Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control   at   9  hours   into the 
mission.     At   the  present   time   the   spacecraft   has   covered about 
42.   almost   43   thousand   of   the  some   200   thousand  miles separating 
Earth  and  Moon.     It's  now  traveling at  a speed  of  about  92 hundred 
feet  per  second  or  about  62  hundered  miles  an hour.     Up till 
now   the  mission  has   gone   extremely  well.     The   spacecraft is 
performing  nominally   in  all   respects,   and we   continue   to  have a 
relatively   quiet   period,   both  here   on   the   ground  and   from the 
communications  with   the  astronauts  on   the  spacecraft.     We did 
have   one  brief   communication   a  short  while   ago   concerning data 
transmission   from   the   spacecraft.     And  we'll  play   that   back for 
you  now. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Okay,   we  dropped off 
a  high  gain   on   the  OMNI   there   for  a bit   and  went   to   a  low bit 
rate,   and  we're   getting  ready   to   command  you  back   to  a high 
bit   rate.     Do  you want   us   to  keep  you  posted  every   time we 
change   tape speeds? 

SC We're  not   recording  now  anyway, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,   understand,   but  when we  go   to high 

bit   rate,   do  you want   to  be  kept   informed  every   time  we transfer? 
We  hadn't   planned   on it. 

SC I   think  if  we  need  to  record,  we'll   ask you 
on it. 

CAPCOM Okay. 
PAO That   appears   to  be   about   all   the conversation 

on   that   tape.     At   the  present   time   the   flight  plan,   the updated 
flight  plan,   shows  the  crew  in  an  eat  period  and  are interspersed 
with   that   activity   for  Bill  Anders.     He  will   also  be  doing some 
checks   on   the  monitoring  equipment   onboard   the  spacecraft to 
observe   the  service  propulsion  system mid course   correction burn. 
That  will  be   occurring   in  just   a   less   than  2  hours   from novi 
as   currently  planned.     At   9  hours   3  minutes,   this   is Apollo 
Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  9 hours  24 minutes 
The  spacecraft  at  this   time  is  about  45  thousand  nautical miles 
from Earth.     The  velocity  currently  about  89  hundered  feet per 
second.     We  just had  a rather brief  communication with the 
spacecraft.     Astronaut  Lovell OMNI  optics,   the  onboard system 
to  assist  him navigation  - midcourse  navigation,   and reported 
that   the  sky  around   the Moon  viewed  through  the sextant, the 
28 power optical  device  on  the  spacecraft,   appeared  to be a 
light  blue  rather  than black  as  he had expected.     Lovell also 
reported  that  he was  not  able  to see  as  many  stars  at various 
sun  angles   through   the  scanning  telescope   as  he  had expected 
and  also  that  some  light  refraction  apparently  from the sun 
also  interfered  somewhat  with his  ability  to  see  as  much of 
the  Moon  through  the  sextant  as  he had  anticipated  prior to 
flight.     We'll   play  back,  the  tape  to  that  conve'sat i on for 
you now. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC Roger,  how does  your  tracking  look on us? 
CAPCOM On  flight,   tracking still  in progress and 

a  little   to soon  to  give  you  a  firm answer  on  the  results, but 
everything  looks  nominal  so far. 

SC Is  it working okay? 
CAPCOM Seems   to  be.     Apollo 8. 
SC Go. 
CAPCOM Okay,   sometime when  it's  convenient  for you 

now,   I  would  like  to see  a oxygen  fuel  cell  purge.    And  do you 
have  an  estimate  on when  you might be  getting around  to this 
com test. 

SC Well   right  now we're   right   in   the middle 
of   trying  to  get  something  to  eat,  Ken.     I  guess we  can do 
the   fuel   cell purge. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   there's  no   rush,   just  didn't know 
whac   you  were   doing  at   the   time.     Give   us   a  call  when  you have 
a  free  moment,   we'll  pick up. 

SC I'm fixing to start  the 02  purge now, if 
you wish. 

CAPCOM Okay,   that'll be  fine.    And  I'll keep track 
of  the  time  for you. 

SC Okay,   that  would  be  good.     Turned  on 02 
now on  fuel  cell 1. 

CAPCOM Okay,   thank  you.     Apollo   8,   Houston, that's 
about  2 minutes  on your  first   fuel cell. 

SC Roger,   it's  up,   and number  2  on now. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Go ahead. 
SC We're  a  long ways  from my  turn  at  the water 

gun,   I  might   give   some   comments   on   the  optics.     There   seems to 
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be  quite   a  band   of   light   that   goes   all   the way  across the 
scanning   telescope   anywhere  in   the  vicinity   of   the   sun. Just 
a   little  while   ago  we  were   in   the  position  where   1   could pick 
up   the  Moon   in   the   scanning  telescope.     And   then  I   looked at 
it   in   the  sextant,   and   the  sky   the  space   around   the Moon was 
a  very   light  blue,   just   about   as   light   blue   as  we  have back 
on  Earth.     And   it's   not  black   in   that   sun  angle  with   the Moon. 

CAPCOM Understand   this   light  blue   showed  up in 
the sextant. 

SC That's   affirmative.     I  maneuvered   the optics 
so   I   could   pick  up   the  Moon   in   the  sextant   and  the  space around 
the  Moon   is   a   light blue. 

CAPCOM Roger,   can  you make   any  kind  of estimate 
about   the  proportion  of   the   radius,   how  far  out   that   seems to 
extend ? 

SC Well,   it  extends   the   full   length  of the 
sextant.     Actually   I   could   see   us   coming  as  we  moved across 
because   the  band  of  light   in  the  scanning  telescope  cut across 
where   the  Moon  was,   and   it  moved   in   this   area.     I   believed it's 
caused  by   the   refractional   ljght   inside   the   optics themselves. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Also   I've  been  occasionally   looking out 

to  see   if   I   could  see  stars   at  various   sun  angles,   and  at this 
particular   altitude   it's   very   difficult.     In   the scanning 
telescope   the  sun   is   very  bright   and   the  Earth   is   very bright. 
And   if   I   looked   at   the  Earth   and   tried   to   look   for  stars, I 
lose   my   dark   adaptation   very quickly. 

CAPCOM Roger,   do  you  have   any   problems   seeing the 
Moon . 

SC No  problem seeing  the  Moon.     When  I looked 
for   the   star   landmark   line   of   sight,   I   -   it  very  sudden present 
but   it   was   very visible. 

CAPCOM Roger,   you  say  area   illuminated   in Earth 
shine   show up? 

SC Not   at   this   altitude,   and   that's strange 
I   thought   I   could   see   that.     At   this   altitude   the refractional 
light   in   the  optics   themselves   due   to   the   reflection  of the 
sunlight  I  suspect  or Earth's  light  completely blanked out the 
dark   side   of   the  Moon   to   this altitude. 

CAPCOM How  about that. 
SC Maybe we  have   an   atmosphere illuminate. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8,   looks   like  that   ought to 

terminate   fuel   cell purging. 
SC Roger. 
PAO This   is   Mission  Control,   Houston. Some 

very   interesting   comments   there   from Astronaut  James Lovell 
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on   the   optical   system  for   the   Guidance   and  Navigation system 
aboard   the  spacecraft.     The   accessment   here   in  Mission Control 
Center   is   that   there   is   no   problem  associated  with   the minor 
anomalies   Lovell   mentioned.     And   this   is   verified  by   the fact 
that   the  crew has  been  able  use   the  optics  aboard   the space- 
craft   to  do   the  sitings   that   have,  been  required.     At   9 hours 
32  minutes   into   the  mission,   the  Apollo   8  spacecraft   is now 
some  45   686  nautical  miles   in   altitude.     The  vehicle  has a 
total weight   of   63   295  pounds   and  we  would   expect   that to 
remain  quite   constant   until   the   first   significant   use  of the 
service   propulsion,   the   first  burn  of   the   service propulsion 
system.     At   9  hours   32   minutes   38  seconds,   this   is Apollo 
Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control   at   10  hours   into the 
mission.    At  the present  time activity here  in Mission Control 
is  beginning  to  pick  up  as we  prepare  for  the  first operation 
of   the  spacecraft   service   propulsion  system engine,   and matching 
that   activity  here   on   the  ground   is   also  heightened activity 
in  the   spacecraft.     At   the  present   time   the  crew  is involved 
in making  preparations  for  that  burn  scheduled  to be  a 2.4 second 
burn  of   the   service   propulsion  system engine.     That  will occur 
in  just  about  an  hour   from now.     Scheduled  to  occur  at   11 hours 
ground  elapse   time.     During   the  next  hour   the  crew will be 
involved  in  alibning  the  platform on   the  spacecraft. This 
is   the  stable   reference   in   the  Guidance   and  Navigation system 
which   the   spacecraft   G&N  system uses   to   tell   it  what attitude 
it   is   in.     Also  provides   that   information   to   the   crew. At 
the   present   time  while  we're   reading up   from  the   ground the 
burn  information which  the  crew will  insert  into  the computer 
such  things   as   the  length  of   the burn  and  the  time  of ignition. 
We   also  have   some   recorded  communication  with   the   crew. We'll 
play   that  back  and   then  pick  up with   the  conversation  as it 
progress. 

CAPCOM Go   ahead  Apollo 8. 
SC You want   to   get   started  here   around   10 hours, 

is   that  what   you said? 
CAPCOM Well,   what  we  had  planned was   to  use the 

10  to   11  hour  period  as  your  preburn  preparation  just  as we 
would have   done  normally.     And - 

SC Fine,   we  can   go  ahead  and  do that. 
CAPCOM And  if  you  can work   in   this   com check 

before   that   it  would be  desirable  but   that's  not   a concern. 
SC What   do  you want   in   the way  of  a  com check, 

George ? 
CAPCOM Okay.     What  we've   got  here  is   a couple 

of  DTO  com  checks.     We'll  be  switching  around  to   five different 
modes   and  only  one   of   them will   interrupt   your  activities. In 
that   case  we'll   be   switching   to   the  uplink  backup   voice and 
that's  the  one   time   that  you might  lose  temporary  uplink voice 
com,  you'll  have  downlink  voice  com  throughout  the entire pro- 
cedure.     And  it  ought  to  take you I  guess  10  to   15 minutes 
max.     The   only   requirement   being  that  we  should  stay  on a 
high-gain antenna. 

SC Why   don't  we   go  ahead  and  start  now then? 
CAPCOM Okay,   that   sounds   pretty  good.     Okay,   Apollo J 

another  couple   of  minutes   and we'll  be   ready   to   go  into  our com 
check.     And   for  your   information   looks   like   the  signal strength 
is   3   to   4  dB  better   than  expected  on   the  wide   range   on   the wide 
beam mode,   and   approximately   that   gives  you   1.4   increase   in your 
range. 
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SC Roger,   let's   not   increase  by  1.4.   more than 
CAPCOM Okay.     I  now  feel  like  take a  look  at - 

as   you  go   through   the  PTC we  have  some  who  would   like   to know 
if  you  can  see  any  detectible  effect  on  the windows  in the 
form of  their  fogging.     Particularly  does  the sun seem to vary 
fog  intensity,   does  it  increase  it  or decrease it  or make you 
go  in  patches  or  anything  like  that   that  you might  be  able to 
notice . 

SC 
however, the 
the fogging. 

CAPCOM 
again  please. 

SC 
on  the windows 

The  sun  doesn't  seem to  change  it much, 
different   incidents of 

Or  at   least   change it 
Okay,  Apollo 8. 

the sun's  rays magnify 

m sorry would you say 

The  sun doesn 
thems elves, but 

seem to  have  any effect 
the different  incidence  - angles 

of  incidence  of  the  sun's  rays  change  the  relative  amount of 
obscuration  caused  by   the fogging. 

CAPCOM Okay.     Okay,   Apollo   8,   we're   ready   to go 
into  the  com  check now,   and  It's  your  option we  can  call out 
switches  and  let  you  position  them,   or we  can  command  it from 
the   ground.     In  either  event   there will  be   a  couple   of switches 
that  you will  have   to  throw  for us. 

SC You  command  them,  and we'll  throw what we 
have to. 

CAPCOM Okay,   I'll  keep you  posted on what we're 
doing.     The  first   test  is  an  uplink voice  and  ranging with 
£:    •   G .vr-link which  is   essentially what  your  doing right now, 

: o r b line 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay,  we're  starting on  test number one, 

and  if you would verify  that  S-band normal voice  switch  is in 
voice . 

SC Roger,  we're  in voice. 
CAPCOM Okay.     And  the  uptelemetry  data  to data. 
SC Roger, data. 
CAPCOM Okay,   and   uptelemetry   command   to normal. 
S C Norma 1. 
CAPCOM Roger,  how about high-gain antenna track 

to auto. 
SC We're on OMNI now,  we've got  to wait till 

we  get  around the other way. 
CAPCOM Okay,  what's  your estimate? 
SC We're  at   15  minutes  from it. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC Maybe we had better hold  the  com check till 

iter  the  midcourse because we'd better  get   fired here  at 10 
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at  9 . 
Roger,   affirm.     We're  viewing  that right 

8,   we're  postponing  the  com  test  till after 

Thank  you.     Houston,   Apollo  8,   are you 
us   to  go   through  with   the  P52 now? 

negative  Apollo   8,   we would like 
give  you  a LM 

if we want   to burn 
CAPCOM 

now.     Okay, Apollo 
the  burn. 

SC 
ready   to  go  - for 

CAPCOM That's 
to  update   things   first,   and we're  going to 
state  vector  and  then  an  external DELTA-V. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

ahead  and work 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
up   to you read 

Roger. 
And if 

on   that . 
Roge r. 
Apol lo 
Go ahead 
Okay,  we've 

And 

crew  will   accept  while  we'll go 

8, Houston 

got your  pads we're  ready to 
  _ r   _       -   - we're  standing by  to  flank your state 
vector  and  external   DELTA-V when  ever  you're  ready   to give 
us accept. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM We  are  ready  to  read  up  to  you,   and we 
are  standing by   to   uplink  your  state  vector  and external 
Delta-V whenever  you  are   ready   to  us ACCEPT. 

SC Roger.     Just   stand by  one  and we will 
get   the pad. 

SC We  will   put   the  TM  in  ACCEPT  now. At 
this   t i me . 

CAPCOM Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay  Apollo   8 we  didn't   copy   that last 

• ne.     We   are  sending  you  State   vector  up now. 
SC Roger we  say we  are  ready  to copy 

the   pass. 
CAPCOM Okay,     The  PAD will  be   a  maneuver PAD 

MCC  one   and   this  will   be   an  SPS  G  &  N  beginning with the 
weight  63295  minus  163  plus   1  2  9  zero  one  zero  5  9  58  3 zero 
pj us   zero  zero  one   36  minus  zero  zero  zero  45  plus  zero zero 
2  zero  2   345   188  343  99999 plus   zero  1685  zero  zero 248 
zero  zero   2   zero   zero   one   86   23   2   zero   23   164   zero zero 
one   2  up   276   left  04  November  Alpha   for   the   remainder of 
that  column.     In  the  comments.     North  stars  zero  68  zero 97 
356a no  ullage  start   and  a single bank burn  on bank alpha 
ove r . 

SC Houston,   Apollo   8.   MCC  one maneuvers 
SPS  G  &  N   6395  minus   163  plus   129   zero  one   zero  59   583 zero 
plus  zero  zero  136  minus   zero   zero  zero  45  plus  zero zero 
2   zero   2   345   188   343  99999   plus   zero   1685   zero   zero 248 
v. r-.ro   zero   2   zero   zero   186   23   2   zero   13   164   zero   12 up 

I   ;'-  04  November Alpha  for  the  remainder. North 
s:   t    -.tars   zero  6 8  pitch   zero  9 7  yaw   35 6  no ullage 
s J * g1e   bank alpha. 

CAPCOM Roger Apollo  8  that  is  correct.     And I 
have   a  TLI   plus   11   PAD   for you. 

SRoger.     Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Houston,   Apollo   8.     Go ahead. 
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Roger.     Apollo   8.     Lung clear now Are SC 
you   ready   to copy? 

CAPCOM 
SC 

m.     This   assumes a 
minus   16 3   plus 12 
zero   5 minerniner 
zero   16   177   143   zero   zero   zero  november  alpha  plus zero 
zero  1  niner  7  47  zero  2  zero  5  51  468  18  12   1283  257 zero 

Roger.     Ready   to copy. 
Okay,   this  is  a PLI  plus  11   FBS  g and 

raid-course   correction  number   1  631 40 
niner   to   zero   13  56   48  97  minus zero, 
plus   zero   zero   zero   zero   zero  plus 47 

23  up   263 le ft 17 plus 11 9 5 mi n us 16 5 zero zero 126 83 
356   zero   8 z e r o 5 zero 47 zero 5 . No r th   stars ze r o 68 z 
niner   7 356 no ul 1 age . F or the fast r eturn   P   3 7 del t a V 
79   zero zero f or t he In di an  0ce an. H i gh   speed pr o c e dur e 
not required f or t he MS This ass ume s midcourse cor r e c t 

ove r 
CAPCOM Standby. 
SC Roge r. 
CAPCOM Houston, Apollo   8   to   the   revact, ar 

you re adv ? 
SC Go ahead 
CAPCOM GLI plus 11  SDSG  and t;  63140 minus 

plus 129 13 56   4 8 97   minus ze ro   zero   599  plus   zero zero 
zero zero. And   I   believe it 's   plus   4 7 016. 

SC That's a f f i rma t ive. 
CAPCOM 177   14 3 zero   zero   zero  N A  plus zero 

163 
zero 

zero 197 47 zero 2 zero 551 46818 
to 63 left 17 plus 1195 minus 165 
356   zero   S  zero   5   zero   47   zero 5. 

SC The  north  vat roll 
356   no   ullage.     P   37  high  speed 79 

12 128.3 25 7 zero 23 up 
zero   zero  plus   126 23 

68  pitch  97 yard 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC P-37 high 
speed procedures  for the 

speed 7900, 
EMS  are not 

Indian Ocean and 
required, assumed 

on 

xn 

correct ions 
go  EMS . 

on 

Copy  that  and  the rings  to go 

high 
MCZ 1 , 

CAPCOM Roger,   Apollo   8. Two 
the  PETI.     The  hour  is  013,   springs to 

SC 013. 
CAPCOM Roger, 

the  EMS   126   83. Over. 
SC 12683. 
CAPCOM That's correct. 
SC Houston,   this  is  Apollo  8.    We advised 

that  we  doubted  that  it would  be  possible  to use  the stars 
to  get  our backup  alignment.     We haven't been able  to see 
any  stars   through  the  scanic  telescope yet. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Okay,   and  another  comment for 
you Apollo  8,   like  for you  to  use  verb  37  to select 

for your computer activity light to go off 
the  LM man   to  CSM slot. 

Roger.     Are  you  ready  for us  to do that 

two and then wait 
prior  to  unzap of 

now 

back 

t h < 

SC 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
of the 
CAP COM 

'.M SLA 
j2 now. 

CAPCOM 

ahead and start 
here of T52, right? 

Affirm 
Houston,   this  is  Apollo 8. 
Go ahead. 
Okay,  now we'll go 

flight  plan  around  8 hours 
Af f i rme d. 
We have   transferred  the  state  vector to 

already  before we  did T52.     So we're  going to do 

Okay,   Apollo  8,   that's  good procedure 
and 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Rog.     Will  you  check  your up-telemetry 

switch  to block please? 
SC Houston, block. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  during that 

lengthy  string of numbers which was  read up  to  the  crew from 
the  ground,   included  in  that  information was  the  data that 
they  would need  to  return  to  Earth  should  that be necessary 
at  a point   following  the  mid-course  correction and assuming 
that  they were  unable  to  communicate with  the  ground. This 
type  of  information  is  passed  up  routinely  to  the  crew during 
the  course  of  the mission  at  specified  intervals  and  is kept 
by  the  crew  for  use  should  it  become necessary because of 
t,cr„c   contingency   to   return   to  Earth.     At   the  present time, 
the mission  is  proceeding nominally.     All   the spacecraft 
systems  are   functioning very well  and we have no problems 
to  speak  or   at   the  present  time.    The  crew is  very heavily 
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PAO involved  at  this  time  and preparing for 
that mid-course correction,   the  first use of  the Service 
Propulsion System engine.    That  is  scheduled  to  occur at 
11  hours  ground  elapsed  time  or  about  33 minutes  from now. 
Now  that  burn  is  a planed  2-1/2  second burn a very short 
ignition  of  the  20  500 pound  thrust  SPS  engine.     It will 
give   them a  velocity   change   of  about   24  or  25   feet  per second 
At  this   time  Apollo  8 is  about  50 000 nautical  miles from 
Earth  and   they're  traveling at  a  speed  of  about  8500 feet 
per  second  or  around  5  700 miles  per hour. We'll 
stand by  to  pick up  any  conversations   that  develop with the 
crew prior  to  this  mid-course  correction.     At   10 hours  27 min 
utes   this  is  Apollo Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control,   at   10 hours 
25  minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8.     At   the present 
time,   our   spacecraft   is   at   an   altitude  of   51,59 5 nautical 
miles,   traveling  at   a  velocity   of   about   8300   feet  per second. 
Flight  Director,   Milton Windier,   has   just   gone   around the 
room  here   at   the  Mission   Control   Center.     We  viewed the 
status   of   the   spacecraft   and   our   flight   for   the   first mid- 
course  correction burn  and we've  passed up  a GO  to  the crew 
"or   that   maneuver  scheduled   to  occur   in  just   about   15 minutes 
;>m now  at   11   hours   ground  elapsed   time.     And   that burn 

will  be  a  very   short   one,   about   2.4   seconds   and  will add 
about   24   or   25   feet  per  second  of   velocity   to   the trajectory. 
Most  of  that will  be  in  a  posigrade  direction   , velocity 
added   rather   velocity   subtracted   and   there  will  be also 
some  minor  direction   change   in   that   most  of   the  velocity is 
an   increase.     At   the   time   of   ignition,   the   spacecraft will 
be  at  an altitude  of about  52,770 nautical miles.    We do 
have   a   recording   of   some   conversation  with   the   crew  over the 
past   15  or  20  minutes.    We'll  play  that  back  for you now 
and   then   stand  by   to  monitor   any   conversations   that develop. 

SC Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Okay,  we've  got  a  telescope alignment 

['d   like   to   give   it   a   try.     Your   sextant   star   is   still good 
but  if you had  problems with  that,  suppose  it worked out 
that   if   you   look   through   the   telescope   at   10:35,   we  have a 
shaft,   and  trunnion   that  you point  to  the  center  of the 

, a: h,   if   you  would   like   to   give   that   one   a try. 
Q r Okay . 
CAPCOM Okay,   at   10:35,   the   shaft (garble) 

00 6.2,   trunnion   18.9. Over. 
SC Roger,   10:35,   shaft  006.2, trunnion 

18.9. 
CAP   COM Affirmative. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay,     We   don't   forget   a   fan,   a cyro 

fan  cycle  in here  before  the burn.    About   1  minute on each 
will   be fine. 

SC Roger.     I've   already   given  2 minutes 
62   and   1   and   2   and  021   and   I've   just  started 022. 

CAP  COM Roger.     Thank you. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     We'd   like   to dump 

your   tape  prior   to   the burn. 
SC Roger.     It's   only  been   running here about 

15 minutes 
CAP  COM Okay,   Apollo   8.   That's   correct. You're 

on  high  bit   rrfc:   and  we're   afraid  you may   run  out  before the 
burn  so  we'd   like   to  dump   it   and  get   it  back   to  you with a 
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CAP COM .   .   .   full   load before   the burn. 
SC Roger.     And   give us a  comment  on the 

voice qua li ty . 
CAP COM W i 1 c o . 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Go   ah ead. 
SC Roger.     We  plan   to s top  charging battery 

B   in abou t   anothe r 5  minutes. Concur? 
CAP COM That's affirmative. 
SC Okay,   you  might just remind us. 
CAP COM Wilco. 
CAP COM Apollo 8. 
SC Go  ahead.     Go ahead, Houston,   you were 

cut out. 
CAP COM Okay,   Apollo   8. All your  systems are 

GO  and we were abou t   to   tell   you   you can go  ahead  and termi- 
na t e the battery   charge   and  you  beat us to   the  punch. 

SC All   that   on your  mind  and  it's showing 
37 volts right   now. 

CAP COM Okay . 
PAO This   is   Apollo   Control.     We  had a 

relatively  quiet  period   for   the  last   few  minutes between 
the   ground   and   the  spacecraft   and  we   imagine   that   the crew 
is   rather  actively   involved   in  getting,   making   final prepa- 
rations   for   their   first  midcourse  correction  enroute   to the 
Moon.     That  engine   ignition   is   now  scheduled   to  occur about 
2   1/2  minutes.     Correction,   about   6   and   1/2  minutes from 
now  at   11   hours   ground  elapsed   time.     All   the batteries 
aboard   the   spacecraft  have  been   fully   charged  up   and they 
will   be  brought   on   the   line   during  preparation   and during 
the  burn,   are   to   assist   in   carrying  the  electrical load 
at   that   time.     This  is  a normal  procedure  during a maneuver 
where   the   entire   guidance   and  navigation  system  is required. 
We'll   stand  by   to  monitor   the  burn   and  pick  up   any communi- 
cations  with   the  spacecraft   as   we   go   through   the final 
systems   checks   and   await   that  midcourse correction. 

END   OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   you'll  put  your high 
bit   rate  we'll   give  you  a   tape   recorder back. 

SC Roger. 
PAO Here  in Mission Control   the  Guidance Officer 

has   just   advised   the  Flight   Director   that   the  spacecraft gimbal 
motors   positioning  the  SPS  engine  are   in   the  proper attitude 
and  everything  looks   go   for   the  burn  scheduled   to  occur now 

We'll   continue   to monitor in about 3 minutes, 
with   the crew. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

are  now norma 1. 
CAPCOM 

I minute. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

I  minute. 
SC 
PAO 

SPS   engine for 

Affirmative  Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   command reset t o 

Roger.     Apollo   8,   stand by 

for conversation 

get  the motion 

for a MARK at 

Ro ge r . 
Ten seconds, five  seconds,   2,   1, MARK 

that 
from ignition  of the 
That   maneuver  will be 

Ro ge r. 
1  hour  30 seconds 
2.4   second  burn . 

primarily  to  control  the  altitude  of  the  spacecraft  as it 
goes   around   the  back  side   of   the  Moon  at  perigee. Targeting 
for  there  is  60 nautical miles.     10 seconds now till  the burn. 
>,   4,   and  we   have   confirmation   of   SPS   ignition.     Thrust looks 
nominal says  the  Flight Dynamics Officer.    And we should have 
shut   down   ,?.lso,   we'll   have   confirmation  of   that   shortly. And 
th-?  Guidance  and Control Officer  advises  the  Flight Director 
LLL . rn   Lime-  was   2.4  seconds   exactly  nominal,   just  what was 
pl&:,:; - d»     That   should  have   given  us   a  velocity  increase of 
:hour   24   or   24   feet   per   second.     We've   now   taken   the batteries 
rff   the  line,   their job  done  in assisting in  carrying the 
heavy   -  heavier   than  normal   electrical   loads   during  a major 
maneuver   of   this   sort,   even   though   a very   short  maneuver. They 
will   then   be   recharged   to  bring   them  up   to   full   charge   for the 
next  maneuver  or  use  of   the  SPS  system.     The  initial indication 
:»as   that   the  service  propulsion  engine which  all  ground testing 
and   previous   flights  has   shown   to  be   extremely   reliable and 
appears   to  have  demonstrated  that   reliablity once  again  in this 
ignition,   the   first   time   that   engine  has  been   used  on this 
mission.     Of  course,   the  Flight   controllers here  in Mission 
Control  Center  are  monitoring very  closely  the  performance of 
th -   engine   and   also  happy   to  have   this  opportunity  prior to 
inserting  the   spacecraft   into   lunar  orbit.     Of   course   that is 
:h.   engine   that  would be  required   to  put   the  spacecraft into 
lunar   orbit   and  also   to   take   it  out  of   lunar  orbit  and  send it 
bfck   to  Earth.     At   11   hours   2  minutes   this   is  Apollo Control. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control   at   11   hours  08 min- 
utes   and  we've   just   gotten  a  preliminary   assessment  of the 
performance   of   the   SPS   engine   from here   in   the  Mission Control 
Center   and   from   the   indication   of   the  burn   the   SPS   looks to 
be   completely   go  on   the  words   of   the   guidance   officer and 
the   other   flight   controllers   also   concur.     The   burn  was com- 
pletely   nominal   in   all   respects.     We  also  had  a  post-burn 
report   from  Astronaut   Jim  Lovell   aboard   the   spacecraft and 
we'll   play   that   back   for   you  now   and   stand  by   for   any further 
communication  with   the spacecraft. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC Roge r . The bu r n t i m e was on t i me about 

2 seconds. We ha d re s i d u a 1 of 4.4 X . We b u rne d i t ou t to 
. 2 .     At t i tud e s we re nomi nal Th e Del t a V stay b ef ore the 
residuals we re ta ke n out is minus 2.4 I have t r a ns f erred 
the   state ve c t o r t o the LM slot in th e ve rb 67 

CAPCOM Roge r . Copy 4 .4 P e r X and 2 .4 o n the 
V  and negati ve re s i dual on Y prior to the trim » is th at 
affirmed? 

SC Tli at 's a f f i rma t i v e We to ok o ut the 
4.4   residual   down   to .2. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apollo   8.     Do  you  want   us to 

start   charging  Battery   A, now? 
CAPCOM Stand by. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   let's   go  back   to  Battery Bravo, 

and  we'll   finish   that   one   off   before  we   start   in   on Alpha. 
SC Roger.     Battery   Bravo.     Houston,   Apollo 8, 

Do  you  want   us   to  maneuver   to   any   particular   attitude   for a 
water   Jump   or   do   you  want   us   to   go   to   PGC attitude? 

CAPCOM Okay,   let's   go PPC. 
SC And   give  me   the   angles, please. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8,   let's   Jo   the   same angles 

we  had  before   -   that's   pitch   242   and   yaw   20   on   the   PPC atti- 
tude. 

SC 242   yaw  20. Roger. 
SC Houston,   we're  preparing  to  dump our 

waste  water now. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
PAO During  that   conversation  you  hear Jim 

Lovell   refer   to   the   residuals,   now   this   is   the   amount of 
velocity   remaining   to  be   added   or   taken  out   of   the trajectory 
following   the   ignition   of   the   SPS   engine   and   we nominally 
expect   a  small   residual.     We   did   have   residuals   of about 
4.4   feet   according   to  Lovell,   and   as   per   the  normal procedure, 
these   were   removed  by  burning   the   Reaction   Control System 
thrusters   -   a  very   short   direction  burr,   on   those   to   in effect 
peak   up   the   affects   of   the  burn   and  put   the   spacecraft velocity 
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PAO right   on   the  preplanned.     At   this time 
Apollo   8  is   at   an  altitude   of   some   53   200  nautical miles 
and   traveling  at   a  speed  of   8134   feet   per  second.     This is 
Apollo  Control  at   11  hours   12  minutes  into  the flight. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   11  hours   30 minutes 
into   the   flight   of   Apollo   8.     We   have   some   further refinements 
on  the  results  of   that  service  propulsion  system midcourse 
correction,   the   first  midcourse  correction planned  on route 
to   the  Moon.     The  effect   of   the  burn was   to   give   us a 
parasynethesis   or   low  point   closest   approach   to   the  Moon of 
69  nautical  miles.     We've   been   targeting  for  about   60 nautical 
miles.     This   information   of   course  will  be  evaluated further 
and   refined.     This   is   the   preliminary   Flight   Dynamics Officer 
analysis   of   the   effects   of   the   burn.     And  we  would   expect some 
update   to   that.     The   burn   also   gives   us   a   time   of closest 
approach   to   the  Moon  of   69   hours   10  minutes   ground elapse 
time.     The  preflight   analysis   had  placed   that   time   at   69 hours 
7  minutes,   or   just   3  minutes   different   from what  we  have from 
the   results   of   the   translunar   injection   and   the subsequent 
midcourse   correction.     There   are   four  midcourse corrections 
nominally  planned  in   the   flight   plan.     All   of  which  or none 
of  which   could  be   used  on   route   to   the  Moon.     And depending 
upon   the   results   of   the   final   analysis   on   the   results   of this 
burn  it  would  be   decided  whether  or  not   subsequent midcourse 
corrections  would  be   required.     We would  anticipate   that any 
subsequent   corrections  would  be  quite  small.     We  also had 
a  brief   communication  with   the   spacecraft   in   the   last few 
minutes,   and  we'll   play   that   back   for  you now. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
C/PCOM Go   ahead 8. 
Sc We  noticed  on  our  systems   test  battery vent 

p     .,, ure   that  when  we   opened   the  battery  vent  valve,   we get 
an   immediate   drop-off   to   pressure  which  nulls   out   at about 
2   tenths   of   -   to   3   tenths   of   a  volt.     And  we   think,  this is 
zero   vnd   the  battery  manifolds.     You concur. 

CAPOM Okay,   stand  by   and   let   us   check  it out. 
Ap ol } o   8,   I. cue you out there ,   what   did  you  say   on   the last 
on e . 

SC It looks like   probably   that   zero psi 
CO r re sponds to abou t 3 tenths of   a  volt   on   the   test meter. 
We ' ve had   it ha p pe n a c ouple of   times  where   the  pressure would 
dr op rapidly to this s e 11 i ng as   if  it  were  zero, over. 

CAP COM Rog e r , we '11   look  at   our   data  here and 
1 e t y o u  know wh at we th ink . You   go  on  ahead  with   the water 
d u mp now. 

SC Rog e r , we 'd  - we're  pausing here  on the 
wa t e r dump thou s t to  ve r ify   that   the   battery  met   - the 
li ne is   clear   as ind i ca ted by a battery  vent   pressure  of zero. 

CAPCOM Okay,   stand  by.     Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go   ahead, Houston. 
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CAPCOM Okay,   number   1   on   the   list   of   things is 
that   the  flight  plan  shows  CDR should  hit   the  sack.     Number 2 
kind   of  a  summary   of  your  burn.     All   your  SPS   and  systems look 
go.     The   trajectory  shows   that   you  have   a  CPA with  a  mode of 
69.67  miles   and   the   time   of  parasynthean  is   69   plus   10. You 
do have  capture  on  a  good  free  return.     It's  a  little bit 
early  to  completely  evaluate  the  trajectory  for  carter control. 
You'll  have  no  update   to   the  TLI   plus   11  block  data. After 
looking   through   the   cal   curves   it   looks   like   the  battery vent 
pressure  is  actually  zero  at   .2   to   .3 volts,   so  that  - we 
agree with  you  there  and  you  can  go  ahead with  the water dump. 
We  still  have   the  com  check  to  do when every we  get ourselves 
in  a  good  high   gain   look  angle   and whenever  it's convenient 
for  you,   ove r. 

SC Thank you very  much.    That was  a  very fine 
resume  you  sent  in.    We're  right  now  in  the  process  of trying 
of  dump  out   the  water  and   the   USDA  and  so  on  and  so  on. So 
we'll   get   with  you  on   the  high   gain  as   soon  as  we can. 

CAPCOM Okay,   good burn. 
SC Houston,   what   do  you  want   to  dump   the waste 

tank  down to. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   I would  like  you  to  dump the 

waste   tank   to   25 percent. 
SC Okay,  we're  dumping now Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
QC We  finally  got  some  stars   to see. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   do  you   folks  have  your water quanity 

switch  in  the  portable  or  the waste water  tank position now? 
SC We're   in   the waste   tank   position  now, and 

we're  draping  UTCA's  first, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   we  weren't  watching  any  waste quanity 

decrease  and  it  looked  like  the  nominal   temps   indicated  that some- 
thing was   going  on,   and  we were   trying  to   figure   out  what was 
going on. 

SC We'll   there's  a  lot  of  stuff  going on 1*11 
tell  you.     How  do  nominal   temps look? 

CAPCOM Oh,   about 81. 
SC Okay,   we'll  keep  on  going then. 
PA0 Communications  continue   to  be excellent 

with   the  spacecraft.     We're   continuing  to   track  with the 
85   foot   antenna  at   Goldstone   -  Goldstone,   California. The 
crew  reported  earlier   that   the  signal  strength  indication that 
we  had  was   above   normal,   above  what   they  would  expect. And 
up   to   this   point  we've  had  extremely   good   results   from the 
unified   S~v --d   communications   system.     Spacecraft   is presently 
about  50   thousand  nautical  miles   from Earth  as  shown on the 
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large  plot  board  here  in  the   front  center of  Mission Control 
Center.     We  expect   the  crew will begin  a series  of relatively 
relaxed  activities   aboard   the   spacecraft.     Commander Frank 
Borman  after  a very  long day  is  scheduled  to have  a  7 hour 
sleep  period,   and he  should be  in  that  sleep  period  at the 
present   time.     Following Borman's  sleep  cycle,  Lovell  and Anders 
will  get   their  sleep  period  in  about  another 6  and  a half hours. 
At   11  hours  39  minutes   this  is  Apollo Control. 

ND  OF TAPE 
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This   is  Apollo   Control   at   12 hours 
into   the   mission.     The   flight   of  Apollo   8 continues 

point.     Both,   here   in the 
spacecraft   things have 

PAO 
04 minutes 
to progress very smoothly at this 
mission   control   center   and   in the 
quieted  down   considerably   since   that   mid-course correction 
maneuver.     At   the  present   time   Commander  Frank  Borman is 
scheduled   to begin  a  7-hour  sleep  period,   and  his fellow 
crewmen,   Jim Lovell  and  Bill  Anders,   are  presently involved 

marily   in  some   housekeeping   functions   aboard   the space- 
ft,   managing  the   systems,   and  also  apparently   from the 

communications  with   the   ground,   they  are   involved  in taking 
We  have  several  minutes  cumulated  tape on 

with   the   spacecraft   over   the  past   30 minutes 
that  back   for  you now. 

Okay,   Houston.    We're  going  to  dump the 
to  about  25 percent. 
Okay,   thank you. 
Houston,   Apollo   8.     Do  you copy? 
Affirmative,   Apollo 8. 
Okay,   tell   Zeke  Thomas   to wake  up and 

waste   tank servicing. 
That'll   take  a minute  to  think of 

down 

some pictures, 
communications 
and  we'll play 

SC 
waste   tank on 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

keep  an eye 
CAPCOM 

thing appropriate 
SC 
CAPCOM 
c c. 

on the 

You're   slowing down. 
So   are   you  guys . 
How do  the  nominal temperatures 

some ■ 

look in 
H o uston ? 

;herv:   now, Houston 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CA!:C'. M 

d r o p p  d   fro in  a b 
SC 

above 50 percen 
1 ools   too cold, 

CAPCOM 
SC 

12 and we think 
i iiias we ' re doi 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

l;   percent   of y 
SC 

just   a minute. 
ci k     -i '.1 - 

CAPCCLi Roger 
SC Rog. 

S tand  by . 
Now  you're   looking  pretty  small down 

We're   carrying  a  big  stick, though. 
We   can   just  barely  make  out  Clear Lake 
And  your  nominal   temperatures have 

out   94   to   around 66. 
Okay.     I'm  showing just  a  little bit 

t  here  and we'll  keep  on  going and  if it 
give   us   a call. 

Okay,   we'll   do that. 
Houston,   we  had   a momentary  02  high at 

it's   due   to   all   the   purging of   the water 
ng  here   in   the cabin. 

Roger.     We concur. 
Apollo   8,   Houston,   we  show  you  down to 

our  waste water. 
Okay,   I'm  about   28  -  Houston  stand by 

Okay,   waste   dump  stopped  and   then purge 

waste  dump stopped. 
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SC Houston,   we're  on  a high   gain  and it 
might  be   a  good   time   to   try   the   intercom check. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   we're   going   to   go  ahead and 
crank   up   to   a   cotnm   test   now,   and  we  will   be   a   little bit 
late  on  your   update   for   12 hours. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Do  you  still  want   our  -  have   us command 

as   much   as  we   can   on   the   ground  or  would  you   like   to move 
the   switches   yourself ? 

Oh,   you  can  have   the  fun  of  doing it. 
I   like  your  drag in there. 
They're using test to ground bar. We're 

F-ll   on  CEX  and   CMAX  for  Earth  shots, do 

Okay.     You  got  going before 
about   saying   it again? 

F-ll   and   l/250th   for  CEX 16 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

using   1/250  on an 
you  verify me? 

CAPCOM 
pencil   up. How 

SC 
C  70 mm. 

CAPCOM Okay.     Thank you. 
SC How  about   running  in  by the 

boy.     My   light  meter  doesn't  seem  to  be  helping  out   too much. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
CAPCOM Okay,  Apollo  8,  We're  starting in setting 

in  for  our  first  coram  test.     This  is  going to be  a mike-link 
voice,   linking and  fold-down  link,  which  is  not anything 
really   different   than what  you  have  onboard.     I  would like 
for  you   to   verify   that   the   S-band  nominal  mode  voice switch 

I  got my 

mm and 

back room 

Roger Voice . 
CAPCOM Okay , and   the   up   telemetry  data to DATA. 
SC Ro ge r DATA. 
CAPCOM Up   telemetry   command  in NORMAL. 
s c Ro ge r NORMAL. 
CAPCOM High gain  antenna   to  AUTO TRACK. 
CAPCOM Co r r e ction .     That's 
SC AUTO 
SC We ' re in  AUTO   and  you   can   go ahead and 

dump the   tapes . 
CAPCOM Okay , I'd  like  for  you  to  go  to narrow 

b earn 
SC Okay , going  to narrow beam now. 
CAPCOM Rog . 
CAPCOM Okay and  I'll  give  you  a  call when we 

get ready   to work on the tape . 
SC Okay . We're  still  in PTC,   so we're only 

going   to  have   i t for  about   10  or   15 minutes. 
CAPCOM Okay , we've   had  some   problems with our 

displays   o t d   I   think they 're  straightened  out  now, but you 
may have   to   U e e p us  advised  if we  run  out  of   limit  in case 
we  display again. 
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CAPCOM we  went   through   that   display again. 
SC Rog. 
CAPCOM Say,  while  we're  standing by here, 

Apollo  8,   the  service  module  quantities  that  we had listed, 
we're   going   to   try   to   update   them,   if  you want   to   call all 
your  quantities.     Have   you  checked   them with  your charts? 

SC Negative.     I  haven't  gotten around to 
that.     St and  by. 

CAPCOM Okay.     here's   no  hurry  on   that. I 
just  wondered   if  you had  done   it,   we  will   check   it against 
what  we've   got   on  our  nova 9. 

SC I'm  showing  a  SPS  helium  pressure, about 
35   70,   indicated onboard. 

CAPCOM Rog. 
SC And  fuel  LOX tank pressures  are   177 and 

176 respectively. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC M2A  is   2400  B 2500. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
CAPCOM Okay,   and  our  back  room  tells  you that 

you've  got   the  right  f stop. 
SC Okay,   then we'll  keep  using  it. SPCT 

attitude  really  isn't  the  greatest  for  taking pictures of 
the Earth. 

CAPCOM Rog. 
SC Orofthe Moon. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Kinda stand by  for  a burst of 

cols*'   as  we   e'.ange   configurations   on   the   ground.     We're going 
into  test   1.     You'll  still  have  up  and  down  link  and we'll 
be  in   this  mode   for  2  minutes.     You  may  hear  some  burst of 
noise   as  we change. 

SC Roger. 
CAP COM Okay,   Apollo   8,   we're   in   the  middle of 

our   first   test   and  how  about   giving  me   a voice check. 
SC Roger,   Houston.     This   is   Apollo  8. One, 

two,   three,   four,   five.     Five,   four,   three,   two,   one  all the 
way  up . 

CAPCOM Roger  and  read you  loud  and  clear. This 
comm  is   unbelievably good. 

SC Good. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8,   we've   finished   the first 

test   and we're  now  going   to   change   the  up   link  mode   to up 
link  command  and  ranging,   and we'll  be  going without  up voice, 
We'll   be   in   this  mode   for   2-1/2  minutes   and will  be sending 
a  test  message.     It'll  have  no  affect  on either your computer 

your  panel  switch  configuration.     What  you might  see will 
be   the   3 - band   noise   that's   associated  with   the  break locks. 
However,   y•;     .. iould  still  have  a good signal on your power 
D'eter.     TV 's   is   not   a   loss   of   signal,   but   rather   just   a loss 
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CAPCOM of   the voice modulation,   and  I'll  do you 
a mark just before we  do  that  so  that you  can  turn your S-band 
volume  down  if  you  so  desire,   and we'll  be back  up  in this 
mode  that we're  in now in 2-1/2 minutes. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We're  about  to dis- 

able  the voice modulation uplink and we'll be back up no 
later  than 12:13. 

PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  12 hours   14 min- 
utes  into  the mission now.    Apollo  8 is presently some 57 000 
rather 58 000 nautical miles  from Earth,  58 334  according to 
our displays here in Mission Control Center,  and the space- 
craft  is  traveling of  7700  feet per second.    We do expect 
probably  for  the rest  of  the night we'll have  a rather quiet 
period,  here  in Mission Control  Center.     The  commander, Frank 
Borman,   is  in his   7-hour  sleep period 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO The  commander,   Frank Borman,  is  in his 
7 hour sleep  period now.    He should be about  1 hour along. 
Following  that we will have  sleep periods  for  command module 
pilot,   Jim Lovell,   and  for  lunar module pilot,  Bill Anders. 
Most  of  the  tasks  throughout  the night,   at  least night here 
in Houston will be housekeeping chores.    There will  also be 
eat period  for the command module pilot  and lunar module 
pilot before  they begin their sleep period.    And  they will 
be doing some navigation exercises onboard.    And primarily 
monitoring systems  and doing housekeeping chores  aboard the 
spacecraft,    At  12 hours  15 minutes into the flight,  this is 
Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control Houston at 
12 hours  45 minutes into  the flight.    At  the present time, 
Apollo  8 is  just beyond 60,000 miles  from the Earth, 
60,536 nautical miles  and  the spacecraft velocity is con- 
tinuing to decrease  gradually.    At  the present  time, the 
speed is  about  7,500  feet per second.    During the past 
30 minutes,  we  recorded  about 5 minutes  of conversation 
with  the spacecraft.    We'll play  that back  for you now. 

CAP COM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Voice check. 
SC Read you fine, Houston. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Roger,  Houston.    Read you loud and clear 
CAP COM Okay,   loud and clear.    We're back up 

with you,   completed  our second  test. Okay? 
(Garble) 
Okay,   our next  test will be  a test of 

the uplink voice  and ranging with downlink voice and 
ranging  on  low bit  rate,   so we'll be  changing bit  rate on 
you  and we'll be making  a voice  check in  the middle, 

SC Okay.    You probably had it  on  the high 
gain - you might  try  to get it in but it's going to hit the 
skin  level  at  any second, 

CAP  COM Okay,  Apollo 8.    We'll  try  to  get all 
our  information before we lose the high gain, 

SC 
CAP COM 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

go, Houston, 
CAP COM 

to the omni. 
SC 
CAP COM 

Okay, we'll just leave it go. 
Roger. 
We're at  the scan limit. 

Okay,  Apollo 8 

We'll  let it 

Go  afoead and switch 

Are you through with your test? 
Qkay, we've got  3 steps of  the test 

look at We'll have to pick up  the rest next time we get a 
high gain. 

Okay . 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Go  ahead,  Apollo 8, 
Roger.    Reading on P-21  at  269  10 indi- 

4 miles.  I guess we can carry 

SC 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

cates a parallel of about 67 
he r. 

CAP COM 
SC 

answer. 
CAP COM 

your    is right. 
SC 
CAP COM 

You guys are getting pretty good. 
That's  a lot better than our first 

We don't  care  if we're  right,  just so 

Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Go  ahead,  Apollo 8. 
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SC Roger.    I'd like to ask a question about 
this  TLI plus   11 maneuver  that we  copied.     In  the remarks, 
you have P-37,  delta V 7900.    Is  this the delta V that we 
would use with P-37. 

CAP COM Let's  see,  that's  the option that you 
used with minimum time. 

SC Roger.    What  I'd  like  to do  is check 
on our P-37 with your TLI maneuver update. 

CAP  COM Okay,  Apollo  8.    We'd like  to make sure 
that we  don't have  a misunderstanding with  the  7900  feet per 
second  is   the  delta V.     It's not  associated with  the high 
speed work  around procedure  -  it's  just  the  standard P-37 
delta v. 

SC Roger.     But was  that  the delta v that 
you used  to  give  us   the TLI  plus  11  - okay,   I  see,  you win. 

CAP COM Apollo 8,  that's not  the one that the 
maneuver pad was based on. That's the number you put in for 
the minimum time. 

SC Roger. Understand. 
CAP  COM Okay.    Sounds  like  a good  idea if you 

want to go ahead and check out the 37. We're standing by 
to work on COM as  soon  as  that high  gain  is available. 

SC Roger. 
SC Okay,  Houston,  you  got   .   . . 
SC Houston,   do you read?    Apollo  8, over. 
CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Roger.     High  gain yours. 
CAP  COM Okay.     And  if  you're  ready,  we are. 

We'll go right  ahead with our COM test. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM We're  starting in now on our fourth 

test.     Like  for you  to  put  your  telemetry  input  switch to 
PCM high. 

SC Carry on. 
CAP  COM Okay,  and now we're going to switch, I 

think,   to  the  upvoice backup  for  about 2 minutes  and  it may 
take  a couple  of  seconds when you  get up here where it's 
lost.     So,   you can place your up telemetry switch  to upvoice 
crackup  and  if  all  of  this  doesn't work out  too well, I'm 
reading  1247  on my  clock now  and let's meet back in our 
present  configuration no  later  than 1250. 

SC Roger,  on upvoice backup. 
CAP COM I'll be  right back. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Roger,  Houston,   read you  loud  and clear, 
CAP COM Okay.    That's pretty good.    That's up- 

voice backup  and will  you confirm again the narrow beam on 
high gain? 

SC Roger. Copy. 
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CAP  COM Okay.     Thank you.     We've  got   to continue 
with  tracking  and watching high  gain antenna  for  a couple 
of minutes.     Then,   I'll  give you a call when we're ready 
to  go back. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We have completed 

this   test.    We'll be  switching back to  full up  link When 
you hear  the noise  associated with  the  loss  of modulation, 
you  can  go back  from the up-telemetry  switch  to data. 

SC Okay.    Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Okay,   loud  and clear. 
SC How's  everything  looking  down there? 
CAP  COM Real   fine.     We've  just   got  one  to  go if 

you'll  put your  telemetry  input PCM switch  to LOW. 
SC Roger.     Go  in LOW. 
CAP  COM Okay,   that will be your  next configura- 

tion for about 2 minutes and then we'll be completed with the 
COM test. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM I have  some  service module RCS quantities 

if you would  like  to  take  them sometime  and  check them 
against  your  onboard tabulations. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  at   13 hours 
16  minutes  into  the  flight.    We are in  communication now 
with  the  spacecraft.     And we have  some  accumulated  tapes of 
previous   conversation  during  the  past   30  minutes.     We will 
play back  the  tape  first  and  then pick up with whatever 
conversation  is   going  on when we finish. 

SC Roger.    Ready  to  copy.     Could you give 
quad A,  B,   C,   and D in  that order? 

CAP  COM Okay,  will do.    And I  give you weights 
and pounds  and percentages.     Quad A 231  for  76 percent. 

SC Roger.     Stand by.    What  time  is  that for 
CAP  COM Oh, 12:15. 
SC Okay,   go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay,   quad Bravo  251,   82  percent. Quad 

Charlie  240,   79 percent. 
SC    - Slow down. 
CAP  COM Quad  Delta  245,   81  percent.     P  and C 

advises  that  these numbers  are still  good,  even  though  it is 
a   12:15   time.     And we  are  completed with  the  com  test. You 
can  take your high-gain  antenna and  go back  to medium. 

SC Roger. Medium. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.    We would  like  to  dump your 

tape  again.     If you  are not  using it.     And  the reason we 
want   to  do  this  is we had some - we didn't  completely get 
dumped before  the burn.    We would  like  to  get  that  and get 
the  rest  of  the burn  data.     There  is  no hurry on it. We 
can  do  it whenever  it  is  convenient  for you. 

SC You  got it. 
CAP   COM Okay,   thank you.     Apollo  8. Houston. 

Do you call? 
Sc Negative - negative.    Negative, Houston. 
CAP   COM Okay,   thank  you.     Say.     We're curious. 

What   did  you  do  about  your  May West? 
SC We  thought we might  bleed   the  C02 down 

into  the vacuum connector here  in our next water dump. We 
forgot   it   last   time.     Did you copy? 

CAP  COM Roger.     Doesn't seem like there  is any 
problem with' going  ahead  and  dumping it  in  the  cockpit if 

you  like. 
SC It  is  C02,   isn't it? 
CAP  COM That's  fine.    Apollo  8.     Houston. We 

asked  it  again,   and  it  looks  like no problems  at  all with 
going ahead  and blowing it  down in  the  cockpit.     And then 
if  you need  it  again on entry  or  after entry,  well,  we can 
blow  it  up with  oral tube. 

SC Roger. Understand. 
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CAP  COM Apollo  8.    Houston.    Apollo  8. Houston. 
Apollo  8.     Houston. Apollo  8. Houston. 

SC Houston.    Apollo  8.    Read you  loud and 
clear.     How us? 

CAP   COM Okay,   loud  and  clear.     Didn't   get you 
there  for a while. 

SC We have been  reading you  all along, 
Houston. 

CAP COM Roger.     Did you attempt  to  transmit or 
were you just  not  getting through? 

SC Roger,  we   attempted  to  transmit  and it 
sounded  like you had  a stuck mike  there  for a little while. 

CAP  COM Okay,   that shouldn't make any difference 
to  us  on  that  duplex mode.    Okay,  what  I was  calling for 
Apollo  8,  we have  got  a maneuver path  that  is TLI  plus 25. 
I would  like  to  read up  to you when you are  ready  for it. 

SC Go ahead,  Houston.    TLI plus 25. 
CAP  COM Okay,  TLI  plus  25  and  this will be in 

SPS G&N. 63087 minus 162 plus 129 027 56 29 64 minus 001 
63 plus 00001 plus 527 59 177 137 001 November Alpha plus 
00201 527 59 623 525 43 14 2347 337 023 up 195 left 17 
plus 11 45 minus 165 00 127 80 358 90 074 3816 North Star 
068 097 356 no ullage. For the fast return P37 Delta V, 
79 00 to the Indian Ocean, High speed procedures are not 
required. Over. 

SC Houston.     Apollo  8.     Maneuver path 

END OF TAPE 
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Houston,   Apollo  8.     Maneuver  plan  as follows SC 
how do you  read, over? 

CAPCOM Loud  and clear. 
sc Roger,  TLI plus  25,  SPS,   G&N 63087 minus 162 

nlus   129,   027  56   2964 minus  00163 plus  00001  plus  52759 177 
137 001,  not  applicable,  plus  00201  52759  623  52543  14 2347 
337  023  up  195  left   1.7  plus   1145  minus   16500  12780 35890 
074  38  16.    North set  068 097  356  DELTA-H P37  past  return of 
7  -  700  and  7900 DELTA-V Indian Ocean high  speed not required. 

CAPCOM That's   correct Apollo  8.     And we'll have 
a couple more  things   for you before too  long.     We're working 
on  a  flyby  pad  at   this   time.     And we're  going  to  be talking 
some  more   to  you  about   the  problems  of   looking  at  stars in 
the  sextant  and  telescope.     And what we'd  like  to  do  as soon 
as   the block  team  comes   on   the mocker,  while  we  have  two teams 
here,   we  like   to   get   a  rehash  from you  on  exactly what  you see 
and what you don't  see  under what  conditions.    And see  if we 
can  define   it  so   that  everyone here  understands  what  you ve 
been  telling us.     And  if you have  any  comments  concerning the 
timeline knowing  that we  got  off  our  timeline before  the burn. 
If you have  any  comments  about  that method of  getting back on 
schedule,  we'd  like  to hear  those too. 

SC Roger,  we have  one request.     CDR would like 

to  get  clearance  to  take  a Seconal. 
CAPCOM Okay,  Apollo  that  a Go. 
sc Roger,     And Houston  this   is   8,   we might 

go  over  our   future  map   siting  schedule  if  it's   going  to be 

revised  at all. 
CAPCOM Okay,  Apollo  8,  no  plan revisions. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
Sc Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,  have your  flyby pad now  so  I can 

give  that  to you whenever you're  ready  for it. 
sc Stand by.     Ready   to copy. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo  8,  may we  go  on a fly°y 

maneuver  pad.     This will be an SPS  G&N  63087  minus   162 plus 129 
olo  59  4804  Plus  009  62  plus 005 68 minus  020  77  000 000 000 
November-Alpha    plus  00202  02359 022  02282  03  0399  314  0 3 
up 048  righ?  37  plus   1418 minus   16500  129  04  361  60   146 2911 
North  stars   323  090 056  no  ullage.    Remarch number  one this 
requires  realignment   to prefered reset  reference.     Two  this will 
raise  the parallel  to  5  50 nautical miles, over. 

SC Roger,   read back. 
CAPCOM Go ahead, 
sc Flyby  SPS  G&N  63087 minus   162 plus 129 

060  59  4804  plus  009  62  plus  00568 minus  02077  000 000 000 

NA.     Are you with me  so far. 
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CAPCOM Keep going. 
SC Plus  00202  02359  022  02282 03 0399 314 

013 up 048  right  37  plus   1418 minus  16500  129 04  361  60 146 
2911  North  323  090 056  no  ullage.     Realign  for perferred 
ref set.    At  perigee  is 50. 

CAPCOM That's  a parallel  to  5 50. 
SC Understand 550. 
CAPCOM Firm and  that parallel. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,  we've  completed  the dump  and the 

tape  recorder  is  yours  and we  listened  to  the  call  data voice 
'   playback and you've been given a go for your  first test in 

creative writing. 
SC Roger,   are we in low bit  rate now? 
CAPCOM That's  negative,   you're  in high  bit and 

you understand  that  it's  your  tape recorder. 
SC Roger,   are we  going  to stay  in high bit 

all  along or we  going  to  get back  to  low here  soon,  not that 
it matters  much  to  us really. 

CAPCOM Okay,  we plan  to  stay in high bit rate 
we're  going  to  ask you if  it mad any difference  and you read 
our minds.    That's  pretty good for 63 K. 

SC Roger.     That's  an altitude  record for 
mind  reading.     Houston,  Apollo 8. 

CAPCOM Go  ahead Apollo 8. 
SC Roger,   onboard calculations  indicate that 

at   15  hours  30 minutes  GET we  are now 64  200 miles  above the 
Earth.     That's  using alternate slide rule. 

CAPCOM We've  got  63 855. 
SC Houston,   this  is Apollo  8.    We're going 

to  try  to keep  the  conversation down here  for  awhile  so the 
CDR can  go  to sleep. 

CAPCOM Okay, we would like  to get some comments 
from you before you sign off  concerning the telescope, sextant 
and verification  that you have  done something with  the seal 2 
in your May West  and comment on the window status. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM ...   some   comments   from you  before you 
sign  off  concerning  the  telescope  sextant  and verification 
that  you have   done  something with  the  C02  in your May West. 
And  comment  on when  the status. 

SC Roger.     Is  it  a  requirement   that we do 
something with  the C02  at  this  time? Over. 

CAP  COM No,   I would  it ... 
SC Roger.    We have maintained  the same 

condition.    We have  left  it  as  it was.    And we will take 
care  of  it later. 

CAP   COM Okay. 
SC Let  me  at   this   time   go  over  the comments 

about  the navigation  as  I  see  it so far. 
CAP  COM Go. 
SC In  the beginning,   the operation with the 

S-IVB  precluded  immediate  starting  up  of  our  sighting as 
scheduled  since we had  another evasive maneuver.     The dumping 
of  the  S-IVB  caused  a tremendous  amount  of  - of psuedo stars 
in  the  area which made  a objects  calibration practically 
impossible.     The measures  which we  had worked  out   did not 
seem to work  too well.     The method which I  finally  used was 
to  go  into  P23,   go   to  Sirius,  which was  our  brightest star 
get  the  shaft  in  trunion  and  then fly  the  spacecraft up to 
Sirius.     To use  that  for objects now,  which we did  at a 
later   time.     With   regards   to   light  scatter,   it  appears that 
at  almost  any  attitude  during our passive  thermal control 
we  are  receiving  light  scattering in  the scanning telescope. 
It  takes  the  form mostly  of  a wide band of  light  right across 
the  center of  the  scope  about  10 degrees  either direction 
of  zero.     It  is  very  difficult  to  see stars  in  this area. 
The  realignments  have  been  good.     I  have  been  able  to pick 
up  the  star  in  the  sextant  to do the  alignment,  but  I was not 
able  to  identify  the  star which we used in such  cases as 
Regor  or Menkent  in  the  scanning telescope.    The  first star 
sighting,   which  I   took  of   the  earth  showed  a very indistinct 
horizon.     But   there   did  appear   to be  very  -  or somewhat 
sharp   line  between what   appeared  to be  the  earth's horizon 
and  the  atmosphere.     The  landmark  line-of-sight  filter appeared 
to  help  out   this  horizon  definition.     There  is   a very hazy 
and  indistinct horizon  through,  between  the space  and the 
top  of   the  atmosphere  itself.     And  this  is   a very difficult 
one  to use.    As  I  said before,   at  times,   looking  at the 
moon with  the  sun  in  the near vicinity,   the  area  around the 
moon,   the  space  around  the moon is  not  dark,  but  it  light - 
appears  as  a  light blue.    And  this  is  also  the  same case 
in  looking  into   the  sextant   during  alignments  with   the  star - 
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SC with  the sun In somewhat vicinity of the 
object.     However,   I have no  difficulty in  finding these stars 
in  the  sextant.     I  also had no  difficulty  in  spotting  the stars 
I  used such  as  Sirius,   Procyon  or Canopus  against  the earth 
during our star-horizon measurements.    I  can see  all three 
of  those  stars  against  the earth background.     I believe it 
will be very  difficult   to  do  a backup GDC  alignment using 
the north  set  stars,   since Navi  is  not  too bright  of  a star. 
I  was   able   to  spot   star   constellations  in  the scanning 
telescope  if  they were  very bright  and and well known, such 
as  Cetus  and Orion,   stars  of  this  nature.     I was  not able 
to proceed other  constellations.    That's  about  the only 
comments  I have  at   this  time. Over. 

CAP Okay,   fine.    Thank you very much. 
SC We  are  going to do - Houston - future 

maneuvers  for P23  in a lower - slower mode  of  auto maneuver. 
Essentially, we are  going to load the DAP with  1101  to save 
fuel. 

CAP  COM That will be a  11101  DAP mode. 
SC Roger.    We are  going  to  try  to save 

fuel  that way. 
CAP  COM Good show. 
SC With  respect  to  the window,  Houston. The 

windows 1 and 5 have marred haze on them. Satisfactory for 
visual observation, but possibly not for photography. Win- 
dows   2  and  4  are   clear.     Windows  3  is  almost  opaque. Over. 

CAP  COM Okay,   thank you. 
SC And how does battery B  looking to you? 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     It   looks   like it 

may  take  another  6 hours  on  this battery B  charge.     It turns 
out  that  the  charge  rate is  less  than what we are getting 
on our  ground  current,   but  it  is  still above  the Apollo 7 
curves  and  it  looks  like  it  is  going along now in good shape. 
And I would  like to have verification that the timeline 
leading up  to  the midcourse  correction was  satisfactory from 
your  point  of view. 

SC Roger.     Seemed quite satisfactory. 
CAP  COM Okay,   thank you.    And we -will  stay off 

the   loop  until  you  give  us   a call. 
SC Roger.    You don't bother us,  but our 

replies make a lot  of noise. 
CAP  COM Okay. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control.    During that 

rather  lengthy  series  of  conversations with  the spacecraft 
we heard  Commander  Frank Borman  request  permission  from the 
ground  to  take a Seconal  tablet,  that  is  a short acting 
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PAO sleeping pill.     Frank was  scheduled to 
begin his   sleep  period  at  about   11  hours   GET  or  about   12 hours 
-  or  rather of  about  2 hours  45  minutes  ago.    We  also during 
that  pass  heard  a number  of  sequences  of number passed up 
to  the  spacecraft.     This  is  part  of  the block data updates 
that  are  routinely  sent  up  at  specified periods  in  the flight 
plan.     So  that   the  crew always  has  onboard data  that they 
can  use  in   the   computer   to  reenter  or  return   to  earth should 
it be necessary  for any reason and assuming that  they do not 
have   any  communications  with   the  ground.     At   the present 
time  Apollo  8 is  at  an  altitude  of  about  64,600 nautical 
miles.     The  speed  on   the  spacecraft  is   continuing  to decrease 
more  slowly now  as we move  farther  from the  earth. That 
velocity   at   present   time   is   reading  7,236   feet  per second. 
At   13  hours  44  minutes  into  the  flight  this  is  Apollo Control. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,  Houston at 
14 hours   14 minutes  28  seconds  now into  the  flight of 
Apollo   8.     Here   in Mission  Control  Center we've  just  had a 
change  of  shift  briefing.     The  Black  team  is  now aboard. 
The  black  team with  Flight  Director  Glynn Lunney  now re- 
lieving Milton Windier  and his maroon  crew.    At  the present 
time  Mr.   Lunney  is   going  around   the  room talking  to his 
flight   controllers  who  have  been briefed  for  the  past  40 plus 
minutes  by  the  earlier  team,   talking over  the situation 
which  is  very nominal  at  the present  time.    We've had no 
conversation with  the  crew whatsoever since  the  last report. 
However,   this  is  consistent with  their  desires  as   they're going 
into  a quiet  period  of  flight  at  the present  time.     Apollo 8 
continuing very well  on  its  trajectory  course.    We copied 
from our  displays  an  altitude  of  66   705 nautical miles velocity 
continuing  to  slow  down.     Our  current   reading  of   7101 feet 
per  second  in velocity.     This  is Apollo  Control  at   14 hours 
15 minutes   46   seconds   now  into  the  flight  of  Apollo 8. 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control, Houston 14 hours 
36  minutes  07  seconds  now into  the  flight  of Apollo  8. We're 
continuing in our quiet mode with the crew.    There has been 
no  conversation  since  our  last  report  - no conversation. 
Things  are settled and quietly paced in the Mission Control 
Center at  the  present  time with Glynn Lunney discussing 
various  aspects  of  the mission that has preceded  this shift 
with his  various   flight  controllers.    One  thing  that has 
been  truly remarkable has been the communication thus far 
in  the mission.    Our  prime  acquisition site at  the present 
is  a wing site  at Honeysuckle,  Australia.     This  is being 
located at Tidbinbilla,  Australia, but  a comment or two has 
been made  in  the  control  center  that  the communications 
have,  in fact,  even surpassed those we  found in simulations 
with  the  crew in  the Apollo  mission  simulator  at   the Cape. 
We repeat  at  this  time we've had no further contact with 
the  crew.     The Apollo  8 spacecraft at  the present  time in 
excess  of 68 000 nautical miles  in altitude,    velocity con- 
tinuing to  decrease.    We currently read about  7000 feet per 
second.    At  14 hours  37 minutes  44 seconds  into  the flight 
of  Apollo  8,   this  is Apollo  Control, Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control Houston at 
15  hours  33  minutes  22  seconds  into  the  flight  of Apollo 8. 
The  Apollo   8  spacecraft,   at  the  present   time,   is   72 032,7 
nautical miles  in  altitude.     Our  current  velocity reading 
on Apollo  8 is  6764  feet  per  second,   continuing  to slow 
down.     During  this  status  time  since our  last conversation, 
we've had  a brief  contact with  the  crew,  with Bill Anders, 
and we'll  play  that  for you now. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,   you called? 
SC Roger.     readout  temp on  fuel  cell 2 

would be about  90  degrees  and  on  1  and  3,   it would be 
slightly more  - maybe  75  or  80  degrees.    But,   an hour ago, 
about  fuel  cells performance,   it  looks  like  1  and  2 are 
lower performance  than  3. Over. 

CAP  COM All  right.    We show  the  same numbers 
on outlet temperatures and we've got the sensor for you. 
We've been watching the thing and we'll keep you advised 
of  anything we see. 

SC Okay. 
CAP  COM And  on  the performance,  you're  right - 

they  are  not  quite  the same,   1  and  2 are  a little bit .lower 
but all  of  these are sitting within the ballpark. 

SC Roger.     Fuel Cell  1 has  shown slightly 
a proportionately higher H2  flow and 02  flow all day long. 

CAP COM Okay. 
SC I'm showing  .062 H2  and  .8 02. 
CAP  COM All  right,  Bill.    We'll  take some 

cal  curves, on those, 
SC Okay.     These things  look weak  and we'll 

keep looking at them. However, readout shows about ,43 as 
opposed to your .48 on the oxygen and we'll keep an eye on 
the   cal  curves   and  just  sort  of watch  it   for you. 

SC Okay,   thank you. 
CAP  COM If you'd  like  to  set  up some kind  of a 

COM check  time  or  specified  time  like  every  30 minutes or 
so  on  these  quiet  periods,   that would be  okay with us. 
Might help  to  let  us  know  that we're still in business. 

SC All  right.     Just  give me  a call every 
now and then. 

CAP   COM Okay. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston  and that's 

our  conversation  concluded.     Our  capsule  communicator on that 
during  that  discussion,  by  the way,  was  Ken Mattingly.     Ken is 
due  to be  relieved shortly.    His  relief,  Jerry  Carr,   is now 
aboard.     As  you  can   tell,   they were  cross-checking,  both from 
the  spacecraft  and  the  ground,  various  systems  readings. We 
look very  good,   at   this  time,   as we  continue with  a relatively 
calm and  quiet  period  in  this,   the Apollo 8 mission at   15 hours 
36  minutes  54  seconds  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.    This is 
Apollo Control Houston. 
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pA0 This  is Apollo Control,  Houston  16 hours 
01 minute 04 seconds  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.     The Apollo 
8 spacecraft  at  this  time  73 818.6 nautical miles  in altitude 
our  current velocity  reading 6659.5  feet per second. Bill 
Anders  and Jim Lovell  should be  finishing up  on an eat period 
very  shortly here,  while  spacecraft  commander,   Frank Borman, 
still  in his  sleep period,  has  about  2 hours  to  go. About 
30 minutes  from  this  time,   the Apollo  8  crew is scheduled 
for  a guidance  and navigation platform alignment, with that 
coming at approximately  16 hours  30 minutes into  the flight. 
We've had no  further  contact with  the  crew and at   16 hours 
02 minutes   10  seconds we will  continue  to monitor and this 
is  Apollo  Control  Center, Houston. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
20 minutes 25 seconds now into the flight of Apollo 
Apollo 8 spacecraft, at this time, 75 thousand 34.9 
miles   in  altitude.     Velocity  reading  on  our display 

We ve  had  a brief 

16 hours 
8. The 
naut ical 
is 65 
contact 

8  spacecraft.     This we 
hundred  to  88.7  feet  per second, 
with  Jim Lovell   aboard   the Apollo 
will  pass   along  to you now. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
SC Go  ahead Houston.     Apollo   8 here. 
CAP  COM Okay,   Jim.     Got  an  update  here   to the 

flight  plan.     You  got   that   16   55  star visibility   check and 
what we have  got  on  that     looks  like Navi  is  still  our star 
And  the numbers   associated with  that  are roll 
328.9,   yaw  346.3.     That   gives  you a shaft and 
zero.     And  if you  think you  can - 
something with  this,  why we would 
it   a  try   and  see   if we   can verify 

102.6, pitch 

if it we  t ry 
SC 

Over . 
CAP COM 
SC 

time and try 
I   think it's 

CAP COM 
PAO 

22  minutes. 

If you can 
Roger, 

do it 
S tand 

trunion of 
if  you  think  you  can do 
like  to  go  ahead  and give 
it  or maybe  learn something 
with Navi . 
by  one.     Houston.     Apollo 8 

Apollo  8.     Houston. Go. 
Roger,  we will  maneuver  at   this present 

to  pick  up   that   attitude  and  get  Navi, although 
a waste  of   time,   but we will  give  it   a try. 

Roge r. 
This is 

That concluded 
and  the Apollo  8 spacecraft, 
that  was  Ken Mattingly, our 

Standing by  for results. 
Apollo   Control Houston.     16 hours 
our  conversation with Jim Lovell 

From  the  ground,   by  the way, 
Capsule  Communicator.     They have 

just  exchanged head  sets  only moments  ago.     The discussion 
dealt  with   the  star visibility  sightings   that   are  due to 
take  place  in  ground elapsed  time  of   16  hours  55  minutes. 
Some  30 minutes   from this   time.    So  at   16 hours  23 minutes 
8  seconds   into   the  flight  of  Apollo   8,   continuing on its 
precise  course,   very nominal,   very  good,   this  is Apollo 
Control Houston. 
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PAO 
48 minutes and 32 

This is Apollo Control Houston, 
secods  now into  the  flight Apollo 

16 hours 
The 

Apollo 8 spacecraft at this time 76 800 
altitude; our velocity now down to 6489 
We've had a brief conversation with the 
we ' 11 

nautical  miles in 
6   feet  per second. 
Apollo   8   crew and 

and 
see 

play  that for 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

looking through 
three  stars at 

you now. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Roger,   we're  out at 
the scanning telescope 

all   and  every  time that 

Go . 
attitude  right now 

I  can barely 
the  thruster will 

fire,   you know,   just   completely  blanks   out my vision. 
CAP   COM Roger, understand. 
SC Now,   the  attitude   is   good,   Houston as 

far  as  not  having  glare  on   the  optics   and  it  might be 
a  certain  amount   of  Data  adaptation  required here. 

CAP  COM 8 Houston.     Roger, copy. 
PAO That  was   command  module  pilot  Jim Lovell 

who had  - was  describing  results  of his  star visibility 
exercise.     At   16  hours  50  minutes  into  the  flight, still 
looking  good,   this  is Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston.     17 hours 
19 minutes  58  seconds  now into  the  flight  of  the Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8 now  at  an altitude  of  78,339.1  nautical miles. 
78,339.1  nautical miles  away  from the earth.    Its velocity 
at   this   time   around  6383   feet  per  second.     We've  had a 
conversation with Jim Lovell  aboard  the  spacecraft  and we 

will play that 
CAP COM 

now 

Honeysuckle 
CAP COM 
GODDARD 

dark keys. 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

a new PPC attitude 

Apollo  8. Houston. 
Apollo  8.    Houston. Over. 
Houston  com tech Honeysuckle ... 
Apollo  8.     Houston. Over. 
Houston.     Goddard voice. Negative twin 

Apollo  8.    Houston. Over. 
Go   ahead Houston,     Apollo   8 here. 
Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston.    We have got 

for  you when  you  finish P23.     Give you 

a better  look at 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
HONEYSUCKLE 

the  earth. Over. 
Roger.     Ready   to copy. 
Okay,   pitch  224  yaw 20 
New PPC  is  pitch  224  yaw 20. 
We confirm. 
Houston.    Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8.    Houston, Go. 
Houston.     com tech Honeysuckle negat ive 

CAP COM 

Apollo   8, Apollo 
SC 

Roger, 
Apollo  8,     This   is  Houston. Over. 
Apollo  8,  Apollo  8.     Houston. Over. 

8.     Houston.     Go ahead. 
Roger.     We  are  taking our  time  going to 

this  new P23  attitude,   going to Navi  is  quite  a ways away 
from  the  attitude we need  for P23.     I have  a correction to 
make  on Navi  after  getting dark  adapted you  can pick out 
Cassaopeia and you  can pick out  Navi  itself.     It  is difficult 
to  see what  stars  are  around.    We are still - have  quite a 
bit  of  particles  that  are  floating with  the spacecraft. 
Especially when we move  the optics  and  shaft.     It seems 
to  throw off  a lot  of particles. 

CAP  COM Roger.    We  copied  that.    What's your 
spacecraft  lighting situation inside now? 

SC We have  the  center window the round 
window  covered  and we have   the  other windows  are opened. 

CAP  COM Roger,    We copy. 
PAQ •••  barbecue mode - slow  roll  that the 

spacecraft  undergoes  to  give even sun distribution  to the 
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PAO skin  of  the  spacecraft.     Also you heard 
a description  from Jim Lovell on his  efforts  in  the star 
sighting area.     Otherwise,  very  quiet,   it's   the only 
conversation we have had  in  the  past  20 minutes  or so. 
At  17  hours  23  minutes  54  seconds,   this  is  Apollo Control 
Houston. 
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PAo Apollo  Control  Houston,   17  hours   36 min- 
utes   45   seconds  now  into  the   flight  of  Apollo   8. The 
Apollo   8  spacecraft   is  now  at   an  altitude  of   79   761 nautical 
miles,   velocity  at  the  present  time  is  6329  feet per second. 
We've  just  had  another  conversation with  Jim Lovell  and we'll 
pass   that   along now. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead Houston. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     While  you're maneu- 

vering  for your P-23,   we have  an update  for Delta H  for you 
if  your  ready   to copy. 

SC Roger,   stand by.     Roger,  Houston. Say 
you have   a Delta H  update  for  us?     Is   this what  you mean? 

CAP   COM Roger.     Delta horizon update. 
SC Roger.     Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Ah,   this   is   as   a  result  of  your P-23 

calibration,   the  update   follows.     Verb   24,   Noun  zero one 
enter   1354   enter   all  balls  enter  21450  enter  comment continue 
to mark  on   the  horizon  destination   that  you've  used previously, 
your  marks   are   looking  very good. 

SC Roger,   Delta H  update   as   follows. Verb 
24  noun  zero  one  enter  1354  enter  all  zeros  enter 21450 
enter.     Understand  those  are  two  ought  zero numbers. 

CAP  COM That's  affirmative ... 
SC Roger.    When do we get  the maneuvers 

here   ...   quad   23   and  I'll  put   these  in  then  I'll ... 
CAP  COM Okay.     Apollo  8,  Houston.     There's no 

requirement   for  you   to   leave  P-23,   you  can  enter   those right 
now if you want to. 

SC Roger. 
PA.0 Apollo  Control Houston.     That concluded 

the   conversation.     We  did  observe  on  our   displays   that Jim 
Lovell   did  punch   in his  Delta Horizon  update   and  at last 
report  was   proceeding with his  program  23   ... navigation. 
Incidentally   our   current  weight  of   the  spacecraft  in flight 
now  reads  63  045  pounds.     At  17  hours  39  minutes  50 seconds 
into   the   flight,   this   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 
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PAO This 
3 minutes, 5 seconds now 
lo 8 at the present time 
current  velocity reading 

a per second. 
which we'11 

SC 
PAO 

rate. 

We've had 
play now. 

Houston, 
Apollo g 

Roger 

is Apollo  Control,   18 hours, 
in  the  flight  of  Apollo   8. Apol- 
81,  348 nautical miles  in altitude, 
will be our  displays,   6200  47.4 feet 
brief  conversation with  Jim Lovell 

we're  in  low bit  rate now. 
,   Houston,   you're  in high bit 

We'd  like  to  record on this 

Okay . 
How  about commanding low bit   rate with 

Roger. Low bit rate, record 
All  right,  Houston,  have you 

forward. 
said those 

Apollo  8,  Houston,   they have 
All   right,   Roger.     Thank you 
lazy  to  go  over  and  get it. 
Apollo  8,  Houston.    We'd  like to 

rate   in  order  to  get   this  P-23 data 

been sent 
I   am on 

too 
g° 
r e- 

SC 
P-23 stuff. 

CAPC0M 
SC 

record forward. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

commands yet? 
CAPCOM 
SC 

the  other side, 
CAPCOM 

back  to high bit 
corded.     Over. 

CAPCOM All  right,   checklist,  Houston,   there is 
low bit  rate,  Houston.     If you want  high,  you  can get it. 

CAPCOM Roger,     We're  going high bit rate. 
PAO We  have  a  correction.     That gentlemen 

onboard  the  spacecraft  was  not  Jim Lovell.     That  was   in fact 
Bill Anders,   the  lunar module pilot.    We're  at  the  time in 
the  flight  plan now when Frank Borman should be  awake short- 
ly.     However,   this will  probably  turn out  to be  a crew option. 
At  the  present   time,   Jim Lovell  - is  still  performing cer- 
tain  aspects  of  cislunar navigation program.     That's pro- 
gram  23.     So  at   18 hours,   5  minutes,   2  seconds   into the 
flight  of Apollo  8,   this  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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We ' ve had add 
and we '11 pas 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

off your DSE 
hig h bit rate 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

now based on 
pericynthian 

PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston,   18 hours 
25  minutes,   and  45   seconds   now  into   the   flight  Apollo 8. 

ional  conversations  with   the  Apollo   8 crew 
those  along now. 

Apollo   8. Houston. 
Clear Houston 
Apollo   8 Houston.     Do  you want  us   to turn 

for  you?     It's   probably  about  half   full  or getting 
now . 

Do  you want   to  get   the   rest  of   this data? 
We're  getting good high bit  rate now. 
Roger  go ahead. 
OK  and  also we're,   your  state  vector is 

about   5  hours   of   tracking.     We  have  you  on a 
69.7  miles with  a free  return.     Your entry 

flight  path  angle   looks   like  about  minus   14.     You will need 
a  few  feet   per  second   to   get  you back  on  a nominal entry 
angle . 

CAP   COM Apollo   8 Houston.     Did  you  get   the words 
on   the   state vector? 

SC Houston  did  you  read Apollo   8,  we   got a 
lot   of  noise. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8 Houston  go   ahead.     Apollo 8 
Houston  go.     Apollo   8  Houston  reading you  fairly weak. Repeat 
the  state  vector  information.    Your  state vector  is  now based 
on  5 hours,   more  than  5 hours  of  tracking.    We  show you on 
a    pericynthian  of  69.7  miles with  a  free  return with entry 
path   flight   angle   of  minus   14  degrees.     Will  only  need  a few 
feet  per  second   at   the   lunar  distance   to   get  you back  on a 
nominal  entry  angle. Over. 

CAP   COM Roger. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  control.    We've had no 

definite   indication  yet   from  the  crew  as   to   change  of shift 
on   there  sleep wake   cycle.     However we  suspect   that   at this 
point   in   time   command  module  pilot  Jim  lovell  and lunar 
module  pilot Bill Anders   are just  about  ready  for their 
sleep  period.     They were   awakened  at   the  cape   this morning 
at   2:36   eastern  standard   time.     Its  been  a  long day. Its 
been  a day  that  so  far has  carried  them to  an  altitude of 
82   thousand   867  nautical  miles.     Our  velocity   reading  at this 
time   61  hundred  69.7   feet   per  second.     At   18  hours   29 minutes 
5   seconds   into   the   flight.     This   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control, Houston, 
18 hours,   53  minutes  and now  into  the  flight.    During the 
past  several minutes  we've had  conversations with  - the 
Apollo  8  crew.     They have just  shifted  their sleep wake 
cycle.     And we'll  pass  on  those  conversations  at  this time. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston, GO. 
SC Roger.     The  PTC maneuver  now.     Like a 

distance status how the battery looks and how the fuel cells 
look  and  et   cetera. Over. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
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CAP  COM Apollo  8,   this  is Houston.    We figure 
your battery  B  will  be  charged  in  about  two   to  three hours. 
All your systems  look GO,  your RCS usage so  far is about 
60  pounds,   six  zero  pounds  over nominal. Over. 

SC Roger.    How about  fuel  cell  two,   is that 

looking alright now? 
CAP  COM Roger.     Fuel  cells  are  all  looking good. 
SC Okay,   ...   systems  should behave now ... 

minding the store so you might have everybody keep an extra 
sharp  eye on ... 

CAP   COM Roger,   Bill,   you  think you're   going to 
be  able   to  sleep okay? 

SC Yeah,   I   think we kinda warmed  up   to a 
good  sleep  here  by  now.     Houston,  Apollo 8. 

CAP  COM Go ahead. 
SC Onboard navigation  indicates  a   ... alti- 

tude  of   38.4 miles. 
CAP  COM Understand,   38.4 miles. 
SC That's   (too faint) 
CAP  COM Roger,   copy.    Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston be  advised here down- 

link now is  getting very  noisy.    Apollo  8,   this  is Houston 
with  some   comments   on navigation, 

SC Go  ahead Houston. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston.     We're wonder- 

ing about your GDC backup align, we'd like your opinion on 
the possibility of doing this align using Sirius and Rigel 
rather  than Navi  as  its  in'the north set  at  this  time. Over. 

SC Stand by one. 
CAP  COM Roger. 
SC Houston,   this  is  Apollo  8.    We concur. 

Sirius  and Rigel would be  two stars  that would be much 
better  than Navi  and Polaris,  however,   I  did   ...   after I 
became  adapted but  I'm  afraid   that   the  time   required   to do 
that   type  of  alignment would be  extensive  if we had  to  go to 
that alignment. 

CAP  COM Roger,   Jim,   we  understand.     We'll go 
ahead  and work  in  that   direction  and we'll  quit bothering 
you.     Good  night.     Apollo   8,   this  is Houston. 

SC Go  ahead,  Houston,   this  is  Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Apollo  8,  Houston,   at   19   GET we're due 

for  another  cycle   two  on   the   cryo  fans. Over. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Roger,   give  us  a call when your complete. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control.     We've just 

played  out  the  conversation  and  it  turned  out  this  is  one of 
those  rare  occasions,   at  least   this  time  of  the morning, over 
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PAO a brief  span of  time where conversatxon 
took  place  with  all   three   crew members.     No  doubt  Jim Lovell 
and Bill Anders  are  in  the early phases  of  their sleep per- 
iod.     At  the  present   time,  Apollo  8  84  593.7 nautical miles 
in  altitude,   velocity  reading sixty,   ah  correction six 
zero  eight   four   that's   6084  feet  per  second  and  decelerating. 
At   18 hours  58 minutes   and  30  seconds  into  the  flight of 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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Houston, GO. 
call will you when  It   is time 

PAO This  is  Apollo  Control, Houston, 
19  hours,   16  minutes,   50   seconds  now  into   the   flight of 
Apollo  8.     Apollo  8  at   the  present   time  85,600 and  85 nau- 
tical miles  above  the earth.    Current velocity reading 
6,030  feet  per second.    We have  a short  strip of conversa- 
tion with spacecraft  commander Frank Borman.    We'll play 
for you  now. 

CAPC0M Apollo 8, 
SC Give  me a 

to quit  charging  the battery, 
ove r there. 

CAPC0M Wilco. 
SC And start 
CAPC0M Roger, copy. 
SC Hydrogen   1 first. 
CAPC0M Roger. 
SC Okay,   Houston, we 

path ... battery charges. 
CAPCOM   . Roger.     Apollo 8, 

charges have been completed around 21 

I  can  t watch  it  very well 

with   the  band up 

back  up   through the 

the battery 

SC 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

commander Borman is 
be hearing from him 
report  a crew status 

just   give me 

Hous ton, 
hours. 

a call. Okay , 
Okay. 
That's   it.     We  expect   - spacecraft 
presently having breakfast.    We should 
again before   too   awfully   long with a 
report.     At   19 hours,   18 minutes, 

34  seconds   into   the   flight   this   is  Apollo   Control, Houston 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   control  Houston,   19 hours 
41  minutes,   40  seconds  now  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8. We 
now read an altitude on Apollo  8 of 87  thousand  109.9 nautical 
miles.     Our  current  velocity  on  spacecraft  Apollo  8 59 
hundred  and  62.8   feet  per  second.     Spacecraft commander 
Frank Borman has  delivered a short  status  report  to capsule 
communicator Jerry Carr and we'll  pass  that  along now. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8 Houston  go ahead. 
SC Roger Houston.Your status  report here 

We're   behind   on  water   and   food   and  we   don't   seem  to  have too 
much  of  an  appetite.    We're  trying  to  stay  up with  the water 
hut   the   food   is,   not   to  say  anything  is  wrong with   the   food  but we're 
just  not  very hungry. 

CAP   COM Roger,   understand, Frank. 
SC CDR at  5 hours  of midcourse sleep and 

rest   and   the  other   two  people   are   trying  to  sleep now. 
PAO That's  the end of  the conversation. Com- 

mander  Borman   indicated   that  he  received  or   took advantage 
of about  5 hours  of sleep and his  fellow crew members are 
crying  to  sleep now.    And  you  can  readily  appreciate an 
absence  of  appetite since  these are  the  first  three gentle- 
men  to have  been  87   thousand  201   nautical  miles   above the 
;arth.    At  19 hours  43 minutes  30 seconds  this is Apollo 
Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control, Houston, 
20 hours,   10 minutes,   18 seconds  now into the flight of 
Apollo  8.     Apollo   8 now  88,735.6   nautical  miles   in altitude. 
Its  current  velocity  5886.8  feet  per second.    We had no 
conversation with Apollo  8 since our last  announcement. But 
this  is  understandable  to quickly  recap  our  status. Com- 
mander -  spacecraft  commander,   Frank Borman  is currently 
awake.     The  other  two  crew members,  Jim Lovell  and Bill 
Anders  are  in their sleep period.    There are no scheduled 
events  for  the  flight  plan with  the  ground at   least  for a 
period  of  time.     And  at  20 hours,   11  minutes,   15 seconds, 
this  is Apollo Control, Houston. 
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PAO Apollo  control  Houston.     20 hours  41 min- 
utes  now  into   the  flight  of Apollo  8.     The Apollo  8 space- 
craft  now  90   thousand  4  hundred  65.nautical  miles   in altitude 
Our  current  velocity  58 hundred  and  7.8  feet  per second. We've 
had no  conversation since  our  last  anouncement with space- 
craft  commander  Frank Borman.    We've  had no  requirement for 
conversations  so we have  not  bothered him.    At  20 hours  41 min- 
utes   45  seconds   into   the   flight   all   systems   continued to 
.Look GO.     This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston,   21 hours 
one minute  now  into  the  flight Apollo  8.     Apollo  8 now at 
91  576  nautical  miles  in  altitude,  now a velocity of 
5758.1   feet  per  second.     We've had  a brief  contact with the 
crew or with  Commander  Frank Borman  I  should  say  and passed 
on  some  procedural  information,   let's   pick  up   that conversa- 
tion. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston  at   21 hours 

we'd  like  you  to  terminate  the  battery  B  charge  and start 
battery A charge  and  then begin  an 02 purge. Over. 

SC Roger,   understand.     Terminate  battery B, 
start  battery A and  an 02 purge. 

CAP  COM Roger,   02  fuel  cell purge. 
SC Thank you.     Charging battery  A and say 

again  about   the purge. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8,   Houston,   roger.     Copy your 

battery  charge  setup,   now begin  a  fuel  cell 02  purge. Over. 
SC Fuel  cell 02  purge. Roger. 
PAO That was   the  conversation between the 

capsule  communicator Jerry  Carr and  spacecraft commander 
Frank  Borman  otherwise  very  quiet  here   in Mission Control 
Center  at  21  hours  2 minutes  48 seconds  into  the  Apollo 8 
mission.     This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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FAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston.     21 hours 
and   19  minutes  and  39  seconds  into  the  flight  of  Apollo 8. 
The Apollo  & spacecraft  at   the present   time  is  92,600 nautical 
miles  altitude.     Our  velocity  display  shows  57  hundred and 
12  point  9  feet  per  secord.     Speed  of  57.9  - 5712,9 feet 
per  second.     Cap  -Co mm,  Jerry  Carrs  has  described  to space- 
c r a f t commander, F rank Bo rman,  what  his trajectory what 
the Apollo  8 traj e ctory 1 ooke  like   and we will pas s along 
.: gr con versat ic r* 

SC Hous* on.     Fuel   cells   are  all p U ged 
CAF COM Roger Frank . 
SC How ' s the   tracking  coming, Jer 1 

Hous ton? Apo1Io 8 
CAP COM Apol 1 o  8. Houston. 
SC How ' s the   tracking looking? 
CAP COM It's looking  good   Frank.     We j us t took 

in anoth e r batch o f data and we  are  processing it. It looks 
initially  like we won't  even need  a midcourse  number two. 
As  soon  as  we  process   this  data,  we will have  some confirma- 
tion  for  you.     It  should   take  anywhere   from   15   to   30 minutes 
to   finish   the job. 

SC Thank you. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead,, 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     This   is  Houston,   we  are showing 

your  pericythiaa  64  nautical  miles.     Your  next  midcourse at 
'.' 8       •     ' -   1ess   than  I  foot  per  second.    We will have  a firm 
c or. f 1.7   a t._ or,   o;    that   in  about   2 hours. 

PH.- As  you heard,   the  present  track appears 
quite   good.     The  point   of   closest  approach  to   the moon 

redicted   64  nautical  miles.     And   this   consideration  of the 
•»;:idcours ••'  correction,   the  midcourse  correction,   if  one were 
rade   for  MCC  two,   at   least   at   this   point   in   time appears 
to he  one  of   less   than  a   foot   per  second.     Therefore, it 
appears   unlikely   that  we  will   do   a  second  midcourse, but 
the  flight  dynamics  officer here  in Mission  Control will 
continue  to look over the data for a couple more hours before 
we make  such  a  decision.     At  21  hours   22  minutes   18 seconds 
into   the   flight  of  Apollo   8S   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control Houstons   21 hours 
51 minutes  44  seconds  now  into  the  flight  Apollo  8.     Apollo 8 
now showing a velocity  of 5637.5  feet per second.     Its cur- 
rent  altitude 94 351 nautical miles.    Members  of  the Green 
Team of  flight  controllers  are  now being briefed  in the 
Mission Operations  Control  Room by  their Black Team counter- 
parts,  we're  due  for a  change  of  shift  here  shortly. There 
'* 1 1 1   be no  change  of  shift  news  briefing with  the Black 
Tf-m.    We  repeat,   there will be no change of shift news 
I   iefing with  the Black Team.     And  during  this  past  30 min- 
utes  or so we've  had no  conversations with  the spacecraft 
commander  Frank Borman.     At  21  hours  52  minutes  and  50 sec- 
onds  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8,   this  is  Apollo Control 
Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control, Houston, 
22  hours,   27    minutes,   28 seconds  now into  the  flight of 
Apollo  8.     The  Apollo  8 spacecraft up  to now 96,265 nautical 
miles  in altitude.     Its velocity reading at  this  time 5556 
feet per second,  5556  feet per second.    Again as 
has  been  characteristic - during this  shift we've had no 
conversation with spacecraft  commander  Frank Borman since 
our  last  report.    Meanwhile  in our Mission Control Center, 
Cliff Charlesworth1s  team of  flight  controllers have taken 
over.     And  they're  going  to -  Flight Director  Cliff Charles- 
worth  is now going around  the  room discussing - various 
aspects  of  the mission with  each  of his key  flight control- 
lers.    During  the black  team change - black team shift we 
found Colonel Borman asleep  for a good segment of that 
period.    And he  reported approximately 5 hours of sleep and 
then  at  about   18 hours,   40 minutes  GET astronauts  Bill Anders 
and Jim Lovell had  their first opportunity  to - relax since 
awakening at  2:36 Eastern Standard  time Saturday morning. 
Otherwise,  all  systems  appear to be functioning quite 
smoothly.    And at  22 hours  and 29 minutes,  48 seconds, this 
is Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control  Houston.     22 hours 
50 minutes  48 seconds now into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.    The Apollo 
8 spacecraft  at   this  time  97  thousand  513 nautical miles 
in altitude.    Its present velocity reads  5504.2  feet per 
second.     We have,   a short while  ago broke  our communications 
silence with  spacecraft  commander Borman He  called  down and 
asked a question.     Lets  play  that   for you. 

SC Houston.     Apollo 8 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Go ahead. 
SC How'd  you read? 
CAP  COM Yeah,   read you  loud  and  clear Frank. 

Good  morning,  how are you doing? 
SC Just  fine.    We  just broke  lock  for a 

minute   and   I  wondered why. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8 Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Your break  lock  is  due  to the 

fact we  switched  antennas  over  from Honeysuckle  to Madrid. 
SC Roger.     Thank you. 
PAO That  crisp and  chipper voice  from the 

ground was Mike  Collins who has   taken  over  the capsule 
communicator's  role here  in mission  control  center. Mean- 
while  at  22 hours  52  minutes  28  seconds  into the 
flight  of Apollo  8 we're  looking good  and  this  is Apollo 
control  Hous ton. 

ENP   '"!r TAP? 
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PAO Apollo Control  here  at  23 hours   10 min- 
utes  into  the  flight.     And  on  behalf of  the  Green Team, good 
morning.    We have had  a shift  change  in  the Control Center. 
And  our  capsule  communicator,  Mike  Collins,   is  about to 
engage  Frank Borman  in  a  conversation  in which he will 
cover,   among other  things,   the  fact   that based on  the track- 
ing of  the  last   12  hours,  we see  only  a need  for another 

dtourse  on  the  order of   .7  feet  per  second.     Which is 
oo  small  - within  our  ground  rules  to  bother with. And 

chat  is  the position we will  take.     Don't  really  expect the 
crew would have  a different  view.    All  the  other  data sources, 
all  the  data  looks  quite  consistent with  flight  plans and 
hopes  to  this  point  - we've  had  a  relatively  quiet period 
over  the  last  few hours.     Very  little  communication with 
this  crew.    Here  goes   the  first  call.     Let's listen. 

SC Go  ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Frank.    We would  like  to bring 

you  up  to  date  on your  trajectory.     This  midcourse coming 
up  at  28 hours  GET  turns  out  to  be  very  small,   .7  feet per 
second.     And we would  like not  to  do  it,  but  our  data is 
looking extremely  good  and  extrapolating  forward,   it shows 
the midcourse number  4  at  L0I  minus  8 hours would be about 

feet  per second.     In  the meantime  the  free  return trajectory 
has  it   looking very  good with  a water  splash point  off the 
coast  of  Africa.     So  it  looks  like you are  right  down the 
n". ;«       lin<*  and we  propose  not   to  do  the next midcourse. 
Ovi 

SC Fine  wi th  us. 
CAP  COM OKay.     And  in  regard  to  your timeline 

here.    We  suggest  that  you  let  Bill  and Jim sleep  for an 
fextrs  pi 'i•■■>d   r>f   t.and   don't  wake  them up  until   2630 GET. 
And  that would rause deletion of P52 and P23 at  26 hours 
GET. Over. 

SC Roger.     Understand.     Delete  P52  and  P23. 
CAP  COM Affirmative.     Delete  those  at  26 hours, 

■ ake  the  other  two  guys,up  at  2630  at which  time  they can 
eat  and  then  chlorinate  the water supply after  they have 
eaten. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM That  would put  us  back on nominal flight 

plan  at  28 hours  GET. Over. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM How  does  all   that  grab you? 
SC Fine. 
CAP   COM Okay. 
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PAO Apollo  Control here.    That apparently 
wraps  up  the  conversation with  this  opening shift period 
this morning.    We're - one  other item of Interest.    We are 
rapidly nearing  the  100,000 mile  point  presently. 98,891. 
And we will  certainly note  the  passage  of  the  100,000 mile 
mark  the big yellow  line  extending on  our earth/moon map 
system is  now  roughly half way  to  its  target.    A small little 
white  dot  off  in  the  far  right,  which  is  out  at   the 210,000 

?rk.     For  our  mapping purposes.    And all  in  all,   that's our 
; tatus  at  23 hours   17 minutes  into  the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control Houston.     23 hours 
48 minutes  into  the  flight.     Mike  Collins  has  been chatting 
with  Frank  Borman  about   this  net   for   the  past   few minutes 
and  here   is  how   that   conversation   is going. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston. Over. 
SC Go  ahead Houston. 
CAP  COM Roger.     We  are  switching  the antennas 

In  at   2340  GET.     You   can  expect  a momentary  break lock 
:.a   also we would   like   to  bring  you  up   to  date  on  the passive 
thermal  control.     We  expect   to  keep   the  same  PTC attitude 
until   28  hours   GET. Over. 

SC Fine,   thank  you.     How  is   the thermal 
control working? 

CAP  COM Looking  good  Frank.     I   can   give  you some 
details  if ycu want it. 

SC Go  ahead,     I  am all  ears,  Houston. Go 
ahead with  the details. 

CAP  COM Okay.     Stand by  one  until we switch 
ntennas,   Frank.     We will  be   right  with you. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,     Houston. Over. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM On your  PPC  quads  A,   C,   and  D  seems to 

be   just  about   idential.     Quad B  is  running quietly cooler 
bat  only  very   slightly  so.     The   temperature   readout   in all 
ftsri normal.     Apparently   the PPC   is  working well 
f rota  -t   ;. heriiii:-■'\.   viewpoint   and  as   far  as   the   fuel consumption 
g-es,   it   is   minimal.     Just   about   like  we   expected. Have 
you   go!:   any   comments   about   PPC?     How  does   it   seem  to you? 

SC It's   fine.     Seems   to  be  working  all right. 
I  just wen dared  how  the  readouts   from the  SPS were to. 

C/,1*  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     The  SPS temperature 
3 normal. If anything, it is slightly warmer than we expected, 
o,   you are  in  real  good  shape  in  that respect. 

SC Thank you. 
CAP  COM Frank,   the  PU  valve   temperature   is running 

.bout   72  degrees,  which  is  better  control  that we  got here 
this room. 

:iC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston. Over, 
SC Go  ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Roger,   it   is   time   to  do  a  cryo  fan cycle, 

Frank,   on   all   four   fans,   a short  burst   from each  of   them as 
you  did before. 

fans . 
Understand,   2  minutes   each  on  all cryo 
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CAP COM Right. 
PAO Apollo Co ntrol here.     Apparently  Eonar. - 

_ i 1 , and  A r. d e r s are sleepi ng quite  soundly.     We   can almost 

d c c C t L ha*'   F r a k Borman  is k eeping his voice  in a low 
u r ^ cl tone to void   rousin g  them,     We  have   suggested chat 

£ r  s }. p P Ti   n p T l o d be extende d   as   much   as   an  hour  -  hour and 
■A h a 1 f , The ■>•-   -v e re up nearly 24  hours,   in  fact, probably 
e ve y  b i t   of 2*. ho urs  due to the   fact   that   they were reused 
-1 o t   2 : 3 0  / » s t e r d a 7 morr.ir.g Cape   time   and   they  went to 
s X e & P > h j about 6 hours age. It   sort   of  made   for  a long 

and apparent iy had  no   t r o uble  sacking out.    We have 
pa." ed t he   i00 j 0 CO mile mark. We  are  now   100,738  miles from 
1. 3 I" h . This is olio Contro 1   Houston.END OF TAPE 
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SC ...Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston,   go ahead. 
SC There's  a...cycle. 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank you then. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  control Houston here.  24 hours 
15 minutes  into  the   flight  and  since we  last   tallked  to you 
the  only  contact we've had  from  the  crew is  a brief con- 
firmation  from Frank Borman  that  the  cryo  fans  had indead 
been  cycled,   as  discussed  about  an hour  ago.    We're  a hundred 
and  two   thousand  miles   from  che  earth  and  all   is well. 
This  is  Apollo  control Houston. 

MD OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

read me alright? 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Apollo 8, Houston, over. 
Go  ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Ah,   just a  COMM check Frank,   do you 

Loud  and clear. 
Same here. 
Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM And  this  Is  Apollo  Control, Houston, 
24  hours,   37  minutes   into   the  flight.     We  have  had one 
establishing call  since we last  talked to you 20 minutes 
ago  and  it was  nothing more  than  an  establishing call. 
We:re   103,000 miles   from earth  at   this  point,   and  let's cycle 
through  some  of  our  consumables  and other  items   this morning 
and we'll  just  look  at   them on  our monitor  and  tell you what 
we  see.     The  first  chart we  come  to,   and  this  is  data, live 
data  coming   to  us  via Madrid.     The  bio-medical harness is 
well,   a moment   ago  it  was  on  Frank  Borman but apparently 
it's  been  switched  off now.    We  do  know  from  this readout 
that   the  cabin pressure  is  an  even  five  pounds  and  the cabin 
temperature   is  62  degrees.     Let's   try   another  chart. We 
are   looking  at   our   radiation  chart  now,   let's   first  get the 
time  of  it.     The  current  reading,   and  it  looks  to me very 
much  like   there's  no  observable  change,  it  breaks  out from 
yesterday.     It   does  break  out   the   proton,   the  various classes 
of protons,   and  also  three  classes  of  alpha radiation. And 
for each  of  those  classes,   gives  an  interpretative flux. 
Total,   and  all   this  comes  down  to  the  lower  count  is  in the 
proton  area,   a dep  dose of point  11  rems,   rems  or,   then that 
is  further  reduced  or  rated with  the  alpha  readings,   and we 
wind up with a dep  dose  of point  03,   a skin dose  of point 
02,     That's   the  entire  cumulative   total  to  this  time, which 
is  essentially negligible.    Now we  come  to our  command module 
service module RCS  summaries,   and  they  follow  the  exact curve, 
the  usage  curve  that we plot  in  our press  kits  and  in our 
flight  plan.     Our   environment   control   system tabulation, 
well  let's  see,   again a confirmation of  the  cabin pressure, 
five  pounds,   and we  see  a  reading  of  47  pounds  per square 
inch  in  the  glycol  pumping area.     The  environmental control 
system radiator  temperature  is   72.8  degrees.     In all, this 
looks  quite  normal.     And  here's  the bio-medical comparative 
data,   and   this would be   the  command  pilot  just before the 
switch was  switched  off  here  only moments  ago,   Frank Borman's 
mean  heart   rate,   74,   high  of   77,   a  low of   71,   and respiration 
is  running about  15  per minute.    That seems  to  cover the 
consumable     priority   for  us,   we'll   later  get   a quantity 
reading on  our  remaining onboard propellant,   that  chart is 
not  available  to  us  right  now.     Our  velocity now  is  down to 
5,274  feet  per  second.     Now we have  got  a  call   from the 
spacecraft,   let's    bring  it up. 

SC How've  you been  reading  our   tape dumps? 
CAP   COM Stand  by  one,   Frank,  we  know  that you've 

got  your PPC  attitude  freaked  up  a bit,   and  I'll  check on 
your  tape  dump. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8,   Houston,   the  quality  of the 
tape  dumps  has  been very  good.     We have  about  15 minutes 
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to dump,  which we will  do  any  time we  get  high gain. 
SC How's  the voice quality been? 
CAP  COM It's  been very  good, Frank. 
SC Okay.    We'll send you something new 

here shortly. 
CAP  COM And  apparently  that  concludes the 

conversation with the crew at this time. This is Apollo 
Control  at  24 hours,  45 minutes. 

END  OF TAPE 
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c se 
record some, we 
you  may  do so. 

PAO This  is  Apollc  Control  Houston  at 24 
hours   and  59  minutes   into   the  mission.     Within   the last 
few minutes,  we've  heard  from Jim Lovell  and  Bill Anders. 
Jim Lovell  sounds   the  sleepiest  of  the  group  and  over a 
140,000 mile  of  intervening space,     Here s   the conversation 
as   it  has progressed. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
3C Roger, Houston. 
CAPCOM Frank,   on  this  tape  recorder,  we have 

tape  motion  stopped   right   now.     If  you would   like to 
will   give   you   the   tape   in  motion  so that 
Is   that  what  you would   like? Over. 

SC Roger.     Houston,  why  don't  you just 
give  us  salvo so we  can  control   the  switches here. 

CAPCOM Okay,   stand by, 
SC -  PCM  low  and stop 
CAPCOM You   should  have   it  now. Over 
SC Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apcllo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Houston,  Apollo  8. Over. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston. Over. 
SC Roger.     Are  you  capable  of  taking a 

high  bit   FM dump   for  voice   on   the omnis? 
CAPCOM That   is  negative,   Bill       Not  quite on 

■v" Okay.     We  will   catch  you  next time 
arouadf   then. 

CAPCOM 

s >„ 
going  down there? 

CAPCOM 
low  are  you dcing 

-> i e e p ? 
SC 

all   the   time - 
CAPCOM 

•: e  needed to. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

?e   locked  on the 
figure   for  a dump, 

SC 
th<      nice comments. 

CAPCO.M 
very  good.     W*; .^il 

Roger,   thank you. 
Good morning, Mike 

up 
Hi,   J im. 

th e r e ? 

Oh, you 

The old 

Things are 
Did  you get 

How  are things 

going real fine 
a good  nigh t ' s 

know. The first night in space 

man woke you  up  earlier than 

longer. Well,   we  just   couldn't  sleep any 
Roger, understand. 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     The  next   time you 

high   gain,   give   us   a   call  and we will con- 
Over . 
Roger.    We would  like  an evaluation of 
Over., 

Roger,   understand.     So  far,   it's been 
evaluate   this  one  as  soon  as  we can. 
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sc 
Rouston ? 

CAPCOM Apollo 
SC Roger. 
CAP COM 
SC 
SC 

<•-'   battery  A ? 
CAFCGM 

exact  number  on it* 
3 C 

you seen  any mo; 
CAPCOM 

scoop on it for 
cell   number 2. 
wrong with   the  fuel cell, 
lorn,   but  we   don't   have any 

How  are  th ?. systems  look i r,g dowi. there 4 

>< c" ot  r       Go ahead. 
I  asked how  the  systems iookea 

Everything is looking veal go 
Okay . 
How   much   longer   to  you expect 

Stand  by. Bill We will ge' 

And 

•J j 

u 

Bill . 

c h arte 

an 

SC 
here, Mike, 

CAPCOM 
dates   for you 

S C 
CAPCOM 
SC 
C A h C 0 M 

a v. d   * h l:     I have 
P C 

the   t nect 
SC 

they? 
CAPCOM 

pud book , 

Just  a  rough  estimate.    And  also,  ha*e 
e  on  that  sensor  problem on  fuel  cell 2? 

Stand  by   one.     I   II   get   the latest 
you.    Bill,,   there  is  nothing new  on fuel 
We   don't   think   there   is   anything   at all 

It's  some  sort  of  a sensor prob- 
new  information  on it. 

Okay.     They  all  look  pretty  good from 

Roge r, 
whenever you 

S t-and by , 
Okay . 
What kind? 
Well; I've 

i  update   to J 
Let's  ha 'e 

Th ink you. I've 
ire   ready   to copy 

got  some up™ 

go-t   a  TLI  +   35   hour   upaa .e 
m'3 checklist, 
the  TLI  +  30  before  we get 

ist update 
The; 

Ck 

never   give   up   on   the   checklist, do 

the las 
d  still remains 

vs e   e n try   angle,, the 
•iider   ideal,   but   ! " ' 

■ t   oux   au i1i ty to 

sane -\ •. 
valid «e 

gamma B 

This 
P 

- when 
d  we gave 

would  j a st 
B    ■ s slightly 

t's  within  cur   - sort 
predict   at   this time. 

you   get  your maneuver 
you   for   the   flyby 
like   to   r em; 'k that 
steeper   than we :.on- 
of   our  noiae lev;! 

So   that   f1yby ma 
:"ver  pad   remains valid 

S C Roger 
CAPCOM Okay. 

itieuver  under  your north 

0 er. 
Houston 
Now   on that 

numbers  for  you,  because  we ve chan 
fiavi.   *n<l  Polaris.     As  y c u  r 'call, w 
J. tgel;   so - and  that  also,  by the 
date   which   I   will   gi  e   y ou   1at e; > 
I  hi       e.ct   three  new  a 7: g; e-i for 
when  you   are   «-eady   t ..   c c py   *b.o'- 

page w■ib   .he  £ 1 -h y 
if   s t a   • ,   I  have   some new 

I 'f v s s  stars from 
w«  changed  to  5 srius and 
w i'■ ,   is  the  cn *> ck. ii ; t up- 

H u t   on   that   aiSP?U Ve .:   r a d 
u ,   ■ ■ s ■ :?g  S'>ius   i r> d  R i ge 1 y ■ 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    How do you read? 
Over. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston. Over. 
SC Houston,  Apollo  8. Over. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Apollo  8,  Houston.    You are loud 

and clear now. We had a lot of background for a few minutes. 
How are  you  reading me? 

SC Roger.     I'm reading you okay,  Mike and 
I  read you  the  last   time  you asked me  that,   so  I  guess maybe 
I wasn't  getting  through  to you. 

CAPCOM Okay.    Well,   did you copy on  this flyby 
maneuver pad?    We've  got   three new  angles.    Are  you ready 
to  copy those? 

SC I'm ready  to  copy  the  flyby angles. 
CAPCOM Okay.     Roll   137,  pitch  310,  yaw 340. 

Ove r . 
SC Roger.     Roll   137,   pitch   310,   yaw 340. 
CAPCOM That's  affirmative.     I have  the TLI + 

35 hour pad when you are  ready  for it. 
SC Roger.     Ready  for  the TLI + 35. 
CAPCOM Roger.     TLI  +  35  hours,   SPS  slash G&N, 

63023 -   162 +  129.     Are you with me so far? 
SC Loud  and clear. 
CAPCOM Good.   037565138 + 00068 + 00000 + 46420 

178134001,   not  applicable,  + 002024642054746211.    Are you 
with me? Over. 

SC Roger,   loud  and clear. 
CAPCOM Good.     121383327023 up  172 left 22 + 

1293  -  1650012905361 — 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 1290536180  074  11   16. Comments: 
on  your  stars   Sirius   and  Rigel,   roll  010,   pitch   294, yaw 
320.    No ullage.  Other,   1.   Sat  return P37,  DELTA-V equals 
7821.     For  Mid-Pacific   landing  for  MTL:   2.     High Speed 
procedures  not   required. Over. 

SC Alright.     Are  you  ready  for  the read 
back? 

CAPCOM All set. 
SC TLI  plus   35  SPS  G&N  63023  minus 162 

lus   129  037  56  5138  plus  00068  plus  00000 plus 46420 
178  134  000 NA.     Are  you with me? 

CAPCOM Yes,   I'm with  you,   Bill.     That last 
one   should  be 001. 

SC Roger.     Y,   001   NA plus   00202 46420 
547  46211   12   1383  327  023  Up   172  left  22  plus   1293 minus 
16500  plus   12905  plus   36180  0741116.     Sirius,   Rigel. 010 
204   320  no  ullage,   fast   return  P37   782 1 .     Mid  Pac, High 
speed  not   required. Over. 

CAPCOM That's  about   the  size  of  it. You're 
getting pretty  good  at   this  thing,  Bill,   for  a rookie. 

SC Not  bad.     I  just  learned  to  read about 
a  year ago. 

CAPCOM Well,   say,   I've  got  a  flight  plan update 
for  Jim.     It's  on  page  G George,   82  Able  of  this  check list 
Over. 

{] r Roger,   I've   got   it   open.     Go  ahead, Mike. 
CAPCOM Okay,   it's   simply  changing  these north 

set   of   stars   around.     For  Navi  substitute  Sirius, which 
is  numner  15,   and  for  Rigel  -  correction -  for Polaris 
substitute  Rigel,   number 12. 

SC Roger.     Substitute  Rigel  for Polaris 
•aid  Sirius   for  Navi.     How  about   shaft   and   trunion remain 
the  .; : a m e ? 

CAPCOM Your  shaft  and  trunions   remain the 
same. Sirius remains on the 50 degree line just like 
Lavi used to be. Rigel is down 1.3 degrees from your 
h.*rizonal  -  from your  N  line. Over. 

SC Roger, Understand. 
CAPCOM Okay,   and   let  me  know  if   it  gets   to be 

breakfast   time.     I've  got  a newspaper  to  read up  to you 
if you  give  a ring. 

SC We've ready. 
CAPCOM Okay,   I've   got   a Haney  special here 

for  you.     The   Interste1ler  Times   latest  edition  says the 
fl   .';f   to  the  moon  is  occupying prime  space  on both paper 
and   television.     It's   THE  news  story.     The  headlines of 
the Post  says      oons   here  they  come".    We  understand that 
3111   Anders     ill  be   in   private   conversation  or communication 
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CAPCOM 
suic   and   lives ac 
kidnapping was c;p 

today  wti".h  an  old man who wears  a red 
the  North  Pole.     A  suspect   in the 

, :ured   late   yesterday,   and the 
have  been  detained  5 months  in Cambodi 
yesterday,   and  will  make it 

SC Roger,   with   reference to 
we  saw him earlier  this  morning and  he was 

Miami 
ii  GIs that 

a were released 
home  in  time  for Christmas. 

the first, 
heading your 

CAPCOM Roger,,   we'll   pass   the  word along. 
David  Eisenhower  and  Julie  Nixon  were  married yesterday 
in New York.     He was  described  as   "nerveus' a 

SC Right. 
CAPCOM The  Browns   took  Dallas   apart yesterday 

31   to  20.    We're  sort  of  curious,  who  do you  like today, 
Baltimore  of Minnisota? Over, 

SC Baltimore. 
CAPCOM How  many  points   are  you giving? 
SC He's  not   making many  points   at home 

with   that comment. 
CAPCOM 

score   for  you when 
copy? 

Roger, understand. Oh, I've got another 
you  are   ready   to   copy.     Are  you  ready to 

like 

unab 

SC 
CAPCOM 
for roe 

21. Would you 

m 

Stand  by.     Go  Hahead. 
Roger.     Navy   14, Array 

to  repeat that? 
You  are very  garbled* Houston, 

ad      Will  call  you back  in  another year. 
CAPCOM Okay.     We  also  notice  the University 

oi   Houston  lost   their  first  home  basketball  game  in three 
and  a half  years   last  night.     Illinois  x-ed  them out  97  to 84 
And  some   really  big  news,   the  State  Department announced 
only  a  few  ruinates   ago   that   the  Pueblo   crew will   be released 
at  9   PM tonight. 

SC 
.Indicate that 
note J 

CAPCOM 
»umbe r. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

we * re guessing 
SC 
CAPCOM 

were blocked I 
SC 

. o d a 7 

Sounds 
Apollo   8 at 

good.     Outboard calculations 
25  hours   is   104  000  miles from 

Yes,   your prop  board  shows a similiar 

Mighty  nice   view   from here, 
We're  showing  about  1C4  800 miles, and 

another  8  to  10  hours  on  your battery charge 
Okay . 
Fcank,   say  again  about  the view,, You 

think. 

the r 
This is a mighty nice view we 

A little bit mote than a half earth 
like Africa am" ;he Bed Sea is visible, we're not 
sure as t h e r is quite a bit of cloud cover. But 
through  the hasey windows  it's  mighty nice. 

have down 
Looks 

quite 
« ven 
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CAPCOM 
couple   left that 

SC 
others   are all 

How  are  your windows7 

are   real   clear ? 
The  rendezvous windows 

about   the  same   as   they were 

Do  you  have a 

are good. The 
when we last 

reported. 
the Inside 

SC 
PAO 

ht  - ocps, 
CAPCOM 

Bill,   would you 
cryo   tanks, and 

1   and  5  have   a  slight  haze  and  a  little   fog cn 

i ii 

for 
the 

here 

Rogei, understand. 
And  at   25  hours   16  minutes  into the 
goes   some  mere.     We'll   cut back. 
Roger,   just   as   a matter  of curiosity 
say   a   few words   about   the  heaters for 
also   for   the   fans.     We  notice   that the 

heaters   are   doing   their   thing  normally   cycling on  and off, 
and   as   time   goes  by   this   cycle   rate   increases indicating 
a  little  bit   of  stratification  in   the   tanks,   and   then when 
we've  been  burning   the   fans   cn  every  A  hours   for  a couple 
of  minutes   this   stirs   things   up   and   the  heaters been 
cycling  on  and  off   again  more  slowly   so  while     - until 
a;;ain  a  little  bit  of  stratification  occurs  and  the cycling 

' tcome  slightly  more   rapid.     This   of   course  normals we 
just  pointed   it   out   as   a  curiosity   to  you. Over. 

SC Roger.     I  haven't   really  been following 
ii   that   close.     But   one   thing  I  have   noticed  is  when you 
turn  the  fans   on  you  get  a  glitch  in  the  quantity, which 

respond  to  a glitch  in AC.    Maybe  the  next time 
k   at   the  AC  volts   and  see  what happens. 

mi gh t 
~-r 8   1 i 

co : 
1 r*. 

: ch . 
Our experts 

They  say their 
(garb led) 

I  knew they 

(Garb led) 
I'll buy that. Roger 
Any   other information 

the   ca.-aci tants 
SC 

f.3wer   for  me. 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

bend  up   to you? 
SC 

3 *in here shortly 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

flight   that   apparently  wraps up 
>r   this   early  Sunday morning. 

say that s not 
stratification 

the reason 
shakes out 

would  have  some  big deal 

N< ,   we   re   going to 

you wan t us to 

zap with  the high 

Okay . 
And at 25 hours 18 

a ve ry 
In the 

minutes   into the 
communicative period 
meanwhile   the Control 

r-inter humorists  are busy,   of  course,   trying  to  come up 
«?J.ih music  appropriate  under  the  occasion.     One title 
suggested  is   "Shine  On  Harvest   Earth".     I   don't know 
how   fnr  that  will   get.     At   25  hours   19   minutes   into the 
flight   . n i r,   is   Apollo Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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And  this  is Apollo  Control  Houston at 
minutes   into   the   flight.     Our   velocity   is down 
per second.    We are  106  270 miles  from home, and 
conversation  recorded  in  the  last  20 minute 

PAO 
25 hours, 4 1 
to 5162 feet 
here is some 
block. 

SC 
high gate? 

CAPCOM 
a b •-> u t  me ? 

SC I'm  reading you  loud  and clear, 
to go ahead and dump this. You might want to listen 
in  real  time,   to  evaluate  the voice. 

time 

Houston, Apollo 8, how do you read on the 

Reading you  loud  and  clear Bill how 

I ought 
to it 

or 

you 

; nly 

would 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

would you 
SC 

are ready 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
about 5 
CAPCOM 

i a i t 5 
S C 
CAPCC M 

SC 
CAPCOM 

voice quality 
20 minutes or 

SC 
Houston? 

CAPCOM 
iSill. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

Apollo 
8, this 

like 

Okay,   we will   do   that,   as   soon  as  we can. 
Give  me   a  call  when  you  are ready. 
Do you want   to  dump  it by your command, 

us  command  the  dump, over. 
Oh,  you  can  go  ahead  and  command whenever 

Okay, we are 
I 1ve already 

starting 
rewound. 

now,   thank you 

over.     Apollo 8, 
Apollo  8,   this is 

SC 
CAPCOM 

clear.     We had an 
unexpected switch 
yesr  high-gain to 

SC 
CAPCOM 

Roger. 
Roger,   I've   already  rewound.     There is 

minutes worth  on  the  tape  in Houston. 
Roger,   understand.     You  promised  me you 

days  before you  started doing  this Bill. 
It  has  been  a  long trip, 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead Houston. 
Roger,  Bill,   I've  got  your  dump  and the 

is  very  good.     We  are  going to  take about 
so  to  get  it  back  to Houston  to play it. 

Roger.    Where  are you  taking it through, 

It comes through Madrid and then Ascension 

Okay . 
Apollo  8,  Houston.    Apollo  8, Houston^ 

Houston,   over.     Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
Houston,   over.     Apollo   8,   this   is Houston, 

Houston,  Apollo  8,  how do you read? 
Roger,   Bill we  are  reading you  loud and 

antenna problem down here.    We had an 
of  antenna's  switch,  which  probably caused 
quit.     Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 

Go  ahead Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Roger Jim,  we  lost  our  antenna down here 

We  interrupt  >i  your  tape  dump,   so we  are  In  the process of 
doing some  rewinding  and  continuing  the  dump,   in  case Bill 
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CAPCOM is wondering what  is  going on with the 
tape recorder. 

SC Okay,  no strain. 
PAO And at  25 hours,  46 minutes into the 

flight,   that  is our status.    This  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP COM 
six minutes into 
and  our velocity 
minutes,  we have 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

car  antennas back 
geods   on  your com 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

Apollo  Control,   Houston,   you  are   26 hours 
the  flight,    We  are  187,400 miles  from home, 
5,118   feet  per  second.     In   the  past   15   or 2Q 
recorded  this brief conversation. 

Apollo   8,   Houston, over 
Roger 
Roger 

again a 
ribbon. 

Roger 
Go ahead, 
I noticed 

AT 26 hours GET we 
Madrid  and  you can 

11 be switching 
expect the 

Houston,  Apollo  8 „ 
Jim. 
that  you skipped the I&G 

alignment for about 26 hours because we were still asleep. 
Do you want to include that in here, or do you think it is 
required? 

CAP  COM Roger,   Jim.     We  think  it  is  going to 
be required prior to the next set of P23 sightings, and we're 
suggesting  that   it  be  put   in  at   2745   rev  in   the   flight plan. 
We'll have  a more  complete  flight  plan update 

SC 
having breakfast 

CAP COM 

Okay,   fine.    We'ffe  in the 
in here shortly, 
process of 

Th 

Roger, understand. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston, 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAP  COM The  tape  dumps completed 

ahead  and  record  and  in  a  little bit send 
Roger,  will do. 

CAP  COM And   that  wraps   it  up for 
s  is Apollo Control, Houston. 

at 
it 

31, you 
d own . 

c an 

this period 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston,   26 hours, 
27  minutes   into   the   flight.     We  are   108  400 miles   out. The 
velocity  now is  5080  feet  per second.    We have had no con- 
versation with  the  crew  the  past  20  minute  period.    We do 
have   this   advisory  however,   on   the   trajectory  of   the  S-IVB. 
At   this   particular  point   in   the  mission,   26   and  one-half hours, 

if,   S-IVB   is   pi aced  by   our  best   estimates   at   a  point   800  miles — 
It  s  moving on  a  track -  800 miles  outboard  of  the spacecraft 
and   1200 miles  behind  the  spacecraft.     I'll  say  again,   it is 
800  miles  outboard  of   the  spacecraft  and  1200 miles behind, 
diagonally  behind   the  spacecraft.     Both   are  nautical references. 
The   point   of   closest   approach  of   the  S-IVB   and  Apollo   8 will 
be  according  to  our "trajectory  experts,   at  a point  of when 
the  spacecraft  rounds   the Moon  for  the  first  time,   the S-IVB 
will   go by  -  they  will   pass   each   other  and  they will be 

^proximately   1800 nautical  miles  between  the  two of them 
at   a  point   just   as   the   spacecraft   is   acquired by   the Earth 

"ter  its   first  around,   and  as  its   completing its  first trip 
around   the  Moon.     The   path  of   the  S-IVB  will  be  outboard of 
the Moon  and  it will  move  on  into  its  solar  orbit. The 
distance  again,   the  point  of   closest  approach  is   the two 
move   about   the  Moon,   the   S-IVB  moving  off  on   the  Sun side 
of   the  Moon,   the   spacecraft  making   its   first  pass around. 
They will  come within  1800 nautical miles  of  each other. 
An-*i   t:.-v   wovld   occur  at   roughly,   about   73  hours   into the 
fiigh   .     That   is   based   on   a LOI   of   about   72  hours. At 
26   hours,   29  minutes   into   the   flight,   this   is  Apollo Control 
Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  Is  Apollo  Control Houston at 26 
hours  51  minutes  into  the  flight.     We  are  - I'll  have to 
estimate,   based  on   the wall  map,   112,000  miles  out.     We have 
had  this  brief  conversation  in  the  last  few minutes. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the  high gain, 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
of  the tape tr ol 

all 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead,  Houston.     Apollo  8 here. 
Disregard.     We were  going to  talk about 

but  you beat   us   to it. 
Okay . 
Apollo 8, Houston. 
Go  ahead, Houston. 
Roger,   Jim.     We would  like   to  take con- 

for  a few minutes  to make  sure  that we got 

hear 

y o u 

22 

that 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
those RTC' 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

a. L   y o u r 
sc~ 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

of your 

stand by one 

Go ahead, 
noticed that I can 

last dump. Over 
Okay , 
Ro ge r . 
You've  got it. 
Thank  you, sir. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
All  right.     I just 

coming  through   on  normal voice. 
What  does  it sound  like, Bill? 
It's weak — 
Apollo 8,  Houston. Over. 
Go ahead. 
Roger.     I have a flight plan update 

convenience. 
Ready  to  copy . 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     Will  you copy? 
Roger,   ready  to copy. 
Okay,   Bill.     This  will  be  on page 2 

flight  plan.     For  the  command module pilot, 

for 

Over 

dash 
■ i. ve 

already  mentioned   it   to  him,   but   at   the   top   of   the  page, at 
about  27,   45  actually,  we would  like him to do a P-52  and IMU 
alignment.     And  then,   the  P-23  should  be  done  as scheduled. 
Those  four stars,  Procyon,  Regulus,  Alphard,  and Spica, we 
realized  Alphard  may  not  be  too   good  a  star,   Regulus   is about 
3  degrees  above  the  horizon,   and  Spica  is  at  a 48-degree trun- 
nion  angle,   so  I  guess what we  are  saying is  if  Jim has dif- 
ficulty doing one  set  on each  of  those  four  stars,  we suggest 
that  he  omit whichever he  is  having  difficulty  and pick  it up 
by doing  two  sets  on  some  other  star  that  he  likes. Over. 

SC Roger, understand. 
CAPCOM All  right.     In  the  lower  right hand cor- 

ner of  page  222   the  passive  thermal  control  attitude should 
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read pitch  224  degrees,   yaw 020. 
SC Roger, copy. 
CAPCOM And   at   the  next  stage,   at   about   29 hours, 

you can resume  the normal  flight  plan.    We would like to 
make  one  addition at  2930,   add a waste water dump, even 
though  one   is  not   really   required  at   that   time.     We would 
like  to  get   the  dump  out  of  the way  so we  can  track you un- 
interruptedly without  any dumping,  you know,  as we are coming 
UD  on midcourse  correction number  3. Over. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

questions on 
SC 

saving  up some 

Roge r 
That ' 

this? 
No, it 

water  of our 

about   all,   Bill.     You  got any 

looks  pretty good, 
own  to  dump here, so  that will 

work  out all 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

We would like 

right. 
Very good 
Right. 
Apollo  8, Houston 
Go ahead. 
Roger. We 

to  send you up a 

And  don't  ruin Jim's optics. 

would 
P-27 . 

like  POOACCEPT please. 
It's  a LM state vector, 

LM 
to 

LM slot   only,   and  we  do not 
the  CSM.    Apollo  8, Houston 

Roge r,   you  got it. 
Okay,   we   got it. 

and we would   like you 

Roge r. 
Thank you. 
Apollo  8, Houston 
Apollo  8. Roger, 

hours ?     Over. 
Stand  by one 

going  into the 
fer it  over to 

SC 
CAPCOM 

state vector 
frhc  CSM slot 

SC 
CAP COM 
CAPCOM 
SC 

an MCC-2   at 28 
CAPCOM Stand  by   one, Bill, 

midcourse   correction  number   2  has been 
nitude was   less   than  1  foot  per second, 
do  it.     Ove r. 

SC Okay,   thank you. 

want  you  to trans- 
Did you copy? 

We  re  sending you a 
not  to  transfer over 

Are you still planning 

Bill,   negative. That 
cancelled.     It's mag- 

so we  decided not to 

go 
CAPCOM 

to BLOCK. 
SC 
PAO 

And you ve  got   the  computer again,   if you 

Okay. -- 
This   is  Apollo  Control  again,   109,9 - 

let's  make  it   110,000  even - miles  out.     Our velocity 5028 
feet  per  second.    Our  spacecraft weight now  is  down to 63,000 
pounds,   63,023 pounds.     I  think  in  the  course  of  that conver- 
sation,   you heard  that we see  no  further need  for  any more 
ff'dcourse   corrections  between  now  and   their  journey   to the 
moon,     A f;  26  hours  57  minutes,   that  is  our status. 

END  OF  TAP £ 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston,  27 hours, 
23 minutes  into  the  flight.     A  few minutes  ago,  Mike Collins 
had  this  conversation with  the crew. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,  go ahead. 
SC Are you still computing the pericynthian 

time  of 6  and 9/10th. 
CAPCOM Standby,  we will  get  an update  for you. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,  your 6  and 9/10th 

pericynthian  is  still  good plus  or minus  a minute  and we 
will get  it down to (garble). 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston at 27 
hours  45  minutes.    We  are   112,000 miles  out.     Our velocity 
is  4900  feet  per  second,   and  in  the  last  few minutes, we 
recorded some - a very brief  conversation on a star update 
to  the  crew.     Here  is  that conversation. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Roger.     This  is  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Bill.     We  just  got  your readout 

on your voice tape and we will be back with you on it shortly. 
0 v e r . 

SC Okay.     Houston,   Irm going   to  be doing 
my  alignment  at   this  time.     I'm  in  a good position for 
viewing  the stars. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston,   28 hours, 
8 minutes  into  the  flight.     It has been quiet during this 
most  recent period, we have not heard  from the crew. Our 
present  distance,   113  000 nautical miles   from Earth, our 
velocity 4909 feet per second.    This  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   Is   Apollo  Control  Houston,   28 hours 
29 minutes  into  the  flight.     I  want   to  clear  up  a velocity 
reading.     Apparently  I  gave  a  reading earlier which either 
was *in  error,   or  I   read  it  wrong.     Our  present   feet  per second 
is  4875.     I  say  again 4  8  7  5,   and  our  altitude  is 114,000 
nautical miles.    Within  the   last hour  in  a private conversation 
we have  learned  that  there  is  some  —  a  little  nausea aboard, 
r'rank  Borman  reported  an  upset  stomach,   but  Chuck  Berry tells 
me  it  is  getting better.     That  is  all we know  about  it right 
now.     Here   is   some   tape   conversation  just recorded. 

CAPCOM 
check. Over. 

SC 
clear  now.     How us?? 

Ohs   good!     Reading you loud  and clear, 
1.     Am  I   cutting  in  and  out  still? Over 

Nope.     All   the  numbers   are   coming up 

Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston with voice 

Houston,  Apollo  8.     Read you  loud and 

1 2 4  3 2 
CAPCOM 

3  4  5 5 
SC 

nicely . 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

antennas  at 2820 
SC 

thermal control, 
CAPCOM 

I  vnderst a n d. 
S C 
CAPCOM 
SC 

P-23 ? 
CAPCOM 

rate now. 
SC 

recording it. 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

again on the 
He has taken 
better. He 
that  he was not 
it  is  some sort 

Okay.     Thank  you, Jim. 
Apollo   8,   Houston. We 

Stand by  for  our blitz. 
Roger  Houston.     And we 

and we  are  maneuvering to 

are  going  to switch 

will 
P-23 

start 

Roger,   understand,  maneuvering to 

passing 

P-23 , 

Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   Houston, go. 
Roger.     You   copy   100 bit rate now  for this 

Negative, Bill We 

If  you  go  high bit 

are  getting  low bit 

rate we will not bother 

Roger.     We  just went   to  high  bit rate. 
This  is  Apollo  Control  again,     I say 

nausea,   Frank Borman  reported  an upset stomach 
some  medication,   and  he   is   apparently feeling 

so  reported  to  Dr.   Berry.     Bill  Anders reported 
feeling his  best.    We  don't  know whether 
of virus  or  just what,  but  I  am sure that 

Chuck  Berry  will  have  more   for  us   at   the  Change  of Shift 
Briefing  today.     I  say  again  the  situation was   reported to 
us within  the  last hour  in a private  voice  tape  down, that 
Frank  Borman was   reporting  some   stomach  upset   and  not feeling 
paj.tLcuIa.rly  well.     From strictly   a  layman's   point  of view 
it  sounded  i-;f-. ;   the  sympt oms  of   the Asian  Flu,  but  I  am not 
going   to   attempt   to  diagnose it 
Anders  was   reported  not feeling 
but no  overt  signs  of  a  cold or 

At   the  same   time Bill 
not   completely  himself either 
flu.     Jim  Lovell   on  the other 
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PAO ...  within -- since the original communication 
an hour ago,   the crew has  reported  that they are generally 
feeling better.     At  28 hours  32  minutes into  the flight, 
this  is  Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston at 
28 hours  55  minutes  into  the  flight.     Apparently  our earlier 
report  regarding velocity  is  still  causing a  great  deal of 
consternation  in  the Press  realm,   so we will  go  through it 
one  more   time.     Through  error  on  our  part   or  on   the  part of 
a chart,  we  apparently  reported  a discrepancy  in  the velocity. 
We want   to  correct   that  error.     The  present  velocity we read 
on  our  Space  Digital  Chart  is  4833.3  feet  per second, and 
it  is  getting smaller as   is  proper.     It will  continue  to get 
smaller  until  the  spacecraft  reaches   the  lunar sphere of 
influence which  is  about  60  000 miles  from now.    At  that point 
the  spacecraft will  slow down  to  approximately  3900  feet per 
second;   these are  earth-related  feet per second,   at which 
time  it will  begin  to speed  up  slightly  as  It  makes its 
final  approach   to   the  moon.     So,   once  more,   our  present vel- 
ocity,   in   terms   of   feet   per  second,   4800  since we   talked to 
you just  a second  ago.     It  is  now  down  to  4832feet per 
second even,     4832.     Our  distance   115  629  nautical miles from 
Earth.     We  have  had  no   additional   conversation with   the crew 
since  our  last  report.     This  is  Apollo  Control Houston at 
28 hours   57 minutes. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston,   29 hours, 
18 minutes   into  the  flight.     Our  velocity,   4790  feet  per second. 
Our distance,   116  658 nautical miles.     In  recent minutes, 
we have  recorded  this  conversation  and we have  every reason 

believe  that  it will be  a  continuing  conversation, because 
have  just heard  additional  calls.    Let's  have  the tape. 

Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston, over, 
Roger,   cislunar nav  accomplished. We 

stars   16,   two  sets  on  22,   and one  set  on 21. 
Roger,   understand P23 

and  one  on  21 . 
Roger,   it was getting 

start  on  26 . 
Roger,   understand Jim, 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8.  Houston, go 

did 

on 

we 

on 

22, 

to 

to 
we 

SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 

two sets 
CAPCOM 

16,   two on 
SC 

didn1t want 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
session? 
CAPCOM 

hour or so agot 

SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

antennas  in about 2 
your comm. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

there, Houston? 
CAPCOM 

here  in all respect 

completed, two sets 

a  little   late , so 

ah ead. 

next 

an 

Is  our  previous  PTC  attitude  okay  for the 

Roger,   Bill.     The  one   that  we updated 
IE  pitch   224,   yaw  020   is   a  good one. 
22420, Roger. 
Roger 

Houston, we will 
You  can  expect a 

Apollo I 
minutes 

change 
gli t ch xn 

Roger. 
Roger. 
How are all  of   the  systems   looking down 

Apollo   8,   Houston,   you  are   looking good 
Apollo  8,  Houston,   over.    Apollo 8, 

this  is  Houston,   over.     Apollo  8,   this  is Houston, over. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control.    We  are looking 

presently  at   the bio-med  readout  on Bill Anders,   and  it looks 
like  this,   a mean heartrate  of,   around between 68  and 69. 
The highest  the system has  seen,   in  this  sample  period of 
roughly  an hour  is  about  88,   the  lowest  its  seen  is  51. His 
mean  respiration  rate  is   10,   and,   let's  see,   that's  all of 
the  data we have  on  that  chart.     No  additional conversation 
since we  gave  you  those  readings.     At  29 hours,   21 minutes, 
this   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston.-—-Within 
the  last half-hour,  several members  of  the cre>KTiere Tvafce 
had another  conversation with  the Apollo  8,   fn privat^f re- 
garding their medical situation and apparenfry___U:—iis much 
improved.     We will  have  this   tape  for you shortly,  but in 
general,   Borman  reports  feeling much,  much better. We'd 
estimate  it will be   15 minutes  before we have  the tape. 
This   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  29 hours 
47 minutes.     I would  like  to  amplify  a bit  more  on  this most 
recent   taped  conversation.     Mike  Collins  opens  it  and this 
was  a private  conversation  conducted  from the communication 
room in  this  building,  building  30.     Collins  asked  the crew 
for  additional  detail  on  their  condition  and  Frank Borman 
comes  on  the  line  and he  describes his  problems  and he also 
says  he  has   had  several  hours   of   rest   this  morning  and is 
feeling  much,   much  better.     Jim  Lovell,   in   the conversation, 
also  reveals,   for   the  first   time,   that  he  apparently wasn't 
feeling  too well when  they  first went  into  orbit yesterday, 
and   this  was   the   first  we  had   learned  of   that.     He,   of course, 
said   that   this  was   a  momentary   thing  and  he  describes   it in 
very   finite   terms.     Let's   see,   that   covers   everybody but 
Bill Anders  and he  reports  just  generally  feeling better and 
apparently  a  case   of   the  butterfly  stomach  or  some   such this 
morning.     Borman  elaborates  a bit  and  says  he   thinks  he had 
a 24-hour virus.     He  says he noted some  diarrhea,   an upset 
stomach,   and he  describes  some  vomiting.     Our  head physician, 
Dr.   Berry,   gets   on   the   line  with  Borman  and  presses  him for 
additional  detail,  which  Is   forthcoming but,   in  the end, 
Berry  feels   that   the  situation  is  considerably better than 
when we   first   learned  of   it,   perhaps   an hour  or  more ago. 
Within  perhaps   5   or 10 
is  now  in  route  to our 
for  you   to  play, prior 
at   1:15  Houston time, 
flight  plan  and we are 
beginning at 
have recorded 

minutes  we  should  have   the   tape> which 
news   center   in building   1,   on  the line 
to  our  news  conference,  which will be 
Other  than  that,  we  are  right  on the 
still  scheduled  for  a  television pass, 

:06  Houston  time.     As we have been  talking, we 
this   additional   communication   from Apollo   8 and 

we play  it for 

and 
Do 

will 
SC 
sc 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

lected here 
25 percent. 

CAPCOM 
your  dump. 

SC 
other. 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

We   are getting 

you now. 
Houston, Apollo 
Houston, Apollo 
Houston, Apollo 
Roger, Apollo 8 
Roger.    We are 

8,  how do you read? 
8. 
8. 

, Houston. Go ahead, 
dumping  some water we col- 

we are ready to dump the waste water down to 
you concur? 

Roger,   we   concur.     We are 

All  right.    We've already 

s tanding by 

started the 

for 

Roger, 
Apollo 
Apollo 
Apollo 

thank you. 
8, Houston 
8, this is 
8,   this is 

geared  up  down here to 

Hous ton ,   over. 
Houston,   over. Roger 
do   the   first  of the 
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coram   tests.     We  will   be   doing   an   omni   comm  test,   which is 
on your  flight plan,   listed mode  7.8 and we will  let you 
know when we  are   ready   to proceed. 

SC Roger. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston. That 

conversation  concluded very briefly  there  a great  amount of 
static,   but  we  now have   the   conversation  in  which  we have 
Slluded  to  in  two  earlier  announcements,   a  rather  full devel- 
opment  on  examination  of   the   crew  medical  probelms. You 
will hear  first Mike  Collins,   the  capsule  communicator, he 
is   talking with  Bill.Anders.     Then  he   talks   to   Frank Borman, 
then  Chuck  Berry,   who   I  believe   identifies  himself, comes 
on   the   line.     Here   is   that   tape now. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston. Over. 
SC Go   ahead,   Houston.     How  do  you read? 
CAPCOM Roger.     We  are  reading you  loud and 

clear.     We  are  on  a private  loop  now and we would  like to 
get   some   amplifying  details   on  your  medical   problems. Could 
you go back  to  the beginning  and  give  us  a brief  recap, please? 

SC Mike,   this  is  Frank.    I'm feeling a lot 
better  now.     I   think  I  had  a  case  of   the  24-hour   flu, in- 
testinal   f lu. 

CAPCOM Roger,   understand.     When  did  you first 
notice  it?    Or  can you  go back  to  POO  and  start  us  out at 
the beginning  of  your problem? 

SC Roger.     About,   I   guess   about   20 hours, 
19   hours yesterday. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Understand  about   19  hours yes- 
terday.    We were  confused by  something Jim said in reference 
to  getting  out   of   the  suits.     He  said   that  he   felt  a little 
bit  uneasy when he  first  got  out  of  the couch  and started to 
get   out   of   the   suits   and   that   passed   away   and   that  you and 
Bill had,  we  think,  noticed  similar  things when you took 
your  suits   off. - Is   this so? 

SC Just when you get  out of  the seats and 
start  moving  around   for  a while. 

CAPCOM Roger.    Understand.    We understand this 
does   cause  nausea,   in  all   three   of  you.     You have   all three 
noticed  it when you've  gotten out of  the suits  for  the first 
time   or  any   time,   is   that right? 

SC Roger.    Uneasiness,  not nausea really, 
but   a  sort  of   awareness   of  motion,   like   the  zero   g airplane. 

CAPCOM Roger, understand. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
SURGEON Frank,   this  is  Chuck.    The story we got 

from the  tap;-,  and  from Jim a while  ago went  like  this. At 
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some   10   to   11   hours   ago,   you  had   a  loose  BM,   you vomited 
twice,   you  have   a  headache,   you've  had  some   chills,   and they 
thought you had  fever.     Is   that firm? 

SC Everything  is   true,  but  I  don't have a 
fever now,     I  slept   for  a  couple  hours  and  the nausea is 
gone,   and  controlling  the   loose  BM.     I   think  everything is 
in  good  shape  right now. 

you have  a  sore throat? 
roof  of  my  mouth was  sore, Roger, 
as  we  understand  it   at   the moment 
Jim have   anything  at   the present 

Is   that right? 
none  of  us  are  nauseated now. We 

SURGEON Did 
SC The 
SURGEON And 

Frank,   neither  Bill nor 
time  except  some nausea, 

are 

have 

took 

SC 
all  fine now, 

SURGEON 
SC 

SURGEON 
SC 
them while ] 
SURGEON 

No 

Okay, and 
No,   no we 

They have 
Roger. I 

was asleep. 

you  have   taken   the Lomatil? 
haven't.     Pardon me,  yes they 

and  you have not? 
just woke up,  Chuck. They 

Okay,   I think you  ought  to  take one 
if  that  nausea returns Frank,   and  the Marezine will help 

The Marezine will  knock  that - 
SC Houston,   we   are going 

this waste  water  dump  down  to  25 percent. 
CAPCOM We  don't  know, Bill, 

by  oue,   we're   isolated   from  those experts 
SURGEON Frank,   did  you  read   that   you  are to 

the  Lomatil   and   the Marezine   can  be  used  if   you do get 
nauseated,   any  one  of  the  three  of you. 

to  start doing 
Do  you concur? 

If you  can stand 
at   this  time. 

take 

Okay,   thank you. 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     We  are  closing this 
will  be  up  in  our normal  voice  loop in 
then we will  get  on with  the water dump 
Roger,   and you are  still  cutting out, 

Roger; understand. 
This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

circuit  down and we 
about  5  minutes and 

SC 
Houston. 

CAPCOM 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. That 

concluded  the  private  conversation  to  determine  the medical 
status  of   the  crew.    We  learned,   of  course,   in  the conver- 
sation,   obviously we  learned  about  some  things   that were 
going  on  yesterday,   much  earlier  in   the   flight,   I   think the 
report was   19  hours,  which we  had not  learned  until this 
point.     We  are  satisfied  now  that   the  crew,   the  situation is 
certainly   improving  and   certainly   settled  down.     At   29 hours 
57   minutes   into   the   flight,   we  are   118,400  miles   out, and 
we  are moving  at  a velocity  of  4739  feet  per  second. This 
is Apollo  Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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Roger,   Houston.     We   are  dumping waste 
:   these  nozzle templet. 

Standby.     Looks  good  Bill,  64 degrees, 

Roger,  we  just   got   an 02   low high from 
line  on  the cabin, 

Roger= understand. 
How   is  everytb ing in Hcustor.. 
Oh,   everything  down here   is GO how 

SC 
water now cut o 

CAPCOM 
over . 

SC 
purging  to vent 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

are you? 
SC 
CAPCOM 

NEWS   SUMMARY we 
might  have bee?, 
couple  of  football scores. 
Army  21,   Navy   i«, over. 

SC 1, 2, 
got  that  one , 

CAPCOM Good,   the  Cowbrys  were   destroyed by 
the  Cleveland  Browns   yesterday.     Thf  Pueblo   crew  is expected 
to be  released.     And  I  now hear  our  air  to  ground has got 
alot  of  background roise^   standby,   we  are  going  to  go through 
these  comra  test  modes  on   tape   223  of   the   flight  plan, over. 

Fine , 
Well, 

what is 
did  y o vi 

the 
ge t 

news . 
the   INTERSCHOLASTIC 

sent up to you a couple 
during your rest period 

One  of them 

4,   5,   6, 7 

of   hours   ago s 

We  gave you 
in particular 

testing out. 

it 
a 
was 

SC 
CAPCOM 

OFF  switch to 
SC 
SC 

your  twin bars 
CAPCOM 

this intermittent 
SC 

and  in  the  end of 
CAPCOM 

would  you  go S-band 
down 

arp 

Roger. 
Apollo   8, Houston, 

voice  backup, over. 
Down voice  backup,   Roger  and  out » 
Houston,  be  advised  that  it  looks like 

clipping  your   voice  during  your transmission. 
Roger,   understand.     Are we  still experiencing 

condition  that was   there  a  few minutes ago? 
Not   always,   but   often in 

vour transmission. 
I 1 11 Roger, understand 

the beginning 

little give it 
extra time. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston, 
could  you   try   to   find  us   a better C-MNI 
Apollo  8,   Houston,   we  ate   unable   co   read  you on 
antenna,   over.     Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston3 over 
Houston,  we  understand  you're are 

contact 
We show 

zero 

over, Apollo 8, Houston, 
antenna,   ove r. 

this OMNI 
Apollo   8, 

copying us.    While we 
with  you8   would  you put 
you  are  drifting off in 
your  optics.     Apollo 8, 

0,   and  how  are  you  reading us 

are   trying  to reestablish 
your   optics   switch   to 0. 
trunion  and  request   that you 
Houston,   we   copy  your optics 
now, over. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   we   are   down  to  25 per- 
cent  on your waste water  dump  and  ready  tc  terminate, over. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houstcns   over.     Roger.     Our  next   ccmm test 
is  arranging  all  of   the  test.     I  have  four   switches  I would 
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CAPCOM like you  to  throw,  which will  cause you 
to lose voice  communications  for approximately  3 minutes, over. 

CAPCOM Alright,   the  first  one  is  S-band normal 
mode voice OFF,   the second S-band normal mode PCM OFF, the 
third S-band normal mode  ranging switch  to RANGING,  and forth 
the S-band ox tape switch OFF, over. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Co ntrol  at  31  hours  5 min- 
utes   into   the  mission.     We  are  standing by  at   this   time to 
receive  tjje  first  television  transmission  from the spacecraft, 
Now there is a certfaTTi—amuUllL of uncertainty just as to when 
that signal will be received at the station at Goldstone and 
transmitted  to Houston.     Now  the spacecraft 
at  the  present   time  is  in a slow roll  as  part  of  the passive 
thermal  control  program to maintain  temperatures,   and as 
soon  as   the high-gain  antenna  is  in  the  proper position we 
expect   to begin  getting pictures.    We will  stand by  and pick 
up  the  picture  as  soon  as we have  any solid video  lock on 
them.     At   this   time  our  estimate  is   that  it will  be about 
one minute before we pick  up  our TV  transmission.    When we 
begin  this   television  transmission  the  spacecraft will be at 
a  range   from  Earth  of  about   120  623  nautical  miles.     We will 
be  traveling at  a velocity  of  about  4668  feet  per second. 
We  are  still  standing by  to  receive  the  first indications 
that  a picture  is  about  to  come  through.    We now estimate 
about   15  more  seconds.     As  I  said before  there  could be some 
variation  in  that  depending on  the position of  the high-gain 
antenna.     We have  gotten  a  call  from the  crew we will pick 
that  up  and  then stand by  for  pictures.    That  sounded like 
Bill Anders  putting  in  a  call  to  the  Control  Center here. 
We  still  do not  have  pictures.    We will  continue  to monitor. 
We  are  getting a  good  signal  through  from Goldstone, but 
we  still  have  not  received  any video  from from the spacecraft. 
Now we will   continue   to  monitor  and  also   to  monitor   the audio 
loop  for  any  conversations  from the crew. 

SC Houston,  Apollo  8.     How do you read? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8.     Loud  and  clear and standing 

by . 
S C S ay   again. 
CAPCOM We  read  you  loud  and  clear  and we are 

standing  by. 
SC Okay.    Are  you  receiving television 

now ? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We just  got it. 
SC You  are  getting it? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  we have  a  good picture. 
SC We  are   rolling  her.     Okay,  we  are rolling 

around  to  a good view of  the Ear th,   anct as  soon as we  get to 
the  good view of  the Earth we will  stop  and  let  you  look out 
the window at   the  scene we  see.    Jim Lovell  is  down in the 
Lower  Equipment  Bay   preparing  lunch.     Bill  is  holding the 
camera  for  us  here  for  us  both.     Bill  is  going  to  take the 
camera  down  in   the  Lower  Equipment   Bay with Jim. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Okay,     We  are   getting  a prety 
good  picture,  but  if  you would move  it  a  little  slower -- 
every  time  you move  it  around  it  breaks  up  on  the scan 
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SC We  got you. 
lunch  and  doing P-23 at  the same 

This is known as preparing 
t ime . 

CAPCOM 
heads  down here. 

SC 
you  got  the wrong 

capcom 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

that we  really want 
Earth.     If  you will 
to  put  on  the large 

CAPCOM 

You have  everybody standing on their 

You have  it  turned upside down? How so? 
rest band. 

Well we all have our problems. 
How  is  the  picture now, Houston? 
They  are  really good. 
Okay,   now we  are  coming up  on  the view 
you  to  see.     That's   the view of the 
break  for just  a minute,  Bill  is going 
lens.    So we will be  right back with you 
Okay,   thank you. 
And we momentarily  lose  our picture 

We will  stand by 
PAO 

while this lens change is in progress 
for  that  shot  of Earth. 

of 

of 

SC 
the Earth 

CAPCOM 
it now. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Houston,  we are now showing you a view 
through  the  telephoto lens. 

Okay.    We  are  not  receiving a picture 

now ? 
i 

How about 
Okay.    We don't have a picture 
Are  you seeing anything at all, 

yet . 
Houston? 

Okay,  Apollo  8,  we  don't have  a picture 
yet 

b ack 

j us t 
we have 

SC 
then . 

SC 
on, and 
CAPCOM 
a minute 

we 
All  right,  we will  put  the  other lens 

will  show you  through that. 
Apollo  8,  how about standing by  that for 

We will  check our  ground link.    Apollo 8, 
a picture now. 

Okay Let's  try  the other  lens again 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

have  it  on the 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Houston? 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

do you? 
SC 

Anything? 
CAPCOM 

Okay, thank 
Do you have 

you. 
a picture now? 

That  s  negative. 
Okay,   do you have 

Apollo 8, belay that, 
anything Houston? We 

Earth 
We are 
Okay. 

having no 
Stand by. 

showing 
Okay . How  about now, 

Still  no showing. 
You  don't have  a  lens  cover on there 

No,  we  checked  that  as  a matter  of fact 

Still no showing. 
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SC How  about now? 
CAPCOM Still  no  showing.     There  is  a picture. 

We have  a picture        okay  it  is  a  little  difficult  to see 
what  we  have. 

SC That  is   the  Earth,  but  it  is  not the 
telephoto  lens,   unfortunately  it  is  just  an  inside lens. 

CAPCOM Okay,   it  is  coming in as  a  real bright 
blub  on  the  screen.     It  is  hard  to  tell what we  are looking 
at. 

SC You  are  looking  through some haze  on the 
windows  too,   unfortunately.    And  the  Earth  is  very bright 
besides. 

CAPCOM Okay,   we  got   the  Earth   in  about the 
center of the screen and a little bit low. It looked like 
there were some objects that moved across it — the screen 
at  the  same  time.     Do you have  any  comment  on those? 

SC That  is  some  of   the water --  ice.     It is 
coming off  the vent nozzle. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC How  does  it  look now? 
CAPCOM Still  the  same  thing  it  is  --  the target 

is  extremely  bright  and  it   is  very  difficult   to  make out 
what we  are   looking  at. 

SC It  is  unfortunate  that we  do not have 
-- we  can't make  the other  lens work here.     I  don't what the 
problem  is. 

CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8 would  you  verify that 
the  ALC  is on? 

SC We have  tried  it both ways. 
CAPCOM Oh,   okay,   thank  you.     What  we  are getting 

now  is  a good picture. 
SC Say again. 
CAPCOM Okay,   that   is   a  real   good  picture. That 

is   the  best  one   that  we  have  had.     How  about  just going 
ahead  and  just  leaving your  pictures  inside until we can 
think some  more  of what we  can  do  to adjust  for  that light? 

SC Roger.     Jim what   are  you  doing here? 
Jim is  fixing dessert.    He  is   fixing up  a bag of chocolate 
pudding.     You   can  see   it  kind  of   floating by.     Bill   is coming 
up  from  the Lower  Equipment  Bay.     It  is  unfortunate that 
this  telephoto  lens  doesn't work.     Show  them the  lens that 
is   the  culprit.     This  lens  doesn't  seem to be working right 
I   can't   understand why we're  not   ...   problem of light 
transmission  through  it.    This  transmission  is  coming  to you 
approximately  half way  between   the Moon  and   the  Earth. We 
have  been  31  hours  and  about  20 minutes  into  the flight. 
We have   about   less   than  40  hours   to   go   to  the  Moon.     You can 
see   that   Bill  has  his   toothbrush  here.     He  has  been brushing 
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SC REGULARLY.     He  is  demonstrating how 
things  float  around  in  zero  g.     It  looks  like he plays for 
the  Astros   the way  he  tries   to  catch  that   thing.     I  certainly .... 
wish   that  we   could  show you  the  Earth.     It   Is   a beautiful, 
beautiful  view with  predominately  blue background  and just 
huge   covers   of white   clouds   particularly  one  very strong 
vortex  up  near  the  terminator.     It  is  very,  very beautiful. 
Perhaps  we will  get  some  assistance  from  the  people  on the 
ground  and be   able   to  determine why   this  other   lens   is not 
transmitting  properly.     Houston,   did  you  get   any   light at 
all  coming  through  that   telephoto  lens? <>4 - 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   we  were   getting what  you were       1 f*c- J— 
showing us  on your  normal  lens.     I  don't  think we  got  any- "~ 
thing  on  the  telephoto.     We  are working on  it  now.    One  of    /-*     - <UU. ''!/ 

the  problems   seems   to  be   that   it   is   a  low  light   level   Ipna         <^ " 
sielre_afraid  that  you might bu^n  it  out  pointing It  at some- 

thing to bright. 
SC Well,   the  Earth  is  very,  very bright. 

There   is  nothing  in  the   lens  you  can  burn  out     the camera 
still  seems   to  be working.     We   can  give  you  a  luminous reading 
on  the  Earth  right  now  if  you like. 

CAPCOM Frank,  how about  a  couple  of words on 
your  health   to   the  wide world. 

SC Well  we  are   all  in very   good  shape. Jim 
is  busy  working  preparing  lunch.     Bill  is   playing cameraman 
right  now,   and  I  am about  to   take  a  light  reading on the 
Earth.     We   all   feel   fine,     It  was   a very  exciting  ride on 
that big Saturn,  but  it worked perfectly.    We  are looking 
forward,   of  course,   now,   for  the  day  after  tomorrow when we 
will  be  just  60  miles   away   from  the Moon. 

CAPCOM Good.     You  all   look  great   on Candid 
TV. 

SC Okay.     I  just   got   a  ready  on  the Earth, 
Hous t on.     It   is   320.     The  Earth   Is   showing  320  lumens now. 
You  get  a  closeup  of  Jim Lovell,   Bill,   and  let  everyone see 
he  has   all   ready   outdistanced  us   in  the  beard  race.     Jim has 
got   quite   a  beard  going  all ready. 

LOVELL Happy  Birthday, Mother. 
SC Okay.     Jim is  going to  take  a shot of 

us  from  the  Lower Equipment  Bay,   and  then we have  to  get back 
to our  passive   thermal  control  in  the bar-b-que mode so that 
we  don't  get  cne  side  of  the  spacecraft  too hot  for  too long 
a  time.     So we will  be  signing  off  here,   and we will  be looking 
forward   to  seeing you  all   again shortly. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Good  by   from Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
PAO We have  had  our  picture  cut  off  now after 

that   television  transmission.     Total  duration  of  some  20 minutes 
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PAO During  Chat  TV  transmission we  got some 
very enthusiastic  comments  from the crew on the view from 
some  120 000 miles  from Earth.    Borman described  the Earth 
very beautiful looking blue,   covered with white clouds. He 
also reported  that  all three crewmen at  this point are in 
very good shape and all  feel  fine.    At  31 hours  24 minutes 
into the mission  this is Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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(CAPcfOM This  is  Apollo  Control,  Houston, at 
31 hoWs 39 minutes into the mission. At the present time, 
we have completed the shift change at Mission Control. Our 
Flight  Director Milton Windier has  relieved Clifford 
Chai"±e~sworth  and  our   capsule   communicator^ is astronaut  

Ten—Mdddiugly-. This—i-s—a^reiatively  quiet  period in the 
"tilght  pTanVlt  is  a sleep  period  for  Commander  Frank Borman, 
and we  do not  have  any  significant  activities  listed for 
the  other  two  crewmen  until  some   33 hours  30 minutes into 
the mission.     Just  about,   two more  hours  before  any signif- 
icant   crew  activities   are   scheduled  in   the   flight plan. 
On hand  is  an  accumulated  tape  of  conversations  that occurred 
prior  to  the  press  conference  and  during  the  change of 
shift   press   conference.   We'll  play   that  back   for you now, 
and  then pick  up with whatever  conversation  is  going on 
with  the  crew at   the time. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,   request S-band 
normal mode  ranging  to OFF,   and  S-band normal mode PCM 
to  PCM.     I   say  again,   S-band  normal  mode   ranging OFF, 
S-band normal mode  PCM to PCM. 

SC Apollo  8  to Houston,  will  stand by 
in   this   configuration   for  a moment. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,   three communications 
switch  positions  good.     S-band  (garble)   to  down voice back- 
up.     S-band normal mode  PCM pm off.     Telemetry input 
PCM pm high.     I   say   again  S-band   tape   to  down voice 
backup.     S-band normal mode  PCM to OFF.     Telemetry input 
PCM to high.     Reading you weak,   but  clear now Bill. 

SC (Too  low  to be understood)   Apollo 8, 
Houston. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8 Houston,   Go ahead. 
SC (Too  low  to be understood) 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Unable   to copy. 

After about 1 minute of this configuration, we're going 
to return to normal voice and at that time we should be 
able   to  hear  you better. 

SC Roger.     What   telemetry  is   the (garble) 
going  through  right now? 

CAPCOM Roger.     We  are  in mode  7-10  in the 
coram  test  modes  in  tape 223. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Free switch 
positions.     Telemetry  input  PCM switch  to LOW, S-band 
normal  mode  voice  to  VOICE,  S-band normal mode  PCM to 
PCM.     I  say  again Telemetry  input PCM switch  to LOW, 
S-band normal mode  voice  to VOICE,   S-band normal mode PCM 
to  PCM. Over. 

CAPCOM Reading  you  very weak. 
SC Reading you loud  and  clear. Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Requesting S-band 
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CAPCOM 
again. S-band 

CAPCOM 
normal  mode ranging 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

and  clear.     How me? 
CAPCOM 

Over. 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

normal 
normal mode 

Apollo 8, Houston 
to RANGING. Over 
Apollo 8, Houston 
Houston, Apollo 8 
Beautiful, Frank. 

mode ranging to RANGING. I say 
ranging  to  RANGING. Over. 

Requesting S-band 

Over . 
How do you 

I  m reading 
read? 
you loud 

Apollo  8,  Houston.     How  do you read? 

Apollo 
Apollo 

8, 
8, 

Go ahead, 

this is 
this is 
Houston 

Hous t on. 
Houston. 

Apollo 

Over, 
Over , 

8 
Roger.     Reading you  loud and clear How 

me 
loud 

T 

ranging 

You're 
Okay. We're 
to RANGING. 
I  guess we didn 

and  clear, Michael, 
still  looking  for  the S-band 

t  hear   that one Going 

in RANGING 
you . 

Apo1lo 

now 

8 
to 

Roge r 
We're 
Thank 
Hous ton, 

now ? 
Apollo 8, 

•footer. Over. 
Okay.     Our  s i gnal 

up here. 
Roger.     I understand 

Hous ton 

What  size antenna 

We're working to 

strength for our AGC 

Apollo  8, Houston Requesting S-band 
back  in  the normal 

SC 
CAPCOM 

normal mode 
SC 

to RANGING. 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

are you going 
CAPCOM 

extension a 30 
SC 

is  pretty low 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

off  state   to  OFF.     This   should  put us 
configuration. Over. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Go  ahead,   Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay.     S-band  off   state   to  OFF. That 

returns us  to normal for configuration and we need a couple 
of   items   from you.     First,   the  PMC  and  LMC  status report 
(including  PIV  readings   on  all   three   crewmembers)   and we'd 
like  to know did you chlorinate  the water after your last 
meal.     Over. 

SC No. 
yet  and we'll get 

CAPCOM 
SC 

Apollo  8.     Do you 
CAP COM 
SC 

OFF  for possibly 

we haven't  chlorinated  the water, 
the   other   for you. 

Roger.     Thank you. 
Houston,   do  you show 

show  the  FM on now? 
Stand by  and we'll check 

FM - Houston, 

i t 
Because our S-band off state 

we  don't  have  control  of it. 

Bill . 
has been 
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CAPCOM Apollo 8, 
all the communications switch 
Bill. 

SC 
SC 

4 -  that's   .04, for 
CAPCOM 

Ho us ton. 
functions are 

'e  switched and 
operating normally 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

let's  see  -  31 20? 
CAPCOM 
SC 

try it again 
trial run to 
wait  and try 

Okay,   Mike,   thank you. 
Mike,   the PRD  readings   for  the CDR 
the  CMP  is   .64,   and  for  the LMP  is . 
Good.     I  copy   .04,   .64,   .25. Thank 
Rog . 
Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
Oh,  hi,   Gene,  how  are you doing? 
Roger.     Fine. Over. 
Is  this Jerry. 
This  is him. 
Listen,  we show a TV  count  up here - 

Affirmative. 
We're  about  in the right position to 

and we wondered  if  you wanted  us  to  take a 

are 
.25 . 
you, 

it? 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

us  an update 
CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 

plot it. 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

loosing the 
only way we 

see if it will work. Or do 
it when  they're supposed to 

you just want to 
go on  the air with 

GNC to give 
on our 

Okay.     Stand by  a minute. 
Houston,   Apollo   8. Over. 
Go  ah-ead,   Apollo 8. 
Roger.     Could you ask the 
prop  quantity, please? 
Wilco.     You're  going  to  the  RCS. 
Roge r. 
If  you'll  get  Jimmy kind  of  slow, I'll 

All  right,  we'll  come in, now. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 

This   is  Apollo 8. 
reference  the early TV, we're 
now,   and  it  looks  like the 
the early TV pass  in anyhow, 

try  to  look at  it  there. So 

Go ahead. 
Okay. In 

high gain antenna 
would have gotten 
it  to  remote and was  to send 

we're going to scrub that idea. We'll just pick up with 
the signal TV. The (garble) remaining are the high-gain 
dependent  type,   and we'll put  those  off  until  the TV session 
is completed, and we'll work on the fuel propellant curve 
for you now. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

What we're  going to 
crank  it  up  as soon 
and   it   looks   like - 
31:07, 
there. 

Thank you 
Apollo 8, 
do on the 
as we get 
my guess 

Okay,  Apollo  8, 
go  ahead and  let you 

high  gain antenna, 
will be about 

and we'll just use  this  to - while we have the coverage 
I have  an update   to your TLI  plus  35  test.     Now we 

Hous ton. 
TV  is to 
back  on the 

is  that this 
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CAPCOM have  to  correct  the  (garble)   on there. 
So when you get that out  let me know and I'll read it to 
you. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay.     On   the  TLI  plus   35  pass   the update 

I want  to  give you is"the  last  three  lines  in the block. 

END OF TAPE. 
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SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay.    TLI  plus   35  PAD  the  update I 

want  to give you  is  the  last  3  lines  in the block.    The EMS 
range  to go  13084  35985  0984217, over. 

SC Understand,   reading  13084  35985 0984217. 
CAPCOM That  is affirmative. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We  are  about  to have 

a hand over  to Goldstone,  and our  down  link will be through 
then.     I don't know if you will notice any difference  in our 
uplink or not.    Apollo  8,  Houston.    Apollo  8, Houston. 

SC Go   ahead Houston,   you  are   loud  and clear. 
CAPCOM Okay.    We have switched sites over to 

Goldstone now.     I  don't  know  if  you can  tell  any difference 
in our uplink.    Okay,  you have cleared up quite a bit. It 
sounds a lot better to us. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay.     I have  some RCS  quantity data 

for you.    We are all set up to receive the TV whenever you 
get high-gain  looking at us. 

SC Okay.     Let  me  get  turned around here. 
Go  ahead with  the  quads  propellant  quantities please. 

CAPCOM Okay,  Apollo  8.     alpha minus  225 pounds 
74 percent  bravo 240 

SC Slower please. 
CAP COM Roger.     I will  repeat.     alpha 225 

74  percent,  bravo  240  pounds  79  percent,  charlie  236 - 
78 percent,   delta  238 -  79  percent,  I would  like  to remind 
you on  the TV  that we  need narrow beam width when you get 
up  in high  gain. Over. 

SC Roger.     Understand.     Houston,   how do 
you read Apollo 8? 

CAPCOM Loud  and  clear,  Apollo 8. 
SC Okay.     Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Okay.     I have a 

few items  for you here  I would  like  to  clear up  and then 
leave you alone  for a while.    The  first  thing is we would 
like  for you to  confirm that your  spot  meter had an ASA 
setting of   100. 

SC That  is confirmed. 
CAPCOM Okay.    Thank you.    That was  one  of the 

first  questions  that  came  to mind.    we  are  ready  for a trial 
fan cycle at  any  time.    Use  your normal procedures. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM All  right.     You can anticipate  a fuel 

cell purge at   35 hours.    We ought to be  through with battery 
A charging somewhere  after  34 hours.    Looks  like you will 
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CAPCOM have  just  about  a  full  battery there. 
We will  give you  a  call  on  the exact  time  to  cut  it off. 
We would  like  to  get  some  confirmation  from you  on the 
chlorine  procedures.     Did you  get  some  in  last night  or not? 
Just  a quick  summary  of how much  sleep you  got  on Lovell and 
Ande rs ? 

SC Okay.    We  got  the  chlorine  in and the 
water has been chlorinated and ju9t a minute I will check 
with  them on  their sleep. 

CAPCOM I  am sorry  I  didn't  copy  that sleep. 
SC Say   again, Ken. 
CAPCOM I  am sorry  I  didn't  copy your  last, Frank. 
SC I was  asking you  to say - say what you said 

Jim had  about  4  hours  sleep,   and  Bill  had  about   3 hours sleep. 
CAPCOM Okay.     Thank  you very much. 
SC We   feel  pretty   good   today.     We would like 

to  see  in  looking over  the  flight  plan,   perhaps we  ought to 
put  the  rest  periods  a  little bit  shorter and more frequent. 
It   seems   it  might  work  out  better.     We  got   all  out  of kilter 
on  it  yesterday.     We  are  sort  of  trying  to  get  back  in a 
normal  cycle. 

CAPCOM Okay.     We  will   look  into that. 
SC You  all  are  doing  good work.     Keep  it up. 
CAPCOM Okay.    Thank you.     Looks  like  the only 

other  thing we have  left  over  is  a  COMM check  and  if we can 
work  that  in without  interrupting your present  schedule we 
would   like to. 

SC Okay.     Right  now we  are  stopping  for a 
break,   but  we will   go  ahead  and  do   that.     What   does it 
involve ? 

CAPCOM Okay.     We will need  the high-gain antenna, 
and  there  should be no  con loss  during  this mode. 

SC Okay,  Ken.     I  think we  are  going to 
lose   the  high  gain here   shortly.     Why   don't we  pick  it up 
next   time   it   comes around? 

CAPCOM Real fine. 
SC Remember,  the most important part of the 

trip  occurs  in  two  days when we  start  back.     So  you  all get 
better   rested too. 

CAPCOM Will  do that. 
CAPCOM Affirmative,   Apollo 8. 
PAO That  brings   us   up   to  date  with the 

communications with  the  spacecraft  at  present.    At  this time 
it  is  quiet.     We  have  had  no   further  communications  with the 
crew.     We  expect   that   it  will   remain  quiet   for  the next 
hour  or  two.     At  the present   time,  Apollo  8  is  at  an altitude 
of   123  768 nautical miles,   and  our  current  velocity reading 
here  at Mission Control is 4568  feet  per second.    I believe 
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PAO this  is  in conflict with  a  figure given 
earlier on  the velocity in our previous  announcement.    I re- 
call  is being reported at  about 4400  feet per second. I 
would  like  to point  that  the spacecraft  is  continuing to 
decelerate  and  the reference  to 4400 feet per second in a 
previous  announcement would be incorrect .    The  current read- 
as  I  said  4568  feet  per  second on  the velocity.     At  31 hours 
57 minutes  into  the mission  this  is  Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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SC Good by   from Apollo 8 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC I hope we  can  get  that  other lens 

fixed.    Or some  reading on it. 
CAPCOM Roger.    We  are  going  to work, on  that one. 

The one  that  is  sensitive  to light  is  lens  that you were 
just using.    You want to be careful about pointing that at 
some bright object. 

SC Roger.    We are starting PPC again. I 
believe  that  lens hasn't been used for quite awhile, Ken. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  32  hours   14 minutes 
into  the  flight now.     Apollo  8 is  currently  at  an altitude of 
124  506 nautical miles,   traveling at  a speed of 40  546 feet 
per second.     And we are  in  touch with  the spacecraft  at this 
time.     We'll  pick  up  communication  and  follow it  along as it 
develops. 

SC Communication check. 
CAPCOM Okay,   standing by.    Apollo  8, Houston. 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay Apollo 8,  looks  like we're going to 

have  to  put   this  com  test  off because  of  some  tracking require- 
ments.    We  can do  it  in  about  an hour  if  this will not interfere 
with your present  operations  too much.    It'll  take maybe  15 to 
20 minutes,   and  it will  involve  some  conversation on  the part 
of  the people  onboard  the spacecraft.     So  if  that's  going to 
interfere with your  sleeping and  all,  why  go  ahead and we'll 
defer  to  that  and we'll pick  these  requirements  up some other 
time.    Heh,   I've  got  a score here,   looks  like Baltimore 21 to 
nothing. 

SC Who were  they playing? 
CAPCOM How about Minnesota. 
SC That's   from that  other  league.    How did 

last  year's  Army  - Navy  game  come out? 
PAO This  is Apollo Control, we don't appear to 

have  anymore  conversation developing with  the spacecraft. Check 
with  the  Flight  Dynamics  Officer down here  in Mission Control 
Center  indicate  that   the  spacecraft will  continue  to decelerate 
until  about  55  hours   38 minutes  ground elapse  time.    At that 
point  our estimate  is  that  it 'will  come into  the Moon's sphere 
of  influence  or perhaps  more  accurately  the Moon's gravitional 
attraction will  become  the dominant  force  acting on  the space- 
craft,   and  the spacecraft will begin  to  accelerate  again. At 
this  point  it's  altitude will  be  about   176  thousand nautical 
miles.     It will be about  30  thousand nautical miles  from the 
Moon.    At  32 hours  20 minutes  into  the flight  this  is Apollo 
Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at   32  hour  48 min- 
utes.    Now we're  in  communication with  the spacecraft  at this 
time,   and we'll  bring you  up  to  date with  a  tape recording 
on  the earlier part  of the conversation and 
live . 

Go  ahead,  Apollo 8. 
Roger.     We've  turned up 

your quantities, please? 
Okay.     S tand by. 
We  advised  the CMP. 
Okay.     And  our  guys  down here  are watching 

pointing program,  so  anytime you're not using 
alpha,   they'd  like  to watch  it  for  a couple 

me 

CAPCOM 
SC 

Could you give 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

high gain antenna 
the DUSKY  fan in 

then pick it up 

all  the cryos 

of  cycles,   so  if you would leave 
it will  help  a  lot down here. 

SC Okay.     Why don't 
and we'll  try  that for  the next time 

CAPCOM Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, are 

ground quantities? 
SC I'm ready. 

that noun  51  on  the display 

you give us  react angles 

you ready 

How about 02 

to copy from 

first. 
CAPCOM Okay.     02  tank   1,   I  show 88.1 percent. 
SC Okay.     Could you  give  it  to me in pounds, 

please? 
CAPCOM Okay.    You'll have  to stand by while we 

convert that. 
SC That's  okay,  Gene,   go  ahead, I •11 take 

the percent. 
CAPCOM Okay.    We will  try  and get the pounds for 

you,   too, though Tank  1  oxygen 88.1. 
SC What  time is  that for? 
CAPCOM This  is  present . 
SC 32:30,   okay. 

Okay,  I've  got  32:25.    And 02 CAPCOM - okay, 
02  tank   1, 88.1, 02  tank  2, 87.37, 

SC Is  that   .37 or .36? 
CAPCOM .37 . 
SC Roger,   got it. 
CAPCOM H2  tank  1,   75.  niner  7. Tank 2, 78.06. 

Over. 
SC Okay,   thank  you very much. It looks good 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 

END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  at   40   rather   32 hours 
45 minutes.    At  the present  time  the  spacecraft  is  at an 
altitude   of   125   723 nautical  miles,   traveling  at   a  speed now 
of  459   feet   per  second.     We've  been  in   coversation with the 
crew  for   the   last   couple  of  minutes.     At   the  present time 
lunar module  pilot,  Bill  Anders  and  command module  pilot Jim 
Lovell  are  attempting  to  get  a little  bit  of  sleep. Anders 
requested   a   few  moments   ago   that   he  be   given   a   go   ahead to 
take   a  Sec onal   tablet.     This   is   one  of   the  short   acting sleeping 
pills  carried aboard  the  spacecraft.     And  the medics have 
given  him  the   go   ahead   to  take   the  Seconal   tablet. We'll 
play  back   that   tape   for  you  now  and   then  stand by   for further 
conversation with  the crew. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

you.     I would like 
to   check  a battery 

SC 
CAPCOM 

affirm? 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Okay, just a couple of things 

to get a battery C voltage. I 
manifold pressure. 

Bat tery   C   37  volts . 
Understand  37  volts  on battery 

I need from 
would like 

C,   is that 

37 . 
Okay , thank you 

one 
you.     And if 

battery manifold  pressure,   like  to  read that 
SC Point  6  volts . 
CAPCOM All  right  understand  point 6 

angle you asked for on the high-gain antenna are 
45,   and  yaw  90. 

can  give the 

volts. The 
pitch minus 

SC 
go  to high-gain 
on  the  beam that 

Okay , 
antenna, 

this 
we're 

is Apollo 8, I 
about  ready to 

m just going 
pick  you up 

to 

the beam 
CAPCOM 

star visibility 

Roger,  we'll  get  that on high-gain when 

thank you 
come back on high gain, 

works  on  react. 
Okay,   and   I have 

item for  you  to pick 
that. 

SC 
we  get  back   to you. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

that   one   again next 
visibility   is scheduled 
it'll be star number 31. The angles are roll 
23.4,   yaw  14.3,   shaft  and  trunion  zero, over. 

SC Star  31,   roll   184.7, pitch 

a scanning telescope 
up when you're ready to copy 

Okay , 
We ' 11 
Ro-ge r . 
That's  not   fair,   we're   there already. 
That's  pretty  good acrovision. 
You  guys  are  reading  the  disky.     Go  ahead Houston, 
Okay,   Apollo   8,   believe we  ought   to try 
time.    And  the scanning telescope star 

for  a  34   10  in  the  flight  plan. And 
184.7, pitch 

23.4,  yaw 14.3, 
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and start  at  shaft  and  trunion at zero. 
CAPCOM That's  affirm,   and  that's  copy  star 31. 
SC That's  roger, 31. 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC LMP would  like  to take a Seconal and hit 

the hay. 
CAPCOM Okay,   that's a go. 
SC Okay,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Telemetry  data  to data. 
SC Normal mode voice  to voice;   telemetry data 

to data. 
CAPCOM Okay,  uptelemetry command to normal. 
SC Normal. 
CAPCOM High-gain antenna track auto. 
SC Roger,   on auto. 
CAPCOM High-gain antenna beam width to narrow. 
SC Beam width narrow. 
CAPCOM Okay,  this will be our base line data 

check. This will be a full uplink voice with ranging and 
fold down link. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control  at  33 hours 
13 minutes.     At  the present  time we  are  involved  in  a series 
of  communications  checks with  the  spacecraft.    We will pick 
that  up  for you at   the beginning  and  continue  to monitor 
live . 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     We  are  going to have 
to belay   the   COMM  check again. 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8.     How  do  you read? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    You call? 
SC Roger.     We  lost  you  for  a while there. 

Are  you  reading  us  there now? 
CAPCOM Loud   and  clear now. 
SC Okay.     Thank  you,   so  are we. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8,   do  you want   to  try that 

AUTO REACT 33 plus  24  looks  like  a good  time  and  the angles 
are   the   same.     And   the   late  ball   scores   are   24   to   14 — 

SC (Inaudible) 
CAPCOM All right. 
SC Say again. 
CAPCOM I   say  a  late  ball  score  here is 
SC Do you have  the ball scores? 
CAPCOM 24   to 14. 
SC Baltimore over Vikings? 
CAPCOM Affirm. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Co  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC We have  reached  the scan limit on the 
gain, what do   you want   us   to   do   about   it now? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  what we would like to do with 

these   angles   is   set   it  in AUTO  REACT  over  on  panel   2, and 
it  is  under  the  tracking  for  the high-gain antenna,   and it 
will   —   the   lower  position  will   say   REACT.     On   the position 
dials we would  like  to  set  pitch  to minus  45  and  the yaw to 
90 . 

SC Pitch minus  45,  yaw 90. 
CAPCOM Okay.     Stand  by 1. 
SC Roger.     We   could   leave   it   in  REACT if 

you want  to  use  the high  gain  to  keep  from waking us up 
every rev. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     I  think we may have 
gotten  off  on   a  tangent.     These  are  pitch  and  yaw angles 
that we  called up  to you  for  the high-gain antenna were 
in  responce  tovBill's  request  to  know what  position we could 
put   on   there   for  a  --  for   the AUTO  REACT  position.     We can 
straight  — still  reamins  if we  don't want   to be  on  an omni 
antenna  at   the  same   time.     We  are  in   the  AUTO  REACT position 
we  should be  in  one  or  the  other.     So,   you  can use that 
information  if  you want  to  try  it  out.    Otherwise  the procedure 
he  has  been  using  all   along will  be  just   fine. Over. 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     I  am transmitting 
in  the blind  right now.    Our  downlink isn't working,  so -- 

PAO This  is Apollo Control  at  33 hours 
17  minutes.    At  the present  time  the spacecraft is  at an 
altitude  of   126  969  nautical  miles  from Earth  traveling at 
a speed  of  4471  feet  per  second.     We have no further 
communication with  the  crew at  this  time.    We will take 
circuit  down and  stand by  to  come  up  again when next we are 
in  touch with  the spacecraft.     This  is  Apollo  Control at 
33 hours  18 minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  33 hours 
38 minutes.     Spacecraft,   at   this   time,   is   128,179 nautical 
miles  from Earth  and  our  velocity  is  4434  feet  per second. 
We're  still  involved  from time  to  time with  the communica- 
tions  checks  with  the  spacecraft.   One  of  those  is  in progress 
at  this   time  and we'll  pick  up  the beginning and  continue to 
follow along. 

SC 
CAP COM 

now . 
SC 
CAP COM 

there. 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

to  try  this high 
I believe you're 

SC 
CAP COM 

maybe we  can get 
verify   that you' 
sleep here 

SC 

Houston,   do you  read Apollo 8? 
Right,  Apollo  8.     Read you weak but clear 

Roger,   Thank you. 
Okay,   looks  like we had  a ground problem 

Roger. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go ahead. 
Okay,   looks  like we're  at  a good attitude 

gain  antenna on  the  COM check one more time, 
still on an omni.    Is  that correct? 

Roge r. 
Okay,   if we  could  try  the high  gain and 

started  on  this  COM check.     I'd  also  like to 
ve  got   the  LMP  and  the  CMP  trying to  get some 

you too 
is 97.5 

felt 

CAP COM 
SC 
badly. 
CAP COM 

and we could use an oral temp from 
All right, my temperature 
Okay,   thank you. 
That's what  it was  this morning when I 

COM 

COM 

COM 
look at it 

SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
SC 
CAP 

taking a 
SC 
CAP COM 

little background 
CAP COM 

good  lock. Wonder 
AUTO on  the tracks 

SC 
CAP COM 
CAP COM 

doing  right now is 

to omni now, Ken? 
go  to high gain. 

All   right,   thank you 
Do you want me  to go 
I'd  like   for  you to 
High gain? 
Yes sir. 
High  gain. 
This  is  Apollo  8 on high gain. 
Rog.     You're  kind  of  weak now but we're 

Houston,   Apollo 8 
I 1m reading 

on high gain, 
you  loud with just a 

We're  not getting 

Okay , 
nois e. 

Apollo  8, Houston 
if we  could  try making sure  that we 
and  that we're  now beam width? 
Stand by.    How's  that, Houston? 
Okay.     That works  real good. 
Apollo   8,   this   is Houston, 

sending 

re 
a 
in 

dateline  data and we 
What were 

'11 be in the 
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and 
SC 

then 
CAP 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 

probleras 
to start 
mode so 
change. 
armlo ck 

.   .   mode  for another  couple of minutes 
we'll be moving out  to  a conditional.. 
COM 
COM 

COM 
and we're 
into our test, 

you'll probably 
This will  be a 

However, your 

Apollo 8, Houston, 
Apollo 8, Houston. 
Houston, Apollo 8, read you 
Okay, we are receiving some 

reading you weak but clear. 

How do you read? 

five by. 
ground 
We're ready 

We  re  going  to be  changing our 
hear  a burst  of noise  as we make the 
noise   that   sounds   like  an S-band 
AEC  leader will  lock  out.    This is 

due  to  the  modulation  of  the  uplink.    There will be about 
2  minutes   and  during  this   time,   you will  hear  one  burst of 
noise. 

CAP COM 
CAP COM 
CAP COM 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

along?     This  is the 
SC 

trying to hold the 
CAP COM 

minute,   I think. 
SC 

to do it  quietly. 
CAP COM 
CAP COM 

Apollo 
Apollo 
Apollo 
Apollo 
Go ahead, 
Apollo 8, 

8, 
8, 
8, 
8, 

Houston 
Hous ton 
Houston 
Hous ton. 
Hous ton. 
this is 

Voice check. Over. 
Ready  to check. 

Houston.     Do you read? 

Okay,   thank you.  Were  you  reading all 
first  time we've heard you  call back. 
Houston,  we're  reading you but we're 

noise  down so  we  can  get  some sleep. 
We'll be  through with  this  in just a 

Roger.     I will  answer you but  I'll try 

Okay , 
Okay, 

like we  did yesterday is 
to uplink command and ranging 
this  mode  for  approximately 2 

Bill. 
Apollo  8,  next  portion  of  the test 
We'll  be  changing  the uplink mode 

with  no  upvoice.    We'll be in 
and  1/2  minutes  and send two 

test messages.     During  this   time,  we will not  have uplink. 
We  are  going  into  this  mode  at  time  33:48:30  and we'll be 
back  in  this  configuration  at  33:50:00. Over. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM At  time  33 48  30,  and we'll be back in 
this  configuration  at  33  50, over. 

CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston,  are you clear? 
SC Clear Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   fine.    How about  telemetry input 

PCM switch  to  low please? 
SC You're  in  low, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger.    Apollo 8, we've completed third 

test;  we're  going into  the  final  test now.    PCM switch to 
high please.     Apollo  8,  Houston,  we're  going  to  switch uplink 
to  the upvoice backup  for  about  2  minutes,   and may  take a 
few seconds  to link the  transition.    And we'll be back up at 
33 56  in our normal mode  to  place  the uptelemetry data switch 
to  upvoice  backup  at   this   time, over. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston on backup voice. 
SC Loud  and clear, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   fine,   thank you.    Apollo  8, we're 

still back up  to  telemetry  data switch  to data.     Apollo 8, 
Houston.     Apollo  8,  Houston.     Stand by,   guess we've got 
85  foot site voice back now,   the noise went away.    Apollo 8, 
Hous ton. 

SC Go ahead, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC 
.CAPCOM 

test.     Thanks for 
to  a map sighting 
your  star  a little 

SC 
CAPCOM 

and  have sighting 

Go  ahead, Houston. 
Okay.     Apollo   8  that   completes   our COMM 

your  cooperation.     I have  a change here 
that will  come  up  3420.    We want  to change 
bit   there.     Are  you  ready   to copy? 

Ready   to  copy . 
Okay Apollo 8. We would 

as   follows:     we  would like 
like to change 
to  use  star 26, 

that   is   2   6,     we would   like   to  make  it  Earth-near horizon 
for 2  sets,   2  sets.     Then we would  like  to  take  star 16 
Earth  far horizon   1  set.     If  star  26  near  Earth horizon 
not  possible,   star  16  Earth  far horizon  1  set,   and star 
Earth  far horizon,   1  set. Over. 

SC Roger,   Houston.     Be   advised  the CMP 
asleep  and whatever  you  better  put   those  off   for awhile 

CAPCOM Okay.     Stand by.     Apollo  8.    We can 
this  off.       What  we will  probably  need  from you  is some 
of  an estimate  of when  you  think  somebody will be available 
to work  on  it,   and  we   are  working   on  how  much  lead   time we 
need now. 

Stand by   1.     Houston,   why  don't  you figure 
the CMP will  sleep another couple  of hours,   then  the LMP 
and   then   the   CDR  up   to   about   43  hours. Over. 

Okay . 
Then we will  start  off  with   the  CMP again 

is 
22 

is 

put 
kind 

in 

SC 
CMP will 
then the 

CAPCOM 
SC 

about  44. 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

was scheduled 

Apollo   8, Houston, 
Go  ahead, Houston 
Okay.     We   can put 

apparently  for 420. 
off this map sighting. 
We  can put  it off. It 

judging  from your   comments   about  sleeping,   we would  like to 
get  to it  as  soon as we  can.    Right now our plans  are to 
sight   at   2  hours.     We  will  do   the  P-52   by   sighting  it back 
to  the same  thing since it is  associated with the P-23. 
So  if   that   is   a  convenient   time   for  you why we  will plan 
on  that. 

We   are   doing   the   P-52  now.     Do  you want SC 
us  to continue? 

CAPCOM 
isn't   going  to help 
anyhow. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

to be  up   in  a couple 
hours   to 3620. 

SC 
one  there  and  pick 

CAPCOM 

Wei1, as 
us   any . 

far   as   we   are   concerned that 
We will have  to  do it  over again 

Okay.    What   time  did you want  to do it? 
Well,   if  you  think  that  Jim  is going 

of  hours  why   that  will   fly  us two 

Okay.    We will  go  ahead  an make another 
it  up  there . 
Okay.     That  will  be  real  fine.     Thank you 
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SC What we are going to try  to do is get 
back on the sleep cycle to those sleep periods just prior 
to LOI by  taking shorter cycles  for each man. 

CAPCOM Real fine. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control  at  34 hours 
10 minutes.    As you heard in that  conversation with 
commander Frank Borman we will be rescheduling part of the 
flight plan activity  in order  to allow Jim Lovell to continue 
sleeping.    That  is  the mid-course  activity scheduled to 
occur between  34 and 35 hours  in the  flight plan. Current 
plans  are  to move  that back about  2 hours.    Do it after 
Lovell has had a chance  to get some rest.    Borman also advised 
that following Lovell's sleep period,  Anders would attempt 
to get  a few hours of rest.    That he himself would try and 
get some  rest.    At  34 hours  11 minutes  into  the flight this 
is Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control at  34 hours  23 min- 
utes.    And  the past  few minutes we've been in conversation 
with   the   spacecraft.     Frank  Borman  and  Lunar Module Pilot 
Bill Anders  and  Bill  advised  that  he was  preparing to join 
Jim Lovell  in  getting  a  little bit  of  sleep,   and  Frank Borman 
advised  that when  one  of  the  two wakes up  a  little  later on, 
he'll  try  and  get  a  few hours  of  rest,   also.    We'll play back 
the  tape with  that  conversation  and  then  continue  to follow 
on  any  conversation live. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   go ahead. 
SC How about  giving us  some  react angles 

and we'll  stay   in react. 
CAPCOM Say   it   again please. 
SC Okay.     Give  us  some  react angles. 
CAPCOM Wilco. 
SC Say  it again. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     I hadn't  said any- 

thing  at  that   time.    We're  digging some  angles  out  for you 
now.     In  reference  to your earlier question  about  the sleep 
cycle   juggling  et   cetera,   we  agree  with  your  comment. We 
would  like  to  get back- on  the  flight plan  as  far  as  the sleep 
cycles  and so  forth  are  concerned by  the  time we  get into 
lunar orbit.     So we'd  like  for you  to  use  your  own judgment 
about  the most  efficient way  to  accommodate  the sleep cycles 
and  proportion  it  up  among yourselves.    We would  like  to have 
you keep  us  informed  about who's  doing what  and what your 
plans   are.     We  have   the   1P23   that  we  slipped  2  hours. We'd 
like  to  get   the  other  one  in.     We  can  also  adjust  the time 
for  the  other P23  if  it's  going  to  conflict  - I  guess that's 
two  more  P23's.     We   can  adjust   the  time   for  those  if you'll 
let  us  know what  your  forecast  is   for when Jim will be avail- 
able  to  take  some  sightings.     So  the big message  is  that we'd 
like   to work  around whatever  your  desires  are.     If you'll let 
us  know,  we'll pick  some  stars  and some  angles  and have them 
ready  for you. 

SC Okay,  Houston.     The  CMP will be up at 
36:36 hours.     The  LMP  is  going  to  sleep now,   and he'll sleep 
through  until  40  and  then  I'll  stagger  that  in and  try  to go 
to  sleep  around  30  to  37  so  that  by  the  time we  get  to  day 3 
we'll  all be back  on  the  same  direct  sleep cycle. 

CAPCOM Okay,   real  fine.    Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     React  angles look 

like minus  45  in Pitch,   plus  90  in Yaw,   and  34  23  for the 
t ime . 

SC Roger.     Copy.     This   is   good  users react 
because  it keeps  the  caution warning from going on. 

CAPCOM Rog.     I  understand  that.    Are you leaving 
the high-gain  antenna on  after  it  swings  over  to  the recut 
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CAPCOM 
SC 

high gain antenna? 
SC 

much ? 
CAPCOM 
SC 

*.ntenna  for awhile? 
Okay,   let's  tell them 

position? 
Do you have any  reason  for  us  to  use the 

Do you  think we need  that,   really, very 

the for awhile 

the 
you 

you 

Stand by. 
Why  can we  just  not  use  the high gain 
Getting high  bit  rate  on  the omni's 

then  that we'll just not worry about 
(Garble) 

Houston,   this  is  the LMP.    Before  I hit 
give me  a  rundown on  our  systems  the way 

omni 
SC 

sack, could 
see them? 

CAPCOM Okay,  we'll put   that  together  for you 
and we were  just  talking  about  the  redundant  ECS components 
check  and we were  going  to put   that  off  until  everybody's had 
a  chance  to  get  some  sleep.    Trying  to keep  these men from 
going  to  the  left  hand couch. 

SC Oh,   that would be nice.     I  sent Lovell 
one man sleeping under the 
one man sleeping on our 

right couch. 

onto the couch, though. I've got 
left  couch here  -  right  couch and 

CAPCOM 
and one  on the 

SC 
CAPCOM 

high gain, the 
here for several more 
use  of  the high gain. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM 

like  to terminate 
SC 

Okay . 
right  couch . 

Roger,   that's affirmed. 
Okay,   and  in  reference  to the 

il  looks  like we can  live with the 
hours,   if you would like to 

I  understand you ve  got  one under 

omni versus 
omni antennas 
delete the 

CAPCOM 
SC 

37,3 volts . 
CAPCOM 
SC 

status. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

looking? 
CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 

real fine, 
so you have 
temperature 

Good  doing Houston. 
Okay before you pitch your eyeballs  there, we 

the battery charge. 
I  knew  you  guys  would   get me. 
Got   you. 
Okay  the battery  charge  is terminated at 

Okay, thank 
Standing by 

Okay, we'll 
How  are the 

you 
for your systems 

pulling that 
PU valve and 

together now 
SPS 9/10ths 

Okay,   I'll   test  that. 
We just  had  (garble)   I understand. 
Systems   look  okay, Houston? 
Okay,   Apollo  8.     All   the  systems look 

You've  got  an RCS quad update on the quantity, 
that   information.     The  SPS  oxidizer  feed line 
and  the  fuel  temperature are both at  73 degrees. 
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CAPCOM The  cryo profile is  running right on the 
line.     Battery A - our  calculation have  39.63  amp hours, 
Battery  B,   37.94,   and Battery  Charlie,   38.46.    The conn 
continues   to be  running ahead of  predictions  In quality and 
circuit  margins.     Everything  else  looks  like  it's  real fine. 

SC 
voice  on  the  PMC of 

CAPCOM 
Not  looking forward 

SC 
I   figure,   for that. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

though, Bill. 
SC 
PAO 

to have a low 
dis tances ? 

Rog.     Do  you expect 
the  omni's  at Lunar 
That's  negative  on PMC of  the omni's 
to very much improvement. 
Roger.     We need  about  a  30-foot dish 

bit rate 

On  the spacecraft. 
It  runs  up  the fuel required for PPC 

Rog. 
This is Apollo Control There are no 

further  communications with  the  spacecraft  at  this point, 
so we'll  take  the  circuit  down and  stand by.    At   the present 
time,   Apollo  8 is  at  an  altitude  of   130  368 nautical miles, 
and velocity  is  4370  feet  per  second.     This  is  Apollo Control 
at  34 hours  33  minutes  into  the mission. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at Houston  at   34 hours 
57  minutes   into   the  flight  of  Apollo   8.     Here  in  Mission Control 
Center,  Flight Director Milton Windier has just held what he 
termed  a midshift  briefing bringing  all   the   flight controllers 
here  in  the  center  up  to date  on  the  lastest  developments as 
they  stand  in  respect  to  the  overall performance  of  the space- 
craft  and  the  status  of  the  crew.     In  general,   Flight Director 
Windier noted  that   the  crew  feels  much better  and  they have 
been  advised   to  set   their  on  pace   as   you  probably  heard   in the 
air-to-ground  commentary between  the  ground  and  the crew. 
Lovell  is  currently  sleeping,   and he went   to sleep at about 
34 hours  and  plans   to sleep  through  until  about  36  hours g.e.t. 
Bill Anders went   to  sleep  about  20 minutes  later,   and we 
expect  that  he will be  sleeping  till  about  40  hours ground 
elapse  time.     Frank Borman  advised  that  he would  like  to try 
to  get  some  sleep  at  about  37 hours  ground elapse  time about 
2 hours   from now.     And we  expect  that  he will  probably sleep 
4  or  5  hours.     All  of  the  spacecraft  systems  look  good at this 
time.    We've  also  got  a preliminary  evaluation of  the onboard 
TV performance  this  afternoon.     And  perhaps  an explanation 

n  the  problems   the  crew experienced with  the  telephoto lens, 
i'he   feeling  at   this   time   is   that   perhaps   the  automatic light 
control   device   on  the  camera was   in  effect   fooled by the 
bright   disk  of   the  Earth   in   the  dark  background  overcompensating 
and washing out   the  picture.    We're  running some  tests to 
determine  if  this  information was  in  fact was  the  case and 
it  maybe  possible   to  correct   this   on  future  TV transmission 
with  the  use  of  proper  filters.    We  do have  a bit  of brief 
communication with   the  spacecraft,  with  Frank Borman, and 
we'll  play  that  back  for you now and  then stand by  for any 
live   conversations   that   develop   in  the meantime. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,   I   know  you're   trying  to be quiet 

so  I'll  just  read  up  some  information  to you.    One  of the 
things  that we  just  turned  up  that  might  give you  some confidence, 
you   lose  oxygen  cryo   tank  now.     You  have   80  pounds remaining 
now at  CMSM sub.     The  limiting  factor on single  tank operation 
right  now  is   the hydrogen   tank which  has   a  positive  margin at 
CMSM sub,   assuming our  standard profile  gives  about   143 hours. 
So  it   looks  like  you  over  the  hill  on  those.    Notice  that your 
flying in  the  rate  2 position  for your B mags which  is fine. 
Only make  sure  that  you still were maintaining a PTC attitude. 
Looks  like  your  pretty  close  to it. 

SC Roger,  we  are  flying PTC,   and  I was wondering 
why   it was   going  out  of   the  deadband,   now  I  know,   thank you. 
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CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
SC That's  what  happens  when  you   let Anders 

fly,     He's  asleep  so he  can't  defend himself. ••• 
CAPCOM Roger,   but  we've   got   it  on   tape though. 
SC Good.     They're  both  conked  out,   how about 

just  filling me  in on  some news,   and  I'll keep quiet  just to 
give me  some words  on what's  going on  in  the world. 

CAPCOM Okay,   give  me   a  few minutes   to collect 
some  data,   and we'll   do that. 

SC Houston,  Apollo  8,  how do you read? 
CAPCOM Loud  and  clear,   Apollo  8.    Hadn't forgotten 

you  just - 
PAO This   is  Apollo   Control,   we'll continue 

to  stand by  for  any  conversation with  Frank  Borman aboard 
the  spacecraft.     In  the meantime,  we would also  like  to perhaps 
clarify  some  figures we  gave  earlier  concerning the point at 
which  the  spacecraft  comes  under  the dominant  influence  of the 
Moon  gravity  and begins  accelerating  toward  the Moon.    Now that 
figure  we  gave  you was   a  time  of   ground  elapse  time  of   55 hours 
38 minutes.     At   that  point  the  spacecraft velocity,   this is 
nertial velocity,   the  - with  respect   to  the Earth  - is about 

J261   feet   per  second.     And   this  occurs   at   an  attitude  from the 
Earth  of   176  271  nautical miles.     At  this point,   the point at 
which  the  spacecraft  passes  into  the  lunar sphere  of influence, 
gravitional  influence,  here  in Mission  Control  Center will shift 
our  reference  point  for measuring spacecraft  velocity  and will 
no  longer be measuring  it  with  respect   to   the  earth,  but will 
begin measuring  it with  respect  to  the Moon.    At   this point 
55  hours  38 minutes  ground  elapse  time,   the  Earth reference 
velocity  will  be   3261   feet  per  second,   and  by   comparison in 
reference  to  the moon  it will be  3980  feet per second.    To give 
you  some   indication  of what   continues   to  happen   to   the velocity 
then  as we  progress   toward  the Moon,   the  speed  of  the spacecraft 
with  respect   to  the Earth will  reach  a minimum point some 
65  hours   into   the   flight  when we're  about   11  000 nautical miles 
above  the  Moon.     At   this  point,   the  velocity will be  3 083 feet 
per  second with  respect   to  the Earth;  with  respect  to  the Moon, 
and   this will  be  the  figure   that we'll be  using in Mission Control 
Center,   the  velocity   at   that   point  65  hours  into  the   flight or 
11  000 nautical miles   from  the Moon,   the  spacecraft velocity is 
projected   to  be   about   4353   feet  per  second,   4350,   and  it will 
accelerate  rapidly  from that  point  for  the next  4 hours until 
we  reach  the  point  of  lunar  orbit  insertion.    That nominaly is 
set   to occur  at   this   time  at   about  69 hours   11  minutes. And 
for   that   4 hour  period  of   time,   the  velocity  will increase 
from 4350  feet  per  second  to  about  8420  feet  per second. And 
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then as we go into orbit  about  the Moon,  that will reduce the 
velocity  by  slightly  under  3000  feet  per second  taking it down 
to about 5300 feet per second.    Coming back again the same thing 
will  apply  in  reverse.    We'll  follow  the spacecraft velocity 
with respect to the Moon until the Earth becomes the dominant 
force,   gravitational  force  acting upon  the spacecraft.    And then 
at that point we will transfer back to an Earth reference system. 
At   the  present   time Apollo  8 is  at  an  altitude  of   131   843 nautical 
Eii.es,  and we're traveling at a velocity of 4327 feet per second. 
At  35 hours  5 minutes  into  the  flight,   this  is Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control Houston at 
35  hours  22  minutes  into  the  flight.     At  the present time 
Apollo   8  is   132   542  nautical  miles   from Earth,   and our 
velocity  is  4307  feet per second.    At  this  time here in 
Mission Control  Center we are working on a minor communications 
problems.    We  seem  to have  trouble  getting the communications 
from the  Control  Center  to Hawaii.   -We  are  reading the 
spacecraft  loud  and  clear.     No problem with communication 
across  the  132  000 some  odd miles between  the spacecraft 
and Earth.     The  problem appears  to be between Houston and 
Hawaii.    Hawaii has been  in  touch with  Frank Borraan on the 
spacecraft  and  advised him that  we are working on the 
problem at   the  present   time  and  that we,   as  I  said,   do read 
the  spacecraft  loud  and  clear here  in Houston.    we  are  in the 
process  at  this   time  of  switching  to  some  of  the back up 
routes  that we have  and  checking  those out.    we expect to 
have  communications  restored shortly.    This  problem first 
appeared  at  about  35  hours   10 minutes  ground elapsed time. 
As  I  say we  do  expect  to have  it   resolved shortly.    We will 
continue  to  stand by  and monitor  and we will  come back up 
after we have  reestablished communications. 

END  OF TAPE 
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sc Houston,   Apollo   8,   are  you reading? 
CAP COM Loud  and clear,  Apollo  8.  I'm going to 

have a maneuver pad and - 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8,   are  you reading? 
CAP COM I  read you  loud and  clear,  Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Houston,  Apollo  8,  Houston,  Apollo 8, 

how do you read? 
CAP COM Apollo  8,   loud  and clear. 
SC Hello Houston,  Apollo  8,  go ahead. 
CAP COM Apollo  8,  Houston.      I'm afraid we've 

'm  transmitting  in  the blind.     Read you lost our uplink. I 
loud and clear. 

SC Houston,  Apollo  8.     Houston,  Apollo 8, 
how do you read? 

CAP COM Apollo  8,  Houston,   read you  loud and 
clear.    We may have some uplink problems. Transmitting in 
the blind,   at this time. Over 

CAP COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
•Apollo 8, Hous ton. 

HAW Hawaii Network GOSS  Conference,  how do 
you read? 

SC Houston,   how  do  you  read  Apollo 8? 
CAP COM Apollo 8,  I read you loud and clear. 

How me ? 
SC Houston,  Apollo  8.    How do you read? 
CAP COM Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
S C Go ahead,  Hawaii,  Apollo  8,  how do you 

read ? 
CAP COM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Read you loud and 

clear. 
SC Okay,  thank you,  Hawaii.    How do you 

read? 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  in Houston at 
35  hours   37  minutes.    We  have  reestablished  our communications 
from the ground up  to the spacecraft directly  from Houston, 
and preliminary  assessment one  the  problems  is   that  it originated 
at   the  Goddard  Space   Flight   Center  where  all   of communications 
are  routed  through  on  route  to Houston.    Apparently we blew 
a fuse  at  Goddard  and our  communications  circuit between 
Goddard  and Hawaii was  down.    We were  able  to  receive the 
spacecraft   communications   loud  and   clear  here   in Houston, 
and we were  able  to  relay  information  through  the station 
at  Hawaii  through  the maintenance  and  operations people 
at  Hawaii   to   the   spacecraft.     The   link  between Houston and 
Hawaii  was   restored  after  about   20  minutes  and  we're now 
in  conversation with   the  spacecraft.     We'll  pick  up that 
conversation  for you and  then  follow it  as  it occurs. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,   we  got   back   together again. 

You're   loud   and   clear.     We've  been   reading you.     We  have a 
problem down here  on  the  ground  getting our  signal  from MCC 
at  remote  site. 

SC Roger.     I understand. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     I've   got   a ball score 

for you.     It was  Oakland  41-Kansas  City  6.     That was  the final 
score.     It was  41   to 6  Oakland.     We're  trying to  get some 
news  releases  over here  for  you.     I  suspect we're  going to 
find   that   the   staged  TV  show was   probably   the  biggest news 
of  the day. 

SC Say,   that's  the  greatest.     I'm sorry 
that   the TV vamps  broke down. 

CAPCOM Well,   we're  working  on  that  some more. 
I'm not  sure  that   the whole  thing is  lost yet.     It appears 
that  our  problem is  one where  the  light  intensory which  is sensed 
by our  light meter  in  thereis  picking up  an  average field 
which  is  much  larger  than  the Earth,   and  so  it's something 
of  a great  deal  of  deep  space  environment which  is  dark and 
we're  suspicious  of  this  is  probably  opening up  the  lens aperture 
as  wide   as   it  will   go,   and   then when  you point   the camera 
at  the  Earth while  the  Earth  is  only  filling about  3 degrees 
of  cone  angle,  whereas  lens  takes  in 9.     So  it  looks like 
you're  probably  just  saturating the  tube.    Now we're 
pondering around now with some - 

SC We  just  lost you again, Houston. 
CAPCOM Say again. 
SC I  just  lost  your  last  transmission, you 

weren't  clear (garble) 
CAPCOM Okay.     Did  you   get  any  of  my comments 

about  the TV, too. 
SC Rog.     I  got them. 
CAPCOM Okay.     What  I  - what we've  got  in mind 
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here is  that we are looking at  some of  the  lenses you have 
onboard  for  cameras,   and we  are  going  to see  if  one  of them 
can possibly be used  to  attenuate  some of  this  light so that 
you will be  able  to  take  one  of   these pictures.    We  are run- 
ning some   tests  now,   and we will  let  you know  about those. 
I  also have  a maneuver PAD  that  I  need  to  read up  to you 
whenever  it  is convenient. 

SC Let  me  get  a pencil,   it will be fine 
right now. 

CAPCOM Okay. 
SC Go  ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay.     The  first  one  I will  give you is 

a TLI  plus  44 maneuver PAD.     I will  start  reading down the 
left hand  column.     TLI  plus  44,   SPS  G&N 62970 minus 162 
plus   129046560431  plus  00197 plus  all  zeros,  plus 60701180 
133001  November  alpha plus  0020360 7017046045 112137 5 349 
far sight  star  is  Earth  down 037   right  22 plus   1068 minus 
165001285636 1180982717.     The  PDC  alignment  stars  the primary 
star is Sirius,  secondary Rigel 010 294  320 no ullage 
path  return  P-37  Delta-V 87  50.   This  goes  to  the Indian 
Ocean  and  requires  a high-speed procedure.    That  is minus 
Mike Alpha  and  that will  refer  to your  check  list page 
November Charlie   1. Over. 

SC Okay.  How do  you  read us? 
CAPCOM Loud  and clear. 
SC TLI  plus  44  SPS G&N  62970 minus 162 

plus   129046560431  plus  00197  plus  all  zeros  plus 60701180 
133001  plus  00203  plus  6070170460451121375349 Earth 
down 037  right  2.2  plus   1068 minus   16 512 856361180982717 
Sirius  and  Regil   .    Hello Houston,  How  do you  read now? 

CAPCOM Loud  and clear 
SC Sirius  and Rigel  010  294  320 no ullage 

path return P~37  Delta-V 87  50.     Indian Ocean 

END OF TAPE 
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SC Houston,  how  -in you  read now? 
CAP  COM Loud  and clear. 
SC Sirius  and  Rigel,  010  294  320, no 

ullage.   Past  return P-37  delta  V  8750.     Indian Ocean 
minus   70,   check  list  in  state 1. 

CAPCOM That's  affirmative,  Apollo  8.     And I 
have  a  flyby path  for you also. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,   in  this   flyby path  is  an update to 

one  that we  gave  you yesterday  so  you might want   to note that 
this  is   the  second  one.     And  it will be  a  flyby SPS G&N. 
62970 minus   162 plus   129,  060  59,   4807  plus  00966  plus 00552 
minus  02079,     Roll,   pitch,   and yaw  are  all  zeros. November 
Alpha,   perigee  height  plus  00202 02358 022 02281  030407 317 
013  up  047  right  39  plus   1418 minus   16505,   12904, 36160, 
1462912.     Primary  star Sirius,  secondary  Rigel,   136  310 340. 
No  ullage.     Requires  realignment  to preferred REFSMMAT. 
This  burn will  raise  perilune  to  550 miles. Over. 

SC Okay,  Houston.     The  second  flyby SPS  G&N. 
Are you with me? 

CAPCOM Yes sir. 
SC 62970 minus   162  plus   129 06059 4807 plus 

00966  plus  00552 minus  02079.    Next  three  are  all zeros. 
NA plus  00202  02358 022  02281  03  0407  317 013 up 04.7 right 
3.9 plus   1418 minus   16505  plus   12904  plus  36160 1462912. 
Sirius,   Rigel,   136   310  340.  No  ullage.    Requires realighment 
to  preferred  REFSMATT.     Peri   lifted   to  550 miles. 

CAPCOM That's   correct,   Apollo 8. 
SC Thank you. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead,  Apollo 8. 
SC Okay.   The   CMP  is  now  up  so  I will 

proceed with  the  52  op-tion  and  turn  on  the  cislunar navigation 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank you.     We'll  start looking 

for  some  star data. 
SC For  the  low bit rate. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,  when you  pick up your activities, 

I have  a preferred alignment  here  that  I want  you  to be in 
when  you  do  your  P-52   and  I'll  have  about   four  items to 
change  on your  timelines  so  if you'll  give  me  a  call when 
you're  ready  for it. 

SC We're  ready  right  now.    We were doing 
the  P-52.    You want   to hold off  and  go  to  a particular 
alignment,   is  that right? 
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CAPCOM Affirmative. 
SC All   right,   I'm ready. 
CAPCOM Okay,  the attitude is pitch 23.4, roll 

184.7, yaw 14.3. And the reason we're doing the alignment 
in this attitude is the next thing we'll be coming up with 
is the scanning telescope visibility test and that will be 
70 degrees Sun and Arcturus with *a shaft and trunnion of 
zero. And then we can go ahead with the P-52 and then a 
trunnion bias followed by P-23 with the same stars we read 
to you before. 

SC Okay. 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8.    We're maneuvering 

to the angles you gave us. 
CAPCOM All   right. Affirmative. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control.    We  don't appear 
to have  anymore  communications  developing between  the ground 
and  the spacecraft  at  this  time.    During that previous conversation 
part  of  the  information  that was  passed up  to  the  crew from the 
ground were   routine   updates   to   the backup   information  that is 
carried  onboard  the  spacecraft  to  allow  the  crew to  return to 
Earth at various  points  in  the  flight  should  it become necessary, 
and  should  at   that  point  not  be  able  to  get  updated information 
from the  ground.     This  includes  returns  at  25 hours  after, rather 
35 hours  after  translunar  injection,   another point  at which we 
pass up  this  so called block data.    As  for 44 hours  after trans- 
lunar injection,   and  the  crew has   also been updated with the 
information  they would need  if  they  elected not  to  go  in orbit 
around  the Moon,  but  rather  to do  a  flyby.    This  type of information 
passed up  routinely  at  certain specified periods  during flight. 
At  36 hours  4 minutes  into  the mission,  Apollo  8 is  now at an 
altitude  of   134  264 nautical miles   from Earth,   and  the velocity 
is  4258  feet per second. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control,  Houston,  at  36 hours 
23 minutes  into  the  flight.     Apollo  8  at   this  time  is  at a 
distance  from  the  Earth  of   134  rather  135  042 nautical miles, 
and  the  current  velocity  is  4236  feet  per second.     Jim Lovell 
who had been  asleep  for what  appears   to have been  about  2 hours 
is now up,   and we've heard  from him aboard  the  spacecraft. At 
the   present   time  Lovell   is   involved  in  some  midcourse navigation 
using  the   onboard  Guidance   and  Navigation  system.     We have 
some   of  his   comments   made   during   the  past   few minutes of 
conversation  made  with   the  ground  on   tape  which we'll play 
back   for  you  now,   and   then we'll  stand by   for  any live 
communication with   the  spacecraft   that follows. 

SC First  control   came  there  20  seconds,   2 m. 
Houston,   we've   reached   the  perfered  attitude,   and we're pro- 
ceeding with   the P52. 

CAPCOM Okay,   real   fine,   and  pass  up  some advise 
from your   friendly   Flight   Surgeon,   he  says   you're  supposed to 
take  one  more Ramtil. 

SC Is   that   everybody  or  just me? 
CAPCOM Just Frank. 
SC Houston,   P52   is   completed,   and we're ready 

for  your  other data. 
CAPCOM Okay,   understand  that    you've  done the 

P52.     The  next  item on  the  flight  plan  should be  a scanning 
telescope  visibility  test,   and  this  is   the  same  one  that was 
one  your  flight  plan  previously  at   34  hours  and  about   12 minutes, 
and we'll  be   checking  that   70   degrees   sun  Arcturus. Following 
that  we  need  to  make   a  trunnion bias   check,   and   then we'll go 
into  a P23,   and  I   can   read  you   those   star  numbers   and sets 
if  you  don't  have   them  from  the   last   time   I   read  them up. 

SC Stand by.     Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC With  such  good  visibility,   such good 

communications,  we'll  just  give  you  a verbal description 
without   using   the  scanning  telescope   right  now.     Your angles 
for  maneuvering   for  Arcturus  were   quite   good.     The   guide on 
Arcturus  is  better  than  the  scanning  telescope.    At  this sun 
angle   there   is   a  shaft   of   light   directly  across   the center 
of  the  scanning  telescope,   and  it's  a band of  light. It 
precludes  seeing  a  lot  of  stars  around us,   and although I 
kept  my  eye  glued   to  the  telescope  for  some  times,   it's very 
difficult   to  see   any  star  patterns   or  anything.     I couldn't 
recognize  that with Arcturus  unless  I  -  the  objects just 
drove  me   there.     Now because   I'm near   zero   shaft and 
zero  trunnion,   I'm  getting quite  a bit  of  shaft  movement. Every- 
time   the   shaft   moves  more  particles   leave   the  optics, and 
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they're  just  as  bright  as  surrounding stars.    And  they make 
appearance  of  stars,   and  you  can't   tell  star patterns or 
constellations.    With  this  particular  attitude,   the shaft 
excludes   any   indentification  of   constellations   or individual 
stars. 

CAPCOM Okay,   copy  that.     Can you  tell  us something 
about   the  orientation  of   this  band.     You  mentioned  that last 
night  that  you  also had  a band  about   10  degrees wide that 
ran  across.     Is  there no  orientation  that  we  can  tie  that to. 

SC I believe  so.     This  band  is  parallel to 
the M-line.     And  I  think  it  has  something to do with  the design 
of  the  optics where we have  that  shaft  or  the rectangular 
entrance   of   the   optics   from  the  outside.     This particular 
sun  angle   is   runs   right   across.     Now  I  noticed   that  both the 
Earth  and  the  sun  do  this   to  the  scanning  telescope.     In the 
sextant,   the  same  light band  is   there,   although  it  covers the 
entire  sextant's   field  of  view.     However,   the magnification 
brings  out   the  stars  quite well,   and  it  is  possible  to mark 
on  them.     But  the  identification  of  the  stars  with  the scanning 
telescope makes  it  very  difficult.     Now  the  attitude  that I 
found  the  optics  are best  at,   are  the  attitudes which give 
the   constellations   Gienah  Major  and  Orion   in   the scanning 
telescope.     At   this  particular  attitude  of  the spacecraft 
the band  is  gone;  we're  at  a position where by  the  sun is 
behind  us,   and   I   can  see  quite   a   few  stars.     Now yesterday 
I   could  also   after   getting  dark  adapted  see  quite  a  few stars 
around  the  constellation  Capella which  at  first  I couldn't. 
Right   liow   this  band   includes  what   I   can  see   all except 
Arccurus  which  uf  course  I know we're  aiming at  right now. 

CAPCOM Okay,   thank  you  very much. 
SC What  stars  did you want  to  use?    Did you 

want  to read  them off. 
CAPCOM Okay,   first   star will be   26,   and we'll be 

making  two  sats  of  measurements,   Earth near horizon using 
star  26.     Then we would  like  to have  one  set  on star  16, that's 
16  using  the Earth  far horizon.     It  turns  out  that  star 26 
Earth  near horizon  is  not  possible,   then we'd  like  to have 
star   16  on  the  Earth  far horizon  one  set,   and star  22 Earth 
far horizon one  set, over. 

SC You want  star  26,   Earth near horizon, 
two sets;  star  16,   Earth  far horizon,  one set;  and star 22, 
Earth  far horizon  one set. 

CAPCOM Okay,   that's  star  22  only  in  the event that 
26   is   on  the  Earth's   near  horizon  is   not  possible, over. 

SC We won't  even  do  star  22  then unless we 
can't  get  star  26  on  the near horizon. 
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CAPCOM That's affirmative. 
SC Com sure  is  good all of a sudden, isn't 

it? 
CAPCOM Yes,   this  is outstanding. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control.    It  appears we will 

have no  further communication with  the crew for the moment 
anyway.    Shortly we would expect  that Frank Borman would 
attempt - 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO .   .   .    would attempt  to  get  a  few hours 
rest.    He indicated earlier  that  as  soon as  either Lovell 
or Anders  awoke  that he would attempt  to get several hours 
of sleep.    At  the present  time,  Apollo  8 is at an altitude 
of  135,442  nautical miles  and our velocity  is  4225  feet per 
second.     This  is  Apollo  Control  at  36 hours  33 minutes into 
the flight. 

END    OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control at  36 hours 
55  minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8.     At  present time 
we are  in  communication with   the  spacecraft.     Jim Lovell 
is  the  only  one  of  the  three  crewmen  are  is  awake  at the 
present   time.     Indications  at   this   time  are  that  both Frank 
Borman  and Bill Anders  are  resting.     And here  in Mission 
Control  Center  as well  as  onboard  the spacecraft, activities 
have  slowed down somewhat  and  it has  become quite quiet 
here.     At  the  present  time,  Lovell  has  just  finished a 
series  of  star sightings   for onboard navigation.    And we 
are  in  the  process  of  passing up  some pad  data to  the crew. 
We will  pick up with  the  first  part  of  this conversation 
recorded  and  then when we will  catch  up,  we will continue 
on  live . 

SC 
CAP 
SC 

26  and  one set 
CAP COM 
SC 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 

data and 
PTC  at tit 
go ahead. 

SC 

COM 
Houston. Apollo 8. 
Go ahead, Apollo 8. 
Okay, we have completed two sets on 

on 16 

COM 

COM 

COM 
it looks 

Roger.    Getting pretty speedy there. 
Jim is  getting  to know  the objects. 
Are you  receiving the data, Houston? 
Af firmative. 
Okay . 
Keeping  you  on it. 
That's right. 
Okay, Apollo 8. We have looked at the 

good and  feel  like you can go back to 
And   if  you  can — anytime  you  are   ready   to.     And   if you 

What   attitude  did you  use?     The same 
one ? 

CAP  COM That's   affirmative.     Okay,   if you 
reach over Bill  there  and get  to panel  3.1 believe we 
would  like   to   cycle   the  oxygen   fans.     And  also  like to 
the biomed switch over  to CMP. 

SC Okay. 

can 

get 

CAP COM 
why we  can hold 

SC 
under  the seat. 

off 
If you 
on the 
No, he 

Okay, now 
on 

CAP COM 
2 minutes and 
next  one  on. 
though. 

SC 
hydrogen though? 

That's 
when we turn 
We  don't  want 

have to bother Bill, to do that 
cryo  f ans. 
moved. We already chased him 
you want  Just   the  oxygen fans 

affirm.     Turn  one  on   for about 
it off,   then we will  turn the 

to  turn  them on simultaneously 

I  know  that.     I  mean you  don't want 
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CAP  COM That's  affirmative.     Just  the oxygen. 
CAP  COM Go ahead. 
SC Ken,   just  to  be  careful,   I would like 

some  explanation on your maneuver path,   something which I'm 
really not  knowledgeable  about,   the way  it  was  presented to 
us,   Jim mentioned  fast  return P37  Delta V of  8750, just 
briefly  clarify  that,  will  you please? 

CAP  COM Okay,   stand by. 
SC Can you  give  us  a  little  report  on how 

our  trajectory  looks  and  the  tracking is  going and things 
like that? 

CAP  COM Okay,   sure will.     I will  put  a summary 
together here. c 

SC The  pericynthian sign 
CAP  COM Rog.     We will  get  all  that together 

for you  in just a  few minutes. 
SC And we never  did  get  the news. 
CAP  COM You are  the news. 
SC (garbled) 
SC Okay,   the  fans have been cycled 2 minutes 

each and  they are back off. 
CAP  COM Okay,   thank  you very much. 
SC Houston,  Apollo  8  is  back  in  the PTC 

attitude,   reads  MHPTZ. 
CAP  COM Okay,   thank you.     And  in  reference to 

your question  about   the P37  Delta V,   8750,   that's the 
number  that  goes  into option  at  P37  for your minimum time 
retain.     That   gives  you  a  target  for  the  Indian Ocean. 
And  in  this  case,  we  are  going  to have  use  the high-speed 
procedures   that we worked  out  for you  to  use some minus 
number for  the major axis. 

SC Roger.     Understand.     I'm  going  to give 
that  a  t ry-   Ken,   in  a  run  through.     I  tried  it yesterday. 
I wasn't  getting  too  much  in  the way  of  results.     I will 
give  it  a  try today. 

CAP COM Okay.    And on the - your tracking that 
we have  now,   it  still   looks   like   the   time we   gave  you last 
night  for  time  of pericynthian  is  still  good,   59  plus 10 
and right now your  fly by earth  pericythian altitude is 
65.8.     Looks  like  the  midcourse  number  3  is  going  to be 
something  less   than  1  foot  per second.     and  all trajectory 
parameters  are still holding real fine. 

SC That's   the  things  we  like  to hear. We 
would  like  to keep  those  holding very much. 

CAP COM Roger. 

ENL  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control.    There appears 
to be no  further  conversation with  the  crew,   at  this time, 
so we will  take  the circuit  down for  the time being. At 
the present,   the mission  appears  to be  going very well. 
Right on the  flight  plan,   in most  cases,  and our crewmen 
reported earlier  that  they were  feeling much better. A 
short while ago,   the medics  advised Frank Borman  to  take one 
additional  lomitil   tablet.     This  is  a pill  to  reduce bowel 
activity.    We've heard no word  from the crewmen of any 
physical problems  they're having and  the feeling here on the 
ground  is  that  their condition is  improving.    We're at a 
quiet  period  in  the  flight  plan.     Frank Borman had indicated 
earlier  that  he  planned  to  get  some  sleep beginning at about 
37  hours  ground  elapsed  time.    We heard  from him at the 
beginning of  the  last  transmission  and deduced  from that that 
he had still not,  at  that  time,  gone  to  sleep.    However, it 
has  been quiet now  for  sometime  so perhaps  he  is  getting some 
rest,  at  this  point.    At the present  time,  Apollo  8 is 
137  127 nautical miles  from Earth and is  traveling at a speed 
cf  4178  feet  per  second.     At  37 hours   14 minutes  into the 
flight,   this   is  Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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HOUSTON 
do you read? 

HAW 
HOUSTON 

Hawaii, Houston 
HAW 
HOUSTON 

How do you read? 
HAW 
HOUSTON 

GOSS Conference 
HAW 
HOUSTON 

NET  2  is being 
HOUSTON 

Houston,   NET 2. 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HOUSTON 

in  to key  to  ours . 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
HAW 
CAPCOM 

have  a voice check 
HAW 
CAPCOM 

1  understand you 

Hawaii,  Houston GOSS  Conference, How 

Network  voice,   Standby okay. 
Hawaii,  Houston on GOSS Conference. 

Network,   GOSS Conference. 
Houston,   Network,  Hawaii NET 2. 
Hawaii,  Houston on GOSS Conference, 

Houston Network, Hawaii. 
Hawaii,   this  is Houston, am 

now? 
I'm  reading you  on  our NET 
Okay,   that's  good.     At the 

utilized  for GOSS Conference. 
Hawaii,   Houston.   GOSS  Net 2 

I  on your 

2 line, 
present time 

Hawaii, 

Houston,   Hawaii,  NET 2. 
Hawaii,   take  your  carrier down. 
Roger. 
Hawaii,   unable  to  come in 
Hawaii Network. 
Network, Hawaii. 
Roger,  Leave  your  carrier up. 
Roger,  we'll  have  to bring it 
Okay . 
AOS 
Hawaii, 
Roge r. 
Hawai i , 

Roger. 
Okay . 
Hawaii, 
Apollo 
Hawaii, 
This is 
Hawaii, 

Carrier down. 

up again 

go  for  command, CSM. 

do  you have  your  NET  2 patched 

LOS,   unable  to find. 
8,   Houston.     Apollo   8, Houston, 
this   is  Houston,  CAP  COM, over. 
CAP  COM,  Hawaii, over. 
Houston  CAP  COM.     I would  like to 

Roger, I 
Okay, I' 

have contact 

read you  loud  and clear, 
m reading you loud and clear, 

with  the spacecraft.    Is that 
affirmative ? 

HAW 
the downlink is too 

CAPCOM 
link,   but your 
way of copying 

I  have  uplink  voice  to  the spacecraft, 
low  in  the mud. 
Okay,   understand  that you have  good up- 

downlink is in the 
it  either,   is that 

mud. You 
correct ? 

don  t  have any 
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HAW 
CAPCOM 

down.    Would you 
HAW 
HAW 

your last. 
SC 
CAP COM 
HAW 
HAW 

Your NET 2 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HOUSTON 
HAW 

spacecraft again 
port  if he does 

HOUSTON 
HAW 

conference here. 
HOUSTON 
HAW 
HOUSTON 

unable   to count 
haw 
HOUSTON 

CAPCOM and they 
CAPCOM 

That  is affirmative. 
Okay,  Hawaii,  we  can hear Apollo  8 calling 

answer and  tell  them that we did  copy that. 
Roger. 
Apollo  8,   ...  Houston  reports  they copied 

Okay,   Thank You. 
Apollo  8,  Houston. Over. 
Hawaii, Houston Network, GOSS Conference. 
Hawaii,  Houston Network,  GOSS Conference. 

Houston Network, Hawaii. 
Roger.     Did  you   copy   the  CAP COM? 
Afirm.    We  copied  the CAP COM. 
Is he keying the  transmitters  out there? 
He  did key  it  one  time Network. 
Okay.   I'm going  to  ask him to  call the 

and  I would  like  for you  to  give me  a re- 
not key the transmitters. 

Roger,  Network  is  NET 1 
Your NET  2  is  conference  to  our GOSS 

Roger,  How about  our  GOSS  conference loop. 
Your GOSS  conference  loop  is dead. 
Roger,  we are Go  for command.    We were 

that  before. 
Unders tand. 
We  transmitted to  the spacecraft as per 

acknowledged our transmission. 
Hawaii, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston at 
37  hours  42 minutes  into  the  flight of   Apollo  8.     At this 
time,   the  spacecraft  is   138,226  nautical  miles  from the 
Earth  and  traveling at  a  speed  of  4148  feet  per  second. It's 
continued  to be  relatively  quiet here  in Mission  Control and 
the   flight  plan  also  shows   relatively   little   activity onboard 
the  spacecraft  for  the  crewmen.     Botn  Frank  Borman  and Bill 
Anders  are  scheduled  to  be  sleeping at   this  time.     The crew 
Is  following  the  ground  advice  that was  passed up earlier 
from Mission Control  Center  that   they  pace  themselves and 
set  their  own work/sleep  cycle  to  fit  in with  their own 
feelings   and   they   appear   to  be   following  that   advice. We 
do have  some  communication with  the  spacecraft over  the past 
15  or  20 minutes.     We'll   play  that  back  for you now and then 
stand  by   for  any   live   conversation with  the spacecraft. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC Roger,   we're  getting near - 

to need to dump urine overboard here. I wonder 
going to fire your trajectory up. Or can we go 
do it? 

CAPCOM No,   that's  okay. Something 
of  interesting  though  is   that   the  last  time you 
water  dump,   they noticed  a  change  in  the  trajectory tracking 
at   the  same   time  and  they  got   through  correlating it, they 
found  some   fellow  that  thought he knew  the characteristics 
of  a nozzle  and how much water you're  dumping and his 
estimates  of   th*?   effect  on  the  trajectory  seemed  to coincide 

results.     So  I  guess  you have  to stay on 
th ings. 

we're going 
if that's 
ahead and 

that is kind 
had your 

with  the   t racked 
to  some  of those 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

time  in  the near 
CAPCOM 

that 37 

Rog.     Okay,  we  11  go  ahead and dump it. 
Okay . 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Rog,   go   ahead. 
You planning on using our computer any 

future,   I   thought   I'd  do  a   little P-37. 
Apollo  8,  Houston.    You  can  go  ahead and 

run and we 11  going to kind of watch  that  from the 
ground,   ,   too,   and  see  how  it works out, A couple  of items 

trajectory world, 
was  about  12 miles 
quarter  of  a foot 
uncertainity is 

that are just of general interest in the 
Looks like the uncertainity and position 
Your uncertainity in velocity is about a 
per second. And the perigee altitude of 
5 miles. 

SC Rog.     Understand.     Just  for information, 
perhaps  you  read  it  out  on  the  ground.     I  ran our perigee 
altitude  determination.     First  of  all,  P-21.   the star 
state vector we navigated with,  we have plus  84.7 mile 
altitude  and   then we  ran  out  your  state  vector  that you 
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, 2 and then I ran 
nautical miles. 

updated with us the last time. We got 64 
P-30, using our state vector and got 82.6 
These  are  all plus. 

CAPCOM That's good. 
SC What  I'm going  to  attempt  to  do on P-37 

is   to  input  your   delta  V  on  your  TMI  plus   44   and  use that 
44 burn   time.     Notice   that   the   velocity   is   a  little high. 
We  might  not  be  able   to  do   a normal  P-37  but we'll   give it 
a  try . 

SC Houston,   one  more  question   then before 
I   start.     Did  you notice   on   this   last  update  PAD,   this minus 
MANZ   1.     Was   that   referring   to   the  P-37   fast   return  or the 
nominal  maneuver  which  you  gave me? 

CAPCOM 
return procedures. 

SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

I 1m trying to load 
G alignment 44. It 
error everytime I try to load zeros 
the middle and corner. Do you know 
in   that position? 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

R2   under  NOUN  60 is 
proper   load will be 

SC 
update  my checklist 
I   can't   read. 

Apollo  8,   that  s  referring to  the fast 

Okay . 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Go ahead. 
Are   you   following my procedure? 
That's affirmative. 
Okay,   this   happened yesterday, 

the  delta  V you  gave  us   in the 
's  in P-37,   but  I keep getting 

too . 
maneuver 
an operator 

for the termination for 
what   I'm doing wrong 

Okay,   s t and  by. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Okay,   go   ahead.     I   can   take it. 
Okay,   looks   like   the   decimal  point in 
on   the  extreme   right-hand  side  so the 
06070. Over. 
Ah,   so'.     Okay,   fine.     Thank  you. I'll 

Don't   know  what   I  want   to  update  It for, 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston at 
38 hours  6  minutes   into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8.     At the 
present  time  the  spacecraft  is   139   151  nautical miles from 
Earth  and  traveling at  a speed  of  4122  feet per second. 
In  the  last  few minutes we had  a  conversation with Jim 
Lovell  aboard   the spacecraft.     Lovell  gave  us  another of the 
periodic  updates   that  he has  been  passing down on  the optic 
system used  in  conjunction with  the  onboard  guidance and 
navigation equipment.     Lovell  again  noted,   as  he has in 
thy  past,   that  he  is  getting a bank  of  light  through the 
field  of view of his  scanning  telescope.     This  is  a muliple 
use  device.     One  of  the  uses   that   the  crew would make of 
it  is   to  locate  and  identify  a particular constellation 
that   they  would  be   looking  at   through  the  sextant which 
is  a  28  power  device,   giving them much  greater magnification 
The  sextant would be  pointing at  a particular  star  in a 
constellation.     The  use  of  the  scanning telescope  is to 
identify  the  constellation  that  the sextant  star  is located 
in  and  then  confirm that   they  are  in  fact  on  the proper 
star.     It has  been  our  observation here  on  the  ground that 
the  crew has  been  able   to  carry  out  the  required sighting 
maneuvers,   but  Lovell  has  on  occassions  remarked  that there 
appears   to be  some  light  scattering back  into  the field 
of view of  the  scanning  telescope  and  obscuring  part of 
visibility.    We will  play  back  the   tape  of his comments 
on  that  particular situation  and  then  stand by 
live  coniiunication with  the spacecraft. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.    We are 
hand  over   to  another  site  so  you may  lose lock 

his 

for any 

about to 
momentarilly 

The 

Roger,  Houston.     Did you  receive the 
P-37 ? 

Sure  did.     Looks  pretty  good here. 
I concurr. 
Apollo  8,  Houston  through Honeysuckle, 

completed. 
You  are   loud  and clear. 
Roge r. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Go ahead. 
I  have  a  comment  on the 

We  are  passing  the — we 
about  226  pitch   ...   I can 
around  at   this particular 
light  at  about   10 degrees 

line.     It  varies  in  intensity with 
However  it  is   there with  this  particular attitude 

CAPCOM Okay.     Thank you.     Jim we have just 
been  looking  a'   your  mark with  respect  to  accuracy  and they 
figure  they  are within  a  couple  of  thousandths of  a degree 

SC 
results  of the 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

switch is 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

PTC right 
about 182 

d h aft all 
kept this 
of  the M 
p o 3 i t 1 o n . 

•. n 
of 

now . 
with 

the way 
band of 

optics we're 
have  the roll 
rotate the 
attitude.    I have 
the other side 
the shaft 
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of  the  theoritical  optimum.     The  integrater seems  to bear 
that  out. 

SC Well  i hope  that  they are enough to 
get  us  home  if we have  to use them. 

CAPCOM Well,   I  am getting a  lot  of confidence 
in your  ability  to  run  that  mystery  show now. 

SC Hey,  Jim,  we have  to spend four more 
days up here with him, will you take it easy. He is already 
talking about  going back  to MIT  as  a professor. 

CAPCOM HAHAHAHA. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston. At 
38  hours   41   minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8.     We have 
had no  communications with  the  crew  in  the past  20 minutes 
since  our  previous  anouncement.     At   the  present  time,  Apollo 8 
is  in an  altitude  of   140,600 nautical miles,   traveling at a 
speed  of  4,083  feet  per  second.    We  continue  to have  a very 
quiet  period,   both  here  in Mission  Control  Center and  on the 
flight  plan.     We  have   gotten  a  call   from  the  spacecraft and 
we will  pick   that   up now. 

CAP  COM You  sure  do sound wide awake. 
SC hello  Houston.     Apollo   8.     How  do you 

r ead ? 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.    We  read you loud 

and  clear.     How me? 
GOSS   COMPASS       Honeysuckle  network.     Goss  Compass. How 

do you read? 
SC Houston,   this  is  Apollo  8.    How do you 

read ? 
CAP   COM Loud   and   clear,   Apollo 8. 
GOSS  COMPASS      Go  ahead Honeysuckle,  how do you read? 
GOSS  COMPASS       Well,   I would   like   to  say  hello   to all 

of you  in Australia.     How  is  everything down  there? Pretty 
good  so   far.     Thank you. 

GOSS   COMPASS       Honeysuckle,   Houston Network,   on Goss 
Compass.     How  do  you read? 

HONEYSUCKLE Network,   this   is  Honeysuckle  reading at 
5   5 . 

GOSS   COMPASS Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Apollo   8. Houston. 

Apollo   8.     Houston. Over. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control.    We  are apparently 

having some  problems with  direct  communication  from Houston 
to  the  spacecraft.     We  are  reading  them loud  and  clear. But 
at   the  present   time we  are  having  to  relay  information through 
the Honeysuckle maintenance  operation personnel  to  the space- 
craft   and  we  are   checking  into   the   lines  between here and 
Honeysuckle,   Australia  to  determine  just where  the problem 
lays . 

SC Hey,   if  you  all  start  having ground 
switching  problems,  how  about having some  place  that has 
comm  come   in   and   tell   us   about   it.     Will  you please? 

CAP  COM Roger.     Apollo  8.     That's what we have 
been   trying   to  do.     Some   of  our  problem seems   to be getting 

rom here   to   that thing. 
SC Houston.     Apollo  8.     How  do  you read? 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston,   loud  and  clear.     How me? 
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SC Houston.    Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Read  you  loud and 

clear.     (pause)    Apollo  8. Houston. 
SC Roger.     Go  ahead Houston.    Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Roger.    We read you loud and clear and 

copy  your  remarks  about having our  remote site  talk  to you. 
Some of our problem has been in going from MCC to the remote 
site.    We will  attempt  to do  that  any  time we can. 

SC That's right.    I just  thought you were 
having problems. 

CAP COM Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control.    Having reestablished 
two-way  communication with  the spacecraft,  it appears  that we 
won't hear  anymore  from the crew at  least  for the  time being. 
We  did hear  from Frank Borman at   the  time  that  indicates that 
he  is  no  longer  resting,   at  least  is  not  asleep.     Frank had 
indicated  earlier  that he would  attempt  to  get  some rest 
beginning in about  37 hours  ground elapse time,  and we heard 
from here  they're  at  about  38 hours  45  minutes  into  the flight. 
We  do not  have  an evaluation  as   to what  the problem was with 
the uplink.    The problem appeared  to  lie between Houston and 
the  site  at Honeysuckle.    We were  able  to  relay messages from 
Honeysuckle   to  the  spacecraft,  but we were not  able  to talk 
directly with  the  spacecraft  from Houston.    That  problem as 
we  timed here began  38 hours  42  minutes,   and we had calm 
reestablished  at  about  38 hours  48 minutes  about 6 minutes 
after  the  call was  first  put  in.     At  the  present  time Apollo 8 
is  at  an  altitude  of   141   197 nautical miles,   and it's velocity 
is  4067  feet per second.     I believe Cap Com Ken Mattingly is 
preparing  to  put  in another  call  to  the  crew.    We'll  stand by 
briefly  for  that. 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control  at Houston 39 hours 
10 minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8.    We've had no further 
communications  with  the  crew since  our previous  report, and 
we do have  a preliminary  report  on  the  cause of our communication 
problem through Honeysuckle.     And  it  appears  that  the problem 
was with  a control  monitor panel  at   the Honeysuckle, Australia 
site.     The  exact  nature  of   the  problem with  this  piece of 
electronic  equipment  is  not  known at   this  time.     It  is associated 
with  the  unified S-band  system at  Honeysuckle.    The problem as 
we  said  occurred  at  about  38 hours  42  minutes  ground elapse 
time  and was  corrected some  6  minutes  later.     And it's effect 
was   to prevent  direct   communications  from Houston  to the 
spacecraft;   it  did not  effect  communications  from the spacecraft 
to Houston.     And we were  able  to  relay  information  to  the crew 
through  the maintenance  and  operation  people  at Honeysuckle. 
At  the  present   time  here  in Mission  Control,  we  are going 
through  a  change  in shift.     Flight  Director  Glenn Lunney  and his black 
team of  flight  controllers  are  coming  to  replace Milton Windier. 
Gerald  Carr will  be  the Astronaut  Capsule  Communicator replacing 
Astronaut  Tom Mattingly.     And  at   the  present   time  the shift 
going off  is briefing  the  oncoming shift  on  activities during 
the  shift   that  is  concluding at   this  time.    At  the present 
time Apollo  8 is  at  an  altitude  of   141   777  nautical miles, and 
the velocity  continuing  to  drop  down slowly,  now down to 
4052  feet  per  second.     At   39  hours   12  minutes  into  the flight 
thie   is  Apollo Control. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control,  Houston,   39 hours 
43 minutes   15  second  now  into  the  flight,  Apollo  8. The 
Apollo  8 spacecraft  at   the present   time  is  at  an altitude of 
143  023 nautical miles;   our  current  velocity  reading 4019.1 feet 
per  second.    As had been previously  reported,  we were undergoing 
a change  of  shift briefing.    We have  change  of  shift here in 
Mission Control,   I  should  say,  we have  done  that.    The Glenn 
Lunney  team of black  team of  controllers  is  now on duty. 
Glenn's  first action as he  took over was  to bring up each 
member of his  flight  control   team with  an amber  light, and 
had  them give   to him a status  report  on how we  look.    And at 
the  present  time we  look very  good.    The  spacecraft systems 
all  look  good  at  this  time.    Our  current  spacecraft weight 
reading is  62  970  pounds.    The  communications  problem briefly 
that  developed  toward  the  later  part  of  the earlier  shift of 
flight  controllers had been isolated  to be in the control 
monitor panel  in the Honeysuckle  tracking station,  and was 
further  isolated  to be  a  relay  in  that  panel.    We had one 
brief  transmission with  the  crew since  the black  team has 
been aboard,   and we'll  play  that   for you now. 
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PAO Apollo Control Houston.     39 hours 
53 minutes.     This  is  brief  clarify  - clarifying report on 
last   transmission.     The   conversation  between  the spacecraft 
Apollo  8,   and  Capsule  Communicator,  Jerry  Carr,   can perhaps 
be best  identified by  its  brevity.     Apparently  it  did not 
get  recorded  on  tape,   only  some  8 seconds  in  length. However 
this   transmission was   strictly  an   acknowledgment   of communica- 
tions  between  the  spacecraft  and  the  ground.    We  thought you 
should know  that  -  that  this   time  since  it  apparently did 
not   play with  our  previous   anounceraent.     So  at   39 hours 
54 minutes,   this   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston at 
40 hours   11  minutes  now  into  the   flight  of Apollo  8. The 
Apollo  8 spacecraft  is  now  144  094  nautical miles  in altitude. 
Our  currect  velocity  is   3991.2   feet  per  second.     Jerry Carr, 
the  capsule  communicator here  In Mission  Control,  has Just 
had a  rather  long  chatty  conversation with  spacecraft com- 
mander   Frank.  Borman,   in which,   among other   things,   he passed 
on  a bit  of news  and  some  ball  scores  and  told Colonel 
Borman  of  the  release  of  the  82  crewmen  from  the Pueblo 
today.     As   a matter  of   fact,   they're   still   talking  a bit 
here   and  we'll   pick  up   that   conversation now. 

CAPCOM Right  now,   on   the wires,   is   that all 
82  crewmen  of   the  Pueblo have  been  returned.     They walked 
across   the   Bridge   of   Freedom  Monday night. 

SC Wonderful! 
CAPCOM Said   it   took   about   30  minutes   for all 

82 men  to come  across  the bridge  of no  return and  that's the 
one  separating North  and  South  Korea.     They  started across 
about  11:30 AM and were  over by about noon and  they brought 
the  body  of   the   crewman   that  was   killed, also. 

CAPCOM Okay,   Frank,   on ball scores,  did you get 
the word  on   the  Baltimore   and  Minnesota  game today? 

SC Not  the  final one. 
CAPCOM Okay,   final   score  was   the   Colts 24, 

Vikings  14.    That gives  them the western conference so it 
looks   like   for   the  NFL   title,   it's   gonna  be   the  Browns versus 
the  Colts  on  the 29th. 

SC 29th? 
CAPCOM Rog,   slow  return - you'll  get it. 
SC Say again. 
CAPCOM Roger,   come back slow return and we'll 

get it. 
SC I'd  rather  come back  fast  and watch it 

on television. 
CAPCOM Atta boyl.     Let's   see,   for   the  AFL, the 

big  game   today  was  Oakland   and  Kansas   City  and  Oakland dumped 
them 41   to  6,   so  it's   looks  the AFL  title  game will be the 
Raiders  and Jets. 

SC Righto,   that's hard  to believe,   that score 
CAPCOM Amen!     Okay,   in  yesterday's   game,   I don't 

know  if you  got  the  score  on  that.     The  Cleveland Browns 
and  the  Cowboys.     The  Browns  dumped  the  Cowboys  31   to 20. 

SC Now hear that. 
CAPCOM The  other  crying and bellowing. Basket- 

ball scores.    Houston didn't  do  so  good  this weekend. Illi- 
nois  beat  Houston  97   to  84.     And  North  Carolina   took  the Owls. 
The score was   85   to  87.    We had  a  couple  of words  in the 
paper,   Frank        -  the Oilers.    The Oilers voted George Web- 
ster  their  most  valuable  player  and  -  although  Houston didn't 
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CAPCOM Have  you  looked  at   the moon lately? 
SC No.     I  saw  it  yesterday,  but we haven't 

seen  i t   today . 
CAPCOM Frank,   you've  probably  already been 

told   this.     But  you  looked  great  on  TV  today.     One little 
homey  item  though.     In  the  El  Lago  area you were upstaged 
by Santa Claus.     He  came  along on  a  fire  engine just about 
the   time  you  guys  came  along.     So  the  little  critters are 
all outside. 

SC I'll have  to  get  it.     I wish we could 
have  got  that  one  lens working.     I'd  like  to  share the 
viewhereoftheearth. ; 

CAPCOM Frank,   we've   got  some   guys   looking  at \ 
it. We might be able to find a way to make it work for you. \ 
Hopefully, by a couple of hours before TV time tomorrow j 
we'll  have  an  answer. / 

SC Very  good. .....--^ 
CAPCOM John  Smith - 
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SC Very good. 
CAP  COM Ah,   Jack  Schmitt's working with  it too. 
SC Very   good.     That's   typhoid Jack. 
CAP  COM Ha.   Ha. Ha. 
SC This   crew  is   so   good  we   don't figure 

we'll have  much  to debrief. 
CAP   COM Roger.     Probably   the  biggest   part   of the 

debrief will be  the medical part. 
SC Roger.     You're   sure   right.     Oh,   we're all 

in   fine shape. 
CAP   COM Real   fine, Frank. 
PAO Apollo  Control  Houston.     As  you heard 

Colonel   Frank  Borman,   he   is   up  at   the  present   time  by him- 
self minding  the  store  in Apollo  8 while  the  other  two crew 
members,   Jim  Lovell   and   Bill   Anders,   are   taking   a   rest per- 
iod.     As   to  condition,   he  described  the  crew as  all  in fine 
shape   acknowledging   certainly   that   the  medical debriefing 
would  be   a  significant   one.     As  you heard,   the conversation 
arranged  a wide   gamut   of  subjects  but   I   guess  when you're 
144,548  nautical  miles   away   from home   it   is   perhaps stimulat- 
ing   to  occasionally  have  what  would  seem  to  be  at   least in 
a   large  measure   a  fireside   chat.     So,   at   40  hours   23 minutes 
18  seconds   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8,   this   is   Apollo Control 
Houston. 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control   Houston. At 
41  hours   31  minutes  now  into   the  flight  of  Apollo  8. The 
Apollo   8  spacecraft   at   this   time   is   at   an   altitude   of   147 151.4 
nautical miles.     It  is  currently   traveling  at  a  rate of 
speed   or  velocity   of   3912.4   feet   per   second.     It's   been a 
period  of  relative  quiet  here   in Mission  Control Center. 
Our   Flight   Director  now  monitoring   the   command  module pilot, 
Jim  Lovell,   reports   he  appears   to  be   sleeping restfully. 
Meanwhile,   we   are   looking,   at   the   present   time,   at   a clock 
identified  as   the  digital  clock,   identified  as  the  LOS clock, 
which   is   counting   down   to   that   time  when  we  will   have   a loss 
of   signal   as   the   spacecraft,   Apollo   8,   travels  behind the 
moon.     Just   prior   to   its   lunar  orbit   insertion  burn. Clock 
reading  at   this   time   mark   is   27  hours   24  minutes   39 seconds 
away.     Just  a  little  more  than  a  day  away  at   this time. 
Since   our   last   report   we  have   had   just   only   one brief 
conversation  with   the   spacecraft   Commander,   Frank Borman. 
It  involved  a  canister  change  and we will  play  that conversa- 
tion  now . 

SC Houston.     Apollo   8.     We  have just 
completed   the   canister change. 

CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Roger. Copy. 
PAO Apollo   Control  Houston.     That   as you 

could  see  was   marked  by   its   brevity.     So   at   41  hours   33 min- 
utes   10   seconds   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8,   this   is Apollo 
Cont rol . 
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PAO This  i9 Apollo Control Houston.    41 hours 
52  minutes   35   seconds   now   into   the   flight  of  Apollo   8. Our 
current  altitude  on Apollo  8 now   147  956.7 nautical miles. 
Our  current  velocity  on Apollo  8,   3892  feet  per second. We've 
had  a bit  of  conversation with  spacecraft  Commander, Frank 
Borman,   and  we will   pass   that   along  to  you now. 

CAP   COM Apollo   8.     This   is  Houston.     We  have a 
: ;.;ndover  coming  up   in  2-1/2  minutes   to  Guam. Over. 

SC Okay  Jerry.     Thank you.     Hey Jerry? 
CAP   COM Go ahead. 
SC Somebody   long-range   guess  what the 

weather   is   going  to  be   like Friday. 
CAP   COM Roger  Frank.     Apollo   8.     Houston, with 

a weather watch. 
SC Go  ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Roger  Frank.     For  7  degrees,   38 minutes 

north,   155 west  landing area,  we  are  showing  2000 scattered, 
12  000  broken,   high  over  and   10.     The winds   from east  at 12, 
4-foot  swells,   about  an  82  degree  temperature.    There will 
be  some  rain showers  in  about   10   to  30  percent  of  the area 
with  ceilings   around  2000.     If   there   is   -  turns  out   to be 
a   thunderstorm  in   the   area,   it  will  probably  have  a ceiling 
pround   500   feet.     Apollo   8,   Houston.     Did  you   copy that 
weather okay? 

SC Roger.     I  said  thank you.     Do you read 

CAP  COM Roger.     Reading you  much  better. We 
got   ti t.   ;oice  coming down  through  Honeysuckle now. 

SC Okay. 
PAO Apollo  Control Houston.     As you heard 

spacecraft   Commander,   Frank  Borman,   did  request   the weather 
advisory   foi   his   time   of   return   to  earth  and you certainly 
can't  fault   the  spacecraft  Commander  for not  planning his 
isission  in  advance.     At   the  present   time,   our communications 
were   uplinking   from  Guam  and  downlinking voice  data through 
Honeysuckle.     At  41  hours  55  minutes  46  seconds  into the 
flight  of Apollo  8,   this Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston.     42 hours 
21   minutes   32   seconds   into   the   flight   of   Apollo   8.     At the 
present   time,   Apollo   8  now   14     041.4  nautical  miles in 
altitude.     Our  -  meanwhile   our  spacecraft  velocity continuing 
to  slow  down.     Our   current   velocity   reading   3864.7   feet per 
second. S in ce   our   last   anouncement,   we've   had   only one 
c onve rs a t ion with the  Apollo   8,   and  we will  pass   that along 
to  you  now. 

CAP COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
sc Go   ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Roger   Frank,     Can  you  cycle   the  H2 and 

02 cryo fans now for  us ? 
SC Roger.     Will   turn  her  now,   the  H2, leave 

on  2 minutes 
CAP COM Ro ge r . 
SC You  may  need   to   call   us   now  and then. 

Everybody is a  little drowsy. 
CAP COM Okay   Frank. 
SC That   completes  it  Jerry.    All  cycles are 

up . 
CAP COM Roge r   Frank . 
SC Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Apollo   8.     Houston. Roger. 
SC Did  you  get   my   message   about   the fans. 
CAP COM Sure   did   Frank. Thanks. 
PAO And   that   concludes   the conversation. 

A procedi u r «. 1 one . And   at   42   hours   23  minutes   15 seconds 
i n t o   t n e L J 1. ! ■ih t . this   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston.     43 hours 
4  minutes   and   22   seconds  now   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8. The 
Apollo  8  spacecraft  is  now past  the  altitude mark  of   150 000 
nautical  miles.     Our   current   reading here   on   the  display is 
150  634.6   nautical  miles.     Our  velocity   is   shown  as 3825.2 
feet   per  second,   continuing  its   slow  down  process. We've 
had  a  conversation  with  spacecraft   Commander,   Frank Rorman, 
which  began  at   the   onset  with   Colonel  Borman,   remarking about 
the   chilly   temperature   inside   the  spacecraft.     Our current 
temperature   reading being  60   degrees.     We will  play this 
conversation  which   includes   a  number  of  aspects   relative to 
the  mission   -   sort   of   a  verbal   update   of   the   flight plan. 
And we  will   switch   to   the   tape now. 

SC Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     Go.     Apollo 8. 

Houston. Go. 
SC Roger.     The   cabin   temperature   is down 

to  60  and   it's   getting  pretty   chilly   in  here.     Have  you got 
any  approved   solutions   on  how   to  bring  it   up?     Without stirring 
up   this   last   thermal   balance  we have? 

CAP   COM Roger.     Stand  by.     Frank,   do  you have 
your   cabin   fans on? 

SC Negat ive. 
CAP  COM Roger. 
SC We  haven't  had   them  on  since we separated. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Frank.     That  course  number 3 

looks   like   just   a  shade  more   than   1   foot   per  second,   so we 
don't   recommend   that  you  do   it.     That  bleeds  us   off   Into a 
midcourse   four   of   only   about   3   feet  per  second  right now. 
Your   trajectory   is   looking   real   good.     Your  height at 
pericynthion   is   70 miles, 

SC Roger. Understand. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Roger  Frank,  hello  a  few thoughts 

on what   is   coming  up  now.     The  star  sightings  when  Jim gets 
up   looks   right  now   like  we've  had  enough  of   the  earth/horizon 
and  everything  looks  real  good.     And we  are  ready  to start 
on  some   lunar/horizon  sightings.     So when Jim gets  up we 
will  pass   the   flight   plan  update   to  him  for  a  set   of stars 
with   the  moon.     Also,   around   48  or   after   the  star sightings 
is  when we  would   like   to  see   your  next  water  dump   come up. 
So,   if  you   can,   I   recommend  you  get   a  little shuteye. 

SC Roger.     Have  you  got   any  answer about 
warming   this  place   up   a  little bit? 

CAP  COM Roger.     They  are  still   cranking around. 
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CAP  COM They   are   talking  about   cabin  fans. But 
that  sounds   like  sort  of  a noisy  proposition.    Apollo 8. 
Houston. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     This   is   Houston.     I  have got 

two messages   for  you  to warm up  the  cabin  there.     The first 
or.,-   is   a  one-man  job,   about   the  best way  would be   to  one or 
bfth  cabin  fans  on  and  go  full  hot  on  the  cabin heat exchanger. 
It'll  be   a   fairly  slow  process   of  warming  up  and  you won't 
get  a whole   lot   of  heating.     Your   second  method would be to 
adjust with mixing valve  your   radiator OP  temperatures. This 
is   again  a   two-man  job   and  you  have   to  be  pretty careful. 

SC Well,   Frank  just  went   to  bed  and Bill 
isn't   up  yet.     I'll   put   on   the   fans   and   then we will  go high 
on  the  cabin  temperature  and  see  what   that does. 

CAP  COM Okay  Jim.     Remember,   if you use  just one 
fan,   cover   the other. 

SC Roger. 
PAO Apollo  Control  houston.     As  you no doubt 

surmized,   Frank  Borman,   did  take  Jerry  Carr's  advice and 
decided  to  grab  some  shuteye.     Jim Lovell,  now awake, took 
the  last  part  of  that   transmission.     In our verbal update 
on  the  flight  plan,   as  you had heard,   our next  set  of star 
sightings  wt will   use   the  moon  horizon  as   a  reference rather 
than   the   earth.     This  being  for  program  23.     Also  our Flight 
Dyrsf. Hies  Cffic-c,  who was  closely  scrutizing midcourse trade- 
off:,   locking  over   1.1   foot  per  second Delta V versus some- 
thing  o;i   the  order  of   3   feet   per   second  is  strongly inclined 
.'-.oward  recommending  a midcourse  at  61-hour GET mark rather 
than  47  hours.     Initial  factor  there,   the water  dump which 
would  occur   ;>fter   the   47-hour  mark   could very possibly 
negate  parr  of   a  very  minimal  midcourse   anyway.     The recom- 
mendation  that  it  appears  very  likely  that  the  crew will go 
with,   with   regard   to   the   cabin   temperature,   is  one whereby 
one  of   the  cabin  fans would be  turned  on  and  the heat ex- 
changer put  to  full hot.    There  is  some possibility that 
there would be  an  increase  in noise  level,  but,   this again 
becomes   a  trade-off.     At   43  hours   10  minutes   45  seconds into 
the   flight   of  Apollo   8,   continuing  to  monitor,   this is 
Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control, Houston, 
43 hours,   33 minutes,   8 seconds now into the flight of 
Apollo  8.    Apollo 8's  current  altitude - per hours displays 
151,686.2  nautical  miles.     Current  velocity,   3700.92 feet 
per second.    Capsule  communicator Jerry Carr has just passed 
along some  flight  plan update  numbers with regard  to the 
program 23  star  sightings  to  command module  pilot  Jim Lov- 
ell.     And we'll pick up  that conversation. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, GO. 
SC Roger.     I  have used just  one  fan. You 

mentioned about covering the other one. Are you sure that's 
true  in  this spacecraft? 

CAPCOM Roger.     That's affirmative. 
SC I  remember  that's  the one problem. 
CAPCOM Standby,   Jim.    We'll  recheck on that 

one.     Apollo  8,  Houston,   did you  get  the word  from Frank 
on  the  star sighting plans? 

SC Roger.    I  got off  the flight plan if 
you have  an  update  to  it  now  though ... now. 

CAPCOM Okay.    Apollo  8,  Houston.    Apollo 8, 
Hous ton. 

SC Go ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Are  you  ready  for  that flight 

plan update? 
SC Roger.    Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay.     At  time  4715,   delete  the P23 

sightings you're showing there. And at 45 minutes correc- 
tion 45 hours, add one additional set of sightings to each 
star. 

SC Okay.    You said at  45 hours  add  one set 
of  sightings   to  each  of  the  three  stars.     Is  that correct? 

CAPCOM That's  affirmative.    Everybody's real 
pleased with  the  earth horizon work  and  as  far as we're 
concerned you  can  knock  that  off  and  just  add  one  set to 
each  one  of  your  lunar horizon stars  at  about  45. At 
45  our  time  also  is not  hard.    You  can shift  it  as you 
desire. 

SC Roger.     I  see   things  coming up now, 
Jerry. We're going to get the block data around 44 and 
we'll do a lima around 4430 and then we'll go into this 
lunar navigation. 

CAPCOM Okay,   fine Jim.     Then  remember after 
you  do  the  sightings we'll want  you  to  go back  to the 
TTC mode  again.     And  a  little  curiosity,  how's  the water 
tasting  and how did  you sleep? 

SC Water's  tasting okay,  no  problems. And 
the  sleep  is  getting better.     We  find  it better  to sleep 
underneath  the  couch  now.     I was  up here with  Frank and I 
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was  chosen off  periodically  over  the  last  several hours. 
Frank's now below and Bill's below too. 

CAPCOM Okay,  Jim, thanks. 
PAO Apollo Control, Houston.    As you heard 

the  star sighting  results  have-been indeed well accepted 
on the ground.    So we'll have here for the first time the 
lunar horizon becoming  the prime  reference - point  for these 
navigation exercises.    At 43 hours,  37 minutes,  6 seconds 
into  the  flight,   this   is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston  at   43 hours 
45 minutes   15  seconds  now  into   the  flight  of  Apollo  8. Our 
current  altitude  on Apollo  8  152   125.2  nautical miles. Cur- 
rent  velocity   reads   3788.4   feet  per  second.     We  just  had an 
interesting  conversation with  Jim Lovell  who   called. With 
regard  to  seeing stars  in  daylight,   Glynn Lunney, incidentally, 
got   on   the   line,   Jerry  Carr,   the   Capsule  Communicator was out 
of  the  room briefly.     And we  thought we would pass  along that 
conversation now . 

CAP COM Apollo   8. Houston. 
SC ,Go  ahead Houston. 
CAP COM Apollo   8.     We've   got   a   command handover 

from Guam to Honeysuckle  coming up  in  about  2  and one-half 
minutes . 

SC Roger.     Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Go   ahead  Apollo   8.     This   is   Flight - 
SC —at   this  distance — 
CAP COM Say   again,   Apollo 8. 
SC --  this  distance  there  is no problem - 

there   is   no probl em   in   seeing   stars   in   the   daylight   at this 
distance. 

CAP COM Roger.     Copy.     Apollo   8. Flight. 
SC This   is  eighth class. 
CAP COM Jim,   are  you   talking  about  out the 

window  or out any of  the - telescope? 
SC I   am  looking  out   the  window  right now. 

I have   the lights out   in   the  spacecraft,   the  window covered 
where  the sun is . And  then  I  can  see  the  stars  very well 
out   the   left   rendezvous window. 

CAP COM Okay,   I   guess   that  window  is   still pretty 
good for you   then . 

SC That's   right.     It  is  one  of  the  few that 
is. The center window unfortunately,   is  all  fogged over, 
it looks like a coating  of  ice   or   coating  of  heavy   fog. Bill 
claims it is   something  else though. 

CAP COM Roger.     By   the  way,   I   am  just getting 
OJT  on   this Cap Com job while  Jerry  is  out of   the room. 

SC Well,   we   all  have   to   learn sometime. 
CAP COM Yes sir. 
SC You  picked  a  midnight   shift,   I see. 
CAP COM Yes,   it   is   turning  out   to  be  kind of 

quiet too 
SC We   like   it   that way. 
CAP COM Well,   things  will  pick  up here by 

tomorrow night, I think. 
SC I believe you are right. 
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CAP  COM We  think we  show  cabin  temperature as 
70,   so maybe  you  are warming  up you. 

SC Well,   we   can   feel   it  warm up.     I have 
both  fans  on  and  the  - our  gages  indicate  about 70. 

CAP  COM Okay,   and   I  have   got   a  real  Cap  Com back 
now. 

PAO Apollo  Control Houston.     Glynn Lunney's 
reference   of   course,   to   tomorrow night   dealt  with  the lunar 
orbit   insertion   times.     We   are   just  over  a  day  away,   as a 
matter  of  fact.     Approximately  an hour  from  this  time tomorrow 
would be  the  time  that  we would  traverse  over  the back side 
of  the  moon.     At  43 hours  49  minutes  into  the  flight of 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston  at  44 hours 
11   minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8.     At   this   time,   Apollo 8 
153  100.2  -  153  100.2  nautical  miles  in altitude. Our-current 
velocity   reading   3764.7   feet   per  second.     Capsule Communicator, 
Jerry  Carr,   has  just  passed  along  a - passed  along block 
data   information   to   Jim  Lovell,   aboard   the   spacecraft. These 
come  out   as   a  long  stream  of   numbers  meaningful   to   the onboard 
computer.     The  numbers,   by   the  way,   are   not   part   of   the ongoing 
flight  plan.     These   are   for   a  contingency  situation  only. A 
means   of  assuring  proper   return  data   for   the   crew  should we 
have  a problem with  the   communications  or  lose communications. 
We'll   play   that   rather   extensive   tape   for  you now. 

SC Go   ahead  Houston.     This   is  Apollo   8 here. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     This   is   Houston,   with  a   fly by. 

A PC,   pericynthion  plus   2  hours  maneuver  PAD when  you are 
ready   to   copy. 

SC Roger.     Ready   to copy. 
CAP   COM Roger.     Your  TLI   plus   44  maneuver PAD 

is   good  -   requires   no   update.     Fly  by  maneuver  PAD follows 
SPS  G&N  62954  minus   162  plus   129. Copy? 

SC I   am copying. 
CAP   COM Roger.     060  59  4808  plus  00953 plus 

00578  minus   02076  000  000  000. Copy? 
SC I  am  copying.     Stand  by.     I   am  going to 

switch  to omniantenna. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Standing by. 
SC Okay.     Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Roger.     HA is  not  applicable plus 00202 

02 .J     022   022 80  03  0-393   310  01 3  up  048  right   35-1 repeat 
right   35. Copy? 

SC Copied. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Plus   1418  minus   16505 12904 

36160  146  29   11   GDC  align with  your Sirius  Rigel  set stars. 
137   311   339  no  ullage. Copy? 

SC We   are copying. 
CAP  COM Roger.     I  have   two  comments. Number 

one.     Requires   realignment   to   preferred  REFSMMAT. Two. 
Raises perilune  to 554 mile.s. Over. 

SC Roger.     I   have   it.     Stand  by   for read 
back . 

CAP   COM Roger.     Standing by. 
SC Fly  by  maneuver  SPS  G&N 62954 minus 

162   plus   129  060  59  4808  953   578   those  are  00953   and plus 
000578 minus  02076  000 000 000 not  applicable plus 00202 
02356  022  02280  03  0393   310  013   up  048  right" 35  plus 1418 
minus   165  05   12904   36160   146  2911  Sirius  Rigel  137  311 339 
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SC no   ullage   requires   realignment to 
preferred REFSMMAT.     Raises  perilune  554  nautical miles. 

CAP   COM Roger.     Jim.     That   is   correct.     Let me 
know when you  are  ready  for  your  PC  plus 2. 

SC Okay,   let's   go  on  PC   plus 2. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Pericynthion  plus  2, south 

three   turns,   SPS   G&N  61503  minus   158  plus   131   071   36 1244 
plus  59578 minus  00086  minus  05287. Copy? 

SC I   am copying. 
CAP   COM Roger.     012   080  018  not   applicable plus 

00203   59813  650  59566   11   2160   332. Copy? 
SC Copying. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Earth up 005  right 27 plus 

0398  plus  06500  13215   36961 1061911 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 1  zero  6   1911  Sirius  Rigel. 137311339 
no  ullage   copy . 

SC Copy. 
CAPCOM Roger.     I have  five remarks.    Number one, 

assume execution of flyby maneuver. Number two, use same 
alinements as for flyby. Number three, time of midcourse 
number  five   for  GERU  determination  GET  of   8338. Copy. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Two  remarks   to  go.    Number four, 

standby.     Number  four,  use  T37  MC  dash  4.     Steps  one through 
ten  and MC8,   steps  3  and  4.     Remark number  five, average 
Z400K  for  corridor  control  charge  equals  36531. Over. 

SC Roger,  Houston.     MDC  plus  2. Maneuver 
plan  as   follows.     SPS  G & N 615  zero  3 minus   158 plus 131 
zero  7136   1244. Copy. 

CAPCOM Roger, copy. 
SC ...59578 minus  zero  zero  zero  86 minus 

zero  5287  zero   12   zero  8  zero  zero   18.     Not applicable. 
Plus  zero zero  2  zero  3 59813 65  zero  5956611216 zero 
332  earth  up  zero  zero  5  right  27  plus  zero  398 plus zero 
65   zero   zero   13 2 15 3 6 9 6110 61911.     Sirius   Rigel 137311399. 
No ullage.     Assume  execution  of  flyby maneuver.     Uses stable 
lim -  limen  as   the  flyby.     Time  of MTZ5 Jor  gay  route deter- 
mination  is  83  plus   38.     Use  D37  MT4  steps  one  through ten 
MD8  steps   three   and   four.     Average  D400K  recorded control 
chart 36531. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Jim.     That's  all correct. 
Apollo  8 Houston,   that  PC  plus   two is  a  fast return. 

SC Roger,   we'll  send a  fast return. 
PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston.     And   that con- 

cludes  our voice  update  on block  data.     For  the past several 
minutes  we've  been  monitoring  the  bioenvironmenta1 display 
here  in Mission  Control  and  the  cabin  temperature  is holding 
steady  at   a  comfortable   70  degrees.     It would  appear that 
the  -  ground  solution  involving   the  cabin^.fan  and heat 
exchanger has  worked  satisfactorily.     So  at   44 hours, 
26  minutes,   43 minutes  into  the  flight  this  is Apollo Con- 
trol ,   Hous ton. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  Is  Apollo  control  Houston  at  45 hours 
1  minute  24  seconds  now  into   the   flight.     The  Apollo  8 space- 
craft  at   this   time   154   thousand  847.7  nautical  miles  in altitude. 
Its  slowing velocity now  reading  37  hundred  and  22.7 feet 
per  second.     We've   had  no   conversational   contact  with Apollo 
8  since   our   last   anouncement.     Command  module   pilot Jim 
Lovell  apparently  continuing with his  navigation  task. At 
45  hours  2  minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8  this  is Apollo 
control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston  45 hours 
20  minutes  40  seconds  now  into  the  flight Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8's   current   altitude   at   this   time   of   155,579.3 nau- 
tical  miles   above   the  Earth.     The  velocity  of   the space- 
craft  now   reading  3705.1   feet-per-second .     We've  had contact 
in   the  past   few  minutes  with  both  Jim Lovell   and  Bill Anders 
who  has   just   awakened.     We'll   play   that   conversation now. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston. Go. 
SC Roger.     Just   ...   interesting  things on 

the  -  just   done   a  nav with   the  Moon,   the  Sun  is currently 
right   in   the way.     I  managed   to   get   a  one   fit   on   that carry 
and  was   working   on   the   second   fit   and   the   rim  of   the Moon 
just   disappeared   completely.     The  view  through   the sextant 
is  a milky white whether  your  looking at  black  sky  or the 
Moon.     The   tint   of   the  Moon  is   slightly washed  out  by the 
brightness   of   the   Sun.     I'll   try   the  next   star   and   see what 
I   can  do  with   it. 

CAP COM Roger, Jim. 
SC Good  morning, Houston. How  are the 

systems looking he re   lately ? 
CAP COM Mornin'   sleepy  head. Sy stems   are look- 

ing GO. 
SC Thank you. 
CAP COM How ' d  you   sleep, Bill? 
SC Oh,   off   and  on, Jerry. There was quite 

a bit  of noise i n here   and   anytime somebody responds   to a 
f: v ansmi ssion, w hy , it   tends   to  wake  you up. But   it was a 
reasonably good re s t . 

CAP  COM Real   fine.     We   got   a  little  work sche- 
duled   for  you here.     We've   got   an  ECS   redundant component 
check   to   run  and   some   fuel   cell   purging  to do. 

SC Okay,   how   about   if we  wait  until this 
NAV  exercise   is   over with. 

CAP  COM Rog.     Bill,   what  we  have  planned for 
you right after Jim gets finished is a waste water dump, a 
cryo fan cycle, redundant component check, and a fuel cell 
purge. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM We'll  be wanting  an  02   and  H2   fuel cell 

purge;   we'll   give   you  a   20  minute  hack  on   the heater. 
SC Okay.     Want  me   to   turn   'em  on  now or 

when  you   give   me   a hack? 
CAP   COM Ah,   you  better wait   about   20 minutes. 
SC Okay. 
PAO Apollo   Control  Houston.     So  you heard 

how   the   Sun with   it's   close   relative   proximity   tended to 
wash  out   the  last  of  NAV siting  for  Jim Lovell.     We expect 
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PAO we'll hear  from him In a short while 
regarding his next  siting.    Meanwhile,  Bill Anders, now 
awake  and in  fairly  short order will start his sequence of 
work with  the  systems.     So,   at  45 hours  24 minutes   14 sec- 
onds  into  the  flight,   continuing to monitor,   this  is Apollo 
Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 
45 hours, 
Apollo 8. 
miles. 0 

39 
This 

minutes, 25 
is   Apollo   Control, Houston, 
seconds   now   into   the   flight of 

TLI plus 44 hour pad 
back   that report. 

CAPCOM 
eating? 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

does his 

already 

Apo1lo   8, 

J im maps 
CAPCOM Okay 

your   TLI plus 44  pad. I 
we'd   like to fire   it on 

SC St an 
CAPCOM Ro ge 
SC Okay 

TLI   plus 44. 
CAPCOM Roge 

at   the  end. Dele te the 
cedure minus NA. 

SC Roge 
CAPCOM All 

altitude 156 , 24 2. 7 nautical 
ing 3689. 4   f e e t   p e r second. 
along on a co r r e c t ion  to the 
with the crew We 11 play 

Houston. Bi 11 , a re  you still 

t ? 
usy eatin g? 

I'm wat ch in g the store while 
re c o r d i n g th e  dat a point. 
have   a c o r r e c t i on to  make to 
-   if you ' ve got a chance there 
you . 

the   following. This 
through   11.     Ove r. 

SC Roger 
CAPCOM Roger 

Negative. 
hunt ing and 

We 
t 1 s a 
up to 

,   ready   to   copy   the   correction of 

r. The correction is in the remarks 
reference   to  per  - high  speed pro- 

r.     Delete  minus  NA  flash MCI... 
right,   that's   affirmative   and copy 

comment   should   read  UT37  MC4  step 1 

UT   7  MC4   steps   1   through 11. 
Then  proceed   to   longitude con- 

trol,   fo r no  calm procedure  page  NC 7. 
SC You   got   a   little   fast.     Say   again please. 
CAPCOM Roger.     That's   page  MC7.     I'll   read that 

again.     Then  proceed   to   longitude   control   for  no   calm pro- 
cedure  page  NZ7.     Average  400K  V4Q0K.  for  courdier control 
charts  pages   3;   6,   2,   5,   3.     I   repeat  average  V400K for 
courdier   control   charts   is   36253. Over. 

SC Roger.     Say  again.     That's average 
G  as   in   George. 

CAPCOM Negative.     Average  Victor  400K for 
courdier  control  charge  is 36253. 

Roger 
36253 . 

Roger 
the GERU 

SC 
trol   chart is 

CAPCOM 
after  abort when 
zero. 

SC Roger, 
abort  when   GERU  plus   zero 7 

CAPCOM Roger. 
i,,arks   now  just   to  make sure 

Average  V400K  for  courdier con- 

The minus NA 
is   left   then. 

procedure  Is okay 
Zero   7  niner niner 

Minus  NA  procedure  is   okay for 
niner  niner zero. 
I'll   read back  the  entire re- 
we   got   it  straight.     UT37 MC4 
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steps   1   through   11.     Then  procedure   to   longitude   control for 
no   calm  procedure   on   page  MC7.     Average  Victor  400K for 
corridor  control  chart  is   36253 minus  NA procedure  is okay 
after  abort  when GERU  Is  less  than  zero  7  niner niner zero. 

SC Roger,copy. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Bill,   you   can   turn  on   the  H2   fan flying 

heater now. 
SC Okay. 
PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston.     Taking down 

all   d own   that  navigator   talk was   Systems   Engineer  Bill Anders 
Here  in  Mission  Control   Center  our  LOS   clock  now reading 
23  hours,   12  minutes,   indicating we   are  now   than  a  day away 
from  that   time   the  Apollo   8  spacecraft   passes   -  starts it 
pass   over   the  backside   of   the  moon  out  of communications 
range  with  Mission  Control   Center.     It's   relatively quiet 
here  in  the Mission  Control  Center now.     However,  we don't 
expect  this   to be  representative  of what  It will be like 
In  this   room  this   time   tomorrow.     At   45  hours,   45 minutes, 
40  seconds  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8,   this  is Apollo 
Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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This   is   Apollo   control  Houston   at   45 hours 
Is   now  into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8. We 
.tude   at   this   time   at 156,917.4 
:   velocity   reading  shows 36,73.5 
. m  Lovell  has   completed  his  program 23 

and   at   this   time   the  Apollo   8's space- 
"ned   to  a  passive   thermol   control attitude. 

Apollo 8 Houston 
Go   ahead Houston 
Jim when  you   get   a  chance  will   either you 

*ews  status   report   on  you  and Bill? 
Roger.     We're   going  to  pick  up   this one 

i   then  well   do that. 
OK . 
Have   you  been  getting   this  data  down there 

That's   affirmative  Apollo 8. 
Jim  so   far  we've   only  missed   one point 

that we'll   ask you  to  read  back  a  little  bit later. 
SC Which   one   do   you need? 
CAP   COM Stand  by.     Apollo   8  Houston,  what  we need 

is   the   third   mark   on   the   first   set   star   33   trunion only 
over. 

rAU 
JO  mxnu c e s   20 sec o n 
read   Ap o J- X U (J a i *- 1 L 
nautical miles • i n 
feet per Q    o o n n J 
navigati on   cinh t i 11 g 
craft is being r e t u 
we   ii pi ay the re po 
down to our cap s u 1 e 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

or Bill give us a c 
SC 

set   of s tars   fo r yo 
CAP COM 
SC 

in  Hous t on ? 
CAP COM 
CAP COM 

Roger. That r s the only   one we 're   in   d o u 
of . W e think it was 12020. 

Roger c opy . 
OK   inco m p 1 e t an c e of 33  at this time Hous 

t O !'■ . ;\r e you satisfied? 
CAP COM Roger J i m . 
s c Hous ton for in forma tlon  on the last 2 

start   3 4 a n d 0  -J e ' r e shot at th e tip o f  the libri um. If 
y o u prac cical1 y   have   to   i m a g i n e th e rim continued on past 
where it goes into   the dark n e s s . 

CAP COM Roge r. I un de r s t an d   they were shot at 
the tip of the lib rum. 

SC That ' s af f ir TO a t i ve and   the are a around 
the entire moon now both the sky and the moon itself 
are  milkey  white  because   of   the  nearness   to   the sun. 

CAP   COM Roger   copying.     Apollo   8  Houston  you can 
re-establish  PTC  same,   same   attitude   224   and 220. 

SC Roger  your   still... now. 
CAP   COM OK.   Apollo   8 Houston 
SC Go   ahead Houston. 
CAP   COM We'd   like   to  have   you  start   your waste 

water dump as soon as you can. Dump to 20 percent. We're 
doing   this   1n   order   to   get   71   percent   of   their  low  eye over. 

SC. Understand.     20 percent. 

CAP   COM Roger 
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PAO Apollo  control Houston.    We  picked up 
the  last  transmission  as   it was  going off.     The advisory 
that Apollo  8 should proceed with its waste water dump as 
soon  as  possible.     So  at  46  hours   3 minutes   3 seconds into 
the   flight  of Apollo  8  this  is  Apollo  control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston at 
46  hours   25  minutes   22   seconds   now  Into   the   flight of 
Apollo   8.     We  now   read   an   altitude  of   157,868.9 nautical 
miles   for  Apollo   8.     Velocity  now  reading  3651.2 feet-per- 
second.     The  waste  water  dump  has  been  completed  by the 
Apollo   8  crew  and  here's   a  conversation   regarding that 
sequence. 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

now. While it's on 
cycle ? 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go   ahead, Houston. 
Roger.     We  see  waste water 
it's   way   down,   how   about a 

coming down 
cryo fan 

SC Okay . 
and  02   fan, one at a .  t ime, 

CAP COM Roger. 
We're  showing you at 20.0 

SC Roge r. 
shut  it   off now. 

CAP COM Roge r. 
H2  02 purge. 

SC Alrigh 
PAO So, th 

10  seconds into the fligh t 

lak e H2 Cryo   fan   cycle I'll 
two  minutes each, 
(pause)     Apollo  8, Houston, 

percent now. 
We're  showing about  25, we'll 

Next   on  deck   is   the   fuel cell 

s   it   at   46  hours   27 minutes 
This   is   Apollo   Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston at 
46   hours,   40  minutes,   20   seconds   now   in   the   flight of 
Apollo   8.     Present   altitude   158,396.4   nautical miles. 
Present  velocity  3639   feet  per  second,   3639   feet  per sec- 
ond.   As  we  picked   up   this   conversation we   find   the  crew - 
undergoing one of  the systems  procedures  that  of  a fuel 
cell purge. 

SC 
purge 

Let's   pick   up   that conversation. 
Okay,   Houston  we're   ready   to  start the 

While  you're purging, can CAPCOM Roger, Bill, 
you give   us a crew   status report? 

SC That's   going t 
ect? 

CAPCOM Affirmative . 
SC Roger .     H2 fir 
CAP COM Roger, that's 
SC Okay.     We're g 

we d on't have any   of   the  -   any vap 
Sand particles started now. 

CAPCOM Roge r,   we   con f 

be  02   and H2 Is that 

okay ? 
ay . 
ting  H2   flow,   Jerry, but 

any  vapor  particles anywhere. 

flow  and under- 

Okay,   now going 

B your 
stand   your   sand   particles now. 

SC They're  not   much though 
t o  numb e r   two. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC You  know   it's   too  bad   the  side windows 

are   fogged  up  because  we  never  see   any  sun  in   the rendezvous 
w:! n d ows and we can' t get very goo 
w i n d ows , 

CAP COM Roge r . 
SC Okay Chart 

A P C0K Roge r, Apollo 
Hous "on . W o u 1 d you a c c e pt   for P2 
y o u r i i r; b sides and we ' d like you 

3 C Say again. 
CAP COM Roge r, Bill. 

a st ate vector upd a t e 7 We'll be 

numb e r   30 2. 
8.     Apollo 8, this is 

vector to 
to 

Would  you  set   up   to accept 
putting  it   in   the   limb slot 

and   do   not   ar>. zap .     0ve. c . 
SC Roger,   roger.     NORMAL  ACCEPT. We're 

going   to   have   to   put   the  word   zap   back   in   the dictionary. 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

after  NAV firings 
6 6 6.8 miles. 

CAP COM 
SC 

was   closed. Okay 
CAPCOM 

Roger, Batman. 
Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,   Houston, GO. 
It   might   be interesting 

we   ran   out   B21   and  we get 
to note that 
a  pair of... 

Roge r,   copy. 
I hope you get it long enough ... window 

start   fuel  cell 2. 
Roger.     Apollo  8,  Houston.     Your state 
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vector update  is  complete  and verified.    vDu  can have the 
computer back  in block. Over. 

SC Roger.       ...9  number 102. 
CAPCOM Roger, Bill. 
SC All  Helmut  Kuehnel  kitchen   time   is pretty 

nice. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Bill.     You  can   turn  off your 

H2 heaters  now. 
SC Wilco. 
PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston.     As  you heard 

we  sent   a  load   to   the  onboard   computer   to  update   this state 
vector.     This was  sent  and  verified.     Also,   that was Jim 
Lovell   along with  Bill  Anders.     Jim  Indicating  that   they had 
narrowed   their  pericynthion   through   additional  NAV sight- 
ings  down  to  66.8 nautical  miles.     Bill  Anders  in obviously 
very  good  spirits  as  you heard  through  the  course of that 
conversation.     At   46  hours,   45  minutes,   5   seconds   Into the 
flight,   th-ts   is   Apollo  Control Houston, 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston at 
46  hours   53  minutes   58   seconds   into   the   flight.     Our cur- 
rent   altitude   of  Apollo   8   is   158,873.2   (accurate)   nautical  miles. The 
current  velocity   3627.9   feet-per-second.     We've   received a 
status   report   from  the   crew  and  we'll   pass   this   along now. 

CAP  COM Bill,   we  show  you   168,000   (note discrepancy) 
out   and  we're   getting  -  still   getting  pretty   good  high bit 
rate  off   the   30   foot ditches. 

SC Okay.     I'm  in  narrow  beam high gain 
now.     Were  you   getting   that   high  bit   rate   on   the  omni. 

CAP   COM That's   affirmative.     We're  back  on high 
gain now. 

SC Okay  number   one  02   is   off   and  will you 
clarify   your   previous   statement,   were   you   getting   good high 
bit   rate  while  we  were   on   the   omnis   about   10   minutes ago. 
Over. 

CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     That's affirmative. 
We were getting fairly good high bit rate with a little bit 
of noise. 

SC Okay.     Thank you. 
CAP   COM Roger.     We  only   got   two   things   left to 

do now;   your   crew   status   report   and  a   redundant component 
check. 

SC Okay,   Jim will   give  you   the   latter  - er 
former  and   I'll   give   you   the latter. 

CAP  COM Okay.     Bill,   EECOM  says   thanks   for the 
good   job   of  keeping   the   omni's moving. 

SC Roger.     We'll   make   any  sacrifice   as long 
as   they   keep   an   eye   on   the   svsterns. 

CAP   COM Wilco. 
SC Who's   on   the  watch  with you? 
CAP  COM It's   just   me   right now* 
SC How   about   EE COM? 
CAP   COM Well,   we   have   Clint.     The   Black  Watch is 

watching. 
S C Okay,   stay alert. 
CAP   COM Roger,   the   Black  Watch  is watching. 
SC Roger,   I'll   stay alert. 

Okay  Houston,   here   comes   the status 
report. 

CAP   COM Roger,   we're   ready   to copy. 
SC Roger.     For   sleep,   each  of   us   has had 

two  sleep  periods,   Frank's   in his  third  one  right  now. Bill 
had  six  hours   the   last   time,   I   had   four  hours   the   last time. 
Good   to   fair,   both  of   us.     Frank  had   five  hours   the last 
time,   of   fair.     And   Frank,   of   course,   is   sleeping now. 

CAP  COM Roger,   Jim,     How  are   the   three   of you 
feeling? 
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SC. Wonderful.     We're   all   feeling pretty 
good now,  no  problems.    We've   all  had  about  between  40 and 
60  ounces   of   -  or   clicks   of  water   so   far today. 

CAP  COM Okay. 
SC The   food,   we're  up   to  - we've  eaten day 

two meal two so far and both of us have eaten three hydrat- 
ables   and   the   juices   and   about  half   of   the solids. 

CAP  COM Roger, copy. 
SC The   cabin's   running  slightly   cold, we 

do  have  one   cabin   fan   on   and  we're   in   full   heat   and it's 
running   just   slightly   under   70.     Might   get   designed   on for 
future spacecraft. 

CAP   COM Roger,   Jim.     That   fan   pretty noisy? 
SC It's   not   as   noisy   as   most   fans when 

they're   running;   we   cut   it   down   to   one fan. 
CAP  COM Roger.     We  keep  thinking we  hear it 

when  your   talking   to us. 
SC I  wouldn't  be  a  bit surprised. 

Houston,   we're   showing   a  glycol   evap out 
temp  around  44  and  a RAD  out   temp  of  about  28,   I wonder if 
we   might   try   some   manual   mixing   it  would   raise   the glycol 
evap  amp  temp  out   a  little bit? 

CAP   COM Roger,   Bill.     Stand by. 
SC Okay,   Houston,   secondary  loop  is coming 

up . 
CAP   COM Roger, Bill. 
SC Okay,   we're  boiling   the   secondary evap 

and  the   temperatures  stabilized  and  so we're  gonna  close up 
the   back   pressure valve. 

CAP  COM Roger,   copy.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead,   Houston. 

COM Roger,   Bill.     Before  you  try  the manual 
;ed   like   you   to   give   it   a  whirl   at   the  manual and 

increase  on  the  cabin  temp. Over. 
SC We've   done   that.     We're   in   full  HOT and 

what   is  your  - what's   the  lowest  RAD out -  individual RAD 
out   L   IT; ;>   you   ses   there   in   your PTC? 

CAP  COM Roger,   stand  by.     Apollo  8,   this is 
Houston.     We   saw   26   one time. 

SC Roger,   understand.     Plus 26. 
CAP   COM Affirmative.     Apollo   8,   Houston. Go 

ahead with your manual mixing.     Suggest you set your evap 
out   at   about   55. Over. 

SC Okay,  we'll  give   that  a try  and  let us 
hope   the   RAD   out   temps   get ... 

CAP  COM Roger.     We're monitoring. 
PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston.     We now 

read  ground  elapsed   time  of  47  hours.     Perhaps  its  good to 

C A J 
- 'A. f 
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pAO point out again that  as we examine the 
data in  the  early hours  of  this morning,  we  chose not  to do 
the mid-course  correction burn  at  ground  elapsed  time of 
47 hours.    The  reason we  chose not  to do  this,   the data 
indicated  that   the burn would be  in  the magnitude  of about 
one  foot-per-second.    This would be  followed by a water 
dump which would have  some  perturbation on  the trajectory 
and it appeared wise  to pass  this one by.    So at  47 hours 
one minute now,   this  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston  at  47 hours 
25  minutes  now  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8.     Apollo  8 now 
showing  a  velocity  of   3603.1   feet  per   second. Current 
altitude   just   umde-r   160  000  nautical  miles.     159  968.9 nau- 
tical miles.     We  have  a short   strip  of  conversation with the 
crew  and we will  play   that now. 

COM 
Houston.     Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8.     Houston. Go. 
Roger,   we  have   it  stabilized about 

will   leave  it   there,  but  we will  go back 
having  any   concern  about   the radiators. 

Roger  Bill.     We   are  showing  514 now. 
Okay . 
Apollo   8.     This   is   Houston.     We are 

going   to  have   a  command   changeover   to  Honeysuckle   in about 
2  minutes. Over. 

Roger.     Houston.     Standing by. 

SC 
CAP 
SC 

53 degrees and we 
AUTO  if  you start 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

SC 
CAP COM 

to Madrid. 
SC 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

exercise  at 4715? 
CAP COM 

Apollo  8. Houston 

S i,   seno r 
Hous t on. 
Apollo 8. 

Good  by, 
Apo1lo   8. 
Houston. 

That  was Honeysuckle 

you   chaps . 

Go . 
Roger,   did  you  delete  the  cislunar NAV 

we  added the 

That concludes 
the present time 
the  Green Team 

That's   affirmative and 
extra  star  sightings   to   the 145. 

PAO Apollo   Control Houston 
our   latest   conversation  with   the   crew. At 
in  Mission  Control   Center,   some  members of 
are  beginning   to  arrive.     We will  have   a  change  of shift 
within   the   next   hour.     And  during  the  Green  Team's time 
aboard,   we  will   cross   that   great   divide   in  space.     At   55 hours 
30  minutes,   about   8  hours   from now.     Where,   for   the first 
time,   in  manned  space   flight,   the  earth's   sphere   of influence 
will  be   secondary   to   another   celestial  body.     Apollo   8 will 
enter   the  moon's   sphere   at   about   55   hours   30  minutes. At 
this   time   the   attraction  of   the  moon  becomes   greater than 
the   attraction  of   the   earth.     Our  display   references here 
in  Mission   Control  will   also   have   the   capability   of following 
suit.     We  will  probably  show  such  tings  as  altitude and 
velocity   relative   to   the  moon.     At   47   hours   28  minutes 25 
seconds   into   the   flighty   this   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This i s Ap „ 1   1   ^ ^ olio c on t r o 1 H o us ton at A 7 hours 
4 3 mi nu t e s   5 3 seconds   x n t o t h e 1 11 g n t of   A p o 1 lo    O .       U U r 
c u rre nt altitu d e   x e y d in g 1 O n t housan A Li 6 14   n a u Lic.aj. mil e s 
Cu r r e n t   ve1o c i ty   in feet pe r s econd 35 hundr e d   8 8 feet P e r 
s e con d. We've had additi on a 1 c o n v e r s a t i o n w i t h   the   c r ew and 
we ■11 pass   t h a t   along now 

SC Houst o n Apollo 8 Are you readi ng ? 

CAP COM Apol 1 o 8 t his is H o u s ton Buenos di a s 
muchachas. 

SC Buenos   dias.     I'm  going   to  be   answering your 
callls pretty quietly for a little while here to let the CDR get 
to  sleep   if  you   can't  hear  us,   why -- 

CAP COM OK 
SC Houston 
CAP COM Apol lo 
CAP COM Apollo 
SC Roger. 

some sleep here   so y'al 

o 8 
ton   go . 
ton   go . 
o cohorts are going t o try and 
t   keep a goo d  eye on 
g   over to the other s i d e . 
o   8 Houst on we're ge 11 ing 
e r  with a high-gain an t enn a 
side . 0 v e r . 

o 8 
ton   go. 

8 
My 

get 
the   systems   I'm   going   to   be m< 

CAP  COM Roger. Aj 
low bitrate  now,   we   could   do I 
before  you  move   over   to   the o! 

SC Houston A| 
CAP   COM Apollo   8 1 
SC You  might   just   give  me   a   call   every  now and 

then, Jerry. Just let me know you're still there. As we're switch- 
ing  antennas,   or   play   some   music,   or something. 

CAPCOM Say   again,   Bill,   you're   kind   of garbled. 
SC Just   give   me   a   call  every  now  and then 

antennas,   just   to   let  me   know  you're still 
some   music   or   something,   just   to  make sure 

ost contact. 
Okay,   Bill.     Your   antennas   are looking 

ey,   Bill,   if   you  want  music,   I'll  have Mike 

as  we sw i t ch 
there ., p i ay 
w"   have n ' t 1 

. 0 M 
H-,c c aow si 

Get   him   to   sing  "Anchors  Aweigh", will 
s i; J g . 

SC 
you? 

CAP-OM This   is   Apollo   Control,   Houston,   you no 
doubt   gleaned   from  that   last   comment  when  Jerry  Carr offerred 
a  musical   rendition   by   the   oncoming  CAPCOM,   Mike Collins, 
Mike   just  walked   into   the   rooci  a   few  moments   ago,   he will 
take   over   duty   as   capsule   cornmun i cator  shortly.     So at 
47   hours   46   minutes   50  seconds   into   the   flight   of   Apollo 8, 
this   is  Apollo   Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PA.0 This  is  Apollo  Control Houston,   48 hours 
30 minutes  into  the  flight.     The  Green team,   the Green launch 
team has  come  to work here  in  the  Control Center,   and Flight 
Director Cliff  Charlesworth is  going around  the  room, con- 
sole  to  console,   getting a status  report.    The  only little 
minor  problem we  have   uncovered here,   in   this  round robin^ 
and  from discussions   from the previous  shift,   is  the suspi- 
cion  cast  that   the  secondary  coolant  loop,   it may not be 
closing properly  and  a procedure was  passed  to,the  crew to 
take  a  look  at  that.     All  else  seems  to be quite normal. We 
have  some brief  conversation backed up  and we will play that 
for you now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM —  on your  secondary  coolant  loop looks 

like your backpressure valve might be slightly  open.     I sug- 
gest  you  go  to  secondary  coolant  loop EVAP  switch  to the 
reset  position  for  58 seconds. Over. 

SC Roger.     I  did  that  again,   I'll  try it 

a  third  time. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC It  didn't   do   any  good, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger, Bill. 
SC Keep  an eye  on  it,   in  case  it starts 

dropping.     It  stabilized  there  right  after I  set  the evap- 
orator on. 

CAPCOM Roger,   we will  watch it. 
SC What  might have happened - Jim might 

have  gotten  the water  control valve  off before we completely 
had  the backpressure  valve closed. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Understand Jim turned  the water 

control valve off. 
SC Roger.    We have  the secondary water 

evap  control  valve  off but he might have  gotten  it  off on 
that  return pump  chart  check prior  to  the  time  the evaporator 
backpressure valve had  completely  closed,  which might ex- 
plain its  lower  than  state nominal pressure. 

CAPCOM Roger, understand. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Bill.     We  see  your secondary 

steam pressure   coming back  up  slowly  and we would  like to 
just sit  and watch it  for a while before doing anything 
else . 

SC Okay, 
PAO This   is  Apollo   Control Houston.     We are 
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standing by,   or  estimating  that   the  press   conference from 
the  previous   shift   should  begin,   the   change  of  shift brief- 
ing,   in  approximately  8 minutes,   shooting  for  7:30 Houston 
time.    We want   to  alert  all  press  people  to  that   fact. While 
that   tape   was   playing,   we   did  hear   an   analysis   of   - from 
the  Surgeon's   console,   and   they   said while   they   felt the 
crew was   doing better  with   their   little  medical  probelms of 
yesterday,   they  didn't   feel   like   they  were   completely out 
of   the  woods   yet.     They   note   that   they   are  behind   on water 
and   they   are   apparently  behind   on  sleep.     They   are also 
don't  -  not   eating  as   much   as   they  planned.     But generally 
they   are   pleased   that   the   situation  is   an   improvement over 
yesterday  morning.     At   48  hours   33  minutes   and   162,320 miles 
from  earth,   this   is  Apollo   Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   control,   Houston and 
at  49 hours   18 minutes,  we've just  tagged up with  the crew 
and  Mike   Collins   is   reading   the  morning  addition   of the 
Interstellar Times.     Here's  how  it's going. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Apollo  8,   this is 
Houston, over. 

SC Go   ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   I  just  wanted  to  let  you know 

we  still  have   voice   contact   and we  have   the  morning news 
for you,  we  can  give  it  to  you now or sometime  later, your 
chnice . 

SC How  about   right now. 
CAPCOM Very   good.     This   is   the   twenty third 

edition of  the  Interstellar Times  via Paul Haney.    We would 
like  to  let  you know  that  there  are  only  two more shopping 
days  until  Christmas.     He   says  your  TV   transmission was a 
real big hit yesterday,  Mickey Herskowitz  is  doing double 
duty   for   the  Post,   he's  has  written  a  couple  of columns 
on your  launch  in  addition  to  his  other sports  columns and 
Jim your  mom  certainly  appreciated   that  birthday greeting. 
Twenty-one   convicts  broke  out   of  a  prison  in New Orleans 
yesterday  and President  Johnson went  home  last  night from 
the Naval hospital  after his  bout with  the  flu.    He sends 
you  guys   a special  message  - not  what   to  do   for   the flu 
but   congratulations   on   the   flight   -  the  midwest,   I don't 
know  if  you   can  see   that   from  up   there  or  not   and   then in 
Houston as  a matter of  fact,   it's  getting pretty chilly 
about   35  degrees   and we would   like   to  know who  you like 
next  Sunday,   Baltimore  or Cleveland.     Baltimore defense 
looked   pretty   tremendous   yesterday,   they  put   on   a great 
pass  rush and in fact  the  capcom like Haney  is  trying to 
con  you  guys   into  a bet. Over. 

SC I  like  Baltimore.    How are  the families 
doing,   Mike. 

CAPCOM They  are  doing just  great,  Bill, just 
talking  to  Valerie   a  few minutes ago. 

SC That was Frank. 
CAPCOM Oh,   well,   likewise,   with   Susan   I have 

not   talked   to her  since   last night. 
PAO Apollo   control  here,   we  got   a little 

low on the conversation that may be resumed, we will take 
advantage   of   the   lull   to   give  you   the   altitude which is 
163  920  miles   and  our  velocity,   3514   feet  per  second, if 
you  take  three-fourths  of  that  you  can  get   the distance in 
miles  per  hour  -  I'll  read  that  -  it's  something  like  26 - 
26  hundred  miles   per  hour,   call   it.     We'll  stand  by, here 
is  more conversation. 

SC Good  sleep, yesterday. 
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CAPCOM Roger,   thank you,  Mike,  we were wondering 
about  that,   about  5  hours  of  good sleep. 

SC Right. 
CAPCOM How  is  everything going up  there, Frank, 

all   three  of  you  guys  feeling okay  this morning. 
SC Feel  fine,  Jim went  back  to sleep 

though  and  I have  had breakfast  and everything seems fine. 
CAPCOM Good,   glad  to hear it. 
PAO This   is  Apollo   control  here, apparently 

we  are  wrapping  up,   the   crew  is  now  eating  and we  doubt that 
we will  get  any  additional  conversation  for  at  least the 
next   few minutes,   the  eat  period extends  up  to  50 hours 
elasped.     We  are   in  49  hours   29  minutes.     The spacecraft 
meanwhile  has   -   it's  about   to   complete   its   second  - let's 
back  off  that  statement  and put  it   this way.     The  Earth is 
about  to  complete  its  second  revolution  under  the spacecraft. 
The  spacecraft  now  in  relation  to   the Earth  is  over Africa 
and   that   is   its   second  revolution  since   the  second rev 
when  suddenly   the  spacecraft   left   the  Earth  out  over the 
central  Pacific.     Our  flat  map  projection  follows this 
trace  and  it's  running at  about   10  degrees  south latitude 
very  steady   and  coming back  across,   if   for  map purposes 
it   appears   that   it's   coming  -   going  from east   to west 
across  the  face  of   the map.     Of  course,   the  spacecraft is 
quite  steady  and  the  Earth  is  turning under  it.     At  49 hours 
30 minutes  into  the  flight   this  is  Apollo  control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston here, 
50 hours,   11  minutes  into  the  flight.    We have  just established 
contact with Apollo  8 and here  is  how  the  conversation is 
going. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM Just  checking in with you after about 

a  45 minute  quiet break.     Say,  we notice  on your high-gain 
antenna,   if you  like  you  can  get  a  little bit more  use out 
it  by switching  to  it  from an OMNI when  you have  a yaw angle 
of  90 degrees,   and  a pitch  angle  of  minus  45  degrees. We 
are noticing  that  you are  staying an  extra  10  minutes  on the 
OMNI,  which  is   fine;  but you  could  get  more use of high-gain, 
if you use  that  procedure, over. 

SC Okay,   thank you Houston.    As  long as the 
OMNI  isn't working,  we've  got  it  all wrapped up here  on the 
8 ball with  the  roll   ...  pointing  to  an OMNI  number,  we just 
switch  it,   it makes  it  alot  easier,   if  it  is  not bothering 
you. 

CAPCOM Okay,   that  is   fine.    We  are presently 
happy with  the  contact,  we  are just  trying  to be helpful. 

SC Thank you very much.     It's very unusual 
that Mike  Collins  is  trying  to be helpful,  but never  the less 
thank you very much. 

CAPCOM (Garble) 
SC Say hello  to Howard Tindall for us will 

you,  his  procedure  seemed  to be working. 
CAPCOM Sure will. 
SC I hope  that you have got everybody looking 

this thing over very carefully. One thing we want is a 
perfect spacecraft  before we  can  consider  the  LOI burn. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, we  concurr and we are 
doing that. 

SC Okay.     And Houston,  Apollo  8,   the water 
is  in  the  process  of being  chlorinated at   this time. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM At  your  convenience,  we would  like the 

readout  of your  Service Module  SPS propellent quantities. 
We haven't  gotten  one  of  those  so  far  this flight. 

SC Standby,  we  are  just  about  to - need to 
change  the antenna.     I'll  get it. 

CAPCOM Go  ahead Apollo 8. 
SC Okay,  A,  Service Module A,  you ready. 
CAPCOM Ready   to copy. 
SC The  temperature  is  about  111,   the helium pres- 

sure  -  do you just want  the quantity  or  the whole works? 
CAPCOM Well,   if you  are  reading,   give  us the 

whole works. 
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SC Okay,   the  helium  pressure   is   about   37, the 
manifold  is   182,   and   the  quantity   is   reading  80.     B  has got 
the   temperature  about   112,   the  helium pressure  of   36,   the fuel 
pressure   180,   and   the  quanity   about   77.     C  has   got the 
temperature   of   140,   incidentally,   those   other temperatures 
should  have  been   120  instead  of   110,   I was   looking at the 
wrong  calibration  here.     The   pressure   is   37,   the manifold 
fuel  pressure  is  about   182  and  the  quantity  is  80. Temp- 
C 1 d L U 1 C      v LI U is   115,   pressure   is   137,   the  manifold pressure 
is   181, and the  quantity  is   about 83. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Frank,   I   read  you  loud  and clear. 
On   the tempe ratures,   quad  A  and  B  should  both  be   120, Roger. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC 365   -  I  will   trade   all  of   that good 

i n forma t ion for  a  readout  of   the   actual  quantity,   if you 
will  give us a  minute  we  will   go  ahead  and  plot   them up, Mike 

CAPCOM Roger,   we will   standby  until we  get them 
for you. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   I  have  your Service 
Module  RCS q uantities   available, over. 

SC Roger,   we   are   ready   to   copy  at   50 hours, 
16 minutes. 

CAPCOM Okay,   I  have   them both  in  percent and 
pounds, I'll give  you both  numbers.     The  pounds  are slightly 
more   accurate   for  plotting  on  your   chart.     Quad  A  72 percent, 
219  pounds; Quad  B,   76   percent,   233  pounds;   Quad  C, 70 

SC Take  it  a  little  slower Mike,  whoa, whoa, 
whoa, whoa. 

CAFC0M Okay . 
Slow  up,   we  just   got  Quad  A plotted. 

'"      y    a ;." fe    4.- " : perate tracks. 
. M'COM Okay . 

SC Okay   for  Quad B. 
CAPCOM Quad  B,   76   percent,   233 pounds. 
SC Okay,   Quad   C. 
CAFCC M 7 6   percent,   231 pounds. 
s c Quad  D. 
CAPCOM 76   percent,   229 pounds. 
SC Okay.    Would  you  give  us   the 02  and H2 

as   long  as  we   are plotting? 
CAPCOM Roger,   standby   for  02   and  H2. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   we  have   got those 

numbers   in a percent,   we  are   going   to  switch   them over to 
pounds; and in   the  meantime,   we   are   going  to  be changing 
our  ground   antenna  in  about   another  2  and   1/2  minutes you 
can  expect a comm  glitch, over. 

SC Thank  you. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
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Go  ahead Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Roger,   I  have  your  oxygen  and hydrogen 
you  are  ready  to copy. 
Ready . 
Oxygen  tank  number   1,   270 pounds. 

2,   267  pounds. Over. 
Roger,   thank you. 
Roger,   on  the hydrogen,  hydrogen tank 

Hydrogen  tank number  2,   20.1, over. 
19.7   and 20.1. 
are a little bit low on the 
the  fact  that  they started 

Unde rs t and 
Ro ge r, you 
but   due to 

Roger. 
This is Apollo Control 

lull   in   the conversation. 
We have 

We  have been 
8 

SC 
CAPCOM 

quantities whenever 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Oxygen  tank number 
SC 
CAPCOM 

numb er  1 , 19 
SC 
CAPCOM 

line  on your 
out low. 

SC 
PAO 

apparently   got a 
listening  to  the exchange 
live  now,   for nearly half 
relation   to  Earth,   is 166 
in  feet   per  second, 3466. 
about  27  -  2725  miles per 
slow  down  to  a value   of 2170 
second.     And  at   the  point of 
of  lunar  spere infxuence, 
and  infact  reach,   I  believe  at  55  hours.    We will begin to 
see  a  slight  acellerat ion.     I   think  the  biggest thing 
that we will  experience  today,   at   least we will  be filling 
in numbers  in  an  unknown but  at  a predicted  area,   is the 
range  of   temperatures   that   the  spacecraft will  be seeing. 
The   Earth  -  even  in  Earth  orbit,   the  Earth  exerts   a temp- 
erature  factor  over  spacecraft,  even  out  at   100 or more miles 
And  the Moon,   it's   theorized,   does  the  same  thing because 
of  its  highly   reflective   quality.     The   area between the 
Earth  and   the  Moon  has  no  great   reflector  available. And, 
thus,   a different  temperature  regime  is  experienced. This 
will be  of  considerable  interest  to  the  spacecraft builders 
and   the  spacecraft   thermal   planners,   as  we  progress through 
this   day.     At   50  hours,   27  minutes,   this   is  Apollo Control 
Houston. 

between Mike  Collins  and Apollo 
an hour.     Our  present position 
116  miles   from Earth.     Our velocity 
And  one-fourth  of   that  would be 

hour.     Velocity will  continue to 
miles  per hour,  not  feet per 
lunar   capture,   or   the point 

which  we  are   rapidly approaching; 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston   50 hours 
55 minutes  into  the  flight.     Mike  Collins  just  put  in  a - 
I   take   that  back.     Apollo   8  just   gave   us   a   call   a  few min- 
utes  ago,   I  guess  just   to  check  and make  sure  our antennas 
are   all  switched   around,   which   I  believe   they  have been. 
We  can expect  some  communication  very  shortly.    We have had 
a number  of   calls   on  conversion   charts.     We would  like to 
pass  on  to  you  these  conversion   tables.     Earlier we had 
estimated   that   to   get   a  handy   grab   on   statute   miles   per hour, 
simply  take  3/4  of  feet  per second.     Of  course,   the number 
is  somewhere between  3/4  and  2/3,   so here  are  some more 
exacting  tables.     Before  we   do   that,   let's   go  now  live to 

•: he communication. 
CAPCOM -  the  block  data  you have  onboard is 

satisfactory, over. 
SC Understand.     The block  data we have 

aboard  is satisfactory. 
CAPCOM                  Roger.     As  for  the  flyby  and pericynthion 

+ 2 hour block  update,  we would  like  also  to  get  a current 
up  to  date  report  on  all your windows.    We  are  trying to 
make  some  alternate  plans  for  using  the  center hatch window 
when you  are  in  lunar  orbit  and we would  like  to make sure 
ye  understand  exactly  what   the   condition  of   all   five win- 
dows  is.     Ove r. ,  

SC                           Okay.     Window number  1  and window num- 
ber  5   are   clouded  but   may  be  partially  useful.     The hatch 
window is  very heavily  clouded.     Windows  number  2  and 4  are \ 
good. ■  / 

r\PC0M Okay.     Understand  the hatch window is 
unusable,   I   and   5  are   partially   usable,   and   the rendezvous 
wiosi.ws  are  hcth good. 

:-C Right. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
PAO Apollo  Control  here.     We will   take ad- 

vantage  here   to  go  ahead  and  give  you  these conversion 
tables   mat  we   talked  about  earlier.     If  you have   feet per 
second  and  you  vant  statute  miles  per hour,  you convert by 
multiplying   feet   per  second   times   .6818.     The   resulting num- 
ber  statute  miles   per  hour.     If  you want  knots,   you take 
feet  per second,   and multiply by   .5 925,   I  repeat,   feet per 
second  times   .5925  gives  you knots  per hour.     If  you want 
kilometers  per hour,   you  take  feet  per  second  and multiply 
by  1.097,   1.097,   and you  get  kilometers  per hour.     And one 
other  factor  to help,   particularly  our  European,  well to 
help  all  reporters who  are  other   than U.S.,  if you have 
statute  miles   per  hour   and  multiply  by   1.609,   you  can get 
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kilometers   per hour.     So  much   for  the  lack  of   a universal 
numbering system.     We will  go back  and monitor  the circuit 
now  any   additional communications. 

PAO Apollo  Control here.     CAPCOM Mike Col- 
lins  is  sitting back  in his  seat  and  apparently we will not 
have   any   communication  unless   it   is   initiated by  Apollo 8. 
So we will  take  the  line  down now  at  51  hours  even  into the 
flight  and we  are  -  they  are   167,000 miles  from earth, mov- 
ing at  a velocity  of  3441   feet  per  second.     This  is Apollo 
Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control Houston 51 hours 
41 minutes  into the flight and just  a very  few minutes ago, 
the wife of Bill Anders,  Valerie Anders,  joined us here in 
the Control Center.    She is  seated in the viewing area, which 
overlooks  the Mission Operations  Control Room,  chatting with 
Mr.   James C.  Elms,   the director of  the Electronics Research 
Center in Boston  and Elms was  formerly  deputy director of 
this Manned Spacecraft Center.    With her also is Neil Arm- 
strong,  backup  command pilot  for Apollo 8.    This is the 
first of  the wives  to visit  the Control Center during the 
mission.    Later  today we  expect  to  see Jim Lovell's wife, 
Marilyn.     In  the  course  of  the past  20  to  25 minutes we have 
backed up some  conversation with Apollo  8,  and are prepared 
to play it  for you now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston. Over. 
SC Go ahead,  Houston.    Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Frank.    We would  like  to  ask you 

about the next  few hours  in the  flight plan.    We are inclined 
to let Jim go ahead and sleep and  to slip  the P-23 that 
occurs  at 5215.    On  the other,  we would think it would prob- 
ably be  a good  idea  if he  returned more  to  the normal sleep 
rest cycle and if you got him up nominally  to do  the 5215 
work,  then perhaps he would be ready  to go back to sleep at 
about 61 hours, when he  is nominally expected  to do so. 

SC Okay,  he's  up  now,  eating.    We  are plan- 
ning  to go  to normal procedures  on  the  flight plan. 

CAPCOM Okay,   that's  fine  then.     If there is - 
you know,  it's not  time  critical  that P-23 be done at 5215, 
but if you get  up  to  do  it  then,   that's just fine. 

SC Well,  we  thought we might  give  it a 
try. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC This sleep cycle here  is - we are just 

going  to have  to  real  time  it  I  guess,  because  I'm supposed 
to be asleep right now but  obviously - I'm supposed  to go 
to sleep here  shortly but  I  just  got  up.    We  are have to 
play this by ear. 

CAPCOM Roger, understand. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead,  Apollo 8. 
SC Are  the stars  in the flight plan proper 

for  this next exercise, P-23? 
CAPCOM We would  like  to  talk  to Jim about It 

when he  is  ready to copy. 
SC He's ready. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC Good morning,  Mike.    How are you doing? 
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CAPCOM Fine,   fine,  Jim.    You are sounding good 
this morning.     We would  like  to  give  you a  little rundown 
on these stars.    As you can see in  the  flight plan, we've 
got you scheduled  for a number 33,  Antares,  number  34, Atria, 
and number  40,   old Altair.     Now  the  first of  those, Antares, 
is  in plane,   the  second  two  are  out  of  plane.    As  you know, 
we would  like  to get a mixture of  the in and  the out of plane. 
Antares,  number  33,   is  closer  to  the sun,   and we  expect if 
you  are  going   to have   difficulty  getting  those measurements 
on number  33,  we would like very much  for you to  try,  but if 
you are unable  to do number  33,  then we propose  that you use 
number  42,  which  is  Peacock,   to  the  lunar  far horizon. We 
realize  Peacock  isn't   the  greatest  one  available, greatest 
star  in  the  sky,  but  it's  about  the  only  one  available. Over. 

SC Roger,  understand.    I'll  - we will go 
to Antares  first  and  try  it.     You know,  we  tried  it last 
time,  but  I  got  one  set  before  I  lost moon  completely in 
the white  haze.     I'll  give  it  another  try  and  if  it doesn't 
work out,  we will  go  to Peacock  and  give  it - 

CAPCOM That  is  affirmative,   Jim and  if neither 
Antares  nor Peacock work,  well   then,  we  just  - we will be 
happy  to  go with Atria  and with Altair.     We would  like them 
to increase  the number  of  sets  and  do  three  on Atria, that 
is number  34,   and  two  on Altair,   number 40.     But  that  is only 
in  the  event  that  you  can  get  neither Antares  nor Peacock. 
Apollo  8,  Houston.     Did you copy? 

♦ SC Roger,   this  is  8,   copied.   34 to 
3 and  the number  set  of  40   to  two  if we  cannot  get  33  or 42. 

CAPCOM That  is  exactly right. 
PAO This  is Apollo  Control Houston. That 

cleans  up  our backlog of  tape  at  this  point.    One  item on 
new conference  scene  for  the next  several  shifts,  we plan 
a news  conference  today,   or  this  afternoon,   at approximately 
3:15  pm Houston  time.     That will be  15 minutes  after the 
change  of  shift  for  this  afternoon.    We will  plan  a news 
conference  tonight  at   11:15,   at  that  shift break  and tomorrow 
morning at  9:30  am.     All  times  are  Central  standard, Houston 
time,  3:15  this  afternoon,   11:15  tonight,  and 9:30 tomorrow 
morning.    Our  distance  right  now  168,829 miles,  we  should - 
we  are  to  pass  into  the  lunar  sphere  of  influence  55 hours 
38 minutes,   about  4 hours   from now.    Our velocity has slowed 
down  to  3408 miles.    While we were   talking,  Mike  Collins has 
put  in another call.    Let's  go back to that. 

CAPCOM -  and  on  this  P-23 where  it's  rough to 
get our data, you are going to have to delay the DSKY dis- 
play  about  10  seconds when  it  comes  up with NOUN  87, over. 
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SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We are past  that 87 

display  now.    Did you write  down what  your  trunnion bias 
was ? 

SC Negative.    Houston,  we haven't started 
23 yet.    Our cal is zero. 

CAPCOM Roger,   understand.     Thank you. 
SC We are in the process now to do a - to 

go  to P-23  auto - 
CAPCOM Roger,   thank you. 
PAO And  this  is  Apollo  Control Houston. That 

apparently wraps it  up  for now.    We  are 51  hours  50 minutes 
■re to  the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control,   Houston,   52 hours 
21  minutes   into   the   flight.     We  have   a   little   tape  backed up 
from  the   last   twenty  minute   time  period  since we   talked to 
you.     We  will   play   that   for   you.      Very   shortly  we   expect to 
query  the  crew  on  their  medical  status.    We have  had some 
communication   regarding   the   system  status.     That   is reported 
to be  in  excellent  shape.     Dr.   Berry,   and his  people  on the 
medical   console   are  wondering  about   the  water   intake   aid the 
food  intake which  seems   to be  off.    We  don't  understand the 
sleep   cycle,     The   crew  are   grabbing naps   or  better when they 
can      We don't have  a very  good  plot  of  just how much sleep 
s dch   man  has   had.     So  he   has   prepared   a   list   of questions 
wnich   I   think will  be   relayed   to   the   crew within   the hour. 
I   believe   that   brings   us   up   to   date.     Let's   play   the tape 
now,   and we  may,   if   the  conversation  resumes,   come  in with 
that . 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

stars 33, Jim is using the lunar 
be. using  the  lunar near horizon. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
s c 

I will check 

the   lunar  nea 
rear horizon, 
horizon. 

SC 
up   2 2 0   io  a>e . 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

getting kind 
go  back into 
for awhile, to 
c abin. 

c a p c o m 
SC 

Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go   ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Roger.     Our   downlink  data  shows   that on 

far  horizon when he should 
Over, 

you. 220? 

again 

Okay. Thank 
Roger. 220. 
Let's   change   i t . 
Roger. 
Do  you want   the far 
Roger.     Far horizon 
We  have   far horizon 

though. 
Yes.     That  is right 

hori zon 

in now, 

now, 

Mike 

Hous ton? 

on 220. 

We  are requesting 
horizon as per the flight plan. The lunar 
We   show   that   you  are   using  the   lunar far 

Okay. Roger. 
I   "■} 1 i 1   move   to the 

Roger. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
... We're getting a 

of damp in here. It might 
AUTO   on   the   temp   in   — the 

I thought that 
near horizon. 

you  had copied 

Over. 
Go ahead, 
play-back 
be   a good 

Mike. It 
idea to 

is 

glycol   temp in 
try  and  get  some  of   this  moisture  out  of the 

Roger. 
Ro ge r . 

Stand by, Bill. 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM We   concur.     We  would   like  you  to   go back 

to  AUTO  on   the   glycol   temp   inlet valve, 
SC Okay.     What  was   our   lowest   radiator out 

temp  during  the   last   couple   of  hours  while  we  have  had it 
in MANUAL? 

CAPCOM I  will   get   it   for you. 
SC And  we   are  back   in AUTO. 
CAPCOM. Roger.     Back  in  AUTO.     Twenty-nine degrees 

is   as   low  as  we sink. 
SC Okay.     We   are   showing  a   cabin   temp   of about 

ib.     It  is  very  comfortable,   but we  are  getting a  lot of 
tndensat ion  on  the walls now. 

CAPCOM Roger. Understand. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8  this   is Houston. 
SC Roger.     Mike,  while we  are waiting  for the 

spacecraft   to  maneuver   into   the  moon,   I  might  note   that as 
we   get   closer   to   the  moon,   the   light   from  the  sun  comes right 
into  the  scanning  telescope,   and  it  is  impossible  to use. 
You have  to  rely  on  the  sextant alone. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Jim.     Understand  that  light  from the 
sun   is   coming  into   the  scanning  telescope  making  it impossible 
to  use,   and  you have  to  rely  on  the  sextant  alone.     Can you 
attach  any   angle   to that? 

SC Well,   Mike,   I   am  right  now  on   the substellar 
■r, lane  of  30  degrees.     I  don't  know where  the  sun  is exactly 
from  there,  but   that  is  about   the  angle.    We're  —  the optics 
are   pointed   right   at   the  moon now. 

CAFC»>K Roger.     Understand.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
We st-e going to be changing our antennas in a couple of minutes. 
You  car*   expect   COMM ... 

S 'J Thank you. 
SC Houston,   Apollo   8. Over. 
CAPTOM Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Roger.     The  LMP   is   going  to   take  a little 

snooze  here  for  a while.     I  am wondering,   can you  give  me a 
quick  •-- your  view  of   the  system status  here before  I depart, 
and   also,   give   me   an   idea  of  when   the  next   cryo  stir  is due. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Your   systems   remain  unchanged. They 

are   all   looking  go.     You   can  go  ahead  and  stir  up   the cryo 
starting  right now. 

SC Okav.    Will do. 
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CAPCOM 
up verb  one noun 

SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
him to 

. . .Jim makes his 
one.     We  missed the 

Roger.     The last 

next  mark  could  he call 
last   trunnion. Over, 
trunnion was 10660. 

10660 . Thank you. 
Apollo 8, Houston. 
Go Ahead. 
Roger.Before Bill gets his 
a PRD  readout   on   all three 

Roger. CDR is .06, CMP is 
Okay Houston, We got three 
lunar  far horizon  for one 

snooze we would 
crew  members. 

sets 
set. 

on 3 3 
Don ' t 

we 

We   agree.     Star   34   lunar   far  horizon for 

like  him  to   give us 
Over. 

SC 
SC 

are  going now  to 34 
y > u agree? 

CAPCOM 
one set. 

PAO 
discussion we 
antennas from 
Madrid. That 
and see what 

SC Houston.     The   cryos  have  been  stirred and 
could  you  also  give   me   a  quick  rundown  on how  the SPS 
align   temps   are doing? 

Roger,   Bill.     Understand  you  stirred the 
we   checked   the  SPS   align   temps  were excellent 

and warm.     We  will   give  you  another number 

the  course   of that 
we  have switched 
foot   dish to 

footer.     Let's   just   leave   a  line open 

Apollo  Control  here. In 
are  now up  to  the  live action, 
Ascension where   they  have   a 30 
big 80 

results 

nice 

CAPCOM 
cryos  last time 
they were 
eight now. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

And   . . .   valve . 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go   ahead. 
Roger.     On your SCS system your oxidizer 

is nni?.g  7 5 degrees 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,   on your  SPS  system,  your oxidizer 

is   running   75   degrees,   fuel   74   degrees,   and   the PU valve 
between  78  and  82, depending on where we measure  it, over. 

SC Real   good,   everything  really  is working 
fine,   isn't it? 

CAPCOM Yes,   it's  moving  right  along, Bill. 
SC Okay,   see  you later. 
CAPCOM Adios. 
PAO Okay,  Apollo  Control Houston,   52 hours, 

.'5  minutes.     We will  just  shut  it  down  to  save wear  and tear 
on   the   eardrums. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apoiio   Control   Houston,   53 hours, 
5  minutes   into   the   flight.     The   spacecraft   is   17 1   360  odd miles 
from  Earth.     Its   velocity   in   feet   per  second,   3356.     we have 
heard   from  the   crew   in   ".he   last   20  minute   time  period, a 
rather   complete  medical   status.,     They   reported   that Bill 
Anders   had   taken   1   marezine.     They   say   they   are   all feeling 
all   quite  well  now   as   opposed   °.o  yesterday.     They   also explained 
their   sleep   and   rest   cycle.     As   a   general   reference, the 
spacecraft   is   proceeding   on   sort   of   a   nose   down   -   in   a nose 
down   attitude,   if   you   r en si e'er   i     v our   mind's   eye,   t>e Earth, 
Moon,   and   Sun.,   ail   on   a   flat   plain   end   along with;   the space- 
craft   of   coarse.     The   isacti raft   is   proceeding  in   a  nose 
down  attitude   toward   ar.   intersection  with   the  Moon   and at 

time   the   spacecraft   is   iotating   about   1 revolution 
Its   has   held   f h i s   attitude   for   seme   time   and will 

in   that   attitude.     Here   is   the   tape conversation 

trie same 
per hour 
continue 
we have, 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

number  40, lunar 
CAPCOM 

lunar  near horizon 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Frank. 
nc 
CAPCOM 
'or  ■ ■ ,:• r e 

Ho u s t o n,   A p olio   8 . 
Apollo   8»   this   is Houston. 
I   understand   you  want   two sets 

near  horizon.     Is   that right? 
on 

Thai 

A p o. 

affirmative.     Two  sets  on  number 40, 

8 II o u s t o r. 
Go   aheao Houston, 
Caused  we  missed you last   trunion angle 

i s 

2 1450. 
Roger, 2 

and  wishes   Bill   a  happy nap. 
Okay,   thank  you.     Tell her 

times   t Oft   wi11 you. 
;APCOM w 

v the 
Rcge r, 

me s s a ge . 
Thank   ycu. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go   a head   Houston , 
tioger,   on   star number 

doing  now,   the   flight   plan   on1y   cz1is for 
You  called  down   two  sets   and   '■ * 's   real >.y 

4 5 0,   and  Paul   tells  me Valerie 

that  he makes 

ill   deliver   this modified 

CAPCOM 

CAP CO ("J 40;   which   you are 
one   set   of marks, 

your   choice. Only 
We are   glad   to   have   the   data   if   you do 

to 

o ne   is required, 
second  set, over. 

S C We  will   only   do   o o. e   t hen, if 
Our   flight  plan  has   been  updated   to request 

iat   is  why   1   called   it down. 
CAPCOM Roger s   one   set   is fine. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   we missed 

•union . 
SC Very  well,   I  will   read   it to 

you want 
two sets 

your last 

you. 21455 
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21455,   thank you.     Just  a matter of 
is   taking your  voice  about  1.6  seconds  to get 

s why. Okay 
attitude nowT 

We will have 

CAPCOM 
interest, it 
down  to us. 

SC Cfi^,. t I'm a little hoarse, that 
Houston, do you want us to go back to the PTC 
and  start   the  rotisserie again? 

CAPCOM That  is  affirmative Frank, 
the  PTC  attitude   for  you  in  just   a minute here. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,   those PTC attitudes remain 

pitch   224   degrees,   yaw  020  degrees.     On   the  next page, 
of  your  flight  plan,   those  PTC numbers  should be 
co   (garble) . 

Pitch  224  and  yaw 20. 
That   is affirmative. 
Apollo  8,   Houston, over. 
Go   ahead Houston,   Apollo 8. 
If you have a  few minutes, we would like 

detail  crew  status   report   from you. 
Like what . 
Well,   like  we would  like   to know,   in the 

has  anybody had  any  symptoms  similar  to Frank's 

page 
changed 

239 

SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

to hear the 
SC 
CAPCOM 

last  24 hours 
We would  also  like  to know - you know we  told you  the other 
day   to   take  marezine   as   you   like.     We would   like  to know 
if  anybody  had   taken   any  drugs   and   then we would  like to 
talk over  there  about  sweet  breads  and water  and such. 

SC Okay,   nobody  has  taken any  other drugs. 
Nobody   took  any  marezine.     Nobody   is-sick.     Bill   took one 
of   those  pills,   a  sleep  Seconal  p i i'SsL- 1a s t night, 
had  breakfast   this   morning  and  ate  most   of their 
A-day  3.     :'iai  else  do you want? 

CAPCOM We  would   like   to   tell  you   to drink 
plenty   of  water.     We   think   that  your water  intake  may be 
down,  when we  copied your  dosimeter  readings.    The  only other 
tiling  is we were wondering how  you  feel,   in general.    We show 
you  to  h ve  about   15  hours  sleep  total,   Frank  or Bill about 
10  and  Jim about   the  same  and we were wondering just how 

Everybody 
me al,  me a 1 

you are 
SC 

low so that 
CAPCOM 
S C (■ <** 
CAPCOM 

back and we 
SC 

corrected, 

feeling in 

we all 

' J 

will 

gene ral. 
We all feel fine, 

have   one  more rest 
Roger, thank 
Happiness is 

we are going to fix it 
period  before   the LOI. 

you. 
bacon squares 
ea-t them all, 

finish   them  off  here. ■ ■ 
Okay,  Houston,  Apollo  8 here.^I stand 

William had   1  marezine.     He  didn't   tell  me about 

If  you don t 
for breakfast 
bring them 

ne  snuck it 
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CAPCOM Roger,   understand   Lovell   took the 
Marezine. Understand. 

he 
to 

SC 
took the  - with 

I asked Bill Anders and he took one when 
the   Lomatil,   when   the   doctors   told him 

CAPCOM 
SC 

starting PTC. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

through  the  P21 and 
CAPCOM 

. liat  down here. It 
comparison   on our 

SC 
CAP COM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

the   time. 
CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

for  a  maneuver PC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

of  the  updates that 
have   now   for PC 
is  still good. 

Roger,   we   copy   that,   thank you. 
Okay,  we  are  back on  the barbeque attitude, 

Roger,   Apollo  8,   thank you. 
We   ran   the   latest   state   vector we have 
it  shows  the  pericynthion  at  69.7 miles. 
Yes,   we  were   all  having  a  big   talk about 
looks   like  you are  giving  us  a  real good 

system.     Looking  extremely good. 
We've  got  the navigator, platters 
I   believe it. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go ahead. 
What  was   the  time  you used on  that P21? 
6910   there,   Mr. Sliderule. 
Thank you. 
Mike,   I wonder  if  Buz wants  us  to change 

and  launchers. 

No,   that  is fine. 
Oh,   okay,   thank you. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8, Houston 
Roger,   are  you  going   to  give  us   an update 

plus   2  that  does  not  assume  a  flyby maneuver. 
Roger,   s tandby. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go   ahead  Houston,   Apollo   8 here. 
Roger.     Here  is  a  rather brief summary 
you will  be  getting.     The  one  that you 

plus   2,   following  a  LOI  minus   8  flyby maneuver, 
That will  not  be  updated.     The next  update you 

will get .vill be MCC 4. After that, you will get 2 PC 
maneuvers, that assume MCC 4 completed. One will be a 
Delta-V  and   the   other  will   be   a   fast   return.     Do  you copy 

Roger,   understand  and  also I 
to   give   us   a  new alignment. are going 

plus 2 
minimum 

take  it for 
Is that 

SC 
MCC   4 you 
correc t ? 

CAPCOM Affirmative. 
PAO Apollo  Control  here.     That was  Jim Lovell 

who   came   back  with   that   snappy   line,   "happiness   is having 
bacon  cubes   for breakfast."    Our  present  distance   171  699 miles 
velocity   in   feet   per   second   3 3 49.     An   update   on   the passage 
into   the   lunar   gravitational   field,   that   event   to  occur at 
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PAO an elapse  time  of  55  hours,   38 minutes, 
46 seconds. The - our present weight of the spacecraft is 
62 915 pounds, Earth pounds. At 53 hours, 16 minutes into 
the  flight,   this  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apnll o  Cone rel  Houston  at   5 3 
hours   34  minutes   into   the   flight.     Mike   Collins   is passing 
on  a  procedure   to   the   crew,   involving   the  use  of   that tele- 
photo   lens  which  we   couldn't   get   to  work   yesterday.     It will 
certainly  be   of   interest   to   the   broadcast  media  and hope- 
fully,   an   interest   to   a   lot   of   other  people,   too. Let's 
listen   to   this conversation. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Frank..     I   have   got   a lot^talking 

to  do   regarding  TV   cameras   arid   br-ickefs   and  whatnot. I 
would   like   to start 
about it. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

ning   to  show us 
SC 

It seems that 
show you, but 

CAPCOM 
cedure that I 
what we hope are fixes - 
rendezvous window at the 
all that good stuff is h 
at   the   e a r t h   r ather   *.:! i a n 

■v 

w otnd 
we  - you 

We 1 

Let   ,-ne get 
Ok ay . 
Go  a head. 
Okay ,     Fi rs 

pic tu r e S   O' 
W e 11 ,   t h a t 
be   the  mos t 

know, we 
i 5   o R. a y t 

, c: n ever you are ready to talk 

a  p i ec e   of   paper out. 

am going giv 

the 

c n e 

SC 
CAPCOM 

poiarizifig til' 
i: „;     , Over. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

■   f u .1 1 , 

Roge 
0 k a > 

er,   i! 

Okay 

Ok, 

a   question.     Are  you plan- 
he  ea rth   today ? 
a  what  we wanted   to do. 
interesting   thing we can 
had   trouble  with   the lens, 
that's   good.     All   this pro- 

e   i. o  you  here   Is   relative to 
1 ens   and   for   looking your 

h,   and   the  gimbal   angles and 
: ovud   • :>o!< in g  out   the window 
no o n .     0 v e r . 

nit,   un   t ow   the   red filter, 
4  and blue  filter holder, and 

! this dowi 
s t   c h a t I got  a whole 

tele     o t < 
&1 

f: 
the   one   that   is   in the 

SC Rogcr 
CAPCOM Atta- 
SC Okay, 

Roger. 
CAPCOM tnsur 

Ihe  ALC  switch on   the ca? 
SC ALC r 
CAPCOM Roger 

TV  bracket   and attach the 

the   red   filter   to the 
ha   25A  red   filter, not 
filter  s 3 ider .. 

an 
1. i£ 
r e 

; s to t fi e 
G U t tO 

camera 
do that, 

o t; 
e r a 

he automat i.e. light control, 
.he   IN  position. Over. 

Attach camera to the adjustable 
b r acke t   to   the  TV mounting point 
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on   the   commander's   side  of   the  hatch   to  point  out rendezvous 
window  number 2. 

SC Roger. 
CAFCOM Okay.     There  is  a note here  that says 

use  dovetail  on  top  of  camera,   rather  than  the  side dovetail. 
Use   the   dovetail   on   the   top   of   the   camera   for  mounting to 
bracket   and place  the  rocking nut  on  the bracket  down. And 
down  means   toward  your  -X direction. 

SC Roger, 
CAPCOM Okay.     Say,   this   step   I  just   got through 

giving you is somewhat complicated. You might want to get 
the   camera  set   up   early  using   the  instructions   I   just gave 

SC We  are  not  ready yet. 
CAPCOM Roger.     I  say  again,   the instructions 

that   I   just   gave  you  should  end  up  having  the  camera looking 
out   the  window  and  about   30  degrees  yawed  left   from your 
+X axis,   so  I  suggest  you  get  the  camera set  up  that way 
early  and  any  problems   that   come  back  to  us,  we will talk 
them over.     These mounting instructions  are  sort  of compli- 
cated. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay,   the  next  step.    Dim the interior 

lights, over. 
SC Dim  interior lights. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Next  stop  passive  thermal control 

,   pitch  224,  yaw 020,   roll  270. Over. 
Pitch  224,   yaw 020,   roll 270. 
Roger.     Next  acquire  on high  gain antenna, 

tracks,   now beam  upon   acquisition. Over. 
Got it. 
Okay.    Yaw  spacecraft  left  to  get good 

and  your   rendezvous  window number  2.     You may 
slightly  as well,  but  primarily  a  left yawing 

a  good  view  of   the earth. 
Got it. 

CAPCOM Okay.     This  maneuver   is   going  to  put you 
very   close   to   your   scan   limit   for   the  high  gain  antenna, so 
while  you  are  making  the  maneuver,   check  your   lights. If 
your  scan  limit   light  comes  on,  you still have  got   15 degrees 

o   play  with,   but   the   only  message   is   should  you break lock, 
then   you   are   going   to  back   to   go  back   and   reacquire   and do 
that  maneuver  over  again,  because you are  going  to be very 
close  to  the  edge  of your  high  gain  antenna capability. 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Okay.     And   then   finally,   now   that you 

have  got   the  spacecraft  over  there,   aim  the  camera  as required 

it   g i mb a 1 angl 
SC 
CAP COM 

i'. * i t c h t o  a u t o 
SC 
:AF 

view ot 
COh 
earth 

sve to pitch 
.a a n e uver to ge 

<~ 
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to include   the  earth  and  the  field  of  view and do not touch 
the  body  of   the   lens  while   lens  while   televising. Apparently, 
if  you  put  your  hand  on   the   lens,   it   is   felt   it   causes elec- 
trical  interference. Over. 

SC Okay,   aim camera  and do not  touch lens 
while televising. 

CAPCOM Right.     And   in  all   this  sutff   and all 
these pictures using the ALC, it is important that you let 
the camera stabilize for at least 10 or 20 seconds, to let 
the  ALC  do  its thing. 

SC Stabilize   for   10  or  20  seconds. Thank 
you, 

CAPCOM Right.     Now we have  some  additional in- 
structions   in  case   this   does  not  work.     They  say  a  full 20, 
Frank,   on   that  ALC.     It   requires   a   full   20  seconds undis- 
turbed   for   the  ALC  to  properly  do   its   thing.     Now  if these 
procedures  that  I've  given you  do  not work,   then we will 
be   giving  you  some  more   and   they  had   to  do  with  other fil- 
ters  and various   combinations  thereof,   so  I  have  the polar- 
izing  filter  and   the  red  and blue   filter holder at  hand be- 
cause  we will  be  attempting  to  use  those  In  addition  to the 
red   filters  if  this  procedure  doesn't work. 

SC All   very  well, Mike. 
CAPCOM That's   all we  have   right  now.     We will 

have  a  few more  remarks  on  the  TV here  coming up  later. I 
would  suggest   that  you  get  set  up  for  this  early  and  if you 
have  any  questions  on  it,   shoot   them down  to  us.    We have 
a bunch  of  experts  down here  to help out. 

SC Thank  you,   will do. 

T)   0 if   'p A r- 
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25 
has 
you 

PAO 
minutes into the 

This is Apollo Control, Houston, 54 hours 
flight.     We   have   some   conversation that 

We will play   it for 

data 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
when you 

o^er 

come  in recently  from the crew 
n ow . 

Apollo   8,   This   is Houston, 
Go   ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Just  a voice check, Frank. 
Roger,   Loud   and clear. 
Thank You. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Gc  Ahead Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Good,   we  would   like   some  high  bit rate 

get  it blocked  up  on  the high  gain. We can 
had   any of haven't 

SC 
CAPCOM 

thing working out? 
SC 
SC 

on   the  high gain. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

an t e nn a. 
CAPCOM 

clear. Thank 
PAO 

back. During 

that for a 
Roger, we 
Thank You 

wh ile . 
will  do  that„ 

How   is that camera bracket 

We   are   doing   alright now. 
This  is  Apollo  8  transmitting  to you 

How  do  you read? 
Read  you   loud   and  clear  Frank.   Thank you 
Apollo   8  transmitting  on   the  high gain 

You  are  loud and 
you 

the 
know exactly what 

Controis Houston 
afternoon we don 
do,   but   you know 

Apollo   8, Houston, 
for  the  high gain. 

And   this   is Apollo 
television   pass this 
the  crew  is  going to 

from  the earlier  discussion  that  they  are  going  to work with 
the   telephoto   lenses   again with  a  filter  application which 
we  hope  will   enhance   the   image   of   the   earth   and   it   is also 
entirely  possible  they will  swing it  around —swing that 
camera  around  and   take   a  picture   of   the  moon   if we  are suc- 
cessful we  should  see   approximately   about  a  quarter moon. 
The  eastern   limb   of   the  moon  and   in what   detail,   it   is impossible 
for  us   to  estimate.     But   those  are   the   general  plans   to take 
a  long   look  of   the  earth  and  hopefully   a  quick   look  at the 
moon.     They  will  be   about  45,000  miles   away   from  the moon at 
that   time.     They   are   presently   174,000  miles   from earth, 
they  are  moving  in  a  velocity   of   3300   feet  per second. 
This   is  Apollo   Control, Houston. 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston  at 54 
hours  35  minutes  into  the  flight.     We have  established con- 
tact  and  Frank. Borman  sayss   among other  things,   that they 
have  spectacular  view of   the  earth.    He  goes  into some lit- 
tle  detail   regarding  a  jet   stream  that   they   are observing. 
Mike  Collins   tells  him he  hopes   that  will  hold  up   for at 
least  another hour  so we  can  all  see  It  on  television. Here 
is   the  conversation  as  it unfolds. 

SC Houston,   this   is  Apollo  8.     Are you 
getting high  bit   rate   all right? 

CAPCOM That  is  affirmative,  Apollo  8.    We are 
getting  good  high  bit rate. 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8S Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger.     I've   got   some  more   talking to 

do  about   the  TV  any   time   it's   convenient   for you. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay.     First  thing,  we've made no pro- 

visions   in   these   instructions   for   taking  pictures  of the 
moon   and  you   could  get   some  moon   shots   after  it's   all over 
by  looking  out  a different window or by making some small 
maneuver,   of   course,   we would  be  happy   to  have   them. The 
show as  scheduled  is  just  out  the window  of  the  earth only. 
Over. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM The   second   point   is,   of   course, when 

you  stop  your  passive   thermal   control,   you  are  about  90 de- 
grees   :o   the  earth   line,   so  when  you  make   that  yaw  left, you 
are  going  to have  to yaw  left  until  your middle  gimbal angle 
is   in   the  vicinity   of  60  degrees.     You will  get   the addi- 
tional   30   degrees  by   offset  between  where   the  camera is 
pointed  and your +X axis.     But  the  two  together  are going 
to  total  up  around  90.     We  just wanted  to make  sure  that you 
understood  you were   going   to  be working with  a  large middle 
gimbal  angle. Over. 

SC                           Roger,  we  understand  that.    We  are also 
looking  at   the  earth   right  now  and   there   is spectacular 
long  thin band  of   clouds.     Looks   like   it  may  be  a  jet stream. 
It's  absolutely  spectacular,   going  almost  all  the way  - half 
way  around  the earth.   

CAPCOM Roger.     Well,   you might want  to repeat 
chat during the TV narrative and we would like you, if pos- . 
sible, to go into as much of a detailed description as you j 
poets can on the various colors and sizes of those things { 
and how the earth appears to you, in as much detail as you j 
can  possibly  muster,   over. ' \ 
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SC Roger,     I   figure  we  will  have   to do 
that  because   I  bet  you  -  I  won't  bet   - but   I  bet   the TV 
doesn't work. 

CAPCOM Well,  we won't  take  that bet,  but any- 
way,  we are  standing by  for a nice  lurid description and 
we would  suggest  that  you  talk a  little/*T>it  slower  than you , 
did yesterday,  over. ^       ,  j 

SC Okay. '    ' ' 
CAPCOM And  the  only  other   thing on  this  TV is 

that   the  experts   tell  us   that  do not  point with  the wide 
angle  lens  on  the  camera.     Do not  point  at  either  the earth 
or  the  moon,   it  comes  close  to  damaging  the  interior of the 
instrument  due   to  the  fact   that  is   too  bright, over. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control,  Houston  54 hours 
50  --  almost  54 minutfi.s  into  the  flight  and  the spacecraft 
presently   17 4 , 80 0T|1mt fe^^f r om  the  earth.    A word  or  two here 
on  a  change   in  our   charts   and   a  change   in  our reporting 
procedure which will  come  up  following  the  passage  of what 
we  call MS I  or moon  sphere  of  influence.    That  event  to take 
place  in about  a half  an hour  from now.  We've been reading 
the  reporting we  have  given you  on  distance  and velocity is 
coming from a  chart  called  the  Command  Service Module Space 
Digitals   and   it   presently  uses   as   a  reference,   the earth. 
Now at  some  point  shortly  after we  pass   the pass  into the 
sphere  of  influence  of  the moon   the  reference will become 
the  moon  and we will  have  rather  sharp  and dramatic change 
of   the  velocity   reference.     For   instance,   the  velocity at 
precisely  at   the  passage  in  relative  to earth  terms  will be 
3261   feet  per  second.   Relative   to  the moon,   that  same velocity 
reading will  be  3989  feet  per  second.     And  from that point 
we will  be   giving  you  velocities   in  relation   to   the moon, 
which will  be  exercising  the   gravitational  effect   at that 
point.    Our present  estimate  is  that  at MSI  the moons sphere 
of  influence  point,   the moon will be  33821  miles  from the 
spacecraft  and  the  spacecraft will be  176275  miles from 
earth.     Both  of   those   are  nautical  miles.     In   the   last   10 to 
15  minutes   the  crew has  put  in  one  call  simply  to establish 
communications.     We have had  nothing more  than  a "Roger, 
we  read you  loud  and  clear."    And  at  54  hours   56 minutes 
into  the  flight   this  is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE. 
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SC Houston,   This  is  Apollo  8.    We have  the television 
camera  pointed  directly   at   the earth. 

PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston. Frank. 
Borman  has   come  up  a  little  bit  earlier  -- a  little earlier 
than  anticapted,  but  let's  buzz   this  picture  out.     It is 
— The  bright  blob  on   the  upper  right   is   the earth. 

SC Roger.     I   got you. 
CAPCOM Okay.     We   are   just  picking  it  up  at   3 o'clock 

on our screen. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM It  is  moving up  toward  1  o'clock  and in 

toward   the  center.     Keep  it  going in  that direction. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM You're  looking better.     You're holding it 

about   1  or  2  o'clock.     Looking better.     Give  us  a little more 
in   that   same  direction.     You're   down  at   3  o'clock now.     We see 
about  half  of  what   you  see.     Too  much.     It  is disappearing 
at  our  5  o'clock.    Now  it  is   coming back.     It  is  half  off the 
screen  at  our  2  o'clock.     It has  disappeared  off  at our 
3  o'clock.     There,   it  is   coming back  in  now.     It   is headed 
toward  the  middle  of  our  screen.     Mark.     It  is  right  in the 
center  of  our  screen.     Just  hold  her  -  hold  her  steady it 
is   really   looking  good.     Okay.     we have -- 

SC What  you're  seeing Mike   is   a.     Houston, what 
you  are  seeing  is   the  Western Hemisphere.    Looking, the 
top  is   the  North  Pole.     In  the  center,   just  lower  to the 
center  is  South  America.     All  the way  down  to  Cape Horn. 
I  can  see  Baja,   California  and  the  southwestern part  of the 
United  States.     There  is   a big  cloud  bank  going northeast, 
co -srs   a   lot   of   the  Gulf   of  Mexico   up   to   the  eastern part 
ot   the  United  States.     It  appears  now  that  the  east coast 
is  cloudy.     I  can see  clouds  over  parts  of Mexico,   the parts 
of   Central  America   are   clear.     We   can  also   see   the white 
bright  spots  of  the  subsolar point  on  the  light  side  of the 
earth. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Could  you  give  me   some  ideas about 
the   colors,   and   also,   could  you   try  a  slight  maneuver. It 
is   disappearing,   we  see   about  half  of   it.     It   is   going off 
to  our   12  o'clock.     Now  it  is  going off  to  our  3 o'clock. 
That  is   the wrong  direction.     Yes,   that  is  a  good direction. 
We need  another  small  correction  to bring it  it   to  our center 
screen.     If  you  could maneuver  toward   the  terminator, that 
is   the  part  of  it we  are  missing.     We  are  getting  the lighted 
portion.     There  you  go,   that's   fine.     Stop   it   right there. 

SC Okay.     For  colors,  waters  are  all  sort of 
a   royal  blue,   clouds,   of   course,   are  bright  white, the 
reflection  off  the  earth  is  much  greater  than  the moon. The 
land   areas   are   generally  a brownish,   sort   of   dark brownish 
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to  light  brown   in   texture.     Many  of   the  -- borders  of the 
clouds   can  be  seen  by   the  various  weather  cells.     A long 
band  of various  cirrus  clouds   that  extend  from the entrance 
to  the  Gulf  of  Mexico  going  straight  out  across  the Atlantic. 
The   terminator,   of   course,   cuts   right   through   the Atlantic 
Ocean  right  now.     Going  from north   to  south. Southern 
Hemisphere   is   almost   completely   clouded  over,   and  up over 
near   the  North  Pole   there   is   quite   a   few  clouds. Southwestern 
Texas   and  southwestern   United  States   is   clear.     I  would say 
there   are  some   clouds   up   in   the  northwest   and  over  in the 
northeast portion. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Could  you  maneuver  toward the 
terminator again, please? A little bit more. Stop her right 
there and hold it. It keeps slipping up a little bit. Could 
you maneuver  slightly  more  toward  the terminator? 

PAO That   is   the  North  Pole   at   the   lower left 
portion  of   the  earth.     At   about   8 o'clock. 

SC How  is   that, Houston? 
CAPCOM We  are  getting about half  of  the earth, 

Frank.     The   top  half,   our   top   half  which  includes   the dark 
portion   in  it   is obscured. 

SC How  is   the   definition  on   the picture? 
CAPCOM Looks  pretty good. 
SC Can you see  the  cloud  patterns  at all? 
CAPCOM That   is affirmative. 
SC Good.     How  are  still   seeing, Houston? 
CAPCOM Yes,   we  are   seeing  it.     We  are missing 

tht  portion  of  the  earth  that  is  over  toward  the terminator. 
The  dark  poition  of  the  earth  is what we  are  not  picking up. 
We   are   getting  about   3  quarters   or   four   fifths   of   the rest 
of it. 

SC Roger.     I will  move  it.     Tell me when I 
am getting better  or worse please. 

CAPCOM Good.     Stop   right   there.     That   is  worse, Bill. 
Go back where  you were.     You made  it  disappear  to  our  3 o'clock. 
Now  it   is   coming  back.     Okay.     Stop   right   there.     Now  you are 
back where  you were.     We  need  a motion  that  is  about  90 degrees 
to   that   last   one   you  gave   us.     That   is   the  wrong 90 degrees. 
180  degrees   away   from  that   one.     Stop   right   there. Okay. 
Now we have  lost  a  different  half  of  it.     I  need  a motion 
90  degrees   to   that   last   one.     That   is   good   right   there, Bill. 
That   is   good   right   there.     Apollo   8,   Houston.     If  you can 
stick  your  polarizing  filter  in  front  of  the  camera without 
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dis^ubing  anything  else,   it  might   improve   the quality 
sli gh tly . 

SC Stand by. 
CAPCOM Roger Bill. 
SC Okay.     The  polarizing  filter  is  in front. 

How  is   it  now, Mike? 
CAPCOM Still   looking  good.     That   didn't  make much 

of   a  change   one  way   or   the  other,   but   in  general, considering 
how   far  away   it   is,   it   is   looking excellent. 

SC Well,   I  hope   that   everyone   enjoys the 
picture   that  we  are  taking  of  themselves.    How  far away 
from  earth  now,   Jim, about? 

CAPCOM We  have  you  about   180 000 
SC   ,L<2 /;      /)        You  are   looking  at  yourselves   at   180 000 

miles  out  in space.     Frank,   what   I  keep  imagining  is  if I 
am some   lonely   traveler  from  another  planet what   I would 
think   about   the  earth  at   this   altitude.     Whether  I   think it 
would be  inhabited  or not. 

CAPCOM Don't   see   anybody  waving  is   that  what you 
are saying? 

SC I was  just  kind of  curious  if  I would land 
on   the  blue   or   the  brown  part   of   the  earth.     You better hope 
that  we   land  on   the  blue part. 

CAPCOM So   do  we. Babe. 
SC, .J ;<"r. niij Jim  is   always   for  land landings.   
CAPCOM Frank,     this  picture  is  drifting off center 

again.     If  you  could  make   another   correction   to  bring it 
^ack,   I   couldn't   tell  you which  direction,   but  you're going 
the   right  way,   you're   going  the   right  way.     A  little more, 
a   little  more,     whoa  stop   right   there.     That   is   the best 
centering  w-e  h^ve  had  Apollo   8,   if  you  could  just  hold that 
it  vould  be perfect. 

SC To  give  you  some   idea,   Mike,   of what  we can 
see,   I   can   pick  out   the  southwest   coastline  of   the  Gulf and 
where  Houston  should  be,   and  also   the  mouth  of   the Mississippi, 
I   can  see  B3ja,   California,   and  that  particular  area  I am 
using  a binocular   that  we  have aboard. 

capcom Roger.     That understand. 
SC This  is  an  8  power  instrument  that  I have. 
CAPCOM Right.     Well,   we   are  seeing  the entire 

•-arth  now  including  the  terminator.     Course we  can't see 
anything  past   the   terminator  at   all.     Are  you  able with 
;our  binoculars   to  see   the  dark  horizon?     Anything past 
the terminator? 

SC Negative,   Mike.    We  can't  see  anything past 
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This earth 
adaptation 

the  terminator with  the binoculars  or with^them, 
is  just   to bright   to  and  it  cuts  down  the night 
to  see  anything  on  the  dark side. 

CAPCOM Roger, understand. 
SC Since  this  is  winter  time.     Since this 

is winter  time  in  the  northern hemisphere,  we  can see all 
of   the  South  Pole   and   the  southern  ice   cap,   and  not to 
much  of   the  North  Pole.     Hey,   you  and  Jim better   get together 
Jim  just  said  he  saw   the  North Pole. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

in  front   of the 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

one  more   time. 
SC (Inaudible) Okay? 
CAPCOM And   once   again we  need  a  small attitude 

correction.     Our  earth  is   disappearing up  and   to   the right. 
Our  earth  and your  earth.     The wrong way,  wrong way.    A little 
bit   more.     Okay.     That   is   fine   if   you   can  hold  it right 
there.     Oops,   no  it  is  slipping back  off  again. Okay. 
Keep  coming  a  little bit  more,   a  little bit  more. Okay. 
90  degress   to   that   direction.     That   is   the wrong  90 the 
other  way.     There  we   go.     A  little  bit  more.     Nope, wrong 
way,  wrong way,   I  am sorry.     Keep  coming in  that direction. 

He  is  looking  out  a different window. 
That  is  what  makes  the difference. 
Do  you  still  have   the — 
He  has   the binoculars  upside down. 
Do you still have  the  polarizing filter 

came ra ? 
Negative. 
Okay. , 
Try   putting  it  back in fronr of  the camera 

is gone up 
back down. 

No, it 
coming 
it's coming 
Okay. Stop 
again. 

SC 
on It. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

We were wondering 

at our 
There 

12 
we go 

clock . 
it's 

There 
coming 

we go it is 
back down, 

back  down.     Bring it  down a 
Now we  need  90   degrees to 

little bit more 
that direction 

I hope  that   the next  camera has  a sight 

Roger. 
How  is   that. 
Well,   that has 

if  there was any 
disappeared, just practically 
change of your looking 

out  one  of  the  other windows  and  seeing  the moon?    Hey, it 
is  coming back  in,   Bill.     Okay.     Hold  it  there.     That is 
just   fine  for  the earth.     That  is  extremely  good  on the 
earth  if  you can  just hold that. 

SC It  has   the  polarizing filter  in  frorrrof it 
n ow, Mike. 
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CAPCOM Roger.     Thank  you  and  it  is  centered very 
well.     We   get   a very  slight   improve with  it  but   in general 
it   is  very   good  considering  the distance. 

PAO Our present  distance  from earth is  175 803 
175 803. 

SC Mike,   I   think we  will have 
moon   for  another time. 

CAPCOM Roger.     I   understand. You 
well centered with your picture. We noticed a 
jumps in the apparent intensity. Did you make 
change ? 

Roger.     We   tried   to  put that 
it,   but   it   didn't   seem  to fit. 

Roge r. 
We  would on  a  final   test when  you get 

end  of  your  allotted   time  here,   we would like 

in 
SC 

fron t of 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

down   to the 

to save the 

are still very 
couple of 
some filter 

other  red filter 

you 
all 

to remove all filters and let us see how it looks with 
filters  removed,   and  then we would  like  to  get several 

spot   meter  readings   at the 
SC Okay 

very  end  of   the test. 
We will  be  removing the red filter 

now 
Roger. 
Do you still have  us,  Mike?    The  lens  is off. 
Roger.     We have  it,   and  if you could maneuver 

terminator  slightly  you would  again center 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

it   toward the 
our picture. 

PAO The  spacecraft  is  almost  directly over 
dead   center  South  America.     This   picture   is  beaing received 
simultaneously   through   our   antenna  at  Madrid  and  at Goldstone 
California, 

SC Is   that   the  right direction? 
CAPCOM That   is   the   right  direction.     Keep coming 

Now   that   is   the  wrong  direction,   Frank.     Did  you -- 
SC (Inaudible) 
CAPCOM Well,   negative.     I  need  another maneuver 

toward the terminator. It is drifting off the screen to 
our 11 o'clock. We appear to need a maneuver toward the 
terminator. 

Th an k you. 
No,   that   is   the wrong direction, Frank, 

lose   the  picture.     There  you   go. That We 
i s 

We 

SC 
CAPCOM 

are   starting to 
the   correct way. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

would   like   to at 

Okay,   Houston.     How's that 
That   is   just   fine, Frank, 
the  conclusion  here   take 3 

for today? 
That's great 
spot meter 

readings.     You  can   do  that   at   any   time   at   you convenience. 
We would   just   like   to   get some 
thfl   luminous intensity. 

SC Roger. Jim 
CAPCOM Thank you. 

after  the  fact  readings on 

has  got   the spot  meter out now. 
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SC Is   it   centered  now, Houston? 
CAPCOM Now  quite, Frank. 
CAPCOM That's   good   right   there.     Hold   that right 

there.     That's perfect. 
SC Okay,   earth.     This   is   Apollo   8 signing 

off   for today. 
CAPCOM Good  show,   Apollo   8.     We   appreciate it. 

See  you manana. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM We have  Haney  down here   following your 

trajectory,   so   all   is  well.     He  says   10  minutes   from the 
moon's  sphere  of influence. 

SC Okay. Good. 
PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston.     We taing 

that   raps   up   tour   television  viewing   for   the  day.     The picture 
started  —  1   have   to   go  back  and   get   a hack  on   it  —   i wocid 
estimate   about   5  minutes   of   2.     Stand  by   and we  will   go: an 
exact  start   time.     We  had  not   anticapted   the  starting  of the 
pass   until  about   5   or  6  minutes   after   the  hour.     The crew 
moved   in  on  us   a  little   early   as   they  did  yesterday.     I guess 
we  should  have   anticapted  it.     When we  began   receiving a 
signal   through  Goldstone.     Stand  by  one.     We  have  had word 
from  our  station  on  Goldstone   that   they  suspect   thaf their 
reception  may  be  even  sharper   than  what we were receiving 
back  here   in  Houston.     We  are   going   to  get   an  early   rei? • 
on   that.     We   are  still   awaiting  ahere   a  start   time our 
assistant   is   trying   to  get   it   for  us.     Well,   we  go with the 
estimate  of   1:58  pm  EST   and   the   signal  went   off  at approximately 
2:20   pm  CST.     Both  of   them are  — The   spacecraft now 
176  000  miles   from earth.     Its   velocity  in  relation  to the 
earth  is   3265   feet   per  second.     This   is   Apollo Control 
Hous ton. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo control, Houston, at 
55 hours  38 minutes  into  the  flight and we have been asked 
for a reaction here in the control center during that 
television passage.    I think the remark from Lovell got the 
most  reaction was  in his description of the blue and brown 
Earth and not being sure of whether he would land on it. 
This  triggered a tremendous spike of laughter,  the likes of 
which I can't recall, which immediately settled down to 
business  and in general  the room the - there was just zero 
talking going on In  the room at  the time except  for what 
we  all heard from Mike Collins in an exchange which the 
crew and as we have been talking the Apollo 8 has passed 
the - into  the Moons sphere of influence and quite literally 
this  is  a historic  landmark in space flight because for the 
first  time a crew is  literally out of this world,   they are 
under  the influence  of another celestial body.    The Moon 
from which the Earth 33 820 straight line nautical miles. 
We indicated earlier our space digital charge at some point 
not yet  completely  clear we'll switch over and start giving 
us Moon related values.    That switch just  took place and 
we immediately have configured, velocity is now 3989 feet 
per second in relation to the Moon and the last value in 
relation to the Earth was  3261 feet per second in relation 
to the Earth.    We'll see  this number go down off  the Moon 
related figure over the coming period.    We have some tape 
just prior to the start of this transmission, we will play 
that for you now.. 

SC Houston, Apollo 8,  returning to the 
PTC in those. 

CAPCOM Alright, Houston, understand, returning 
to PTC.    Thank you. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM You can tell Jim he is getting pretty 

ham handed with that P21, he got a parallel altitude 
three  tenths of a mile off what we are predicting down 
here. 

SC Is that right. 
CAPCOM Rog.    Apparently you have got 69.7 and 

the ITC says 70. 
SC Are we going to leave it at that or 

are we going to correct it to make it lower. 
CAPCOM We are talking about it, Frank. 
SC We have got a lunar reading of about 

between  1 and  1,25 - 1.25 K. 
CAPCOM Roger, understand, between 1 and 1.25 K 

thank you. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Alright, Houston. 
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SC Roger,   if  you put your CMT  to accept 
we will send you our state vector. 

CAPCOM Touche'. 
PAO And  that wraps  it up  from Apollo 8 

and  now  -  and  now presently  33681  miles   from  the Moon and 
moving in a Moon related velocity  3989 feet per second at 
55  hours  42 minutes  into  the mission,   this  is  Apollo control, 
Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control,  Houston here.     56 hours 
3 minutes  into   the  flight  and  in  the  last   15  to  20 minutes 
we have  had  a most  interesting discussion with  the crew. 
Like  getting Frank Borman's   reactions  primarily  to the 
television  pass.     He was  advised  by Mike Collins  that for- 
tunately  today  those spectacular  views of  the  earth had no 
competition had  no  football  games   to  compete with  and Borman 
allows  as  how he hopes  a  football  game wasn't  stopped to 
see  the view from space.    That pretty well sums  up Frank 
Borman's extraordinary interest in the game of football. 
Here   is   the conversation. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC How does  everything look,  Mike. All 

systems   and  everything.     See   any   switches  out  of place? 
CAPCOM Negative,  I'll take a check around here 

it   is   looking  good,   just   a second. 
SC We  are  all  in  the  cabin Mike like 

our 

but 

and 

good all 

I wanted 
CAPCOM 
down here 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

shows   and   are all 
yesterday because 

SC 
game,   didn't they 

CAPCOM 
in  the telephone 

to make  sure we  didn't hit anything. 
Eve ry thing 

GO . 
is 

monkeys 

looking Apollo 8, Houston. 
.. and systems are 
Thank you. 
We  are  reading you  loud  and  clear Frank. 
We are having a playback of your TV 

enjoying  it   down here.     It  was  better than 
they didn't pre-empt  the football game. 

Don't  tell  me   they  cut  off  a football 
learn  from Heidi? 

You and Heidi  are  running neck and neck 
call department. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger.    We will be switching antennas 

from Madrid to Goldstone in another 3 minutes. You can ex- 
pect  a glitch on your comm. 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We  are  reading you 

loud  and  clear  through  Goldstone, over. 
SC Television on now and we are  trying to 

maneuver  to  the earth. 
CAPCOM Roger, understand. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCJOM Apollo 8,  Houston. Over. 
SC j)     Roger,    We are maneuvering the position 

now  for  the TV.     Bill has  got  it  set  up  in Frank's left 
rendezvous window and  I'm over in Bill's  spot  looking out 
the right rendezvous window.    The earth is now passing 
through ray window.    It's about as big as  the end of my 
thumb. 

CAPCOM About  as  big as  the end of your thumb 
at  an arm's length. 

SC That's  right.    I  think what we see now 
is  South America down below us. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Is   the TV  camera pointed at 
jout  30 degrees yaw level  from the +X-axis? 

SC Stand by.    We're  checking it.    We think 
we've got it in the right position,  we are going into pos- 
ition now. 

CAPCOM Okay. 
SC Houston,   are you  getting any  sort of 

picture? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Negative,  not yet. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  57 hours  11 minutes 
into  the  flight.    Here  in Mission Control Center, we've com- 
pleted  the change of shift and Flight Director Milton Windier 
has  gone  through  the  status  of  the mission with his flight 
controllers.    Now,  at  the present  time,  we are preparing for 
a midcourse correction.    This will be  the second performed 
on  this   translunar leg of  the Apollo  8  flight.    That first 
maneuver was,   of  course,   performed with  the service propulsion 
system engine,    Midcourse maneuvers number 2,  numbers  2 and 3, 
now which had been included in  the  flight plan, were not per- 
formed because  of   the  small amount  of  correction needed and 
our  estimate,   at   this  point,   is   that midcourse correction 
number 2 will be  for about  3  feet per second and will occur 
at  the nominal  time  in  the flight plan of  about 61 hours. 
We've  had   two brief   conversations  with   the  crew  since our 
last   report.     We'll  play   those  back,  for you now. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead,  Apollo 8. 
SC Hey,   Jerry,  how much water does  this, the 

water dispenser  in  the  lower equipment bay,   the one  that puts 
out hot  and  cold water,  how much comes out of  that with each 
shot? —... . 

CAPCOM Stand by.     I'll take 
by  the way,  welcome  to  the Moon's sphere. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

check on  that. And 

Hev 
SC 
Jerry? 
CAPCOM 
SC 

The Moon's fair? 
The Moon's sphere - you're in the influence. \ 
That's better  than being under the influence.) 

Go ahead, 8. 
My handy  LMP  added schematics  out  of the 

drop  of  a hat  and  informs  me  that  it's  1  ounce per cycle. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   looks  like  the  flying EECOM and 

the  ground EECOM came  to  a. dead heat  on  that one. 
They did? 
We  got   the same  answer at  the same time. 
I'll have Bill put  it on  the tape recorder 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

and  send  it down 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Okay,   8,  we want  to  run a little exercise on 

the  ground here  to make  sure  that we're  able  to  dump  the tape 
and bring the voice portion back  to Houston in a timely manner. 
So we plan to dump your  tape  and we're  going to exercise the 
procedures  on  the  ground  to  get  it back here  and  take  a listen 
to it.    We believe  that we have  something on  the tape already 
unless  you have  recorded  over  It  after  the  last  dump. Just 
to make  sure,  we'd  like  to have  you just  say  a few words, give 
us  a short  count  or something  on  the  tape  and anything that you 
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might want   to  put  on   there.     And we're  going  to  do  this in 
the  next   5  minutes   before  we   get   away   from Madrid.     In fact, 
we want   the  exercise  so we'll  go  ahead  and  do  that  and we'll 
tell  you before we make  the dump. 

SC Houston,   this   is  Apollo   8, over. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Okay,   kid,  we put  a  few comments  on  the last 

of  the  tape  after we heard  from you and  it's  being rewound 
now  and  you  can  have   it   as  soon  as  we  get   it  back  to the 
beginning. 

CAPCOM Okay,  we'll have  to wait.     It  looks like 
you are  going out  of  the  attitude  to  use high  gain. We'll 
catch   it  next   time   around  and   then  dump it. 

SC Okay,   I  know   this  would  be  better  in high 
bit  rate  though  it  will  probably  take  quite awhile. 

CAPCOM All right. 
PAO And  that  concludes  the  conversation  that we 

had with  the  spacecraft  during  the  press  conference.     At the 
present   time,   Apollo   8's   velocity,   as   it  moves   toward the 
Moon now,   is  4011   feet  per second.     So we  are  beginning to 
see   an  increase   in velocity   as   the  spacecraft   comes  under the 
influence  of   the Moon's  gravity  and begins   to accelerate 
toward   the  Moon.     Our  height   above   the Moon  is   also showing 
a  continued   decrease   and  now  reads   30  021   nautical miles. 
Marilyn  Lovell,   Apollo   8  Command Module  Pilot   Jim Lovell's 
wife was  in  the  viewing  room at  Mission  Control  Center for 
about   30  minutes,   viewing  activities  here   in   the Control 
Room  and   talking with  Dr.   Robert   Gilruth  in   the viewing 
£onm-     And  she heard  the  rather brief  conversations with 
the  spacecraft  during  that  period  of  time  and she has now 
lr,."c   the  Control  Center.     At  57  hours   16  minutes  into the 
flight   of  Apollo   8,   this   is  Mission  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  at   57  hours   32 min- 
utes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8.     Now we  are  in  contact with 
the  spacecraft  at  this   time  and  Bill  Anders   reports  that both 
Frank Borman and Jim Lovell  are sleeping at  the present time. 
And  we   have   passed   up   some   preliminary   information   to the 
crew on  the mid-course  correction  that  they will be performing 
at   61  hours   in   their   flight.     We will  bring  you  up   to date 
with   the   tape  on  every  part  of   that  conversation  and stand 
by   for   any   live   communication  with   the spacecraft. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

where  we could 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

t ime . 
SC 
SC 

mid-rate  per TSC 
CAPCOM 

that's   on there 
SC 
CAPCOM 

was making - It 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go   ahead, Houston. 
Rog.     Do  you think 

use   the  high gain? 
I believe we could 
Okay . 
Apollo  8, Houston. 

we're  in a position 

We're  dumping at this 

Roger. (garble) 
We  ought   to also 

voice. 
Apollo   8,   are you 

now   is   in  high bit? 
That's 

get   a  check  on  it at 

saying  that everything 

where  my  switch is. 
Okay.    We'll  take  a  look  at  it  then. It 

was  previously  recorded  in  low bit. After 
awhile  we'll   come  back  and  maybe   take  a  look  at   that, too. 

SC Okay,   we  might   can wait  until  we  get in 
a  little  closer  to  the  Moon  to  put  as  big of  strain on  it as 
we   can. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   we've   completed   the  dump   and the 

tape  recorder's  back  to where  you  can  use  it  any way you 
want.     We  may want   to  dump  that   thing again,   and  if we do 
we'll  go  ahead  and  use  the  same  information unless 
you  have   something  else   that   you  specifically wanted  to put 
on  there   later.     Listening  to  the  voice  call   to  you  - it 
sounds   real   good.     We're   coming   up   on   a  mid-course   four and 
right now it's  -  talking about  doing it on  time  and you can 
anticipate   the  burn   in   the  neighborhood   of   3   foot   per second. 
We're  considering and would  like  for you  to   think about the 
possibility  of  doing   this  burn  using   the  onboard  vector and 
just have  us  update  the vector in the  lens  slot,  so  that you 
will  have   the  midcourse  vector  on  board.     But   it looks 
like  it won't  have  any big effect  on  the burn  result  and it 
might   prove   interesting.     So   if   you   think  about   that   one for 
a bit,  let  us know if you have  any  suggestions or thoughts 
o     the subject. 

SC Rog.     You  say   it   uses   the  onboard vectors 
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SC and leaves  the midcourse vectors on 
the lens slot. 

CAPCOM That's  affirmed,  if  that's what you would 
like  to do,  right.    We  considered it  and  looks like  that would 
be a reasonable thing. 

SC Roger.     Frank  and  Jim are  asleep now and 
1*11 bring  this  up  to  them when  they wake up. 

CAPCOM Okay,   real fine. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    How about  turning up 

the oxygen? 
SC Okay,  it's  turned up. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control and it appears that 

we have no more  communications with Bill  Anders  during this 
period.     We would also  judge  that  the  crew is  following the 
advice  of  the  ground  given out  yesterday  that  they set their 
down pace  and sleep when  they  feel  they need it.    As you heard 
Anders  report both  Borman  and Lovell  are  sleeping at  the present 
time.     Apollo  8 is  continuing now  to  accelerate  toward the 
Moon.    The current velocity reading is  4018 feet per second 
now  that's  up  about   10   feet  per  second in velocity  in the 
past  30 minutes.     And our  current  altitude now stands at 
29  048  feet  or  rather  29  048  nautical miles  above  the Moon. 
This  is Apollo Control  at 57 hours  40 minutes. 

END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  58 hours into 
the  flight of Apollo 8.    We've had no  communications with 
the  spacecraft  since  our  last  report,   and here  in Mission 
Control  it has  also been rather quiet.    At  the present time 
the spacecraft  is  at  an altitude  of 28 225 nautical miles 
from the moon  and velocity  reads  4024  feet  per second. 
Coming up  in just  a  little  under  3 hours we have  a midcourse 
correction maneuver scheduled.    This  is  listed as midcourse 
correction number 4 in  the  flight  plan and will actually be 
the  second midcourse  correction  on  route  to  the moon. Mid- 
course  corrections  2  and  3,  which were  listed in  the flight 
plan,  were  such  low values  that  they were not  performed and 
we  anticipate  that  midcourse  correction  coming up will be 
for about  3  feet  per  second,   a burn of  about  3 feet  per sec- 
ond  using  the  spacecraft  reaction  control  system.    At 58 hours 
1  minute  this  is  Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control   at   58 hours 
12   minutes.     We  have   just  been   in   touch with   the spacecraft 
and   received   a  status   report   from  Bill   Anders   on   the condi- 
tion  of   the  spacecraft  windows  at   this  time.    We'll play 
back   that   conversation   for   you   and   then   stand  by briefly, 
for  any   further   communications   with   the spacecraft. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead Houston. 
CAP   COM Okay   Bill,   I   guess   I  want   to  belay my 

laughs   throughout,   using   the  on  board   state  vector ANCC4. 
Now  after   looking  at   it   some mo re  on   the   ground,   they've got 
to   get   going   on  making   their   paths   and  doing  all   their com- 
putations.     And   rather   that   put   it   off   or   do   it   twice, we're 
going   to   go   ahead   and   go  with   the  procedures  we've  been using 
all   along.     On   the   lunar  orbit   stuff,   we've  been   looking it 
over   and  we   got   several   guys,   Jack  Smith,   accompanying in 
the  back   rooa,   looking  at  what   effect   your  windows have. 
And  basically   it   looks   like   there's   two  options   that will 
make   an   impact   on   that   REV  2.     One   of   the   options,   of course, 
will  be   just   to  have   you   and  Jim  change   seats   and   let Jim 
look  out   and   get  his  SAM  that  way,   and  another  option will 
be   to   roll   the  bird   over  and   let  Jim  point   the  optics as 
far   forward  as  he   can   get   them  and   take  his   SAM through 
the   telescope.     And  I   guess  we'd   like   to  have   any thoughts 
that   you   folks   have   on  what   you   think  you  can  do with the 
windows,   if  you  have   anything we'd   like   to  sipher  it into 
0 .• r   thinking  and   go   ahead   and   firm  up   our   plans   as   early as 
we   can.     We'd   like  not   to   put   it   off   so   that  we  have none 
of   ': M; s -   things   to   do  after  midcourse.     You   folks   can prob- 
ab.l\   tell more   about  what   you   can  do with   those windows. 
i-o   if  you  have   any   thoughts,   go  ahead   and  sing  out  with them 
aud  we'll   see  what  we   can   do  about   fencing   that in. 

SC Okay.     With   reference   to   the midcourse, 
1 think   that's   generally   agreed  upon.     That  we  do   it like 
we've   always  been  doing   it.     Now with   respect   to   the win- 
dows,   spaie  windows,   essentially,   are  useful.     The   2 side 
windows   are,   may   be   all   right   for  observation,   and the 
problem with   the   rendezvous  windows   is   that   they're pretty 
small.     And   I   just   thought  we'd  have   to  play   the window 
game  by  ear.     Not   really   sure  what   capability  we're going 
to  have.     And  we'll   give   you  somemore   thoughts   on this 
later. 

CAP  COM Okay,   how  about   exercising  the  idea of 
rolling  over   and  having  Jim  do  his   polarization   through the 
telescope  because   if  we  have   to   change  attitudes we'd like 
to   go   ahead   and   start   thinking   about  what   effects that'll 
have   on   such   things   as   antenna  orientation  and  all that. 

SC Okay.     We'll   -   I'll  mention   it   to them 
when   thev  wake up. 
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PAO And  it  appears   that we'll have no further 
communication  at   this   time  with  Bill  Anders,   aboard   the space- 
craft.     We're   continuing  to  monitor   the  velocity  and altitude 
as  it  approaches  the moon.    At  the present  time,  our velocity 
reading  is  4030  feet  per  second  and we're  at  an altitude, 
above   the  moon,   of   27   575   nautical  miles.     Our predictions, 
in  Mission  Control   Center,   are   that   the  velocity  will, of 
course,   continue   to  accelerate  as  we  approach  the moon 
rather  slowly  for  the next   7  hours  or  so  and we anticipate 
that  by  about  65  hours   the  velocity  will  be  somewhere around 
-i 3 5 0   feet   per  second.     That  would  be  an  increase  of about 
300   feet   per   second   over what  we're  showing now.     The dra- 
matic  increase  in  the  velocity  will  come between 65 hours 
and  69  hours,   at   the  point   of   lunar  orbit   incersion, when 
the  velocity  will   just   about   double,   going  from 4350 feet 
per  second   up   to  about   8420   feet   per  second.     At   58 hours 
18 minutes  into  the  flight   this  is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control   at   58  hours   37 minutes. 
At   the  present   time,   our  spacecraft  velocity  is  4037  feet per 
second  and  we  are   at   an  altitude  now  of   26   764  nautical miles 
above  the Moon.    We had one  rather brief  conversation with 
Bill  Anders   in   the  past   15  minutes  or  so  and  have  not heard 
from the  spacecraft  since.     During that   conversation, we 
passed up  to  the spacecraft  an update  to  the computer 
driven  clock  aboard  the spacecraft  and  that  pretty much 
summarized   the   content   of   that   communication.     We'll play 
that  back   for  you  now  and   then  pick  up   live  with conversations 
that  are  going on  at   the  present time. 

SC Go   ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo  8,  we'd  like  to  update your 

CMC   clocks.     This   is   not   the   correct   errors   which  we have 
now but  just  to make  up  for some  effects  that we're going 
to  have   in   lunar   orbit.     And  what  we'd   like   to  have  you do 
is  go  to  POO  and  accept  and  let  us  update  the  clock time. 

SC Stand by. 
SC Okay,   in  POO  and accept. 
CAPCOM Rog,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8S Houston. 

SC       SC Go   ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,  we're  completed with  the  clock update 

and   the   computer  is yours. 
SC Thank  you.   Going  to block. 
CAPCOM Rog. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control at  59 hours  22 min- 
utes  into  the  flight.    At  the present   time Apollo  8  is  at an 
altitude  of  25  036  nautical miles  above  the move  and traveling 
at  a speed of 4053  feet per second.    Since our  last report, 
we have  only  had  one  very  brief  conversation with  the space- 
craft.     That was  a request  from the  ground  that Bill Anders 
begin a fuel cell purge,  supposedly one of  the routine bits 
of housekeeping  that   the crew will  - is  carrying out through- 
out  the  flight,   at  specified  time  intervals  and part  of this 
procedure  to  remove  any  contaminants  that  build up  inside the 
fuel  cells  and  could begin  to degrade  their performance. We 
will  play back  the  short  bit  of  tape  that we have  on that 
conversation  and  then  stand by  for  any  possible  call  to the 
c rew. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM How about an 02 purge. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC There's  number 1. 
CAPCOM Roger. 

END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  at   59  hours   46 minutes 
Capsule Communicator Ken Mattingly has just put a call into 
the crew. We'll catch up with the tape and then follow the 
conversation live. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Houston,  Apollo  8,   go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,   we'd   like   to   update   CMC   the order 

that  we'll  update will be   the  LM state  vecotr,   the  CSM state 
vector,   and   then   the  external   DELTA-V  and   the   rest  mat. So 
any  time  you're  free with  it,  we  can have  POO  in  accept we'll 
go  ahead with it. 

SC I  understand you're  going to update LM 
sate   vector,   CSM  state   vector,   and   external   DELTA-V  and rest 
mat. 

CAPCOM Affirmative.     And   I'll  have   one, two, 
three  pass   to  read  to you. 

SC Stand   by.     Okay,   you've   got   POO   in accept. 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank  you.     And  just   a minute I'll 

be with you  on  the  pass.     They'll be  three minute  pass. One 
of   them MCC 4. 

SC Houston,   Apollo   8,   we're   ready   to copy 
if  you  read. 

CAPCOM Okay,   stand by. 
SC Okay,   that  means  we've   lost   com here for 

a  second. 
CAPCOM No,   just   fine.     012  minus  00  011   plus 00 

012  031  008  323  November-Alpha  plus  00  618 00 020 011  00 020 
17  29  65   308 Alpha-Centauri  up 073   left  34.     For  the stars 
it  will  be  the  primary-Sirius,   secondary  Rigel,   129, 155 
010, over. 

SC Roger,   MCC4,   RCS  G&N  6288  NA NA 060 59 
5430 minus  00012  minus  00011  plus  00012 031  008  323 NA, are 
you with  me  so far? 

CAPCOM Keep going. 
SC Plus  00618 00020  011  00020  17  29 65 

308 Alpha-Centauri,   up  073   left   34   primary  Sirius secondary 
Rigel  129  155  010, over. 

CAPCOM That's   correct  Apollo 8. 
SC And what   else  have  you got? 
CAPCOM Okay,   I've  got  one   for pericynthion  plus 2 

and  it's   a minimum DELTA-V  s o1ut i on. 
SC Roger,   ready   to copy. 
CAPCOM Okay,   that's  pericynthion  plus  2  RCS G&N 

628   71  November-Alpha  and  stand  by   one.     Okay,   we'll  pick up 
with a pitch  trim and yaw  trim of not  applicable.    Time 071 
07   2216  minus   004  68  plus   00   254   plus  00   181   173   101 027 
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November-Alpha plus  00  187  00  563  515  005  63  01   31  69 198 
044 down 044  left 45 plus  11  00 minus 025 00  129 67 36198 
137   0153  primary  Sirius   secondary  Rigel   129   155 010 
4  jets  plus  X.     This  assumes  execution  of  midcourse correction 
number  4  and  uses   the  same  alignment  as  midcourse  correction 4, 
over. 

SC Roger,   pericynthion  plus   2   minimum DELTA-V 
RCS  G&N  62871  NA NA 071  07  2216 minus  00468 plus  00254  plus 00181 
173   101   027  NA  plus   00187  00   563   515   00563  013169   198 044 
down 044  left  45 plus   1100 minus 

END OF TAPE 
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SPACECRAFT Graft  45  plus   1100 minus  02500  12 niner 
67  361  niner  8  1370153  primary  Sierra,   secondary  rogel 12 
niner  155010 4  jet  plus 6  assumes  MCC4 with same alignement 
over. 

CAPCOM That  is  correct Apollo 8. 
SPACECRAFT Houston,   Apollo   8,   confirm  that   foresite st 

and SPA are  exactly  the same  number and not typographical 
error. 

CAPCOM Roger,  Apollo  8,   they  are  checking that. 
Apollo 8,   the  computer is here if  you can  take it back 

SPACECRAFT Roger,   going  to Block. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston  here.     Apollo  8, Houston 
SPACECRAFT Houston,   this  is  Apollo  8.     Do you copy? 
CAPCOM I  do now  loud  and  clear.     I've  got one 

more  pad  for you and  the  confirmation  that  forsite  star num- 
ber  and  the  pitch  angle  are  correct  at 44. 

CAPCOM Roger,  and we  are  ready  to do our P52 
preferred  alinement  at  this  time  are you ready? 

CAPCOM Affirmative. 
SPACECRAFT Okay,  we  are  ready  to copy. 
CAPCOM Okay  this  is  a  pericenthium plus  2 for 

a  fast  return.     This will  be SPS  GNN 628  71  minusl61 plus 
12 niner 071  064207  plus  45224  minus  06216  minus   18712 001 
287351  November Alfa plus  001874  niner  336  6034 niner 118 
112038  2 niner 6  earth  up  010  right  37  plus   14  75  plus 06500 
1323 niner  36  niner  131060 niner 23 primary  star Sirius 
secondary Rigel   12  niner  155010 no  ullage.     Assumes execution 
of midcourse  correction 4 and uses  the same  alignement. The 
time  for MCC5  for GERU determination  that's  Golf  Echo Romeo 
Uniform.     This  will  be  a  GET  of   8302  us   P37  NC4  steps   1 through 
10  and NC8  steps   3 and  4.     I  say  again use  P37 November 
Charlie  4 steps   1   through  10  and November  Charlie  8 steps 
3  and  4.     Velocity  400 K  for Carter  control  chart  36507 over 

SPACECRAFT Houston,   Roger,   this   is  Apollo   8, you 
copy ? 

CAPCOM This   is Houston 

read 
SPACECRAFT Roger Houston,   this  is   Apollo  now you 

CAPCOM Okay,   loud  and  clear Bill. 
SPACECRAFT Okay,  Ken,   pericenthium plus  2 fast 

return  SPS  GNN  62871   minus   161   plus   12  niner  071064207 plus 
45224 minus  06216  minus   18712  001  287  351  NA plus  00187 49336 

END OF TAPE 
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SC 49336   603   4  niner   118   11   2038   2  niner 6 
Earth   up,   010   right   37   plus   1475   plus   06400   1323   niner 36 
niner   13   1060  niner  2 3   primary   serious   secondary   roger   12 niner 
155   010  no   ullage   assume   MCZ4   same   alignment   MCZ5   gay rude 
determination   GED  8302  P-37   MZ 4   1   through   10   and   copy  MZ 8 
3  and  i.     Velocity  at   400K   36507. Over. 

CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8.     That's   correct  with one 
exception.     In   the   pad   format   under   longitude  noun  61. That 
is   plus   06500. Over. 

Roger,   that's  what   I   have   -  plus 06500. 
Okay.     That's   correct   Apollo 8. 

copy whatever else 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

you  have. 
CAPCOM 

your  minimum Delta V 
column   is   101. That 

And we're ready to 

Apollo   8, let s go back and 
pericynthion plus 2. That 
s   the   fifth  block down. 

Pitch .     Roger, Pitch 
Thank   you   very much, 
we'd   like   to   get with 
with  windows   on  rev 2 

Houston.     Stand  by on 

confirm on 
the pitch 

Ro ge r . 
Okay . 

is that 
problem 

Okay , 

10 1 
And 
you 

the item 
on how 

that please 

SC 
CAPCOM 

we  have   left   to go 
you want   to handle 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

to   come   up  with a 
Lunar  orbit, also, 

CAPCOM 
SC 

the Sun is shining on window 5, it's 
number   1   is   a   little  bit better. 

CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
S C Houston,   this is 

Apollo   8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   go ahead. 
SC Roger.     We   tried  to  get   this realignment. 

We  need  -  Do  you  have   a  maneuver   to   get   us   some   gimbal angles 
so we  dor ' t   get   gimbalized  when  we  get   the  preferred alignment? 

Ro ge r . 
Houston,   this   is  Apollo   8.     We want you 

suggested   red   line   for  RCS   usage during 
please. 

Rog,   that's   in work. 
And   for  your   information,   Houston, when 

pretty   hazy. Window 

Apollo  8. Houston, 

CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 

we'11 go into 
angle. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

program alarm 
if 

St and  by   on that. 
Thank you. 
All  right  here's   the present position 

gimbal  lock because we're  doing it   in preferred 

there   d be 

Say   it   again,   Apollo 8. 
In   running   through  program 52 

401  which  would indicate 
we  drive   it   into   gimbal lock. 

CAPCOM Rog.     I understand 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston, 

option   1   like   option 3. 
SC Rog Houston, we're 

we get a 
continued 

This 

doing 

should be an 

an  option 1 
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SC like  option  3.     We  keep  getting a 401 
alarm,  which  does  desired  RCTU yield  gimbal lock. 

CAPC0M        Rog.    Stand by. 

END  OF TAPE. 
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CAP  COM Apollo 8,   Houston.     It   appears   that you 
have maneuvered around  the Gimbal LOX system. 

SC Roger. Roger. 
CAP COM Okay. Sorry we were late on that answer 
SC Thank   you. Houston. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control.     During that 

series   of   conversations  with   the  spacecraft,   among  the num- 
bers  passed  up   to  the  crew and  then  verified  and  read back 
down   from  the   spacecraft,   was   the   information   that  will be 
used  for  the  midcourse  correction  coming  up  at  61 hours. 
That   maneuver   is   scheduled   to   be   an   RCS   maneuver   using the 
4  reaction  control  system jets   on  the  service  module, each 
of   those   having   a   thrust   of   about   100  pounds.     So  we'd have 
a  total  of   400  pounds  of   thrust.     The  burn  duration is 
scheduled   for   11   seconds   and  with   that   much  burn   time and 
that   much   thrust   acting  on   the  weight   of   the  vehicle which 
is   estimated   to  be  at   62   888  pounds   it   gives   a  delta  V, a 
change   in  velocity,   of  about   2   feet  per  second.     And that 
velocity   change  would  be  in  the   retrograde  direction. It 
would  slow  the  spacecraft  down  slightly,  having  the effect 
of   lowering   the  perigee   or  perilune   at   the  point   the space- 
craft   passes   closest   to   the  moon.       Our   computations   on the 
ground   give   the   low  point   above   the   surface  of   the  moon at 
present,  without   the  maneuver,   as  69  nautical miles. The 
nominal   altitude  would  be  61.5,   and   this  burn   is designed 
to   give   us   that   altitude   at   pericynthion .     The spacecraft 
will   be  pitched  down  and  yawed   right  slightly   in   the burn, 
makiug   it.   retrograde   and  slightly  out  of   grade.     We're now 
h • cV-   :':   'conversation with  the  spacecraft,   and we'll pick 
TI at  ccave r s,t ion  up now . 

;] C H o u s t o n ,   A p o 11 o  8 . 
CAP   COM Go ahead. 
SC Well,  we  stopped  and went  through course 

line   of  P 5 2   and   then  we   got   final   line,   pick  a pair, pick 
Capelia.     But   she   drove   and  didn't   get   to   any  place. All 
right,   just   pick  Capelia,   I   can't   recognize   anything out 
there  right  now.     Can  I   re-cycle  here  and  go back and 
pick   a pair? 

CAP  COM I'm sorry,   Apollo 8. 
SC All   right,   Houston?     Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Go   ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Our   plan   is   to  go  back  into re-enter 

program 52.     It  did not  drive   to  Capelia and  I  can't re- 
cognize   it   in   the   scanning telescope. 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC My plan  is   to go 
program 52, well it did not drive to 
recognize it in the scary telescope, 
into   the   recoil P-52. 

CAPCOM Okay,   stand   by one. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   can you confirm 

back  into re-enter 
cabilla  and  I can't 

My plan  is  to  ge back 

the where I m concerned? 
Roger   that' s  af f i rmat ive , 

that you zero 

we zeroed 

you have  a  go for Apollo   8 Houston, 
in  op t ion  3. 
Okay. I know how (garble) got in 

want   to   call   that   one   instead of 
the 

optics 
SC 

the objects. 
CAPCOM 

second   try  in P-52 
SC 

telescope,   I might 
Cape 11a. 

CAPCOM Okay. 
SC I want 

though , 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control. We 

passed  the   30-minute  mark  in  the  clock counting 
mid-course   correction  maneuver.     Now  that clock 
reading  28 minutes   35  seconds  until  the burn,   and  at the 
present   time  Apollo  8 is   at  an  altitude  of  22  211 nautical 
miles   above   the Moon,   traveling  at   a  speed  of   4085   feet per 
second.     We'll  continue   to  stand by  for any conversation 
the  spacecraft  or  the  ground  to  the spacecraft. 

SC Houston,  Apollo  8.     We  came  up with an 

to  see what  it  comes  up with first, 

have  just now 
down  to the 
currently 

f r on 

unacceptable 
to recycle 

CAPCOM 

difference   in  our  stars.     We're   going  to have 

wha 

don ' 
let ' 

will I 
CAFCOM 
CAPCOM 

get this 

do to 

Roge r. 
If we  don't  get   this mid-course, then 

our  pericynthion? 
Stand  by,   one . 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     In   the  event   that we 

mid-course   in,   we'll  still   go   for  an  LOI, and 
s  dcu't  forget   that  you  try  a  (garble)  which  is OCTO 10. 

SC That's 
CAPCOM Roger. 

the  one  we  re   trying now. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  60 hours  40 minutes 
into  the  flight,   and we're  continuing  to  countdown  to our 
midcourse  correction now  19  minutes  57  seconds  from that 
maneuver.     At  the present  time   the  crew is  somewhat behind 
in  the   flight  plan,   and we  suspect   they  are  involved in 
aligning  the  inertial  measurement  unit  in  the Guidance and 
Navigation  equipment.    We  just  heard  from the  Guidance Officer 
that   it   appeared   that   that   operation was   proceeding well at 
this   time.     We'll   continue   to   follow  activities   and monitor 
for  any  conversation between  the  ground and  the spacecraft. 

PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  at  60  hours  46 minutes. 
Now we're   continuing   to  monitor   for  conversations between 
the   ground  and  spacecraft.     It's   been  a  very  quiet period 
what with  the  crew busily  involved  in  getting  ready  for the 
midcourse  correction  maneuver.     That  burn  is  scheduled to 
occur  now  in   14  minutes   and   to   resummarize   that will  be using 
the   spacecraft  Reaction   Control   System  thrusters.     It will be 
an   11   second  burn   giving  us   a  change   of  velocity  of   2 feet 
per second.     That  velocity  change will  primarily be retrograde 
slowing   the  spacecraft  down by   about   2   feet  per  second  in order 
to  lower  the  pericynthion  or  point   at  which   the spacecraft 
passes   closest   to   the  Moon.     And   the  burn  will  also  be performed 
with   the   spacecraft  yawed  slightly   out  of  plane.     At  60 hours 
47  minutes   this   is  Apollo Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  at  60  hours   54 minutes 
we  just  heard   from   the   spacecraft.     Jim Lovell  advised that 
they   are   set   and  apparently   ready   to  go   at   this   time for 
their  midcourse   correction  maneuver.     We will   play  back that 
conversation  for you  and  then  stand by  for  further commun- 
ications  with the spacecra f t. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC We  are  all  set  up  counting down at  8 minutes 
CAP COM Roge r. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8.     Our  data  is   down  right now, 

^..predate  you  making  sure  you  have   the  tape   recorder on. 
SC Roger.     I  am going  to  go  -- I  11 have to 

You've   got control. go  COMMAND reset. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC Roger.     You  have   some   pitch   and yaw angles 

for  our  PGC after burn . 
CAPCOM Okay  Apollo   8.     That's  pitch   348  yaw 315. 
SC Pitch   348,   yaw 315. 
CAPCOM That's   affirmative.     Hey,   would  you give 

us  another hack on your   count   down time? 
SC It's   518   17   16   15 14. 
CAPCOM Thank  you. 
SC Houston,   I  will   give  you  a mark  in  4 minutes 
CAPCOM All   right.     Thank you. 
SC 3   2   1   mark.     Four minutes. 
p A 0 We   are   coming  up  now  on   3 minutes  until our 

midccui-e   correction  maneuver.     You will  note  a  slight time 
tieia;,   tcom  the   time  when   the  spacecraft   is   counting back 

e  watching  our   clocks here, 
second  delay  one  way. Here 

a ri ... v 
o n e   h a 
crew. 

CAPCOM 
the   D i c v> e o. switch 

S C 
PAO 

good for that maneuver, 
is  at  an  altitude  of 21 

Apollo   8, 
over   to the 

Roger. 3 
Coming UD 

That   s   about  one and 
is   another   call   to the 

How  about switching Houston 
lef t . 
2   1  mark  swit ch. 
on   2  minutes  now.     Still looking 

At   the   present   time,   the spacecraft 
thousand   144  nautical  miles abcve 

the moon and traveling at a speed of 4100 feet per second. 
We're  now  comine  up  on  1  minute   30  seconds  until  that mid- 
course   correction   maneuver.      This   is   Apollo   Control at 
60  hours   59  minutes   41   seconds,   and  we're   counting down 
now  the  last   10  seconds   to  our  maneuver.     We  should have 
the  beginning  of   that   11   second   reaction   control system 
maneuver   at   this   time.     We  will   stand  by   for confirmation 
here   on   the   ground-     We  show   the  burn  completed  at   thi" time 
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We  should  have   some   preliminary   figures   shortly. Power 
Guidance  and  Control  Officer  advises  that   they  clocked the 
burn  at   about   12   seconds.     We  nominally  planned  it   for about 
11.     That would be  a one  second differential. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC Roger.     Burn  on  time,   angles nominal, burn 

time  about   12  seconds,   .2   feet  per  second  after  the Delta-VC, 
0  in VGX.    We  have   transferred   the  results  of   the burn over 
to   the   left  slot   VERB 66. 

CAPCOM Roger.     I  have   a  couple  of   items   that   I would 
like   to  clean  up.     We  will   get  you  an  RCS  budget.     We've got 
one  deadline  now we  are   trying   to  get   some   firmer numbers 
for you,   and we will have  those  in a  little  bit.     But now 
your  PTC  usage   is   right   on   the   flight   plan   line,   so everything 
looks   pretty   good   there.     We want   to   get   a  crew  status report 
from you.     We  would   like   to   firm  up   the   rev  2   flight plan 
idea,   and   sometime   at  your   convenience we would   like   to take 
a  reading  of   the  PRD  for   the  Commander   and  CMP  and then 
have  you  swap  them.     We  are  trying  to  isolate   the  -- what 
the  possible  reason  is   for  the  discrepancy,   or  the disparity 
in  the   two  readings. 

SC And we  are  maneuvering  to   the  PTV attitude, 
Houston. 

CAPCOM Roger. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP COM Apollo   8, Houston. Could you give us 
the s ign of   that Z residual? 

SC Stand  by Houston. All right, Houston , 
looks   like  we didn 't   record  just   the Z We record ed delta 
vc, which is minus 0.2. 

CAP COM Okay, understand. 
SC Delta  V was   0.1 bu t   we   di dn ' t get the 

s ign 
CAP COM Roger. Understand that was de lta VC 

was minus 0.2. I copied  delta  VZ.     ZULU  is 0.2. Is 
that in co r re ct ? 

SC Ro ger.     It  was 0.1 but  we did the sign. 
CAP COM Okay.     Thank  you. 
SC We  can  ge t   it. We have  it on the tape , 

Ho us ton, whenever you want   to  dump it. 
CAP COM Ro g.     Thank  you. 
SC Give  you  about the last  5 minutes worth. 
CAP COM Roger. 
SC 0kays   Houston, for the PRD's. 

CRD  is   .07.     CMP   is   .64.     LMP   is ..80.     Note   that   the  CMP's 
haven't   changed  since  we   started  and   the   commander's haven't 
changed  much.     We  have   swapped  PRD's,   commander  has  LMP, CMP 
has   commanders   and  LMP  has   CMP1s   PRD. Over. 

CAP   COM Okay.     Thank you. 
PAO This   is  Apollo   Control.     Based  on this 

information  passed  back   from  the   crew  on   that  midcourse cor- 
rection     and   our   figures  here   on   the  ground,   it   appears that 
the  maneuver was within about  0.2  of  a  foot  per second 
of  being  right   on   the  nominal   and   that  would  put  us very 
close   to   Lhe   nreplanned  pericynthion  of   61-1/2   nautical miles. 
We.   of   course,   will   be   tracking   the  spacecraft   following this 
maneuver   to  determine   just  exactly "what   effect   it  did have. 
But   that  was   the   preplanned.     That   maneuver would  have had 
the   effect   of   lowering   the  pericynthion  by   about   6   or   7 nau- 
tical  miles.     At   51  hours   10  minutes   into   the   flight,   Apollo 8 
is   currently   at   an   altitude   of  28  676  nautical  miles and 
traveling  at   a  speed  of   4107   feet   per  second.     This is 
Apollo   Control, Houston. 
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PAO This is Apollo  Control  at  61 hours  29 minutes 
A preliminary  figure on  the effects of  that midcourse correction 
performed at 61 hours  indicates  that our helghth of perigee 
will be 62.3 nautical miles  as  a result of that maneuver. Now 
we have been shooting for something on the order of 61.5. 
62.3 is very good,  and the flight controllers here in Mission 
Control  Center are quite happy with  that  figure.    The spacecraft 
also  computed height of pericynthion following the maneuver 
and we heard  from Lovell  their onboard computation was that 
the maneuver would of placed their pericythion at  63 nautical 
miles.     So we have very close  agreement between the ground 
computer  figure  in  that  case  and  the onboard computation. 
We'll playback that  conversation with the spacecraft for you 
now and  then stand by  for any  communications  that should 
develop 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Commander has 

af te rwards 
Apollo 8. 

ab out 

Hous ton, 
Go ahead. 
Roger,   understand as  follows water, the 
50 clicks  so far today;  CMP 43,  and the 

LMP  is  44.    We've eaten  two meals so far  today.    Today meal 
A and  B;   took most  of  it  except  for  the hard hard bite. No 
one cares  for it.   .Pudding was outstanding.    We're at  a gain 
of pericynthion now of plus 63 miles.    Commander and CMP have 
had  a  rest  period just before  the midcourse  four of about 
2 hours. 

Roger. 
Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Go ahead. 
We're  at  a gain of 

how does   that agree 
Apollo  8, Houston, 
would  like  to run 

CAPCOM 
•SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Moon at 
CAPCOM 

sec ondary loop 

;3 i 14 

We 

about 20 500 miles from 
with what you figure? 

Looks  like your on the 
that  for about 5 minutes. 

Roger.    We're doing the EGS redundant 

guess you are 
running for 

What s the matter was it chow time down 

Roger.    Didn't know you could smell it 

SC 
component check. 

CAPCOM Roger, 
SO - data  down  there Houston, 

Okay,   see  you stopped my  tape  then.     I've been 
about  3 extra minutes  here   to  record  the check. 

CAPCOM Roger, we have data now.    That was a 
temporary loss. 

SC 
there ? 

CAPCOM 
that  far away 

SC 
the secondary 

Give me  a call 
loop it's stabilized 

when your satisfied with 
at  down here pretty well 
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CAPCOM Wilco,   and  you might   tell  Jim  that RTCC 
is  about   4 miles  off.     We had  a  20 496. 

SC Fine.     Just  put   compressor Q on ACQ. 
Houston,  Apollo  8,   do you show battery B as voltage dropped 
as  not  from  the  post  charge  value over. 

CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston,   confirm that battery B 
is a little bit lower, and this is attributed to the parasitic 
loads   that  are  on there. 

SC Okay,   I  just  didn't  see  the same kind of 
drop  for A. 

CAPCOM 
parasite loads 

SC 
CAPCOM 

So  if  you  think  it  s  okay,   it  s fine. 
That's   firm.     You   don't  have   the same 

on  that.     B  is   actually  drawing some. 
Okay, I guess that's the radiators, 
Apollo  8,   Houston,  we  see  enough of 

secondary evaporator. 
2 minutes between the 
turn  the  pump on. 

SC 
the  water control 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

component check, 

We would like 
time  you  go to 

uh • 
the 

for you  to wait about 
reset   and   the  time you 

I  agree,   good  idea.     And we plan  to leave 
in auto. 

Roger.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Okay,   looking over  the  - our redundant 

it  appears we have  not  yet  checked the 
of  the  secondary .loop  radiatorsi  and  if you haven't 
some  time we would  like   to  open  up  the secondary 
but  not   flow   through   and  just measure the accumulator 

integrity 
done that 
radiators 
pres sure. 

SC 
our   pre OLI 
to , 

CAPCOM Roger,  we  just  noticed  that  it  isn't there, 
and yes we would  like  to.     You  understand  that we  are not 
proposing  that  you  flow,   but  merely we  check out  for any 
pressure 

Standby.     Houston,  we  don't  show  that in 
check,   but  we will   go  ahead  and do  it  if you want 

that 
indication 

SC 
here   to  help  me. 
secondary,   I mean 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
PAO 

conversation with 
on the eating and 
recently.     And he 

Roger, wait till 
i 

assis tant 
the 

seconds now. 

get  my trusty 
Okay,   Houston,   we're   going  to blow 
open   the  secondary   rad   for 30 

Ro ge r• 
Looks pretty good. 
Sure   does. 
Okay,   they're  closed now. 
Okay,   thank  you,   looks good. 
Roger,   no   meteroids yet. 
This   is  Apollo   Control.     During that 

the  crew,   Jim Lovell  gave  us  a status report 
drinking  and  sleeping  that   they've done 
said   that   they  have   logged  50  clicks of 
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water  for  the  Commander,   and  33  clicks   for  the  Command Module 
Pilot,   and   44   clicks   for   the  Lunar  Module  Pilot.     That translates 
into  one  half  ounce  per  click which would be  about  25 ounces 
for  the  Commander;   about  21  or  22  ounces  for  the Command Module 
Pilot  and  about   the  same  amount  of water  for  the Lunar Module 
Pilot.     Lovell  noted   that   they  have   all  had   two  meals today. 
And   found   the  pudding  particularly   palatable   to   them, and 
also you heard Lovell  relay   the  onboard  figure  for  the heighth 
pericythion,   the  closest  approach  of   the spacecraft  to the 
Moon   following   that   midcourse   correction maneuver. We'll 
continue   to  monitor   for  any   conversations  with   the  crew, and 
if we  don't  pick  up  communications  in  a minute or so, we'll 
take  the  circuit  down  and  standby  to  come  up  again when there 
are  further conversations. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     You  take  your tape 
recorder  to stop  and we'll  reset  it   then  and  give  it back to 
you . 

SC Roger,   it's  stop . 
CAPCOM Thank you. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control   at   61 hours 
41  minutes   and  at   the  present   time  we  show  7  hours   17 minutes 
until   our   Lunar  Orbit   Insertion   Maneuver.     I  will   pass along 
to  you   information   on   that   maneuver   as   soon   as   it   is avail- 
able.     In   the  meantime  we  anticipate   things  will  be quieting 
down  somewhat  both   here   in  Mission  Control   Center  and aboard 
the  spacecraft.     The   flight  plan   is   relatively  quiet for 
the  next   several   hours.     It   doesn't  begin   to  pick  up activity 
again  until   about   3  hours   prior   to  the  Lunar  Orbit Insertion 
Maneuver   at  which   time   the   crew  will  begin  checking  out the 
guidance   and  navigation  equipment   and   running  through their 
systems   checks   and   preparation   for   that   maneuver   and here 
on   the   ground   they  will  be  passing  up   the   information needed 
to   carry   out   the   maneuver   and   the   crew  will   be   checking this 
against   their   onboard   figures   and   against   the information 
that   is   automatically   loaded   into   the   computer   from the 
ground.     We'll   continue   to  stand  by   for  any communications 
that   should   develop   as   I   said  we   do  expect   that   the insuing 
several   hours   will   be  quiet.     At   61   hours   43  minutes, this 
is   A p o1 1 o   C ontrol. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  61 hours, 
58 minutes,  and at  the present  time Apollo  8 is  at  an alti- 
tude of  18  733 nautical miles,   traveling at  a speed of 
4139 feet per second.    Since our last report we've had a 
couple of conversations with  the crew in which we've dis- 
cussed  the,  some  of  the methods  for working around  the fogged 
windows that  the crew has on the spacecraft in order to carry 
out   the planned  tasks  in  lunar orbit,   and we'll  play those 
conversations back for you and continue  to stand by for live 
conversations  from the spacecraft. 

CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Co ahead. 
CAP COM Okay.    We still need  to  talk about the 

REV  2  attitudes we're  going  to  use  here   to work  around the 
fact  that you have  a fogged center window.    Whenever that's 
convenient,  we'd  like  to  go over what  you're  thoughts are 
on the subject and make sure we can get our flight plan 
squared away. 

SC My thoughts  are  to make do with the 
best with what we have.    We are not  interested  in changing 
a lot of  things  right now. 

CAP  COM Okay.     The  one  proposal  that  sounds like 
it has some  advantage  to it.    If we let Jim do his evaluation 
through  the  telescope,  you do everything exactly  the same 
except you turn and roll over 180 degrees so that your 
head's  up,   and  let  Jim do his  tracking through  the tele- 
scope and you'll still be all right when you go to pick up 
your TV and  that   type of  thing.     And  it  looks  like that 
probably will  cover everything.    We  can do that  or we can 
just  go  as  is  and just- have  to  let  some of  that tracking 
evaluation go by.    Another alternate would be  to have Jim 
look out  the right-hand rendezvous window,  and you may have 
to change your attitude in order  to get the same picture 
there also. 

SC I  think we'll  try  to do  that,  but I 
don't -  this  is one of  the  things  that we'll work out when 
we get there. 

CAP COM Okay.    The  reason we were  looking into 
it in the flight plan is,  if you do want to try rolling 
over and  flying heads  up or something of  that nature, we 
can help Bill get  a little more  out of his photography by 
giving him some new film settings  and that  type of thing. 
We'll have  something like  that  available  in case  you do 
fly heads  up,  why we'll have some numbers we  can call up 
for film fittings. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Go ahead. 
SC Roger.    We  are  going  to have  to dump 

some urine,  here shortly.    Will this bother your tracking? 
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CAP  COM Apollo  8,  we're  checking on  that with the 
tracking  people now. 

SC Houston,   just  give  us   the  time when we 
can start  on  it  and we  11  hold  off  until you say so. 

CAP COM Okay.     And you can  anticipate hand over 
between stations  here  on  the  hour.     And you might  get a 
slight  blitz  as  we  go  through.     I'll  give you  a call when 
we  ge t  b ack . 

SC Thank you,   Ken.     What  station are we 
going  to be  going  to, Ken? 

CAP  COM Four.     Okay,  we'll be  going  to Honey- 
suckle . 

SC Thank you. 
CAP  COM Now,   Apollo  8,  Houston.    You're cleared 

for  a dump  at   this  time  and  I  understand  this  is   the last 
gas  station  for  a long time. 

SC You mean you don't want  us  to  dump after 
this   for  a while? 

CAP  COM That's  affirm.     Due  to  the tracking 
as you  approach  the LOI,   they would  like  to minimize any 
of   these   type  of  protovations. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control   at  62 hours 
24  minutes   and   at   the  present   time  Apollo   8  is traveling 
at   a  speed   of  4,159   feet   per  second  or  presently  at   an al- 
titude  of   17,657  nautical miles  above   the Moon.     We have 
some   preliminary   information  on   the  Lunar Orbit Insertion 
Maneuver.     We   anticipate   that   this   information will be 
refined  and  updated  as  we  get   additional  tracking information 
on   the   spacecraft.     At   the   present   time  we  anticipate that 
the  maneuver will   be  performed   at   about   69  hours   8 minutes 
ground  elapse   time   and   the  burn  will  be   a   total  duration of 
about   4  minutes   2   seconds   and   it  will   slow   the spacecraft 
about   2,990   feet   per  second.     We   anticipate   that   the velocity 
at   the  beginning  of   the  burn  will  be   about   8,400   feet per 
second.     This  will   give   us   a  velocity   following   the maneuver 
of   about   5400   feet   per  second.     We  have  had  some conversations 
with   the   spacecraft   since   our   last   report.     We  are   in com- 
munication with   the  crew  at   the  present time, 
up  with   the   tape   and   follow with  whatever live 
are   going   on  when  we   complete   playing  back the 

Apollo   8,   Houston, through 

We'll pick 
communications 
tapes . 
Honeysuckle. 

read 

you 

n e r e 

CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
you   loud and 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 

u p ? 
SPACECRAFT 
for   the last 
CAPCOM 

to  do,   I   do  have   two   charts   in your 
give  you  some   update  numbers on. 

SPACECRAFT Standby.     We'll get 
the   15 tie   here.     Okay,   Houston, .... 

CAPCOM Yes   sir,   I've   got a 
your   chart  book  under LOI   and  I have 

One   of   them  being   the   chart   of LOI 
versus   abort  Delta V. 

SPACECRAFT Okay,   standby   and  I'll   get it 
Roger. 
I  have   the chart 
All   right. Mode 

yaw   35 7,37.     Mode 1 
yaw   1.65 over. 

SPACECRAFT Roger,   the  new  attitudes   for   the  Mode 1 
hour  Mode   15  minute   are   as   follows:     Roll   1.38,   pitch 7.89, 

Mode   1   15   minute,   roll   180.73   pitch   29.46 yaw 

on 

in 
in 

Roger,   Houston,   through  Honeysuckle, we 
clear. 

Okay,   good morning. 
Good  mo rn ing 
Thought   you went   to sleep. 
You  got   over  Australia  pretty fast. 
Right.     Did   that   gas   station  call wake 

Man,   I've   been  all  eyeballs   and elbows 
several hours. 

I'll  bet.     If   you've   got  nothing else 
LOI   table   I  need to 

our  LOI   tables man 

couple  of charts 
some   numbers   to fill 
Delta  V magnitude 

out. 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 

pitch   7.8 niner, 
pitch   2  niner 46, 

out.     Go ahead. 
1  5 hours. Roll 
15  minutes, roll 

1 . 38 
180.73 

to 

w   3 5 7.37. 
65 

CAPCu 
give   v ju 

Okay,   that   is  correct.     Now  I  also have 
couple   of   points   to   plot   on   that curve. 
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re d raw 

CAPCOM The   present   curve  you have  drawn  is based 
a 60 mile  perigee  or parallel  and  you  right  now have a 
mile   pericynthiurn  and   the   reason   that   your   target   is for 
miles  is   to  pass  over  the   landing  site  so  I have  5 sets 
coordinates   for  you   to copy. 

SPACECRAFT Is   this   to   go  on   the  same   chart to 
curve ? 

CAPCOM That   is affirmative. 
SPACECRAFT Okay,   go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,   we'll   go  in  on   the  LOI   Delta V 

Magnitude   1600  abort   Delta  V 2450. 
SPACECRAFT Okay,   LOI   Delta  V Magnitude   1500 Abort 

Delta  V  2450  standby  just   one.     I   have   it continue 

on 
62 
62 
of 

the 

CAPCOM 
2,000 Abort Delta 

SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 

2990  abort  Delta V 
present  curve 5114 

SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 

it 

Okay, the next one is the LOI Delta V 
V 3130. 

Roger,   I've   got   that plotted. 
2400  LOI   Delta  V,   Abort   Delta  V 3880 
I've   got   it plotted. 
2800 LOI  Abort  Delta V  4700 over. 
Roger,   I  have   that   one   plotted too. 
All 

5114 

Say 
LOI 

right the last one is LOI Delta V 
that   is   almost   directly   into the 

again 
Delta 

the LOI Delta V Magnitude please. 
V  2  niner  nine r 0 

Roger,   2  and ends  in 0.    Okay,   I have 
plotted. 

CAPCOM All   right   and  on   the  next one 
have a chart that number 10 and we have 3 numbers 
there   for  a  Mode   3  Gimbal angle. 

Roger,   go  ahead with   the Mode SPACECRAFT 
angle 

CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 

Roll,180.87, pitch 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 

for me ? 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 

Angles   to point 
trip   and   I ' m 

CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 

down your  sy c' ems 

you should 
to   go in 

3 gimbal 

at 

Roll   180.87   pitch  42.31   yaw 1.65 
Mode   3  Gimbal  Angle  are  as follows: 

42.31,   yaw 1.65. 
Roger,   that   is correct. 
Could you please send up a fetched curve 

Roge r. 
Send   up   a couple. 
The  only   one   I   have   is   about   6 foot. 

could  you  give  us  some Gimbal 
I  never  have  seen  it   the whole 

way   it   is   from  us now. 

Houston, 
the Moon, 

wondering which 
Rog, 180 
Houston, 
Rog. Loud 
Roge r 
We are getting ready 
We're   going  over all 

Apollo   8,   radio check 
and   clear. 

to give you a run 
the  final steps 
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CAPCOM and we will  tell you what we see in the 
way of  trajectory  and systems  information and once again 
Dr.   Joe Kerwin has  brought  over  all   the  latest news  and we 
can read  that  up  to you a little bit at  a time  if you don't 
go  to sleep. ^ 

SPACECRAFT What's  he   going  to  do.     Read  out  of the 
AMA Journal?     Go  ahead,  we are  all ears. 

CAPCOM Okay,  Here  is  one.    The previously 
scheduled cease fire by the Viet Cong went into effect today 
17  hours  before  the  allied  truce was  to begin. 

SPACECRAFT You  lost  us  on  the numbers  there. What 
was   that again? 

CAPCOM - The  jest  of  it was  that   the VC went into 
a cease  fire  earlier  than  the   truce  that we had planned on. 
As  a  Christmas  Holiday type. 

SPACECRAFT Roger, good. 
SPACECRAFT Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,  Loud and  clear,  sorry  to have 

stopped on you  there.    We are  going over  the summary of the 
systems   data. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SPACECRAFT Go  ahead Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,   I have  a  rundown on your systems 

here.     GMC step 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP   COM down   on   your   systems   here.     A  TMC status 
of,   everything   looks   real   -   Co ahead. 

SC Just   a  minute.     1  want   to  wait   until the 
LMP   gets   on   the   head   set, Houston. 

CAP   COM All right. 
CAP  COM That's   looking  pretty   good.     It looks 

like  we   got   all   the   things   back   in   that  we   took  out   and we're 
running   right   along   the   prediction.     We  would   like   to get 
a  battery  C  voltage   from  you   if   you   can   just   reach  over there 
and   touch it. 

SC Roger.     37   volts  on  battery C. 
CAP  COM Rog.     37   volts.     Okay.     The predicted 

trial   qualities   except    >n   oxygen   tank   one,   170,   oxygen tank 
two,   170,   hydrogen   one,   9.5,   and   hydrogen   two,   10.0. You 
sent   me   a  single   trial   capabilities,   all   the  way   at full 
power  now. 

S C Fine. 
CAP   COM The   secondary   cooler   loop   really looked 

good.     Looks   like   you  had   a nice   tight   radiator  and every- 
thing  else   on   there  was  working   right   along  the performance 
curves.     Your   main   oxygen   regulators   fulfilled   at   104 psi 
during  our   check.     Looking   at   the   lunar  orbit,   expect   to be 
doing  a water  boil   of   about   1   pound  per  hour,   and   this is 
just   an   approximation,   has   quite   a  variety  of  estimates as 
to what   the  water  boiling   requirements   may  be.     Might   go any- 
where   from  boiling   lots   to  not   boiling  at   all.     The next 
water  dump  will  be   coming  up   after  TEI   so  you  don't have 
to vorry   about   any   of   that   until   you   get   through. Communications 
predictions   looking  good.     Possibly   a   little  bit   better than 
what  we   had   hoped   for   and   looks   like   we're   going   to   get high 
bit   rate   on  OMNIS,     We're   2 10   foot   dish  at   Golds tone   and so 
be   looking   for   us   on   the   first   couple   of   REV's   and we'll 
be   switching  sights   so we'll   go  back   to  using  OMNIS   for a 
little   bit.     The   voice   quality  of   PSE   is   good.     Your fuel 
cells   have   been   running   above   nominal   for   the   entire flight 
and   they   really   look  nice   and  stable.     There's  been some 
deep  stratification - 

SC Everything's   on  normal   voice,   dosen't it? 
CAP  COM Okay.     Looks   like  may  not  be   able   to hac 

the  normal   voice.     On   the   cyro   tanks,   we've  had  quite   a bit 
of   destratif-.cation  between   the   oxygen   and  you  know this 
during   the   fan   cycles   and   delta  V,   so  we're  going   to  be sure 
and  we're   going   to   remind  you  again   to  stir  up   the oxygen 
prior   to  LOI.     CMC   is   running   along   like   clockwork.     CMC tells 
us   that   the   RCS   quantities   are   looking  good.     You're using 
the  same   amount   as   predicted   for  your   PTC  and   for  your align- 
ment.     So  we  have   the  way  of   the   redline,   we're   going to 
tell   you   that   you   can   use   30   percent   per  quad   in   lunar orbit. 
No»/   this   is   quite   a  bit.   fuel   to   play  with,   and  you   can take 
30   percent   a- '   »abstract   that   from what   you  have   to completion 
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of   LOI,   and   that  will  be   a  good  number.     On   the  SCS, the 
oxidizer   and   fuel   feed   line   temperatures   are   75   and holding 
steady.     The   service  module   RCS   quad  package   stamps are 
cycling  and  holding between   120   and   140  and   looks   like we're 
getting  normal   heating  operations.     We  plan   to have  you in 
a 60 mile  circular  orbit  after  LOI  2.     And we should have 
some   paths   for  you  on   the  LOI   burn  at   about  67 hours. 

SC Roger.     We   got   all that. 
CAP  COM Okay.     We're   still   going  through the 

tracking  and   as  you  know we're   going  to  hold  down  on the 
water  dumps   so   forth   during   the   last   couple   of  hours in 
and  out   sort   of   aid   the   tracking  procedures. Everything's 
running  along   the   line  normally  now,     Do  you  have   any other 
specific   questions?     We  are   looking   for  an  angle   on   the moon. 
I   guess   that   about   summarizes   the  system.     Everything looks 
GO  right   now . 

SC Okay,   Ken,   thank  you.     We  just completed 
Day  3,   meal  C  and  now  are  going  to break  up  and  each  take a 
rest   period  before LOI. 

CAP  COM Okay,   real   fine.     Everybody  wanted   to ask 
you  if  wouldn't   try   and  get   some   sack   time  here  before we 
go  in.     It's  goingto  be  a big day. 

S C Roger. 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC Okay,  Houston,  go ahead while E com is 
on   the  1ine . 

CAPCOM Okay,  we're just  start with E com business 
then.     I  give you a summary of your batteries, battery A we 
calculate  38.3  amp-hours,   battery  B - 

SC Stand by  for  a second,  Ken.     Let  me get 
the  chart out. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Go  ahead now. 
CAPCOM Okay,  battery A is  38.3,  battery B  is 36.9, 

battery C  38.5.     That's  looking pretty  good.     Looks  like we've 
got  all  the  things  back  in  that we  took and whipping right 
along. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control.     At   the present 
time,   the  spacecraft  is   traveling at   a speed  of   4176  miles - 
rather,   feet   per  second,   and   the  altitude   is   16   814 nautical 
miles.     You heard   the  crew advise  they do hope  to  get some 
rest  now before  activity  breaks  up  leading  toward   the Lunar 
orbit  insertion  maneuver.     According  to  the  flight  plan, they'll 
have  about   3 hours  of  relative  quiet  in which  they will be 
able   to  get  some   rest  prior   to  picking up  activities leading 
toward   chat  maneuver.     Such   things   as   preparing  the guidance 
and  navigation system,   checking out  the  spacecraft systems, 
and  getting set  up  for  that  maneuver.     We'll  continue to 
monitor  for  any  conversation.     We  do  anticipate  that  it will 
be  relative  quiet,   and we'll  come  back up  in  the  event that 
we  hear  anything   from  the   crew,   and we'll   give  you periodic 
status   reports.     At   62  hours   46  minutes,   this   is  Apollo Con- 
trol . 

END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control   at   63   hours   4 minutes. 
At   the   present,   time   our   spacecraft   is   at   an  altitude above 
the   Moon   of   IOC*   rather   16   035   nautical   miles,   and   our velocity 
continuing  to  increase  still   increasing  rather  slowly but 
steadily.     Cur   speed   is   n u w   a   194   feet   per   second.     We would 
expect   this   relatively   slow   velocity   build   up   to   continue to 
about  65   hours.     At   that   poin:   the   spactcraf t  will   be some 
11   000  nautical  miles   from   the   Moon,   and   from  that   point on 
the   aecelrrai ion  will   begin   c<>  build   up  quite   rapidly  so that 
within   about   4  hours   from  65   four.-   at   the   point   where   we do 
'-he   lunar   orbit   in.- - - rtion   maneuver   f t on   tha'   -   in   that   4 hour 
period   o 1   time   the   vc le   i;. y   w -uld   jus*   a bou:   double   going from 
some   <*:>■> u   feer   per   second   up   LO   about   s     0   i ee t   pc r second. 
We  have   s.oui"   t art her   i.ntorcid   ' on  on   the   lunar   orbit insertion 
maneuver   a?   a   result   of   the   mi ate "ur s e   correction   that   was   a one 
at   6 1   hours,   ana  we   have   the   refinement   also ; he   effects of 
that   n, l d c cv x s e   correction.     Prior   t c.   the  midcoutsp maneuver 
we   cor,p.i' e-d   thu   our  peri ;:.-.« t h ion   or  p o ; n t   of   < lose^t   app roach 
to   the  Moon  would   have   been   about   16 - 5   nautical   miles.     As a 
result   of   the   burn   it  was   lowered   to   about   61.8  nautical miles. 
The   lunar  orbit   insertion  maneuver   using  the   service propulsion 
system  engine   is   scheduled   to   occur   at   69   hours   8 minutes 
ground  elapse   time,     The  burn   duration  would  be   4  minutes and 
2   seconds.     This  would   give   us   an   orbit   about   the  Moon with a 
low  point   of   about   60  nautical   miles   and   a  high   point   of about 
170   nautical   miles.     We've   had   one   brief   conversation with 
the   spacecraft   since   our  previous   report,   and  we   advised the 
c:aw   that   they   should   be   getting  a   good  view  of   the  Moon as 
i.■/   continue   through   their  passive   thermal   control   mode with 
the   spacecrai r.   rolling  at   the   rate   of   abou*.   1 revolution, 
per  hour.     At   a  certain  specified  degree   of   roll   they should 
acquire   the   Moon   through   o-ie   of   the  windows   of   the spacecraft. 
During   this   period   of   time   the   spacecraft  will   be   coming into 
a  much   better   view  of   the  Moon  with   a   larger  part   of   the lighted 
surface   becoming  visible   to   the   crew.     We'll   play  back that 
short   conversation   for   you   and   then   pick  up  with   the conversation 
that   is  developing  right  now  between Cap  Com Ken  Mattingly and 
the   c r ■ • ■•'. , 

CAP'OM Apollo   Sv   Houston. i 
SC i.o ahead, 
CAPCOM Finally   found   out   where   the   Moon   is.     In i 

four   present   FTC  attitude   if   you  happen   to   look  out   the   right J 
window   as   you  go  by,   roll   attitude   of   32.0,   it   should  be there. 

SC Thank  vou.     Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
^c Rogery   Bill   would   like   to   ask   the doctor 

for   permission   to   take   a Seconal. 
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CAPCOM Okay,   stand by. 
SC Houston,   this   is  Apollo   8,   did  you call 

me,   I   lost   track for  a minute. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8,   you're   cleared   to  go ahead 

with  that  pill. Take,   recommends   a small one. 
SC Small  one, Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   if   you   can  we'd like 

to have  you  stir up   the  oxygen cyro. 
SC Okay,   I'll  do  that   right  now.     just a 

moment,   just   the oxygen? 
CAPCOM Okay,   we  want   to  get   both   the  oxygen and 

hydrogen. 
SC Just   the   oxygen, then? 
CAPCOM No,   sir,   both   the   oxygen   and   the hydrogen. 
SC Okay,   start   -  starting with   the hydrogen. 
CAPCOM Okay. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control   at   63  hours   43 min- 
utes.    At   the  present   time  Apollo  8  is   traveling  at  a speed 
of  4236   feet   per  second,   and   their  altitude   is   14   39 9 nautical 
miles   above   the  moon.     Since   our   last   report,   we  had one 
brief   conversation  with   Frank   Borman   aboard   the spacecraft. 
It's  been  relatively  quiet  on   the  spacecraft  as we would 
anticipate.     The  crew indicated  that   they would  attempt to 
get   some   rest   between   the  mid-course   correction,   which was 
performed   at   about   61   hours   and   the   starting  of activities 
leading  up   to   the  Lunar  orbit   insertion  maneuver  at  69 hours 
and  08 minutes   ground  elapsed  tine.     There will be  a period 
of   a  couple   of  hours   before   their  activity  picks   up   in prepa- 
ration   for   that   burn.     Beginning   at   about  66   hours   in the 
flight   plan   they  will  begin burn  preparations   of   the systems 
checks   and   guidance   and  navigation  preparation   that   they will 
do   for   that   maneuver,   and   until   the   flight   plan  is relatively 
quiet,   so we,   in   line  with   that,   do  expect   that  we'll  be hear- 
ing  very   little   from  the   crew.     In   a  previous conversation 
we heard   Bill  Anders   request   permission   to   take   a Seconal 
tablet,   one   of   the   short   acting  sleeping  pills   that   the crew 
carries   onboard,   and   the   flight   surgeon   recommended   that he 
take   a  smaller   tablet.     They   carried   two  different sizes. 
One   a  50  miligram   tablet   and   the  other   100  miligram tablet, 
and   the   recommendation  was   that   Anders   take   the   50 milligram 
tablet.     We'll   play  back   that   conversation  with  the spacecraft. 
A very  brief   conversation,   and   then  stand  by   for  any further 
communication   from  the crew. 

SC Okay,   Houston,   Apollo   8.     We've cycled 
through   all   of   the   cryo fans. 

CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
PAO It   appears   that  we'll   have  no further 

communication  with   the   crew  at   least   for   the  moment.     Here in 
Mission  Control   at   the   present   time,   activity   is beginning 
to  pick  up   as  we  near  our   change   of   shift.     Flight Director, 
Glynn  Lunney  and  his   team  of   flight   controllers   are coming 
on  at   this   time   receiving  briefings   from  the  previous shift 
headed  by   Flight   Director,   Milton  Windier.     The   activity on 
the  boiler   control,   sounded   as,   you would  expect,   like  a bee- 
hive   at   the  present   time.     At   63  hours   48  minutes,   this is 
Apollo   Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control,   Houston,   at  64 hours 
22  minutes  24  seconds  now  into   the  flight  of Apollo  8. The 
Apollo  8 spacecraft  at   the  present   time   12   761.5 nautical 
miles   away   from  the  Moon.     Its   current   velocity   relative to 
the Moon  4288.9  feet  per  second.     Glenn Lunney's  team of black - 
black  team of  flight  controllers  is  now  aboard.     He brought 
the  team up with  amber  lights,   and went  around  the  room and 
discussed  our  current  status.     Meanwhile we have  about   15 seconds 
of  conversation with   the  crew.     The  conversation  relative to 

ent trajectory and  tracking.     We'll play that now . 
CAPCOM Loud  and  clear Apollo 8. 
SC Okay,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Roger,  we  had  a momentary loss there 
SC How  is   the tracking? 
CAPCOM Looking  great. 
SC How is   the  tracking data look, Ken. 
CAPCOM Looking  great. 
SC Ro ge r. 
PAO So  at  64  hours  22 minutes 37 s e c on ds 

heard the discussion. Our tracking looks great. This is 
Apollo  Control, Houston. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  at   65 hours 
48 minutes  now  into  the  flight  of  the Apollo  8.     At  the present 
time   our  displays  show  us   that  we  are  9128.8 nautical miles 
away  from the moon.    Our  velocity  reads  4460.3  feet  per second. 
We have  only had brief  conversations with Apollo  8 since our 
last  anouncement.     Primarily  communication  checks  and we will 
play  that  tape  for you now. 

SC Houston.     Apollo   8.     Lunar   radio check. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     Loud  and clear. 
SC Good evening, Jerry. 
CAP  COM Howdy.     The Black Watch  is watching. 
SC How  do you  read on  this  - how do you 

read on  this antenna? 
CAP   COM Loud   and   clear  on   that  one, Bill. 
SC That's  great. Roger. 
CAP   COM Don't  mention it. 
SC Houston.     Apollo  8.     Do you  read on 

omni three? 
CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Reading  you loud 

with  some background noise. 
SC Roger.     You  are  loud  and clear. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     COM check. 
SC Roger Houston.     This  is  Apollo  8. Loud 

and  clear.     How me? 
CAP  COM Roger.     Loud  and  clear, Jim. 
PAO Apollo  Control  Houston.     Meanwhile we 

have  been provided  some  reassigned numbers   for  the loss of 
signal  and  acquisition  of  signal  as  we proceed on  our lunar 
orbit  insertion burn number  one.    We should  lose Apollo 8 
communications  behind  the moon  at  68 hours  58  minutes  4 sec- 
onds  ground elapsed  time.    We  are now  looking at   the time, 
of  ignition of  69  hours  8 minutes  5  seconds  and we should 
reacquire  at  69  hours   31  minutes   34  seconds. Honeysuckle 
should be  our  tracking station  to  acquire.    At  65 hours 
15   minutes   18  seconds   into   the  flight,   this   is  Apollo Control 
Houston. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston, at 
66 hours,   14  minutes,   20 seconds  now  into  the  flight of 
Apollo  8.    Our  current   distance  away  from the moon is 
7980.3 nautical miles.    Our  current  velocity  continuing to 
build  up  4542.1   feet  per  second.     We've  passed  along a 
preliminary LOI maneuver pad  to  the spacecraft-     Jerry Carr 
conversing with  Jim Lovell  the command module  pilot. And 

you now. that to we  11 relay 
CAPCOM 

LOI  one  pad, over. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

LOI  one  pad, over. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

1 STS G & N, 
zero  8 1841. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

23 niner zero plus 
2 zero zero zero zero 5 
zero  zero  2 niner niner 

SC 
CAPCOM 

Perpieye zeta. 
not  applicable. 

Apollo 8, 
Apollo 8, 
. . .clear, 
Apol1o  8, 

Houston with  a preliminary 
Houston, over. 
Houston. 
Houston,   this  Is  a preliminary 

62844 
Copy 

Roger, standby one. 
Roger,   standing by. 
Houston,  Apollo  8.     Ready  to copy. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston.     Roger. LOI 

minus   161,   plus   12 niner  zero 6 niner 

8  is copying. 
Roger,   8.     Minus  2  niner 837  plus zero 

zero  zero niner niner  4  zero  zero zero 
zero  16  niner  3 plus  zero  zero 6 
4 niner 4  zero 2  2 niner 782 

Copy . 
Roger,   8.    Zero  1 zero 

Down zero  48  left  zero 5. 
Sirius  Rigel  set  of stars 

Copy 

zero 1 
later. 

ullage 

& N 

zero negative 
Over. 

Roger. Preliminary 
62844  minus   161, plus 

68 niner 26 zero 
The remainder is 
for GDC alliance 
We 1 11  pass the 

LOI one pad as 
12  niner. Are 

fol- 
y ou 

12  niner 155 
horizon data 

SC 
lows:     STS G 
copying? 

CAPCOM Roger, copying. 
SC Zero  69  zero  81841  minus  29837 plus 

zero  239   zero  plus   zero   zero   994  zero   zero   zero.   2 zero 
zero  zero   zero  5   zero   1693  plus   zero   zero  6   zero zero 
29949  4  zero  2  29782  zero  1  zero  689  26  zero. Perpieye 
zeta.    Down zero 48 left zero 5.    The remainder not applica 
ble.     Sirius  Rigel   129155  zero  one   zero.     No  ullage. We'll 
pass   up   the   remainder  up later. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Jim.     One  question  - we talked 
about a T40 gimbal check. Would you like to do that during 
this maneuver to LOI attitude or would you rather hold that 
off  until  a  little  closer  to LOI. Over. 

SC 
them. 

CAPCOM 

Let me check on that. We weren't using 

Roger,   standing by. 
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SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston, GO. 
SC Roger.    We  could make  this  gimbal check 

as  a maneuver  to  the LOI attitude. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
SC I  understand  that   you'll  load  us   up with 

the LOI  one  pad  and we'll  run  through  these  for you as far 
as   the  gimbal check. 

CAPCOM Roger.     That's what we heard you were 
going to  do on  it.    Are you  going  to  run both  the manual 
gimbals  as well as  the automatic, correct? 

SC Roger. 
PAO This  is Apollo  Control.    That was the 

preliminary manuever pad passed  to Apollo  8  for  the LOI one 
ignition or burn.     Some  of  these numbers  represent some 
slight  changes  and we've  leaned  from the long listing certain 
ones   that  could be  considered  of  interest.    We're looking 
at  time  of  ignition  at  69  hours,   8 minutes,   18 seconds. 
The burn a  retrograe burn should place  us  in an orbit around 
the moon with  an apolune  of   169  nautical  miles,   a perilune 
of  60  nautical miles.     The DELTA-V  for  the burn  that we're 
looking at would be  2994   feet  per  second,  burn  time of 
4  minutes,   2   seconds.     So  at   66  hours,   21   minutes,   35 sec- 
onds  into  the  flight,   this  is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston.     At 66 
hours   39  minutes  52  seconds  into  the  flight  of Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8 drawing  closer  to  the moon  at   this  time we read 
a  distance  away of  6848.8 nautical miles.    Our present 
velocity 4643.5  feet  per second.    We've had only a brief 
conversation with  the  crew of Apollo  8 since  our  last trans- 
mission  and we will  pass   that  along now. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     Standing by to 
monitor P52.    Over. ' 

SC Roger.     Houston.     Apollo  8.     P52 complete. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     Roger. Copy. 
PAO Apollo  Control  Houston.     Although we 

expect  an apilune  of   169.3 nautical miles,   and  a perilune 
of 60 nautical miles   to  result   from the  lunar orbit insertion 
number one burn,  we would anticipate  ignition  for  the 2994 
feet  per second at  an  altitude  of about   70 nautical miles. 
Since  on our  trip  out   the moon  is  below our trajectory 
plane  or path  and  as  Apollo  8 approaches  the moon,  we will 
see  a velocity build up  to  around  8400  feet  per second at 
the  time of LOI  ignition.    Our  approach - on  approach the 
spacecraft  sort  of  dives  toward and behind  the moon. So 
at  66 hours  41  minutes  50  seconds,   this  is Apollo Control 
Hous ton. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston  at 66 
hours  57 minutes   14  seconds  now into  the  flight of Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8 now 6077.3 nautical miles  away  from the moon. Its 
current  velocity  4729.7  feet  per second.    We have had con- 
siderable con-ve rs at ion over  the past  few moments with the 
crew.    And we will  pass   that  along now. 

SC Houston.     How  do you  read Apollo 8? 
CAP Apollo  8.     This  is  Houston.     Loud and 

clear. 
SC Okay,  Jerry.    At 67 we are going over 

to  the LOI  one  attitude,   do  a sextant  star check and then 
we will  have  to  go back  to  PTC.     I want  to  know if you waft 
us   to  go back  to  the same  attitude we are  at now? 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     That  is affirmative 
Break.    We  are  getting  ready  to  ask you  to  do  an eraseable 
dump Verb  47.    We  are  ginning up  to get  ready  for it now 
and we will  call  you as  soon  as  we are  ready  to copy. 

SC Understand.     Verb  47 when you call. 
CAP COM Negative Verb 74. 
SC Okay.    Verb 74. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     This  is  Houston.     We are 

setting up  for  the dump  now.     It will  take  about   3 minutes 
and 20 seconds  once we start   the  dump. Over. 

SC Understand. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston. Go. 
SC Roger.     Can  you point  out the 

position of  this  Persizeta  (?)   to  us  a  little better. 
We  don't  have  it  marked on  our charts.     We have  got the 
bare  facts  and we know how  to  go,  but which  one  is Persi- 
zeta (?) 

CAP  COM Roger.     Frank.     Persizeta  (?)   is just 
about  exactly between Aldebaran  and Mirfak. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     This  is  Houston.    We are 
ready  for your  C&C  eraseable  dump.     PVerb   74  enter. Over. 

SC Roger.     Verb   74 enter.    Did you  get it? 
Houston.     Apollo  8.     Are  you  getting  the dump? 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     This  is  Houston. Indications 
are  that we are  getting it.    We are checking.    You will have 
to  leave  the  computer on  for  3 minutes  and  20 seconds. Over. 

SC Roger.    We are. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.    We  are getting 

your dump  low bit  rate  through Honeysuckle. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.    Persizeta  (?) is 

third magnitude  star same  as  Enif. Over. 
SC Same  magnitude as Enif. 
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CAP COM 
SC 

the  TEI  one  and the 
CAP COM 

need an update. So 
10 minutes. Over. 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

You  can have your 

Af firmat ive. 
Okay.    When are you going to send us 
rest  of  that  block data? 
Apollo 8. Houston. PC plus 2 does not 
I have your TEI one and two  in about 

Roge r. 
Apollo 8. Houston. 
Go ahead Houston.    Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8.     Houston.    The  dump  is complete 

computer back.     The  reason  for  the dump was 
to  investigate  further  the P52  anomaly you had about 4 hours 
ago.    We will  try  to have some words  for you in about 20 or 
30 minutes. Over. 

SC 
the  proper star? 

CAP COM 
SC 

our maneuver  to LOI 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

auto optics 
Example, we 

You mean when  it wouldn  t  come  up with 

Affirmative. 
Okay. We are going 
one attitude. 
Roger. Standing by 
Houston. Apollo 8. 
Houston. Go ahead. 
I ran into a flight 

look drive to the star pick 
did  pick Alphard  at   one time, 

to  go ahead and start 

to monitor. 

- I noticed that the 
a pair selected. 

there - went drive 
and re- 
okay . 
this anomaly 
we did the 

drove to a spot that had no star and I went back 
selected  the program and came back and it worked 

CAP  COM Roger.     Jim.     Copy.     Jim, is 
you  are  talking  about,  was  that  4 hours  ago when 
REFSMMAT alignment? 

SC This happened,  I  think,  yesterday. When 
we  - we were  doing a regular REFSMMAT alignment, Alpheratz 
was  the  first  star selected  and  it  didn't  drive  to Alpheratz 
And  I  ran and  reselected  the program again and it worked 
okay . 

CAP  COM Okay,   Jim.     Thank you. 
SC Jerry.    This  is Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Go ahead. 
SC Our PAD here  is  - Roger 

the gimbal angles  for LOI one are roll zero 
yaw 5.    Is  that correct? 

CAP  COM Affirmative Frank.    That  is correct. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.    With a map update. 

I understand 
pitch 200, and 

Over. 
SC 
CAP COM 

Okay, stand 
Roger. 

by a minute 
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Go ahead. 
Apollo 8. 

685804 690505 
Copy . 
705636 710059 

This is Houston. Map update 
693141  701448. Copy? 

711042  713940 722317 

SC 
CAP COM 

REV  1 splash 
SC 
CAP COM 

Copy? 
SC 
CAP COM 

Charlie Poppa 
Ove r. 

SC 
Map update as 
705636 710059 
Charlie Poppa 

CAP COM 
is  correct. Apollo 
for us. Over. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo 

and   clear.     No TM. 
SC Understand.     No TM. 
PA0 Apollo  Control houston. As 

Apollo  8 has  begun  its maneuver  towards  the LOI 
attitude.    Apollo  8 has  started  this maneuver, 
way does not  translate into 

Copy . 
Roger.    Remark Charlie Poppa 1711457 

2  712832  Charlie Poppa  3  714726 Bravo   1 720942 

Roger.     Stand by.     I'll  get  the antenna, 
follows Houston.     685804  690505 693141 701448 
711042   713940  722317  Charlie  Poppa  1 711457 
2  712832  Charlie Poppa  3  714726 Bravo  1 720942 

Apollo   8.     This   is   Houston.     Read back 
8.     Houston.     Try  to  lock  up  an omni 

How do you 
8. Houston 

read now Houston? 
Reading you loud 

you 
one 
Map 

heard 
b urn 
by the 
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PAO has started  this maneuver.     Map by  the way 
does not  translate into message acceptance Paul said it did 
in earlier manned flights.     These numbers  that were passed 
along are  times  in  lunar orbit  for acqisition  in loss of 
signal  for  the manned space  flight network.    Lunar sunrise 
and sunset  times  in crossing of  the moons sub-prime radian 
determined by the lunar sunset terminator longitude. It's 
almost,   in  fact  it  is  2 hours  passed midnight now. It's 
Christmas Eve and as we proceed on  the last lap of our flight 
path  toward a position were  the moon will be,  Apollo  8 is 
actually coming to a  final phase of rendezvous with the moon. 
The moon  too  is   traveling  from the  time  of  lift  off  the moon 
will have  traveled  on  the order of  130 nautical miles  to make 
good  its  meeting  for  the  lunar orbit  insertion burn.     So at 
67 hours   8 minutes   14  seconds  into  the  flight  this  is Apollo 
control Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston at 
67 hours  27  minutes now  into  the  flight  of Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8 now  4715  nautical miles  away  from the Moon. Cur- 
rent  velocity  reading 4933  feet-per-second, forty-nine 
hundred  and thirty-three  feet-per-second.     As we had indi- 
cated  earlier,   the Moon will  have   traveled about   130 nauti- 
cal miles   from the  time  of  liftoff  to  time  of LOI-one. 
Apollo  8 has  now achieved  it's  proper burn attitude, we've 
had  considerable  conversation with  the Apollo  8  crew which 
we'll  pass  along now. 

your 

now 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
gimbal drive 
SC 

Apollo 8, Houston. 
Go  ahead, Houston, 
Roger,   Frank. How 

check? Over. 

Apollo 8. 
far are you from 

We  re  just  maneuvering  to  the attitude 

CAP   COM Roger,   Frank.     Can  you  lock  up  the high 
gain at   that  attitude?    We have  a  telemetry  problem. Over. 

SC We'll  try  to.     I  don't  know  if we can 
or not.     Have  to wait  until we  get there. 

gain 

is 
in 

CAP COM 
SC 

get   the high 
CAP COM 

Apollo   8, this 
suckle   to Guam 

SC 
CAP COM 

Apollo   8, Houston 
Apollo   8, Houston 

SC 
CAP COM 

how me? 
SC 
CAP COM 

clear,  how me? Over. 
Houston. Over. 

SC Go ahead, 
CAP  COM Apollo 8, 

one  and  TEI-two  pad,  we still 
get  it  soon. Over. 

SC Roger. You 

Roger,   standing by. 
Houston,   this  is  Apollo  8.    We cannot 

at  the burn attitude. 
Roger,   Frank.    Thanks  anyway. (pause) 

Houston.     We have  a handover  from Honey- 
about  two minutes. 

Thank you. 
Apollo 8, Houston. Apollo 8, Houston. 
Over.     Apollo  8,  Houston. Over. 

Houston, Apollo 8, 
Apollo   8, Houston. Loud  and clear, 

Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston   loud and 

8,   Houston.     Over. Apollo Apollo 8, 

CAP COM 
got  it back. 

SC 
data. 

CAP COM 
one   pad. Over. 

Roger, it 

Houston,  Apollo  8 here, 
this  is  Houston.     I  have TEI- 
have no  telemetry;   expect to 

think it's a ground problem? 
a  ground  problem,  we just 

Houston,  Apollo  8,   go  ahead with your 

Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston with an LOI- 
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SC Roger,   understand. LOI-one. 
CAP  COM That   is   affirmative,   LOI-one   FTF D&M, 

62844   1   correction  minus   161   plus   129  069  08   1952  minus 29840 
plus  02390 plus  01053.     Copy.     (pause)     Apollo  8, Houston. 
Ove r. 

SC Roger we broke  lock,  did not  get the 
Delta VX. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Roger. Beginning 
with Delta VX,   minus  29840  plus  02390 plus  01053 000 200 
005 01693 plus  00600  29954  402  29788. Copy. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Roger.     01  0688  259  persizeta  (?) down 

048  left  05,   the  remainder  not  applicable,   Sirius Rigel 
129   155  010,  negative  all H.    Horizon window, ignition 
minus  two minutes,   40  degrees  unlit,   ignition  27 degrees 
unl11.     0ve r. 

SC Roger.     LOI-one  SPS  G&N 62844 minus 
161  plus   129  069 08   1952 minus  29840  plus  02390 plus 01053 
000  200  005  01693 plus  00600  29954   (cut out) 

CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Readback  is correct. 
Ready   to   copy TEI-one. Over. 

SC      , Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8,   this  is  Houston.    Are you 

waiting  for  us  before  you start  your  gimbal  check? Over. 
SC We're waiting  to  start  the gimbals 

check  right here. 
CAP  COM Roger.     You wanna  copy while your doing 

it  or stand by  on TEI-one? 
SC Stand by  for a minute. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Standing by.     Apollo  8,   this is 

Houston,   shifting command back  to Honeysuckle. Over. 
SC Roger. 
PAO Apollo  Control Houston.    You heard an 

update  to  our LOI-one maneuver  pad being passed  along. This 
changed  only  one  number  and  only  by  one  second.     The GET, 
ground  elapsed  time,   ignition has  changed  to  69 hours 
19  minutes  05 seconds,   correction  that would be a  change of 
one minute.     So  at  67 hours   36  minutes  05 seconds,   this is 
Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  8  control Houston.     67 hours 
38  minutes.    We've  twisted our  tongue  on  that  last anounce- 
ment  the  ground elapse  time  of ignition should read 69 hours 
8 minutes   19 seconds.    We  repeat  it  should read 69 hours 8 
minutes   19  seconds,   a  change of  1  second.     So  at  67 hours 
38 minutes  40  seconds   this  is  Apollo  control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 
drive  check going' 

SC 
CAP COM 

1   and  2 maneuver 
a  target  load to 
it. Over. 

SC 
maneuvering   to PTT. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Go  ahead with you 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this is 

G & N 462, correction 46728 minus 
25 zero 473 plus 37746 minus zero 
zero  45.     Sirius Rigel,   12 niner 

Apollo   8,   Houston,   how  is   that gimbal 

It went fine. 
Roger, Frank. We're ready with the TEI 

pads. We've also got two state vectors in 
upblank and  load if you'll  configure for 

Roger,  we're  trying to  get...we're 

TEI pads 
Hous ton. TEI   1 SPS 

zero  53 plus   121  zero 71 
32  niner niner. ..1221 

155  zero   1  zero, ullage 
2   jet   2   zero   seconds   jet  BRAVO  DELTA,   horizon windon X-axis 
on horizon  at  ignition minus   3 minutes.    Assume LOI   1. Over, 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8.     TE  1  as follows: 
SPS  G  & N  46728  minus  zero  53  plus   13 copy. 

CAPCOM Roger, copy. 
SC Plus  zero  zero  17 6 3 7 9 0033637005421279 

309.     Not  applicable  three  times.     Plus   1350 minus 16500 
1305036389   1221045.     Sirius  Rigel.     129155010 ullate, 
2   jets,   20  seconds,   quad N  &  D,   horizon window  X-axis on 

minus   3.     Assume LOI 1. 
Apollo  8,   Houston,  Roger. Correct. 
Standing by  for TEI  2.     Do  you have it? 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     Will  be   ready with 

mi nut e. 

horizon  at ignition 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

TEI   2 in 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the about 1 

pad. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

053  plus   121, copy. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
02406180022002 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Roge r. 
Apollo 

Roger, 
Ro ger . 

8,   Houston,   with  a TEI  2 maneuver 

ready  to copy. 
TEI  2   FPF  G & N 46728 minus 

copy . 
073213024 

plus 
plus  28466 minus 00350 
Plus  00188, copy. 

Roger, 
Roger, 
not applicable 

Roger,   copy. 
Roger.     28570250284014206412 niner 

6,   not  applicable  three  times.     Plus  0 niner  20 minus 
1650012  niner  5 3 361751463216, copy. 

SC All   right, copy... 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   request  you switch 

your  OMNI. It's 
SC 

latitude   and the 
12   few  digits in 

CAPCOM 

getting pretty 
Apollo 8, 

range to go. 
both cases. 

Roger.     I repeat 

terrible  now. 
I  copied.     I  question the 
It   appears   that  you gave me 

latitude plus 0 niner 
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20 minus  1650012 niner 5 3361751463216, copy. 
SC I copied. 
CAPCOM Roger.    You GDC aline is no change, 

ullage no change,  horizon on  the minus  2 degree  line at 
ignition minus  3 minutes.    Assume to LOI  1, over. 

SC Roger.     TEI  2  maneuver  pad  SPS  G  & N 
46728 minus 053 plus  121 073 

END OF TAPE 
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SC Plus  one   two  one,   zero  seven  three,   two one, 
three  zero  two  four,   plus  two  eight  four  six  six,  minus zero 
zero  three  five  zero.     I  did not  get  the  five  zero  two four 
zero six for a double  z z.    One eight zero,  zero two two, 
zero  zero   two not  applicable.     Plus  zero  zero  one eight eight, 
two eight   five  seven  zero,   two  five  zero,   two eight  zero zero 
one,   four  two  zero  six  four one,   two nine  six,  not applicable 
three  times.     Plus   zero  nine  two  zero,  minus  one  six  five zero 
zero,   one   two  nine   three,   three  six  one  seven  five,   one four 
six  three  two one  six.     No  change  in  these.     GDC  aline stars 
no  change  knowledge  a  rise  on  the minus  GDC  line  at  T minus 
3 assumes LOI-one. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8  this   is  Houston.     Roger correct. 
I   repeat  delta  zz  plus  zero  two  four  zero  six over. 

SC Roger.     Plus 02406. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control Houston.     We're going 

to  cut  short  here   for a moment because very  shortly we 
will  have  our  GO-NO/GO  decision.     Incidentally,   this block 
data   that's  being  passed  along  is   continuancy information 
only  making  ground  information available  to  the crew for 
a transearth  injection burn at  the end of  the  first or 
second  lunar  orbits  plus  PC  plus  2 which  translates into 
pericynthion  plus   2  hours.     The  time  of   closest approach 
to  the moon  plus  2 hours.     This  information  is  entered into 
the  onboard  equipment,  but  it  is  used only  if an alternate 
mission becomes  necessary.     So,   at   this  time we  are going 
to  stand  by  and   continue   to  monitor   the   loops  here in 
Mission  Control   for  our  GO-NO/GO decision 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston.     68 hours 
32  seconds.     We have  conversation  going back  and  forth with 
the  crew now.     The Apollo  8  spacecraft  at  this  time 3125.7 
nautical miles  away  from the moon.    And our velocity 5319.6 
feet  per second and we  are standing by at   this  point for 
our  decision which  appears  very  lik-ely  to be  a  go  for lunar 
orbit.     Standing by.     This  is Apollo  Control Houston, con- 
tinuing  to  stand by  for  that   decision  point.    At  68 hours 
1 minutes  49 seconds. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.    Over.     Apollo 8. 
Ho us t on. 

SC Roger.     This   is  Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Roger.     That  pericynthion you  read out „,.! 

is   for  ignition.     We  read  that  as   75  miles.     Your  true > v 

pericynthion  is  64  miles  at  691035.    Over. ^ 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     This  is  Houston with an 

addition  to your TEI  one  maneuver PAD. Over. 
SC Stand by  a minute.     Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Under Remarks  add  the following 

require  minus  MA procedure. Over. 
SC Requires  MA procedure. 
CAP  COM Affirmative  8.    Apollo  8.     This  is / 

Houston  at  6804 you are  go  for TOT. I 
SC " Okay.    Apollo  8 is  go. j 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     You are  riding  the j 

best  one  we  can   find  around. j 
SC Say  again. j 
CAP  COM You  are  riding  the best bird we  can  find. / 

Over. *— 
PAO This  is Apollo  Control Houston at 68 

hours  4 minutes  40 seconds.     As  you just  heard,  we passed 
along  the  go  for  the  lunar orbit  insertion burn,  with the 
service  propulsion  system engine.     Flight  Control   team here 
in Mission Control has  examined  the  data and  it  is good. 
So  we  have   a  combined   crew/ground  decision.     We  are go. 
Repeat   -   go   for   lunar  orbit   insertion   one.     At  68 hours 
5   minutes   10   seconds   into   the   flight  of  Apollo   8, this 
is Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control Houston  at 68 
hours   12  minutes   12  seconds  into  the  flight.     Apollo  8 draws 
closer  to  the moon.     Our  current  distance away  2555.9 nau- 
tical  miles.     Our velocity building up now  reading 5527.5 
feet  per second.    We have  stored some  tape so we  could pass 
that  go/no-go  decision  to  you live,  so we will  turn  and play 
you back   that   tape now. 

Houston.     If  you can 
load. 

Go ahead, 
8.     Hous ton . 
Ove r. 

will NAV 

8. 

CAP COM 
start the 
SC Roger. 
CAP COM Apollo 

in working on  the LM now. 
SC Roger. 
CAP COM Apollo 

cryo   fan  cycle  when  you can 
SC Ro ge r . 
CAP COM Roger, 

vector  is   loaded - 
SC 
CAP COM 

complete.     You can 
advised  the  eraseable dump 

SC Roger. 
We  are  in block. 

CAP  COM Roger, 
would   like   to  make  at this 
check.     Set   the  S-band OX 
input  PCM low. Over. 

SC Roger, 
a  check  of  uur  DSE on low 

CAP  COM Roger 
check  on   low bit   rate for 

SC That' 
it  about   10  minutes now, 
can  check  it   out. 

CAP   COM Roger. 
S C Ho us t on . 
CAP   COM Apollo 8. 
SC 

to   see   the moon 
CAP COM 

are you seeing? 
SC 

of  as ubmarine. 
CAP  COM Roger. 
SC Houston, 

go 00 ACCEPT, we 

That  CM vector is 

Houston, 
Over. 

We are starting that 
Apollo   8. Houston. 

We would  like a 

now, 
The LM 

target  load  going  in now. 
Roger.     Go  ahead Houston. 
Apollo  8.     Houston.     The update 

have  the computer.    TLM to block 
checks   out okay. 
Thank you.     We have 

is 
Be 

the  comput er 

Apollo  8. 
time  a down 

tape  to down 

This  is  Houston. We 
voyage  backup comm 
voyage  backup. PLN 

Houston.    We would  like  to have 
bit   rate  for voice. 

Understand.     You want   the DSE 
voice . 

s affirmative and we will give you - 
for  about  5  minutes  and   then you 

As a matter of 

Roger. Apollo 

Apollo 8. 
Hous t on.     Go. 

interest, we have yet 

8 Hous t on What else 

Nothing.     It's  like being on  the inside 

We  just  ran our program 21 
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SC We  show a pericynthion  of  plus 74.9 
miles   on   the  state  vector  you  just uploaded. 

CAP  COM Roger.     Plus 74.9. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     This  is  Houston. Reading 

your  downvoice back up  loud  and  clear.     I  request keep those 
switches where they  are  for  the  remainder of  the  pass. Over. 

SC Roger.     And  I  am rewinding  the tape 
recorder for  a  DSE voice   dump check. 

CAP COM Roger 8. 
It's   rewound.     Are  you  ready   to dump? SC 

We would like to go  to S-band OX  tape briefly  so  you can 
dump the tape while we  are  in high  gain.     We have  got about 
30  seconds worth, 

CAP COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     We  will   do that 
from the ground. Over. 

SC Roger.     Switch  configuration  is downvoice 
backup  and stop. You  got  it. 

CAP COM Roger.     We will  dump it. 
SC You won't  need  to  dump  more  than  a minute 

worth. 
CAP COM Roger. 
SC The  cryo's  have been stirred here. 
CAP COM Roger,   Bill.     Apollo  8.     Houston. We 

just  s aw an MC&W light. 
SC We  just  tested  the  caution and warning. 
CAP COM Roger. 
SC That's  keeping alert. 
CAP COM Roger. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston at 

68 hours 16  minutes  42  seconds.     We  are  continuing to 
monitor. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control,   Houston at 
68 hours,   21  minutes  and  22  seconds now Into  the flight 
of  Apollo   8.     Our  spacecraft   at   this   time   2100  nautical miles 
away   from  the  moon,   velocity   continuing  to   rise  our current 
reading  of  5743.8  feet  per  second.     We had  a brief conver- 
sation with  the Apollo  8  crew moments  or minutes  back ana 
we're   going   to  pass   that   conversation  on now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston,   we're  42 minutes 
from LOS   and we   caught  another  caution  and warning light. 

SC It was  a  high  gleem antenna  going out 
o f  limi ts. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Apollo   8,   Houston,   voice quality 
on   the  DSC  dumps   is   very   good.     The  DSC   is   yours, over. 

SC Mighty fine. 
PAO This   is   Apollo   Control,   Houston. You 

heard  our  indication   from our  capsule   communicator  to time 
of   loss  of  signal  over  the back  side  of   the  moon. During 
this   pass   over   the  back  side,   Apollo   8 will   perform its 
lunar  orbit  insertion burn  number  1  with  the service propul- 
sion  system engine.     Following  this  burn,   the spacecraft 
weight   should  be  some   16000  pounds   lighter with   the expendi- 
ture  of  prop el1 ants.    A slight  plane's  change  of about 
2   degrees   is   combined   into   this  engine   firing.     The intent 
of   the  plane   change   is   to  make   the  Apollo   8  pass over 
again  and  heading  over  the  primary  Apollo  zone.     And the 
desired   landing  site.     To  hearken  back  to   Gemini   it's an 
NCC  combination  correction.     At  68  hours,   23 minutes, 
20  seconds   into   the   flight,   this   is  Apollo   Control, Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston at 68 
hours  28 minutes  into  the flight now of Apollo 8.    We are 
drawing  closer  to   the moon with  the Apollo  8 spacecraft. 
Current  reading  1773.1 nautical miles  away.    Velocity going 
up  the steep curve now.    Current  reading 5945  feet per second. 
We had a very brief communications  check with the Apollo 8 
spacecraft.    They acknowledged  that  communications looked 
fine.    We're  some  30 minutes now  away  from our  time  of loss 
of signal.    And  the time  that  the Apollo 8 spacecraft goes 
over the backside  of the moon,  out of sight  from the ground. 
The LOI  one burn by  the way,   is  to be performed retrograde 
to  take  energy  out  so  that Apollo  8  can dip  into a lunar 
orbit  rather  than continue  in its  free return trajectory. 
For the burn,   the crew will be in a heads down position, 
giving  them a visual  reference  to  the lunar surface. The 
vehicle  should be pitched slightly nose  up,   perhaps  on the 
order  of  8 degrees   from  the  local horizontal.    At 68 hours 
29 minutes  25  seconds  into  the  flight  continuing to monitor 
this  is  Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control liouston  at 68 
hours   33 minutes  8 seconds  now  into  the  flight  of Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8 now   1517  nautical  miles  away  from the moon. Current 
velocity  reading  6120.2   feet  per second  and accelerating. 
The Apollo  8  is  currently  going through  a series  of systems 
checks.     We  have   had  some   conversation.     Je rry  Carr, our 
Capsule   Communicator with   Bill  Anders   aboard  the spacecraft 
and we will pick  that up  for you now. 

Apollo  8. Houston 
Houston.     Apollo 8, 
Apollo   8. Houston 
Roger we  are  ready  to  activate  the primary 

COM CAP 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

water boiler. 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

H2   flow going 
CAP COM 

won 

Comm check. 
Over. 
Go . 

to  activate the 

to 

ra te. We 
33 over. 

SC 
and  steam pressure 

CAP COM 
have  got  our lunar 

SC 
PAO 

Roge r.     Copy. 
We   got   a go? 
Roge r.     Go. 
Okay,   steam pressure 

AUTO . 
Apollo   8. Houston, 

see your steam pressure, 

going  to AUTO. 

We are on low bit 
your  rad out is 

up 

Roger.     We're  below  the  boiling limit 
is  steady  at  21 5. 
Roger.     Apollo   8.     This   is  Houston. We 

map  up  and  ready  to go. 
Ro ge r. 
This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston. You 

Our   lunar  map   -   1 nnar_ H-t s p 1 ay   i g  
  and w?   are   ready   to go 

in iffCi Les—3r8  seconds  into  the  flight of 

heard   that   last report   
here   in  Mission   Control Center 

-3* 
     ITe- 

at   FT8   ft"o u r S 

Apoilo  8.     This   is  Apollo  Control Houston 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is   Apollo  Control  Houston at 
68  hours  40 minutes  54  seconds  now  into  the flight. 
Apollo  8 now  1128  nautical  miles  away  from the Moon. Our 
current  velocity  reading 6467   feet-per-second.    We've had 
a brief  conversation,   Jerry  Carr has  talked  to Bill Anders 
aboard  the Apollo  8 spacecraft  regarding service propulsion 
system  tank  pressures   and we're   gonna  play   that conversation 
now . 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8. Over. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston. Go. 
SC Roger.     We're  showing a  fuel pressure 

of   167   in  oughts  of   163.     Wondering,   do  you  think  there's a 
possibility  of  us  having a  transient  pressure warning trip 
on  fuel  oughts   to  pressure  at   the beginning of  the burn 
that would  correct  itself  anomaly  as we had  a  chance to 
pressurize. Over. 

CAP COM Roger,   understand.     Will   check, stand 
by. 

SC Roge r. 
CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead . 
CAP COM Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston.     We've been 

reading fuel 173  ought   167 holding steady  for  a  long period 
of   time. We expect  no  caution  and warning  trip. Over. 

SC Roger, understand. 
PAO Apollo  Control Houston.    Meanwhile here 

in Mission  Control   Center  our  LOS   clock,   loss   of signal 
clock,   continues  to  count  down.    We now  read MARK  15 minutes 
26  seconds  until  that   time  that   the Apollo  8 spacecraft will 
pass  out  of  communications  range  over  the backside  of the 
Moon.     And  at  68  hours   42  minutes   50  seconds  into the 
flight,   this  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston at 
68 hours  47  minutes  and  12  seconds  now  into  the flight 
of Apollo  8.     Apollo  8 now  825  nautical  miles  away from 
the moon.     Our velocity  continuing  its  rise at  a continuing 
increasing pace now.    We  read 6836  feet per second. 
At  this  time we are   10 minutes  29  seconds  away  from time 
of   loss  of  signal.     We've  had  no   further  communications with 
the  crew who  are no  doubt  quite busy as  of  this  moment in 
preparation  for  their  first  lunar orbit  insertion burn. 
68 hours   48  minutes   continuing  to  monitor,   this   is Apollo 
Control Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control  Houston at  68 hours 
52 minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.    Apollo  8 now 5 
hundred  and  82  nautical miles  away.     The  velocity reading 
71  91   feet  per second.     We're  some  5  minutes  30  seconds away 
from LOS  at  this  time.     At  this  time  Glynn Lunney has gone 
around  the  room taking a  status  check with his  flight control 
team.     We  look  go we  continue  to  stand by  and  this  is Apollo 
control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston,   68 hours, 
54  minutes  now  into   the   flight.     Our  Apollo   8 spacecraft 
now  529  nautical  miles   awav.     Velocity   reading   7286 feet 
per  second.     Jerry  Carr  has   spoken with   the  crew  and we're 
going  to  pick  up  that   conversation now. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston...LOS  all   systems GO, 
ove r . 

SC Thank  you  vou're  still...        ^ c^ 
CAPCOM Roger,   Frank.     The   custard  r.eni pj oven 

at   35 0, over. 
SC No   comprendo. Roger. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston. We're 

now  some   3 minutes,   35   seconds   away   from I OS  and standing 
by.     Apollo  Control  Houston,   2  minutes,   50   seconds away 
from  time   of  LOS  now.     Our  distance  away   from the moon 
460  nautical  miles,   velocity   7417   feet  per  second.     Here in 
Mission  Control  - we're  standing by  as   certainly  a great 
deal   of   anxiety  at   this   moment   as   in   the  next   2  and   1/2 min- 
utes  we will  not   talk with   the  crew  for  some   period of 
time.     Acquire   at   36  minutes.     So  at   68  hours,   55 minutes 
continuing   to  monitor   this  is   Apollo   Control.     Two minutes 
away  now   from LOS. 

CAPCOM LOS. 
SC Roger. 
PAO 418  nautical  miles  away   from  the moon. 

Our  velocity  continuing  to build  un,   7518  feet  per second 
continuing   to  climb.     One  minute,   30  seconds   away  now from 
LOS.     Our   guess  is   it's   awav   from  the  moon  401   nautical miles 
Velocity   reading  7535   as  we   continue with  this   flight of 
Apollo  8.     One  minute  awav  now   from LOS. 

CAPCOM One  minute   to  LOS-   all  systems GO. 
SC Roger,   going  to  command  reset tapere- 

corder  forward  low bit rate. 
PAO Current   altitude  away   from the moon 

377  nautical miles. 
SC (fi/'W^'jj      Thanks   a  lot . J7^^ 
CAPCOM  We'll   see   you  on   the  other side. 
PAO You  FTeafd   the   remark   of  Jim Lovell". 

thanks   a   lot   troops   so  we'll   see   you   on   *"he  other side. 
We have a correction to that voice from the spacecraft. 
That   was   B_i 11   A n d e r s .    Ji w >K 

SC     ~~ "~~ Roger. 
PAO Bill   Anders   again with   that remark, 

Rot-er.     when  to  advise  to   10  seconds  LOS,   you're  on your 
way.     We've   had   lost   of  signal  with  Anollo   8   at   68 hours, 
58  minutes,   45   seconds.     We  will  watch with continuing 
interest   the  AOS   clock  here   in  Mission  Control.     This is 
ADOIIO  Control,   Houston.   69  hours  now  into   the   flight of 
Apollo   8.     We're   going   to   pick  up   that   transmission when 
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Jerry  Carr advised  that  we were LOS.    Anollo  8, Houston, 
2 minutes  until LOS. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston,   1 minutes until 
LOS.    All systems  Go.    Roger,  safe  journey, guys. 

SC [() t~ i-J ".^■•r^   Thanks  a  lot,   troops .    We ' 11  see_ you , 
on  the  other side. 
 —CAPCOM       ~" Anollo  8,   10  seconds  to GO.    You're GO 
all  the way. 

SC Roger. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control,  Houston. They're 

traveling over  the back side  of  the moon  now.     Velocity   —■ 
reading here   7777   feet  per  second  at  the present  time we 
show an altitude  above  the moon  of  293  nautical miles. So 
at  69 hours,   1 minute,   this  is Apollo  Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO COM Apollo  Control,   Houston,   69 ^ours, 
3  minutes   no"  int"   the   flight  of   'polio   8.     Apon0   8 now 
traveling  over  the  backsiHe   of   «"he  mnon.     Time  ~f ignition 
for our =ervice propulsion  system engine burn,  69 ^ourc, 
8  ffii'nut°s,   5'   seconds       Some   -  a   Httl<=>  over  four minutes 
away   from  this   time       Apollo   8 "ill  perform  its  burn in 
the  guidance  and  navigation  mode    using  thp  onboard computer 
and   the  DSKy  -  the  display   keyboard.     To   <*o   this,   the crew 
wi^l  kev   into  one   cvf   th^ir   guidance  programs   on   the DSKY 
The  service   propulsion   system  gimbal   is   trimmed  before the 
burn.     Maneuver-to-burn  altitude  has   already  been accom- 
plished.     A  good  deal  of   data will  be   flashed  on   the DSKY; 
and   then  in   the   final   thirty  seconds,   a  countdown  to time 
of   ignition  will   come   up   on   its   face.     And  at   time of 
ignition,   minus   seconds   -   five  seconds   -  comes  what, in 
effect,   is  a  final  GO-NO  GO.   .The  computer^ in effect,  
asks   the  crew,   "May  I proceed?".    To  execute  the burn, 
one  of  the  crew,   probably  Spacecraft  Commander  Frank Borman, 
must  punch   the  "proceed"  key.     So,   at   69  hours,   4 minutes, 
55   seconds   into   the  flight  of Apollo   8,   this   is Apollo 
Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  Is  Apollo  Control  Houston. 69 
hours  8 minutes.     ADOIIO  8  is   less  than  30  seconds awav 
from the  Dlanned  time  of  lunar orbit   insertion hum. The 
crew  should now be  looking at   the  count  down  to ignition 
on  the  face  of  their  displav  and keyboard.     Heads  down, they 
should be seeing  the  feature,   t-he  rugged  features  over the 
back  side  of  the moon,   moving helow  them at  a high  rate of 
speed.     Standing by,   this   is  Apollo  Control. (nause) 
...  we will  not  know  until we  re-acquire  their retrograde 
burn with  the  service  propulsion  system engine should be 
progressing  now.     Assuming  no   last  minute complications. 
We will  not  know,  however,   until we  acquire. (pause) 
Apollo  Control Houston.     Now we are  in our  period  of the 
longest  wait.     Thus   far  in   the  mission,   we  are   19 minutes 
50  seconds   from acquisition  at   this   time . ,/During Mission 
Control  Simulations,   this was   a good  time   for  coffee breaks. 
For  the  flight  controllers.     But  fhat  1 s  not   true today"T? 
Continuing  to monitor,   this  is  Apollo  Control Houston, f 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control  Houston,   69 hours 
15  minutes  now  into  the  flight.    Our  display  readings now 
show an  altitude  of  86 nautical  miles,   a velocity reading 
of 8355:   this  last  reading assuming we did not have  a burn. 
Our AOS at   this  time   16  minutes  40  seconds.     If  fax, any _ 
reason  theservice  propulsion  system engine did not burn, 
we would see  r^'~^sz^eirr^x^~pe7h^ps~ ljLZminntesZLbeto feTjuxxma 1 
acquisition   time  so here~Tn~TTTVs~Ton  Control   continuing to 
monitor,   thi9   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Houston  here  in mission  control center. 
Cliff  Charlesworth  gettine our -  correction  there, vnn 
L»nne",  we  should  sav,   geftint>  ready  to  Ulk  <"o his flight 

^-e-o4UU¥-rr37 teani. time  of  acquisition  clock now reading 
9  mi nutfs  45  seconds  and were  continuing  to watch  it. Mean 
while  our  ton~~cT6"cTtr~is  counting  forward now  readlti?  25 seconds 
The  top  clock was  used  to  denote  acquisition  time  It we had_ 
a no  burn  situation.     We will  continue   to  monitor here in 

"UTsslon  control  center. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO                          Apollo  Control,   Houston,   just  under four 
minutes  away now  from our  time  of  acquisition with 
Apollo   8. .  Apollo   8  still   out   of   range,   should be rolling 
now  180  degrees  shortly,   if  not   already,   to  establish S-band 
high-gain antenna  communications  with  the  ground. We're 
standing  by   in Mission  Control.     This   is  Apollo Control, 
Houston.     Mark.     Three  minutes   from  predicted   time of 
acquisition.     Standing  by.     Apollo  Control,   Houston. Mark, 
two  minutes   from predicted  time  of  acquisition. Apollo 
Control,  Houston.     Mark  one  minute   from predicted  time of 
acquisition.     Apollo  Control,   Houston.     .Terry  C^rr has 
.placed  a  call.     We  are  standing by.    We've heard nothing 
yet,  but we  are  standing by.     Apollo  Control, Houston. 
We've   acquired  signal but  no   voice   contact  yet.     We are 
standing by.     Apollo  Control,   Ho us ton . <__We  are  looking at 
engine  data,   and  it   looks   good,   tank pressures  look good. 
We have  not  talked yet with  the  crew,  but we  are standing by. 
W e  gs> t__i£j. _ _W e___ vje_go tit j A polio   8 now  in   1 un a r  orbit. JiLfiXg 
is  a cheer in  this room 
switching now to 

SC 
CAPCOM 

evaporator water 
PAO 

a crew report of 
nautical miles, 
is Apollo Control. 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOK 

_________    TTiT s^XsZJpjoTTo Contr"Oin—H-mrs-ton 
the voice  of Qim Lovell.. 

56 0.5.     Goo^~t<LJb-&aV your voice. 
Apollo   8,   this  is  Houston.     Verify your 

control  in AUTOMATIC. Over. 
This   is  Apollo Control,  Houston.    We have 

an  orbit  of  60.5  nautical miles  by 169 
Standing by,   continuing  to  monitor. This 

Apollo 
Apollo 

8, 
8, 

Houston 
Houston 

Ove r. 
Over-. 
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CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Apollo   8.     This   is Houston. 
Houston. Over. 

SC Roger.     Houston,   we   read  you  loud and 
clear.     How  do you  read us? 

CAP   COM Apollo   8.     This   is   Houston. Reading 
you  loud  and   clear  now.     And  verify  your  evaporator water 
control  panel  switch   to   the  AUTO  position. Over. 

SC Roger.     I   am  sure   it   is   in AUTO. 
CAP   COM Roger. 
SC Purge  status  report  as   follows: burn 

on   time,   burn   time   4  minutes   6-1/2   seconds,   VGX  minus 1.4 
attitude   is  nominal,   no   trim,   TGY  was   zero,   TGB was plus 
.2,   Delta  VC was  minus   20.2,   orbit   169.1  by 60.5. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Roger,   the burn 
on   time,   burn   time   of  460.5.   VGX was  minus   1.4,   Apollo 8. 
Houston.     Verify  your  EVAP  water  control  on  oanel   382 is 
AUTO.     Your  EVAP  out   temperature  is  high. Over. 

SC Roger.     Stand  by.     Houston.     Apollo 8. 
Roger.     Primary  EVAP   is  AUTO,   H2   flow  AUTO,   do  you recommend 
activating  the secondary water boiler? 

CAP  COM Roger.     Copy.     Stand by. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston. The 

conversation taking place is with Bill Anders aboard the,,, yy"c' 
s p a c e c a f t . ~ L ^ 

CAP  COM This   is  Houston.     Re-verifv manual 
valve  on  panel  382  evaporator water control  automatic. Over. 

SC Roger. Verified. 
CAP   COM Apollo  8.     This   is  Houston. Recommend 

you activate  vour  secondary water evaporator. 
SC Secondary  EVAP  coming  on line. 
CAP   COM Roger. 
PAO Apollo  Control  Houston.     Ground data 

closely  coincides with  that  aboard  the spacecraft. 
CAP  COM ...   up  your DSE  and we will  go   to high 

bit   rate. Over. 
SC Ro ge r. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     This   is  Houston.     And I 

will  continue  mv  readback  of   the burn  status  report. Copied 
VGX  zero.   VGY  zero,   VGZ   1.2,   Delta  VCharlie  minus  20.2. Over. 

SC Stand  bv  while   I   get   my   chart out 
again.     ...   ZG was .2. 

CAP  COM Roger.     Understand.     .2  on VGZ. 
SC Houston.    This is Apollo 8.    We are 

on  malfunction   1  or  6,   going   through   step   1   to  step  2. Over. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Roger.     Copv. 
SC Correction.     That  is  to  stet> 4. 
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CAP COM Roger. 
SC Now to 
CAP COM Roger. 
PAO Ap o11o 

hearing here is checkout p 
control system. The vice 

Copy. To 
step 13. 
Step 13. 

tep 4 

What  vou are 

that 
team 

Ande rs of Bill 
aboard„ 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

along   the   11ne. 
CAP COM 
PAO 

readings  on this 
perilune   of 60.4 

SC 
confirm   that burn 

principally   from   the spacecraft, 
The  systems  engineer member  of the 

Now  to  step 14. 
Houston. Roger. 
Looks  like  the boiler dried dut somewhere 

Roger,   Bill , 
Apollo   Control   Houston.     Our ground 

orbit   168  nautical  miles  and apolune 
nautical miles. 

This  is  Apollo  8.     I  would  like to 
status   report.     VGX was   minus   1.4. VGY 

was  0. VGZ 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

read back  again. 
and   1/2 seconds, 
minus  0.2, Delta 

SC 
CAP COM 

perigee. 
SC 
CAP COM 
PAO 

you 1ve have the 
in  lunar orbit. 

2  minus   .2  that is. 
Apollo   8 -- 
-- perigee 169 
Apo llo 

The burn 
VGX minus 
V Charlie 

That's 
Roger. 

Delta VC was minus 20.2. 

1,   nerieee 60 5 . 
8.     This  is   Houston.     I will 
was  on   time,   4  minutes  and 6 
1.4,   trim nominal,   VGY  0, VGZ 
minus  20,. 2. Owr. 
Roger. I ■^yryyv^'^ 

And we   copy  your  apogee and 

is romxng up r 

So 

Steam pressure 
Roger Bill. 
This   is   Apollo  Control- Houston 

first  status   report   from  an  Apollo crew 
The  unmanned  lunar Orbiter spacecraft 

traversed   the  moon,   perhap s  rxv-e- r—J-Q_»J3.JQ-Q- time s .   b u t 
is   the   first  man   aboard,   irKthis   case  Frank Borma 
to  his   compatriots  here   on earth 
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sc Step 15. 
CAP COM Roger, con cur. 
SC . . .   com i ng down. 
CAP COM Apollo   8, H n u s Ion . Roger,  we concur. 
SC Okay,   Hous ton,   k e e p  a  good  eye  on it. 
CAP COM Roger, we' rc watch ing . 
SC Okay, nice job on the  malfunction pro- 

cedures. 
CAP COM 
SC 

you   think we ought 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC hr^JL-l 

Roger,   Hill, thanks. 
You,   too.     (pause)     Give   us   a  call when 

to  stop   the  secondary  boiler, Houston. 
Apollo   8,   ilouston, wilco. 
Houston,   Apollo   8. 
Apollo   8,   Houston. Go. 
Roger. For information, we're passing 

over just to the side of the crater Langrenus at this time 
going into  the  Sea  of Fertility. 

CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston. Roger. 
PAO As   you heard,   Apollo  8  approaching the 

Sea  of   Fertility.     (pause)     Apollo   Control  Houston. Our 
firs.t  batch  of   ground   tracking  data  shows  agreement   in velo- 
city within  one   foot-per-second with   that   of   the spacecraft. 

CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Ilouston.     What   does   the 'ole 
Moon JrO^k   like   from  60  miles? Over. 

SC/ Okay,   Houston.     The  Moon  is essentially 
gray,   rso   color.     Looks   like  plaster  of  paris   or  sort  of a 
gray1sh   deep   sand.     We   can   see   quite   a  bit   of   detail. The 
Sea  of   Fertility   doesn't   stand  out  as  well  here   as   it does 
bit;',  on  £a rth .     There's  not   as   much   contrast  between that 
and   the  surrounding  craters.     The   craters   are  all rounded 
off,   there's   quite   a   few  of   'em,   some   of   them are newer. 

some  sort.     Langrenus is 
ntral   cone   to  it. The 
about  six  or  seven differ- 

Many of them look   1i ke - e s pec i al 
hit by  meteorites or pro j e c t o s of 
quit e    a   '' -Ago crater, it' s got a c 
wall s   of the crater are terrac e d, 
ent terraces on the way d ow n . 

CAP COM Roge r, und e r s 
SC And coming up 

are the  old f riends Me s s i e r an d P 
ab cu t   so much on Ear th . 

CAP COM Roge r. 
SC And I   c a n e e 

b 1 az e Pickeri ng, We ' re coming up 
site which  I 1 m going to try an d s 
round window,   the hatch wirtTtiow, 

now, the Sea of Fertility 
ckering  that  I looked 

now  near  our  P-one initial 
e.     Be  advised the 

is   completely   iced over; 
we  can 
dow . 

CAP 

t   use   it,   Bill   and III are   sharing  the   rendezvous win- 

COM Apollo\8,   Houston.     Roger.     Got any 

n 

—J 
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CAP  COM more   information  on   those  rays. Over. 
SC Roger.     The  rays  out  of  Pickering are 

quite  faint  from here;   there  are  two  different  groups going 
to the left,   they don't  appear  to be any depth to  them at 
all,   just  rays  coming out. 

CAP  COM Roger. 
SC They  look  like just  changes  in  the color 

of  the Mare. 
CAP   COM Bill, ..if  vou can   tear yourself away 

Xrom  thatwindow.   we'd   likeT~you  to   turn  off   the secondary 
evaporator. CFver". 

SC Roger,   going OFF. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston.     You can 

leave   that   secondary  pump   on   for  just   a   few  minutes. Over. 
SC   l^iro'\j3L Stand by   to   remind  us-     Okay  over to 

my   right  are   the Pyrenees   Mountains   coming  up  and we're 
just  about   over Messier  and  Pickering  right  now.     Our first 
initial  point  is  easily  seen  from our  altitude.    We're get- 
ting quite  a bit  of  contrast   as  we appear - _as_we approach 
the   terminator.     The  view  appears   to  be   good,   no reflection 

~oT  th~5" Sun  BlfcTc  to  our  eyes;   it  appears   that  visibility at 
this   particular  spot   is   excellent.     It's  very  easy   to pick 
out  our  first  initial  point  and  over  this  mountain chain 
we  can  see   the  second  initial   point,   the Triangular Mount- 
ain. 

END OF TAPE 
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SC We  can  see   the  second  additional  point of 
the  triangular amount. 

SC Now we're  coming  upon  the  craters Colombo 
and  Gutenberg.     Very  good  detail  visible.    We  can see the 
long  parallel   Faults   of  Gaudibert   and   they   run   through   the Mare 
material  right  into  the high  land material. 

The  principal  speaker   that  you've heard 
this   discourse  has bps-a—JLjjn Love_ll  but that 
that  of  Bill Anders. 

We're   directly  over  our   first   initial point 
now   for/Pl^;    It's   almost   impossible   to  miss,   very  easy to 
pick out—and  we  can  look   right  over  into   the  second initial 
point. 

PAO 
during most of 
last  voice was 

SCA-\ 

CAP COM 
SC 

formation which we 
CAP COM 
SC 

PI . 
CAP COM 

event  prop now. 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

please. 
CAP COM 
SC 
PAO 

land  m a *- k which 
SC 

e i i t. i re rims 
•: r e scent on 
shadows are 
shadows off 
Maskelyne B 
is act ually 
anything in 
he can see things out 
down on the sun shine 

PAO 

Roger Jim, 
I   can see 

had  on our 
Roger. 
And right 

very clearly the five crater star 
lunar  chart . 

now  I'm trying 

Roger Jim.     Bill   you can 

Houston.     This  is Apollo 
Apollo   8  Houston go. 
Roger.     How  about giving 

to pick out visually 

turn  off   the secondary 

8 . 

us   a system status 

Roge r. 
OK.     I've   got   me   one   in  flight  now Houston. 
The   reference   to  be  one   is   a  land  mark a 

relates   to  a  projected  landing sight. 
It's   very  easy   to   spot.     You  can  see the 

of   the  craters   from here  with  of   course   the white 
the  far  side  were   the  sun  is   shining  on  it. The 
quite   lengthy  now.     Maskelyne  B  has   quite  a few 
of   it  but   it   can  be   recogni z e d~T ^   Just  west  of the 
we  start   going  to   the   terminator.     The terminator 
quite  sharp   over   the Pyrenees   and  its,   I   can't see 
earth   shine  at   this   present   time.     Bill   says that 

the  side  window  but   he's  not looking 
on   th e  moon . 

Apollo  control  Houston.     As   a matter  of interes! 

space  craft  commander  Frank fiorman*s  heart   rate has  been rang- 
ing  between   78  and  80  since  we acquire 

CAP   COM Evaluating  the  6th   chart   on  your NTS burn 
and we'll   give  you  a  read  out   on   that   shortly. Over. 

SC Roger.     Thank  you.     It's   seems   smooth. Do 
you need high  bit  rate  any more? 

CAP   COM- -v Roger". We'd 
dumped  y outQ DFFj and we'd   like to 
a . wh i le . \" 

SC \ Roger 

like high bit rate, 
stick  with  high bit 

We have 
rate for 
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SC Well  we're  just   about   over Maskelyne  B now 
and our  target  is  just  directly  below us. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8  this   is  Houston.     If you want the 
recorder now  it's yours. 

SC Roger.     Thank you. 
PAO Apollo  Control  Houston.     Our   tracking data 

from  the  ground  still  compares  very well with  the guidance 
and navigation  computer  on  the spacecraft. 

Apollo   8  Houston.     Mission   tracking is 
well  with   your   on  board nav. 

Roge r 
Houston,   for your  information we  lost radi 

exact   second  you predicted. 
Roger.     We   concur. 
The   reference   there  was   to  loss  of signal 

the back side  of   the moon. 
,^J)id you  turn  off t-h-e—txansjalt te r s  at that  

CAP COM 
comparing very 

SC 
SC 

contact   at the 
CAP COM 
PAO 

as  they went over 
SC 

jtjjne?  
CAP COM 
SC 

moon I want to make 
ing me   that report 

CAP COM 
SC 

wise we'll burn in 
CAP COM 

Honest  Injun,  we  didn t. 
While  these  other  guys  are  looking at the 
sure  we  have   a  good  SPS.     How  about giv- 

when you can. 
Sure will   Frank. 
We want   a  go   for  every   rev  please, other 

GEI1  at  your, direction. 
Roger.     I understand. 
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CAP COM 
eating? 

SC 
CAP COM 

eating dinner? 
SC 

while here. 
CAP COM 

When you  go into 

Apollo   8.     his   is   Houston.     Are you 

Say again 
Apollo 8. This   is Houston Are you 

May  eat   a  bite  of  breakfast   in  a little 

Houston. 
I  have some 

words   for you on 
camera. 

COM 
Apollo 

your TV 
SC 
CAP 

to copy. 
Over. 

SC 
Not  as much 

Roger.     Apollo   8.     This is 
the  dark   about   7  or 8^ mi nut e s   
the filters for the wide angle lens, 
Ove r. 

•We 

for 

8, 

are   in   the   dark now. 
Roger.     Let   me  know when  you  are ready 
Houston.     Any  words   on earthshine? 

is about as expected, Houston, 
as   in  the  sunlight,   but you 

CAP COM 
SC 

able to pick 
CAP COM 
PA0 

Earthshine 
detail,   of course, 

can  see   the  light   craters   quite   distinctly  and  you  can see 
the  albedo  contacts  quite   distinctly.     And  also,   the - 
there's  a  good  three  dimensional  view of  the  rims  of the 
larger craters. 

Roger. Bill. 
I   think  our  high-speed   film will be 

some  of   this   stuff  up  quite well. 
Ro ge r . 
Apollo  Control  Houston.     Apollo   8 passes 

over   the  night  portion   of   the  moon,   the  guidance and 
navigation   the  platform  is   to  be  align.     This during 
period  of  darkness,   as   the  spacecraft  remains  in an inertially 
fixed  attitude   for   this  procedure.     This   leaves   lunar daylight 
periods   for  maneuverability  needed   for  photography  and visual 
observations.     At   70 hours   12  minutes  continuing  to monitor 
this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

SC Go  ahead with your  information  on the 
filter, Houston. 

CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Roger.     We recommend 
you  use   a wide   angle   lens   on   this   particular  TV  run.     You can 
use a telephoto, lens with  the  same set  up as  yesterday's TV 
show.     However,   we   recommend   a  wide   angle   lens.     Step  number 1 
take  the single   red  filter  to   the  red  filter on  the red/blue 
filter  holder,   do  it  so   that   the   filter  slide   still functions. 
Ove r. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP   COM Roger.     Step  number   2.     Attach the 

filter holder   to   the   lens  with   tape  on   the   top  and bottom. 
Do   this  with   the  slide   forward. Over. 
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SC Go ahead. 
CAP   COM Roger.     Then  at   the  end  of  your second 

REV TV  pass,   or  on   request   from here,   we would  like you to 
remove  that  red  filter  from the holder and  transmit briefly 
with  it  that way  then slide  it  over  the blue side so your 
final   transmission. Over. 

SC We   got you. 
CAP   COM Okay, Frank. 
SC Houston.     Apollo  8.     Standing by to 

record  TEI   one   and  TEI two. 
CAP  COp^^ Apollo  8.     This  is  Houston.     Your TEI 

one and tw/6 PAD) you received last pass are still good. 
Using t h e s e^-P-Artf' s your next midcourse will be left and 
20   feet   per  second. Over. 

SC Roger. Understand. 
CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     We  have   all the 

SPS  experts   looking  at   your  data now.     The preliminary 
look  is  very   good  and we will   give  you  some   final words 
later. 

SC Roger.     We could 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC 
we threw in bank B, 
tional thrust. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

filter  technique on 
ters   out   of   the way 
So  I  suggest we do 

CAPCOM 

Roger.     We   could   feel   the  charge when 
but  not   exactly  but  we   could   feel addi- 

Roge r,   copy. 
Houston,   be  advised  on  this  red blue 
the  TV.     You  cannot   slide   the   two fil- 
with   them  taped  onto   the  TV camera, 

red blue  and  then  take  them off. 
Roger,  we  concur.     But  make sure the 

little  red  filter  is  taped  over  the big  one, over. 
SC All   right,   you  don't  want   the  red fil 

you want   the  blue  by   itself.     Is   that correct? 

the 
CAPCOM 

like you  to use 
mission,   ove r. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

decide  that you 
remember be sure you're 
maintain  your high gain 

want to 
i 

That s affirmative, Bill, 
double   red   filter   for the 

Roger.     It worked. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead,   Houston, Apollo 
Apollo   8,   this   is Houston, 

roll  headsup  on  REV 2, 
YAW  45  degree  right in 
antenna   calm, over. 

Bill, we'd 
first trans- 

8 
If you should 

one  thing to 
order to 

SC 
stick with the 

CAPCOM 
SC 

plan  looks lot 
CAPCOM " 
PAO 

relative quiet, 
t" f rs t  me a 1 in 

We will  not   do   that, we're 
flight  plan  and make  the best we 

Roger, Frank. 
As   usual,   in   the  real world, 

fuJLlejr^ than   it   did^in Florida. 
Roger,   uh der s t an d . 
Apollo  Control, Houston, 

perhaps   the  crew has decided 
luna r  orbit. 

going to 
can here 

the flight 

a  period of 
to  s tart their 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO / 
less   than away 
in lunar orbit 
Hous ton. 

CAPCOM 
now . 

SC 
map update. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

information after 
in 

Apollo  Control, Houston, 
from our  LOS   time   on   this the 

Continuing  to  monitor,' this 

We   re now 
first revolution 
is  Apollo Control 

Apollo 8, Houston. !^ He need an 02 purge 

Roger.     And we're  standing by  for a 

Roge r. 
Houston, Ap-ojUl o 8 

we  completed\P-527) ] 
Just   for your 

acquired   the earth 
the sextant. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

coming, Jerry? 
CAPCOM 

five  or  ten minutes 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Quite  a  sight  from here. 
Roge r.     Bet   it   is. 
How  are  the  systems experts on   the SPS 

They  are  still working,   Frank, another 

Roge r. 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     Your  SPS   data looks 

real  good.     It  is  just  a matter of  getting  it  all  in from 
the  site  and  getting  it   looked at. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

received  data from 
peak heart   rate at 
had,   as   a  matter of 
pass,   that: along, 

CAP COM 
about   five minutes 

SC 
coming  up. 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

no   change.     The Rev 
73 48 53  74  24 23. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Rev  2. All 
looking good. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
recorder. We 
PAO 

copacetic. 
We ' ve just 

Surgeon  that  Frank Borman's 
130 . 

for 
and 

tape 

Thank you. 
So   far everything looks 
Apollo  Control, Houston 

our Flight 
LOI   1   read   130-    The  same  reading he 

f alrtTT   That  HIT had  at   lift   off.     We would 
continuing  to  monitor.     This   is  Apollo Control. 

Apollo   8,   Houston.     We  would  like  to take 
of  high-bit   rate. Over. 
Roger.     Five minutes  of high-bit rate 

Roge r. 
You 1ve   got   it. 
Apollo  8,   Houston.     We  have  a  map update. 
Stand  by   1.     Go  ahead with  the  map update. 
Roger,  Frank.    Map update.    Rev 1/2, 
2/3  follows:     73 04  57  73 09   37  73   19 01 
Remarks,   Bravo  one   74   16   24. Over. 
Got  your  copy. 
Roger.     We  show you  23 minutes   to LOS. 
Roger.     Are  you  going  to   dump   the tape? 
Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston.     You  are GO 

systems  are  GO.     SPS  evaluation still underway 

Rev 
i 

0 ve r. 
Understand  GO for 
Roger,  Apollo  8. We're 

will   dump   it   in  a little 
Apollo  Control, Houston 

Thank  you. 
still using the 
bit. 

You  just hear 
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that  GO  for Rev 2.     Flight Director, jy^X&ILjiiiBB^X^-~ 
CAPCOM Order  is  yours•     You  can  go  to low-bit 

ra t e . 
SC Thank you. 
PAO                         Flight Director,   Glynn Lunney, crossed 

checked with  Z   COMM  and  Flight  and  Guidance  Control Officers, 
and  told  our  Capsule  Communicator,   Jerry  Carr,   to pass along 
that  GO  for Rev 2.  —  , 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo 8,   Houston   request  bioraed switch, 

°Ver* ,    o    ,  ' ,       ( ■    L,    1 k,^ "    ^ 7^££^) SC 3  2   1, mark .   ( ^r/v) ^ "W - ^7 
CAPCOM Roger, mark. ' 

 CPAO• Apollo 8,  Houston,   put your telemetry 
inputs-switch to low, over. 

SC Roger, go   low.     Houston,   Apollo   8. We're 
in the process of preparing meal  four day... formula A. 

CAPCOM Roger, Frank. 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

tape right after 
CAP COM 

Houston.    Apollo 8. 
Apollo 8. Houston. 
Are you going to be 

LOS? 
Roger.    Bill. They 

Over. 
Go. 

able to dump that 

on 

dumped the 
SC 
CAP COM 

of low bit rate 
SC 

on there? 
CAP COM 

that. 
SC 

^__duj^-=4.t next time, 
Have you 

COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

on your  tape was just 
monitor your burn and 

say they have'already 
clean. tape and it's  almost totally 

What does that mean? 
That  means  you have  got  about  2 minutes 

there, but  the rest is clean. Over. 
The high bit  rate  of  the burn wasn't 

Negative.    We've  already  dumped and got 

the DSE> 
v CAP 

it? 
We 

Okay,   let me know when 
Jerry.    I understand we 
got  any voice off of 
That's affirmative. 
Okay,   thank you. 
Apollo  8. Houston, 

sort of middling, 
hear most  of that 

you 
are 

re 
go 

going to 
now for 

did. 

SC 
phot ography 

COM 

Roger. 
accomplished or 

Did you 
is that 

get 
on 

The voice qaulity 
We were  able to 

pretty well, 
a report of the 

the tape at present? 
Negative. We 
Okay, we will 
Roger. 
This is Apollo 
away  from loss 

Apollo 8. 
from LOS. 

switch and 

CAP 
SC 
CAP COM 
PAO 

less  than  5 minutes 
revolution. 

CAP COM 
and  40 seconds away 
on your S-band off 
Over. 

SC 
will   go downvoice 

CAP COM 
ever. Over. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8. This 

are gp.    You're still go for rev 2. 
SC Thank you. 
CAP COM Apollo 8. Houston 
SC Go ahead Houston. 
CAP  COM Roger.     One minute 
SC Thank you. 

haven't heard that, 
put  it  on  tape now. 

Control Houston, now 
of  signal on our first 

Houston.    You are 4 minutes 
I would  like a reconfirmation 

a downvoice backup position. 

Negative, it is in normal voice 
b ackup. 

Roger, request 

We 

you leave it there for 

is Houston 
Over. 

All systems 

This is Apollo 
until LOS. 

8. 
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CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     10  seconds until 
LOS.    All  systems  are go. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Ten  seconds LOS 
all  sys tems  GO. 

PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston   70  hours   56 minutes 
into  the  flight.     We have had LOS with Apollo  8.     At this 
time we would  like  to play back  those historic  first words 
of  insertion  into  lunar  orbit   as  we  heard   them here at 
Mission Control. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Go   ahead,   Houston,   Apollo   8.     Burn com- 

plete.     Our  orbit  is   160.9 by  60.5.     169-1  by 60.5. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston. Roger. 

169.1  by  60.5.     Good   to hear  your voice. 
PAO Apollo   Control,   Houston.     Now we will 

switch back  and  play-back  some  of  Jim Lovell's descriptions 
as  he  viewed   the   lunar  surface   from his  orbital altitude. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     What   does   the ole 
moon  look  like  from 60 miles? Over. 

SC Okay,   Houston.     The  moon   is essentially 
gray.     No   color.     Looks   like   plaster-of-Paris.     Sort   of a 
grayish dee ft. sand.   We  can  see  quite  a bit  of  detail. The 
Sea of  Fertility  doesn't  stand  out  as  well here  as  it does 
back  on  earth.     There's  not  much  contrast between  that and 
the  surrounding  craters.     The   craters   are  all  rounded off, 
there's  quite  a  few of  them.     Some  of   them are newer. Many 
of  them look  like,   especially  the  round ones,   look  like hit 
by meteorites   or  projectiles   of  some   sort.     Langrenus is 
quite   a huge   crater,   it  has   a  central   cone   to   it. The 
walls  of  the  craters  are  terraced,   about  6  or  7 different 
terraces  on  the way down. 

CAP COM Roger. Understand. 
PC Coming  up  now  on   the  Sea  of Fertility 

our old fri'-ads Messier and Pickering that I looked about 
s o  much  on earth. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC I  can  see  the  rays  coming out  of Blaze 

Pickering.    We're  coming  up  now near our PI  initial  site - 
which   i   am  going  to   try   and  see.     Be   advised   the round 
window,   the  hatch  window  is   completely   iced  over.     We can't 
use  it.     Bill  and  I  are  sharing  the  rendezvous window. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Roger.     Got any 
more  information  on  those  rays. Over. 

SC Roger.     The  rays  out  of  Pickering are 
quite   faint   from here.     There's   two  different   groups coming 
or going  to  the west.     They  don't  appear  to  be  -- have any 
depth  to  them at  all.     Just  rays  coming out. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC They  look  like  just  changes  in the 

color  of   the  Mare.     Okay.     Over  to  my   right  are the 
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Pyrenees  Mountains   coming  up.     We're  just   about   over Messier 
and  Pickering  right  now.     Our   first  initial  point  is easily 
seen  from our  altitude.     We're  getting quite  a bit  of contrast 
as we  appear — approach  the  terminator.     The  view appears 
to be  good.     No  reflection  of  the  sunlight  in our eyes. 
It  appears  that  visibility  in  this particular spot is 
excellent.     It   is  very  easy   to   pick  out   our   first initial 
point.     Over   this  mountain   chain we   can  see   the  second initial 
point,   the Triangular Mountain.    We're  coming  up  on the 
craters   Columbo  and  Gutenburg.     Very  good  detail visible. 
We  can  see  the  long parallel  Faults  of  Gaudibert  and they 
run  through   the Mare  material   right  into a highland material. 
We're  directly  over  our   first   initial  point  now  for P-one. 
It's   almost   impossible   to  miss,   very  easy   to  pick  out and 
we  can  look  right  over  into  the  second  initial point. 

CAP  COM Roger, Jim. 
SC I  can  see  very  clearly  the  five crater 

star   formation which we had  on  our   lunar chart. 
CAP  COM Roger. 
SC And  right  now we're   trying  to  pick out 

visually P-one. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston. As 

Apollo  8 passed  over  the  lunar hill,   out  of communication, 
we   read  an  apolune   of   168.2  nautical  miles,   a  perilune of 
60.3 nautical miles.    Velocity  of  the spacecraft  at that 
time  descending  downward  from its  apogee was  5224 feet-per- 
second.     Our  current  digital   indications  say  that  the. present 
velocity  is  5297   feet-per-second.     So  at   71  hours  02 minutes 
35   seconds   into   this  most  historic   flight,   this   is Apollo 
Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control  Houston.     71 hours 
22  minutes  now  into   the   fli-ght   of   the  Apollo   8.     Apollo 8 
continuing on its  pass  over  the back side of  the moon. 
We're   some   17   minutes   away   from  time   of   re-acquisition. 
At   this   time,   Command Module  Pilot,   Jim Lovell,   should be 
taking  a  look  at   three   control   points,   which   are evenly 
distributed across  the back  side  of   the moon.     These repeated 
on   later  orbits  with   the  optics   designed   primarily   as a 
mapping  tool.     And  increasing  data  i n ^s-t^Ji-JLi-s-h-i-a-g a._p_oint 
in  space.     Each   control   point   has   two (I P ,   initial points^) 
associated with  it.     These  serve   the  sam^—4^e-m4~n-g--erfa' 
purpose   to  Jim  Lovell   as   an   IP   does   to   a  bombidier. He 
literally  counts  down  to his  CP,   1  to  3  minutes, depending 
on which  ID  he  has   acquired   and  all   of   the  ID's, such 
things   as   craters,   hills,   rills,   and  intersection  of rills, 
are   in  all   cases  within  about  a  lunar  degree  of   the ground 
track.     Rembember a  lunar  degree  is   16  nautical miles 
versus   60  nautical  miles   on  earth.     The  same   IP relation- 
ship  exists  on   the   front   side  with  the  landmark  BI which 
is   designated   to   the  landing  site.     So  at   71   hours   23 min- 
utes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8,   this  is  Apollo Control 
Hous ton. 
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PAO Apollo  Control  Houston,   71 hours, 
32 minutes now into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.    We're within 
8 minutes  acquiring  the Apollo 8 spacecraft now in its 
second  revolution  around  the  moon which  - the  first revolu- 
tion began at midpoint  in the back side.    Apollo 8 should 
be yawing about  45  degrees  just  about now  to  establish a 
proper attitude  for TV sighting.    We'll  continue  to monitor 
as we draw nearer  to  that  point when we  reacquire  the space 
craft.     So  at   71 hours,   32  minutes,   this  is  Apollo Control, 
Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control,   Houston,   at   71 hours 
38  minutes   now  into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8.     We  are  now within 
2  minutes  of  our  predicted  time  of  acquisition  of  this second 
pass   across   the   front  side  of   the  moon. Auring  this pass 
we  expect   to  acquire   via   television  our  prime   tracking site 
for  the TV  is   the Madrid  site'y'  Meanwhile,   Glynn Lunney here 
in Mission  Control  has   gone   a/ound   the   room  updating all his 
Flight   Controllers   on   the   requirements  --   flight  plan requirement 
for  this   revolution.     We  will   stand  by   and  continue to 
monitor  at   71   hours   38  minutes.     Mark   1  minute   to predicted 
time   of   acquisition.     Stand  by.     Mark,   30   seconds and 
standing by.   5 seconds. 

Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
That's  Jerry  Carr  making  a   call.     No reply 
We're   receiving  telemetry   data now. by 

CAPCOM 
PAO 

yet.     S tanding 
S tanding by. 

CAPCOM 
PAO 
SC 

Over. 
CAPCOM 

and  clear. 
SC 

distinct in 
CAPCOM 
SC 

your picture? 
CAPCOM 

of   the  horizon we 
SC 
CAPCOM 

up   a   few   craters   very dimly 
b r i gh t . 

Ro ge r . 
out  on   the horizon 
and Bassett. 

Roge r. 

Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
The  picture  is   coming  in now. 
Houston,   this  is  Apollo  8 with  the TV going. 

Apollo 8, this is Houston. Reading you loud 
your  TV.     It   is   a   little  bit clearer. We see 

Roger.     The moon is 
this  area.     1 will   give you 

Ro ge r . 
How  does   that look? 

very bright and not toe 
a  shot  of  the horizon. 

Is   it  on   the  top of 

Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston.     In  this picture 
can  t see 

Roger. 
Ap o11 o I 

SC 
here either 
craters Sea' 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

to  take the 
SC 
CAPCOM 

picture now 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

many  terrain  features yet. 

,   Houston.     We   are  beginning to 
The whole   thing  is pretty 

There   is  not  much  definition up 
We   are  now   approaching the 

pick 

DSC 

I will 
Roger, 

Ro ge r . 
Roge r. 

Okay , 
Ro ge r, 
Sorry 

shift   to   the  rendezvous window. 
Bill.     Apollo   8,   Houston.     We want 

You've  got  it. 
Looks   like  we've   got   a  real good 

that's   the  crater Brand, 

we  missed Carr. 
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CAPCOM 
going   to need 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

right now. T 
be   in  the fi 

CAPCO 
SC 

Say, "Bi 
here? ^jrh"e 
like dirty 

'Me   too.     Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston.     We are 
a  cr/yo   fan  cycle  sometime   during  this pass. 

Roger.     Can we wait   until sunset? 
Roger.     We  can wait. 
Okay.     I   think we  are   coming  up on\Mil"Te^., 

ere's   a  very  new  bright   impact   crater.     SrTe-uJjU--' ""' 
Id  of  view now. ,   . . 

Roger,   Bill. *uy ^ 
You  see  it  in  the  upper  part  of  your  screen. <? 

how would  you  describe   the  color  of   the  moon from 
color  of   the  moon   looks   like  a  very whiteish  gray, j/\[y

<ff 
beach  sand with  lots   of   footprints   in   it.     Some 0 

!si-JLh.ese__c-r-a-tr-e'rs   look  like  pickaxes  striking  concrete creating 
a  lot   of   fine  haze   dust.     There's   some   interesting features 
out  on   the  other  side  of   the  window.     Let  me   switch windows 

you now. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

your picture. 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Sea. 
CAPCOM 

filter handy,   try  flipping  it  in  front, will 
SC Roger. 
SC Jerry,   as   a  matter  of   interest, there's 

of  what   appears   to  be  very  small  new  craters   that have 

on 

of 

an d 

Roge r, Bill. 
You  should see 

Roger.    We have the 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
I  believe   these are 

the  horizon now  in   the top 

horizon,   Bill. 

the   craters  now Basset 

Roger, If  you  have   the polarizing 
y ou ? 

lot 
these little 

CAFCOM 
floing over. 
too  much Hz 
Go ahead and 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Borman, and 
"oTYt. 

CAPCOM 
We are back 
much  light . 

SC 

them. 
We  see the 
Looks like 

doesn ' t help 

white  rays  radiating from 
Roger,   Jim._ Roger 

Apollo   8,   this   is Houston 
ht.     The  polarizing filter 

remove   it again. 
Roger.     It's removed. 
Looks   like  we  just   got — 
Roger.     We're   just passing 

there's  Anders   out   there,   Lovell is 

filter 
we have 
much . 

over  the crater 
right south 

Roger.     The  TV  is  breaking  up  now. Okay.' 
with  a  good  picture.     Looks  like we just  have too 

Our  definition  is   rather weak. 
Roger.     Also,  we're  fogging up  the window 

here,   Houston,   among  other problems. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Bill. The 

th an   that   one. 
SC Okay. 

other window  is better 
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CAPCOM Much better  picture,   Bill.    Much better. 
SC All   right.     The   right  side  of   the  camera is 

pointing  retrograde.    We  are  now passing  abeam of  the crater 
Houston.     I will show  the camera over there once  for the 
folks  in Texas. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC It's  a big  and sprawly  one.     It's  got those 

two impact  craters,   one  to  the  right  and  one  to  the left. 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

those  two impact 
left . 

CAP COM Roger 
SC How's 
CAP   COM Still 

terrain's  pretty bright. 
at all. 

SC 
the window. That 

CAP COM 
I   guess   the light 

SC 

. . .   folks   in Texas. 
Ro ge r. 
It's a big and sprawly one 

craters,   one  to  the right and 
Its got 

one  to the 

Bill . 
your picture? 
about  the same,   Bill. The 
We   are  not   getting much definition 

Definition  on   this   side   is   much  much better. 
Okay,   I  think - okay,  we  are leaving 

gives  you an  idea how bad our window is. 
Roger.     This   picture   now   is   much better, 

levels   are   decreasing now. 
Okay,  we  are  coming up  on  the crater 

Collins. 
CA-P~ 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 
SC 

-COM 

COM 

COM 

Roger.     What   crdter   is   that going 
That's  some  smal\, impact crater. 
Roger. N 

- We Mill   call   it  John Aaron's. 
Okay 

off. 

If  you will  keep  looking  at   the systems 
anyway. 

CAP   COM You  just   quit   looking. „...,„.._ 
SC Jerry,   a  lot  of  ID  feature  these small 

impact  craters  have  dark  spots  in  the  center,  where it 
appears   that   they  buried   in   it  and  hit  some  new material 
down below.     It  has   got   a  lot   of   fine white  dust around 
it. 

CAP COM 
This   is Houston 

SC. 
Collins  is   right on 
about   to  pass over. 

CAP COM 
SC 

Go ahead. 
CAP COM 

go  by . 
SC 
CAP COM 

Getting better all 
SC 

can   see,   not well 
to  the  left, in 
the television. 

Roger.     Understand,  Jim.     Apollo 8. 
looks   like  we  could  see  Collins now. 

Roger,   there   is   Collins   for  you. And 
the  edge  of  Spice  Sea^which we are 

Roger.     Apollo   8.     This   is -- 
— now  going  across   the  Smyth   II Sea. 

Roger..     We  just  saw  a  Stellenword (SIC) 

Ro ge r . 
Roger. 

the time 
Roge r. 

defined. 

He  was   really   in  a hurry. 
Picture is much improved now. 

The terrain here is,  as you 
We  are  going  to start  a roll 

order  to  come  across  the  target  area, with 

/ 
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CAP COM Rnopi"          Rno^T" Rill. 
SC How   is   that   crater   in  -   right   in the 

middle  look now? 
CAP COM Roger,   that's   a  very  good  one. That 

m ii c f He* O'Neal. 
SC Ro ge r. 
CAP COM Roger  Bill,  we see O'Neal  real well. 

A 1  Q           f- H D £\ J- £A \J Luc smaller  crater   off   to   the  side  of it. 
s c JThat ' s Dennis . 
CAP COM Roger. 
SC Houston.     This   is  Apollo  8.     We are 

going to te rmina t e our  program  for   this   pass  and  get on 
with the preparations  for LOI  two,   if you say we are go. 

CAP COM Apollo   8.     This   is   Houston. Roger. 
SC Okay,   signing off  until  9th  rev. Apollo 
CAP COM Apollo   8.     Houston.     Roger.     Apollo 8 

Hous ton. Thank you for  the look. 
SC Ro ge r . 
PAO Apollo  Control  Houston.     Most  of those 

craters   identified  in  the  conversation,   largely   over the 
east  part  of   this   front  side  pass  are  actually unnamed. 
They  have   been   coded   for   purposes   of   this   flight. Perhaps 
you  recognized some  of  the names,   names  like Bas sett, See 
and  by   the  John  Aaron,   John   is   ECOM_on   the   Green Shift. 
So  at   71  hours  5"4~  flnTnutes  we  continue  to monitor. 

CAP   COM Apollo   8.     This   is   Houston.     You have 
the DSE. 

SC Thank   you Houston. 
CAP  COM Roger,     Apollo  8,   on  your backside 

data,   it's   pretty  much   unintelligible,   we  suggest  Bill that 
you  recheck  the  position  of  your  mike  for your backside 
pass   and   try   to   speak   a   little  bit   louder  and  more distinctly 

we  listened  to was  pretty much unintelligible. 
and 

latt o n £: The 
Ove r. 

SC 
we  will give 

CAP COM 
SC 

can  we   do the 

Roger.     As  soon as we get squared away, 
you  a   real   quick   real-time summary. 

Ro ge r. 
And  Houston,   you  might   let   us know, 

red/blue   filter  exercise with  both these 
filters  -  red  filters  on. Over. 

CAP   COM Stand  by.     Apollo 8. 
Apollo 8, Houston. Negative. Apollo 8, 
with  an LOI  two  maneuver PAD.     Ready to 

SC Stand by. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Standing by. 
SC Okay,   Houston,   go ahead. 

This   is Houston 
this   is Houston 

copy ? 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston.    OIL 2, 
SPS  G&N,   46427  - 053 +  141073350570  - 0 -- 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 
copy . 

SC 
CAPCOM 

0135000 niner 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Aida.     Up 162 

minus  01350  plus   all  O's  plus   all 0 

Ro ge r. 
Roge r. 

012650231 12 1 
Roger. 
Ro ge r. 

left  01, the 

00017535800607 
niner   7,   copy . 

plus 00606 

I  repeat Taurus Taurus,   Aida, 
remainder  not   applicable. ZBC 

aline  Sirius   Rigel,   12  niner,   155010,   negative ullage. 
Horizon window  ignition  minus   32 7  degrees,   horizon left. 
At  ignition   18  degrees,   horizon  left.     Before readback, 
configure   for   receiving  any   update, over. 

SC 
ceiving an update, 
ahead. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

141073350570 minus 

Roger,   understand.     Configure   for re- 
Okay,  we're  in pull  and accept, go 

Roger.     I'm  ready   for  your readback. 
L0I   2   SDS   G  &  S   46427   minus   053 plus 

01350  plus  0000 plus  000000017 535800607 
plus  006060135000901265023112197 Taurus Aida  up  1622 left 
point   1,   the   remainder  not   applicable.     Sirius   Rigel 129155 
010  no  ullage.     Ignition  minus   327  degrees,   ignition  18 de- 
grees . 

Apollo  8,   Houston,   readback  is correct. 
Houston.     Your  map   update   for  R.EV 2/3, 

CAPCOM 
Apollo   8,   this is 
no  change,   ove r. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

NO/GO  for  the next 
SC 
CAPCOM 

t c   ,as? ;   that call 
S C 
-L':A?C0M 

vector starting on 
SC 
CAPCOM 

REV  2/3. 
expect GO/ 

Understand,   no change, 
Roger,   Frank.    You can 

REV  at   20   minutes  before  LOS, over. 
Ro ge r. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston.     We'll try 

20  minutes  before  every  LOS, over. 
Fine . 
Apollo  8,   Houton.    We have   the CSN 

the LV over. 
Thank  you.     Houston,   this  is  Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   Houston, GO. 

SC Roger.     Just   an   interesting   feature ? 
on  my   center window  which  has   ice  on  it   is  now beginning i 
to  melt.     I'm beginning   to   see  through   it.   a-J 

CAPCOM Roger,   that's   good news. 
SC And  again we're  directly over our 

favorite MessLi^e j_^n_d_ J^i_c_kLe r i n g .     The  view at   this altitude, 
Houston,   is   tremendous.     There   is  no   trouble  picking out 
features   that  we  learned  on   the map. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Jim,   that's   good news.     What do 
you  think  of  the  lighting situation as   fas  as  the range 
of   lighting   for   good visibility? 

SC The  range   from here  is  outstanding. I 
wish we  had   the  TV  still   going because   the brown  area  now is 
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We  have   just  passed  over   the  Sea  of   Fertility and 
the mare  is  darker.     The  bomb   range  has  got  more contrast, 

more  contrast  because of  the sun  angle.    Bill has got 
16  mm  going   for us. 

Roger . 
There  is  a crater Taruntius,   I believe, 

will   try   to   get  TV  on   this  at   a  later time, 
getting  ready   f^r a burn. 

Ro ge r , /J im. 
I   can ^s^e   the  old  second  bishop right 

has 
the 

ove r 
when 

We 
not 

now, 

CAPCOM 
SC 
there. 
we are 
CAP COM 
S£  „. 
fclount  Marilyn >, 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Roger. 
Houston,   at   these sun  angles, everything 

is  quite  distinct,   shadows  are  good,   the  ground  doesn't have 
any  sunlight   returned,   it   appears   very  good  visibility at 
these sun angles. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC As   a natter 

that   the  visibility   seems   to be 
the   terminator.     It's something 
thought  there would be a little 
darkness,  but  it's  very  sharp  and distinct. 

CAPCOM Roger, Jim. 
Of  course,  we are  in a very high phase 

of  fact,   Bill  just mentioned 
excellent  just  about  up to 
which  I   didn't  expect. I 
bit  more   gradual  shift to 

SC 
angle  now. 

CAPCOM 
are  in, the 

SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Apollo   8, Houston 
computer   is  yours, over. 

Thank  you. 
...   blo ck. 
Ro ge r. Break. 

All  of  your updates 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM Roger.     Break.     Apollo   8,   Houston. Your 
TEI-2  pad  is  good,   stand by  to  copy  your TEI-3. Over. 

SC Ready   for TEI-3. 
CAP  COM Roger,   TEI-3.     FPS  G&N  46427  minus 053 

plus   141  075  31  2995 plus  28960 minus 00456 plus 00720. 
Copy. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Roger.     180 021  002 not applicable 

plus  00188   28972   251   28793  40  2769   396. Copy. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Roger.     033  0000 left   17  plus 0883 

minus   16500  12955  36185   146   35  07.     Sirius  Rigel   129 155 
010  ullage  2  jets,   20  seconds,   quads  Bravo  and Delta. Hori- 
zon  on   the   two  degree   line   at   ignition  minus   three minutes. 
Assume  there's  no  L0I-2. Over. 

SC Roger.     SPS  G&N,   this   is   for TEI-3 
46427 minus 053 plus 141 075 31 2995 plus 28960 minus 00456 
plus 00720 180021 002 NA plus 00188 28972 251 28793 40 2769 
396 033 0000 left 17 plus 00883 minus 16500 12955 36185 146 
35 07, Sirius Rigel 129 155 01 two jet 20 seconds, B and D, 
horizon two degrees at ignition minus three minutes, assumes 
no L0I-2. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Readback  is correct. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston with  a TEI-3 with  an L0I-2. Over. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Roger,  TEI-3.     SPS G&N 45810 minus 053 

plus 141 075 21 2846 plus 30128 minus 00540 plus 01911 180 
019  001. Copy. 

SC Roger,   go ahead. 
CAP COM Roger.    Not  applicable  plus 00188 30193 

?.?5   30UU8   H.,   2 742   396 033   down 021   left   18. Copy. 
S C Roger. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Plus 0888 minus   16500  12955 36185 

146   34  50  GDC  aline  no  change,   ullage no  change, horizon 
one   degree  at   iZMi tion   minus   three.     Assume L0I-2. Over. 

SC Go   ahead  -  er Houston   this  is  Apollo 8. 
TEI-3 with  Lul-2 .     SPS  G&N   45810  minus  053  plus   141  075 21 
2846  plus   30138 minus  00540 plus  01911   180 019 001  NA plus 
00188  30193  255   30008  40  2742   396 033  down 021  left   18 plus 
0888 minus   16500 — 

END OF TAPE 
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SC One   zero   eight  eight,   one  six  five zero 
zero,   one   two nine   five   five,   three  six  one  eight  five, one 
four  six  three   four  five 0.     No  change,  no  change  one degree 
in  the   rise  of   ignition  minus three 

this 
like 

GO 

CAP COM 
mistake, horizon 

SC 
CAP COM 
is Houston, 
to   take the 
SC 

for LOI2. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

give you 
you will. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
PAO 

for  igni tion of 

Apollo   8 Houston 
window   is   minus one 

Minus   one degree 
Roger. Readback 

you are 
DSL  for a 

Roger, 

As s umes  L0Y2 . 
Roger   I made 

degree. Over. 
one 

is   correct.   -  Apollo 8 
GO  across   the board  for  L0I2 would 

dump,   over. 
you   guys   - I can  understand we are 

That ' s 
Before 

affirmative. 
you  take the DSE for 

me 
if 

a  quick   run  down  on   that  DSE before 
a  dump, let 
you dump  it, 

GET 

Roger,   standing by. 
Roger. 
This   is   Apollo   control,   Houston, our 
L0I2   is   73  hours   35  minutes  and 5 

seconds   aphelion   resulting   from  this  burn  60,7 nautical 
miles   perilune   60.6  nautical   miles   just  about  as   close to 
circular  as  you  can   get.     The   burn  duration  expected 9 
seconds   delta  V  for   this  burn   135   feet   per  second.     On this 
pass   over   the   front   of   the  Moon   our  spacecraft  was   at 115 
nautical  miles   altitude.     At   the   time   of   acquisition 115 

in  altitude.     Our   aphelion  which also 
~   over   this   side   of   the  Moon   168.5 nautical 
Turning  back,   continuing  to  monitor now 

control, Houston. 
you've   got   the tape. 

nautical miles 
occurs on this 
miles - 16 8.5. 
this Apollo 

that 

SC 0 k a y « Houston, 
CAPCOM Ap o 1 1 o   8,   H o u s 
CAPCOM Ap o 1 1 o   8, Rous 
Taurus Aida is Plea i des ? Ove 
SC Than k you. 

Would  you believe 

PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston,   72 hours 
24  minutes   into   this   mission.     J. n   this   lull, _pejchaps  we can 
..clarify  some   of   the  name;;   you  heard  being   given   to  craters    ~' 
jHTlH^R-g--thac__£eceTrt   televi..ai-xm  pass.   -Our  geology   groups here 
had   to  apply   some   names   to   certain  key   landmarks  instead of 
using  just  number  and   code,   they   decided   to   give   them real 
life   names.     These   are   in  no  way   officially  named craters. 
In  some  cases,   I  think   in most  cases,   the names aren't 
even  -  have  not   even  been  submitted   to   the International 
body  which  must   pass   on   those  kinds   of  official   names, but 
to  clarify   this  we   thought  we  would   run   through  some of 
them  that   are   in  use   in  an   area   that   couldn't  be too 
well  observed by  telescopes   from earth.     WE have  some pictures 
to  work   from,   and  you  distinctly  heard  Lovell  -  Anders and 
Lovell   talk   about   craters  named   for  themselves. Incidentally, 
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PAO this   is  perhaps  a pardonable bit of 
geologist  personality   creeping  into   it.     Historically they 
have been named  for  discovering  geologists  or observers. 
One was   got  a  real  time  name  of  John Aaron because he is 
the  electrical   environmental   and   communications console 
operator who  spotte d   th~e need   for  cu t ting  Tn  ffTfe need  fo r 
cutting  in   the  secondary  water  boiler  as  we  started to 
circle   the  moon,   that   is   he  noticed   the water   level was down 
and  he  suggested  we   go   to   the  secondary   loop, apparently 
when  all   t  he  others  were  at   the window.     In  future passes, 
you  may  hear  names   like  Schmit;   named   for  Jack  S chmi 11. 
Gi1ruth ,   the   cirector  of   this   center,   Debus   the director 
of   the  Kennedy   Space   Center,   Kurt  Debus.     There  is an 
unofficial  one,   Joe   Shea,   the   former  manager  of   the Apollo 
Spacecraft   program;     Te~d   Freejnan,   first   astronaut  killed in 
an  airplane   crash   in  October  of   1964.     There  is   a crater 
bearing   the  name  of   George  Lows   Sam  Phillips ,   Al/an Sh_e_paj:-d, 
Mercury,   Washington,   Apollo,   and  on  either  side   of  the track 
tTTe™re   is   one   named   for  Jim Webb  and   for  Tom Paine,   past and 
present   administrators   of  l\ASA"".     Moving  along   the  line we 
see  craters  named   for   Qrissom,   Gus  Grissom,   Ed_ White, Roger 
Chaffee,   clustered   three   craters   fairly   close   together and 
just   south  of   the  ground   track  we  just  heard  about. Coming 
along   that   same   track  we   see  one  bearing  the  name  of Chris 
KrafJ:,   Don_ Slayton,   Jerry  Carr,   and  on  along.     I'm  sure we'll 
hear  more  of   tTTese.     Y15TI(di~d  hear   today   about  the crater 
Bassett,   so  named   for  Charlie  Bassett,   the  late  Charlie N. 
Bassett,   and  Elliot   See. " ~ 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO ...   Charlie  M Bassett   and  Eliot See, 
crater  right  beside  it.     Two  men killed  in  an airplane crash 
in St.   Louis,   in  Feb.   1966.    At   72  hours,   27  minutes into 
the  flight,   this   is  Apollo   Control  Houston  standing by. 

SC We   are   about   to   lose   it   Houston. How 
far are you on  the  tape dump? 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston.     It looks 
like we have   lost   it,   they  weren't  quite   done.     We are 
standing  by   for  a   countdown   to   bio-med  switch   left, over. 

SC Roger.     We  would   like   to   get   it dumped 
£ we  could,   stand by  a second. 

SC Did  you  get   it stopped? 
CAPCOM Bill,   you   can   go  ahead  and  cut   if off. 
SC Okay,   we  are  not   going  to  have high-gain 

now,   until  the next   time  around.     Can you  give me  some idea 
of  how  much   of   that   dump  you got. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston.     We  are negative. 
We   can't   tell,   you   can   go   ahead   and   turn   it off. 

SC Well,   how  long  did you  dump it? 
CAPCOM Roger,   standby,   they   are checking. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Apollo 8,   this is 

Houston reading you with a great deal of noise in the back- 
ground. Go ahead and rewind your tape and start it in low- 
bit rate, and we will try and catch that dump at the end of 
the next Rev. 

SC Roger,   I  would  like  to  have  an  idea on 
how much  you  dumped,   in  order   to  know (garble). 

CAPCOM Roger, standby. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston,  we  are working on that 

tine.     We  wili  be  able   to   tell   you before  LOS, over. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,   did   you  read  my last? 
S'_; That   is   affirmative.     You will   give us 

a  rundown  when  you   figure  out  how  much   tape  you dumped. 
CAPCOM Roger.     They   feel  reasonably  sure, however, 

that   if  you  rewind  and  start   low-bit   rate,   we will  be  able to 
get   all  of   the  burn   and  still  not   run  into  what  needs   to be 
(garble). 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston, go. 
SC Roger,  what   ref matter are we  using for 

this   LOI  2 burn? 
CAPCOM Standby  Frank,  we  are talking. 
SC Okay,   I  have   an  LOI  2   ref  matter, but 

if,   I  don't   understand why   the  pitch  is 175. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston,   you  are right 

the  ref  mat   is LOI  2,   the  ref  mat was  determined out there 
before  the  last midcourse  correction  and since  that time 
there  has  been  a  slight   changing  of   trajectory  and   the point 
at which  you are burning  LOI  2  now  is  just  a shade different 
than where   it  was   originally  planned for. 

SC Okay,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Apollo  8, Houston, 

over.     Apollo   8,   Houston,   over.     Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
Apollo   8,   Houston,   over.     Apollo   8,   Houston,   over.     Apollo 8, 
Houston,   over.     Apollo  8,   Houston,   over.     Apollo  8, Houston, 
ever. 

SC Roger,   go  ahead,   Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston,   DSE is 

rewound and  it's  yours  available  for  use  in about  one hour 
of  low  bit   rate   and  two  minutes   of  high  bit   rate   for your 
burn without  running over your good data, over. 

Roger,   do  you   read  us   now, Houston. 
reading you  loud  and  clear now. 

for 

re v. 

loud 

the 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

LOI   2 on 
SC 

How do 
CAPCOM 
an d clear 
SC 
CAP COM 

DSE, 
SC 
CAP COM 

is  Houston,  you are GO 

GO  for LOI  2  on  the next 

Roger, 
Okay . 
Apollo  8, this 

the   next   rev, over. 
I  can understand 

you  read, Houston? 
Apollo  8,   this  is Houston,   reading you 

h u w   me ? 
Loud  and clear. 
Roger,   Frank did you get  my  message on 

Ro ge r, 
Okay . 

Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Verify   the telemetry 
input  switch LOW, over. 

SC Roger.     Understand  telemetry input LOW. 
CAPCOM Affirmative. 
SC Done. 
CAPCOM Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   5  minutes   to LOS 
ove r 

SC Thank you, Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this  Houston,   1  minutes to 

LOS.     All  systems  GO, over. 
SC Roger. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  at 73 

hour 04  minutes  into  the  flight of Apollo  8.    We  are at 
8  seconds   away   from  time   of   loss  of  signal.     Okay, they 
said  goodbye  to  the  ground  as   they  passed over at  - on the 
next  pass  over  the back  side  of  the moon.     This  is  pass over 
the back side where we will  have  our  lunar orbit insertion 
burn  number  2.     To  quickly   go   over   those  numbers   again, we 
have   a  ground  elapsed   time   of   Ignition  at   73  hours   35 minutes 
05   seconds,   apolune   60.7  nautical  miles,   perilune 60.6 
nautical  miles   or  expected   to   result   from  the burn. The 
burn  one   of  very  short   duration,   9  seconds,   delta  V   135 feet 
per second,     We will be  looking  for  them when we next ac- 
quire  at   43  minutes   30   seconds   from  this   time.     At   73 hours 
05  minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8,   this   is  Apollo Con- 
trol Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   control,   Houston at 73 
hours   40  minutes   into   the   flight,   our  present   orbital data, 
at   the   last   time   I   gave   you  still   carries   a  perigee  of 60.8 
nautical  miles,   that   perigee   occurring  at   8  degrees north 
by  89   degrees  west.     An  apogee,   an  estimated  apogee  - this 
would be,   of  60.4,   this would  be  after  circularization. The 
flight   plan  at   this  point   is   very  busy,   all   three  pilots have 
considerable   tasks   to  do,   as   opposed  to   the  last  several days 
when  their  columns  were  virtual  blanks,   for  instance at 
73  hours   40  minutes,   right   along  about  now,   Frank Borman 
is   busy   doing  a   platform alignment   to  a  specific number, 
then he  is   called  upon  to   roll   fTght   180  degrees   into a 
2   second  degree  pitch   down  and  so   forth.     At   the  same time, 
Jim Lovell   is   doing  a number   of  vectors,   he  is  working on 
the RCS  monitors   in  sharing   the  values   in   the  tank there 
and   then  shortly  he   is   to  start   a   rest   period  in  about 10 
minutes,   a .2  hour   rest   period  and   at   the  same   time Bill 
Anders   is  busy  with  a battery   charger,   he  is   doing  a SPS 
monitor  check  and  he   is   to  put   a  program  to  acquire   the high 
gain  antenna  via   the  manned  spaceflight  network  at   a specific 
time,   during  all  this he will  be  -  the biomedical  switch will 
be  on  him  -  so we will  be   following his  heart   action. All 
in  all   a very  busy   period  onboard,   we  are  due   to  acquire the 
spacecraft   in  about   6  minutes.     At   73  hours   43  minutes into 
the  flight,   this  is Houston. 
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PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston.     We ex- 
pect   to  acquire  momentarily.     The   first   call  has   gone out. 
We  have   acquired,   we   are   reading  good   tank  pressures, and 
here   goes   the   first call. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8S   Houston. Over. 
SC Apollo   8, over. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Loud  and clear. 

How me? 
SC Houston,   Apollo   8. Over. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Loud   and clear- 

How me? 
SC Roger.     Reading  you   loud  and  clear and 

ready   for   the  burn   status report. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Ready   to copy. 
sc Roger.     The  burn  was   on   time,   11 seconds 

.2  with  a  DGX,   1.8   DGY,   that's   minus   1.8,   minus   .2  DGZ, delta 
VC was   minus   9.4,   VERB   82   gave   us   an  apogee  62   and  a perigee 
of 60.8. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston.     Roger. Your 
burn  was   on   time,   11  seconds^,   DGX was  +   .2,  DGY  was  - 1.8, 
DGZ  -   .2,   delta  VC  -  9.4,   apogee   62,   perigee  60.8. Over. 

SC                            Roge r. 
, PA0                         Apollo  Control  here.     That  circuit is 

noisier   than  we   caught  on   the   last   two  passes,   but we have 
heard   the  crewmember,   I   think  Borman,   confirm an  apogee of 
62  miles,   a  perigee  of   60.8,   a_vi,rXuaJJ^_^^ex^^s^orid 

-Wi-TT-j—giviag__us___a_ circularorbit .     We  will   continue   to leave 
the   line   open. — 

PA0                          Apollo   Control   again.     Apogee  on this, 
ihe   third   revolution   around   the  moon will  occur  at   80 de- 
g1-^     erit   .longitude,   9   degrees   30  minutes   north latitude, 
thor.e   are   lunar  coordinates   of   course.     The  perigee  on this 
rev will  occur   at   9   degrees   29  minutes   south   latitude and 
99   degrees   28  minutes   east   longitude.     That  will  be  on the 
back  side   of   the  moon.     And  our  numbers   now  show  an apogee 
of   60.3   versus   of   perigee  of   60.5,   compared   to  62 mile 
apogee  and  a  b0.8  mile   apogee   from  the  crew. Excellent 

_a^re^ejnent. —— 
PAO The   Press   Corp  should be  advised that 

we  are   planning  a  press   conference   to  begin  in  about  45 min- 
utes   in   the  MSC  auditorium,   9:30  Houston time. 

sc How  do  you   read?     This   is  Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Weak but clear. 
SC You  are   loud  and clear. 
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want to 

is 

SC 
now  if you 
burn . 

CAPCOM 
Apollo   8,   th is 

SC 
5  seconds  or about 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the  DSE   for   dump„ 
SC 

the  LM  state vector 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

we are reading 
degrees, a 17 7 
attitude and I 
read calculated 

Houston, Apollo 8, we are on high gain 
get   the  high   speed  data  to   look  at that 

hold—a-fror about 

Apollo   8,   thi s__is   Ho u at on ,   Ro g e r . 
ilouston we  areQaking  the DS'E. 

Thank  you. Carr~y-mi—hold—t-f 
1 minute. 
Roge r,   hold ing. 
Okay. Okay, you can dump the data now. 
Apollo   8,   Houston,   Roger,   we  are taking 

Thank   you.     We   have   stated   the updated 
of   the  burn  66, Houston. 
Hous ton,   Roger. 
An  exceptionally  quiet  pass   across here, 

a  pitch   192  degrees,   it's  down  and  yaw 356 
degree   roll  degree  attitude,   a  very steady 
believe   they   are   in  orbital   rate,   that   is a 

to  hold   their  windows  in a specific position 
face  of   the Moon, 
duration now. 

Bill Anders 

and  move   them  in  -  as   they  move  across the 
Lovell  should  be  in  a  rest   period,   2 hours 
Perhaps   that   is  why   they   are  keeping quiet 
is   extremely  busy   taking  pictures.     70  millimeter  and 16 
millimeters   -   70  millimeter  stills   -   16  millimeter movies. 

PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston,  we are 
52 minutes from loss of signal on this pass 
over our EC S?__EjryJj[_on me n t a 1 Control Summary 
cabin pressure 4.9 and h~o 1d i n g very nTceXyT 
temperature 77 degrees, I think that's up a 
from yesterday, I don't recall exactly. In 
expect   to   see,   we   should  be  seeing  a slight 

and   let   us look 
Table. The 
"The cabin 
few degrees 
general we can 
rise  in tem- 

perature,   this  was   predicted by   the  tliermo  people,   a rise 
particular!,   in   the   outside   temperature,   the  outside skin 
temperature   of   the  spacecraft,   a   rise  of   something  like 10 
to   12   degrees.     This  was  based   on   an  estimates   from the 
102,   the  Apollo   7   flight   and   the  experience   to   date   in deep 
space. The 
is   si i g h t x. y 
is   wh i 1 e   in  o ■ 
outside, inside 

be  made   is   that   it's   -   the spacecraft 
Lt   reverses   from  Earth   to  Moon, that 

p omf to 
CO 1 ;1 e r    a ; 

bit   about   either  body,   slightly   colder  on the 
■ema ins   relatively  stable.     A  very quite 

period  and  so  we will   just   take   the   line   down,   if something 
occurs  we will   come  back  up   immediately.     At   74  hours 10 
minutes   into  the  flight   this   is  Apollo  control, Houston. 
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PAO Apollo   Control   here,   74  hours,   12 minutes 
After  a   long  quiet   period   there,   Mike  Collins   put   in  a call 
and  he  is   getting  some   conversation   from  Frank  Borman,   be it 
ever  so  brief.     Let's  here   it  now,   and we will   catch  up and 
go  into  the  live situation. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston, over. 
SC Hello Michael. 
CAPCOM Hey,   good  morning  Frank,  we've been 

tracking you   for  about   18  minutes  now,   and we  show your 
orbit  61  b y  61-1/2, over. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

good   on   LOI number 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

are   evaluating the 
the  voice quality 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Houston,   your SPS engine looked 

Houston 

TTTank you, 
Apol lo   8, 

2  burn. 
Thank you, 
Apollo   8, 
Go  ah ead. 
Bill  has   got   the  tape   recorder now, we 

dump.     The   data  is   good  and we  are evaluating 
here shortly. 

Thank you. 
Apollo 8, this is Houston, 
Go   ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8 

over 

I  ve  got   a  few jolly  updates   for you. CAPCOM 
whenever  you  are   ready   to copy. 

SC Standby. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston over all 

of  this  noise.     We will  take  the  line  down at   this  point, and 
try  and   figure   out  where   the  source  of  all   of  our  noise is. 
Fortunately   it   is   an   extremely   quiet  pass;   but   if   there is 
any   further  conversation,  we will  come  back  up and  play it 

you. 
A p O 11! 

It's 74 
C c .,trol 

hours, 2 1 
Houston. 

minutes  into  the  flight, this 
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is   is  Apollo   Control  Houston,   74 hours 
the   flight.     And   in   the  last   10  or   15 minutes 

brief  exchanges  with   the  crew, who 
rather   resting  mode,   but  here are 

primarily  numbers   updates.     We  have the 

PAO 
35  minutes into 
we've  had  a  couple of 
still   seem  to  be  in a 
those exchanges, 
tapes. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Apollo   8,   Houston.     I  have a 
TEI 3, TEI 4 and map update for REV 3 and A to read to you 
Actually, the TEI 3 update which you have onboard is still 
valid,   but  we  will   not   update   that   one.     Which  do  you want 

TEI   4 or 

69: 

the  map update 
TEI  4 . 
Alright. 

minus   05 3 
This is 

plus   14 1 
the  TEI 4 

Are you 
up da t e . 
with me 

So far. 
Very   good.     077212758  plus   30627 minus 

.30  018  001  not  applicable.     Plus 00188 
Are   you with  me  so   far? Over. 

So   far.     Who  puts   the hole  in   it, though, 

first, the 
SC 
CAPCOM 

SPS  plus   G&N 4S 
so  far; over? 

SC 
CAPCOM 

00625  plus 005"? 
30639  256 30452 

SC 
Ed? ~~" 
 PAO Apollo   Control  here.     We'll  break  it off 
at   this   point   so   the  news  conference   can  be  picked  up. One 
other  pertinent   comment   that   did  not   play  out   in   that tape 
exchange.     Frank   Borman   said   - we had noted   that  his ~ 
the  voice  qualify  of  Bill  Anders  was  not  quite what  it should 
be  on   the  data   record   system  and  which  is  being  dumped here 
each   rev  back   to  Houston.     This   was   noted   and  Bill   said they 
were   all   so  busy   right  now  he would  do what  he   could, make 
notes  on  the  flight  plan  and  that  sort  of  thing,  but  he - 
we  voul'   just   have   to  understand.     So   at   this   time let's 
break  over   =_ o   the  auditorium  and  pick  up   the news conference. 
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SC Okay,   go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,   the  last  number  I  gave was 

DELTA-VC picking  up  at . the_s.a&.Unt_star,  4 0 2 7JjO__jLj6 0 33 
Down  030   left   197    lire,  you with  me, over? 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay.     plus  0858  minus   16500 12960 

36195   146   3721   Comment,   north   set  of   stars  Sirius   and Rigel, 
roll   129,   pitch   155,   yaw  010,   ullage   2   quad  20  seconds from 
quads   Bravo  and  Delta.     Horizon  on  2   degree   line  at   time of 
ignition  minus   3  minutes. Over. 

SC Roger,   Houston,   we  got   a  TEI   4 SPS/G&N 
45695  minus  053 plus   141   077212758  plus  30627 minus 00625 
plus  00577   180  018  001  NA plus  00188  30639  256  30452 40 
2730   396  033  Down 030  left   19,  plus  0858  minus   16500 plus 
12960  plus   36195   146372!.   3  is  Rigel,   129 155010 ,   2 quads 
20  seconds   B  and D.   Horizon   2   degrees   at   6  minus 3. 

CAPCOM That's   about   the  size  of   it, Frank, 
and a map  update  for  revs   3/4 when you are ready. 

SC Ready. 
CAPCOM Revs   3/4,   LOS   750123.     Sunrise 751016. 

Prime  meridian  751716.     AOS   754718.     Sunset  762311. Remarks 
Subsolar point   754655.   IT  1  acquisition  761117.   IT 2 
acquisition   761230   for  IT   1   and  2   those  acq   times   are for 
the  shaft  and   trunnion  angles  equals   zero. Over. 

SC Roger,   thank  you.     750123, 751016, 
751716,   754718,   762311,   Subsolar  754655,   IT  1 761117, 
IT  2  761230,   and  the shaft  and  trunnion  at 0. 

CAP COM Affirmative. 
SC Okay,  Houston,  we're  getting so busy 

that  we  are  having  a hard   time   trying  to   do  a  neat   job of 
logging.     I'll  try  to  do  it  on  the  flight  plan,   and  if I 
make  any  visual  observations we'll  put  them on  the DSE and 
I'll  try  to  scribble  some  notes  here  and there. 

CAPCOM Roger  understand.     Now high  bit   rate is 
working  great. 

SC Roger. 
SC Hey,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Alright,  Houston, over. 
SC How about  giving us  the TV times for 

tonight's   rev,   will   you please? 
CAPCOM Yes,  we sure will  Frank,  stand by. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8 Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,  we were  checking in  to precise 

start  and  stop  time   for TV and you are  GO  for the next 
rev. Over- 

SC I  understand,   go  for  the next rev- 
Mike,  we'd   'ike  to  if,  we  could,   time  the TV  to a passing over 
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the terminator. WE  wou1d 
t 

like  to track 
that's  the most impressive 
the best  thing rather 

SC   
the terminator with Tn~e"Tv\ Think 
thing we've seen and that might be 
than  trying to  acquire  the earth. 

CAPCOM Okay  Frank,   that's  one  of  the things 
we are  looking  at   right  now.     We have  you ending at about 
86 hours  and we're  looking at  extending  that few 
include  that   terminator view. Over. 

minutes to 

SC 
rev  10 (garbled) 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 

How do you read, 
CAPCOM 

out  about   the DSE 

Okay,   I  don  t want  us   to  run into 

Roger, understand 
Houston, Apollo 8 
Go ahead Apollo 8 
Apollo 8 Houston, 
(garbled) the DSE 

Mike ? 
I  read  you  loud and 

qual  is  not  so good. 

clea r You were cut 
about 

SC Roger.     Since  the qual -  let  me give 
you a quick  run  down of   the status  of  photo  targets. You 
ready  to copy? 

CAPCOM Ready  to copy. 
SC Okay,   at  REV  1 we  got  photo target 

90  and  terminator photography  south  for near sight terminator. 
Starting on REV  2 we've  got  target   12  and  target   10,   14, 16, 
19,   20,   21,   and  23.     Unfortunately we  got  into a - I got 
into  the high  speed  film  there  somewhere,   and  I  think those 
250mm targets were  on high  speed.     We  did change  film and 
starting out  in Crater Texas with  target  28,   31,   40, 36, 

/was  several   targets  of  oppor<tunity  that were  recorded on 
^"^tihe DSE,  but  apparently  losty^Have  you been able  to copy? 

CAPCOM Yes,   I'arwith you Bill,  keep going. 
SC Okay,   I might be calling up  too fast. 

Okay,   on  the  third REV we  got   target  58  and 63  and 65. 
The  training" photography was  accomplished  and it was done 
on magazine  D,   which  now has 
which now t^i s,, ^ 5 exposures 
was also used for training 
25.1. 

,   correction  that  s  magazine E 
Magazine D is 

photography and 
fresh. Magazine K 
it's showing 

CAPCOM Roger, we copy all that , Bill . 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 Ho us ton. 
SC Mike this is Frank again. 
CAPCOM Go ahead, Frank. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger for Bill 
SC (Garbled) 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 Hous ton  s t anding by. 
SC Alright, I said is Ron Rose around? 
CAPCOM Stand by one Frank, we+ 11 look  for him and 
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that,   for Bill the 
very good,  so if he 

CAPCOM while we re doing 
DSE voice quality on high bit  rate is 
wants  to use the DSE in high bit  rate  for limited amount 
of time  to record important  things we suggest  that he do 
that.    We would  like him to wait  20  seconds  after turning 
it on prior to talking. Over. 

hear 

SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

room.    He can 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

on high bit rate, 
got  the last pass I 
start  at AOS on low 
need it.     How would 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

yas going to record 
our ~cE"ur~c 

-w~h~ar~ we^are 
CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

your message 

up in the viewing 

for experiment 

Roger, copy. 
Thank you, Bill. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go ahead. 
Ron Rose is sitting 

what you say. 
I wonder if he he ready 
He says  thumbs up on PI. 
(garbled)  with  reference  to  the DSE 

what I would like to do then is if you 
d like to play  it - run it back and 
bit  rate and then go  to high when we 
that be? 
John Aaron buys it. 
Okay.    Mike  this  is  Frank again 
Go . 
Roger. ^Rodjand I got together and I 
a littll 

one, Frank 

ce tonight-, 
ready on? ~~ 

Stand by 
Alright. 
Houston, Apollo 8, 
You are still loud 
Apollo 8, Houston, 

~a~1i:tTTe" 
wonder - 

p rayer 
I guess 

Okfty_ JLhis is 

are you still there? 
and clear, Frank, 
go ahead Frank with 

Rps e axLd—the SC 
people at S t^_CJiris_toj>her' s ,   actually "^fc^s/people everywhere 

"GTve  u^r~0~~God,   the vision which can see thy love  in the 
world in spite of human failure.    Give us  the faith, the 
trust,   the goodness in spite of our ignorance and weakness 
Give  us  the knowledge  that we may  continue  to pray with 
understanding hearts,   and show us what  each one  of  us can 
do to set  forth  the coming of  the day of universal peace. 
Amen. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

I   cojuldnj t  qui te 
CAPCOM ' Roger, 
CAPCOM Apollo 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Roger,   

the water chlorination• Have 

Amen. 
I was 

maklirxr- 
supposed_to J^y read tonight, and 

I  think  they understand. 
8 Houston, over. 

Go ahead. 
Frank,  we'd like  to know ahmif 

c *y 

you - when was  the last time 
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CAPCOM 

im_Xt_oJ_ 
x  about 

SC 
CAPCOM Roger, 

half  ago. Affirmative? 
SC Roger, 
CAPCOM Roger 
SC J 

a bucket  of Chlo"~ro. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

and  it smelled 
while . 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

to LOS  and all 
looking just 

SC 
CAPCOM 

you chlorinated the water? 

(garbled). 

over 

we  stopped   you an 

you know we wouldn 

e_Ji little and 
__an_hjiu.r aLgXL^  

Apollo  8 Ho us t-on^l-^ay again. 
I   said  Jim   (garbled)) of   that chlorine 

like   a bucket   or   CJh 16rox   in here   a little 

Roger, understand 
Apollo   8 Houston, 
(garbled) 
Roger. 

sys terns 
f ine down 

Thank 
We ' 11 

We have 2 
are looking 

over. 

and a 
good . 

half minutes 
Everything is 

here, Frank, 
y ou . 
have some more information on 

this TV on the next rev. We're not planning any big 
change in the time, just to extend them a little bit 
think,   closer  to  the terminator. 

SC 
we just want to 
terminator if v 
that's it. 

' CA-PC-0^1 
come  around. 

SC 
keep a 

Just give us the 
know when  it is. 

time,   will  you, because 
I'd  like  to  get the 

could,   and  we've   got   a  little   message and 

Roger,   we'll  do   that   the  next   time you 

guys 
fooling 
doneY> 

CAPCOM 

Thank you 
sharp  watch on 

Okay , and 
our   syste ms 

have the 
Ande rs 

E Comm 
is   so busy 

around with   these  pictures   that  not" much  else gets 

Roger,   the  E  Comras  are  doing it 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control Houston,   75 hours 
37 minutes  into  the  flight.     Before we  lost  signal with the 
spacecraft,   some  one-half hour  ago,   1  suppose,   20 minutes 
ago,   Frank Borman  came  up  on  the  line  and said he would 
like  to  dedicate  a  prayer  to  the people  of  St_. jCh r is tophe r1 s church, 
his  church here  in Seabrook and he added to all ~tTre—p-etrp-ii 
of  the world.     Here  is   that prayer. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Go  ahead, Frank, 
with your message. 

SC Okay.     This  is  to  Rod Rose  and the 
people  of   St.   Christopher,   actually   to  people everywhere. 
Give  us,   oh  God,   the vision which  can  see  thy  love  in the 
world  in spite  of human  failure.     Give  us  the  faith to 
trust  the  goodness  in  spite  of  our  ignorance  and weakness 
Give   us   the  knowledge   that  we  may   continue   to  pray  with        /         ) ^„ 
understanding hearts,   and  show us  what  each  one  of  us  can / /\Jy^i' 
do  to set   forward  the  coming  of  the  day  of  universal peac< 
Amen. 

CAPCOM Amen. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston, 75 
hours   47   minutes   and  we   are   due   to   acquire   just   any second. 
A whole host  of  stations,   Acension,   Bermuda,  Mila, Grand 
Bahama   and   Madrid   ar. d  well   and   the   Canaries.     This   is the 
fourth revolution  around  the Moon,  by  a manned spacecraft, 
our   orbit   is   60.4   nautical   miles   by  61.7.     We've   had no 
attempted  comm yet  you  can hear  a little keying  going on the 
background,   but   just   any  moment  we  should  get  an establishing 
call.     A  period   of   acquisition   this   time   is   estimated at 
an hour  and   11   minutes.     Let's   see   if we  can   get   charge C 
of  a   receiving   telemetry   yet.     It   is   on   this   pass where  - in 
which  Bill  Anders  will   do  an  extensive   four   rev tracking 
task.     He will   do  a  vertical  stero  photography  and in 
considerable   detail   to   chart   all   the  approaches   to several 
landing  sites   in  near   the   center  line  -  in   the   center of 
20   degrees   -  I'm sorry    -  on   the   face  of   the  Moon, front 
face.     And  here   goes   up   the   first   call   from Mike Collins, 
let's   see what  we  can   catch.   -  And we   are  advised  that we 
are  having  antenna   problems   at   our  prime  site,   we  have handed 
it   to  another  site,   Goldstone,   I  believe.     You will notice, 
on  some   of   these   transmissions,   a  lot   of  background noise, 
that   is  being  done   on   the  smaller  powered  antennas   from the 
spacecraft   around   the  high   gain  antenna,   the  one which 
transmits   the   television  pictures   and  other  data, the 
reception   is  much  clearer.     Another  call  has   gone  out, here 
is  the conversation. 

CAPCOM Roger,   we  have  been  having  a little 
antenna problem on   the  ground here,  we are  reading you now, 
with   a   lot   of   noise   in   the  back   ground,   how read? 

SC Inaudible. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Frank,   we   are   still   trying to 

get   a little bit  better  com here,   stand by. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston, over. 
SC Yea,   I  can  hear you. 
CAPCOM I   understand  you  are   reading  us   loud and 

clear,   we  are barely  reading  you,  would you  go  to  2 in 
ACCEPT  please,   we   are   going   to   send  you  a  P27 update. 

SC Roger.   - We  are   going  to  accept, Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   you  are  not readable. 

We are  going to delay  the P27  until we get a little bit 
better  lock  on you. 

PAO This   is   Apollo   control,   Houston,   we are 
having  antenna  difficulties.     We  are  going  to  try some more, 
standby  let's   continue   to monitor. 

CAPCOM Going  to   the  LM slot   and we would like 
you  as   per  planned   to   transfer   that   to   the  CSM  slot  by a 
VERB  47   ENTER  and we would   like  to  just   remind  you that 
prior   to  doing  your  VERB  47   ENTER manually  select  POO and 
wait   for   the   computer  activity   lights   to   go  out,   did you 
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CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

loud and clear, over. 

copy, over? 
Roger, we copy. 
Okay,  Frank,  are you still reading me 

SC 
CAPCOM 

Ready to copy. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

reading now? 
SC 
CAPCOM 

date coming. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Roger,   loud and clear. 
Okay,  I'll  go ahead with a map update. 

Hold on a minute. 
Apollo  8,   this  is Houston,  how are you 

Go ahead,  Houston,   this  is Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,   this  is Houston, with a map up- 

Inaudible. 
Roger,  Apollo  8,  Houston,  your map update 

for rev 425 LOS  765959  770906 prime meridian  77  15 47 AOS 
77 45 50  78 22 03,  IP  1 position  time  for control  .2  77 29 42, 
IP  1  time closest approach for target Bl  78  10 25, over. 

SC Roger, inaudible. 
£APC0M We will  try  it  again later. 

/- PAO' Apollo control here,  I want  to correct 
somSeirfTing I apparently said,  Frank Borman dedicated that 
prayer  to    1.  Johns_F^is_copal  church,  he is  a member of 
St.  Christophers J"Th~econ f us ion is due  to  the fact that 
Jim~trtrvein is  a member of St.  Johns,  so we have two 
Episcopalians  going to  two different  churches.    I apoligize 
the correct name of  the church is  St.  Christopher, we have 
the correct  town.    Now let's  get back and monitor.  - We will 
take  the  line  down due  to  the noise and  recording any thing 
back up  to you with anything significant.    At  76 hours into 
the  flight,   this  is Apollo  control, Houston. 

( i "4 /H'>^A; 

i  ■ /I: 

) 

END OF TAPE 
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Apollo  Control  here, 76 hours 
i 

09 minutes PAO 
into  the  flight.     In  the  past   few minutes,  we've established 
a much  cleaner  communication with Apollo   8.     Here  is   a sample. 

Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston, over. 
Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston, over. 
Roger,   Houston.     How  do  you read? 
Reading  you  a  lot  better,   Bill. How 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

are  you  reading me? 
SC 

copying our low bit 
passes. Over. 

CAPCOM 
low bit  data now. 

SC 
corder back 
bit,   so all 

CAP COM 
CAPCOM 

tape  recorder dump, 
steam  pressure. We 

I'm reading you loud and clear and you 
data  to  record  this  - these tracking 

That   is   affirmative.     We  are getting 

Okay.     I've  played -  run  the  tape re- 
to  the beginning.     We have  quite  a bit  of high 
you will   have   to  do  is   record when  you  are ready. 

Roger,   stand by one, Bill. 
Apollo  8,   Houston.     Stand by one  on the 

We would  like you  to" look  at your 
think  that  the primary evaporator may 

Have  dried  out  and   if   the  steam  pressure  shows  off scale 
low>xwould you please  close  the back pressure valve,   and re- 
servic^the evaporator? Over. 

SC \ Roger. 
CAPCO^ Apollo   8,   Houston.     We  are   ready to 
you   the-P-27  LM^state  vector  update when you  are ready send 

ove r 

cis e 
SC 
is over, 
CAPCOM 

Mike . 
You Will have to wait until this tracking exer- 

Roger,   thank you. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO 
24  minutes. 
on  the front 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

computer the 
CAPCOM 
SC 

are  you ready 
CAPCOM 

Apollo  Control Houston here,   76 hours, 
Communication  much   improved  now  as  we  move out 
side  of  the Moon,   here  is  how it  is going. 

Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston,   are  you calling? 
Roger,   you  can  go ahead now and  give the 

updates  and  let's   get  going on  the pad messages. 
Ro ge r. 
It   is   in  POO   and ACCEPT.     Okay Houston, 

to  talk  about   the water boil pjcofelem? 
Roger,  we  copy  you in<C£00  and ACCEPT, ' 

and we are sending you a P27  lens stake vectofT   TFrf the 
water boiler,   it  looks  like  to  us   the evaporator has been 
reserviced.     How does  it  look   to  you, over. 

SC Roger,   I  reserviced it,   put  it  to AUTO, 
H20  flow  to AUTO and  the steam pressure went  to  zero again. 
So,   I  tried  reservicing  it   the  second  time  for  1 minute and 
again no  results.     I'm in  the present  process of closing 
the backpressure  valve  manually, over. 

CAPCOM Roger,   understand you  tried to reservice 
it  twice,  both  times  steam pressure has  gone   to  zero, and 
now you are  closing  the back-pressure  valve manually. 

SC Roger.     Each  time  I  have  reserviced it, 
the steam pressure  came  up  to  about   .07  to   .1  but  as soon 
as  the steam and water were  put  to AUTO  the steam pressure 
went  right back  down again. 

CAPCOM Roger,  we  copy  and we are  reading you 
and  clear now,   Bill.     On your map  update,   did you copy 
that   I   gave  you previously? 
SC Negative,   we have  not   copied  it yet. 
CAPCOM Okay,   I  have  it  for you again when you 

ready  to copy. 
SC Ready  to  copy. 
CAPCOM This  is  a map  update  for  revs 4/5. 

765959,   Sun   rise   770906,   prime   radian  771547,   AOS 774550, 
set   782203,   remarks   IP1,   acquisition   time   for  CP2 is 

772942,  IP1  time  closest  approach  for target Bl,   781025, over. 
SC Roger,   LOS   765959,   Sun  rise  770906, 774547, 

774550,   782203,   IP1,   CP2 ,   772942 ,   IP1  TCA for PI 781025. 

loud 
that 

are 

LOS 
Sun 

CAPCOM 
is  771547 and 
P27 update. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

have  it for 
CAPCOM 
SC 

you 
That is right and the prime 

got  your  computer back, we've 
radian time 
got  a good 

POO and TRANSFER, Okay,   we will   go to 
Roge r. 
Houston,   do you have  a{TEI5,for 
We  are working on  it now Frank 

momentarily. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 

• Go. 

us 
We will 

< i 
/ •    / - 
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CAPCOM Roger,   on   your back-pressure  valve, we 
would  like  to  know  how  long  after  you  closed   the back-pressure 
valve   the   first   time  -  how  long was   it   from  the  time you 
closed  it   until   the   time   you  started   the   reservlcing. We 
would   like   for  you   to  wait   about   15  minutes.     That   is to 
prevent   any   ice   from   forming   due   to   flash   freezing, over. 

SC Okay,   I  started  immediately  to reservice 
it. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     We   showed   that you 
closed  it   this   last   time   about   4  minutes   ago,   so  we would 
like  you  to wait  another   15  minutes  and  then  try  to reservice 

that   time  and  then  go  to  AUTO, over. it at 

thank you. The TEI 4<Cpadj which 
We will have  a TEI  5  pad-for you 

Be  advised we are  presently in 
were   In H20   flow AUTO,   and are 
about  5  seconds ago. 
we  copy   that.     We   confirm that 

I've   got   the H20   flow OFF, 

^rminator,   which  should be approximately 

again 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Roger, 

you have  is  still valid, 
shortly. 

SC Roger, 
steam pressure MANUAL, and 
now  in H20  flow OFF,   as of 

CAPCOM Roger, 
u£s  a  good configuration. 

SC Right now, 
do we  stay  that way? 

CAPCOM Affirmative.     Apollo   8,   Houston. On 
your  television  update,  we propose  that  you start   the TV 
at   the   flight   plan   time   of   85  hours,   37  minutes  and simply 
extend  the stop  time  a  few minutes.     You  are currently 
scheduled  to  stop   at   86  hours   and we would   like  to  keep it 
going un 
8634, over. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

We've  got the 
would  like to 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

are ready 
SC 
CAPCOM 

plus 11607 
SC 
CAPCOM 

ap pii cable 
ove r. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Roger, 

know you 
you when 

are busy 
ever and 

up 
if 

there. 
ever you 

wh eneve r 
you 

043 

not 
me, 

to 

Roge r. 
Frank, I 

daily  news for 
hear it. 

We  will   give  you  a call. 
Apollo   8,   this   is Houston. 
Go ahead. 
I  have   the  TEI  5   pad  for you 

copy . 
Okay j   go ahead. 
Okay,   TEI  5,   SPS/G and N,  45701 minus 

niner   212603.     Are   you with  me   so far? 
Ro ge r. 
Plus 31171 minus 00767 minus 00214180017001, 
001883118125  niner  31003.     Are  you with 

4027113 niner  8033,   down 043, 

plus 
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CAPCOM left   23  plus   0832  minus   1650012  niner 56362081463 
niner  44.     North  set  of  stars   remain  Sirius  and  Rigel; roll, 
pitch,   and  yaw  remain  same   angles   12  niner   155010. Ullage 
remains   2   quads   for   20  seconds,   quads   B   and  D.     Horizon on 
4   degree   line   at   TIG  minus   3  minutes, over. 

SC Roger,   here  we   go.   TEI   5,   SPS/G  and N 
45701   minus  043  plus   116  079212603  plus   31171  minus 00767 
minus  00214   180  017  001  NA plus  00188  31181   259   31003 40 
2711   398  033   Down  043   left   23  plus   0832  minus   16500 plus 
12956   36208   1463944.     Set   stars  are   the   same.     Ullage  - we'd 
like,   do  you  have   any objection to using 4   quads   for   15 seconds? 

CAPCOM No  objection to 4 quad ullage ... 
SC Okay,   we'd like t o just go  ah e~a d  and use 

4  quads   all   times   unless  we get a lot sh orter  on   fuel than 
we  are now. 

CAPCOM Understand. 
SC And   is   that 15 se conds ? 
CAPCOM A f f i rma t ive , 15 s e c on d s ,   4 quads. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8 - 
SC (garbled) horiz on is 4 degrees   at   minus - 
CAPCOM That   readback i s c o r re c t,   Frank, and 

we'd  like   to  advise   that   the voi ce q ua 1 i ty   on   that  high bit 
rate   is   excellent. Over. 

SC Thank  you, Mik e , it's 4  quads for 
15   seconds. Is that right? 

CAPCOM That   is   affi rma t i ve  Ap o llo   8,   4 quads 
for  15  se conds . 

SC Thank  you. 
PAO This   is Apollo Control Houston  here with 

24  minutes left to   run   in  this p eriod of acquisition. We 
might  make note of  our velocity i n this revolutions,   it is 
app r ox i ma t e ly _3_56_0_s t a t u t e miles per hour, and here goes 
another  call   from Mike Collins. 

SC Go   ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger   for  Bill.     He   can  go  ahead and 
standard   reservice   on   the  water  now.     It's looking 

Okay, you want us to reservice it now? 
That's   affirmative,   and  on completion 

do a 
good . 

SC 
CAPCOM 

go  back  to  auto. 
SC 
PAO 

this lull we hav< 
the harness is si 
at a mean heart : 
reporting period 
10, activity mode 
cabin temperature 79, that's a 2 degree rise from what we 
saw  about   an  hour  or  so  ago  -   77.     A  little  more   than  21 minutes 

Ro ge r 

Du r i n g this - Ap olio Control  here  - d ur ing 
b e e n lookin g at the biomedical data and 

i t c h e d over to B ill Ande rs.     We're lo oking 
at e o f 68 . His high during  this part icular 
i s 69 > a low of 67 . Mean respiration rate 
i s 1 i sted  as no r ma 1 Cabin pressure 4.9 
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PAO before  loss  of  signal.    We'll just leave 
the  line open. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This is Apollo Control Houston. Our 
time 76 hours and 40 minutes, and I think Mike Collins is 
about to advise the crew that they have a 60 for rev 5. 
Stand by. 

SC Go ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger.    We are still dumping your tapes. 

The voice quality on high bit is  coming through superb, and 
you are GO for next rev and we would like to get a brief 
status on your rest between 60 hours and L0I 1, just to 
fill in some information for us. 

SC We only got a couple of hours rest. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC .We^jre_jULr*jl_ri^hJL_JM*w, but we will have 

to wait until TEI before we get back to .< 
CAPCOM All right, you're right. 
SC Okav, Houston.    The water boiler has 

been reserviced, backpressure valve closed for 1 minute, 
water on for 2,  and it's now steam pressure auto, H20 flow 
auto. 

CAPCOM Roger, we copy,  Bill. 
SC If we have a problem - a similar prob- 

lem aeain on the back side in the sunlight, might be a 
good idea to crank the secondary loop until we have AOS. 
What do you think about that? 

CAPCOM Stand by one, Bill. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger, jJim.    In regard to your evapora- 

tor, we feel that if you do~have a similar problem next 
time on the back side in the sunlight,  check the evaporator 
outlet temperature,  and if it gets above 60, we concur that 
it would be a good idea to bring up the secondary loop. 
Over. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8, Houston.    When we say bring 

up the secondary loop, w*» mean bring up the evaporator onlv 
on the secondary loop, copy. 

SC Roger. 
SC Houston, Anollo 8.    We got  time for a 

little news? 
CAPCOM Apollo 8,  this is Houston, over. 
SC I say how about a little bit of that 

news you promised? 
CAPCOM Roger.    We got  the Interstellar Times 

here,  the December 24 edition.    Your TV program was a big 
success.    It was viewed this morning by most of the nations of 
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your neighboring planet,   the earth.     It was  carried live 
all over Europe,  including even Moscow and East jlerlin. 
Also  in Japan and  all  of North"  and Central America,  and parts 
of South America.    We don't know yet how extensive the cov- 
erage was  in Africa.    Are you copying me all  right, over? 

SC You are  loud and clear. 
CAPCOM                 Good.    San Diego welcomed home today the 

Pueblo crew in a big ceremony.    They had a pretty rough time 
of it in the Korean prison.    Christmas  cease-fire is in 
effect  in Viet Nam,  with only  sporadic outbreaks  of fight- 
ing.     And if you haven't done  your Christmas  shopping by 
now,  ypunk-fitter £ax_ge_t._it • 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM A couple  of Oilers  made  the All Star 

team,  Webster and Farr. 
SC Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM And  that's  about  all  our news,  how about 
your news. 

SC well, we're  looking forward to a big 
burn here shortly. 

CAPCOM Rog. 
SC Mike,   I   think  I   can  say  it  without r 

contradiction it's been a tnighty^.pji£__d_ry_spe 1 l_jip_Jie_re_.    >r *"n 

CAPCOM I   guess  you "can  say  anything  you like 
without contradictriohT — 

 SC                      When  do we  dump  water,   Houston. f 
CAPCOM Say again,  Frank. ™~w 

SC When do we  dump water. 
CAPCOM Stand by.  - Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM We will  get you  the  number after a 

while  on your water dump.    Looks  like  the  quantity isn't 
increasing very slightly and we're  considering not  only the 
quantity  in regard  to  the  dump,  but  also  its  effects  on the 
trajectory  relative  to TEI  and so  forth,  but we will have 
a good answer  for you shortly. 

SC We  are  not  just  thinking about the 
waste water  tank,  we're  thinking about  some  other kind of 
water  that  has  to  get dumped out  of  the  spacecraft. Slightly 
used water. 

CAPCOM Rog.    We  understand.   - Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,  we  have  about  three  and a half 

minutes  to LOS,  we  give  you back  the  DSE  for your  control and 
in regard  to  your water dump,  we  are  tentatively predicting 
a waste water tank dump  at  about  80 GET and any other dumps 
are your discretion,  any  time you would  like  to make them. 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM People   listening  to  the  high  bit rate 

down here,  say it's  like  sitting in your living room 
listening  to  go'ed tii-Ti . 

-S"C Sounds  like  a  good idea. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston,   coming  up   on two 

minutes  to LOS, we  got  a good reservice on the primary 
evaporator  and  everything  is   still   looking very  good down 
here . 

SC Okay,   thank you. 
PAO This  is Apollo  control,  Houston,   76 hours 

58 minutes   the  spacecraft  will   lose  lock with  Earth  in about 
one minute and start  its  fifth - actually its  sixth trip 
behind  the Moon and  it will be  the  start  of  its  sixth rev 
and when  it  gets  to  zero,  Mike  Collins  has  reminded  the crew 
one minute  to LOS  and Frank says  loud  and  clear,   "loud and 
clear",   they will  say  their  good-byes  on,  you heard nothing 
much  from Bill Anders  on  this  pass  and you are not likely 
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PAO to  for  several mo re , .h£_4^s_^n^j^jreme_l£  
bj^X--^51!"^-^^-3-^^^    His  column  in  the  flight  plan  is almost 
solid with instructions,  he  is moving  from one  couch to 
another,  he  is  using several kinds  of  cameras,   changing lens, 
and he  is  as  busy as  one man  - one  astronaut  could be. 
Jim Lovell  is working down  at  the G and N  station, getting 
pointing data and the  command pilot  in addition  to flying 
the  spacecraft,  having lunch,  is been carrying on a running 
conversation with his  compatriot,  Mike Collins  down here on 
the  Earth.    We have  lost  lock,  we  should be  back with the 
crew in 44 minutes.    This  is Apollo control at  77 hours into 
the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This is Apollo Control Houston,   77 hours 
32 minutes  into the  flight.    All quiet for approximately 
20 minutes.    We are due to acquire again in about  13 min- 
utes.  /One of  the more  interesting system phenomena,   I guess 
we could call it,  to come out of  these early revolutions 
around the moon is  the temperature variance we are seeing 
within the environmental control system.    The  system is 
proving capable  to the  task,  but  it  seeing much wider excur- 
sions  that  it sees  in earth orbital  flight.    I'm talking 
about temperatures on the variances - excursions,  I guess 
is  the proper word,  of 40 to 50  degrees within the system.") 
That  is not  in the cabin,  of 40  to 50 degrees, whereas at-^ 
the  same point in earth orbital  flight between the light 
and dark side, might see an excursion on the order of 10 
to  15 degrees.    Again,  the environmental control system is 
handling the cabin very nicely,  it's been purposely set up 
somewhat than warmer than yesterday and previous  days the 
crew prefers the cabin up in the higher 70's and that is 
where it has been on consistently today,  77  to 79.  but again 
and again, we hear action on the_w_a_Le_r_ boiler as we come 
arounjj_ frqm_the_dark side  into the  sun  side.    This phenomena 
TTnT-sure, will be examined at more length at the change of 
shift briefing,  and  as  the  flight progresses.-    No new con- 
versation report, all is well at  77 hours 34 minutes into 
the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston,   77 hours 
49  minutes  into  the  flight  and just  three  minutes  ago we 
acquired Apollo  8  as  it  came  around  the  corner on this 
fifth revolution around the Moon, here is the conversation 
as  it progresses. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8  this  is Houston, over. 
SC Apollo  8,   go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,  read you loud and clear. Welcome 

back . 
SC Roger.     Looks  like  the  evaporator - 

looks like the evaporator is holding okay or at least it is 
trying to. It dropped the temperature down to about 32 and 
now  it's  come back up  again and  stabilized  at  about  42 degrees 

CAPCOM Roger,   copy, Bill. 
SC Roger,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Roger,  Houston,   this  is Apollo  8, what 

we  are  doing -  the  control point  tracking I managed  to look 
for  a^CPl  at  the  same  time we were  trying to do a  CP2 on this 
rev. <^I^ picked  two marks  which  are just  as  small,  but more 
easily  recognizable,   then  the  ones  that were  given  to meS~> 
I  know  that   I   can  repeat   the  process  and  pick  the  same slnall 
point  on  the  next  rev.    Now I  can  try  to  look  for  the control 
points  that  are written  down,  but  I  think  that  I have better 
control over  the  ones   that we have. 

CAPCOM Roger,  JJjn understand,  we  accept that 
way . 

SC Roger,   one  more  point,   the   control point 
times  which  you have  given me   are  a  little  bit  off   and  I can 
notice by  comparing these maps  that  these ma^s_are not too 
well  aligned either. 

CAP COM Roger,   these  two small points  that you 
can  repeat  the  marks  on will you be  able  to  identify those 
precisely on a map, over. 

SC That's   affirmative,   that   is  why   I picked 
them,   they  are  both  -  they  are  both  very  prominent features 
and  they  are  both  very  small  craters  about   the   same  size as 
the   one  we   are   looking  for,   but   I   can pin point   them on a 
map . 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Roger,  one more  comment,   this  is  over a 

lot  of  controversy  of  data priority meanings,   it  looks like 
10  degrees  pitch up  is  the best  attitude  to obtain  a rise 
so  that you  can  follow  the  land mark down  through  the scan- 
ning  telescope.     If  you  pitch  down  any  more   full  up trudging 
will  not   get   the  horizon  and  the   horizon   is   a  great  help in 
leading yourself  into  the  control plan. 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Jim we  concur with your  use  of  the two 

small   craters  which  you   can  repeatableymark  on  and   find on 
the  map  and also  if  you will  give  us  your new  latitudes and 
longitudes  we   can  compute   for  you  a  time  of   closest approach 
to  those  points  with  the  spacecraft   10  degrees  pitched up, 
ove r. 

SC Roger,  Houston,(CP 1  latitude minus 6062 
o^kongitude  over  2  minus   78954 Wlrrttude  plus   00152 ; for 
CP2  Latitude  minus  09638  longitude  over  2  plus  81691 altitude 

"nrirfHrs  00007.     I   tried  to  get  these  things  read at  this last 
pass,  but   I  let  it  go by  to  get  set  up  for  this  first track 
of   the   landing site. 

CAPCOM Roger,   on  CP1  would you  say  again the 
latitude  and on  CP2  say again  the  longitude  on  the  two please 

SC Roger,   CP 1   latitude  minus  06269 , that 
is   the   latitude   and   for  longitude  over  2   for  CP2  plus 81691. 

CAPCOM Okay,  we   copied   them,   thank you. 
SC And  it  appears   that   the   resolve medium 

is  a very  good  combination  to track. 
CAPCOM Roger,   I  understand,   resolve medium. 
SC And  it   appears   so   far,   Houston, that 

no  spacecraft  motion  is  required  to  get  5  marks  on the 
target   in  plenty  of time. 

CAPCOM Roger,   I  understand  you  require no 
spacecraft  motion  to  get  5 marks. 

PAO And   that  brings   us   up   to  this point, 
we  have  had  no  additional  comments  now,   for  a half  a minute 
or  so,   that  is  excellent  data  to  have,  precisely  the kind 
of  data  that we  had hoped  to  get.     The  navigational  side of 
lunar  orbit which  will  be   flown  by  both   the   command  - future 
command module  and LM flights  around  the  Moon. Lovell 
will  continue   to  - his  navigational work  and dear old Bill 
Anders  sitting off  in one  corner  there  squeezing off pictures 
that   the   most   professional  photographers wouldn't 
believe.     Frank Borman  is  entering a  rest period here, which 
is   to  extend  of   three  hours.     It   is   doubtful   that  he will 
really  go  to  sleep,   but  he  has  been  excellent   about following 
flight  plan   today,   he  probably  needs   rest.     At   77   hours 57 
minutes   into   the   flight   this   is  Apollo  control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo   Control   in   Houston   here,   78 hours 
19 minutes into the flight. We've had a few sporadic con- 
versations  with   two   very   hard  working  pilots,   actually I 
guess all the conversation has 
in  the   last few 
conversations . 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
the  TEI fix 
here 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
using auto 

mi nu t e s Here 
been 
is a 

with one, Jim Lovell, 
collection  of those 

Houston 

wi th 
them 

Apollo 8, 
Go  ahead. 
Roge r. I am about 
update   and   the map 

stop 

15  minutes early 
update.     I  will have 

whenever  it's  convenient  for  you  to copy. 
Okay,  just  a minute, Mike. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go   ahe ad . 
Roger.     We  would   like   to   ask  you to 

optics   on  the   p^seudo-ianding  site, ^tt's 
necessary  that  we   send  you  up  a  \T-21   tl5  updaTe~~~~ttre (RLS ^) 
values   stored   in   the   computer,   over. ^—S 

SC Roger.     I   found --list 
D-l . 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

please,  we are 

Roger, understand. 
Apollo   8,   Houston, over 
Go   ahead;, Houston. 
Roger.     It   you  would go 

going  to  send  you  a P-27 
date   an  RLS   value  which  will   be followed 

of ob j ects , 

to POO in ACCEPT 
load wh i ch will up 

by a p r o ce dura 1 
auto op tics should 

be  working shortly 
SC Roger. All  right, jus t  use no landmark 

au t o optics i is stead   of th e code. 
CAP COM Apollo 8 ,  Hous ton. We are als o sending 

you a state ve c t or update at   the   same t ime . 
SC Okay, we will  be expec ting tha t . 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 ,   Hous ton. We taking the DSE 

for a  dump . 0 ve r , 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 ,   Houston, ove r . 
SC Go ahead , Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger. We  would like to  t ake Bill's 

DSE for  a  dump. Ove r . 
SC Roger, g o ahead. 
CAPCOM Thank  yo u . 
PAO An d that brings   us up to snuff with all 

the tape of this pass. I think we are going to go back 
to live action, let's cut up there. 

PAO Our   o rb i t   this   rev 60 - shows a  62 mile 
apogee  and a 60 . 1   mile   p e rigee, perigee occurri ng  at 10 degrees 
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south by 101 degrees east and apogee occurring at 10 degress 
north  by   78  west.     Here   goes   a rail. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Roger.     I  have up- 
dates,   a map  update  for  rev  5/6,   and TEI  fix  update. Which 
would  you   like first? 

SC Okay,   I've   got   the   map  update   page now, 
why   don't  you  give  me   that one. 

CAP COM Okay,   map   update   for  rev  5/6.     LOS   785849 , 
sunrise   790807,   prime  meridian   791430,   AOS   794436, sunset 
802105,   IP   1,   time   of   closest   approach   to   target  Bl 800908. 
Now  your   two  new  control   points   that   Jim  gave  us, control 
point  number   1,   acquisition   791032,   control  point  number 2 
acquisition   792314, over. 

SC Roger,   copy.     Ready   for   the TEI. 
CAP COM Okay,   Bill.     Before  we   read   the big 

TEI   update   here,   I'd   like   to   give   Jim  briefly   a procedure 
for P-2 2.    When he   comes   to NOUN  89,  we  request  that  he do 
a  VERB   34   enter,   do   not   proceed,   and  by   so   doing  that, he 
will not  incorporate the  lat  and  longititude  from his mark 
and  he  will   not   change   the   reference  value  of   the landing 
site,   and we  will  solve  auto  optics  problem, over. 

SC Let   me   see   if   I   have   this   correct, Mike. 
When  flashing 0689  comes  up with  the  latitude  and longitude 
information,   I   will   not   proceed   but   will   go   to  VERB   34 and 
terminate,   is   that correct? 

CAPCOM Yes,   that   is  affirmative.     Do  a  VERB 34, 
enter  instead  of  proceed.     And   that  will - 

SC All   right,   is   this   technique true? 
SC Houston,   is   this   technique   true   for both 

the   node   cont    •1   point   auto  optics   on G-25? 
CAPCOM Stand   by   one, Jim. 
SC And  the -- 
CAPCOM That   is   affirmative,   Apollo   8,   that is 

always true. 
SC Okay,   roger.     True   for   the   code auto 

optics   and  no   landmark.     I'll   see   that   it   goes   on  -  or I'll 
use   34   instead  procedural .... 

CAPCOM Roger,   thank  you,   Jim  and   I   have the 
TEI/6  hour,  when you  are  ready,  TEI  number 6. 

V^^/   SC Co ahead. 
S C Ready   to copy. 
CAPCOM Roger.     I'm  glad  you   are   ready   to copy 

TEI  number  6.     I've   got   one   last   comment   for  Jim before you 
do  so.     The  VERB  89,   correction,   the  NOUN  89  we  are talking 
about   is   the   one   that   he   gets   after  marking   it.     There are 
two NOUN  89's,   one  prior  to  marking  and one  after  and our 

( 
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procedure  references  NOUN  89  after marking, over. 
SC Roger, understand. 
CAPCOM Thank you,  and Bill,  are you still ready 

to copy? 
SC Ready  to  copy, Mike. 
CAPCOM TEI  6,  SPS/G&N,  45701  - 040 +  157. Are 

you with  me  so far? 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM 081  21  24  43 +  31776  - 00823  - 01365 180 

016001  not  applicable + 00188.     Are you still with me? Over, 
S C Roger. 
CAPCOM Good.     31816302  31624 40  2699 396033 

down  054  left  21 + 0810  -  1650 -- 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM plus  0810  minus   1650012  niner  6 8 3 6 2 2 214 6 4 204. 
GDC   align   remains   the   same,   Sirus   and   Rigel.     Roll   12 niner, 
pitch  155,  yaw 010,  ullage  4  quads   for   15  seconds. Horizon 
on  6   degree   line   at   TIG  minus   3   minutes, over. 

SC Roger,   Houston,   TEI   h   SPS/G  and  N, 45701 
minus   040   plus   157018212443   plus   31776   minus   00823 minus 
01365180016001  NA plus  0018831816302316244026  niner, niner. 
Are  you with me? 

CAPCOM Yes,   I ' in with you. 
SC 3   niner   6033,   down   054,   left   21   plus 0810 

minus   1650012  niner  6 8 3 6 2 2 2 14 6 4 204.     Same  GDC  align Sirius 
a.vd  Rigel   12   niner   155010,   4   jet,   15  seconds.     Horizon  6 degrees, 
TIG minus  3, over. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Bill.     On  your   ignition time, 
GETI   is   81   hours,   081 over. 

SC Roger,   go tit, 081. 
CAPCOM Thank  you sir. 
SC Thank  you.     As   a  matter  of   interest, these 

side  windows   are   so  hazy,   that  when   the   sun  shines   on them, 
they  just  about  -  they  are  real  poor  for  any  visual observation 
or  photography  heads up. 

CAPCOM Roger, understand. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston, over. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,   these   last   state   vector updates 

we   sent  you,   Jim,   was   to   the   LM  slots   and  you will  have to 
transfer  that  over  tn   the  CSM slots  using  (garble)   47  enter, over. 

SC Roger,   will do. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC. Go   ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Bill  has  got  his  tape recorder 

back and we noticed that during that last dump, it was all 
in low-bit rate and we wondered if that was intentional or 
not? Over, 

SC Roger,   we  didn't,  have  much  to  say, we 
couldn't   see   out   of   the  windows   very  well, Mike. 

CAPCOM Roger,   understand.    Thank  you Bill. 
SC It   was   really   too bad. 
PA0 This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston here, and 

that   is   a  pretty   tired   Jim  Lovell  we're   hearing,   I   take it, 
from  somebody  who   has   listened   to  him  now   for   some   18   -   14 and 
4  and  3-21   days.    Here  is  somemore  conversation,   I think 
he  is  just  about   to  get  a  GO  for  Rev 6. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Bill.    This  next  time  around into 
the   sunlight,   we   don't   expect   problem with  the primary 
evaporator.     If   it   does   start   drying  out,  we   think   it   is best 
just   to   close   the  back-pressure   valve   and   there   is  no need 
to  activate  the  secondary  boiler, over. 
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SC Okay,   I   guess   the   60  degree   limit will 
still hold then. 

CAPCOM Standby. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We  are suggesting 
you  disregard the   60   degree   limit   and   let   it   go   ahead and 
rise up  above 60.    There  is no need  to activate  the second- 
ary ,  over. 

SC Okay.    We  just  don't want  to boil  our ] 

CAPCOM (laughter)   Roger,   understand.     Apollo 8, 
you  are  GO  for  the  next   lunar  orbit rev. 

SC Roger, Houston. 
SC Roger,  Houston.     I'll  read  the  book this 

time . 
CAPCOM All right. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  here.    We are 

15  minutes   to loss   of  signal,   we  will   take   the   line down 
and  bring  you any  additional   comments   that   may  occur be- 
tween  now  and loss   of  signal.     This   is  Apollo  Control Houston 
at   78 hours  43 minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston,  79 hours 
even into the flight of Apollo 8. We have a few straineous 
comments coming up - as we 
and we will 
s ignal. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

before we have 
Over . 

SC 
get his when he 
the expression, 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

went over the hill on this fifth 
play  those  for  you now,   right  through  loss of 

Apollo  8, Houston, over 
Go ahead. 
Roger, we 

LOS,  and we 
have about 
would like 

4-1/2 minutes 
your  last PRD 

Standby. 
wakes up. 
quite safe 

Roger, 
Apollo 

The commander is asleep, 
The  LMP   is   still pitch, 
onboard.     C is  9,  C and 

copy   .64,   .09,   thank you. 
8,  Houston,  about  40 seconds 

left 
readout 

we ' 11 
pardon 
D is .09 

to 
LOS  and everything  is  looking good down here. 

SC Roger, Houston.    We will give 
try here. 

CAPCOM Roger. 

it another 

rev 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   control,   Houston, 79 
hours  46  minutes  into  the  flight.    Mike  Collins has  sent up 
two  calls  and has  gotten no  response,  we  think we  have some 
key  action,  but  that's  all.     To  date we've,  on  the basis 
of  earlier  revs,  we've  gotten  used  to now,   turning  to our 
E-com  and  asking  the   first  question  as we  come   around the 
corner  - how is  the  evaporator  and  the  answer  is  this time 
it  is working great.    They  apparently have  the  right handle 
on  it.     As  I mentioned  earlier,   it  is  seeing large temper- 
ature  excursions,  apparently no  larger  than people within 
the  project  office  and  at  North American  and,   I'm sure  at the 
air  corporation,   had   felt   they  might   see.     And  I  know many 
people  in  those positions  who  are very much  relieved  to see 
these   excursions   and  all  -  excursions   of  only  40   to 50 
degrees.     It  still  no  answer,  no  additional  calls  or any- 
thing.     Mike  Collins  tries  again.    And we might  have a 
ground  antenna problem.     Checking our  ground  stations now. 
In  this  temperature  area  the  evaporator,  of  course, isn't 
the  only  area  seeing the  same  order  of  temperature excursions 
I  am looking at  a  command  service  module  RCS  summary here, 
which  shows  -  prevents   temperature   readings   at   four  or five 
oints,   on  various   tanks   surfaces   in  the   service  module and 
see  one  valve  in  the  temperature  here  which  is  a specific 

0.x digit  identified point which marries  the  low and the 
high  over  any  given  rev  and   they  happen  to  range   from 50 
degree  fahrenheit  to   100  degrees  fahrenheit,   there  are four 
other  readings  in  the  service  module,  which  range  from 50 
to  90  degrees   fahrenheit.     It's  been  nearly  six  minutes now 
since we  acquired  and just  getting a  general back ground 
noise  in  orbit.     No  additional attempts  to  raise  the space- 
craft.     So  based  on what   E-comm says,   we  may wait  a few 
minutes  before   trying  additional   calls,  we  will  be  back up 
then.     It   is   79  hours   51   minutes   into   the   flight,   this is 
Apollo   control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo Control H o uston here. We are 
locked  up  and Ji m Love 11 is   g i vi n g us   some in teres ting 
description  of h is   use o f   the   a u t o optics in his tracking 
tasks on  the bac k  side o f   the mo o n Here it i s . 

CAPCOM A p o 1 1 o 8, this i s Houston, o ve r . 
SC Houston , Apollo 8 , over. 
CAPCOM Read i ng you   ve r y we ak   but - a  lot of 

background noise We lco me back a r o u n d. How do  you read 
now ? 

SC 
CAPCOM Okay . 
SC H o u s ton , Apollo 8 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 ,   H o u s t o n Go ahead 
SC Roger, Houston . A  f ew words about our 

optics tracking systeci. I used a u to  optics f or   con t ro1 
joints   1  and  2 o n  the ba c k side a n d  they worked  be~aTrt-±-f-u 11 y 
Frank  pulled~~tfn~e target for  me a n d I  went to the control 
point  3  as desig n a t e d in our  o r b i t al control book , just 
using   the latitu d c   and i ongitude g i ve n   to mc and   used auto 
optics  to  track  that  particular  coordinate  system but it 
was  very   close   to   the   actual   tracking  spot.     I   think the 
mark  there where  I  did ray   final  marking  is  gives  us impor- 
tant   latitude   and   longitude.     I'm  now   about   to   come   up on 
the  landing  site  and  using auto  optics -- 

PAO Apollo  Control   here.     In   this   lull, we 
perhaps  should  take   advantage  at  least  to  point  to the 
people   in   the   news   rooms,   who  may   not   -  have   not noticed 
it  yet.     Our   latest   data  display   on   one  of  our walls, 
there's   the  words  Merry  Christmas   Apollo   8.     The Merry 
is   in   red   letters,   the   Christmas   is   in  white   letters, and 
the  Apollo   8   is   in  blue   letters.     That   display went up 
about   an  hour  ago.     1   guess   it   technically   should  be called 
data.     The   consensus   here   is  of   course,   that   the   crew is 
and  remains   quite  busy   and  we   are   going  to  have  some up- 
dates   in   the   course   of   this   pass,   the   sixth   rev.     Here it 
is . 

SC Go ahead, 
CAPCOM Roger.     We   know   you're   busy   so  we are 

not   going  to  bother  you.     We   are  watching  your progress 
on  the   DSKY.     You  are   looking  good,   all   your  systems are 
looking  good  and we  have   maneuver  pads   for  you  any time 
at   your convenience. 

SC Roger,   we  will   take   them when we are 
doing  the  P-52,   if   that's okay. 

CAPCOM That   is   just fine. 
PAO And  this   is   Apollo  Control  Houston at 
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80 hours  1 minute into the flight.    We apparently are not 
going to have very much communication at  this point. We 
will come back up when we do.    This is Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control   Houston,   80 hours 
15  minutes   into   the   flight.     In   the   last   few minutes we 
recorded  some  most   enthusiastic   comments   from  Jim Lovell on 
his  assignment.     Comments   from Lovell  and   from Anders on 
their  tracking  assignment   during  these  middle   revs   around the 
moon.    .Love 11   pays   astronaut   Jack  Schmidt,   Harrison Schmidt, 
actually,   a  PHD  in  Geology,   a  great  compliment with   the work 
that  he  and other members  of  the  Lunar Mapping  Science Lab- 
oratory  here  in MSC  has  done"?   In picking various  Moon marks 
or   land  marks   leading  to   the/sights  we've  picked  out as 
probable   landing  sights   for   subsequent   Lunar  missions. Jim, 
as   I  say,   is  most   enthusiastic   about   the  cloudy  of   the ridges 
and  rills  that  he was  given  to work with,   and Anders chimes 
in  that  he   thinks   it's   all   great,   too,   except   he wishes the 
windows  were  more   easily   seen   through.     Here   is   the conversa- 
tion we  have  -   that's  been  going  on   in  the   last   few minutes. 

SC Kike,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   go ahead. 
SC Mike,   there  are  an  awful   lot  of objects 

down  on  the   landing  sight.     I1 ' s   j us t__a.s__f armi dj_ h 1 e  Jack §jc_hmi_dt 
marked.     All  of   the  objects   are   tracking  perfectly  on the 
taTget,   and   if  you'd   like we  can  get   it  out  beautifully. I 
have  a beautiful  view  of   it.     The   first   I've   seen  just barely 
beneath  the  vertical  now,   and  the  second  one  coming up  - just 
a   grand view. 

CAPCOM Roger,   go  ahead,   Jim,   Jack's listening. 
SC Jack,   the  information  -  the triangles 

that  we  see  now are  from  the  first  IV,   second  IV and the 
CI   are  just   right,   I   chink,   for   1 a njd_iji^_jCLQLnilt_t ions_.     The shadows 
a r e n ; t   too deep   for you  to  get  confused,   the  land has texture 
to   it   and  enough   shadows   there   should  make  everything  stand out. 

SC If  Jack's   listening,   tell  him  that the 
optical  may  be  doing  all   right,   but   the  eyeball   is  having a 
little   trouble   looking   t h r o_uj>h. aLl_thi s   smear  on   the win- 
dows . 

"      SC Doing  better   than   the  eyeballs,   how about 
the cameras? 

SC We   have   the   smme  smear   to  look through. 
The  Rendevous windows  a~e  okay,  but   there's  some   (garble) in 
all directions  here  so far. 

CAPCOM Roger, 
SC I   think  the  vertical  stereo will be okay. 
SC It   certainly   looks   like we  picked a 

a more   interesting  place  on   the  moon   to   land   in.     The back side 
looks   like  a  sand  pile  my  kids   have  been  playing   in  for  a long 
time.     It's   all  beat  up,   no  definition.     Just  a   lot   of bumps 
and  holes . 

SC I'm  looking   2P2   right  now,   Houston, and 
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SC it's  a  great spot. 
SC The  area we're  over  right now  gives  some hint 

possible  volcanic   though   I  can't   eyeball   it  at   the moment 
to  pin  that  down.     There/are  some  craters  and build-ups that 
just   definitely  suggest, /volcanic activity. 

CAPCOM 
Jim thinks the 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

an tenna, we'd 
SC 

our computer 
CAPCOM 

stand by one 
ACCEPT . 

SC 
SC 

here, Houston. 
CAPCOM 

and we'11 send 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

a  little piece 

like   to take 
Roger. 

to  update our 
That's 

11 tell and I 

I  understand Bill,   and  I understand 
s   the winner. 

~ah ,   that's   right   the (garble). 
Roger. 
That's   relatively  speaking,,   of course. 
That's   r ight. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
This   is   Apollo 8. 
Roger,   Jim,   we  have  you  on   the  high gain 

the  DSC  and  dump   it over,, 
Houston,,   are  you  going  to use 

state vector? 
affirmative,   Jim,   we1d   like   to - 
you when   to  do   it,   put   it in 

Roge r 
Ro ge r 

Then , 
Then , 

I'll 
I ' 11 

work my (garble) - 
work my  P52 around 

you 

of 

please put  it  in ACCEPT 
a  state  vector update. 

ACCEPT. 

deliberating over 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Jim would you 
a  P-27  and run 
Roger,   will do 
Thank you. 
Houston,   this   is Apollo  8,  we have 

useful   information   if  you're interested 
it. 

Go  ahead. 
Roger.     Our  first  control  point  is very 

in 

near the terminator, and as the objects we're tracking, I had 
an  occasion  to watch  the  Sun   come  up,   and  at  about   2 minutes 
before sunrise you get the 
sort of a fine white haze, 
space  just  behind   the limb 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

the  sun  comes up,, 
behind  the limb. 

SC 
shape, unlike the 
it.     This  is just 

limb  begins   to  brighten  up into 
a  faint  glow completely  over the 

Roger,   Jim - 
Rog. I understand. About 2 minutes before 

you get a fine white haze radiating out from 
How  far out does  it extend? 

It   goes  up  quite  a ways.     It   takes   a fan 
sunrise  on  Earth where  the  atmosphere affects 
sort  of  a  complete haze  all  over  the local 

area.     It's  concentrated  at   the  exact   time   the  sun  comes up 
at  ignition and  then  goes  away  from the  sun  spots. Very 
intere sting. 

CAPCOM (garble) 
CAPCOM Can we   go  back   to block with   the computer. 
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SC Roger. Roger. 
SC Okay,  Mike,  we're  ready  for  the map update 

and  then  the TEI„ 
CAPCOM Okay,  when you  get  your - before you get 

your map book  out,   the  Houston Complex has  got  a  little word 
for an old  ex CAPCOM.     They  say  they  consider you  in NON 
REMOTE. Over. 

SC *•      Not  terminating me,   I hope. 
CAPCOM Okay,  your map  update.     For  rev 6 by 7, 

LOS 805724, sunrise 810657, prime meridan 811302. Are you with 
me? 

SC You cut  out  after  the prime meridian. 
I  got  it,  but  not AOS. 

CAPCOM AOS  814305,   sunset  821954,   remarks IP1 
PCA for Bl  820739,   and now  I've  got  four more  times  for you 
which acquisition  times  for when various  things  come  over the 
horizon.     Ove r. 

SC Roger.     Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay.     Control  point   1,   acquisition time 

810905,  Control  point  2,   acquisition  time  812148, Control 
point  3,   acquisition  time  814317,   Bl  acquisition  time 820354. 
I'll  say   it  again  all   those  acq  times  are  when  they   first come 
over   the horizon. Over. 

SC Roger.    Copy Houston.     In about  2 seconds 
I'll be  ready  for  the TEI. 

CAPCOM All right. 
SC I'm  ready . 
CAPCOM CEI  7  SPS  rising,  G&N - stand by one, 

Bill. 
SC Just  a matter of  general  interest, Houston, 

everybody   is   feeling  good  and  the CDR  is   taking  a snooze. 
CAPCOM All  right,   glad  to hear  it.     We were just 

talking about  a water dump down here.    We've  got  one coming 
up  and  it  looks  like  that  on  this  rev prior  to  the  time around 
LOS  or  just  prior   to  LOS would  be  a  convenient   time   to  do it, 
do you think so? 

SC Okay,  we will.     Down  to  25  percent again? 
CAPCOM That's  affirmative  and we'd also be in- 

terested in any comments, about what these various dumps have 
done to your optics if anything and how long the effects last 
after a dump. 

SC Don't   seem to have  done  anything  to any 
optics,  but  it  definitely  got  in some  of  the windows. There 
are  a  few  little  chunks  of  ice  on window number  1,  which is 
nearest  the vent,   and  also  on window number 5  a  little bit, 
windows  2  and  4  remain amazingly clear. 

CAPCOM Roger.    Thank you Bill  and  I'm ready to 
resume   the  PAD when  you are. 

SC Okay,   press  all  the way. 
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CAPCOM All  right,   weight  45701  minus   040 plus 
157 083   18  2080 plus  32346  minus  01168 plus  05730.    Are you 
with me  so  far on this? 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston, over. 
SC Go  ahead, Mike. 
CAPCOM Rog.     I  got   down  through  Delta  V X,   Y, and 

Did you copy  those? Over. 
SC No I didn't read a word.     I'm still waiting 

for  the weight. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Let's   go  back  to   the weight. 

45701  minus   040 plus   157.     Are  you with  me? Over. 
SC Sounds good. 
CAPCOM Okays   GET I   083 18. 

END  OF TAPE. 
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CAPCOM Okay,   GET I  083182080  plus   32346 minus 
01168  plus   4   correction  plus   05730   are   you with  me, over. 

SPACECRAFT Roger 
CAP COM Thank,  you.     17   niner  00  niner  00 1 not 

applicable  plus  0018732870   30732676  420880   253033  down 121 
left   27  plus  07  niner 0  minus   16500   12  niner  7336238146 44 
14  same  North   set   Sirius   and  Rigel   row   12  niner,   pitch 155, 
yaw  010  4  quads   for   15   seconds   rising  on   the   2   degree mark 
at   P   ignition, over. 

SPACECRAFT     Roger.     GET I   7  SPS/G&N  45701   minus 040 
plus   157083182080  plus   32346  minus   01168  plus   05730   17 niner 
9   correction   00   niner   001   NA,   are   you  with me. 

CAPCOM Yeah,   I'm with  you, Bill. 
SPACECRAFT     Plus   00187   32870   307   32676   32 correction 

420880   253033  down   121   left   27  plus  07  niner  0  minus 16500 
12  niner   73   36238   146  44   14  same  North  Set   Sirius,   Rigel 12 
niner   155010  4   jet   15   seconds   2  degrees  now.horizon  and peak. 

CAPCOM That's   all correct. 
PA0 Apollo  Control  Houston  here   80 hours 

36  minutes  into  the   flight  and  I  think we  are  going  to have 
a  little  pause  here  perhaps   for  another   10   to   15 minutes 
before  we   come   upon  a   final   conversation   then  the spacecraft 
goes   over   the  hill  on   this   6th   rev  around  the  Moon  at orbits 
apogee   62.3  perigee   59.8  velocity  5,338   feet  per second. 
At   80  hours   36  minutes   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is Apollo  Control,   Houston,   at  80 hours 
57  minutes.     We're  - we've  just   lost   signal  with  the spacecraft 
We have  several minutes  of  conversation  to play  out  for yous 

but before we  get  to  that  I want  to 'mention  one  or  two things 
1  don; t   think we've  made  mention  of   the   fact   today   that we 
have  finally  after  6  revolutions  gotten  used  to watching the 
spacecraft  go   from  the   right   side  of  your   front wall map to 
the  left.     Just  as  it  is  proceeding around  the Moon  in a 
retrograde  orbit,   this  after all  these years  of watching 
spacecraft   move   from  the   left  side   of   the  wall  map   to the 
right,   it's   quite  a   transformation   in  just  one  brief day. 
Another point  regarding  the windows,   obviously  that  this has 
to  be   the worst   system we've   turned  up  with  on  this flight, 
and we've  been   talking  to   several  experts  about   it  here. This 
particular  condition  that we're  seeing,   the   fogging  on the 
hatch window and  on  -  to  a  considerable degree  -  and  on windows 
one  and   five   is   similar   to  a  condition   that   existed on 
Spacecraft   101   co mm only  known  as  Apollo   7.     The  situation has 
within  very   recent  days  been   if  not  duplicated  very closely 
approximated  in  test within  the  Spacecraft   Industrial Government 
Complex.     The   test   has   shown  that   the  material  used   in the 
window  calking  if you will,   substance  around  the window that 
provides   the  trough   in which  the  three pane windows  ride. It 
has  been demonstrated   that   some   outgassing  occurs,   that the 
particular  kind  of   rubbery  material  being  used  in these 
windows  joints,   that  is  the window  joints  in windows   1,   3, and 
5.     In  the  rendezvous windows  2  and  4,   a different material 
treated  under different  conditions  is  being used and apparently 
it   is   quite   successful.     Some   changes  will  be  made   on   the next 
spacecraft.     And   that   represents  about   all   the information 
we have  on  that  particular area.     One  other announcement, we 
presently plan no  Press  Conference  this  afternoon.     I repeat 
no  Press  Conference  at  our  change  of  shift  because we really 
see  no new  information  to  offer.     You've  heard  the bulk  of the 
conversation   today,   and   I   tnink   it's   all  been  very straight 
forward,     In view  of   the  extraordinarily   long hours   that many 
of  us  have  been  in  the  Control Center,   we  would   like   to bypass 
the  afternoon  Press  Conference which would  have  occurred about 
6  o'clock.     And   continue   to  observe   the  activities   through the 
evening hours  and  top  off  the  evening with  a Transearth Injection 
sometime  around midnight,   Houston  time.     So   I   say  again, we 
presently   plan  no  Press  Conference   at   the  change  of  this shift 
which will  -  would  have   occur  about   6  p.m.   tonight. We'll 
continue   right  ahead  with  as   full  a  coverage   as  we  can provide 
you,   and will  take  care  of any  questions  you might want to 
relay   to  our  News   Center.     Here  now  is   the   tape   that finished 
up   the  sixth rev. 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,  you  got  your DSC back and you are 

GO  for  the next lunar  orbit, over. 
SC Roger,   how  far did you want  us  to dump 

that water? 
CAPCOM 25  percent,   please dump. 
SC Roger,   25   percent.     Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston, over. 
SC Are you  receiving our  tracking data? 
CAPCOM That's  affirmative,  Jim.     We  are receiving. 
SC Okay,   thank you. 
CAPCOM And  also  Jim,   we  are  -   that   last  P27 we 

sent was for the LM state  vector  only,   and  it will  require a 
rev 47 enter to transfer  to  the  CSM slot, over. 

SC Roger,   will do. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC Okay,  we're dumping  the waste  tank now, 

Hous ton. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Bill.     Apollo  8,   Houston, over. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,  we've  got  four minutes  till LOS, and 

everything is looking good  down here. , 
SC Roger.     How  much   longer  do  you   think we 

have  to  go into battery  charge  there Mike. 
CAPCOM I'll  find  out  for you. 
SC If  you  can wake  up   the  E  com,   why don't 

you  have ask the back room? 
CAPCOM Oh,   you  really  know  how  to  hurt  a guy. 

\ 

Apollo 8,   Houston,  we  estimate  the charge will be  complete in 
another  45 minutes, over. 

SC Okay,   t-hank  you  very much. 
CAPCOM Apolio  8,   Houston,   1  minute   til  LOS, and 

standing by. 
SC Okay,   see you  on  the  other  side, Mike. 
CAPCOM Looking  forward  to it, 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo Control   Houston  here   81 hours 
43 minutes.     We  have  not  yet   acquired  nor have we  put   in a 
call but  since  it   is  about   that  time we  thought we  had better 
come  up  and  let  everyone  know we  are  here.     We have acquisition 
now  and we  are   getting   telemetry  data.     And  apparently my 
call  is  going  to wait  a  few minutes  before  he   initiates the 
conversation.     Here we  go with  the  call.     Let's  bring it up. 

SPACECRAFT Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Frank,   good  morning,   you're loud 

and  clear,   how about me? 
SPACECRAFT Loud  and clear. 
CAPCOM Welcome back. 
SPACECRAFT Thank you 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control.     Let's   see our 

cabin  temperature,   cabin  pressure   is   4.9.     Cabin temperature 
77 degrees  and we  apparently have   the biomed switch  on none 
of  the  pilots  at  this  point.     We're  getting no  data there. 
Here   goes   our call. 

SPACECRAFT Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,  we have  a  request  that  Jim space 

his marks,  his  5 marks  a bit- more  slowly  if  possible we would 
like   to   get   a  couple   of   them  past   the  zenith.     We're getting 
5  of   them with   rather  rapid  spacing  and  from  the geometry 
view point  it would be better  if  you'd slow  them down a little 
bit  and   lengthen   them  out   so  as   to  put  a  couple  of them 
past   the   zenith, over. 

SPACECRAFT ...   Houston,   Apollo   8,   that   last  bit of 
mark'j  a~e  invalid.     Disregard what  Jim drew  the  last time. 

CAPCOM Roger,   understand  the  last bit  of marks 
are   invalid, over. 

SPACECRAFT Roger,   if  you would  cotrrelate   the last 
set. 

CAPCOM We  have   an  awful   lot  of  background noise, 
Jim,   could  you  say   again please. 

SPACECRAFT By   just   giving  up   on  control  voice   3 I 
tried   to  stick  another  control  voice   in between  2  and  3. It 
didn't  do  it  so  I  just  marked it  down on  the program. 

CAPCOM All   right,   understand   that  you  are coming 
up  on 3. 

PAO This   is  Apollo Control Houston.     It sounds 
like  another   long  quiet  very  much   of  a working  pass. The 
81  hours  51  minutes  with  Frank  Borman up  as  you heard. He'll 
be very  busy  flying the  spacecraft.     Lovell  continues doing 
program 222  Auto Optic  Exercises.     He has  just a  solid block 
one  after  another   to  do   through   this   entire   rev.     Bill Anders 
is  literally  sandwiching  in  an  eat  period between additional 
land marks  and more  photography.     Here  is more conversation. 

CAPCOM , of  approximately   330  seconds  between each 
mark.     The   last   ones  we   are   copying  roughly   15   seconds between 
marks  and w       .>jld  like   to  stretch  it  out  even  further if 
that   is   o k ay  with you. 
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SPACECRAFT All  right. ' 
PAO t    Ground Elapse Time 82 hours  to 83 hours 

10  minutes  and hour and  10 minutes.     Bill Anders will get 
a rest,  a well deserved one. with all his  lunch.    At  81 hours 
53  minutes   this   is  Apollo  Control  Houston.     We'll  be  back up 
with more action when it occurs. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 
into  the  fligh t. 
passes   today. We 
what we've  had in 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Apollo  Control,   Houston,   82  hours   13 minutes 
And we  are   in  the midst  of one  of  our quieter 
ve had very  little  conversation.     Here is 
the   last   10   or   15 minutes. 

Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,   Houston, over. 
Roger,   Mike.     1   find   that   tracking  is much 

easier using  the  sextant  than  the  scanning  telescope.    You have 
finer  control  and with  this  medium and  resolve   the best 
combination. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Jim.     I   copy   that   it's   easier for 
you  to  use   the  sextant   than   the   scanning  telescope.     It gives 
you  finer control  and say  again after  that.     Apollo  8, Houston, 
do you read? 

SC Roger;   that   you copy. 
CAPCOM Roger,   I   copy   that   it's   -   tracking  is easier 

using  the  sextant   than   the  scanning  telescope because   it gives 
you finer  control  and  say  again after  that, over. 

It has a combination of resolve and medium 
best combination of - combination of speed mode 
can't  catch  up with  the target. 

Roger,   understand   that   the  best combinatioi 
medium.     Low  is   just   too low. 

Roger.     Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
Roger,   I'm  not   too   sure  what  happened that 

SC 
is perhaps the 
is   too  low, we 

CAP COM 
is  resolve and 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

time,  Mike,     I was  marking on  the  landing sites,   using  the code, 
and   I   kept   here   in  a   large   trunnion   for  auto   optics.     And   I could 
see  the  target,   or  landing site was  coming up,   so  I  just went 
manually   and  marked   and   get   the   -   the   latitude   and longitude 
were quite different  from the nominal. 

CAPCOM 
PAO 

to the live action, 
will be extended or 
taking.     Lee's hold 

Roger,   we   copy   that Jim. 
Apollo Control here.     That brings  us up 

I   can't   really   tell   if   this conversation 
not,     Mike  Collins   is   doing  a   lot   of note 
on  for  a  minute   or   two  and  see. Each 

revolution  around   the  Moon   today,   the  crew has  been  given a 
GO  approximately   about   20  minutes  before   loss   of  signal. Right 
now we  stand   38  minutes   from  loss   of  signal  on   this particular 

About  to  pass   the navigational  updates  to  the crew, 
here   it goes, 

Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Roger,  we're  checking into Jim's remarks 

the  mean   time   I  have  your maneuver pass 
your  convience, over. 
Roger.     Go  ahead with  your  data, Mike. 

rev 
And 

SC 
CAPCOM 

on his  P22,   and in 
and map  updates at 

SC 
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CAPCOM 
the DSC away from 

SC 
CAPCOM 

POO  in accept. We 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

or the TEI8? 
SC 
CAPCOM 

83 05  49, prime 
PAO 

this update up, we 
And his  mean heart 

Okay, and 
you, please 

All yours, 
Thank you. 

have  a P27 

before that 
for  a while 

we'd  like  to take 

and we'd like you to go to 
state vector  update   for you, 

There's  POO,  and  I  m going  to accept. 
Thank you. 
All  yours « 
Which would  you  like   first,   the map update 

82  55  54, sunrise 
The map would be fine. 
Okay,  map  update. LOS 

meridian  83   11   38,   AOS   83 - 
Apollo Control here while Mike  is passing 

're  looking at biomedical  data  on Jim Lovell 
rate   is   registering  66;   his  high  heart rate 

period  has  been 76; 

of Get 

over  the  recent  sample  period  has  been  76;  his   low  is - 
we'll now we have  a new data point here  so his  low  is  now 70; 
his  mean  rate  is  74.     He must be moving around  a  little bit. 
His  respiration  rate  is  up  some what  20  to  21 and  shows an 
activity mode  as  normal.     Could be  that he just went  from the 
couch  down  to his  G&N station  removed  in  the  opposite direction. 
Cabin pressure  4.9;   cabin  temp   77  degrees where  it's been most 

back now to  the update. 
Unde rs t and. 
For  the TEI pass. 
Roger,   the  TEI8  pass,   SPS,   G&N  45701 minus 
19'er04,   are  you with  me   so  far, over? 
Roge r. 
Okay,  plus   3 - 
Apollo  Control here,   the  crew now  is directly 
They're  just west   the  Sea of Tranquility, 

Sea,   southeast  of  the big crater 
east  of  the enormous Ocean Procellarun. 

040 

the day. 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

plus 157 
SC 
CAP COM 
PAO 

opposite the 
just south of the Imbrium 
Aristarchus,   and directly 

085 18 

Earth 

They're   only  just   a  few miles  north  of  a  cluster  of landing 
sites which  are  right  along the Lunar Equator.    They're about 
8  degrees,   8  lunar  degrees  North  of   the  sites,   four  of them 
that we  consider prime  sites  in  that  central Apollo  zone which 
is  boxed  in by  an  area of  about  45  degrees west by  45 degrees 
east  and  running 5  degrees  north  and  south  of  the Lunar Equator. 
And   that's   the  area,   of  course,   that   the   crew concentrated 
today   on   their  optics   check  just   as  well  as   they're photographic 
efforts. 

CAPCOM 060  left  42  plus  0773 minus   16500  129 82 
36256 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 
Sirius,  Roger, Roll 
15   seconds, horizon 
you zero  the optics. 

SC 
SC 

Mike? 
CAPCOM 

and   then  verify it. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

085   18   1904 quad 157 
001 , 
down 
3 is 

823  6256   146   4618  north  set   star remains 
129  6155,  Yaw 010.     For quad Elliott 
on  a  4-degree   line  at   PGS  and requesting 

Over. 
Roger.     Went   to   zero optics. 
Are you through with  the computer, now, 

With your computer P-27  on state vector 

Roger, we're going to put the GS in quad 
Roger,   that's fine. 
Okay,  GEIA,   SPS  G&N  45701  minus  040 plus 

3,   3195  minus   01267  plus   04716   179 08 
Schuba 
14646 18 
4 degrees 

NA plus 00187 33552 311 333 55 42 09090 252, 
060 rev 4.2 plus 0773 minus 16500 12982 3656 
rising 129 155 010 4 quad 15 seconds horizon 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Some   time  back  we  noted  evidence of 

a restart  in  the  computer and wondered  if you had  any remarks 
ab ou t   it.     Ove r. 

SC I know it.     Jim got  screwed up on one of 
those programs. He got kind of tired here and we got a re- 
start and a couple of program alarms. I don't know what he 
did . 

CAP COM 
computer is 

SC 
SC 

looking 
Roger,  Frank,   the main point  is the" 
fine   to   us now. 
That's good. 
Houston  don't  believe all 

he r< 
you hear up 

a  filter  Jim,   for that No,   we have 
Thank you-   
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go. 
Rog.     In  some   of   Jim's   previous comments 

brightness  as  the sun was  about  to  come  up has 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

about  the limb 
sparked  a  lot  of  interest  down  here.     And we'd  like   to ask 
him  if he  gets  a  chance  to  notice  again or perhaps  he can 
recall,  were  there  any  changes  in  the .appearances  of  the stars 
such as  did he notice  any  twinkling while  this was taking 
place,   and   did  he  notice   any  narrow   limb brightening 
within 10 

SC 
now. 

to 20 seconds prior  to  the sun's  rising. Over. 
He'll  be with  you -  he's   doing  a P-52 

CAPCOM Okay. 
SC Houston,  my  comments  concerning the sun- 

rise was the comment above the terrain. There appeared what 
might be called diagonal light or light to the haze or some- 
th..ng   like   that.     As   the   sun   came   above   or  before   the  sun came 
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SC above  the  limb,  Definite  rays  can be seen 
coming  from  the  other  side.     It  was   a  uniform haze apparently 
from the  center spot where  the sun was  going  to  rise. And 
this  was   something which   I  couldn't explain. 

CAPCOM Roger,  Jim.     I believe we copied  that and 
just   curious,   and  if  you  see   it   again  and  if  you notice any 
stars  twinkling or  any  additional information. 

SC Will do.    Won't have a chance until 20.1. 
SC Naturally  he doesn't want  to pass  out too 

much  of  that  information.     He wants  to  save   it  and write a 
paper when he  gets back, Mike. 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Right  then.     In German probably, huh. 
Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Okay,   what   time   is   that  TV,   Mike, 85 by 

CAPCOM 
86 14. 
SC 
long with   it  and I'm 
that  converts  into stereo 

37? 

like 

that 
men t s 
are a little 
make  sure we 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

We'd 
time . 
f our , 
are  go for 

SC 
CAPCOM 
's C 
CAPCOM 
SC 

sightings on 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

points   1,   2, 
on   the following 

SC 
CAPCOM 

85  37  to  terminator, which  is probably 

Okay 
», 

Well 
going 

I  don't  know  if we  can go 
to  scrub  all  the  other experi- 
or  other photography  and we 

to use  that  last bit  to really 

the 

bit tired, I want 
re  right  for TEI. 

Roger.     I  understand, Frank. 
A  couple  of  miscellaneous   items   for you. 

like  for you to  discontinue  charging Battery  B at this 
We'd also  like  to  get  a  cryo  stir  2 minutes  on all 

and your  up   telemetry  IU  switch,  put  to block please and 
next Lunar orbit. 

Thank you. 
Rog. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,  Houston, go 
Rog.     I want   to scrub 

next  rev,   so we  can let 
Rog.     I understand. 
I  understand  you want 

3 on  the next   rev and the 
rev . 

you 

this 

an d 

ahead  Frank. 
these  control point 
Jim take  a rest. 

to scrub control 
convereing stereo 

That's right. 
Okay,   Frank . 

We're  getting  too tired. 

END  OF TAPE. 
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CAPCOM Take  41845  remarks  control  point  1 acqui- 
sition 83073 niner. Control point 2 acquisition 832021. 
Control point  acq.   834151.     Bl  acquisition  840228, over. 

SPACECRAFT Roger.    A2  5554 A3 0549 A3  1138 834143 
841845.    CP1  830739,  CP2  832021,  CP3  834 151 ,  Bl 840228 

CAPCOM That  is affirmative. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo 8, Houston. 
SPACECRAFT Go ahead. 
CAPCOM This rev coming up we would like to 

clarify whether you intend to scrub Control Point  1,  2, and 
3 only and do  the psuedo landing site or whether you also 
intend to scrub  the psuedo landing site mark, over. 

SPACECRAFT We're scrubbing everything.    I'll stay 
up and  try and keep  the spacecraft vertical and take some 
automatic pictures but  I want Jim and Bill to get some rest. 

CAPCOM Roger,  I understand. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston. You 

heard  the  last  transmission  from Frank Borman wherein he 
indicated that he planned a drastic reduction in activities 
in the next 4  revs.    We've been noting and suggested earlier 
we had a tired crew.    Certainly  indicated in Lovell's voice. 
We heard very little crack from Bill Anders who is presently 
in a sleep period.     It just could be that  that will wind 
up  our activities  in lunar orbit.    There is a conference 
going on now around tthe Flight Director's  console and it 
will be from that  the ground will make up  its mind on what 
if anything is needed or if anything we might suggest to 
Gorman and that will be the subject of a  further conference 

f anything more was  needed.     Sounded to me  like Frank was 
very definite that he wanted to wrap it up at this point 
and certainly  let Lovell get some rest before transearth 
injection burn.    The  transearth injection burn is planned 
for 89 hours   15 minutes.    The major question in our minds 
on  this particular console is whether the spouting off of 
activities will include  the  television transmission on the 
9th rev.    We don't have  the answer to this yet.    We should 
have  the answer shortly.    At 82 hours 46 minutes  into the 
flight  this  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo Control Houston here 82 hours 
56  minutes   into  the  flight.     We  have   just   lost  signal with 
the spacecraft  and  I believe you heard  earlier Frank Borman 
declare   that  he  had  a   tired  crew.     Jim Lovell was  very tired 
you could  tell  it  from his voice as  the afternoon wore on, 
He  said  he  was   relieving  him  of   all   further   flight plan 
responsibilities  5 minutes  after he  said that he came back 
on   the  line  and  said Lovell   is   snoring  already.     Here   is the 
last  few conversational items with  the crew before  they went 
over  the  hill.     Let's  have   the tape. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8 Houston  4 minutes  to LOS you 
have   control  of   the  DSE now  and  all  your  systems   are looking 
good . 

SPACECRAFT Thank you  very   much, Mike. 
CAPCOM You bet. 
SPACECRAFT Lovell   is   snoring already. 
CAPCOM Yeah, we can hear him down here. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8 Houston. 
SPACECRAFT Go ahead. 
CAPCOM We have   1 minute  to LOS,   Frank,  you can 

terminate  stiring up your  cryos  any  time  and we agree with 
all your  flight plan  changes.    Have  a beautiful backside and 
we will  see  you next  time out. 

SPACECRAFT Thank you.   
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston here. 

You heard Borman  and since  that  camera station  the project 
manager  George  Low has  come  over  to  our  console  and he said 
that he  urged  me   to make  it  very   clear  that  Apollo Spacecraft 
Program Office  is  altogether happy with  the  data  they have 
gotten  v o * ay  and  they  feel  like   they  have  gotten  as nearly 
100  percent  oi  the data as   they  could possibly get.     He is 
quite  pleased with   it  and  he  is   ready   to  give   the   crew a 
well   earned  little  extra  bonus   rest.     According  to  the last 
information we  have  from the  Flight Director,  Cliff Charles- 
worth  and  from  the   incoming  Flight  Director,  we  are going 
through  a  change  of shifts  here,  we will  still have the 
television  pass   as   scheduled  at   about  8:25  or  8:27   in Houston 
time   to   last  approximately   45  minutes.     We'll   refine more 
as we  get   to  it.     Let me  check my   log here.     We  show it 
scheduled  for  85 hours  37 minutes  delineated earlier  in the 
day.     It   used   to  run   to  86  hours   14  minutes.     That's elapse 
time  and this  is Apollo Control Houston at 82 hours  59 minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control at  83 hours  11 minutes 
At   the  present   time  Apollo  8  is  nearing  the  end  of  it's seventh 
revolution.    We've had loss of signal now for about  16 minutes. 
Our displays here  in Mission Control Center show that we should 
reacquire  the spacecraft again in about  30 minutes.    At the 
present  time here  in Mission Control Center,   Flight Director 
Milton Windier  is  in  the process  of  relieving Clifford  Charlesworth , 
and  our Capsule Communicator will be Ken Mattingly replacing 
Mike Collins  in that  position.     Windier at  present  is going 
over  the  status  of  the spacecraft  and  the mission with his 
team of  flight  controllers.    And  as  I  said we will be reacquiring 
the spacecraft  again in about  30 minutes.    At  the present time 
all systems  aboard  the spacecraft  look good,  and as you heard 
in previous  conversation shortly before we had  loss  of signal, 
Lovell  is  sleeping at  the  present  time,   and  the  crew  is modifying 
the  flight  plan  to allow both  Lovell  and Anders  to  get some 
sleep  or  rest  at  least before  the Transearth  Injection Maneuver 
scheduled  to occur at  89  hours   15 minutes  into  the flight. 
At   83 hours   12  minutes   this   is  Apollo Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control,  Houston,   at  83 hours 
41  minutes  into  the mission.    We're  standing by  at  this time 
to  reacquire  the spacecraft  as  it  comes  over  the  Lunar horizon 
on  it's  eighth  revolution.    Here  in Mission Control Center, 
Flight  Director Milton  Windier  and  his   team of  flight controllers 
are becoming busily  involved  in becoming prepared  for the 
Transearth   Injection burn  scheduled  to  occur  at   89  hours   15 minutes 
Particularly  the  flight  dynamics  people  down  in  the  front of 
the Control Center.    They are  of  course  the gentlemen who 
will be  coming up with  the  information needed by  the  crew for 
the maneuver,   and  they  are very  heavily  involved  in  that at 
the present  time.     We'll  stand by  for Capsule Communicator 
Ken Mattingly  to put  in a  call  to  the  crew as we reacquire 
at  the  signal now at  about  1  or  2 seconds. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8, 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   loud and clear. 
SC Roger. 
PAO This  is Apollo  Control.     During  this pass 

on  the eighth revolution across  the front side of  the Moon, 
we expect  to begin passing up  some  information to the crew 
relevant   to   that  Transearth  Injection maneuver.     We  do anticipate 
that  both  Lovell  and Anders  will be  resting  at  this time, 
shortly before we  lost  to  the spacecraft - lost signal  from the 
spacecraft.     On  the previous  revolution,  Borman  advised us 
that Lovell was  sleeping,   and he said  that he had  removed a 
number  of   items   from  the'flight  plan  in  order  that  both Jim 
Lovel and Bill Anders would be able  to  get  some  rest before 
this  Transearth  Injection maneuver.    We'll  continue  to monitor 
here  and anticipate  that we will be having some conversation 
with  Borman shortly. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  at  83 hours 
54 minutes.     We  just  put  in  a  call  to  the spacecraft. Con- 
versation with  them at  this   time  and we will  pick  that up 
for you at  this time. 

SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM All  right Apollo  8.     Couple  of notes 

for  you.     On   the  P52  you  are   coining  up   to  on   this   rev. We've 
looked at your state vectors  and all your information. The 
platform looks  good  and  feel  it  is  your  op  if  you would like 
to bypass   this  P52 your  platform will  still be  good  at the 
following  PEI  pass   and we would   like   to  have  your  PRD read- 
ing  and  I  guess we  are behind  the  sleep  summary, over. 

SPACECRAFT ...   about  3 hours  or  4 hours today. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
SPACECRAFT PRD   ... 144. 
CAPCOM Copy   144  and we  have  dump   tape ready 

to  go  into your  computer  for  the  state  vector  if you want 
to  go  to POO  and accept. 

SPACECRAFT We'll accept. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
PAO This  is  Houston.    We're  continuing to 

stand by here  for  further  conversation.    At  the present 
time  the  Spacecraft  is  transmitting back  to  us with their 
omni  antennas  and  there will be  about  12  or  13 minutes 
before  we  bring on   the  high  gain  at   that  point we would 
expect   that  the noise  level would  drop  off  somewhat. We 
are  also here  in Mission Control  going ahead with  the TV 
circuits.     Calling up  those  circuits  and maintaining on the 
assumption   that  we  will  have   TV   transmission  at   the scheduled 
tim->     na   Kiat   is   85  hours   40  minutes   ground  elapsed  time at 
the  baginning we have  not had  confirmation  of  that  from the 
■?rev.-  and  as  you heard  earlier,   Borman  indicated  that he 
would  be   deleting  some   items   from  the   flight  plan. However, 
the   feeling  at   the  present   time  here .in   the  mission control 
center  is   that   the   television  transmission will occur on 
schedule  unless  we  are  advised  otherwise  by   the   crew. We'll 
continue  to monitor here   for  a short while.     If we don't 
pick  up  some   conversation,   we'll   take   the   circuit   down and 
pick  up  again when we  are  in  contact with  the crew. 

SPACECRAFT ...   PEI  9 Pad... 
CAPCOM Okay,  Apollo 8, we have  completed with 

the computer. You can use the vert 47 to transfer and I have 
the  PEI  9 pad. 

SPACECRAFT That's   ...   isn't   it.     Just  a minute and 
I'll  take  care  of it. 

CAPCOM Roger 
SPACECRAFT Okay,   I  went   to  POO  and  then vert 47 

and   I'm  ready   to copy, 
CAPCOM Okay,   do  you have   it   in Block? 
SPACECRAFT Say again. 
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CAPCOM I  say,   do you  have   the  uptelemetry   in Bloc 
SPACECRAFT Roger 
CAPCOM Okay.     This  Pad  is  a PEI  9  SPS  G&N 455 

niner  7 minus  040 plus  157  087   1 niner  1820 plus  34188 minus 
013 53 plus 00780  180 008 001 November Alfa plus  00187 34223 
313  34021  4208 niner  8253 033  down  131  left  28 plus 0758 
minus  165 00  12 niner 87  362  77  14648 16 Primary Sirius. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 16,  primary  star  Sirius,  secondary Rigel, 
129     155  010  4  quads  15  seconds  ullage,  horizons  on  1.2 degree 
window line  at T minus   3,  use  high  speed procedure with minus 
Mike-Alfa.     After   looking  at   the burn   information  from your 
previous  SPS burns,   it  appears  that  the engine performance 
should  give  us  a 3.   second burn  time,   longer  than what you 
have  on  the  pad.     The  pad  number should  correspond with what 
you get  out  of  the  computer.     So we have not  factored this 
into  the  past  data,  however you  can  anticipate  the  engine for 
a normal  DELTA-V  to  give  you  a  3.   second  -  3.7  second burn 
in excess  of  the  computed time, over. 

SC Roger,   thank you.     TEI  9  SPS  G&N 45597 
minus  040  plus   157 087   19   1820 plus  34188 minus  01353 plus 
00780   18008 001  NA plus  00187  34223  313 34021  42  0898  253 033 
down  131  left  28 plus  0758 minus   16500   12987  plus,   or 36277 
1464816  and  that's  Sirus  and Rigel  129155010  4 quads   15 seconds, 
1.2   degree  on   the window  at  T minus   3,   high  speed minus MA 
engine  3.7  seconds  longer  than  the other. 

CAPCOM That's  affirmative,  Apollo  8.    And when 
you  get   around  to   it,   if  you would   like   for  us   to  dump your 
tape we  can  do  that when you  get  on high-gain. 

SC Roger.     Okay,   should have  it  on  the high 
gain now, Houston. 

CAPCOM Roger,   and we're  going  to  go ahead and 
dump  the tape. 

SC Roger.     Ken,  will we  get  the  real TEI 
pad  the next   time  around now? 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   we'll have  one   for you  the next 
time  around,   and we'll update  it  if necessary  on  the following 
rev . 

SC Okay. 
IAO At  present   time   the  spacecraft   is crossing 

over   the  Sea of Tranquility,   and  it's  approaching  the terminator 
the  point  at which  it will  go  into  darkness,   actually  not total 
darkness.     That would be  the  area  of  the Moon  that would be 
lighted by   Earth  shine,   and   from previous   reports  -   stand by 
we have  a call  from  the crew. 

SC Do you have  any  idea why  quad B  seems so 
much  lower  in quantity  than  the  other  three quads? 

CAPCOM Stand by. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay.    It  looks  to us  like,  although we're 

reading out  the  same  thing you are  on  the quad quantity, using 
the computer program and all of the correction factors that 
are  in  there,   it  looks  like  all  four of your quads  are very 
close.     In pounds,  it  looks  like you have,  for example, 193 
pounds  in quad A and  189  in B,   200  in C  and  190  in Delta and 
the difference that you read on the gage is attributed to the 
fact  that you don't  have  all  of  the  correction  factors in 
there.    This ground calculations has an accuracy of about 
plus   or minus  6  percent  and  the  best  you  can  do  onboard - 
even using your chart as plus or minus  10 percent. Over. 

SC Thank you. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control at 84 hours  18 min- 

utes.    At  this  point,  we have  passed all of  the information 
that Flight Director,  M i 1 t_pn Windier, wanted to get  to the 
crew  on   this  pass   on   the  8th   revolution  and we  anticipate that 
any further conversation with the spacecraft before we lose 
signal  in  about   36  minutes,  will  be   initiated by   the crew. 
We'll continue  to monitor and pick up  the  conversation as it 
develops.    At  the present  time,   it  appears  that  Frank Borman 
is  the  active crewman.    Lovell and Anders, we expect, are 
getting  some   rest  at   this   time   in preparation  for  the busy 
schedule  they're going to have during the Trans-earth injec- 
tion maneuver. ' 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston. We've 
had  one  very brief  conversation with  the  crew since  our previous 
report,  and we'll pick  that  up  and come  up   live with conversa- 
tion  that  is  developing at  this time. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston,   the  tape  recorder is 
back  to you. 

SC Thank you. 
CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,  we've  just   finished  looking  at all 

your  systems   and  all   the   trajectory   information  and you have 
the  go  for  another rev. 

SC I  understand we're  go  for  rev 9. 
CAPCOM That's  a f fTr^aTTve7""8rr  
SC How's   the weather  down   there, Ken? 
CAPCOM It's  really beautiful.     Loud  and clear 

and just  right -  the temperature. 
SC How  about   the   recovery area? 
CAPCOM That's   looking  real good. 
SC Very good. 
CAPCOM Yeah.     They   told  us   that   there   is a 

beautiful moon  out there. 
SC Now we were  just  saying  that  there's a 

h pflj] f i fn> Karth   out there. 
CAPCOM It  depends   on  your  point   of view. 
SC Yeah. 
CAPCOM If you're  looking  for  things  to  do up 

there,   Frank,  you might  look  and  switch  that biomed switch 
over   to   the   left position. 

ai Okay. 
i'C Are  you ready? 
CAP COM All set. 
SC 543 -  Say  it again. 
CAPCOM We've   got   the   computer waiting. 
SC Ken  are  you  ready  -  5  4   3  2   1 mark. 
PAO Based on  that  count  from Frank Borman 

aboard  the  spacecraft,  we've  concluded here  in Mission Control, 
we have  about  a 3-second  delay   from the  time  the  signal is 
sent  until we  receive  it here. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM I'm  reading you weak,   but   clear, Frank. 
SC How  about  this   (garble)  here,   is that 

any better? 
CAP COM It's   a  little louder, 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control.     At  the present 

time,  we seem to be  getting a  fair amount  of  noise  on  the cir- 
cuit.     We'll stand by  to  pick  up  conversations  again should 
they  develop  and  take   the   circuit   down  at   this time. 

END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control,  Houston,  at  84 hours 
47  minutes   into   the   flight.     We've  just   reviewed with Frank 
Borman  the  procedures  and plans we  have  for  our television 
pass   coming  up   on   the   next   revolution,   and we'll   play  back that 
conversation  for you and then continue  to follow for any live 
communications»with   the  spacecraft. - (t 

SC Ken,  how did you  fellows  pull  duty  on / 
Christmas   Eve,   it   happens -/eve ry   time   doesn't   it. ' 

CAPCOM I wouldn't  be  anywhere  else  tonight. - 
SC Roger.     Just  finished  tracking on this 

lunar  orbit   right now. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Frank,   it's   looking  like  it's coming 

right down the pike, it's doing just what it is supposed to 
and apparently all our computer programs have got the right 
numbers   in   them because   they're   predicting where  you're going. 

SC Have  they  copied  any  of  these anomalies 
due  to high spots? 

CAPCOM Roger,   detectable but  they're not changing 
things  enough   to  see  anything  more  of interest. 

SC Fine,   hope   they  are  as   good with   the starter 
as  they were with  the  LOI,   that was beautiful. 

CAPCOM It  sure was,   that's  a  text  book all  the way. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP COM Okay,   we're   about   10  minutes   till  LOS. We'll 

be  picking you  up  again  at  85  40,   and we'll  have  all  of the 
rV pass   information  s t andirrg—by       In  the  event  that   the situation 
develops  again  for pointing accuracies,   if anything that looks 
like   a   terminator   or   anything  of   that   nature,   I'm   going   to call 
the 'dark  s^de  of  it   12  o'clock  and use   that  as  a  reference system. 
And  we'll   try   that.     If   that   doesn't   dope   out   any problems 
with  camera pointing, why  I may  try -  call  for a plus pitch 
and   then  I'll  just  correct  what   I  see   to  account   for it. 

SC Roger,  we're  not  going  to  use     the telephoto 
lens.      T   don't   believe  we'll  be   able   to   get   a  picture   of the 
Earth.     It's  going  to have   to be  the  terminator,   the lunar 
surface.     I'm  looking  at   the  Earth   right  now;  we won't   see it 
again during that period. 

CAPCOM Okay,   real   fine   then.     And   next   time around 
why we'll  take  an extra special  look at  all of  the perameters; 
we'll   have   our  TEI   pad   for  you.     And  we'll   use   the   last rev 
for  a  real  good check  on  all  systems.     I'll  give  you a run 
down by  system of  all  things we  see,   and where  they stand. 

SC Okay, fine. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     We're   approaching  4 minute 

till LOS.     All  systems  are GO. 
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PAO Part  of  the  transmission  on  that last 

conversation was  a little bit  difficult  to  copy.     We were 
able  to  copy  Borman  saying  that  he would not  be  able  to get 
pictures  of the Earth on  this TV pass  coming up on our next 
revolution.     And  he   indicated   that  he   did  not   plan   to attempt 
to use  the  telephoto  lens.    The  estimation here  in Mission 
Control  Center  is   that  he will not  be   in  a  proper attitude 
to get  a shot out  the window of  Earth,  and therefore would 
not be  using  the   telephoto  lens.     We're  now  2  minutes   35 seconds 
away  from loss  of signal  from spacecraft.    We'll reacquire 
again  about  46 minutes   after we   lose   contact.     At   84 hours 
52 minutes  into  the  flight,  this  is Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston 85 hours 
21  minutes   into   the   flight.     A  little  more  than  20 minutes 
since we have been in  touch with Apollo 8.    We should 
reacquire   in  about   18 minutes.     To  recap   a bit   the crew 
was given a few hours extra rest, particular Jim Lovell. 
On   the   7th  rev Bill Anders,  we  presume   is   also  getting some 
nap  time prior  to  the  transearth burn a little later tonight. 
One  or   two   things might  be  pointed up   from  todays revolutions 
around the  earth, we have noted the temperature excursions 
that  have  occurred.     They weren't  entirely  unpredicted but 
the variance  interested people here  on  the  console. Excur- 
sions  over  a  50  degree   range.     Another  point   that   is proving 
interesting here with  the passage  of each  rev is  the fact 
that   our   apogee   tends   to  grow  ever  so  slightly   and our 
perigee   tends   to  shrink.     This  has  not  been   the experience 
in  earth  orbital  flight.     The  apogee  tends  to shrink ever 
so slightly and  the perigee usually  remains  stable coming 
down  somewhat but  it  the  earth orbital experience  is explained 
by  the  ever so  slight  amount  of  drag exercised  on the 
spacecraft  at  perigee which  tends   to cool down  the apogee 
to  slow  the spacecraft  somewhat  at  perigee  and  the effect 
of  it  comes  in  at  the high point  of  the  orbit  then tends 
to  drop   It   down  somewhat.     Somewhat   the  opposite effect 
seems   to be  taking place  in  these  revolutions  around the 
Moon.     We have  plots  here  on  the  first  rev of  60.5 miles 
for apogee versus  60.9 perigee.     The next  rev 60.4 apogee 
versus  61.7 perigee  and a 62 versus  60.1  and a 62.3 apogee 
versus  a  59.8  and  the  curve  continues  in  that way.     It is 
slight  but   it   is   interesting  and   it   does   not  conform to 
the  esrth  orbiting experience.     Again another reason for 
war: ; Ing  to  fly  this  navigational-operational Apollo 8 mission. 
It  85 hours  24 minutes  into the  flight this  is Apollo Control 
in Houdton. 

END  OF TAPE 
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pA0 Apollo  Control,   Houston,   here.     85  hours ^  u ^&/ 
39  minutes   and we're  very  nearly  at   the  acquisition  point. ^ 
Only   10  seconds   away.     And we  shouid,   if  we're   on  plan, move 
right   into   a   television   transmission.     The   time   of   83 hours 
45  minutes  has  been  passed  to  the  crew.     The  prime  sight for 
this  picture will  be   the  Goldstone   Station   from California. 
We're   getting   telemetry  now via Honeysuckle   Creek   the dish 
in Australia.     No word yet  on  Goldstone.     Getting  a carrier 
nice,   now  it  should  be   indicative   of transmission 
coming. 

PAO There   are  still  no   calls.     We  are   a min- 
... v. e   and  a half   into  acquisition.     The  capsule communicator 
has  been  advised   to  pass   to   the   crew,   when we   acquire, that 
all  of   the  systems   look  good.     Ten  minutes  now  since we did 
acquire   the  spacecraft.     Rather  noisy   data.     The   data  of the 
9th   revolution   around  the  moon,  we  are  doing  an  apogee  of  63 miles 
of  a perigee   of  58.9  miles,   velocity   5352   feet  per second 
We've   got   a  picture  here,   but   - we've   got   a  voice   to  go wit! 
it.     Bill Anders. 

SC HJOW—d-G-e-s—t-h-e_p_icjtu r e   look,   H ojjs_t_on_. 
CAPCOM Loud  and  clear7~~~ r n 

• /'7SC flBSs^eveify-rti^g"look  okay? J  ^  i ' 
Rog,     Ven   good . ■        ,y , 
Welcome /tj^the moon,   Houston. \       \' ^ 

CAPCOM Thank you.N /-a^- 
CAPCOM We're   theorizing  here   that   that bright 

sp^of   in  the   top   left  side   of  your  picture   is   the   earth. That 
not  very   clear. 

SC Take   a  look  at   the  Lunar horizon. We're 
goir.£   to   follow  a  track  or   to  a   terminator where  we  will turn 
the     racecrafc   and  give  you  a  view  of   the   long  shadowed terrain 
at   ihi   terminator which  should   come   in  quite well   in   the TV. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC We   don't   know whether  you   can  see   it from 

the TV screen, but the road is nothing but a Milky Way. Com- 
pletely void. We're changing the cameras to the other window 
now . 

SC This   is Apollo  8  coming  to you  live from 
the  moon.     We've  had   to   switch   the  TV  cameras   now.     We showed 
you   first   a  view  of   Earth  as  we've  been watching   it   for the 
past   16  hours =     Now we're  switching so  that we  can show you 
Lhe moon  that we've been  flying over at  60 miles  altitude for 
the   last   16  hours.     Bill  Anders,   Jim Lovell,   and  myself have 
spent   the  day  before  Christmas   up  here   doing experiments, 
taking pictures,   and  f i r i n g_ o u r  spacecraft  engines  to maneuver 

Ji£ouTLd_5_..   What  we will  do  now   is   follow  the  trail   thaFwe^ve ~~ 
been   following  all   day  and   take  you  on   through   to   the Lunar 
sunset.     The  moon   is   a  different   thing   to  each  one   of  us. I 
th   hk  that  each  one   of   us  -  each  one   carries  his   own impression 

CAPCOM Rog,     Verj/ good 
SC 

':- ..  ,      },   f   cu,,.-, ■■    ' '' 
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SC /of what he's  seen  today.     t  know ray own 
impression  is   thatAt's   a vast,   lonely   forbidding  type existence 
great  expanse  of notTTiing,   that  looks  rather  like  clouds and 
clouds   of  pumice  stone,   and   it   certainly would  not  appear   to be 
a very   inviting  place   to   live  or work/)  Jim what  have you 
thought  most about. 

SC Well,  Frank,  my  thoughts  are  very similar. 
The vast   loneliness  up here  of  the moon  is  awe  inspiring and 
it  makes  you  realize  just what you have back  there  on Earth. 
The  Earth  from here   is   a  grand  ovation   to  the  big vastness 
of space. 

SC Bill,  what  do you think? 
SC I   think   the   thing  that   impressed  me the 

most  was   the  Lunar's   sunrises   and  sunsets.     These   in particular 
bring out  the  stark nature  of  the  terrain and  the  long shad- 
dows   really bring out   the  relief  that  is  here  and hard to 
see  and is  very bright - 

END  OF TAPE. 
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SC It  is  here,   and hard  to  see,   at  this very 
bright surface that we're going over right now. Now describe, 
that's not color, Bill, describe some of the physical features 
of what you're showing. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston,  we're  not   receiving a 
picture  now, over. 

SC We're now  coming on  to  Smyth's  Sea,   a small 
mare  region  covered with  a  dark  level material.     There  is a 
fresh  bright  impact  crater  region   on   the  edge   towards   us and 
a mountain  range  on  the  other side.     These mountains  are the 
Pyrenees . 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   we're  not   receiving modulation 
on  the  signal;  we   do have sound. 

SC       - Are  you  reading  us  Apollo, Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8 s  we're  reading you  loud  and  clear, ~ 

but   no  picture.     We have—no—nrcnd-tt-1atioR. (A..-^*-
1
   ^ J     ^- / 

SC Roger,  we   understand.     Take   a  look  now. (Q 

How  about  now,   Apollo. / 
CAPCOM Loud  and  clear.     Good picture. 
SC L^s^ui.'l .-^-What  you're  seeing  has  been  crossed by 

sea  of   the   Craters   Castner and  Gilbert,   and what we've noticed 
especially   that  you  cannot  see   from  the  Earth   are   the  smaJri-~~"~ ^ 
aright   impact   craters   that   dominate   the   lunar  surface. y/The 
horizon here   is   very,   very   stark.     The  sky   is   pitch  black in 
the  Earth  or  the  Moon   rather,   excuse  me,   is   quite   light. And 
the   contrast between   the  9ky   and  the  Moon  is   a vivid  dark line. 
Coming  into   the  view  of   the   camera  now  are   some interesting 
old-double   ring   craters.     Some   interesting  features,   they are 
quite   common  in  the  mare   region  and  have  been   filled  by some 
material.     The  same   consistency  of   the  other  maria  and the 
same  color.    There  are  three  or  four  of  these interesting 
features.     Further  on   the  horizon  you  see   the  Messier. The 
mojon^taixLS^ coming  up  now  are  heavily   impacted with numberous 

"craters  whose   central  peaks   you  can  see  and  many   of   the larger 
ones.     Actually   I   think   the  best way   to   describe   this   area is 
a vastness   of black  and white,^absolutely  no  color.     The sky 
up  here   is   also   rather  forbidding,   foreboding  e"xten"bs   of blackness 
with no  stars  visible when we're   flying  over  the  Moon  in daylight. 
You can  see by  the  numerous  craters   that  this  planet  has been 
bombarded  through  the  eons with numerous  small  asteroids and 
meteroids   pock  marking   the  surface  eve_ry__£^uare   inch. And 
one   of   the   amazing  features   o!   The  surface   Is   the roundness 
that  most   of  the  craters   -  seems   that  most  of   them have a 
round mound  type  of  appearance  instead  of  sharp,  jagged rocks. 
All,   only   the  newest  of   features  have  any  sharp definitions 
to   them,   and eventually   they   get   eroded  down by   the constant 
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bombardment of small Imeteroids 
Houston,   are  you  reading us? 

CAP COM 
fine 

the 

new 

our 
Can 

track, 

How   is   the  picture  now, Houston? 

Loud   and  clear,   and   the  picture   looks real 

two large  craters just to you see the 
Houston? 

That's affirmative 

SC 
right of 

CAPCOM 
SC The very  bright  features  you see  are the 

impact  craters,   and  the   longer  a   crater has  been  on the 
surface   of   the  Moon why   the  more   mottled   and  subdued it 
becomes.     Some  of  the - 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   we've   apparently   lost your 
voice.     The  picture  is  still good. 

SC Roger.     Houston,  we're  passing over an 
area   that's   just  east   of   the   Smyth's   Sea now   in  checking our 
charts.     Smyth's   Sea  is   coming  up   in  a   few minutes. 

CAP COM Roger,     Apollo   8,   if  you  go   to  POO in 
accept,  we'll  uplink  some information. 

SC We  are  now  coming up  towards   the terminator, 
and  I  hope  soon   that we'll  be  able   to  show  you  the varying 
co_n.S-.rast  of white  as we  go  into  the  darkness.     Houston, we're 
POO ^nd you have   the computer. 

CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC We're  now  approaching  a  series   of small 

impact   craters.     There   is   a  dark   area  between  us   and them 
which   could  possibily  be  a   lava  flow.     You  can  see   the large 
mountains  on  the horizon  now  ahead  of  the  spacecraft  to the 
north  of  our track. 

PAO We  estimated  about   325   miles   to the 
help horizon ast   to  help  your reference. 

The  intensity  of  the  sun's  reflection in 
thii   ar..«  wakes   it  difficult   for  us   to  distinguish   the features 

we  see   on   the  surface   and  I   suppose  even  harder  on   the television 
Rut  as  we  approach   the   terminator  and  the  shadows   become longer 
you'll  see  a  marked change. 

END  OF TAPE 
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SPACECRAFT There   is   a  very   dark   crater  in  the filling 
material   that   is   narrowly   in   front   of   us   now.     It   is rather 
unusual   In   that   it   is   sharply   defined  yet   it   is   dark all 
over  its   interior walls  whereas   aost  new   looking  craters are 
of  very  bright  interior.     Small   impact  crater  in  front  of us 
now  in  a   little   ray well  defined  quite  new   and  another one 
approaching.     The  spacecraft   is   facing  North   from  our track 
we  are  going  sideways   to  our  left.     You  are  now seeing the 
Sea of  Crises   coming over  the horizon.     We believe  the Crater, 
the   large   dark  crater between   the   spacecraft   and the 
Sea  of  Crises   is   a j^p n d o r c e t_cra_ter ■     The   Sea  of  Crises   is amazingly 
.-. . uoth  as   far  as   the horizon  and pass   this   rather rough 
mountainous   region   in   front  of   the spacecraft. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   we  are   through  witli   the computer 
you  can  go back   to  Block  and   it   looks   like  we  are getting 
a   lot   of   reflection  off  your window now. 

SPACECRAFT We'll   switch  windows.     How  is   that now, 
Ken? 

CAPCO'M That   is   real fine. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8   can  you   tell   us  which  window you 

are   looking  out   there.     There   is   a  large   crater  looks like 
it   is   sticking  up   in  the  upper  right  hand  corner  of  our picture 
Can  you  identify   that one? 

SPACECRAFT Rog,   you  were  just  about   to  loose  our lock 
that   is  why  we  are  slowing  up.     We  see   the   Sea  of Crises 
in   front   of  us   now.     You  are   looking out   the   left hand 
rendezvous  window,     Houston  are  you   reading  us now. 

CAPCOM Loud  and Clear 
SPACECRAFT The   crater you   see   on   the  horizon   is the 

Sei • f  Crises.     Are you  reading  us, Houston? 
CAPCOM Loud  and  clear  Apollo  8 and we  have  a 4%<h*'s~^ 

picture   that   is   good. Y^^-^^^***^^ 7, / 
SPACECRAFT Roger.     We  are   getting  a   lot   of  static.        -J ,. , 

The Sea of Crises is in front of us on the horizon and the c_
/ 

dark   crater  Pi card   can  be  seen   in   the  middle.     We  are  now -1*6 / 
breaking   tne  Moon's  sun   rise   or   t he_ s pa ce c r a f t' s.... s un s e t. This 
is   an  area  OTat   the  suli "TTas"recently   come   up  on   the  moon. Mare 
we   are   over  now has   a mottled   look  about   it  but   is  not very 
heavily  cratered so  it  must  be  relatively  new.     This   is the 
Sea  of  Fertility  and we're   coming   upon  a   large   crater   the delta 
rim variety.     Has  a strange  circular  cracks  patterned around 
the  middle  of  it.     The  crater  that  you  see  now  is  about 30 
-•■r  40  miles   across.     How   is  your  picture   quality, Houston? 

CAP COM This   is phenomenal. 
SPACECRAFT There   is   an   interesting  rill directly 

in   front  of   the  spacecraft  now   running  along   the   edge   of a 
small  mountain.     Rather  sinuous   shape with   right angle 
turns.     This   area  just   to   the  west   of   the   Sea  of  Crises is 
called  the  Marsh of _SJ,_g.ep   and   to   the  west  of   that   the   Sea of 
Tranquility^     C~an you seeV the  fracture  pattern  going across the 
mare   in   fron:,   of   us  now,   M oust on? 
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CAPCOM That  doesn't   quite  stand out. 
SPACECRAFT Roger.     The   series   of  cracks   or faults 

across   the  middle   of   the  Mare   they  drop   down  in  about   3 steps 
to   the   South.     The  parallel  faults  pattern   to   the  North and 
drop  down  in  the  center.     I hope  all  of you back  down on 
earth  can see what we mean when we  say  that  it   is  a very 
forboding  horizon,   a  very   rather  dark   and   unappetizing looking 
place.     We  are now  going over  approaching one  of  our future 
landing sites  selected  in  this  Moon  region  called  the Sea 
of  Tranquility  smooth   in  order  to  make   it  easy   for the 
initial   landing  attempts   in  order   to  preclude   the  having to 
dodge  mountains.     Now  you   can  see   the   long  shadows   of the 
lunar  sunrise.     We  are now  approaching  the  lunar  sunrise and 
for  all   the  people  back   on  earth   the  crew  of  apollo  8 has 
a message   that we would   like   to   send  to you. 

END OF TAPE 
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ANDERS V In  the beginning,   God  created  the Heaven 
and  the  Earth.    And  the  Earth was without  form and void and 
darkness  was   upon   the  face   of   the  deep.     And  the  spirit of 
God moved upon  the  face  of  the waters  and  God  said,   let there 
be  light.     And  there was  light.    And God  saw  the  light and 
that  it was  good  and God  divided  the  light   from the darkness. 

LOVELL And  God   called  the   light   day,   and the 
darkness  he  called night.     And  the  evening and  the morning 
were  the first  day.    And God said,  let  there be  a firmament 
in  the  midst  of  the waters.    And  let  it  divide  the waters 
from  the waters.     And  God  made   the   firmament.     And divided 
the waters^which were  above   the   firmament.     And  it  was so. 
And  God cabled  the  firmament  Heaven.     And evening and morning 
were  the seicond day. , ,;vv^' 

BORMAN And  God  saii let   the waters 
Heaver^ be gathered together irfr one place. And 
appear. And it was so. And God called the dry 
And the gathering together of th«e waters called 
And  God  saw  that  it was  good.^And  from the crew 

lender the 
'the  dry land 
land Earth. 
He  seas . 

of Apollo 
and we pause with  good  night,   good luck,  a Merry Christmas 

God bless  all  of you -  all  of you  on  the  good Earth.:, 
PAO This  is Apollo Control HoustonThe 

speakers  in the order that  they  read from what we heljp-Mp. 
Jo b e  cha^a-tc rs - Genes i s,   we re 

■~^rrd" cI~ose  out with Frank Borman 
a  geological   lesson   that  none of 

flight, th}s and 9 minutes  into the 

Bill  Anders   alfEf~XI m Lovell 
That's  both  Biblical and 

i^'s  will   for  get.     At   86 hours 
i9 Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  at  86 hours 
18 minutes   into  the  flight.     Just  a word  or  two on where the 
crew  is   looking.     They   are  -   they   particularly   they identified 
the  tracking extremely well  as  they moyed along.    But some of 
the   areas  were   not  so well   identified because   of   the reading 
which  concluded  their pass.     The   reading  came  while they 
were moving across  Tranquility  in  a generally westerly 
direction.     The  look  angle  is   to  the  northwest  and  to a 
series  of  mountains,   rimming  the  northwest  edge  of   the Sea 
of  Tranquility.     Earlier we,   you  recall,   pointed  out the 
Sea  of  Crises,   concluding   that   the  Picard  Craters.     And immediately 
after we   lost   the  picture   lock,  we went  back  to work with this 
update  on - with   this   tiap_e. £■ t ^-^C (i flw-^-yc-^ .jr*-A A^-C (^W- S--,i*v 

SC We-rt^Ken.     We  would   like   to   get all 
squared  away   for TEI  here.     Can  you  give   us   some   good words 
like  you promised? 

CAP  COM Yes,   sir.     I  have  a  maneuve/PAD./' I   think ^ 
we would   like   to   start  by   dumping  the   tapes.     IPwcan  have ,cn ^ 
that,   I  have  your TEJL^IO  maneuver  PAD  and  then we  will   run ^"r^, 
through  a  systems  briefTngT"^ 

SC I   understand  this   is   a maneuver PAD that 
we will  use   for TEI.     Is   that   correct?     And you  got   the   tape Houston 

CAP   COM Thank you. 
SC Ready   to  copy, Ken. 
CAP   COM Roger.     TEI   10.     SPS   G&N   45597 minus 

040  plus   157089191564  plus   35189  minus  01513 minus 00346 
180007000 November Alpha plus 001863522331835019420928253 
boresight  star  Scorpi  Delta  another name   for  it   is Deshuba 
down 071   left   45  plus  0748 minus   16 5 0012995363001465005 
primary   star,   Sirius.     Secondary   Rigel   129155010   four quads 
15   seconds   ullage.     Horizon   on   the   2.9  window  line  at  T minus 
3.     Use  high-speed  procedure with  minus  Mike  Alpha. Over. 

SC Okay,   TEI   PAD  as   follows:     SPS G&N 
45597 minus  040  plus   157089191564  plus  35189 minus 01513 
minus  00346   180007000  not   applicable  plus 001863522331835019 
420928253  Scorpi  Delta  Deshuba  down  071   left  45  plus 0748 
minus   16 5 0012995363001465005   Sirius   Rigel   129155010 four 
quads   15   seconds   2.9   degrees  window  line  at  T  minus 3. 
High-speed  procedure  minus MA. 

CAP  COM That's   correct  Apollo 8. 
SC Ken,   this   is   Frank.     I  want   to  make one 

thing certain. This the load that we are. to use to burn 
with?     Right?     This   is  not  just   a  PAD  data   for   10 abort? 

CAP  COM Okay,   Apollo  8,     We will  update this 
PAD prior  to   the burn. 

SC Oh  you will. Okay. 
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COM CAP 
SC 
CAP COM 

you with  a lot 
CAP COM 

of 

mid- 

Yes sir. 
Say again. 
Apollo  8.    Houston.     Roger.     I  am reading 

background  noise.     Can  you  read  me clearly? 
Okay,   I   am   going   to   f,ive   you   a quick 

summary   of  systems  basically,   all   systems   are   good. In 
respect  here,   return   trajectory,   we   can  still   get   to the 
Pacific   line   at   146  hours  by  waiting  as   late  as   the 13th 
rev,     After   138  seconds   of   the  burn,   you  are   on  your way 
home.     The weather   ir.   the   recovery   area   looks good. 
8,   did  you  call?     Apollo   8.     Houston.     Could we have 
high-gain   for* a  little  bit longer? 

SC We  broke  scan   on   it Ken. 
Okay,   you  are   coming  in loud 

my   trajectory information? 
We   are   on  omni though. 
Roger.     That   is fine. 
Say   again,   please.     Go ahead, 

it   again please? 
Wilco.     Apollo  8.     First  - if 
like  to have   the high-gain to 

now 

130 - 

c an 
the 

you , 

CAP COM 
Did you 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
will you 

CAP COM 
s pare,  we would 
dump . 

SC 

copy 

s ay 

Apollo 
the 

and clear 

We are 

you 
c omple te 

CAP 
SC 
CAP 

we  are - 
I will c 
bai-k la .i.h.e 
rev 
TTTa t ! 

COM 

COM 
Ap>ilo 
n t in ue 

it I ■ 
the 
Pacific 

Stand by.     We will  try   to  get   it for 

Roger, 
In  a  couple  of minutes   there, Houston. 
Roger.     Thank you.     Okay  Apollo   8, while 
while we   are  waiting   for  the high-gain 
trajectory   summary,     W_e_ can  s_ti 11 get 

line   in   146  . . 
of 

h o urs   f ro ra—the. 
seconds 

l_3-th_— 
the burn. ; d  you  are   on  your way  after 138 

133  seconds,   gets   you  clear  of   the  butterfly region 
recommend  not   trying  pre-ignition   for   restart after 

20   seconds'^?   If   you  go  beyond   20   seconds,   this   may   get the 
trajectory beyond   cue   correction  -  RCS_ c o_r re c t i on capability 
to   the  free   return.     The  water  in   recovery   arelt  is"good". 
We have an AOS following TEI of 89 plus 28 
an  AOS  without  TEI   of   89   plus   37   plus 24. 

plus   39 and 
During  the burn 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM during  the burn you may notice  a slight 
change   in   chamber  pressure   and   tank  pressures  due   to   the fuel 
adjust  in  the  storage  tank and  going  to  the  sump  tank. This 
may  occur somewhere  around  2  to  5  seconds  into  the burn. It 
will be  a small  change  in  pressures   in both  systems. Going 
down  the  systems  -  all  systems  are  go.     In  ECS we want to 
stop water boiling  after TEI  for  trajectory  purposes. Your 
water  dump  situation  looks   good.     You  should  be   good  to greater 
than   105  hours.     We'll   try   to  hold   off   the water  dump until 
after MCC-5.     In   the  EPS we'd  like   to  stir   the  cryos prior 
to TLI -  correction TEI.     The next  purge  on  the  fuel cells 
will occur at  approximately  92 hours  and  that will be both 
hydrogen  and oxygen.     Your battery  status  - battery A 34.9, 
Battery  B  39.1,   and  Charlie  38.5.    We had  - we have single 
fan  cryo  capability,   SCS  -  looking at  the performance  of the 
previous  burns  you  can  anticipate  a normal burn  taking approxi- 
mately  3.7 seconds  of excessory  computed value.     Engine per- 
formance   looks   nominal,   and  all  primaries  have  been setting. 
RCS   looks   good;   all   four  quads   going  to   the  computer programs 
have  approximately  the  same  capacity,     You have  a good rev 
map   to   take   you   through   TEI.     You*ll  have   a  post   TEI PTC 
edited  for you  in  a  few  minutes   and   that  just   about wraps up 
what we have  on systems. Over. 

SC Roger,   thank you,   Houston,     We appreciate 
the summary.    We're   trying  to  get high gain. 

CAPCOM Rog. 
SC I  think we have  it.     We have  the high 

gain  antenna.     As   I  understand  it,   if  it   shuts   down after 
20  seconds  of burn,  you  don't want  us  to  try   to  realign it, 
Is   that what  you said? 

CAPCOM Stand by.    Apollo  8,   the  intent was do  
1       not   delay   ignitions  beyond 20  seconds. Over,' 

SC Oh j   do  not~ deTay   ignition beyond  20 sec<- 
onds.     Roge r. 

CAPCOM That's affirmed. 
SC Do you want me   to  start   it  on  Bank A and 

then switch  to  C  again,   as we  did  on  our LOI, right? 
CAPCOM That's affirmative. 
SC Okay.     Did you  put   in   this  PAD   for us 

should  the P-30  and 40 be in  our  computer now? 
CAPCOM        Apollo  8,   that's  negative.     We had not 

up-linked  the  SIS  Pad.,   We'll  put  this  one  in  on  the next 
pass. 

S C Ok ay .     Ro ge r. 
PA0 This   is  Apollo Control  at  86  hours  33 min- 

utes.     Part  of  the information passed  up  to  the  crew during 
that   last  series   of  conversations  was   the   information they 
will   use   for   their  trans-earth   injection maneuver.     This is 
preliminary   information,  we  do  anticipate   that   it will be 
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PAO updated probably  on  the next revolution. 
These   figures  as  they were  read  up  to  the  crew are  as follows: 
the   time   of  ignition  is   89  hours   19  minutes   and   16 seconds, 
the burn  duration will be  3 minutes  17.8 seconds,   that will 
give  us   a nominal   change   in velocity  of  3522.3  feet per 
second,   and  the maneuver will occur at   174  degrees east 
longitude  and 9  degrees  17 minutes  south  latitude  over the 
moon.     This  would  give  us   a  nominal   return   time   to earth 
of   146  hours   49  seconds   and we  do  anticipate   to  update the 
burn  information prior  to  the maneuver.     At  86 hours  34 min- 
utes  into the  flight,   this  is Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This  Is Apollo  Control  at  86 hours 
48 minutes   into  the  flight,    At  the present  time we have 
just  about  5 minutes  before  loss  of signal and we "have had 
about  a minute and a half of conversation with  the crew since 
our last report, 
stand by for any 
they  go  over the 

CAPCOM 
this rev. 

SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 

the  tape  dump and 
SPACECRAFT 

Apollo  8  on OMNIC? 
CAPCOM 
SPACECRAFT 
CAPCOM 

to  LOS.     We'll have 
PAO 

We'll  play  that back for you and then 
parting conversation  from the  crew before 
lunar horizon  on  this revolution. 

Apollo  8,   Houston.     You have  a go for 

Roger, Houston. 
Apollo  8t Houston, 

the  recorder is yours. 
Thank you.     Houston how 

we have completed 

do you read 

We 're  5 minutes 

Loud  and clear 
Thank you 
Apollo  8, Houston 
AOS  Honeysuckle   at 873842. 
This  is  Apollo Control,     I would like 

to clarify one aspect of  the  figures we  gave you concerning 
that  transearth  injection maneuver.    The  return  time that 
was   listed  ground  elapse   time  of   146  hours   49  minutes   37 sec- 
onds  was   the   time   in which   the  spacecraft would nominally 
reach 400,000  feet  altitude.    The  splash  time would be 
about   14 minutes   10  seconds  beyond  that  and  these numbers 
are   close  so we will be   updated both  prior   to  the trans- 
earth   injection  maneuver and  also  on   route  back   to earth 
so we would expect  some  change  in  those,  some  update. We're 
now  less   than 2  minutes   from loss  of signal and we will 
pick  up  the  spacecraft  again  at  a  ground elapse  time of 
87  hours   38 minutes   43  seconds.     At   86  hours   50 minutes 
this  is Apollo Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control at  86 hours 
54 minutes   as   the spacecraft went  over  the horizon and we 
lost  the signal.     Capsule Communicator Ken Mattingly passed 
up  to  the  crew a all systems  go  report,    We*ll play that 
back for you now. 

CAPCOM Apollo 8,  everything looks good going 
over  the hill. 

SPACECRAFT Roger,  Ken.    Thanks  a  lot.    We'll see 
you around the next  pass.    Have our TEI update  ready for us, 

CAPCOM Okay 
PAO We  expect  to reacquire Apollo 8 in 

43 minutes  52  seconds.     this  is  Apollo Control at  86 hours 
55 minutes  into the flight. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control at  87 hours 
18 minutes  into  the  flight.     Our spacecraft  is currently 
nearing  the  end  of  its  ninth  revolution  and  the beginning 
of  the   10th.     We'll  have   about   21  minutes  before we acquire 
I would  like  to pass   along some  preliminary   figures  on the 
acquisition  of signal  and  loss   of  signal   times   that we'll 
have on either side  of  that  transearth  injection maneuver. 
These were  passed up  to  the  crew previously.    The  loss of 
signal   time   on  the   10th   revolution will  be  about   88 hours 
51 minutes  and  this will be  about  28 minutes  5  seconds prior 
to   the   transearth  injection  maneuver.     Following  the maneuver 
the  signal will be  reacquired  at   89  hours   28  minutes   39 sec- 
onds.    This will be  about 9  minutes  24  seconds  after the 
maneuver.     At   this   time  we  have   19  minutes   42   seconds prior 
to   re acquisition  of  Apollo  8  at   87  hours   29  minutes into 
the  flight   this   is  Apollo  Control, Houston, 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control  at  87 hours  38 min- 
utes  into  the   flight.     At  the present  time  our spacecraft is 
in  its   10th  revolution  and we  are  standing by  for acquisition 
of signal  as Apollo  8  comes  over  the horizon.     That  should be 
in  about  15  seconds.    The  current velocity  is  5352  feet per 
second.     And  at   this   point we  are   at   the   time when we should 
be   acquiring  the  spacecraft.     We will  stand by   for  a  call to 
the  crew  or  for a message  from the spacecraft. 

SC Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Loud  and  clear,   Apollo 8. 
SC Okay,   you want   the computer? 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     We  would  like   to  have the 

high  gain  and when we  get   that, well, we will  start  a dump 
and we will  start your update, 

SC Okay,   how  about  reading  us   the  PAD and 
we will  try  to  get  you  to high  gain.     Ken,   read  lis  off the 
PAD  in  case  you  can't   get   the   dump   in.     We   can  still  do it. 

CAP COM Roger.    I have  got  them right here. 
Okay,   Apollo  8.     The   first  PAD  I  have   is   TEI 10. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM All   right.     TEI   10,   SPS   G&N  455  97 minus 

040 plus   157 089  19  1567  plus  351  86 minus  01512 minus 005 
20   180  007  000  November Alpha  plus   001   86  352   23  318 350 
18 42 0924 253 Scorpi Delta down 069  left  45  plus  07 48 
minus   16500   12994   363  00   1465005  primary  star  Sirius, sec- 
ondary  Rigel  129155010  four quads  15  seconds  ullage. Hori- 
zon   on   3.2   degree window   line  at  T  minus   3.     Use high-speed 
procedure with minus Mike Alpha. Over. 

SC Stand  by   1   second.     You  got   the high 
gain now,  Ken. 

CAP   COM Roger. 
SC Houston.     Apollo 8,     How  do  you read? 
CAP   COM Loud   and clear. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     We would   like to 
SC —  TEI 10. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8.     We  would  like  to  have you 

go  to POO  and ACCEPT  and we would  like  to  take  the recorder 
at   this   tTme-^     Th~en 1—will  copy  your PAD. 

SC You have   got  PU  and mix up.     And you 
have   the recorder. 

CAP  COM Thank you then. 
SC All  set   for  the maneuver. 
CAP   COM Go ahead. 
SC TEI   10.     SPS  G&N  45597 minus  040 plus 

157  089   19   1567  plus   35186  minus  01512  minus  00520  180 007 
000 not  applicable  plus  00186  35223 318  35018  42  0924 253 
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SC Scorpi  Delta  down 069   left  45 plus 
0748 minus  16500  12994 36300  146  50 05  Slrius  Rigel 129 
155   010   four  quad   ullage   15   seconds   horizon   on   the   3.2 degrees 
mark  is  T minus   3.     High-speed  procedure  minus MA. 

CAP  COM That   is   correct,   Apollo  8.     Would like 
to  confirm the hours  on  GEDI 089. 

SC Roger.     0 89.  r— . 
CAP  COM All  right,  Apollo 8,     I hav{^TEI   11  PAD. \ 
SC We   are   ready,   go  ahead. ~ —  
CAP  COM Roger.     TEI   11.     SPS  G&N  45597  0  - cor- 

rection -  that's  minus  040 plus  157091   18  1224 plus 36325 
minus  01727 plus  01428180003 000 November Alpha plus 001 
86  363 94  323  361  86  42  09  95  254  Scorpi  Delta down 103 
left  48 plus  0742  minus   16500   130  05  363  27  146  51 44 
-Sirius  and Rigel  129   15 5 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 4651  44  Sirius  and Rigel,   129   155 010 
4  quads   15   seconds,   horizon   on  2.9   degree   line   at  T minus 2 
high  speed  procedure with  minus   Mike-Alfa, over. 

SC Roger,   Houston.     TEI   minus   11,   SPS G&N 
45597 minus  040 plus  157 091   18  1224 plus  36325 minus 01727 
plus  01428  180  003 000  not  applicable,  plus  00186  36394 323 
36186   42  0995  254  R  cppe  by   DELTA,   down   103   left   48  plus 0742 
minus   16500  13005  36327   14651  44  Sirius,   Rigel,   129   155 010 
4  quad   15  seconds,   2.9  degree with   the  mark  at   T  minus 2, 
high   speed procedure  minus MA. 

CAPCOM That's   correct  Apollo 8. 
SC Houston,   could  you   give  me   the   SPS helium 

tank  temperature   at   about   87   20, please. 
CAP COM Okay:   stand by one. 
SC Roger. 
PA0 At   the  present   time  here   in Mission Control, 

Flight  Director Milton Windier has  just  checked with his key 
flight   controllers   and we   got   the   report   that  we   look very 
good  at  this   time  as   the  pace begins  to quicken moving toward 
this   Transearth   Injection  maneuver.     Included  in   the   list of 
numbers   read  up   to   the   spacecraft   and  read  back  down for 
verification was   the   information  the   crew would  use   for the 
maneuver,   the  updated  information.     And  checking over it, 
we  see  very   few  modifications   to   the  preliminary   figures we 
gave  you.     One  minor   change   is   in   the   longitude  and latitude 
at  ignition.     The  previous  longitude was   174  degrees east. 
That   is  now  updated  to   173   degrees   51  minutes   east,   and our 
iatit.de  was   9   degrees   17  minutes   south  and   that  has changed 
to  9  degrees   20  minutes   south.     All   the  other  figures appear 
to  h«ve  remaired  the  same.     We  have   a weight   at   the   time of 
ignition.     That would be  450,   rather 45  597  pounds  prior to 
the   maneuver.     Following  the  maneuver  predicted weight is 
32   124  pounds.     The   difference   there   is ,]^_^7_3_.p-oainjds_,   and _ 
most   of   that would, .repx£.s.ent__S_PS   propellant. "^ 

CAT COM" Apollo  8,   Houston.     Our  loads   are   in and 
verified.     The   computer  is yours. 

SC Roger,     Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     At   87   48,  we're reading 

84   degrees,   and  at  LOS  we  had  80.     We'll   take   a   look  at the 
tape  and see  if we  can  find out what we  had  on  the back side. 

SC Roge r. 
CAPCOM We  loaded your CSM and LM nav and external 

BELTA-V  in   that order. 
SC Roger.     Okay,   I  would  kind  of   like to 

know what  I might  expect  at   ignition here  at TEI. 
CAPCOM k    Roger,   we'll   take   that   off  the tape. 
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SC Houston,   this  Is   8.     I  take  it  you have 
loaded both state  vectors,   is   that correct? 

CAPCOM That's affirmative, 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM We  loaded you CSM and LM nav and external 

DELTA-V,   in that order, 
SC Roger. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control.     Currently our 

spacecraft velocity  is  5  354  feet  per second,   and our orbit 
measures  58.8 nautical miles  at  it's   low point.    We've got 
a high  point  of  63.2  nautical miles  above  the Moon's surface. 
At  87 hours  59 minutes   this   is  Apollo Control. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at  88 hours 
5 minutes.     The  crew has  just been  given  a GO  for the 
transearth  injection  on  this  revolution.     here  is how that 
sounded. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SPACECRAFT Go  ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo  8 we've   reviewed  all your 

systems you have  a go  for TEI.     One  of  the  things  we would 
like  to do as  soon as you come  out  on the other side is a 
P23.     We   are   checking  into  your  helium pressures  now. We're 
going  to  correlate not  only  the  last  rev but  the previous 
rev  for   the  same  location  and we will  have   that  number for 
you in a little bit. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  at  88 hours 20 
minutes.    At  the  present  time, we  are  about   31  minutes 15 
seconds  from loss  of signal.     And  the  crew,   at  this   time, is 
involved  in   aligning  the  platform on   their  guidance and 
navigation system.    Here  in Mission Control Center, Flight 
Director,  Milton Windier,  has  just  gone  around  the  room again, 
pulsing all  the  flight  controllers  and  in every  case  the word 
was   go.     We have  gotten  all  the necessary  information  up to 
the  crew  at  this  point   that   they will need  for  the maneuver. 
And at  the present  time,   the  mood here  in Mission Control 
Center  could best  be  described,   I  believe,   as   one  of relaxed 
confidence.     Flight  controllers   are   continuing  to  over their 
displays,   looking at  the  systems,   getting  last  minute look 
at  all  systems  before we  lose  contact with  the spacecraft. 
And we   are  again,   going back  over   the  figures   that  have been 
passed  up   to   the  crew,   verifying every  aspect  of   this maneu- 
ver.     And  aboard  the  spacecraft,   following  the platform 
alignment,   the  crew will be pretty  much  up  to  date  on all 
the   things   they  need   to  do  for  the  maneuver.     At about 
88 hours   48 minutes   into   the   flight,   they   are  scheduled to 
transfer  the  Command Module  Pilot,   Jim Lovell,   is scheduled 
to  transfer  from  the  lower equipment bay where he has been 
doing  the   guidance  and navigation   checkout  and preparation 
to  transfer  from there  to his   couch.    We have' had very little 
communication with  the  crew since  our  last  report.    We have 
about   a minute   and  a half  on  tape   and we will  play   that back 
foryounow. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     The  tape recorder 
is  yours.     I  have  your  PTC attitude. 

SC Roger.     Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay,   PTC  attitude will be pitch, 10 

yaw  45.     This  begins  at  92 hours. Over. 
SC Is  that  pitch  10  and yaw 45? 
CAP  COM Affirmative.     And  looks  like  that will 

go with  the  entry  RJiFS MMA T.     Begins  at  92 hours.    Apollo 8. 
Would you put  your up ~teleme t ry  to block, please? 

SC In block. 
CAP COM Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay,   on   the  helium  temp   tanks, that's 

not  recorded on  low bit  rate,   and  looking over our tape 
dumps,   most  of   this   stuff we  have   on   the back  side   there is 
low bit  rate.     So we won't be  able  to  get  you an  exact number 
but  looking at what we have  every  time we  go  out  of sight 
and come back  over  the hill,   it  looks   like you  can expect 
about  82   to 84  degrees  as  a nominal temperature. 

SC Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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This   is   Apollo  Control   at   88 hours 
re  now some 13  minutes,   55  seconds from 

PAO 
37  minutes. We 
loss   of  signal.     The   Guidance  Officer  has   confirmed that 
the  spacecraft  at   this   time   is   in   the  proper orientation 
for   the   transearth   injection  maneuver.     That   - maneuver 
scheduled  to  occur   at   89  hours,   19   minutes.   16 seconds 
into   the   flight.     There  have  been  a very   few brief comments 
that has  passed back  and  forth   from  the  ground  to  the space- 
craft.     Since  our  last  report,  we'll  play  those  back. We'll 
play   those  back  for  you now  and   then  standby   for  a live 
conversation with   the crew, 

Apollo  8,   Houston,  we'd  like   to have the 
about  5  minutes   for  one  last look. 

Roger,   Houston,   you're   getting it. 
Thank  you.     And   I   guess  we   still have 

. -  " CAP COM 
(_ tape  recorder for 

SC 
CAPCOM 

a  cryo  stir ahead 
the re's  no  ch ange 

SC 
now . 

CAPCOM 
SC 

corde r ? 
CAPCOM 
SC 

and 

of  us   an d we ve 

Roger. And 

checked your triple bins 

we_*-X£_._sJj^jrin g  cryos_ri gh t 

an d 

Thank you. 
Jim,   are  you   through with   the   tape   re - 

We 

Standby 1. 
We ' re   on  a  maneuver   to burn attitude 

it's   going  to  make   us   lose   the high pain. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   the   tape   recorder  is yours 

have  your  double  umber  update. 890715.87. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Roge r,   copy . 
All   ri gh t . And no   change   on  your AOS 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
C P 

CAP COM 
PAO 

t lme 
Say   that   again,  will  you Ken? 
There's   no   change   on  your AOS 
Now  what  wajj   it? , 
Okay,   with<^TEI   8  niner  283 niner. > 
Thank  you .      "* ^/ 
Thank you. 
At   this   point,   Flight  Director Milton 

Windier has  just   advised his   flight   controllers   that  we are 
just   about   10  minutes  now   from   lost;   of  signal.     And recom- 
mend  that  they   take  a  last  look  at  all   their  displays before 
there   is   communication with   the  crew.     We're   coming upon 
that   transearth  injection maneuver.     Currently,   the space- 
craft   is   traveling  at   a  speed   of   5331   feet  per  second. Our 
current   altitude   is   63  nautical  miles   and  the  orbital param- 
eters   are   63.2  nautical  miles   for  apocynthion,   58.6 nautical 
miles   for  pericynthian.     At   88  hours,   42  minutes   into the 
flight  of  Apollo  8,   this   is   Mission  Control Houston. 

ES1> OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  at  88 hours 46 
minutes.     We  are now just  under 5 minutes   from loss of 
signal.     We will  stand by  for  any  communications with the 
crew.    As we  -  as   the spacecraft  goes  over  the  lunar horizon 
and we  lose  touch with  them.     At  the  present  time,  Jim Lovell 
should be  finishing a sextant  star  check.     This will be a 
verification  of  the  spacecraft   attitude   for   the maneuver. 
And he will  then be  transferring  to his  couch, joining 
Commander  Frank  Borman  and   the  Lunar  Module  Pilot, Bill 
Anders,  who are  in  their couches  at  the present  time. We 
will  stand by  now   for  any  parting  communications  with the 
crew . 

CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     We  have   3 minutes 
until  LOS.    All  systems   are  go.     Apollo  8.    Apollo  8. This 
is  Houston.     Three  minutes  LOS,   all   systems   are   go. Over. 

SC Roger.     Thank you.     This  is  Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM All  systems   are   go,   Apollo 8. 
SC Thank you. 
PAO At  88 hours  51  minutes,  we  show loss 

of  signal with   the  spacecraft.     Our next communications 
with  Apollo   8  should   come   in   about   37  minutes.     We   are now 
about  28  minutes  prior  to  our  transearth   injection maneuver. 
As  the  spacecraft went  over  the horizon,  Capsule Communicator 
Ken  Mattingly  passed  along  for  the  second   time   the word 
that  all  systems   are   go.     And we   got   a very   terse Roger 
back  from  the  spacecraft.     At   88 hours   52  minutes   into the 
flight,   this  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo Control Houston  at  89 hours 
19   minutes   into   the   flight.     We   are  now   less   than   30 seconds 
to   the  scheduled  time   of   ignition,   for   the  maneuver  to start 
Apollo  8 on  its  course back  to  earth.     In  the  last   15 seconds, 
prior  to  ignition,   the  crew will be burning  their service 
propulsion  system  -   rather   their   reaction   control system 
engines   to  settle  propellants.     And here   in  Mission Control 
Center,  we have  just  counted  down  to  the burn.    We should 
have  ignition  at  this   time.     That will  be  a  3 minute and  
18  second burn  nominal_ly_.     It  will   increase ~tTre-~lTp" a ce c r a f t 

_j^j&i-oe-i-t-y-—by—arb-o-trt: Hf2 2   feet   per   second   or  some   2 395 miles 
per hour.     Following  the  maneuver,   the  spacecraft should 
have   a  velocity   of  about   8 80 0_ feet_ per  second,   sqme_ 6000 
miles   per hour.     And here   in  MissionCo ntTrcTI,   it   is rei~atively 

'qirfe'tr;     As   it  has  been  since  we   lost   communications with 
the  spacecraft  as   they went  over  the  moon's  horizon. At 
this   point,   flight   controllers  here   in Mission  Control, as 
with   the   rest  of   the world,   now   they   are  waiting. (Pause) 
Coming  up   in  just   a  few  seconds  now,  we  should  have shutdown 
of   the  service   propulsion  system engine   on   the spacecraft. 
That  should  have   occurred  at   89  hours   -  or   rather will be 
occurring  at   89  hours   22  minutes   34   seconds.     Actually, we 
are  just   a   little   less   than   a  minute   from  that  event. And 
the   clock here   in  Mission  Control   Center  that   is counting 
down  to   the   time when we will   re-acquire   the spacecraft 
shows   that we  have   6  minutes   30   seconds   until   re-acquisition. 
At   this   point,   the   SPS   engine   should  be  shut   down   and we 
wili  now  be waiting   for  the  spacecraft   to  come   over the 

■L•'"■-re izon   and   give   us   a   report   on   their status. We 
aow   -'now   5  runutes   45  seconds   until  re-acquis tion . (Pause) 
Thitf   is   Apollo  Control  Houston   at   89  hours   26 minutes. 
Flight  Director  Hilton  Windier has  just  advised his flight 
control   team here   in  Mission   Control  Center  that  we have 
lees   tri.Ht!   3 minutes  now  until  re-acquisition of  the space- 
craft   and he   requested  that   they  monitor   their  console, get 
prepared   to   re-acquire   and  to   get   a  status   from  the crew. 
(Pause)     This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston.     We  now  show less 
than   30   seconds   until   re-acquistion.     We will  stand by for 
the   first  words   from  the  Apollo   8  crew  as   they   come   over the 
lunar horizon.     And  into acquisition. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO We have  AOS  signal,   there  is   a  little bit 
of  a  cheer   going  up   among  the   flight   controllers  here. We 
should be hearing  from  the   crew shortly. 

PAO Our  station   at  Honeysuckle   reports that 
we   do have   a  radio  signal   from  the  spacecraft.     Having  a bit 
of   trouble   locking  up   at   this   point, to 
can  get  voice  communications   from the crew 

CAP   COMM Apollo  8,   Houston. A] 
Apollo  8,   Houston.     Apollo  8,   Houston. A] 

SC f^vwy(«vv, Ap o 11 o   8, over. 
CAP  COMM Hello  Apollo   8. Loud 
SC Roger.   JPlease be infi 

S ant a CIaus. 
CAP  COMM That's   affirmative.     You  are   the best 

ones   to  know. 
SC Burn  status   report.     It burned on time. 

Burn   time   2  minutes   23  seconds   7/10   plus   RGX. Attitude 
Nominal,   residuals   minus   5/10,   BGX plus   4/10  minus   5/10 BOX 
plus  4/10  BGY  plus  0  VGC  Delta VC minus 26.4. 

CAP  COMM Roger.     Apollo   flight  has  --  Apollo 8 
recomfirm your burn   time please. 

SC Roger,  we  had  2  mi nute_s__2L3 s_e_cp_ruLs 
our -- wait  one.     Change   that  to  read  3 minutes  23 seconds. 

CAP COMM That's   it. .—— " 
PAO This   is   Mission  Control, Houston. 

Flight  Dynamics   Officers   says   that burn   is good. 
CAP   COMM Say   again  Apollo 8. 
SC I   say   that  at   this   position  you are 

ellmb1ng. 
CAP   COMM Roger. 
SC What's  next   on   the docket? 
CAP   COMM High   gain antenna. 
CAP   COMM Apollo  8   at   the   first  convenient moment 

we'd  like   to have high  gain antenna. 
SC You've   got   it.     You're   on   the  high gain. 
CAP  COMM Rog. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control.     We   continue to 
get   a   great deal of  noise   coming   from our  site  Honeysuckle, 
Australia.     However,   the  pertinent   information has been 
received  - that is,   that   the maneuver,   the transearth 
injection maneuv er,  was   very   close   to  nominal. Flight 
Dynamics Officer expressed  his  pleasure with   it   and stand 
by,   here's   a csl 1   to   the crew. 

CAP COM We   do  not  have   any   data  on   the ground 
yet   the   voice is very good. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     We'd  like   to start 

a  -  have  you  manually   acquire   on  high gain. 
SC Okay . 
CAPCOM This  will   take   a wide beamwidth. 
SC Wide  beamwidth, Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8.     We've manually 

acquired  a wide b 9 am . 
CAPCOM Roger.     Reading  you  loud   and clear. 

Initial tracking indicates   a  4   foot   per second  at  8 hours 
wil1  put  you on target. 

SC 4   foot  per second  at   8 hours. 
CAPCOM Correction,   that's   15 hours. 
SC Roger. Roger, 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   we  have   data,  we'd   like to 

have   the   tape recorder. 
SC You   can  h ave   i t. 
CAP COM Thank you. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Roger.     Do you wish  me   to reinitialize 

the  W-matrix at this time? 
CAPCOM Affirmative,   A.pollo 8 
SC P.o ge r. 
SC Houston,   Apollo   8.     Which  battery do 

you want   us   to  start charging? 
CAPCOM Okay,   we'd  like   to  start   on  battery Alpha 
SC Battery  Alpha, okay. 
CAP COM Apollo  8,   would  you  go   to  narrow beam 

on  high gain? 
SC Roger. 
SC We're   on  narrow beam- 
CAP COM Roger,   sounds   real   good now. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  at   89 hours, 
51  minutes.     And  in  here   Mission  Control  Center we're con- 
tinuing   to   assess   the   effects   of   that   maneuver   and we're just 
in   the  process   now  of  playing  back   the   tape   data  of the 
burn.     Of   course   that  maneuver  occuring  on  the  hack side 
of  the   moon,  we were   unable   to  monitor  as   it   occurred. We're 
now   looking  at   the   results  we  would  have  seen  had we been 
able   to   receive   communications   from  the   spacecraft  as the 
burn   occurred.     We   just  put   in   a  call  to   the   crew. Here 
is   that conversation. 

CAPCOM The   POO  and  ACCEPT will   update   the RE.F 
map   and   I  have  some  backup   GDC  angles   for  the  new entry 
RE F map. 

SC Roger,   understand.     POO  and  ACCEPT and 
you'll  give   us   the  new  REF maps. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Okay,   Houston,   you  have   the ACCEPT. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Your  backup   GDC   alignment ROLL 

308,   PITCH   20  niner,   YAW   357. Over. 
SC Roger,   all   right what  set   of stars? 
CAPCOM That's   on..Sirius   and Rigel. 
SC Understand  ROlX~1^dlrTTTOr~709 ,   YAW   35 7 . 
CAPCOM That's   affirmative,   Apollo  8. Good 

morning  Apollo   8,   Deke  here.     I   just  would   like   to wish 
you  all  a  very  Merry  Christmas   on behalf  of   everyone   in the 
Control  Center  and  I'm sure   everyone   around  the  world. None 
of  us   ever  expected  a better  Christmas   than   this   one. Hope 
you   get   a   good  night's   sleep   from here   on  and  enjoy your 
Chr  stnae   dinner  tomorrow  and  look   forward   to  seeing you 
irs  Hawaii   on   the 28th. 

SC -Q-kjiy^   leader,  we'll   see  you   there, That 
was   a  very   very  nice   ride   that   last  one.     This   engine   is the 
s moo tries t   one . 

CAPCOM Yeah,  we   gathered  that,   an outstanding 
job   all   the way around. 

SC Thank  everybody,on   the   ground   for us. 
It's   pretty   clear we wouldn't   be  anywhere   if we   didn't have 
them doing it  or helping us  out here. 

CAPCOM We   concur that. 
SC I   concur  too.     Even  Mr. ^raft does 

something  right  every  once  in  a while. 
CAPCOM He   got   tired  of  waiting   for you to 

talk  and went home. 
SC Okay. 
PAO This   is   Houston.     Our  capsule communica- 

tor  in   that   last  exchange  was   astronaut  Donald  K. SlayJ-on^ 
Chief   of   Flight  Crew  Operations  here   at   th~e  Manne d Space- 
raft  Center.     Shortly   after we   acquired   the  spacecraft and 

established  communications with   the  crew.     Here   in the 
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Control  Center  our big display  up  in  the frjxnj:—change d 
from a   lunar  map   to  an  earth  map   and   the   colors   on  it are 

TelT~arra' green.     We aTso-fi" acT~a~~ Ch r i s tmas   tree  brought in 
and it's  now standing down  in  front  of  the  Control Center. 
It  looks   like  it  stands  about  6  feet  tall  and it's decorated 
with   lights  and  t^nsj£l  and with  a big blue  ornament  on top. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   the  computer  is   yours.     And I 

guess  we  have   an   IMU  alignment   and  a P23  on   the sch- 
edule . 

SC Okay,   thank you.     Do  an  INU align- 
ment   coming up.     CM in black. 

CAPCOM Roger. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP   COM Apollo   8.     Houston .     We  would   like to 
have  your  zero  optic  switch  prior   to  beginning P52„ 

SC Roger.     We   are   go Lnp,   to   see   if  we can 
find some  stars  here before we  do   this P52. 

CAP   COM Roger.     And  got   a  couple   of wort 
you.     Jack's  been watching  you  since  LOI   and he  has 
words  he wants   to  give you. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP   COM Typhoid Jack here   and we  have gc 

good  words  here   that  oTTgTn a Feci" a t   the   Cape with   a t 
of   friends   of  yours   and  it's   sort   of   in   a paraphrase 
a  poem  that  you  are  probably   familiar with.     Do you 
me  Apollo 8? 

SC You   are   loud   and   clear Jack. 
CAP  COM Okay,   Twas   the  night  before Chr: 

and way  out   in  space,   the  Apollo  8   crew  had   just won 
moon   race.     The  head  sets  were  hung  by   the consoles 
care   in  hopes   that  Chris   Kraft  soon would  be there. 
Borman was  nestled  all  snug   in  his  bed,  while visioi 
RE FS MMAT   danced  in  his   head   and  Jim   Lovell,   in his 
and Anders   in  the bay, were  racking  their brains ov 
computer  display.     When   out   of   the   DSKY,   there aros 
a  clatter,   Frank sprang  from his 
Away   to   the   sextant  he   flew   like a 
they weren't   going  to  crash. The 
the   moon   and  jagged   crust   gave   a ii 
to   the   gray  lunar  dust.     When what 
eyes   should   appear,   but   a Burma 
wis  here".     But  Frank was  no foe 
that   they   had   been   first,   this   must be 
thsa  rockets,  his   curses   they came 
crewmen   and  called   them  a   name.     Now   Lovell,   now Anders, 
now   don't   think  I'd   fall   for   that   old  joke   you've written 
up   on   the wall.     They   spoke   not   a word,   but   grinning like 
elves,   and  laugh/ed  at   their  joke   in  spite   of themselves. 
Frank  sprang   to  nis   couch,   to   the  ship   gave   a   thrust and 
away   they   all   flew  past   the   gray   lunar  dust.     But  we hoard 
them explain  ere   they   flew  around   the  moon,   Merry Christmas 
to  earth,  we will  be back   there   real   soon.     Great  job gang, 

SC Thank you  very   much.     That  was   a very 
good   poem.     But   in  order  to win   the   race,   vou  have   got to 
end  up   on   the carriers. 

CAP   COM We  will   see  you there. 
SC Key,   Jack.     You   really   got  Bill trained. 

Okay . 
CAP   COM I   certainly  hope   so.     You  did pretty 

ed to see what was t he matter 
flash to make sure 

light on  the b re as t of 
u s t e r of green c h e e .s e 

to bi s wonder ing 
a v e si gn savin g "Ki 1 roy 

he kn e w  p r e 11 y qui c k 
t   b e a trick. More rapid 

He turned t o his 
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CAP   COM well  Jim.     You  must  have   talked  on   the j 
way  out   there. ——-' 

PAO That   rendition  of  theJUght  Before Chrisjt- 
mas was  read  up  to  the  crew by  Astronaut Harrison Schmidt. 
Jack  Schmidt, who worked w i t h^JLjoveJ^ q u i t e  extensively prior 

To~Th~e~TnTs"s ion   and~gofng  over  thlTTmiar  sightings   and photog- 
raphy   that he would  do  at  lunar  or/bit.     At  90 hours 

END OF TAPE / 
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PAO At  90 hours  3 minutes  Into  the flight, 
this   is   Apollo Control. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control   Houston   at   90 hours 
18  minutes.     Our   displays   here   in  Mission  Control  are now 
beginning  to  show   the  effects   of   .hat   transearth   injaction 
maneuver.    We  show  an  altitude  above   the  moon  at   this time 
of  2802  nautical  miles.     Our  spacecraft  velocity   is   6050 teet 
per second.     And  slowing.     And  oir weight   following that 
maneuver  is  now   32 „ 180  pounds.     Onboard  the  spacecraft at 
the  present   time,   the  crew   is   finishing  up  some   last minute 
activities   connected with   onboard  navigation   and   then they 
plan   to  get   a   little  bit   of   rest,     Frank Borman   is scheduled 
to be   in   a  sleep   period  at   this   time.     And we  have  had some- 
indications   from  the   crew   that  Love 11  and Anders   also hope 
to  get   a   little  bit  of   rest   as   soon  as   possible.     We have 
some  brief  conversations  with   the   crew   that wc   recorded since 

play   those  back   for  yen now 
any   live   communications with 

our  previous   report.     We will 
and  then  stand bv  briefly for 
the  spacecrsf*. 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

your  new REFSMMAT 
us   in   P2 3  and 

CAP COM 

This   is   Apollo 8. He us t on . 
Go ahead, 

' "Roger.     We   got   an  alignment with with 
now.     It's   on   the  program here.     You want 

then what? 
Looks   like  sleep   is   coming up. 

I wan ted you to 
and  45  with the 

s ay. We 
- this 

SC That 's  wh at 
used up the gimbal angles of 10 
REFSMMAT, right? 

CAP   COM Affirmative. 
SC Okay. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8. Houston. 
SC Go   ahead  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Roger.     Notice   that  vou  are starting 

on your   P23 which   is   the   last   scheduled  activity. Initial 
tracking  looks   like   the   initial raidcourse   rray  be   less than 
4   foot  per  second  on   the   first   guess.     And we  have looked 
at  your burn  dafa  and   it's   all  just   as   smooth   as  you said. 
Everything  on   there   looks   real  nominal.     Systems   now look 
good.     Looks   like  in  PTC  attitude,  we   should  be   able to 
switch   omni's   for you  if  you would   like   to  do   that. We 
were  having  good  success  with  predicting  on   the way   out where 
to   switch   the   antenna.     And   if   it   will  help  you  any,   we can 
do   that   on   the  way   back in. 

SC That  wouldbe  nice  if  you  could   do it 
because  we will  keep  one  man   in   the  shop   to watch   the gimbal 
angles,  but  if   took -  switched  the  oran is 
us lot   of  problem?. 

CAP COM Okay,   we will   do that. 

it   should  s avp 

When  you  get in 
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CAP   COM the  PTC   attitude,  we  will   let   you know 
when we  Cake  the  command on  the antenna switching. 

SC Okay,     Just   be   careful  what   you  do with 
the  tape  recorder.     ILL!1 Is  a little sensitive  about that. 

CAP  COM Roger.     We~~wlTre_"T:LsTenii'g  rc~ Ttre tape 
dumps  and  looks   like  Bill  gets  a happy new year  after ail. 

SC A happ-jr—n-ew—y"e~arT    How c^nrre^-^a^clc^^-mr 
in joke? 

CAP  COM No we   got   that   off  of his   tape   dump. He 
and  Jim were  discussing  that one. 

SC Oh  yes,   that   is right. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control   at  9 0 hours, 
50   minutes   into   the   flight   of   Apollo   8.     At   the present 
time   our  spacecraft   is   at   an   altitude   above   the  moon of 
4504  nautical  miles   and   traveling  at   a  speed  of   5645 feet 
per  second.     We've  heard  very   little   from  the   crew since 
our  last   report.     We   do  have   a  couple   of  brief   fix changes 
on   tape.     We'll  play   those  back   to  you  and  standby   for a 
conversation. 

SC Houston,   are  you   getting  all   this data 
from P23?     Houston     Apollo 8. 

CAPC0M Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC I  wanted   to   know   if  you   getting the 

data  for P23? 
CAPC0M That's affirmative, 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Ureka. 
PAO This   is   Apollo   Control.     We're expect- 

ing  Capsule   Communicator  Ken  Mattingly   to  put   in   a  call to 
the   crew  shorlty.     While  we  wait   for   that,  we'll   pass along 
some   information   that  we  have   been   requested   to   gather, also 
some   additional   information   on   the   results   of transearth 
injection  maneuver.     The   transearth   injection  bum occurred 
on   tine.     It   lasted  for   J  minutes   and  23  sccona-.     We bad 
originally  estimated   that   it  would   last   about   3  minutes. 
18  seconds.     We   obtained   almost   precisely   the   amount of 
velocity   change   from  that  burn   that  had  > ten  planned. The 
figure   that  we  have   at   this   point   is   a  velocity   change of 
35 2 2,8   feet   per  second.     We"ve   been  shooting   for   3522.3 feet 
per  second.     So  we  would  have   only   have  been   off about 
5/10   of   a   foot   per  second.     As   a   result   of   that maneuver, 
our   current   figure   is   that   splash will   en nr   in   the mid 
Pacific   at   14 7 J^o u rs_3L__4_ minutes ,   59^ s e c o a ds^.     That '     a very 
precise   figure   and   I   doubt  ~iT~~ it.  v i 1 1   continue   to held true 
through   the   post  phase   and   trajectory   analysis   that  will be 
done   on   route  back  to  earth.     We   do  antitipate   that figure 
will   change.     Coming  up   at   3 00   hours,   4 7  rlnuf.es .   47 sec- 
onds   GET,  we  will   be   going  through   the   change   in   the ^pnere 
of   influence.     This  will  be   the  point   vjixxt tji e... nuxo.n '.s.. 
gra_vi_t_y   ceases   to  b_e__ik£_^d«-j8l-rj-aii^ Iq f IU^TXCLE—an,, the spacfr 
c r aXjt -     11 ~w i 11  also   be   the  point   at  wh i ch   the   spaceiHf I, 
will   reach   its  minimum  and  earth   v loci ty   and   then -tart 
to  accelerate   toward  earth.     This   will   occar  at   an altitude 
above   the   moon   of   3382 1  nautical   rci le<?   and   at   that   point will 
b e___l_7JL5-2-& miles   from ear th .   Xhe  vehuatv   at _th_ai   p ■ > i n t 
wi ] 1 be 48 39   feet  pe r _s econd w i th   respect   to  the _amgg-^—  ^ d 
i t" w i 1 l_ b e  410 6   feet   per  second with   r e - p T t   to  e a r tfT? We're 
also   requested   to  pass   alonc   some   figures   ->n   alt. itu-.ie and 
velocity   at   the  beginning  of   the   transearth   injection maneu- 
ver  and  at   the  end  of   that   maneuver.     At   'he  beginning of 
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the  maneuver,   our  velocity  was   about   5350   feet   per second 
and  following  the  maneuver our  velocity was   8841  feet per 
second.    Our  altitude  at  the beginning of  the transearth 
injection maneuver was  60 nautical miles  above  the surface 
of  the  moon.     And at   the  conclusion  of  that maneuver, 
3 minutes  and 23 seconds  later it was  66^5  nautical miles. 
At  the  present  time  our  altitude  above  the  moon is 
4 8_76 nautical  miles  and our velocity  is  5_.5J3 7__f e e t  per second 
and continuing  to  decrease  very  gradually.    We  are still 
anticipating sometime   in   the near  future   a  call   to  the crew 
and we will pick back  up  again when  that  call  comes through. 
This   is  Apollo  Control  at  90  hours,   58  minutes  into the 
flight  of Apollo 8. 

END  OF TAPE 
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F AO This   is   Apollo   Control   at  91 hours 
22   minutes.     Since   our   last   report,  we've   had   a   couple of 
brief   conversations  with   the   crew.     They   indicated   that they 
were   very   tired  and  they  had  perhaps   gotten   about   2  hours of 
sleep  prior  to   the   transearth   injections   maneuver. Frank 
Borman   advised  that   he   and  J i IT.  Lov< 11  were   going   to attempt 
to   get   some   sleep  shortly   and   that   Pill  Anders  would stand 
watch  while   they  were   getting   some   sleep   and   then  when one 
of   them  awoke,   Bill  would   get   some  sleep,     V.'e ' 1 1   play back 
that   tape   for  you  and  then  stand by   as   our   capsule communica- 
tor  puts   in   a  call   to   the crow. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Go   ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Ken,   we've   a^out   run   out   of   gas   here on 

this   next   set   of  stars.     Would yo u^afclc—yrnrr-pe~opie—be 
especially   alert   there  watching   the  systems tonight? 

CAPCOM Sure  will, Frank. 
SC Okay,   it's   maneuvered  to  pitch   10 and 

y aw  4 5. 
CAPCOM Roger.      I   have   -   let's   see  we've got 

a hydrogen  purge   right  here   that   ought   to   come   out about 
9140  and  an  oxygen-hydrogen   fuel  cell  purge  for ') 2 hours. 

SC Okay,  will  you   call   us   about those 
please? 

CAPCOM I   sure  will.     And   let's   see,  we just 
wanted   to   let   you  know we've   got   a   real   good  battery charge 
going here   this   time.     Looks   like   -   it   looks   just   like the 
ones   in   the  book  and   I'd   like   to   get   a  battery   C voltage 
bsfcre  you   shut   down  and  a  sleep   report   on what   you  did in 
lunar  orbit   and your  plans   for   the   next   couple   of hours. 

SC Okay.     37  volts   on battery C. 
CAP COM Roger.     3 7 volts. 
SC That   looks good. 
SC We   only   got   about   2  hours   sleep today 

max,   Ken.     We're   going now  -   Rill's   going  to     stay   up awhile 
and Jim  and  I   are   going   to   sack  out   and we're   going   to try 
to   rotate   a short  sleep's   cycle  so  we   get  back   to   the normal 
one „ 

CAPCOM Roger,   sounds   like   a  good  idea. And 
EECOM on   the   ground   tells   flying  EECOM  to  go  ahead   and put 
his  hydrogen  purge   line  heater  on   and we'll   get   ready for 
a   fuel cell. 

SC Thank  you.     tie   can't   turn   on  his   - there 
he   goes . 
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I. 
off those if  we  k n n ck 

and so   am  I. 
 -'CXYCQYT' 

SC 
CAP COM 

have  before  you get 
point" ing angles. 

SC 
CAPfOM 

are  h avlr.g som 
SC 

A P C~M 
SC 
CAP COM 

bearings, 
SC 

h o p e 
Las t 

we 
tw (" 

Roger, no 
Thank you 
Apollo 8, 
dowi; also 

v OP, L 
1     1 a r s 

sweat. 

one oi- 
ls VRB 

'sappoint 
b u t   J x ■'   ■ : 

s n y b o dy 
last in 

t on mur 

the ti ingt> we'd like to 
b4   so we   can watch t*--e. 

Roge r. 
Hey ,   Frank  you   nr.i gh t intereitt 

trouble w.fth   the medics 
What? 
The       dies   ran't    : leap   rut   their ?• 
Oh,   is   that   right   -   it's   been   so b 
Oh   v e a n   it's   worn   the   thing   out   a■ 

Hey   Ken , 
thing   vetting  close   to   the gi 
too.   will you. 

CAP COM We  sure  will,   Frank. 1 
one   of  you  keeps   your  comm  carrier  on too 

tell the people if v o ■ i see 
T- b a 1   lock   to  be   o u r e   and w 

t!>tv 

tin 

,ir.y~ 
'■istle 

coum  r.arrier on. 
CAP COM 

yawing  on there. 
CAP COM 

Apollo   8,   Apo1)o 
Apollo   8 Houston, 

That's 

Apollo 

ri Gjh t "11 ke 

want to make :>ure 

ep   one   man  wjth a 

8.     You  have   got   SOUP bi^ 

Apo1 1 o 8 
Houston. 

Apollo   8   Houston.     Copy   that   you  ar» now 

Houston.     Ap-'llo   H Houston 
Apollo  H,   Apollo   b, Hou'-it-' 

in PI! attitude   and we're watching your   g i ir.b a 1 angle 
We apparently 
good. 

SC 
CAT COM 
s c 

one   last   look at 
CAP COM 
PAO 

hours 31 minutes, 
nautical   miles ab 

do  not have- down   link   voice  but   the d-iti 

Ov: Houston  Apollo 8 
Loud   and  clear 8. 
Okay,  we're  establishing PTC 

the  burn   on   our way back. 
Roge r. 
This   is   Mission  Control  Houston at 

Our  spacecraft   is   at   an   altitude of 
ove   the   moon   and we're   traveling   at a 

We took 

of 5375 feet per second. Appears that we're going to h 
no further comuiunicatiuns with the spacecraft at this * 
and we'll take the circuit down and come back up when r. 
we   reestablish   contact  or with  a periodic   status report 

9 1 
6(S73 
speed 
TVC 
i me 
l x t 

END  OF TAFE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  at  92 hours, 
8  minutes   into   the   flight  of  Apollo  8.     And  at   the present 
time   our  spacecraft   is   at   an  altitude   of   8545  nautical miles 
above   the  moon,   traveling at  a speed of  5238  feet  per sec- 
ond.     It's  been  some   time before we  have  heard  from the 

a report 
and Jim 
to  get some 

And Bill  Anders was   to  stand watch.     But we  do have 
amount   of  tape  of  previous   conversations   that we 

our  last   report.     We'll  play   that  back for since 

Apollo 8, 
Go ahead, 
Ok ay. In 

we 

Houston. 
Hous t on. 
order for 

crewmen.     At  about  91  hours,   25  minutes,  we had 
from  the  spacecraft   that   commander frank Borman 
Lovell  command module   pilot  would  be attempting 
sleep, 
a small 
have had 
you now. 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM Okay.     In  order  for  us   to handle the 

antenna  sliping  I   guess  we'd  like   to  have   the   OFF switch 
switched  to OFF and  the  tape   forward switch OFF.     And we'll 
be  switching between OMNIS   BRAVO  and DELTA. 

SC Between what   and what? 
CAPCOM Okay,   we   are   going   to  be switching 

between  OMNIS  BRAVO   and DELTA. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM All   right.     And I 

when you  get  over 50  degrees  of YAW. 
watching  that  number  pretty closely, 
biomed switched  to   the   right position 
own  information  -   the   fuel we  show in 
I have  here  if you would  like  to copy 

SC Okay,   ready   to copy. 
CAP COM Okay.     I'll   give you 

on   ALFA  60   BRAVO   5 7  CHARLIE _ 
SC At  the present  time I 

fast,  Jim. *        " " 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

I would have 
on   the cryos? 

CAPCOM Oh,  you   got   some  pretty  good  numbers on 
that   today.     Start   off  yesterday   and you had   about  a hundred 
sixty  hours.     Well,   I'll  check   that   out,   but  you were fat 
on  cryo,     I've   got  some   SPS   DELTA-V.     You've   got   3320. You 
saw  the service  module  RCS - 

m  gonna -  you bug me 
So  I'll  probably be 
We'd  like   to  have the 

Okay,   and  for your 
the  different costs 
them. 

the 

c an 

percentage 

that 

ri gh t ,   I'm so rry. 
time ? 

All 
For what 
9136 . 
Okay,   s tandby. 

copy 

ALFA is 60 

Okay , 
Okay . 
CHARLIE 
Okay . 
And DELTA 
That's a 

that's 57. 
Okay,  what's BRAVO? 

62 

got  on Lovell's 

57.33842 
coincidence 
slide rule. 

That's 
How are 

j us t what 
we doing 
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through  the DAP 
SC 
CAPCOM 

on  low bit rate 

You had  142  and through  SPS 121 
Roger. 
Apollo 8 

whether you 
h aven ' t you 

can keep us 
SC 

again ? 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

you  con fi rm 
DELTA? 

SC 
CAPCOM 

the fuel 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Thank you. 

we c an 
posted 

Houston,  we   can  t monitor 
started your  fuel  cell purge, 

still  go  ahead  and start now and  if you 
as  you  go  through it. 
Roger.     You want  an 02  and  a H2 purge 

That's affirmative. 

If 

Can 
an d 

in 

You shall 
Thank you 
Go ahead. 
It   looks like 

that we're  set up 

have   it. 
Apollo  8,   Houston - 

you may be in OMNI ALFA, 
to  switch  between BRAVO 

You are now 
Okay , thank 

cell purge' 
you  very much 

complete. 

And you are 

we  11 have 

It's 
Okay, understand 

And  in   reference   to your 
a _XS-D—ELPunds  in each 

the purge 
cryo - it 

oxygen tank 

is   c omplete. 
looks like 

ACCEPT and 
J^i__p_ojunds in each hydrogen tank 
single  tank capability. 

SC Okay, thank 

And you're well  above the 

you 

time 
PAO This   is   Apollo Control, 
here  in Mission Control, we're involved 

At the p resent 
in  a change of 

shifts.     Flijht Pi rectjax-iUen Lunney js 
.Jli 11 on Windle~r anH his   team oT~"fir 
Lunney ~  "at- present —ia—ecnrSliTtihg 
flight  controllers, getting 
on   the  status   of  spacecraft   and mission 
14  minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo 8, 
Control, Houston. 

_coniing on  to _r^epJ_a-e-e—— 
controllersT' And 

wl~rh— trhe--T. his   team of 
status   report -  getting up  to date 

At   9 2  hours, 
this   is Mission 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston  at  93 hours 
2  minutes  now  in  the  flight of Apollo  8,    Apollo  8  is now 
11  290 nautical miles  away  from the moon.     Current velocity 
5   110   feet  per second.     We  placed several  calls J,n the_blind 

Apollo  8  and  it   took  a while before we   got   a response to 
from Bill 
you now. 

Anders  and we  re  going  to play  that  sequence for 

OMNI 
Apollo  8,   Houston.     In  the blind, select 

ove r. 
Apo1lo  8, 

We've   lost all 
OMNI antenna by 

Apollo 8, 
re commend 

Hous ton 
data on 
Charlie 
Hous ton 
you set 

CAPC0M 
Charlie, 
CAPCOM 

In  the blind, 
select  a good 

CAPCOM 
yaw  is   42 degrees 
for PPC. Over. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Apollo 8, 
the blind with  due  antenna alpha. Over, 
Apollo 8,  Apollo  8,  Houston  in  the blind 
antenna alpha.     Over.     Apollo 8, Houston. 
Houston.     Over.     Apollo  8,   Houston. Over. 
Over.     Apollo   8,   Houston.     Over.     Apollo  8, Houston 
Apollo  8,  Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston,  Houston. Over 
Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston.     Over.     Apollo 8, Apollo 
Houston,    Over.     Apollo  8,  Houston.     Over. Apollo 
Over.     Apollo  8,   Apollo  8,   this   is   Houston, Houston 

8,   this   is Houston 

Apollo  8, Houston, 
you  and  request you 

Ove r. 
In the blind. Your 

yaw   to ATTITUDE HOLD 

This   is   Houston in 
Antenna alpha, 

select  antenna alpha, 
Over.     Apollo 8, 

Apollo  8, Houston, 

8 

is  Hous ton, 
Houston, Houston 

read? 
I   read you 
Ah, Roger, 

CTJHlT" 

Apollo  8   , Apollo 
8,  Apollo 8, this 
Apollo  8,   this is 
Houston,   how  do you 

SC 
CAP COM 

for  15  minutes  and vofce 
ning to 
command 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo 

Charlie. Over. 
SC Roger. 
CAP COM Apollo 

54.5. Over. 
SC 
CAP COM 

Apollo  8,  Apollo 8 
SC 

crew  alert officer 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

Houston. Over, 
Houston,   over. Apollo 

over.     Apollo 8, 

Over. 
Apollo 8 

,   Ho us t on 
Hous ton s 

0 ve r. 
Ap olio 

this is 

like  a book . 
Bill.    We  lost  data on you 

Tor  about  45  and were begin- 
Is your PTC set  up  for rate 

8,  Hous ton, Set  up  on the 

8,   Houston.     We're  showing yaw 

Apollo 8 

somewhat dramatic 
than  concern/here 

(Garble) 
Apollo 8, 

,  Hous ton, say 
You might as 

might have to 
Roge r, Bill. 
Apollo Control 

sounding, was^more 
in Mission 

,  Houston,  say again 
again. 
well  go  on  Command. The 
use  it again. 

Houston.     This sequence, 
a matter  of curiousity 

we were   and are Control since 
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getting  in   good   to   the  spacecraft  with   commands   and receiving 
solid telemetry.     The  curiou'sity,  quite  frankly, we didn't 
know  for  sure  if  Bill  Anders   had  dozed briefly  or  if  he had 
gone  to  the  lower equipment bay,   or just 'what.    The solution, 
as   Bill himself  explained,  he^iiAd  a  loose   connector.     So, at 
93 hours  6 minutes   Into the' flight  of Ap^TTo  8~t continuing 
to  monitor,   thi9   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  at  93 hours 
49  minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo 8.     Apollo  8 now lj_4i5_ 
nautical miles  out  from the Moon  on  its   trip home. Current 
velocity 5037.4  feet per seconcL    We've had brief :onversa- 
tions with Bill Anders  aboard  the Apollo  8 spacecraft and 
we're  going  to play  those   for you now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Apollo  8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this   is Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Switch  to OMNI  Bravo  and we'll  try the 

Bravo Delta switching again. Over. 
SC You  got it. 
SC We're   on  OMNI  A now, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger, Bill. 
SC Looks   like  B   couldn't   quite  hack  it, I'll 

put   it back  there  in  a minute. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Houston,   if your  EECOMs need  any more 

help,   just   tell  them to  give  me  a call. 
CAP COM Roger. 
SC We're   going  on  OMNI  Bravo  now, Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Say again. 
SC Omni Bravo, 
CAP COM Roger.     Omni Bravo, 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Looks   like we're 

getting  pretty  far off  in both  pitch  and yaw.     Showing about 
50  degrees   In pitch  and about  25  in yaw, 

SC Roger,   I  get that. 
PAO Apollo  Control Houston,   as  you heard, 

the  conversations  dealt  primarily with communications 
procedural matters.     At  the present  time,   our Apollo  8, by 
the way,   considerably  lighter  than  on  the  trip  out, current 
weight   reading  31   739  pounds,   this   reflecting  the  two major 
service  propulsion engine burns  on  this  day  of  lunar orbit. 
I  should  say yesterday's   day  of  lunar orbit,   this   is Christmas 
Day   and we   are  past  midnight,     So,   at   93 hours   52  minutes into 
the  flight  of Apollo 8,   this  is  Apollo Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   Is  Apollo  control,   Houston at 
94 hours 29 minutes now into the flight of Apollo 8. 
Apollo 8 now 19 662 nautical miles away from the moon, 
and i t ' s Jie ading back towards earth. Current velocity 
stands at 4056 feet per second. Since our last report 
we've only had a very brief exchange with the crew. 1 
believe some 7 seconds in duration. A systems check. We 
are  going to play  that back  for you now. 

SC Apollo  8, Roger. 
PAO This   is   Apollo  Control,   Houston. The 

acknowledgement  from Bill Anders was   in  response   to a state- 
Dent  that  all systems   looked  good.     Perhaps we should qualify 
our  last  remark.about   two major  SPS burns  around  the moon. 
Since   the  Service  Propulsion   System Engine was certainly 
fired  3  times.     LOI  2 was   indeed a major burn  as  a mission 
event but  expended  considerable  less  Delta V than the 
lunar orbit  insertion number  1  and  the  TEI  burns  did. So 
at  94 hours   30  minutes,   it's  quite peaceful  is perhaps 
the best  terminology,   calm in Mission  Control  Center on 
this  early Christmas morning.    We will  continute  to monitor 
any   future  conversations.    At   this   time we will sign 
off.     This   is  Apollo Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston  at  95 hours 
7 minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.     Although  the Apollo 8 

won t enter the 
altitude of 175 
displays here1" 

Earth's  sphere of influence until 
528 nautical miles  above the 

fission Control have now switched 

spacecraft 
it's at an 
Earth, our 
to "an Earth reference  system.     At  the present  time, relative 
to  the Earth, we read an altitude  of 189  133 nautical miles. 
Our velocity  reading,  irrelative  to  the Earth, currently 
reads  4055.9  feet  per second.     As we picked up conversation 
with  the  crew, we  find  that  spacecraft  Commmander Borman and 
Command Module Pilot Jim Lovell  are  just waking up  and Bill 
Anders  is  tucking in for the night or we should say early 
morning.    And we'll pick up  that conversation now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
Ove r. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

are  all looking 
At  timeline 96, 
real small. 

SC 
coordination at 

CAPCOM 
SC 

Bravo now 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Break.     Verify your 
at normal. Over. 

SC 
command  reset since 
back and control the 

Go ahead, Houston. 
Apollo 8,   this  is  Houston.    Your systems 

good.     Got  a  flight plan update  for you. 
you can  delete P-52.    Your  drift  rates are 

Roger.     It looks  like you'll do the 
about 9530 vector. 

Roger,   understand..    Coordination 9530. 
Houston, we're  on omni C and going to 

Correction (garble). 
Roger,  understand going Delta. 
We're  on Charlie now, 
Roger,   understand you're  on Charlie, 
upkeel end switches.    Command  reset it 

Roger.     In set  normal.     I've had the 
we broke  lock  there  and I have   to get 

omnis  so why  don't you go COMMAND 
back  and I'll send the  other one over to talk, then give it 

on BRAVO. 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

You can  go to 
finished your 

SC 
around now, so 

Roge r. 
Apollo 

BRAVO, break 
coordination 

Okay , 

CAPCOM 
SC (J.^-U^ 

are  up now and 
like^To  take a 

we'll p rob ab ly 
Okay . 

8, Hous ton. We 
,   give  us   a call 

Over, 
everybody seems to 

have you on DELTA, 
when you've 

be stirring 
get  to it on time 

Houston,   the  other  two space aces 
the LMP 
Seconal 

would like 
p rio r. 

to hit  the pad  and he'd 
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CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Roger. Permission 
granted,  Bill.     Have  a good sleep. 

LMP Thank you. 
CAP  COM Apollo 8,  Houston.     Looks  like you need 

about  three more hours   on  that Battery  A charging. Over. 
SC Okay.    Well,  my  co-workers  can handle 

it . 
CAP  COM Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo 8,  Houston.     Can we  get  a crew 

status  report on Bill before he  goes  to sleep? 
SC He's   doing  fine.     A  little sleepy. 
CAP  COM Roger. 
SC And had a meal  about - had  a meal about 

two hours  ago.     Drinking lots  of water. 
CAP   COM Roger,   Bill. Thanks. 
SC Okay . 
CAP  COM Good night. 
SC Godd night.    Wish  everybody  a Merry 

Christmas   for me. 
CAP  COM Sure will,   Bill.     Same   to you. 
SC Thanks. 
CAP   COM Make  sure  Bill  hangs   up  his stocking 

before he  goes_J:o been 
~ SC Ttve__fcg_t  it   right next  tq__my_ Teddy bear. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,   Houston. Go. 
SC Roger.    We're  up  on  all  the jobs; Bill's 

going  to sleep. 
CAP  COM Roger,   Frank.     Good morning. 
CDR Good morning. 
CAP  COM Apollo 8,   this  is  Houston.     I  have a 

little  "feature" news  and sports  news  for you if you'd like 
to hear it. 

CAP   COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead,  Houston.    Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Roger,   Frank.     I have  some feature 

page  and sports  page  news  if you'd  like it. 
SC Roger. 
CAP COM Roger.     First  of all,  Frank,  the guys 

down here on the control who want to spread their appreciation 
for a beautiful  television job done. 

SC Thank you. 
CAP—~£0M_ Roger.    We'll start  out with  the sports 

news.     Los  Angeless   Dodger pitcher,   Sandy  Kofax,   and Ann 
Widmark,  23-year-old  daughter of  actor,  Richard Widmark, 
plan  to marry  some  time  in  the near  future.     Kofax said 
Tuesday  that no  date  for  the wedding was  set;  but he and 
Miss Widmark have been dating  for some  time.     Springfield - 
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SC (garbled) 
CAP  COM Say again. 
SC Morning,... 
CAP   COM Good  morning, Jim. 
CAP  COM Let's  see.     In  Springfield, Missouri, 

Mickey  Owen,   the  old-time   catcher  for  the  Brooklyn Dodgers, 
who  made  the  record books by  dropping a  third strike that 
led  the New York Yankees   to  a victory  over the  Dodgers in 
the   '41 World Series,  decided  that he would be remembered 
by   more   than  just  his   sports   record.     Forty-five  boys and 
girls  have been  the  recipients  of ponies   that he offered. 
These  youngsters  were   requested   to  send  letters   in telling 
him "how  they would  care   for  a  pony.     When   the   letters poured 
in,  he  added  five  ponies   to  the  twenty he  already offered; 
and other donors  pitched in  twenty  more;  and said Mickey 
Owen,   "I  thought  I'd have  about  forty-five  letters,  but I 
ended  up with   about nine  hundred.".     Now  on   the   feature page 
Wellington,  New  Zealand.     About  fifty  men sat  down  to the 
traditional   turkey  and cranberry  sauce  at  the  South Pole 
today.     And  the   Christmas   and Oriental   flavor,   as  well. It 
included Ki aki ,   fixed by  members  of a Japanese party, who 
are  crossing the Antarctic Continent and stopped  for the day 
with   the  U.   S.   Navy.     In  San  Diego,   California, the 
crewmen  of  the  captured intelligence ship Pueblo donated 
their  first  paychecks   to   the workers   at  San  Diego and 
Balboa N;val  Hospitals.    They  had  all been  given  $20.00 each 
a,":1  when   they   landed  in  San  Diego   and  they   felt   that this 
was  a  good demonstration of their feelings  for those who 
had   done  so   much   to  make   their welcome here. 

3C We  just now  changed antennas,  or you 
mus i have, 

CAP COM Okay . 
SC Garble. 
CAPCOM In  Reno,  Nevada,     Oh,   that's affirmative, 

Frank.     We  changed  the  antennas   from here.   In   Reno, Nevada, 
because   there  is  no  fireplace  in his  home,  a  little boy 
wrote   Santa  Claus   in   care   of  the   local  newspaper   .   . . 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM ...  home  a  little boy wrote Santa Clause 
in  care  of  the  local newspaper,   and suggested would you 
please  use  the   front  door.     You will have   to  kick  the bottom 
a little bit because  it  sticks.    And Little  Rock, Arkansas, 
babies  born  at  St.   Vincent   Infirmary   during  the week before 
Christmas  and  through  Christmas  Day  are being released to 
their mothers  at  discharge   time  in huge  red  Christmas stock- 
ings.    Here  is  one  ecumenical  cooperation.     Andeo, California, 
the  Chief  of  Police was   armed  Christmas   Day  with   a prayer 
book.     Rabbi  Phillip H.  Wienburg has   taken  over as Chief 
for  a day  so  the  real Police  Chief,   Homer Hunt,  a Methodist 
could  spend  the holiday with  his   family.    This  is  the third 
straight  Christmas   the  Rabbi  has   filled  in  for Hunt. The 
previous   6  years,   Rabbi  Weinburg  did  the  same   for   the Roman 
Catholic  Police   Chief  of  Reno,   Navada,     From  the associated 
Press,  Americans watch Pope Paul  celebrate Christmas  Mass in 
Italy  and Europeans  viewed a Christmas  greeting from 
Apollo   8  via   the  most  powerful  communications  satellite yet 
sent  aloft. /The  news  of Pope Paul  and  the Apollo  8 crew 
Tuesday nighcVere  the  first  to be  relayed across   the Atlantic 
commerically by  Intelsat  III,  which was   launched  from Cape 
Kennedy  last Wednesday.     That's   the  one we saw go^>- 

SC Roger.     I   remember  that, ' 
CAP  COM Intelsat  is  a 63 nation international 

communication   consortium,   provides   a  chart   on   the first 
global  communications  network.     The new satellite  is scheduled 
to begin  full commercial service  on January  2, initially 
serving North  and  South America,   and  Europe.     Further coverage 
ox   the  Apollo  8 mission  is   to be  relayed  to Europe this 
week.     From Washington.     This   Christmas   the world  is brightened 
with   the  ho;;,   of  peace.     When  it   comes,  when hope   turns   to ' 
substance   and  the   guns   are  quiet   once  again,   it will come 
because you have  pursured  it with  courage  and  skill. This 
was   a message   from President  Johnson   to  the  Armed Forces 
on Christmas.     Here   is   a  feature by  Harry  Rosenthaul of 
Associated Press,     It  says:   from Ho us tan.     Two Santas 
brighten  the   Christmas   Eve   for  2  year  old  Jeffery Lovell. 
The  first  one knocked on his   front  door  and brought presents. 
The  second  started his   daddy   home   from  the  moon.     The first 
wore   a  red  suit   and  a white beard  and ho,   ho'd  loud enough 
to be heard  down  the block.     The  second was  a huge engine 
sending  flame  behind  the  moon   an d^, tho us an ds   of people were 
awaiting word  that  it  had  fired.     Please be  informed that 
there  is   a Santa Claus'were  the__f_irst vorAs. from Apollo 8 

~ss   rtemerged   rrom  radio  sTJ^Mnirp   r.o   inform an  anxious world 
"TTTteen minutes   after the  fact  that  the  engine had performed 

-r 
& > 
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ijis  critical burn.     None  of  us  ever expect  to, have  a better 
Christmas   present   then  this   one,   said Ken  Ma<ld#ni ngly   of f*UctV*og(u 
Mission Control.     Thank everyone on  the  ground  for us. J 
You know we   couldn't  have   done   it  without you,   came the 
reply  from Col.   Frank Borman,  the spacecraft Commander. 
At   this   point   a  Christmas   Tree   came   aglow   in   front of 
the  consoles   in Mission  Control  and Astronaut Harrison- 
Schmi-fct   read  a space  version   of   "A' visit   from Saint Nicholas." 

"t~o  ttre  crew .     "iwas-the night  before  Christmas  and way 
out"in space,   the Apollo  8  crew had just won  the  moon race", 
it  began.     The  Mission   Control  Crew had  delayed  the celebration 
until     Jeffery's   daddy,  Navy  Captain  James  Lovell, along 
with  Air  Force  Major William A.   Anders   and Col. Borman 
were  safely  on  their way home.     Any  other Christmas Eve 
The   families  of  the  astronauts would have been in church 
for  Christmas   services,  but   this   year  they were   all glued 
to   their  television  sets.     The  homes   all  near   the Manned 
Spacecraft  Center were  decorated.     The  lawn  around the 
Lovell home   and  throughout  his   community   of  Timber Cove 
were  lined with  Mexican  style  luminario,   and  the  four Lovell 
children  came   out   to   light   them about   7:30.     They were just 
in  time.     At  8:00   a  car  drove   up   carrying  a  tall   Santa Claus 
with  a large  sack  on his  back.     He ho ho'd up  to  the door 
and knocked  loudly.     It  opened,   and  there  stood Jeffery 
Lovell who will be  3 on  January   14.     Jeffery  recoiled at 
the  sight,     His  mother held him up  and Jeffery  clung to 
her  still   shying  away.     Last  year  he   ran   away   crying said 
his   :5 year old sister Barbara.    Earlier she had to run 
af te *  h L TP  to  prevent  his  blowing  out   all   the lumenarios. 
The  oth. r I •■>•.« 11 children,   13 year old James,   10  year old 
S un ail   :-* at <..he d with   great   amusement.     Finally,   the Santa 
and  the  children disappeared into  the home  and put  the presents 
under  the   tree  not   to  be  opened  until   today.     Mrs.   Lovell prepared 
egg nc£ and  cookies   for   the  guests  and  they watched a 
25   minute   t«levi>sd   tour  of   the  moon   conducted by   the three 
astronauts,     Later  friends   took Mrs,   Lovell,  Barbara, and 
jeffery   on   a  tour  of   the  neighborhood brightly lighted 
for  Christmas.     Above   them in   a  clear  sky,   a quarter moon 
shone brightly,   and  the   three  astronauts,  more  than any 
other men have  seen the   fruits  of  creation,  pause  in their 
sceintific  exploration   there   to beam  to   the   earth the 
majestic words   from Genesis.     "And  God  created  the firmament 
heavens,  and God  called  the  dry  land earth,   and God saw 
that  it  was good." 

SC Thank you Jerry. 
CAPC0M      f c > i i'   We  have   a  newspaper  coming  in  af teti ^-v-"' ' 

while, we will  give  you  a  little  more  news   later. //"^ 
SC Thank you,   Jerry,   that's  nice. 'Jerry, 

we  have   chlorinated  the water  and we're   changing  the canister 
n ow . ~~ 
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CAPCOM Roger,   Frank.    Copy.    Would you put the 
biomed switch  to  the left.    We would'-like to  get  a crew 
status  report on Jim and Frank when you get  a chance. 

SC Both Frank and myself had a meal before 
bed last night,  and I believe  that we had  about  20 clicks 
of water,  air<l a good night's  rest.    We're just  getting up. 

PAO Apollo Control,  Houston.    As  you heard, 
Bill Anders,  just before  retiring,   requested and received 
permission  to  take  a short acting sleeping pill. Borman 
and Love 11 now up, JLLjsjpjened to  their early morning deep space 
newscast.     After ^e_rry Caf^ completed his  newscast  to the 
crew,   Flight  Di re c toV^Tnyrm  Lunney   grinned  and said quote 
there's a new item on the wire Jerry,  they want yj>u^ to take 
a^-oh—io__New York  as  a news cas-tre~fT    And so  at^5hours Z7 
minutes  into  the  f 1 i gh~t~o f ~Kpo 11 o 8 ,   this  is Apollo Control, 
Ho us t on. 

END OF TAPE 
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FAO This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston   at  96 bouts 
into the flight of Apollo 8. The Apollo 8 spacecraft at this 
time is 187 043 nautical miles away from earth. Its velocity 
is   relative   to  earth  now   reads   4063   feet  per second. During 
the past  20  some  odd minutes, we have had a couple  of con- 

crew  and we  are  going  to pass versations with   the Apollo 
those on  to you now. 

SC Jerry,   this   is   Frank.     Do  you have any 
further word  on   our   trajectory   and how   the   charging looks? 

CAPCOM Roger.     Stand by  Frank.    We will give 
you  an  update.     Apollo  8.     Houston.    We  are   looking  at a 
midcourse  correction  some   104  hours  of  about  5   feet per 
second.     Your   tracking  is   real   good.     We   got you  in the 
center of  the  corridor  and on target. 

SC 
hours . 

CAP COM 
word  that we 

SC 
do it now? 

CAPCOM 
rates  are small 
to   do it. 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the control 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
s c 
CAPCOM 
SC 

enough ... 
CAPCOM 

the computer, 
ENTER so that 
ground. Over 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

you call out 
antenna BD 

SC 

Un de rs t an d . 

Frank That's affirm, 
deleted  the  P52  at 96? 

Roger.     Do you mind 

5   feet   per  second   at 10<+ 

did  you   get the 

if  we   go   ahead and 

Negative.     We've   deleted it.     Your drift 
that you  don't  even  need  to  unless  you want 

Okay, we won ' t. 
Roger.     Ap o 1 lo  8 . 
Go  ahead. Houston 
Roger  Frank.     In 3 

Hous t on 

minutes  we   are handing 
from Honeysuckle  over  to Madrid, Over 

Thank you. 
Roger. 
You are  loud  and  clear now. 
Roger.     This  is   Frank.     Do you 
Roge r  Frank, 
Ok ay,   I  w as n' sure we were in 

read me? 

wide 

Apollo 8. 
we would  like to 
we   can   do   the BD 

Houston.     If  you  don't need 
have  you  call   out  Verb 64 
antenna switching   from the 

Hous ton. Apollo 8 
Go ahead. 
Jim,   if  you  don't   need   the   computer, would 

Verb  64  ENTER and we will  take  care  of the 
switching down here. Over. 

Roger.     Do  you  read  us   in   an automatic 
maneuver and  then  get  on back  to PTC attitude 

3 a -r. J 
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CAPCOM Roger, 
PAO This  is  Apollo Control Houston. This 

5  feet per second midcourse  correction at  104 hours  is per- 
formed perpendicular to the  radius  vector or roughly this 
would be1 perpendicular to the  flight path.    So at 96 hours 
4  minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo 8,   this  is Apollo Control 
Hous ton. 

END OF TAPE 
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/ 
PAO V. . I o t  67 -  n a u t" .-.si  nlies  away   fro?, earti. 

Its   velocity   relatiue   to  eaitn  row   r> pdm^  4   thousand  71 feet 
per second During   the  pa.-, t   i»ve *■ a '■   r.i r.«teF   Jerry   Carr has 
been passing along/the second editio.. of the deep space ne-.s 
roundup and that along with some early conversvat ion we will 
play  to you now. / 

CAP   COM        /       Apollo  8   this   is   ilous ton .     All  your systems 
looking good. 

SC Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Roger,   Frank   I   got   some   more  news paper 

if  you would  1,1 ke   to  hear  it. ~~       ~ ' ~ 
SC , I  would  en;; o;-   i t . 
CAP   COM, Roger.     we  will   start   out  with   the world news. 

On page   one  fit   the  Houston   Post.     Praise   for Apollo  8 Astronauts 
and hopes   for  international  ct ope rat i on  in space  exploration with 
the world wide  Christmas  Eve  mess ages   as   the   tiny spaceship 
orbited  tire   moon.     Even  in   the   Communis t world  there was enthusiasm 
for  mans   first   voyage   to   the   neon-      In  Moscow   Soviet Scientist 
Anatoly  Wt-s-giiux-etv-e-v  recall his   country  and  the  United States shared 
space  knowledge   before   and  predicted   the  Apcllo  8   flight would 
lead   to   more   cooperation.     .Lu-JLaikaj_Radio  Havanaa re-broadcast 
the   voice of America program  to   tell   the   ITlTFeTTerli   oT~ ~~ 
the  Apollo"8 ""speech .     Voice   officials   said   it  was   the first 
time   that   any   of   the   U.   S.   agency's   programs  had been carried 
by  Havanna   Radio.     Czechoslovakia saw   the  moon   flight through 
extensive   a  television   coverage   and  in  Budapest,   Hungary, people 
talked  of   little  else  on   the   trains   and busses.     In  a non-communist 
wsrlJ office 
workers   and  Christmas   shoppers   held   their breath   as   the spacecraft 
was   readied   for  the  blast   toward  earth.     Frenchman   in   the street 
prais^ti  A«j«t.cican  knowhow  and  the  space   feat   and some viewers 
watc "•.   television  lunar  photos   cheered  tnagni f ique.     In London 
swarms   •:»£   Christmas   shoppers   crowded  into  shops   and  pubs to 
watch   the  photographs  of  the  moons   crater's.     Britian's foremost 
space   astronomer Bernard Loveli,   who   until   a  few weeks   ago critized 
the  Apollo   8  project  on   the   grounds   that   instruments could 
do   the   job  without   risking  the   lives   of   the astronauts, 
made   it   clear  that  he  «as   deeply   impressed by   the  moon flight- 
Pope  Paul   the forth  said  honor   to   those  pioneers   of the 
extension  of  man  inlect- and  activity.   "There were  only  a few 
scrooges   that  Phoo Phoo  the  Christmas  voyage  however,   the most 
rotable was  Samual  Shenton sectary  of London's   Flat Earth 
Socity.     He  said,   the  public  is  being balihooed,   taken for 
a  ride.     How  does   that   grab  you, Frank? 

SC                            It   doesnt   look   to   flat   from here, but 
I   don't  know  b ut_ maybe  something, is  wrong with our vision. 

CAPCOM Roger,     Where  else  in  the world  news the 
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Pueblo  crew  landed  at  NAS  Miramar yesterday  afternoon at 
1400   and  they will  spend  a   few   days   there   in  Balboa hospital 
with   their   familes   celebrating  Christmas.     On   the local 
scene here  the   retail merchants association 
has  announced  that  Christmas   gift  exchange  policy  is   going to 
be  the  same  as  this year  as   it was   last year,   that  is,   very liberal. 
Ah,   fellows  we will be  glad   to   replace   any  broken   items   that you 
might bring back  too,  but  ah,  sorry   there won't be  any  cash refunds. 

SC Thank you. _____ ~T%^;, ' 
CAP  COM Ano the r ,-i'x 11 le bit  of local news   tht' County 

Court  House   at  Huntsville^urnt   down before   dawn  yesterday so 
it  looks   like  they will  go in  the  construction businessthe re again. 
On  the  feature  page,   got   a little bit  about  the waiting families. 
This  one  is  by  Ann  James,  post  reporter.     We   rest  on   the back side 
of   the  moon  said Valarie  Anders,  Christmas  Eve,   as  she  and her 
family waited  for Apollo  8   to   get  out   of  moon   orbit   and head back 
toward home.     Mrs.  Anders  had been  up  since  2  am Tuesday and 
neighbors   just  collected  all   the youngsters   so   the   family   could  get some 
rest whi-le  the spacecraft was  behind  the moor  and out of 
communication.     Col.   Frank Borman's  home was   decorated with 
four big evergreen wreaths   outdoors   and sprinkled with powdery 
snow  and decorated with  red bows.     A tree  in  the  den awaits 
his  safe   return  and his  pretty blend wife sue  and husky son 
Frederick,   and  Edwin,   plan   to  stay  home   for  the  midnight blast 
out   of moon   orbit*     Ordinarly   they  would  attend midnight 
services  at  St.   Christopher's  Episcopal  Church   .     Their plans 
were   for   the   family   to   go   to   Christmas   day  SerJvps   at   7 ;00 am. 
Since   there   are   no young  children   in   the   Borman  home, family 
Christmas   gift  giving will  simply  wait   until   Col. Borman 
comes  back with  hi-;   fantastic, holiday   gift   of   the   flight to 
the   moon   and back.     Marylyn   Lovell's     four youngsters  will have an 
absolutely  normal  Chr'i-stmas  as   far  as   the kids  are  concerned as 
the wife   of  Capt.   Lovell   reportedj.    But   talking  about presents 

was   out   the  because   two  of   them w^as   sitting  right   there  next / 
to her.     I  haven't  even had  time   to   change  my   clothes   that  I ( 

wore   last  night,   Mrs.   Lovell  said.     I_ adul't   to ad^t__2^JJL^i  
however,   and  the   tree will still be   right   there  when  Lovell conies 
home.     Here  is   a  good one  on   the  action  line.     There  is  a little 
letter  to  the  action editor.     We  intended  to pay you earthlings 
a surprise   vist by   flying saucer  last  night.     We   got scareed 
off by  some   crazy   antics   of  a  fat  man  and  a sleigh and 
three   guys   in   a  rocket  powered  bucket   drag  racing  around  the moon. 
Is   that   any way   to  run   a planet t.     Signed,     the  boys   from mars. 
Frank,  it   looks   like  the  only  people  around here unimpressed 
by   the  Apollo  8 is   the  stock market.     Its  30   industrials  are down 
1  point 43. 

-^w~J~*~t       SC Neil will be crying^ 
v.      Cap   Com                 Laughter,   yea ycJu bet.     On   the sports 
agKnoi   to  auch  activity,   ,;-UCLA is   tops   in both   
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the 
basketball  polls.     Have you  got  any  particular  one you want 
to ask  about?    Let  me know  and  I'll  tell you  if  they  are in 
top   ten   on  either poll.     As   far  the  North   the   college all 
Stars   game   that  is   going  to be  played  tomorrow  is concerned 
the North  is  a slight  favorite over the south.    Ara Parsegian 
is   the  coach  of  the North's   team and he's  got six of Nortre Dame 
troups working  for him,  so they  ought  to be pretty tough. 
The  coach  of  the  South  team is   Frank Howard of Clems on. 

four days 
of  interest  in the 
was  named head coach 

He  say's  it  ain't easy, he  quips,   to build  a team in 
to play Notre Dame. 
Sports  page  is Woody 
>f  the year by 
about it, 

SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 

district 
SC 

lift off, 
CAP 

Another little item 
Hayes   of  Ohio State 

the   football's writers   association.    Well that's 
Any  ques t ions ? 

No   thank you  very  much Jerry. 
COM Okay   Frank . . 

Jerry you can  do  this  every Sunday. 
COM DjL_JL9Ji-~-w-anJL_^e_^j^ read you  the funnies. 

COM 
football 

No , 
Did 

t e am? 
Yeah 

Th anks 
you get the word  that .Fred made all 

thank you;  I  heard  about that b efore 

you heard about that, 
a  cryo   fan  cycle   from you. 

iM Yeah,  I thought 
Now back  to  the work,  today we need 

SC We're starting right now 
CAP  COM Roger 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8 
CAP   COM Apollo  8,   Houston, Go 
SC Jerry  In  a little while I 

try   out   little P37  excerise based on minus MA 
through  and  maybe we  can  a  get  a solution from 
we  can.  compare them. 

CAP  COM Okay  Jim.     Retro  says   they are 
copy . 

SC Tragic (?) 
That performance at LOI was abosolutely fantlstic, you 
really   came   in   on   the  money   I  just   couldn't believe it 

CAP  COM Roger,  That kinda surprised us too 
SC Oh  OH Hope you're  not   getting that 

to  the  earth.    We  got  another quarter in here you know 
CAP  COM We havent  cleared yet. 

would  like to 
just work one 

the  ground and 

ready to 

then 

all 

close 

End  of TAPe 
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CAPCOMM We haven't quit yet. 
SC Okay.    Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Go. ^ ^ ^   ' ^ j 
SC We'd like  to ^garble)—"      C}^f^'u'^ ' 
CAP CO MM Roger Jim,   it's yours. 
SC If you can switch  them down  there without 

(garble)  well  go ahead  and  do it. 
CAPCOMM We'll  give  it  a whirl, Frank. 
SC Okay.     (Garble) 
PAO This  is  Apollo Control,  Houston at 

96 hours, 45 minutes into the flight of Apollo 8. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control, Houston at 
97 hours,  20 minutes  into the  flight of Apollo 8.    The Apollo 
8 spacecraft .is now  183,882 nautical miles  away  from earth. 
At  the present  time,  the velocity  of Apollo 8,  relative to 
earth  reads  4GT85 feet per second.    Although Apollo 8 won't 
reach  the earths sphere  of influence until it's   17 \^7 a i 
nautical miles  away,  our displays here  in the Mission Control 
Center and this  includes  the world map,  are  referenced to 
the earth.    The velocity,  for example, while decreasing 
relative to the moon,  is  shown on our display  as increasing 
relative  to the earth', but  it's  a creeping increase, we 
must  admit  -  at  this  point about  1 nautical mile every 
3 minutes.    At present  aboard Apollo  8,  Jim Lovell has been 
exercising the  G&N  computer and Program 37,  this being the 
return to earth onboard program,  and what he has been doing 
here  is working with  the  onboard system and  figuring mid- 
courses   for  return home.     The Manned Spaceflight Network, 
of  course,  is  the prime and the actual numbers  used. We've 
had some conversation with Apollo 8 over the past 20 minutes 
or so,  and we'll play  that back, 

SC Roger,   thank you Frank. 
CAPCOMM Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston with battery 

status report. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOMM At 96 hours  EEP ,  battery A has 38.95 

amp hours,  battery  B has  36.35  amp hours,  Battery  C has 
38.46  amp hours.    Your  total  113.76  amp hours.    At 97 plus 50 
Battery A will be  fully charged and will have 40 amp hours 
and you can terminate charge  at  that  time. Over. 

SC At 97 50. 
CAPCOMM Roger. 
SC We'll give you back Verb  64 Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston, say again. 
SC We  gave you back Verb  64, now why don't 

you  guys  in  guidance  figure  out  corridor  correction at 
114 hours   for us with  a minus  648 cabin. 

CAB-COMM Okay Jim, we  copy  and now let's see, 
we have  the  Verb  64 back.    We'll be back with you in  a min- 
ute. 

PAO Apollo Control,  Houston.    Right now 
aboard Apollo 8  cabin  temperature  reads  78 degrees which is 
a bit warmer than on  the  trip  out  to  the moon.    Also, we've 
just been handed our first weather advisory  for the prime 
recovery  area,  and this  reads  as  follows:    that  the space- 
flight meteorology  group  advises  that weather conditions in 
the planned landing areas  are  expected to be satisfactory for 
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the  next   3 days.     Both  ocean  areas  should have  partly cloudly 
skies,  moderate winds,  seas   3  to  4  feet  and  the temperature 
from 78  to  82   degrees,  scattered showers  are   forecast for 
the  Pacific  area.     So  at  97 hours,   24  minutes  into the 
flight  of Apollo  8,   this  is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston  at 98 hours 
into  the  flight  of Apollo 8.     Apollo  8,  at  the  present time, 
is   182  270 natutical miles  away  from Earth.    Current velocity 
relative to Earth 
some conversation 
with Jim Lovell. 

CAPCOM 
CAP COM 

P-37. 

now  reads  4100  feet  per second.    We've had 
with  the Apollo  8 spacecraft, specifically 
We'll pass  that  along now. 

Apallo  8,  Houston. Over. 
Roger,- we have   a  comparison  now  on your 

SC 
CAP COM 

vector,   the ground 
course.     VEI  at 36 

Roger. 
Okay,  based  on your  vecto'r,   the TMC 

computes   15.3  feet  per second  on   a mid- 
221,   a gamma EI   6f minus  6.5 1  so  it looks 

like your P-37 program is  pretty  good.     Applying your P-37 
solution  to our vector,  however,  we  get  a gamma EI  of minus 
10.32.     We  expect  these   two solutions  converge with  a little 
more   tracking and after you  get  some  Earth horizon sightings 
0 ve r. 

SC Roger.     How valuable  do you  think that 
the  lunar space (garble) 

CAPCOM       * Apollo  8,  Houston.     Repeat your question 
p 1 e as e . 

SC Roger.     I was   getting curious  of the 
value of onboard tracking in the big P-23 course to the Moon 
in  regard^   to  the  distance  tracking  that  close  to  the Moon. 
1 think  there  might be  a trail-off  for onboard navigation 
and I  think  it might be better than  distance tracking. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Stand by. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Roger,     I  guess the 

experts would say  that  the   ...data was  probably best 
based  on  the number  of  sightings   that you have   taken. How- 
ever,   that's   going  to be  the subject  of  quite  a bit evalua- 
tion,   I   think,   after the  mission. Over. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

beginning  to read 
ground noise. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

cle are r. 
CAPCOM 

battery charger. 
SC 
PAO 

i 

(Garble) 
Roge r, Jim. Be 

you very weak and 
advised   that we are 
with  a  rather loud back- 

Understand  (too weak) 
Apollo  8,  Houston,    How  do you  read now? 

m reading you  loud  and clear. 
Roger.     Still  reading you weak but 

8,  Hous ton 

you ve 
Love 11 

Ap ollo 
Ove r. 

Roger.    Will do. 
This   is  Apollo Control 

heard was   the   ground via Jerry Carr 
aboard  the  spacecraft  Apollo 8 

You  can  turn off the 

Hous ton. What 
talking  to Jim 

critiquing  the P-37 
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ret urn-to-Earth  onboard  computer program.    Meanwhile, here 
in Missi-on  Control, we have switched our space digitals 
display   to  reference  the Moon again.     Relative  to  the Moor, 
OUT  altitude  shows   that we   ate  26  049  nautical  miles awav 
from the Moon,  at  the present  time.    And our velocity - this, 
is  velocity  relative  to  the Moon *  reads  4871,6  feet per 
second and 98 hours   5 minutes  into  the  flight of Apollo 8, 
this  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston at 
98  hours,   21  minutes   now  into   the   flight   of  Apollo  8. Our 
space   digital  displays  now   again  referenced  to   the earth. 
Our  distance  away  for Apollo  8,   distance  away   from the earth 
at  this   time  181,428 nautical  miles.     Current velocity 
relative   to  thfe  earth"* 410 8.5  feet  per second. Capsule 
Communicator Jerry  Carr h as ~ j us t  passed  along  family Chris- 
tmas   messages   to   two  of  the  Apollo  8   crew  members, Jim 
Lovell  and  Frank Borman,   and we'll  let  you listen. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Roger,   is   this Jim? 
Roger Jim.     Christmas   morning  around your house was kinda 
quite,  says  Marilyn.     She  says   they  are   all  thankful the 
mission  has   gone so  great.     They  missed having you around the 
tree  this  mornmg'but   they wanted  to  reassure you  that your 
presents   are  waiting.     The   roast  beef  and yorkshire pudding 

•'"will be  on  the  table when you  get home. on 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

shortly . 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

is   re ady . I 
SC 

tmas ,   Je rry ? 
CAP COM 

night before 

you ge 
Oh , roas t beef 
Ye ah, man. Is 
Frank's  not on 

and yorkshire pudding. 
Frank listening? 
the  line yet.     He will be 

have a 

Okay.     How  about Bill 
Bid 1  is  still asleep. 
Okay,  have  Frank  give me 
message   for him too. 
Okay.     Sounds   good. How 

is  he still asleep? 

call when he 

is  your Chris- 

I  c ame 
Real good, 
in here on 

off the 

but  he didn't 

Jim,     Santa Claus  struck last 
the  shift  and  I  guess we will 

unwrapping  this   morning when  I   get back. 
was   looking  for  a  chimney  on  10 3_jaere 

see any . 
You could have   left   the  hatch unlocked 

for 
"o'ut <.>fiat _t thf hl^ab1 

Think   real  hard, Jim. 
down  the  steam duct. 

Sounds   good,   about that 

CAPCOM 
him. 

CAP COM 
could have slid 

SC 
boiling water. 

SC Hey,  Jerry,   this  is Frank 
CAPCOM Hi   Frank.     Christmas  morning    was 'calm 

at   the  Borman  house. '  And  the boys   and  Susan,   and your 
Mom  and  Dad  all  send  their  love.     They  say for you  to stay 
in  there   and pitch.    Over. f- 

SC Okay,   thank you.     Please reciprocate 
for me, 

CAP COM Sure will Frank. 

EE COM says he 

time  Bill was 

up 
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Frank, when Bill wakes 
message   for him too. 
Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,  Houston, go. 
Roger.     Are  the  guidance boys 

up ,   gi ve  me a 

busy this 

CAP COM 
holler.     I've  got a 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

morning? 
CAPCOM They  say  they are. 
SC I   just worked  outa NAV   ...   to  move my 

landing logitude  6  degrees,  east.     I  just want  to compare 
with what  they've  got  based  on  the  same burn  time (garble) 
14 hours, based on  the bias  impact  longitude  determined from 
the  P37 which  is wrong.     I'm indicating  that  I'de  get a 
600   foot  per second Delta VC burn  plus  and my  Delta VX changes 
to a minus   11.6  feet  per second.     I'd  like  to have that 
verified if  I could. 

CAPCOM Roger Jim.     Stand by   and  I'll see  if they 
copie d  all  that. 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

the guidance 
about  2  or 3 

Apollo  8, Houston 
Go ahead. 
The voice isn't too 

troops  didn't  get  all that, 
minutes,  we'll  flop  on the 

should  get  good voice  transmission from 
it would you please. 

SC Roger. 
CAP COM Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Loud and clear. 
CAP COM Roger.     We're   reading you much better now. 

Jim can   go  ahead with his   transmission  to  the  guidance troops. 
They  nave  one  question before he  starts.    They would  like to 
know what his  view  (garble)  was  at   114 hours. Over. 

SC Roger.     Wait  one.    The   ...   at   ... was 
plus  079 72. 

CAP Roger.     Plus  0 79 72 .     Apollo 8,   this is 
Houston.     We  are   ready   to  copy your data when you are ready. 
0 ve r. 

great  right now and 
How  about waiting 

antennas  and we 
you and  then repeat 

How   do you  read? Over. 
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SC Okay  Houston.     Based  on  the  P37 with 
minus.,   solution,   I  got  an  impact  longitude  of  minus 160.95. 
I  biased  it   to  get  an  impact   latitude  -   longitude  of 163.75. 
I  wanted   to  change  my   impact  point   30  degrees   to   the east 
and  I  tried  to  determine what  my   ...  burn  primers would be 
to  do  this  and  I  got  a Delta  VX  burn of minus   11.6  and a 
Delta  VC  of  plus   600.     Delta  VY   is   zero.     So   that changed 
my  previous  Delta VX burn  from minus   50.2.     I   just  want to 
know if  that meets with  their approval. 

CAPCOM Roger  Jim.     We   copy  and  will   run it 
through   the  mill  and  give  you  an answer. 

PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston,   at  98 hours, 
28 minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo 8. 
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CAP   COM This   is   Apollo  Houston  at   98  hourr   5 7 nunut^a 
into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8.     The  Apollo   8  spacecraft row 
179   989   nautical   miles   away   from  earth.     Current   velocity relative 
to earch 4 124.3 feet   p e r   s e cond Capsule   Commun. i c a t o r , Jerry 
C a r r has passed along s ome f li gh t plan  update in format ion 
t o Ap olio 8 and we will lis ten t 0 that now. 

CAP COM Apollo 8, Ho us t on. 
SC Go   ah e ad , H o u s ton ,   Apo1lo 8 
CAP COM Apollo 8, This i s Houston with a f ligh t 

plan update 
SC Go ahe ad . 
CapCOM Roger. At 100 ho urs   30 minutes change 

star  numb e r  0 2 f r o m one set t o two set. Over. 
SC Roger. Sta rs   02 f rom  one   set to Cwr, ppt 
CAP COM Roger. Al so set number   2 change star 

number   11   to sta r numbe r   7 . Over 
SC Roger. 11 to   7 . 
CAP COM Roge r Then after star  set  n uraber 3 intiate 

PTP  again Pitch IC Yaw 4 5 . Ove r 
SC Pitch 10 Y aw 4 5 
CAP  COM Roger.     At   101  hours  30  minutes  delete the 

earth  horizons   settings. Over 
SC 101   30   delete   the   earth  horizons settings, 
CAP  COM That's   affirmative.     The   folks   here   are evaluating 

the   thermal  situation looks 
like   you  will  be   out   of   PTC   rather   at   an  extended   period  of time. 
That's   the   reason  we   have  you   initiating  PTC  again   there around 
101   as   soon  as  you   finish   those   three   star  sightings.     We are 
still   working  on   the   buff   about   the   next   ten   hours, after 
10 0  hours  we   are   looking  at   the   thermal   situation.and the 
star  sighting  situation  and  we  will   be   giving  you  more update 
la t (• r  on. .     Ove r . 

SC Roger,     We   really  don't   have   a thermal 
problem  at   all  now.     All   indications  here   are normal. 

CAP   COM Roger.     Everything   looks   okay,   just trying 
to   look  down  the   track   aways . 

SC I've   often   look   down   that  way too. 
CAP   COM Roger. 
SC 
CAP  COM Okay.     Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead, Houston. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Frank would   like   to   talk  to you 

a  minute   or   two   about   the   auto^funny  you  have  been seeing 
throughout   the  nation. Over. 

SC Go  Ahead, Houfeton 
CAP  COM Roger.     The   p/roblems   vou  have   run   into so 

/ 
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CAP   COM far   are   due   to   some   unkowrt   source, probably 
EMI  alike  loading your T  and  C  trunion  cell  it's  now 91, So 
it   really   doesn't   represent   your   true   training   angle.     Now this 
loading problem we  don't   feel   implies  any  decrease  in the 
realibility   in  your  C  and  C  at   all.     We   think   that   the best 
way  circumvent  the  problem is   to  cycle  the  optic  zero switch 
to   off   and   then  on  prior   to   using   the   optic,   switch   to any 

And 
more 

with  that  procedure  I  think, you probably went 

in 

purpose. 
have any 

SC 
RE FS   band and 
Notice  in the 
s.i.me procedure 

SC 
PAO Apollo   Control   Houston,   Apollo   8   is   a bit 

over  4000  thousand  nautical miles  away  from that point in 
the   flight   pad.     Will  be   recaptured   by   the   earths   ... influence 
So at  99 hours  1 minute  into  the  flight  this  is Apollo Control 
Hous ton. 

End  of tape 

problems 
Roger 

first we 
first   . . 
that 

Roger, 

OVer 
Jerry  I  notice  one difference 

have   trouble   with   and   we got.... 
anomal option  that was  the very 

J C o p y . 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control,   Houston,   at 99 
hours,   33  minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo  8.     Apollo  8 now 
178,529  nautical  miles  away  from earth.     It's  current velocity 
relative  to  earth  is  now  reading 4141  feet  per  second. We've 
had  some   conversation with  Apollo  8, since 
and  we'll  play  that now. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is Houston 
back  on  your  entry  navigation calculations 

SC Goahead. 
CAPCOM Roger.     We  went through 

got  exactly  the   same  answer  as  you got. 
procedure   is   very   good.     Looks   like   .. a 
remembered   to  average  out   the velocity, 
and  computed  the  problem  to  verify the 

our   last report, 

We  are  to come 
Over. 

the   charts and 
Looks   like your 

a   real   good head, 
We also wen'" ahead 

chart   and   got   a gooci 

you 

solution. Over 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

agree ,  we'11 be 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Program  40 fits 

Thank you 
we 1c ome . 
we  can get 

ve ry   mu c h . 

our  state pictures 

Apollo 8, Houston 

Jim listening? 

Roge r. 
You're 
Now  if  we  can  get   our  state  pictures to 

in bus ines s . 
No sweat. 
Apollo  8, Houston 
Go ahead. 
Roger,   Frank. Is 
Lis tening. 
Roger.     On  your  question  about   the option, 

the  preferred   flag,...the  next  P52  will come 
option   1,   subsequent  alignments   after   that   come   up option 
Over. 

SC All   right.     We   understand.     So  40  will have 
come  up  with  a   (garble)   burn with   an  option (garble) 

CAPCOM Roger.     Now   concerning  your   restart that- 
happened  in  Lunar  oribt,   for   the  peace  of  mind   of   the computer 
people,   and   the  MIC  folks,   we  have   a  question.     Did  Verb 34 

flashing Verb   5 1   and  P22   caused   a   restart. Over. 
That  sounds   like   i t  was "Tt~I 
Roger.     Thank  you Jim. 
That  must  be   a  "no no". 
Yes   Yes,   that   is a 

up 
2 . 

to 

enter to 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAFCOM 

That   almost caused 
N o No. 
an  unscheduled EVA too 

Ap~oTTo  8,   Houston.     Biomed  switch center 
Over 

SC 
CAP( 
PAO 

OM 
3,2,   1, MARK. 
Roger,   Your MARK. 
Apollo  Control, Houston. You  heard conver- 

sation  exchanges  between  Jerry  Carr  here  at   the   Mission Contro 
Center  and  both  Jim Lovell  and   the   spacecraft   commander, Frank 
Borman.     Bill  Anders  apparently  must  still  be   in  a  rest period 
So  at   99  hours,   36  minutes   into   the   flight  of  Apollo   8, this 
is   Apollo   Control, Houston. 
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PAO rhis   is   .Apoilo   Control,   Houston, at 
100   hours,   I?  mi. utes   into   the   flight   o t   Apollo   8. Apollo 
8  is  now  i7t,lb(-  nautica*   miles  away  from earth. Our 
current   velocity   reading   relative   to  "arth   IF   4161   feet per 
second.     Let's   hark   ..     back   to  o n p   of   our  earlier  air to 
ground  discussions,   an  earlier   reference   to   restart and 
unscheduled  EVA  involved  a  bit   of   banter  on   the   part of 
spacecraft   commander,   Frank   Borman.     Apparently yesterday 
in  Lunar   orbit,   Jim   Love 11   working  with   his   e<";mpater, gov 
one   of  his   verbs   or  nouns   a  bit   twisted.     The   coiapute^r  mat tea 
predictably  by   giving  a  res te.it.     This   came   as unexpected 
event   to   the   cr ew.     Frank's   ref ere nee~Tn~ a jp"t XTa g manner 
indicated   that   they   felt   a  moment   or   t_w t >   a. h o u t   to ssing   j i m 
out -     We've   had  a J d *' r - o n a 1   conversation with   t he   ere w~ <;lncc - 

CAPCOM 
time   for  us   to z 
RCS tcmperarures 
reading  now, and 
or so. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

right ? 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

6C  is   5 volts, 
CAPCOM 

5Cand   5D are 
Charlie   is 5 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

A running a 
remember, I 

Apollo   8;   this   is   Houston,     It   is about 
'art   keeping  track  o     some   command module 

so  when  vcu   get   a   change,   we'd   like   th" 
we'll   cry   to   repeat   it   about   every   8 hears 

Okay , we 
Roger. 
You want 

11 get them for you right no 

the   mo for   off   the   test meter 

high,   b B   is high, 

Roger, Understand 
are  pegged  high, 6 

Over. 

That  s affirmative. 
The   5C   is   (garble) high 
Roger,   5C   (garble) high 
D high. 
Roger,   D high, 
(garble)   5D.   6 A is 

6 P   is   (garble) high. 
Apollo  8, Houston, 

pegged  high,   6A and 6B 
volts, and 

That's 
Apollo  8, Houston 
Roger,   go ahead. 
Apollo  8, Houston 

little  bit warmer than 
mentioned  before  we  were   coming   into  a period 

of   time   here   where   we   were   going   to   spend   a   lot   of time 
with   no   PTC   going       We'd   like   for   you   to   try   to   favor quad 
A  if   you  can,   in  the   shade   and  do  whatever  you  can   to keep 
that   temperature   from  getting  out   of   hand. Over. 

SC Roger,   I'm  only   reading   121   on   quad A. 

6 Delta is pegged high 
r o ge r . 

We're   showing quad 
the   other  quads.     If >or 
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mp e r a t ure Wt 

r e i nt ere ste 
ra tnre s . Ov 
1 i s t e n , i f y 
P PTCi ng i t 

g ht   now. ke ' re 
k now that this 
e re near a situ 

back to PTC or 

CAPCOM Roger. 
S C Quad   C   is   the highest 

have .     12?. . 
CAP Roger,   Frank.     We   are   more   interested in 

the   tank   temperatures   than   the   quad ten 
SC Roger,   I   understand ar 

think   it   is   that   important,   will   just   keep  PTCing  it   and not 
do anything, 

CAPCOM Negative.     It   no sweat 
watching   it   and we   just  wanted   to   let > 
thing  is  being  looked   at.     If  we   get ar 
where  we   feel  we   ought   to   change,   we'll go 
r. o o 1 it. 

SC Roger,   thank  you.     We'll  do  our  best bur. 
it   is   kind  of  hard   though,   you   are   sort  of   subject of 
...   geometry,.     Where   ever   the   stars   and   the   moon   happens to 
be..,   that's   where   you point. 

CAPCOM Roger.     We   understand.     We're   going to 
keep   an  eye   on   it   down  here   and  we'll  keep  you appraised, 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo Houston. 
SC Houston,   this   is  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   pass   the  word   to  jim  that  on these 

MARKS   that   are   coming  up,   it   is   pretty  important   that he 
remember   to   record  his   Delta  R  and  Delta  V  and   trunnion. We 
are  working  low  bit   rate   down  here,   so we're  not   going  to be 
able   to   record   that   data   from here. Over. 

SC We   are   recording   them all, 
SC Houston-,   Apollo  8.     Did  you   read   that we 

are   recording  all  the   Delta  R  and  Delta  V  and trunnion. 
CAPCOM Roger. (garble) 
SC Jerry,   this   is  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   go ahead. 
SC It   looks   like  we  have   directly 

ahead   on   top   of us. 
CAPCOM Roger,   we   understand  but   tank temperature 

is   holding  steady,   so we   are alright. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston. The 

reference   to   quads   that   dealt  with   the   reaction   control sub^y.n 
engine   quads.     From  the   ground  we  had   a   reading,   or   have a 
reading,   from quad   A which   indicates   that   it   is   a bit   abovs the 
temperature   level   of   the   other   quads,   some   7   degrees.     We will 
be  watching  this   and   taking  steps   to  balance   the   c e rr.p e r * t u r e s . 
So   at   100  hours   17   minutes   into   the   flight,   of   Apollo  8, this 
is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control.   Houston at 
100  hours minutes   ir.ro   the   flight   of   Apollo   8. Ihe 
Apollo   8  sp?cecrafi   at   this   time   is   17 5   220  nautical miles 
away   from  earth.     At   100  hours   A 7   minutes   &7   seconds the 
Apollo  8 spacecraft with  its  crew passed back  into the 
earth's   sphere   of   influence.     It's   current  velocity relative 
to   the  eaith  currently   reads  A I 8 A   feet   per   second.     At this 
time we  are   in  the  process  of   undergoing a  change  of shift. 
c. 1 ^J__£ h p r 1 psunrth   a_njih i s   team  now  cornin p  aboard. Since 

last   report  we  have   had   several   Eransmissions   from the our   last report 
crew  and we are 

CAPC0M 
SC 
CAPC0M 

ture   that  we are 
all   this work 

we h a ve had s e ve raT 
going to play those 
Apollo 8, Houston. 
Go ahead, Houston, 
Roger, Frank. The 
watching on quad A 
that  you  are doing, l n 

it to be to terribly serious. What 
as   soon  as  you  finish   this   P23 work 

transmissions 
for  you now- 
Over. 

Apollo 8. 
helium   tank tempera- 
has   only   gone   up   1 degree 

So,   we   don't consider 
we  would   like   to   do. 

is   rather   than go 
back   into  PTC   let's  just   roll   her  over   180  degrees and 
put   quad  A   on   the   cool   side,   and   hold   it   that   way until 
your  next   activity   comes   up  which   is   around   102   30. Over. 

SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the temperature 
it though. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

u=   to maneuver 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

was  missed  on your P23. 
us   if   you  have time. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

mark ,  we missed 
SC 

you  to  do this? 
to  ask  for this? 

CAP COM ' Who? 
SC JimLovell 
CAPCOM Negat ive . 

Okay .     Fine. 
it  should  be   getting  cool  now, Jerry. 
Roger,   Frank.     So   far we   haven't seen 

curve   back  down  again.     We  expect   to see 

Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Roger.     Give   us the 

back  here   before that 
W i 1 c o . 
Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go  ahead, Houston. 
Roge r,   Frank. We 

We'd like 

Go . 
word 
t ime 

when you want 
that  you (garble). 

have some data that 
you  to   read   it down 

Roger,  we  will   in  just   a minute. 
Roger. 
Go  ahe ad . 
Roger. On 

delta  R and   
i x t h  mark, that's 

Come  on  Carr, come 

What   do  you want? 
star number  2,   the sixth 
delta V. 

-  did  Lovell pay 
clean.     Did  he ask vou 

We   really   missed it 
SC 
CAPCOM 

It s all zeros and 
Roger.     All zeros 

all zeros, 
all zeros Okay , 
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proficient \/ 

number  you  read  down to 

number   1 ,  mark 2 
Now   that one 

on   star  number   7,   we   lift   the   trunnion  on  marks   1     2, and 
3. 

SC On   1,   trunnion  w.^   03233.     On   2,   it was 
03240.     On   3, 03241. 

CAFCOM Okay,   Frank,   and  then  the   last  one is 
on  star  number   I.     We  missed  the   trunnion  nn  mark 5. 

SC 04064. 
CAPCOM Roger. 040h4. 
SC Righto. 
CAPCOM Thank  you, Frank. 
SC You're   welcome, Terry. 
CAPCOM That   Lovell   is   getting pretty 
SC Not bad. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahe ad . 
CAPCOM Was   that last 

me  mark  2  on  star  number 1? 
SC That's   right, star 
CAP COM Roger.     Thank you. 

got  you  on guidance. 
S C Okay . 
PA0 Now   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

Since   the   black   shift   is   shortly   leaving  duty,   we thought 
at   this   time   that  we  would  summarize   the   activities that 
we   saw  during  this   9-hour  period.     When  Glynn Lunacy's 
black  watch   came   aboard,   we  were   very  pleased  to  see a 
Ch r j^s_£jcLaLS__txg-£-» a _ 1A Zhi^A C h r i s t mas__t re e     here   in the 
Mission  Control   Center  whLch we  understood was  placed up 
sometime   following  the  transearth   injection  burn. The 
shift   itself  was  one  of   relative   quiet.     When  the black 
team of   controllers   took  over,   Bill   Anders  was   awake. During 
moat   of   the   period,   the  spacecraft   was   flying   in passive 
thermal   control  attitudes.     Shortly  after   taking  over, we 
placed   several   calls   in   the  blind   to   the   spacecraft. This 
was   not   a  matter  of   concern.     In   fact,   it  was  more   a matter 
of   curiousi ty  since  we  were   receiving  telemetry  solid in 
getting   to   the   spacecraft  very   easily  with   commands. The 
solution  came  when   the  ground   reached  BiJ_l Anders   and it  
turned  out that   the sjLlLUAtJjin__wa.s_ p r o b a h 1 y  one  o f   ZL_ 1 O P se 
c^otTnTTc't Q Zj.     Shortly   thereafter,   spacecraft Commander 
Frank  UcTrman  and  Jim  Lovell   awoke.     And  Anders   took a 
short-acting  sleeping pill  and   retired.     We   passed  alonp a 
flight  plan  update   to   the   crew  that   put   the   first midcourse 
correction  at   104  hours  with  a  delta  V  of   5   feet per 
second.     This  burn  of   a  very  short   delta,   a  very small 
delta  V,   we  should   say,   is   formed  perpendicular to 
the   radius   factor   and   this  would  make   it   rougnlv perpendicu- 
lar   to   the   flight  path   itself.     A  little   later, Jerry 
Carr,   our   Capsule   Communicator,   tried  his hand 
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again  as   a newscaster  and,   in   fact,   passed  up   a  couple of 
newscasts   during  the  period  of   little   activity.     One based 
on wire  service  copy,   the  other  based  on  a  copy  of the 
Houston  Post.     Then  Command  Module  Pilot   Jim  Lovell, exer- 
cised   a   computer   program.      Computer   program  number   37, the 
return-to-earth  program onboard   to  practice  onboard compu- 
tations  for midcourses.    There was  considerable conversa- 
tion  played back,  and   forth  between  the  Mission  Center and 
the   spacecraft   regarding   this  activity.     A  little later, 
Jerry  Carr  relayed  the   family  Christmas   messages   to Frank 
Borman  and  Jim  Lovell  who were   awake  at   the   time. Bill 
•riders   undoubtedly  will   receive   one   later when  it's estab- 
lished   that   he   is   awake.     As  we   mentioned  earlier, we 
reached  the  Earth's  sphere  of  influence  at   100  hours 47 
minutes   47   seconds,   only   a  short   while   ago.     Although this 
event   took  place   only  a  short  while   ago,   most  of   the morning 
as   we   viewed   our   space   digitals   display,   we  were reading 
them in  terms  of  Earth  reference.     And  the   latter  part of 
our   shift,   Jim  Lovell  worked  again  with   the   computer. On 
the  onboard  guidance  and navigation system,  we  should say 
rather.     In  program  23,   the   cislunar  navigation program. 
As  you heard  toward  the   latter  part  of  the  shift, we 
started   looking   at   temperatures   on   quad  A  of   the reaction 
control  system.     And  the  temperatures  in  the service 
module   reaction   control   system  quad   A  have  been running 
about   10  plus   degrees  warmer   than   in  the   other   three quads 
In  order   to  maintain balance   temperatures  between  quads and 
to  avoid   reaching  any  thermal   limits   in  the propellant 
tanks,   propellants   the   spacecraft   just   shortly  before our 
flight   control   team went  off   duty . 

END   OF TAPE 
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it was  maneuvered  to place  quad A on  the  shady  side. When 
it will  be  maintained  in  this  attitude  until  our next 
period  of work  activity emerges.     So,  at  this  point, with 
no news  conference  or  change  of  shift  schedule,   change of 
shift  briefing scheduled,   F1 i g ht __Di£e c t o r Glynn__Lunney would 
like   to  extend   to  ajJL—V 1 s 1 tin g__j\ejgsmen  from  all  parts  of the 
country  a very merry  Christmas.     And  ajt   101  hours  5 minutes 
2  seconds  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8,  this  is Apollo 
ControlHoustcn. / 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   control  Houston  at   101 hours 
17  minutes  into  the  flight.     and  the  Green  team has  taken over 
here  at   the  control center. 
In  the   last   few  minutes  we  have noted 
down  here   on  the   ground  temperature  QUAD  A  are   reaction control 
system  4-way  motor  on   the   Service  Module   called  Quad  A  is showing 
a slight  rise  in  temperature   it's  about   10  degrees  above where 
it  should  be.     The   other  Quads   are   running  70   to   75 degrees 
quad  A  is  presently   reading  86  degrees   F.     So we  ask Frank 
to  roll  the  spacecraft  around  and  put  Quad A  in  the shade 
for  a while.     Trying  to  bring  that "nTenvp~e r a t u r e   down";   ~~Weare 

"going  to watch  it,  as  yet  it has  not  dropped.     Here  is some 
conservation  that  we  had  with   the crewman. 

CAP COM Apollo  8,  Houston  you  are  back under our 
influence again. Over 

SC Very  good.       Things  started  speeding up 
now   uh . 

CAF COM toger.    You have  been  in  for about  20 minut 
SC Very   good.     Jerry   this   is Jim. 
CAP COM Go  ahead, Jim. 
SC Find  out   if   the   guidance   group   cf a 

nidcourse manuve r of  minus  4.8  dextant   daugher   (?)   14 hours 
would be bet t e r than   the   15  we're   doing  capable   of first. 

CAP COM Okay minus 4.8 
SC Right 
CAP COM We have  already  started  checking on it 

J im.     I b e t you think   that   P37   passed us. 
SC Big  brother   is watching. 
CAP COM A f i r m 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8 
CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston 
CAP COM Apollo  8,   Houston Go 
SC I  just  wondered  how  Jim   ....   is doing. 
CAP COM We  have   seen  no   improvement  as  yet Frank. 
SC Alright  here   is a 
CAP COM 86 degrees 
CAP COM Apollo   8 Houston 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP COM Ah   roger,   Frank  we   are   going   to arrange 

a range sequence •now?    We-wou-Ld  like  to  keep  com on  the net 
for about 3 niir.u t e s . 

CAP COM Over 
SC Very we 11 
PAO This   is   Apollo   control  Houston,   here at 

101 hours 19  minutes   into   the   flight  and   that  brings   us up 
to date. 
End  of TAPE 
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PAO This   Is   Apollo   Control  Houston   at   101 r^u's 
40  minutes.     The  next  television  transmission  is  scheduled for 
104  hours   15   minutes.     In   about   2   1/2   hours   from  now. Snouid 
make  it about  3 o'clock. Houston time.    That's pretty close 
we  will   refine   that   a   little   later.     The   rise   in  quad  A is 
that we noted earlier is not,   is  no__p a n i c__si t uation at all. 
It's   about   10   degrees   above  where" we   plot   that   IT   sTfou I d B"eT~" 
We have  rotated  the  spacecraft  around held  it  on  the dark 
side   for   awhile.     And  now   the   crewmen  have  been advised 
to  go  back  to  passive  thermal  control,   that  gently rolling; 
barbequeing  kink  of   motion,   to   see   what   effect   that has 
on  the,  Uh,  Quad  A still  running about  85  to  86 degrees. 
Here   is   the   conversation  which   as   developed   over   the last 
few minutes, 

CAP   COM Apollo   8,   Houston   range   sequer.ce complete. 
Ove r . 

SC Thank you 
SC Hello  Houston,   Apollo   8.     How  do  you read? 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,   Houston,   loud  and clear. 
SC Houston,   are  you  reading Apollo 8? 
CAP   COM Apollo  8,   Houston   loud   and   clear  by me. 
SC I  wasn't   reading  you   for  a while,   but I 

read  you  loud   and   clear now. 
CAP  COM Roger, Frank 
SC I   want   to   know  what   a   range sequence 

desk   ...   was, Jerry. 
CAP   COM I  was   afraid  you  was   going   to   ask that. 

S t and  by. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8 Houston, 
SC Go ahead 
CAP  COM Roger,   this   range  sequence   is phenomena 

we   get   on  down  voice  backup.     In  this   mode   the   ranging and 
the  voice  share  the  same  channels  so we  have  to periodically 
check  and  make   sure   that   they  are  not   interfering with each 
other.     Ove r. 

SC Thank you.     That's   a  very education, 
CAP  COM Roger.     We  are   learning  a   little bit 

down  he re too. 
SC Ihopeyouarestu d/i ng reentry. 
CAP  COM No we're   fat  on  tho'se Frank. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston 
CAP  COM Roger, Frank 

We would  like  for you  to  go back  into PTC now.     Your heliun 
tank  temperature   is   still  holding  about   the   same, and 
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CAP COM We  are   going  to   try   to   PTC   to  you and 
things  out. Ove r . 

SC Okay 
CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston 
SC Go  ahead Houston. 
CAP COM Is  Jim listening? 
SC He's  not  here  right now. 
CAP COM Roger.     Trying  to  let  him know  that  we repaired 

bis   latest  P 37. And  these  vectors  have   converged  to  they are 
very,   very close now . 

SC Your saying  that  your  state  vector and 
our  state vector are  very close. 

SC That's   affirmative, Frank 
SC Is  that  right Jerry? 

Okay  I'll  start  a  thank  you (?) 
CAP COM Roge r 
CAP COM But  don't  let  his  head  get big. 
SC Don't worry,   it would be  impossible to 

live  with.     He  always  was   pretty sharp. 
PAO And  this   is  Apollo  Control  Houston again 

we  got  a  little  quiet  period here,   so  lets  run  through some 
of  the   charts   this  morning  for  this  afternoon.    The cabin 
temperature  of   the   cabin  pressure   is   4.9   pounds   per square 
inch.     We  are   looking  at   a  cabin   temperature  of   7 8 degrees 
and ystetday  I  think we  ran between  79  and  77. Showing 
presently  29  pounds  of waste water aboard,   jave  37 pounds 
of  u^in'.ini! w^ter  which means   a   full   tank.     In  our oxygen 

~qu2,at i ties  well   up   there,   oxygen  tank  one Is  68 percent 
oxyguii quantities  in  two  is  68 percent.    Hydrogen quantities 
is   52   percent   in  tank  one   and  remaining  54  percent   in tank 
two.     Great   shape  there.     Temperatures  on   the cryogenic 
oxygen   is    liriuj   I"'4   for  tank  one  and minus   187   tank two. 
and  hydrogen   tank  one   temperature   is  minus   413  degrees F 
Tank  two   minus   4.14  degrees.     In   the  weight  department,  Apollo 8 
continues  to  lose weight  at  a very  dramatic  pace.   Cause before 
we  went   into   Lunar  Orbit  just  prior  to  our  Lunar Orbiting 
insertion burn,  we  had  something on  the  order of  63 000 pounds 
While  orbiting  yesterday,  we  were   down   to  45  000  pourTcTs > 
Today  after  our  transer  injection  burn we ~w"e"re" down   to"  3 1   7 3 9 pound; 
And we  will   continue   to  see  that   reduce   as  we   get   closer   to home 
and particularly  when we   drop   that  service  module.     just prior 
to  reentry.     So  all  in all  in   101  hours  47  minutes  this is 
that's   our  status   this   is   Apollo  Control Houston. 

END 0* TApr ivT^  ^ ^  ^ ^h—W 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston  at   102 hours 
12  minutes   into   the   flight.     Frank  Borman's   family,   his parents 
his  wife,   his   two  boys   are   in  the  Control  Center  and  they just 
got  a  Christmas  nod  relayed  to   them  from Apollo   8  by  Mike Collins 
Here's  how  the   conversation went. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

reset to get 
antenna. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the 

Apollo 8, Houston, 
Mike, we lost lock 
lock back  on again 

say   again. 
and  Bill  hit command 
but  you're  welcome to 

Okay,   Frank,   thank you. 
Houston,   Apollo   8, over. 
Apollo   8,   this   is  Houston,   go ahead 
Good  morning, Michael. 
Good  mo rn i ng. 
(garbled) 
Apollo  8,  Houston,   you've got 

the 

J 

back  ground noise  and  about  unreadable. We're 
a lot 
t r y i n 

a better  OMNI. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

asleep .     Va1a r i e 

Apollo  8,   Houston,   how  do  you read, 
Loud   and   clear. 
Okay,   you're   loud  and clear. 
Non other. 
I got a message for you while 
said  to   tell  you  that   she and 

of 
g to 
over 

/get  v y-^ 

Is   this  B/ill? *> 

you 
the 

leaving  for   church   about   11:30   and  eagerly awaiting 

we re / 
kids/ are 

our 
return.     She   said  presents  are  magically  starting  to appear 
under the 
Ch r is tmas 

Ch •• i s t mas at 
CAPCOM 

g u y_s are you 

New! 

Christmas   tree   again  so  it   looks   like   a  doubjle barrel 
over. 

You  can't  beat   a  deal   like that, 
at   your  house   today? ( 

Early   and  busy   as   usual.     I   to 1 dj Michae_l 
up   there,   and  he   s a i d  wh o ' _s_ driving?] 

SC _That 

m   Is   doing \ IDS t  of   the   drivi ng  right now 
a   good   question.     I think 

bay again. 
_X think   Isaac  New ton  is   doing most   of the 

v.. n r v. v K 
SC 

r i v i ug x_i_&h t now. 
CAPCOM     ~~ "Ttoger,   we copy. 
SC Give  Valarie  and   the  kids   a Merry Christmas 

for  me,   Mike,   and  tell   them  I'll   see   them  here   in  a while, 
CAPCOM I   sure  will,   and  you might   tell   Frank that 

if  he's   got   any  messages  hi"s~p"e7rp 1 e   are   about   10-—£e-e-t away. 
SC He   said  bah  hum  bug.     Howdy,   how  are you'll? 
CAPCOM You ve   got   a wTTo 1 e   row  o~f   smi 1 i~ng   Fa~ce"s in~~ 

she  back  room, Frank. 
SC Very   good.     Will   they  be   proud  of   me, I'm 

using  the   ,|.   right now. 

0 
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CAPCOM Don't  over do it. 
SC I  won't. _    . . : 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control  Houston,   here.     102 hours 
29  minutes   in  the   flight.     couple   of   points  we   should mention 
for  one  Quad  A  the   temperature   that  we   reported  earlier to 
peak  up   to   86   degrees   now   it's   way   down.     Drop   one   degree it 
is  now  85.     And   that   drop  has   taken  place   in  the   past   15 minutes 
About   15  minutes   ago  into  passive   thermal   control  of a 
gentle     slow  roll   did  distribute   the   sun's  heat   evenly.     Quad B 
is   reading   71   degrees   ,   Quad   C   76   And   Quad   D   like   dog   is 70. 
Tnis   temperature  measurement   comes   from  the  helium  tank which 
pressurizes   the  particular  quad.     We   are  planning  a midcourse 
at   last   time   104   hours   ,   104  hours   even.     It   will   be   burn of 
5   feet   per   second.     5   feet   per   second.     We're   also   planning a 
television  acquistion  at   104  hours   15  minutes  which   in relation 
to  Houston   time   should   be   3:06   pm  central   standard   time . 
duration   of   the   television  pass   is   planned   for   10   to   12 minutes. 
We  do  not  know J;he   content   of   the   show  and  we  have  no schedule 
plans   for   i t . T^Mr Sj   Frank  Borman.     who  with   Frank's parents 
and  Frank  and  Busarf^s   El7o^~5~oTrs~ just   left^the   control center, 
forwarded   a  message   this   morning  to  Mrs .^—^to Commander 
and  his  wife   Buc&er   at   the   San  Diego  hospital,   San Diego, 
California.     The   message   is   as   follows:     You   have   been in 
our   thoughts   and   prayers.     Your   reunion  has  brought   great joy 
to  our  hearts   this   Christmas   .     Our  best   to  you personally 
to   all   the   families   under  your   command   .   Signed   the families 
of   the   crew  of  Apollo   8.     The  message  was   composed   and suggested 
by   Hrs .   Frank  borcian\ It   was   forward  by   NASA   Facilites this 
m o r v.. A n We  have   some   conversation with  the   crew  and we 
wi ii p i d y   L i    c o f you now. 

COM Apollo   8 ,   Houston, Over. 
SC Go   ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Roger.   Quad   Able helium tank temperature 

h a s d r o r P e d  ve ry slightly   and   it   looks   pretty   good   to us 
s c i'! '■ a n k  you, Michael. 

I've   got   a  procedure for Jim  I would 
like t o read up av.d   it   involves bringing the   LM  and the 
CMS stat 

SC 
e vector s   to   *:he  earth   servant .. 

Alright, standby 
CAP COM Okay 
SC Getting  his   arrow now. 

Whose   procedure   is this Michael? 
CAP COM Oh   its   the   agent   of the opinions of 

cur e xp e r t s down here.     I   got   it   from Mr. Colossusdown at 
the MC . 

SC Very good 
I  want  make  sure  it was' nt   an Aldrin 

r    ;-s r- i a 1 . 
C A i' I'm  sorry  you're broken up 

now 

6 S 
-? 
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CAP COM No sig say again. 
SC Merry Christinas Bud. 
CAP COM Yeah, Merry Christmas up there Jim. 

I've got a procedure when your are ready to copy, 
SC ^ Okay .    I just got a minute to set, just 

let me get a pencil and paper and I will copy it. 
CAP COM Okay 
SC Okay Mike 
CAP COM Okay, the purpose is to bring the Lm 

and the CSM state vectors to earth trail of inflight. 
Step one:    Verb 37 enter 23 enter  .    Step two:    At noun 
70,  at noun  70,  load and register  1 and 2 3 and the following 
numbers.    51, 0 0 0 0 2 register 2 5..  register 3 0 0 2 10 
Step  3:    proceed on noun  70  conning up.    Step 4: proceed 
on noun 25 to 25.    Step 5:    Do not proceed on noun 18. 
Wait for 30 seconds then do do verb 37 and enter zero, zero 
enter,    end of procedure. Over 

SC Okay, As  I understand that the reason 
for this procedure is to bring the LM and CSM state vectors 
back to the earth  ...  is that correct. 

CAP COM That's correct. 
SC Okay,  to do it we convert 37 enter and 

23 enter and noun 70 load and register one.    4 balls two 
register 2 all balls and register 3 2 balls  210 Will proceed 
on that  70 and proceed on 25 and will not proceed on 18 
wait 30 seconds and we will do a convert zero zero enter  ... 

CAP COM That's affirmative. 
SC I'm just kinda curious  I  thought this 

was done  for us.    The  computer took care of it so problem 
CAP COM Roger,  you're normally it is done automatically 

Jim.    Have you 23's exactly as  schedule it would have been 
but  it's  in doubt  that P23 was  stopped at  7 minutes (?)... 
prior to the transition point and just had to be absolutely 
sure that completely over. 

SC                   Okay.    Tell Buzz, I sure could use his 
eye patch.       

cap crom Roger.  I understand 

Sc ... end of the procedure now. 
CAP COM That's affirmative Jim.    Now at your 

convience. Did you see guidance. Is the flag set? We set 
it that's right. 

CAP COM Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Go Ahead. 
CAP COM Thank you Jimmie,    Copy your DSKY work 

there and its  looking just fine to us now. 
SC Okay- 
cap  com Apollo 8, Houston 
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sc You might   try  to work on  that  that way. 
CAP COM Can  you  stand  by  Apollo 8? 
CAP COM Apollo   8,   Can   you   standby? Try to get 

you a be tte r antenna.     You're unreadable. 
SC Alright . 
CAP COM Apollo  8,   Houston we   are right in  be tween 

antennas can you wait  5  minutes  so  we   can hear b e t te r  comments 
SC Ro ge r . 
CAP COM Apollo  8 Houston, Over 
SC Go  ahead  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Okay  you're   loud   and  clear now Frank, 

Go head and  say what   you were   going   to  say about program 
on it . 

SC They  ought   get   some  moving out on some 
way to - f-4-x —t-h-e^e^ windows cause ~tTTe 3~l^Trdows TEe fi atch window 
and the 2 side w lTnftrws" r&a 11 y its a shame in fact it's almost 
completely  unusable  because   they  got  so   gumped up. 

CAP  COM Roger   I   sure  agree.     We   copy   so  far in 
the windows  2  and  4  are  in excellent  shape  and one 
and   5   are  sort   of  mediocre  and   3  is  just   about   totally unusable. 

SC 3  is   totally  unusable   1   and  5  or unusalbe 
for  any kind of photography. 

CAP  COM Got that 
SC And  Mike   sure  puts   a   ...   that   puts   a bad 

light  on  cant   see where  you  are going. 
CAP   COM        ^Yj^jL»___aji£L_yj3uJ re   setting  between two 

guys   that  wont   tell  you  too. ~ 
  tJX" T"rTaTTrs   right.     You  think  they  will   share / 
a  window  no   sir   .     Also  know  the   optics   are  very good 
visibility   down   to  good  visibility   too  so   far,   no   coating  at all. 

/ CAP  COM Glad  to hear  that Jim. 
/ PAO That  was  Jim Lovell  who   tag  that   one /'' 

1/ with  thr   statement.     Sure   is  a  shame  when  the  CMP   the commander 
\s command  module   pilot   can't   see  where  he   is   going. /It's 

a  reference   to  the   old  navigatior  joke.   . ^_J^_am_a/ navigator 
_ajid_J[^ha^ve_3___rJ_gJi-£—t-o_Jsjiow_1_ Please   tell   me.     So,   we are 

^/.W      all  arT3  all  in good  shape.     102  hours,  40  minutes     into the 
flight This  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control,  Houston,   103 hours 
7 minutes  into the  flight.    Apollo 8 is  169  750 miles  from home. 
It's moving in a velocity of 4264  feet per  second.    You multiply 
by a  .68,  you get miles per hour.    In the  last  15 minutes we've 
had a good deal of  conversation with the  crew.    And in the course 
of it,  Frank Borman makes  a comment,  a reference  about  the windows. 
He  says  they  are  really a shame.     We discussed  them yesterday, 
and  the message was  immediately  relayed  to George Low^ . And 
in  the  course  of  the  ensuing discussion,  Mike  Collins suggest 
that perhaps  the  crew should have had Spacecraft  104 which is 
the next  one  down  the  line.    And Borman  insists  no,  no. He 
had  the  right  spacecraft. And-iT^s  a most  interesting conversation, 
here's how  it goes. 

CAPC0M Apollo 8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,  we  copy  Jim doing a P52,  and I'm 

standing by with a maneuver pad  for midcourse  5  anytime at 
your convenience. 

SC Okay,   ready  to   copy, Mike. 
CAPCOM Roger,  Jim.     This  is midcourse maneuver 

number 5,  and it's a RCS/G&N,  and it's  317 00, not applicable, 
not  applicable.    Are you with me? 

SC With you. 
CAPCOM Good.     103  59'er 5286 minus  00050  plus all 

zero's  plus  00001  000  334  001,  five  zero's  00000  plus 0019'er0 
00050 014 00050,  are you still with me, over. 

SC Still with you. 
CAPCOM Good.     413020  183  charla down 064 left 06 

plus 0747 minus  16410  129'er88 36301   146 4640 north set of 
stars,  Sirius  and Rigel,   roll  308 pitch  209*er yaw  357. Remarks 
use high speed procedure with minus MA, over. 

SC Roger,  Houston.  MCC  5  RCS  G&N,  are you 
with me? 

CAPCOM I'm with you, Jim. 
SC 31700 NA NA  103  59  5286  minus  00050  plus all 

zero's  plus  00001  000  334 001,  all  zero's  plus  00190 00050 
014 00050  413020  183  charla down 064  left 06 plus  0747 minus 
16410   12988   36301   146  4640  Sirius  Rigel   308  209   357, use 
high speed procedure with minus MA. 

CAPCOM Roger,   and  could you  go  to  accept please 
and we're  going  to  send you a P27  load  consisting of  a LM state 
vector and a target load for MCC 5. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead,  Houston, Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger, we'd like  to dump your waste water 

tank down  to 25  percent.    We'd  like  to do  it before  the midcourse 
for  tracking reasons.     So  if  it  is  convenent with  you,   if you'll 
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start   right  now,  we'll  dump  on  down   to 25. 

You 
h e '! 

Roger,   we'll   get   right   with it. 
Thank you.    Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go ahead. 
Roger,  we  got   those  loads  In and verified. 

block   at   your   computer. -A_n_d—George   T.ow^ says 
wjxxltiirg""_on  th£t~~vr±rt^-e^i^ problem at  6. 

CAPCOM 
sc 
CAPCOM 

can  go back 
_QX__S p a c e cr aft 104 

V .. u  just   happen   to  have   the   wrong spacecraft. 
SC That's  the  wrong  statement,  ye ' ve ge-i—tii£_ 

right   spacecraft.     I'll   clue   you   if   it  keeps   going  this way 
~^fcTf~~2  mo~re  d a y s~,  we've  got  not  only  the  right  spacecraft, but 

we've   got   the   best   s p_a_c e_cjia_£_t__!_._ 
It'll  keep going. 
Apollo   8,   we're   starting   the   dump now, 

CAPCOM 
SC 

Houston. 
CAP COM 
SC 

Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
Okay,   we've   starting   the  waste  water dump 

5/ 

now , 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Okay, Bill, thank 
That's a blizzard 
Roger, understand 
Go  ahead, Houston. 
Roger,   I   need  a  Pop-Romeo-Dog  on  all three 

you . 

Apollo   8, Houston. 

and 3t»tua   report   on   the   LMP. 
s c Roger,   the   LMP's   PRD  hasn't  moved  an inch 

ok     c f .     And   i.hat.'o   the   one   the   CMP  used   to  have. 
And  I   just  had  about   5   and  a  half  hours sleep, 

the  process   of   scarfing  up   a  meal,   and  I've been 

Si:i ':fe wt 
s t J. 11   c ; 
and   T'm 1 
drinking  .'. ots   of  water,   i" e e 1 i vi g 

CAP COM Okay,   and you 
S C '" .-: ... ,    f. h c   P k D   i ; 

CMP is t<r.&3 •■ ug • , 2 vein. hud I h« 
body elses , but EIy reads now „ -n; 
don't know if theie is a m^ssa-< 
la   glow   in   Che dark. 

CAPCOM Yeah, 
had.     It   sounded a 

good,   and   that's   about it, 
;ot   a  PRD  on   the   other two. 

ready   to  report. The 
CDR,   I   got   stuck with some- 
aew   one   reads   2.02   reins . I 
•here  or not.    He's starting 

0 2, .12, 
you 
right 2 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

they measured 
or PABD. 

:;APC0M 
f i u d   o u t . 

SC 
CAPCOM 

you should have hung on to the one 
little   bit   better.     I   copy   left to 

ail d   .64,   o ve r . 
Roger. 
Thank y o u >   -s, i r . 
What   have   they   measured   in   our   -  what have 

on hat I guess you would call 

sending  the  boy  to the 

j'' i r 
• u f 
o n e 

v/ p a t • 
„ and 

t is 
then 

o r 
the 

what 
other 

it   the PABABR, 

back  room  to 

it's reading? 
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SC We'll need both  answers  up here, too. 

END OF TAPE 
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SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

is   .13.     0ve r. 
SC 

discrepancy here 
CAPCOM 
SC 

to   . . 

the up  here too We'll need both of 
Apollo 8, Houston. 
Go  ahead . 
Bill's VA and VR reading that he requested 

Roger.     Look's  like you've  got  a little 

Yes , I agree 
You ought those  guys  a chance 

5 please 
our 

to give 
. . .   and   calibrate   those things. 

CAP COM Apollo  8,  Houston.     We've  just had 
percent.     You  can  terminate your waste water now, 

SC Okay.    Will do.     Believe  it or not. 
_g_auge  is  5  percent  behind yours. 

CAPCOM Y"es , ToEn~¥aTd- that  he  has  been noticing 
that, 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Yes,  we  are   going  to switch 
Madrid  to  Goldstone  in about   3 minutes. 
tJjj^_gJJL_t_ch . 
SC Thank you.    Houston, Apollo 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston. Over. 
SC Rog.     Just  for  information would the 

perigee  reading and noun 42 be  such a big minus number 

from 
hear 

an tennas 
You should 

8. 

for  such  a  small burn? 
CAP COM Roger 

minus   03137. Over. 
SC 

you gave us the 
be   that  much of 

CAFCOM 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

any problem 
■sinus 03137 
Now  we have 

Roger 
target 
a change 
Roger. 
Apollo 8, 
Go ahead, 

We  are   reading minus  03137 now. 
Understand noun 42 perigee reads 

We  are  going to program 30 after 
load,   and  I  didn't  think  there would 

for  such  a  small burn. 
Stand by, checking. 

Hous ton 
Houston Apollo 8 

Roger,  Frank we don't  think theres's 
o r any   funnies   in this 

It   if   .„. prediction 
taken  your  vector from 

perigee  prediction of 
and  it's  not  very accurate 
the   downlink  and  run it 

through a make  believe Delta V maneuver down here,  and we 
get precisely 

SC 
because ... it 

CAPCOM 
is just pretty 

SC 

the   correct   answer. Over. 
Roger.    Understand  that  you  figure just 

comes  up. 
That * s affirmative.     The  Kepler solution 

gross 
Okay I was  just  kind of  curious. I 

could   see   differences  when we  were   talking  about   LOI burns 
This being such  a short  one,  1  thought  it wouldn't be that 
much  difference.     I  understand.     Mike,   this   is Frank. 
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CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC Tell our monitoring — see  if we get 

any   inadvertent  engine   firing  for   the   time ... 
CAPCOM Well,  we   can't  when  you're   in  low bit 

rate.    We're  in high bit rate right now. 
SC Okay.     Can we  crank up high bit rate 

and  just  have  you  take   a  checkout   look  at it? 
CAPCOM Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead . 
CAPCOM Roger.     Since  you're  on  OMNI   D dog it 

this   time,  we're  sort  of  180 out  of  phase  for  the high-gain 
antennas.     We   can  get  high  gain  lock  then with  the high 
bit  rate  we   can  be   looking  at   those  or  looking  for any 
justifiers,   but  we   can't  do  it  until ... 

SC Okay.    We will  take  the  antennas and 
get   on  the  high   gain  as   soon  as  we can. 

CAPCOM Thank you. 
PAO This  is  Apollo  Control,  Houston.     And that 

catches   us   up   to   103  hours   21  minutes.     We're  now about 
45  minutes   away   from  a  --  40  minutes   away   from  the burn. 
A midcourse   correction  of   5   feet   per  second.     The spacecraft 
will  have  had   its  nose  pointed  at   Scorpio.     I   do  not know 
exactly what   angle   that  will  be   in  along  its  path  of flight. 
It will  apprently not  be  in  the  direct  line  of flight. 
It  will  be   a  slight  adjustment  kind  of  burn  to  have the 
effect   to  move   the   spacecraft  more   to  the   center  of  a  35 mile 
corrider key hole  through which  the  spacecraft will enter 
the   atmosphere   that's   --  in  it's   final  splashdown maneuver. 
At   103  hours   23  minutes   into  the   flight,   this   is Apollo 
Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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p AO This   is  Apoilo  Control,   Houston, at 
103  hours   4 5  minutes   into  the   flight.     In  the   last   few min- 
utes we  have been  looking  at   the  Biomed data,   the harness 
is  switched  to  Jim Lovell  and his mean heart  rate is 
5 7 .     The  high during this  sample period  is  59,   the  low is 
54.     His   respiration   rate   is   13.     Jim  and  Bill  Anders are 
shortly  to have  Christmas,  dinner,   just  after  this midcourse 
correction which  is  to  cone  at   104 hours  into  the flight. 
V^e   5   foot  per  second  burn  that  will  have   the   effect of 
insuring  the   spacecraft  hits  more  nearly   the   center of 
our  entry   corridor,   rather  than   the  high  side  of   it. We 
nave  some   taped  conversation  backed  up  here.     We'll play 
11  now . 

CAPCOM Rogerj   Frank.     We've  done  some more 
checking and we confirm that that is the correct keplerarian 
prediction on noun  42  minus  03137,  just  like  you said. 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,   we   are   going  to  be   doing a 

ranging  sequence,   if we  can  eliminate  voice   for  a couple 
ot   rr. i • • u t e s ,   we  would  appreciate it. 

SC Roger,  We will. 
C4PC0H (Garble) 
CAPCOM Apollo  8.  Houston. Over 
1C Go  ahead Houston. 

ftigar,   o'jr  ranging  is   complete  and we 
he v ~.      MI ig  your   thruster  firings   and   they show 

to  bt_-   very  normal  damp  activities. Over. 
:A: inutile you.     I  guess  it was associated 

:;':iger4 Understand. 
,VJ This   is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

■ ■! [   ;■:>.: n       avid  i?   ,-ninutes   into   the   flight.     We will  be back 
~i f i-'   /   t."-:".:-   burn   in   about   12 minutes. 

Er-'D OF TAPS 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston at 
103  hours   59  minutes   into  the   flight   and Mike   Collins ha; 
given   the   crew  a  standby  for   their  midcourse >     2 0 seconds 
to  ignition  for  a burn   that   -   in which   the   r.oso   will ht> 
pointed at  a 90  degree  angle  away,   90  degrees  away   from a 
radius  vector  running out   from  the   center  of   the Earth, 
And we  will  try   to  describe   the   position  of   the spacecraft 
a bit  more  at   the   change  of   shift  briefing.     It's   just a 
very  difficult   thing  to  visualize  with  the   cerebral bodies. 
Present  weight   is   31   678  pounds,  we're   lb.7_^J_48__jDLklje_s— 
Juuoe.     By  the  way,   that   quad  A's   temperature  we reported 
earlier  up   to  86   is  now  down   to  8 2.     Pitch   attitude is 
334  degrees,  hi s  y~aw  1 . l"~~degrees ,  he's  got   .7  degrees in 
roll.     Apparently,  he's  all  set  up now  and  got  the .ingles 
he  wants,     Jim  Lovell  now  is   reporting  that:   the  burn went 
off  on  time   and   the   duration  of   the  burn was   14   secur.ds and 
we're   trying  to  check  now  and  find  out   exactly  how  many feet 
per  second we   got.   Mike   Collins   is  now  filling  in  his post- 
burn  report.     Let's  pick up   this   -  go  back  from  the start 
of   the   burn  and pick  up   the   conversation  up   til now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston. Over. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston, Ap o11o   8 . 
CAPCOM Frank,   we've   got ab out   2 and 1/ 2 rain ut e s 

to ignition and why  don't  you chart some   of y our SPS 
switches. Not set  up   as   per checkli st specif ica 1 ly. r a t e 
low,   deadband  minimum  and  your BMAG mode   at a 11 i i ude o n e r 
too . 

SC Can't  make   i t. 
CAPCOM Can  you  manualize t he s e   s w i t c h e s i n r a t e 

command ? 
SC Right . 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. Mark   1 m i n u c e to 

ign i t i on.     Ove r 
SC Roger.     We concur. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. Mark 20 sec o nds to 

Roger. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Go  ahead, Jim. 
Rog.   We burned on time, 

Our   residuals  were plus 
14 
2 

seconds s 
in   BGX, minus 

Igni t ion. 
SC 
SC 
CAP COM 

SC 
attitude nominal 
in  BGY ,   nothing  in  BGZ.     Our EMS 
still  counting after  the burn. 

CAPCOM Rog.     Understand   14  seconds,   burr,  on time 
nominal  attitude,   tv/o-tenths   X,   one -tenth  Y,   and nothing 
minus   one-tenth Y,   and  nothing Z,   and  you  put   o.2   on the 
EMS  and  it   continued   to  count   after  the  burn.     Is that 
af f i rmat ive ? 

1 
stopped   abr-vit   6.2 and 
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SC No,  we  put   the  burn  delta V  in  the EMS 
and after the burn,  it was  still counting. 

CAPCOM Rog. Understand. 
SC Okay,  here's  to be  transferred  the state 

vector  to one spot. 
CAPCOM Roger,  Jim,   thank you,  and  I  still don't 

understand you on  this  EMS.     Count  it  down  from 5  to 0 nor- 
mally and then continued  through  zero in a negative way and 
now it's  reading minus  6.2.     Is  that affirmative? 

SC Rog.   That's   right,   it  was   counting up 
when we shut it off. Last time I saw it, it was 6.9. Now 
Frank just put it on AUTO again with the delta V function 
switch  in delta V and  it  jumped  six-tenths.     Then he tried 
the second time and it 
know what   the   story is 

stayed  at  zero  so we  really don't 

l 4 X 

r 

is 

CAPCOM 
PAO 

the present, 
should start 

SC 
right? 

CAPCOM 
PAO 

auditorium area, 
television pass. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

pitch  010  yaw 045 
P23  that  you 1 re 
In  another hour 

SC 
SC 

scheduled  for 1 
CAPCOM 

manage  it . 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Are we - can the 
Ove r . 

SC 
don't have much 

CAP COM 
standing by if 

SC 
it  inside   today because 
i n  t h e  aT?e r n o o n . 

y^' SC I think 
CAPCOM 

Rog.     Understand now. 
And  that  brings  us  up  to  live  - up to 

104 hours  5  minutes.     10 minutes  from now 
our  television  acquisition.     Let's  go back 

I  guess  you want  us  to  resume  PTC - 
now 

Stand by. 
Reminder  to  the  Press,   in  building 1 
the  big (edi p h^?^ will  be   available for the 

Go  ahe ad . 
We'd  like  you  to  resume  the  PTC attitude 

and  then   come  out   of  it   again  for your 
scheduled  in  about  another hour and  10 minutes 
and  10 mi nu t e s . 
Roger . 
Mike , 

04? 
That's 

this   is Frank Is  this  TV still 

affirmative,   Frank,  if you can 
C 

CP 

Okay . 
How's it 
network 

Yeah, we 
to do but 
Okay, we 

you need 
'Well 

1 

going 
count 

with the TV, 
on having it 

Frank? 
on schedule? 

can have it on schedule 
we'll perform for you. 
have   a bunch  of   filter e: 

of- that; any_ 
we're  going to have  to just 

there   are  no  good  shots of 

We 

do 
the Moon 

i t *s_r_a_in_liLg o u t._ 
Yeah,  we   figured that 
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PAO Well,   till  we   get  acquisition  or until 
we  get  closer  to  the  time, 6  or   7  minutes  away,  we  just get 
off   the  line   right  now  and come   back  up   then.     Our present 
distance   157,187,  velocity in relation  to  the earth 
4304  feet  per  second.     Our weight   is  now  31,679 pounds. 
At   104  hours  and 9  minutes into  the  flight,   this  is Apollo 
Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo Control,   Houston 104 
hours   14 minutes.    We do not  have  a picture  as  yet. We 
are  not  particularly   trying  hard  but  we  do  expect   it within 
45  seconds.     Earlier  Frank Borman  said  only  that  he would 
have  to keep  the  camera  inside  today  and made  some offhanded 
reference   to   the   fact   that   it   is   raining  outside. The 
Flight   Plans   shows   two  crew members,   Jim Lovell  and Bill 
Anders would be  in a eating period,  eating their Christmas 
dinner.    Perhaps we'll  see  them performing  that little 
chore  and  also  Frank Borman  is  to be  having Christmas 
dinner.     Immediately  after  dinner,   Frank will,   like   so many 
other  people   after  their  Christmas   dinners   down  here on 
earth,  will   take   a  long nap.     Frank's   should  extend for 
about   7  hours.    We  are  hearing noise  from our Goldstone 
station.     They  are having a  little   trouble  acquiring the 
spacecraft  today,  a momentary  delay we hope.     104 hours and 
15  minutes  in elapsed  time.     It's  all  quiet.    We haven't 
heard  from the  spacecraft  in  about  4  or 5  minutes. Our 
EECOM,   the  communications  officer here  on  the console 
advises we  are  not  yet  locked up  on  the  high  gain antenna 
and we  certainly will have  to  do  that  in order  to receive 
the   television  signal.     In   relation   to   the  earth, the 
spacecraft  is  directly above  the  heart  of South America. 
Over 60  degrees west  longitude  and  about  5  degrees south 
latitude.     Flight  Director advises  it will be  several more 
minutes  before we  get  the high  gain antenna locked up. 
We  have  some  small  amount  of  tape backed  up  at  this point. 
Suppose we move  that  now.    This was  recorded  about  5  to 7 
minutes  ago.     Could we  have  that  tape please. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,   go ahead. 
SC ROGER,   on  this   EMS,   when  I  put in 

Delta  V,   it  was   reading  zero,   then  I   switched  to AUTO. 
Sometimes  it will  count  to  19  to  20  feet per second. I 
guess  that  is what happened. 

CAPCOM Roger,  understand when you put  it to 
AUTO,  it maybe will keep  counting up  to as  much  as   19 to 
20  feet per second. 

SC Just when you put  it  to AUTO,   it will 
start  counting on some occasions,  by itself. 

CAPCOM I understand. 
PAO And  that  concludes  our  recorded conver- 

sation.    We  are  back now  to  live waiting. 

END OF TAPE 
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Present velocity is, our present 
166   743  miles,  moving at  a velocity 

PAO 
from Earth is 
per  second.     It's  a  constantly  increasing value, 
weight  of  the  spacecraft  is   31  679  pounds. We're 
waiting  for   the  high  gain  antenna  to  lock  up with 
antenna.     And hopefully  the  antenna has  a big  antenna in 
as  well.     And  our  Communications  Officer  advises   the spa 

distance 
of  4311 fset 
Present", 
standing by 
our Golds tone 

Madrid 
ecraft 

is  about  3 degrees  from establishing lock,  and we ought  to gnt 
a  picture  just  any  second  now.     For  the  newsmen who  may be 
monitoring  a picture  of  the  Control  Center,  perhaps  they can 
observe   the   Christmas   tree  down   in  front  cf   the   consoles between 
what we call the 
Borman says Mike 
ready 

SC 
CAPCOM 

away  and eagerly 
SC 
C AP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
call   for a 

front  trench  and  the wall  displays. Now 
we're   ready  when  you  are,   and we're certainly 

Say  again. 
Yeah, we're ready,  Frank.    We're all squared 
standing  by.     You  got   your  make-up on? 
Yeah,  have we  got  a picture? 
Negative, Frank. 
How  about  now, Houston. 
Negative, Frank. 
We  don't  seem  to  have  much  luck  today, jrut  
.repairman yet.     It  may  be  our  camera here. 
We're  understanding that  the  onboard camera 

up . 
here 

At 
we 

FM 

don ' t  
PAO 

takes a minute and 
that's the word of 
now . 

CAP COM 
SC 

getting our 
CAPCOM 

in  loud and 
now   the MDC. 

SC Okay,  well,   good-afternoon. This 
Apollo   8  crew.     And  how  does   it   look now, Houston. 

CAPCOM It's   looking   good.      If   you   can   hold the 
thing still, it's sort of a time delay.    Any motion at all 
ruins   our picture. 

SC Tell me if there is any difference in if 

a half, two minutes to warm 
the  Communications Officer, 

It  hasn't warmed  up properly. 
Okay,  we  had  it  on   for awhile 

okay ? 
Okay,   Frank,   there we  got it. 

clear.     We   look  like  we're looking 

least 
go back 

Are you 

It's coning 
at  your  hat.   a : = d 

is the 

now 

1 s 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

up s i de down 
SC 

It's looking good now. 
Okay ,   fine. 
It looks like your okay, but somebody els; 

Okay,  that's  right,   that's  Jim Lovel1. 
What  we   thought  we'd  do   today  was   just   show  you   a   little bit 
about  life  inside Apollo 8.    We've  shown you the scenes of the 
Moon,   the   scenes   of   the   Earth,   and  we   thought   we'd   invite yo.i 
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Lme .     It !s  been  our  nr. roe  at   least   for  A   -ipy-x   as you 
the   ins c r uisent  pane .1 .     We   nark   off  ear-;.   a ay   on the 
pen? I .     We ' re   four   dow*: ,   and   ye ' r"  work i a;> t 

Of   course  we're   a 1 i   looking   fnrwa rd   I i:   i he   i a riding 
Down  here   in  the   part   of   the   spaceci'oi 1.   we. c.a I ! 

the   Lower  Equipment   Bay,   we   have   the   President's jtdy iser... .o n •• 
^physical   f ittaess ,   Can tain  .1 irn  i.ovel 1"     About   t~o  u n d e r g • •  a n 
exercise   program  that  we   Jo  everyday.     You  nut ice   that   "he iloats 

into our. 
"ETa n see o n 
ins t r uraen t 
fifth day. 
on Friday. 

round  very   freely.     Re   just   humped his ad   on   the   cot irs 
: s e d for our navigating 
that's designed Co keep 
very important function 
and I thought you might 
here,   the   displsvs that 

He's   work 1 
icn?r les   i n 

re,  w i t h   an   e x e r r i s e 
sib a p    .      f: ow   :isi o t i 

r aft   is   the   i o IT p u i < 

u •• v l 
th 
of  our spacec 
b e   i n t e r e s t e d   in s e e i n g  w n a t 
gives   us   ail   the 1n io r mali on 

our burn, about navigating, and about t h .-■ v I o c i t y 
use d<; ring entry and ret rot ire on Earth orbital rr, i 
Ii. 1 s con; ro lied hy a D5K Y , r .« f m i 1 a r t a t \ pew t i 
And the things that go in and out oi 
.:. ous . 1 c * o done a fan t a r t i <• } c b _fo r 
done aw exre j lent job opt-r.it in g i ex 
t ii i n ;• whether you're i o s p a c e «• r t h e 
J ' v e   asked  Rill   \nders   te   show   vou h 

W e t h a I 
~. S i (.) :1 « , 
<; e r   x e v i 

light 

Bill 

far c o n 

that ar° ahsrd'iti 
us, and i 1 n' . o v o 
Mew a n o f h cr ve r v 
ground is eating 

sw we eat UP hi-' i e 
move   around here 

v 
are, 

... i i a c u- 
h 

lirtpcriian! 
And 

i n   11-, e 
and 

:; t 
the   picture  w hi1e  w e 

change  cameras.     The   foo.i   that  we  use   is  all  dehydrar -d; 
coiif s   .ufpackagf <i   in  varuun   sealed   bags.     You  notice   that   a": i. 

i as •.. o do to keep i<- in one place is let go of it, e x c e p t 
f b .i a i r c u i' rents in the spacec raf t ! t would s t a y r-.'- r f e.- t I y 
i.     Ha  g»f     ■'.'it   his   handy s   dandy  scissors   and   cut--,   th- bis 

If   t h ?. t   Ci e e s n ' t. r, o d i 
I i k e 

The ii 
sound 
pretty   goo x 
does  t h : n s> s 
t o e e i - h. e r  b ■ 

CAP COM 
S C 

good,     1 ' 11 

'/ a r :i e 6 .   gepe r a 1 1 v   p rp.l LV—g^ad . 
a  reusing  endorsement,   it isn't 
food.      You   can   see   that   Bill i: 
& wf t i y .     Act u a i )i y ,   those   f o o d 

Rut   n e v   r . i. e .1. e. s s 
very   c. ic v'tr.     H «• 

bags   are   s J. u c: fc 
p a c x e d . 

some orangi uice 

> y, 
ve   been vacuumed 
do   you  have   today,   bill,   for dinner? 
here   v/e   have   some   cocoa-    /i on 1 d be 

o u r< e e s   o f   hot  water   i c>   t. h a t . 
,  ccr n 

wipe yrur 
j i: J. ■.' e   iitrc . 

.an  see  that  he's   taking  the  sr i^sors  and  <.ut i. i ng 
the   piastir   end   off   a   little   nozzle   that   h,f>'^   go ?" n >:   s e insert 
the water gun  into.    Watt r gun dispenses  a half  our, i ^  hurst _ 
jjf  water  per   .-lick.   ^Heie  we   go.   Bill   has   it   in  now.     And the 
water  is  going  in.     1  hone  that  you'll  huv<*  better Christmas 
dinners   today   than   this,   but   nevertheless   we   thought   yon  ailgli, 

au se they 
What 
W ell 

b&   a doing   a b o u t 5 
These   a r e   lit f 1 e   s u g ar   cuo kles , 
chowder,   chicken   and   f{?avy ,   and   a   _i.it tie   napkin   t e 
hands  when  you're   done.     I'll  p re p a re   seme  o r ange 
Okay, y: 
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be interested 
CAPCOM 

he re,   Frank. 
when  you get 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

■4r 

in how we   eat. 
Roger,   I  haven't  heard  any   complaints down 

We're   going  to  bring  up -fr-h-a speed  on  your food 
back. \ 

Very good, 
Looks   like   a happy  home you've 
Ordinarily  we   let   these drinks 

5  or   10  minutes,   but  Bill   going  to  drink  it   right now, 
to   get  on  with   the   program.     He   cuts  open  another   fiap, and 
you'll   see   a   little   tube   comes   out.     This   is  not   a commerical 
And  he   drinks   his   delicious   orange   drink,   may he   I   should sav 
he  drinks  his  orange drink. 

got up 
settle 

there 
for 
t h e n , 

is   really   in  a  hurry today, 
another very  important part 
station   or   the   optics panel, 
wants  to  say  something. That' 
as   the   old   California  orange juice 
Okay,   now  if  you'll  let  me h 
the   people  where   you  do most 
explain  it?     If  I  can clean 
here,   and  have   some delay. 
LEB  or  the   lower  equipment b 
equipment   right   here.     We do 
siting  on   stars   and  on horiz 
Earth.     And   this   is  where we 
space,  what   direction,   and how 

He's   usually not 
Well   that's what 

of   the spacecraft 
And  we   -   just a 
s  good,  but not 

that   fast. Bill 
we   eat. Now 
is   the navigation 
minute Bill 
quite  as good 

a ve the 
of your 

up s ome 
Down in 
ay . And 
al 1 our 

o n s of e 
fin d  o u 

B ill's from Florida. 
amera Jim,   I'll show 

if 

work.     Okay.     Can   you I (/ >" 
of  Bill's   food  around j 
this   area   is   called   the I 

we  have  our optics  p o s i t i o\n i n        (j A 
navigation   down   here   by \^ 

ither  the  Moon  or the 

fast  we   are traveling And 
our   computer,   as   Frank  has  mentioned   it,   takes information 
and   tells   us   how   to  maneuver  to   get  home   safely.     I  work ,with 
the   scanning  telescope  and  the   sextant   and  occasionally /xl I 
get   too  busy,   I  just  sort   of   float   out   of   site   and   go  up into 
the   tunnel  which   is   the   tunnel   to  the   hatch  of   the   lunar module 
which  we   don't   have  onboard,   of   course^?   Now,   that's about 
all  we  have   for  today.     I   -  each  and  everyone   of  us wish 
each   and  everyone   you  a  very Merry  Christmas.     And,   1 guess 
we'll  see  you   tomorrow,   and we'll  be   landing  early Friday. 

PAO And  at   -   this   is  Apollo  Control. We 
started   receiving  pictures   at   104  hours   24   minutes.     And we 
saw  the  wind  up   at   104  hours   33  minutes   .55   seconds. This 
is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP o \c \J ?i Apoilo  3,  Houston here,     104  hours 59 
minutes  into the flight,   and  in between  curses  of the 
Christmas d i ni: e r .  we  have   recorded  this   conversation. 

CAP COM Apollo 8. Houston, 
sc Come  in,  Mike. 
CAP COM We're  suggesting attitude deadband max 

and rate high „ 
SC You're  right,  thank you. 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8. 
CAP COM Go ahead, Frank. 
SC Hew  soon will   they  tell   us  what effect 

the nddcourse wi ii  have  on  our   trajectory, Mike? 
CAP COM Oh,   the   -or.ger we   track,   the smarter 

we » 11 get ,  but s tand  by  one,   for  a pertinent answer. 
CAP COM Apollo  8. Houston. 
SC Go  ahead. 
CAP COM Tentatively midcourse  correction at 

122 hours is  zero  and  in  about  an hour and  a half,  we 11 
hae some track  data  to  confirm that. 

SC Okay,  thank you.    We're  going  to have 
some thing to eat here,  Mike,  just  taking  it easy. 

CAP COM Roger, understand. 
SC Get  another  shotgun  for Christmas? 
CAP COM No,   I'm missing  enough with  the   one I 

have 
SC That's  what  Edwin  told  me.   I thought 

maybe  you might want  to  try another one. 

One 
COM 
per 

to 

CAP 
SC 
CAP 

bird 
SC 
SC 
CAP 
SC 

the food 

OM Wei.L 
What was it, 
Oh   negative. 

4 0  shots at 
7" ? 

four b rds ? 
c e n t 

COM 

Then you and I are 
Houston, Apollo 8. 
Apollo 8, P.oustons 

it appears that we 
people.     J u s <"  after our 

Frank,   I'm   100 per 

in   the   same fix. 

brought us a TV > 
gravy, cranberry 

CAP COM 
down   here eating 

go  ane au . 
did  a great 
TV  show., Sai 
delicious. 

ta Clauc 

Turkey and inner  each,   it was 
j=':ce,   grape  punch, outstanding. 
Roger,   Jim.     Giad  to  hear   it.     Na»' we 
cold  coffee   and baloney sandwiches. 

r e 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston, J05 
hours  26  minutes  into  the   flight.     A  few minutes  ago, Frank 
Borman  told  us  that  they  had  a  number or  navigational checks 
to  make   and  their  attitude  might   consequently  put certain 
quads  in  the  sun  for  an over long time.    As  a  result,  he asked 
us  to  keep  an  eye  on  temperatures.     Here's  how  the conversat- 
ion  went . 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8 . 
CAP COM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Apollo  3,   this is 

Houston, over. 
SC Roger.     We've   got   an  awful   lot   of these 

stars   to  mark  on  now,  Mike,   and   they  were  having  some con- 
cern  about   the  PPC,  will  you   let   us   know   if   we   stay  in one 
position   too   long,   or   if  we.   have   to  knock  off   and  do some 
PTC? 

CAP   COM Will  do, Frank. 
SC Thank you. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.    We  are monitoring 

your   temperature.     The   quads   all  look  good.     We  will continue 
to  do  so  and we  expect  no  difficulty v/ith  them during the 
P23 work. 

SC Thank you. 
SC Our  highest   tank  temperature  now   is C. 
CAP  COM Understand.   C   is ... 
CAP  COM And  our  present   distance   from  earth is 

163,838  nautical  miles,   velocity  4,360   feet  per second, 
current weight  31,679  pounds.     At   105  hours  28 minutes 
into  the   flight,   that's   our status. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston,   here   106 hours 
10  minutes   into   the   flight.     And  here   is  what's  been going 
on . 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,  over.    Apollo  8, this 
is  Houston, over. 

SC Go  ahead, Houston, 
CAP COM Roger,   Bill,  we  would  like   to   talk about 

your high  gain antenna  sometime when you  get  a minute. 
SC Okay,   just  a  second,   Mike.     About   5 minutes 

Mike,   we'll  be   done  here,     Houston,   Apollo  8,   about   the high 
gain antenna. 

CAPCOM Okay,   Bill,   ...   can be   an  extremely worthwhile 
thing  to   find  out   how  it  operates   in  the   auto,   react mode, 
and we  propose   running  a  test  on  it   in  that  mode   from   109 to 
110  hours   g.e.t., over. 

SC Okay,  we'll  do that. 
CAPCOM Okay,   I  have  about   a - 
SC We'll   try  it  on  the  way  out, okay. 
CAPCOM We  have   a  detail  procedure  which we can 

read  up   to  you  anytime  you're ready. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,  we   suggest   to  start   time   109 hours 

g.e.t.,   stop   time   110  hours.     And  you'll  be   in  a  PTC, we're 
requesting  a  left   roll   rate  which  we  notice   that   you've been 
perfering.     A  left   roll   rate   of   1   revolution  per  hour, and 
this   is   in  your  present  PTC  attitude,   IE  pitch   to   10 degrees 
010  degrees   and  yaw  45   degrees.     The   procedure   is   at  step one. 
Stop  at   roll  angle   150  degrees;   acquire   is   a  step   two. Acquire 
in manual  mode.     Three   switch  to  auto  now beam.     Four, make 
sure  tracking auto mode  then switch  to auto  react  mode. Five, 
position  the  high  gain  antenna - 

SC Whoa,   whoa, whoa. 
CAPCOM Okay,  whoa,  whoa,   standing by. 
SC I'm  still   starting.     Okay,   make sure 

tracking  in  auto  and  then what? 
CAPCOM Make  sure  tracking in  auto,  and  then switch 

to  auto  react  mode, over. 
SC Okay,  will do. 
CAPCOM Okay,   step   5,   position  high  gain antenna 

pitch  and  yaw  control  to  predicted  Earth's  rise  angles. And 
those  angles   are   yaw  50   degrees,   pitch  minus   40   degrees.over. 

S C Okay . 
CAPCOM Okay,   two  more  upsteps.     Step   6, remain 

on  high   gain  antenna  in  this   mode   for  2   revs.     Do  not switch 
to  OMNI  anytime  during  these   2   revs,   and  maintain mode configuration 
of  voice   and  data.     We  expect   loss   of   track  should  be  no more 
than   15  minutes  per  rev, over. 
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SC Roger. 
CAPCOM And   the   final   step   7,   is   any  problem arises 

go  back   to  your   initial   gimbal   angles   of   10  degrees pitch 
45  degrees   yaw,   and   150  degrees   roll.     Reacquire  and  go to 
auto  mode, over. 

SC Yes,   I   guess,   there  ought   to  be   a   10 4A 
which  says   start   roll   again, right. 

CAPCOM That's  affirmative.     Excuse  me  there, that's 
af f irmat i ve. 

SC Okay,   if  -  let's  see  if we  -  I  don't understand 
your   last   comment.     If  we   get   into  a  problem,   you want   us to 
go back  to   150  degrees roll. 

CAPCOM Well,   all  we  want   you   to  do  is   go ahead 
and  reacquire  in  the auto mode,  Bill.    And  it  looks  like that 
would  be   one  way  of   doing  it,   but   all  we're   saying  is the, 
you know,   if  you want   to   talk   to  us   about   something  or you 
have  any  other problems  or  you don't  like  the way  it looks, 
anything at  all,  just  go  ahead  and  reacquire  in  the  auto mode. 

SC Yeah,   why  don't  we  just   say   that   if we 
do have problems,   it  doesn't  pick up when it's  supposed to, 
give  it  a good  try  and then call  you up  on  the (garbled) 
we  talk  about  it  and  try  for another 2 revs. 

CAPCOM That's  just   fine, Bill. 
SC Okay,   it's  worked.     We   tried   it  once or 

twice  on  the way  out,   but  the  one  modification when  it did 
break  lock  and   go  to   its'   manual  position with   that special 
OMNI   inbetween.     That  sound fine. 

GAFCGM Bill,   could  you  run   through   that again. 
We'rf  not   reading  you  too  loud   and would  you  say  again what 
you  tried  on  the  way  out, please. 

SC On   the  way  out,   they  gave  us   some react 
angles  which  we  used and once  it  broke  lock and repositioned 
itself,   vhv   it  went   over  to   the   OMNI.     And  waited   till  we got 
to  near  breaking  lock  again  and  switched  back  and snapped 
right  in there. 

CAPCOM Roger,   thank  you,   we copy. 
SC We have a few more, stars  to  get,  and then 

we'11   give   it  a try. 
CAPCOM Roger. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston   106 hours 
52  minutes   into   the   light   --   into   the   flight.     We've  had a 
long  quiet   period   this   afternoon.     The   ground  --  on the 
ground  here  we   are  working with  Jim Loveli .     Checking out 
his   computer  programs   and   comparing  them  against   our, sending 
him some  programs   so   they   can  be   put   in  and  compared. All 
in all  sort  of  a  feeling of  relaxed vigilance,   I would say. 
No  major   activities   going  on.     Frank  Borman  should  be sleeping 
1-ut  he's  not.     K<±  hasn't   turned  in  yet.     Before   too much 
longer  goes   by we   plan   to  play the 
-'erhaps   some   Christmas  Carols. We 
backed   up  here  we  will  play   it for 

crew  a   little music, 
have  some conversation 
you  now. 

and 

SC 
C AP COM 
SC 

a program 01 
CAPC0M 

working  on a 
SC 
CAPC0M 
SC 
CAPCOM 

procedure, we'd 
above   37 . 

SC 
might have 

Houston, Apollo 8 
Apollo   8, Houston Go ahead 
Roger,   for  some   reason,  we   suddenly got 

on  our computer. 
Stand  by  one, Jim. 
you  cranked back up 

We ' re 
again 

on 

that   misht 
done 
h a v e 

v'> '-.PCOH Okay , we 
hold .-'h at you 've   got   on y 
short I y . 

S C Okay . 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 
s c Go ahead 
CAPCOM Roger, c 

OMNI antenna, please , 
SC Roger, s 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 
SC Go ahead 
CAPCOM Okay, Fr 

POO a n d from POO   go   to P5 

no  attitude light 
We  confirm that, 

procedure   for getting 
Okay . 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead. 
Okay, Jim, while we're working on this 

like to know did you select 01, did you 
enter. 
Let's   see,   I'm not   too  pure,   Mike. I 

that,  yeah.     We  have   star  01   coming up, 
been  the reason. 

nderstand. Why don't you just 
r  DSKY ,   and  we'll  be  with you 

give   us   a better 

ge t 

now 

After you've 
and then you 
back  in business, over. 

SC 
this   is Apollo 

CAPCOM 
Apoii-:.-   8 ,. this 

SC 
us to try a 
REP'S MM AT iii 

and  get   a platform 
done   that  we  will   send  you up 
can  do  P52   REFSMMAT options. 

to select 
alignment. 

a  F2 7,   a REFSMMAT, 
Then  you'll be 

Okay, Mike, thank you. Roger. Houston, 
8.     Houston,   Apollo 8. 

Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston,   go ahead, 
is  Houston,   say  again, over. 

Okay,   we've   completed   a  P51   now, you want 
cr  do  you want  us   to wait   till  we   can put 
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CAPCOM Stand by one, will you, please, Frank. 
SC Roger. 
CAPCOM We're putting together a P27 load for you 

now,  Frank.    That's  the  reason for the delay, we just want 
to make sure we don't overlook anything before we send it up 
to you, 

SC Okay, we'll just sit back then. We've 
got  a good P51.    We'll just wait till you put  in a REFSMMAT 
and then of course we'll fine line over to that, right. 

CAPCOM That's right,  that's exactly right, just 
stand by. 

SC Mike,  this  is  Frank, again. 
CAPCOM Go ahead. 
SC I  suggest  that we  go ahead while you're 

doing that do a P52 here, and let it do an automatic and just 
keep  this  up.     Jim had  to use  Rigeland Sirius^ and they're 
pretty close together.    And although we got a zero difference 
for  the  star angle,  that might not be  a bad  idea just  to try 
a P52 here. 

CAPCOM We'd rather not  do  that,  Frank.    Stand by 
one . 

SC All  right,  we won't do  a thing. 
CAPCOM Frank, we feel that procedure that you're 

talking about  is  really not  required,  and it's  sort of wasting 
your time.    You'd still have to upon completion of that, we'd 
have  to  send you  a new REFSMMAT,   and you'd have   to  go ahead 
and do a P>2  to that REFSMMAT in addition, over. 

SC We understand that,   go  ahead. We'll 
wait  for your REFSMMAT. 

CAPCOM Okay,   thank you.     Apollo  8,  Houston, if 
you'd go POO in accept we have our P27 ready.    We'll send you 
up  a REFSMMAT, over. 

SC Roger, POO in accept. 
CAPCOM Roger.    Apollo  8,  Houston.     Frank, we'd 

like to make sure you understand that when you do your P52 
you want  to select  option  1,  the  perfered option because 
those are the registers we're blinking on with this P27. 

SC Roger,   option   1,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8, Houston.    We got  the  load in, 

and it's  your computer.     Go  to block. 
SC Okay, roger, stand by. 
CAPCOM And you can go  ahead with your P52  at your 

convenience. 
SC We're  going ahead right now. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM Apollo Control here at  107 hours, 19 
minutes  into  the  flight.     And  the  long quiet  afternoon con- 
tinues with Jim Lovell  looking  at  his  computer programs and 

his  computer program,   and essentially nothing us  looking at 
new  to  report. 
our  last report 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

he's  got  a flashing 
hold  at  that point, 

Here's  the  conversation  that's  ensued since 

Apollo 8 , 
Go ahead, 

Hous ton. 
Houston.   Apollo 8. 

Roger.    When Jim gets  to  the  end of 
37,  we'd  like him to not  proceed to 

"d  like  to  read  some bits  and pieces 

P52 

we 
out  of the 

SC 
CAP COM 

us   a  countdown , 
to left? 

SC 
CAP COM 

time  to end the 
SC 

have  i t. 
CAP 

es timate 
it won't 

SC 
in 3701 

that time Over computer at 
Roger. 
Apollo 8,  if Anders has  got  time  to give 

could we  get  the biomed  switch  from center 

Do one  point. 
Did you take that 

count ? 
Sorry about  that. 

one  point  seven second 

Okay , Houston 

COM Thank you, Jim. 
here  on how long we want 
be  too much longer. 

Roger.     It was my 
instead  of  3723  and 501. 

—CAP COM Roger.    Apollo 8, 
light  plan suggestion  for you. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Go  ahead and delete 

And I'll give 
to hold  it at 

you 

you an 
this point 

goof, I must have put 

Houston, we have got 

the 
the P23's that you're working on now, go 
and then pick up where it says 108 hours 
plan to pick up again there with P23, or 
switch that time 
rest inbetween. 

SC 

remainder of 
back to PTC attitude 
into the flight 
if  you prefer to 

that . 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

vector  and it 
SC 

accomplished, 
CAP COM 

I'm checking. 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

is  just fine, 

a couple of hours if you want to get some 

I  think that's  a good idea,  we'll do 

Okay . 
What does  this  do  to our state vector? 
Not  a  thing,  we've  looked  at  your state 

s  good. 
So we  didn't  lose all  that we  had just 

right ? 
Stand by one  on  that  Jim,   I  don't know, 

it 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go ahead. 
Roger. I say again, your 
s  still  ticky-poo and the 

state vector 
reason we're 
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holding here  is  that we're  checking  to  see  if  any  P23 inform- 
ation was  lost,  that's  reason one,   and the  second  reason is 
that  your W matrix shares  some  computer memory  cells with 
P01  and we  are  getting a  clarification on  the  status  of your 
W matrix before we proceed. Over. 

SC Roger,  Michael.    We'll  go ahead and 
start  heading over to  the PTC attitude. 

CAP  COM Very good. 
SC Do  you  need  that  high   gain  any more, 

Mike ? 
CAP  COM Negative,  we  don't  need  it  any more. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Roger,   Frank.    We're  coming up  on time 

for  an  oxygen purge  on  all  three  fuel  cells,   it might be 
a good  time  to do  it while we  are waiting here. 

SC All.right.    All  right,  Mike,  we are 
going to purge  the  three  fuel cells of oxygen only. 

CAP  COM That's  good.  Thank you.    That's enough 
on  fuel  cell number  1,     if you'd  start  on  2 please. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo   Control,   Houston,   here   107 hours 
44  minutes   into  the   flight.     And   the   exhaustive  business of 
c hjecjLLn_fe.- X h-e—oataard  computer  continues-;     We ' Fe   l3T7~9 89 miles 
from home  moving  ata  ve 1 oc iTy  4 4 6 4   f ee t ~per  second. Our 
weight   is  down  to   31,679   pounds.     Here's  how   the conversation 
has been running. 

CAPCOM 
Last time 

SC 
CAPCOM 

purge . 

We're in low bit rate 
still  purging, over. 

request  that you 

over 

Apollo   8, Houston, 
we   saw  you,   you were 

Roger, (garbled) 
You're  unreadable, but 

end your 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

I would  like to 
to  explain what 
locations with 
now  is  not  a  good one.    And we would  not want  you  to continue 
your P23  sighyings with  that  matrix.     So  the  procedure  I'm going 
to  give  you  is   going  to  cause   the  matrix  to  reinitialize itself 
prior  to  your next  P23 when  you  go  into P23,    And  this will 
put  you  back with  the  value   of   the  W  matrix which  you loaded 
after TEI .     You  remember  that  33 hundred and  3  thing.     And if 

the   flight  plan,  we're  in the 
if  need  be  we'll  send you up 

sigh;ing schedule  later,  both with  the  com and loss 
a s e,   ove r. 

stand  by  and   I'll   get   something to 

Roger,  we  end  the purge. 
Thank  you.     Apollo  8, Houston 
Go  ahead, Houston. 
Roger,  Jim.     I've  got  a  short procedure 

read  up  to  you  on  your   DSKY,   and   I'd like 
it   is.     Your  W  matrix  shared  some memory 

P01 ,   therefore   the  W  matrix   that   you  have right 

this has 
process 
a icvised 
of 

any further effects on 
of  sorting that  out and 

Okay , SC 
copy with. 

CAPCOM Okay. 
S C Okay, 
CAPCOM Okay, 

flashing verb  37. The 
77  enter  40 enter enter 

go  ahead. 
and  search without  releasing the 
following:     the   verb   25  down  07 enter 
verb   37   enter  00  enter, over. 

SC 
releasing, is 

CAPCOM 
DSKY now, and 
with   the verb 

SC 

Understand, we insert verb 37 without 
that correct? 

Roger, you should have flashing 
without releasing that flashing 37 
25,  et cetera. 

Roger,  okay,   I  see  what  you mean 

37 
go 

on your 
ahe ad 

Okay 
77  enter  40  enter enter verb   25  down  07 enter 

reinsert   verb   37  enter  00 enter. 
CAPCOM That's   all   correct.     Say  if  you've got 

any   questions   about   that,   we  would  be   happy   to  answer them, 
Roger,   are we  cleared  to  do  that now? 
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CAPCOM That  affirmative, Jim. 
SC Roger.  Hey,  Mike,   this  is Frank. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead, Frank. 
SC Is  there any danger that  this might have 

screwed up anyother part of memory that would be involved with 
entry or  anything like that? 

CAPCOM Frank,  all  indications  are  that  there is 
absolutely no problem with  anything in  the  computer memory 
other  than  the  W matrix,  however,  we  are  continuing  to  look at 
it,  and  if  t_hejre_ij3_aiiy__d_ojibJ^_J^ our mind we will  ask you tjo  
dump  the jnemorv locations   for us  la t e~r , """over. 

~   SC Okay,  fine.        " "  

END OF TAPE 
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PAO                   This   is  Apollo   Control,   Houston  at   108 hours 
12   minutes   into   this   flight.     Frank  Herman   is  now  retired for 
a  night's   sleep.     Jim Love 1 I   is   still   going  th rough  his computer 
check with  the  ground,   and  Bill  Anders  is  up  and  about, refers 
to himself   as   the   J_0D wh i ch^JL  beiievemeans   Junior  01 fleet 
of   the  D ai^. Here's   some   con ve r s ationT      ~       " ——— ^ 

CAPCOM   "        Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston, 
CAPCOM Roger,   Jim,   we   thought   you  mi jj.hr   be interested 

in  knowing  based  on  2   and   a  half   hour?   =v"rth  of   track after 
your  last midcourse and  looking ahead,  we'ie  pred i \ inc 
the   midcourse   correction   at   122   hours  will   be   less   than   I foot 
per  second.     And  keep   it   on  going  to       try  enterphase minus 
2 hours.     We're  predicting  2   foot:   p*>r  second   midcourse a? 
that  time.     Now  chose  numbers  will  b<*   refined.     We'll   get )l J 
about   another   8  hours   of   track  on  you  before  we   amend them, 
over. ) 

SC Sounds   like  we're   on  pretty   good trajectory, 
CAPCOM ^^rHir-frarr-d-Ty" b e'a'i"    rr. ~~  
SC After  we   do   these  next   P2 3,   I'll   see what 

our  P3 7   gives   us.     What's   that   midcourse   122  hours   that   it as 
pratically zero? 

CAPCOM Yeah ,   it's   looking  to  be   less   than   1 toot 
per   second  about   4   tenths   of   a  foot   per  second   right   now.     Ard 
then  the  one  before  entry  at   2  hours  before   Entr;, Enterpha.se 
is   looking  to  be   about   2   feet   per second. 

SC Roger,  well,   okay.     I'll   run  a  V3 / ,   and / 
we   can  just   compare   the   difference.     Ho..-, ' m ,   Apollo   8,   ov r . 
Houston,   Apollo  8, over. 

CAPCOM Apollc   8,   Houston, over. 
SC Roger,   got   the   JOD back   on  wa ten pgain. 

We  want   to  make   sure  wc   don't  oven-. " t h P   .-tar  sitings  at the 
expense  of   thermal   control,   so  you  ai ght   kr ep  a  ovc   nn  us   a r, 4 
give  us   a  no-go  if we   start   getting  too  hot   on   one side. 

CAPCOM Roger,   we'll   do   that .     K & s~   J i TTI  ^o'Af   T~ o 
bed? 

SC No,   I'm   right   here.     We're   going   to   s< -«rt 
doing  assist   to  nav  righ t  now,   and   Ki'r's   up   i n   the   lei i '■■and 
seat. 

CAPCOM Roger,   under.nanrl ,   vou're   going   in   do s.uie 
P23's   now.     We   thought   you  were   going   to   lake   a   rest, and 
do   them later. 

SC No,   Frank,   is   asleep   now.     We'll   gt• these 
out  of   the  way.     So   I'm  coining cv-~ r   to   do   a   t r un ien   s i '< gnu.? nt 
at   this   time,   and  then we'll   go   into   the P. 

CAPCOM Okay,   Jim.     There":-   or, e   thing before \oa 
get   started  on   the   P23.     What  we   told   yo J   DO fore, w. 
think  is   absolutelv  correct.     The   on 1 y   thing   in   t h*->   n.^Dut e r 
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memory   that   is   changed  by   that   P02   is   the   W matrix. However, 
as  an additional  precaution,  we'd  like  to  dump  the  computer memory 
and   go   through   it   and  check  it  bit  by  bit   and  make   sure every- 
thing  is  exactly copathetical. 

SC Okay,   do  you want   to  do   that now? 
CAPCOM Affirmative,  we're   getting  Goldstone configured 

for  it;   it'll  be  just  a minute.     And while we're  doing that 
I   can   read  you  this  procedure,   if  you're   ready   to copy. 

SC Okay,   stand  by   one,   and  I'll  be   ready to 
copy  pretty soon. 

CAP COM Thank you. 
/-^     SC Goahead. 

/ CAP COM Okay,  we'd  like  a verb  01  noun  01 enter 
333  enter  and  then  we'd   like   for  you  to   read  us   register 1. 
Register   1 we  expect  will  be  a   10  000,   and  if   register   1 is 
equal   to  that   then what   that  means   is   that   the   computer will      -7 / 
dump   it's   eraseable  memory   twice.     That's   10  000  numbers   - / 
twice  number  for   the   eraseable.  memory  dump.     If   it's  not 1/ 
reading   10  000,   then we'll  ask  you   to  make   it   read   iO  000 by 
going verb  21  noun  01  enter  333  enter  10  000  enter. After 
you've   done   that   the   dump  verb   is  verb   74  enter,   and that 
will   automatically  dump   the   total  eraseable  memory   twice, and 
return  you  to  the  proper configuration. 

SC Okay,   the  procedure  will  be   verb  01   noun Gl 
enter   333  enter  and   read  out   register   1.     And  then   10 000 
the  memory   -  the   computer will   then  dump   the  memory twice 
as  properly  configured.     If not,  we  have  to  load  in  10 000 
and we   do   that   by  going verb   21   noun  01   enter   333  enter   10 000 
enter  and  verb   74  enter.     Now  if   register   1   does   read   10 000, 
then we'll   still  have   to   the  verb   74  enter,   is   that correct? 

CAP COM That   affirmative.     That   74   enter   is what 
starts  the  dump,   then we  just,  prior  to  that  one  make sure 
we   got   10  000   erase  on.     And  just  hang  loose  one  here   on Goldstone 
down  here,  we're  getting it configured. 

SC Roger,   you need  the   high   gain link. 
CAPCOM Negative,   we  won't  need  the   high gain. 

Apollo  8,   Houston.     Goldstone   is   all   ready  and  you  can  go ahead 
with   that  procedure Jim. 

SC Roger.     Okay,   register   1   reads   10 000. 
CAP COM Okay,   thank you. 
SC And   do   you  want   verb   74 now. 
CAPCOM That's   fine.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,   have  you  done   the  verb   74   enter, yet. 
SC No,   I'm waiting  for  your command. 
CAPCOM Okay,   I'm sorry,  you must  have missed me. 

You   can   go   ahead   right  now,   Jim,   we're   all set. 
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SC Roger,  verb   74.     On it's way down. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
PAO Apollo Control  here.     Spacecraft's a 

156 460 miles from Earth, moving at a speed of 4493 feet 
per  second.    At   108 hours   19  minutes,   that's  our status. 

END  OF TAPE 
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ls_£A-E~-G4Hf''        This  is Apollo Control,  Houston, 108 
hours,   29  minutes.     The   crew  has   asked   for  some  music to 
pass  away  the  hours  on  this Christmas  evening.    Here's how 
the  conversation  is  going and here's what we  are  piping up. 

CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead. 
CAP  COM With  the   computer,  we   sort   of   got behind 

in  our  promise   of  music.     Do  you  still want it? 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay. 

vi-xs>*Y ? SC ,^J"8^ so N eal jjpe ASL 'JL.. a ceo mj> a n y_ A 

' 1   i CAP  COM -~"choir.   (Music  of  Joy  to  the World 
^-/VA h"1      and a choir singing another song) 

-   , CAP COM Must be  the  wrong speed. 
y^\P (More singing) 
/ ft SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 

CAP  COM (Music)   Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Roger,  Mike.    That's  real nice but if 

you  don't  mind,  hold  it  off  until we  get  this  tracking  test done. 
CAP  COM (Music)   Roger,   Bill.     We concur. 
SC Sounds   like   it  has  been  running  at the 

wrong  speed. 
CAP COM It  doesn't sound very  good  down here 

ei ther. 
SC You sound better  though,  Mike. You're 

coming  through nicely,  Mike,  maybe  you could  lust  sing a  
1 ictj e   b i t^_ . " " 

CAP  COM Yeah,   I'll  get  my harmonica. 
CAP  COM This  is Apollo  Control  here.    Apparently ^ 

the  rausic  didn't  sound at  just  the  right  speed  to Bill Anders, / 
or  it  may  have  somehow  interrupted  the  other activities on 
board.     Whatever  the  reason,  he  gave  us  a call  and asked ; 
us  to stop  it with the music,  so we have.    At  108 hours, ^ 
34 minutes  into  the  flight,   this  is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control Houston 
54  minutes  into  the  flight.     Since our 
no  communications  with  the   crew, very, 
hours  this  afternoon,   as  you might have 
contrasted with  the  last  several revs, 
that.    Maybe  the   last   10  or  12  hours of 
mission.     The   crew   feels   -  senses that 
Which  of   course,   it   is.     The  only thing 
here   is,   that  we  still  have   37  hours to 
But  subjectively,   it  is  very much like 
revs  of  an  earth  orbital  mission   and a 
We  are   1,54  900  miles   from  earth. Speed 
to  4 5 2J   feet  per second. ^Bl5LjljL_J_?_^_J^il 
our   status.     By  the  way,  we   are plannm 
this   evening  -  press  briefing,   if repor 
it.     Shortly  after  9  p.m.   Houston time 
This   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

,   here   at   i 0 8 hours 
last   report we  have had 
very   quiet. These 

assumed,   might be 
perhaps  earlier than 

a long-duration 
it  is  all  down hill. 
that   is different 
go before splashdown, 

the  end,   the last 
fairly  extensive one. 
-  velocity building 

uj^s__^_5^mj_nu t e s , that's 
g  a  press conference 
rer   interest warrants 
in  the auditorium. 

END  OF TAPE 
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me 

?A0 Apollo   Control   Houston  here.     109 hours 
17   minutes   into   the   flight.     And  we  have  had  a   little chatter 
with   the   crew,   Bill  Anders   primarily  sitting  over  in the 
driver's   seat.     Here  is  how  that   is going. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Roger,   Mike.     Tell  how  our temperature 

•s   looking  across   the   service   module.     Are  we   going  to be 
'AO  here   for  a  shoot   in  another  couple   sets   on   this next 
start? 

CAP   COM Yes,   I  mind   them,   they  look real 
Just   a  second  and   I  will  check  with the 

are   just   fine,   Bill,   on  your  cryo fans. 
And  SPS   is okay. 
Affirmative,   SPS   is   looking good 

Hous ton. 
Go  ahead,   Mike. 
Roger,   Bill.     Because   of   this  W matrix 

like  to  add  some  more  star  sightings when 
gets   through  with  the   series   that  he   is   currently on. 
T   have   the   information   routed   to  them when 

c o p y . 
SC Stand  by.     Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay,  this  is  - we  would like 

!in as I say whenever he is through this area 
'   they   are   the  same  ones   that   are  printed on 

es 

: i me 8 

ill. 
you 
SC 
CAP COM 

A p o 1 1 o 
SC 
CAP COM 

thing,   we would 
Jim 
And 

good to 
experts 

all the 

you  are ready 

V) i • 

him to do 
he  is  on now 
your flight 

:he 

Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Go  ahead, Jim. 
SC I would  like  -  I  have  got  the entry 

now.     You want   to  give  me  a  little bit? 
Okay,  Bill.    Thank you.    The  first one 

r i g h t 

Ready   to  go.     Now  I know 

him . 
down 

:kJiSt 
CAT i 

Is   on   page   LI-7 
SC Okay, Mike, 

why   the   fuel  was low. 
CAP  COM No.   You  can't  blame   it on 

Page is E~? under CM RCS preheat. Halfway 
says   up   telemetry  block.     Are   you with me? 

SC Iamwithyou. 
CAP  COM Okay,  after  telemetry block, insert 

CM  heaters   circuit  breakers   two close. 
SC Okay. 
CAP  COM All we  are  doing  there  is  just making 

sura  you  get  your heater  circuit breakers  closed.    The next 
Of f   i s   on  page  E-9 . 

where it 

RCS 
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SC Ready  to  copy . 
CAP  COM I  need 9  up  near  the  top  under terminate 

CM RCS  preheat  and  the middle  there,   after  CM RCS heaters 
off,  L&P  confirm,   insert  RCS  CM heaters  circuit breakers 
to  OPEN.     Got   this  opening  those   two  breakers  back up. 

COM 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP COM 

earth. Very 
are  you with 

SC 
CAP 

forward, 
SC 
CAP 
SC 
CAP 

OP? 

top 
me ? 

Roger. 
And  the  last  change  is  update  page 14. 
Okay . 
Yes,   this   should  be   in   favor  of the 
where  it  says  tape  recorder,   record forward, 

COM 
insert 

COM 

COM 

Roger. 
Insert 

command 
Okay ,  we  got them 
Thank  you, Bill. 
Okay , Michael. 
How  is  it going? 

between  tape   recorder  and record 
reset  high bit  rate, over. 

That's   all. 

Do  you want   any systems 

Yes,  they  are  hanging together 
for  the   last  half hour I have 

haven 1t 
been over 

ge t 

SC 
even   looked  at them 
here   in  the sack. 

CAP  COM Yes,   they  sure  are  Bill.    They can 
you  any  specific  numbers,  what  not,   if interested. 

SC Well,   I  hate   to  say   I  wasn't interested, 
but   I   don't  need  any  specific  numbers   right now. 

CAP  COM Okay,   very   good.     We  concur.     That's an 
outer  space first. 

SC On second  thought,  how's  the evaporator 
outlet   temp doing? 

CAP  COM 46  degrees, Bill.^- 
SC Cancel  that  a~e-r-Q^sp a c e first. 
CAP  COM RigTTr-; How'5' fafd-lan  co-nrTn~g~~ a 1 ong? 
^ 1  am  getting  a  crossed  eye   looking into 

spa.P.     Hey,  Mike,   just  as   a  matter  of   interest,   1 have 
been   looking  into  space   the   last  hour  and  a  half   and two 
tremendous   storms   down   there.     I   am  not   sure   just where 
are but  the  vortex are huge. 

CAP  COM Roger. Understand. 
SC That's  your  first  space weather report 

at the manned weather forecast from space and I am not so 
sure  where   it's   raining,   but   it   is   raining somewhere. 

CAP  COM Roger -- 
SC — point   out   that  Magellan   is  not   a good 

analogy. I would also like to point out that Magellan is 
not  a good  analogy.     I  don't   think he  made  it around. 

1 

they 
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CAP   COM Very good. 
SC How  about   Alford Chitister? 
CAP   COM Roger.     Alf.     I  don't  know  ho-? much 

detail  you   can  see  Jim,   but  your  subsnacecraft   pointed out 
in   the  middle   of   the   Pacific  Ocean  about  half  way between 
Australia  and  South America. 

SC Roger,   the  next   time   I   take   a   look, I'll 
see  what   I   -   maneuver  to   the   moon  now.     We   see   if  we can 
see   our   shadow .     Seriously,   has   anyone   been   able   to   see the 
spacecraft   from earth? Optically? 

CAP  COM 've   don't   think   so,   Bill.     We haven't 
been  able   to   confirm  that   they have. 

SC Okay. 
CAP  COM You  are   coming   right   down   the   center line 

of   the   airways.     You  see   the   airliners   going  the   other way, 
you better  rr.ove over. 

SC That's   the   first   time  old  Lovell's been 
on  track  for a  long time. 

CAP   COM Roger. 
SC Mike.     An  interesting  viewpont   of the 

NAV sightings,  maneuvering with  the  minimum impulse controller 
on  the  way  home   is   a  lot  more   difficult   than   going out be- 
cause  of   all   the   fuel we   don't  have  now.     Every little 
pulse  really  moves   the   spacecraft around. 

CAP  COM Roger-     Understand you have   too much 
con t ro1 , 

- C Yes.     Let   Bruce beware. 
CAP  COM Apcilo  8. Houston. 
SC Goahead. 
CAP  COM Howdy,   Jim.     Dick  Underwood   is   over here 

getting  their  film processing all  prepared  for  your film 
-.-Then   you   get  back   ard   tentatively,   can  you  give   them rome 
idea of how much you exposed? 

SC Let  me   -~  let  me   introduce  you  to the 
great  film man.     He will  tell  you all  about it. 

CAP   COM Go ahead. 
SC Tell  him  I   hope  he   can  account   for haze 

through   the   window.     We   -   on   our  departure   from  the moon, 
*" t   tried   to  burn  up  as   much  as  what  we   had   left   over which 
*r a s   quite   a  bit  and  tell  him  I   hope  he   can' develop the 
high   speed   film  taken   at   normal   film percentage. 

CAP  COM Roger.     Understand  you  used  just about 
...verything  and  a  lot   of   the  high  speed,   you  used   it to 
normal setting. 

SC Roger.     Got   in  the  wrong  bucket there 
a  c..   pie   of times. 

CAP COM Okay . 
SC We  r.eve r did  have  a chance  to  do anything 
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with  that earthshine stuff. 
-    CAP COM Say  again about  the  earthshine, Bill. 

SC We never did have a chance  to do any 
arthshine photography. 

CAP  COM Roger.     Got that. 
PAO And  so we  get  a   good  something  of   a wrapup 

on our film situation.    Which we have been wondering about 
now  for about  a 24-h our period.     And at   109  hours  26 minutes 
the  spacecraft  153  504 miles  from home,  this  is Apollo Control 
Hous ton. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP  i CM This   is  A ? o 1 i o   Control   ar   1 10  hours, 
f i v e   rn i n ui.es>   in t o   t b e   i. 1 i g h t .     At   t h e   p r e s ent   t i m e'' !■ ere in 
Mission   Control   Center,  we   have   just   comp J e Led  a /s h j £ t change 
and   oi; r   flight   director  at   this   time   is  Hilton  WTfendler and 
our   capsule   communicator   is   astronaut  Ken  Mat r ing1y, Apollo 
8  at   this   time   is   af   an   altitude   of   151,78°  nautical miles 
r r e ra e a r t h   and   it's   traveling  at *a  speed   oT   2T75^T^ f e e t 

• *r  second.     Since   our   last   report,   we  have"~TTaB something 
• sder   ?   minute   of   conversation  with   the   crew,   and  we'll play 

t bat   b a '. !<   j o r   y u u   n ow . 
CAP  COM Apollo   &,  Houston.     How  are   ycoming 

along  vi r.b   your  P23 mods. 
3C Five   balls,   they   arc-   getting square. 

What   -I-   have-   been  doing  most   of   the   day,   Ken,   have you 
re ce i vt d   t Is e   da t: a   down   be 1 ov ? 

CAP   COM Roger .     Looks   like  you   are   getting some 
p re t ty   good  tnarks .     We  have   a  p rc- r t y   good  ha ck   on   the   vector 
a nd   the   mat rix,   and   looks   like   if  v ou wanted   to   te r ninate 
a t   t h i ■->   point,   that   we   do   have   g o o d data. 

SC -   try   to   do   stars   at   one - 
CAP   COM All right. 
5C Did  you  have   a  nice  Christmas ? 
CA'"'   COM Apollo   8 ,   Houston.     Did   you   call ? 
PAD This   is  Mission  Control.     At  the pcesent 

time ^   I   o a d e rsund  B i J 1 Anders is   £l.yia£ the   spacecraft , 
o crj^i^^7~~r he   commandeer -s  couch ,   the   left-hand couch, 
aad    ■■■ ..;•>!.•    ■   r 1 ■ a   is   getting  some   sleep.     Thr>   ~edic advises 
t h a     '.! •      a -.   bften   bleeping   now   f o r   about   t w o   h o u r« .     V e 
€ ;.pe( f    t hat   shortly   J itr.  Love 11   will   also   begin   a   s 1 eep 
;• 1"■od  and  we   wo u i d   a 1s o  expec i   t ha f   frank  3 n r ma n  v»o u1d 

up       At     10  hours.   10  minutes   into   t he   flight . 
his   '( /   r, r   ' ; •>   i .on i. r o 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control  at   111 hours 
6  minutes.     Since  our previous  report,  we  have had about 
8 or  9  minutes  of  conversation with Bill Anders  aboard the 
spacecraft.     It  appears  that  both  Frank fiorman  and Jim 
Lovell  are  getting some  rest  at  this  time.    We will bring 
you  up  to  date  on  the  conversations  that  have  developed and 
then  stand by briefly  for  any  live  conversations  with the 
crew . 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8. Over. 
CAP  COM Go  ahead,   Apollo 8. 
SC Who  is   this?    Kenny,  or Jerry? 
CAP  COM Say  again, please. 
CAP  COM This  Ken,   go ahead. 
SC Okay  Ken.     We  are   getting  back  to the 

PTC  attitude.     Would  you  like  us   to  do   the test? 
CAP  COM Affirmative. 
SC . . .  just went  to ... 
CAP   COM EECOM. 
CAP  COM Okay,   Apollo   8.     That   is   fine. That's 

right,  Bill.     That  was  just  an   ... acquire. 
SC Man,  we   get   acquire  on  the  run here. 
CAP  COM Hey,   you  are   getting  good  at that. 
SC (garbled)   
SC Okay,  we will  keep  it  here  for  two revs, 

Ken.     Mike  and uh  - Mike  and Jim are  alseep  and  I'll just 
keep  it  going here  for  two rolls. 

CAP  COM Okay,   real fine. 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8. Over. 
CAP  COM Go  ahead  8.     Go  ahead 8. 
SC Well,   the  react  didn't work as advertised. 

We  get   - went  on  by   the  scan  limit   and  into  the mechanical 
limit  and   followed  -  this  meant   around  -  Looking  out of 
the  corner  of   its   eye   on  wide  beam  and  when Menkent came 
back underneath  the  spacecraft,  why  it  snapped back  on it 
to narrow beam.     Apparently never broke  lock,  or  if  it did 
it was  only instantaneous. 

CAP  COM Roger.     It  looked  like we  did  break lock 
there  for  about  8 minutes. 

SC Two-way   lock,  but   I was   still - 
CAP  COM Roger. 
SC Under  the  scan  limit,  why  I'll  go ahead 

and go the manual and auto lock on sequence and switch over 
to  react  and  see what  it  does  next   time around. 

CAP  COM Roger. 
SC Houston.    Were you able  to  get high bit 

rate  from the  omni's  now,  by  the way? 
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CAP  COM Apollo  8.     Houston.     The   oranl   high bit 
rate  capability  is  noisy,  but usable. 

SC Okay.     I  think what  we'll  do  here is 
if   I  see   the   high  gain  definitely  going past  the   scan limit 
before  it  gets  to  the  mechanical  limit,   I'll  go ahead and 
ask  - you  could  ask  if  the  react   feature  hasn't   taken over 
I'll  just  go  ahead  and  shut   it  down   .... stops. 

CAP  COM We  are  talking  about  it now, Bill. 
SC Okay.     But  my  understanding  is that 

the  scan warning of  this  thing  is  supposed  stop tracking 
and  it  uh  break of  lock,   for  example,  not  very big. 

CAP  COM Roger.     That's  my  understanding, but 
we are  talking  about  it  right  now.     I'll  let  you  know in 
just  a  second. 

SC Probably,  Ken,  we  are not  ever losing 
the  earth's  present signal. 

CAP  COM That's   correct.     Hey,   Bill.     Can you 
tell  us what  angles  this went  through.    The  curves  that we 
have  plotted  is  apparently  the  RF  limit  rather  than the 
mechanical  limit  and discussing the  function of  the AUTO 
react  mode,   it  looks  like  it  is  supposed  to  shift when it 
hits  the  RF  limit,  which  is  your  -  should be  your inner 
set   of  numbers   as   opposed   to   the   scan warning  limit  and if 
it went  inside  of  that  number,  could you  tell  us about 
what  kind  of  numbers  it  did  go into. 

SC Roger.     It  went  past  the  caution warning 
limit   to  RF limit. 

CAP   COM Okay.     Say   for  it  me   so  I   can  copy it, 
SC The  antenna went   to about   330  to 270 

yaw plus   60   80 pitch. 
CAP   COM Roger. 
SC Okay.     The  HEC  dropped  off   to what I 

call  our  noise  level  that was  the  voltage  integrated when 
the   noise  broke  in.     It  was  about   11  o'clock   ... beam 
switch  and  a  couple  of  times  dropped  to   ...   very briefly. 

CAP  COM Okay,  you  got  some  larks  on  that AGC 
that  should   register  in volts,   I  believe.    Do you have  an /■ 
indication other  than  11  o'clock? • ^-v,<i.>~ 

SC Unfortunately,   the  numbers  never got 
on here.     If  you will  look on  that  chart  that  Fred Ha_y_£_> 
has,   it   ...   ii   o'clock  position.     I might  have   it  on my 
systems — 

CAP   COM Bill, -- 
SC -- when  the  antenna •- when  the antenna 

did  snap back  in,   it went  into yaw  80,  pitch minus  5. With 
Verb  64  reading plus  67  for yaw and minus   10  for pitch. 
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CAP   COM Okav.     Yes,   copy   all   that.      I   think you 
would  have   U  or  5   marks   on  that,   power  meter,   don't you. 
From what  you  are   saying,   I   take   it,   it's  between  Marks 2 
and  4 , 

SC yes.     Stand  by  a second. 
SC Stand by  Ken.     I'll   tell   you what that 

mode   i s . 
CAP   COM Thank you. 
SC Okay,   it  went   to  about   hovering around 

2.4   to   3 . 
CAP   COM Okay,   thank   you.     Roger,     Apollo   8, 

Houston. 
S C Go ahead, 
CAP   COM Okay.     It's  not   real   clear   that   it did 

in   fact,   get   to   the  mechanical   stop   and   if   it   does, the 
back   r   o m  people   say  we   can   stay   up   against   that   stop for 
a  maximum  of   15  minutes  without   doing  any   damage.     And we 
woula   kind  <~< t   like   to   track   it   through  one   more   time   as is. 
We  do  have   the   high  bit  rate   capability  on  omni.     So we 
would   like   to   follow  through  that   same   configuration for 
one.  more rev. 

SC Well,   since  we   are   not   sure   that   it did 
get up against the mechanical stop last time for 10 minutes 

'. r  so,   1   don't  think  it would  be  too  smart   to   ... position. 
r   P  COM I   am  sorry,   Bill.     You  didn't come 

throueh.     Say   again, please. 
3C Since  we   are  not   -   it   is  not   clear to 

me i   we  went   up   against   the  mechanical   stop   for   a while 
on   the   list   time   around,   that  might   account   for   10 minutes 
of   that   )3  rainutes   and   it  would  be   pushing  our   luck - 
droppint-?   it  back  where   it  belongs.     We  are  still   a long 
ways   f £t£,    orae   ana   if   that   antenna  switch   fails,   it's going 
to   f ai I   t he   h1g h-gain  position  and   that's   all  we got. 

CAP   COM Roger,   Bill.     And  we   will   be making 
a  handoff  on  stations   at   5 5. 

SC Ken,   we   are   going   to  switch  C0MM car- 
riers  here   a second. 

CAP  COM Okay,   thank  you.     Okay.     Apollo 8, 
Houston,     Through Honeysuckle. 

SC Roger.     Read  you   5 by. 
CAP  COM Thank you. 
SC It   did  the   same   thing  that   time, Ken. 

'..'his   time   the   voltage  AGC  did  drop   to   full   scale   low for 
several   seconds,   but   the  antenna  does   seem  to   indicate it 
can   look   right   through   the   spacecraft   and   o n   your   D the 
eat uh  wt..»t   where   the   antenna  was   not   supposed   to  be able 
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SC to  go. 
CAP  COM Okay.     I  would  just   like   to confirm 

with you  that  it never did  go back  to  the  preset numbers. 
SC No,  it apparently never lost earth 

presence  signal.     It  sounds  like  it was  trying  to pick up 
one-way  lines  all  the time  and we  usually hovered around 
2  volts AGC  except  for brief periods. 

CAP COM Okay.    Thank you very much. 
SC It  looks  like  if  they had  - should have 

not had the ... switch into wide beam until after it had 
gone to those preset limits. We are back in AUTO on the 
orani . 

CAP  COM Okay.     Thank you. 
SC - JCDR is  up _and manning  the  helms. We 

are going to switch^COMM carriers. That will be all up 
here  for a little bit. 

CAP  COM Okay.    Thank you. 

END  OF TAPE 
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sc 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

Hey,   Ken  this Jrs\ F^ank. 
Good  mo rn ing ,( s i r/ 
Houston, Apolfo—iJ. 
Go  ahead  Apollo   8,   loud   and clear. 
How  far are we  from home, Ken? 
Oh,   about   152  it  looks  like.    That is 

pretty   gross,   I  will   get  you  a  real  number  in  just one 
minute. 

SC 152? 
CAP  COM 148,550.     That   is   a  good number. 
SC Pretty  good. 
CAP  COM A velocity  of  about 4650. 
SC Increasingit. 
CAP  COM That   is affirm. 

Pause 
PAO This  is Apollo Control  at   122  - rather 

111  hours  22  minutes  and at  the  present  time we  are standing 
by   for  a  status   report   -  a  crew  status   report  which  we antici- 
pate   to  be   coming  up   from  the   crew  shortly.     In  that past 
conversation we  heard  from Frank Borman  for  the  first time 
in  about   three   hours   and  we   should  be   getting a  report in 
that   crew  status   summary   from  Frank  on  just  how much sleep 
he   did  get.     We  will  continue   to  stand  by   for  that   call to 
the  crew  from capsule  communicator,  Ken Mattingly. 

Pause 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  and we  have been 

advised  that,   that   the  crew  status   report  will  probably be 
a  little  bit  delayed   in  coming.     At   the  present   time Borman 
is   scheduled   to  be   eating  and we   plan   to wait  until sometime 
after he  has  had  a  change  to complete  his  eat  period before 
requesting  that  status  report.    At  the  present  time  Apollo 8 
is   traveling  at   a  speed  of  4,657   feet   per  second  and our 
current   altitude   reading  is   148,210  nautical  miles.     This is 
Apollo   Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAf  COM This   is  Apollo  Control   at   111 nour.s, 
35  minutes,     At   the  present   time,  we   ere   in communication 
witn  Frank Boriran  aboard   the   spacecraft.     Frank  has just 
advised  us   that  he   is   the   only  one   up  at   t ft e  present tiirn:. 
A  short   time   before   that,   Bill  Anders   came  on   and   said that 
he   planned   to   get   a   little  bit   of  sleep   and  requested per- 
mission   to  t a k e   a  S e c o rial   tablet,   one   of   the   shoit-ac. ting 

!   ' p i n g  pills   carrie a~~5b u a v d—fi-h-e  spacecraft,   and was given 
a  go-ahead   to   take  a   tablet.     And  we   also   received  a crew 
status   report   from  Borman  and  he   reported   that   ail three 
crewmen  had  eaten  three  meals   today,   said   they  had been 
drinking  a  lot   of  water,   and  haa  used  the  exerciser,   and in 
general  summed  up   their  condirion  as  being  quite   good at 
this   time.     We will  pick  up   that   conversation  and  play  bacfc 
what   tape  we  have   accumulated,   and  then   follow whatever live 
conversation   is   going  on when  the   tape   is througn. 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAF   COM Co   ahead,   Apollo   R, 
SC We   tried   to  get  back  on  our  normal sleep 

cycle,   and  1   just  woke   up  here   a   little  while   ago,   so I'm 
going   to   try   to hit   the  hay  again,   probably  be   a  good idea 
to   try  another  Seconal  to  try  to   get  with   it.     What   do you 
chink down there? 

CAP  COM Okay,   sounds   like   a  good   idea.     And if 
we   car,   get   Frank   to   tell   us  how  much  sack   time  he   got, that 
v.'        ••■ a   }     the   log too. 

I was  in bed  .lor  sever, hours,  Ken, and 
T   p !'■>!?      : y   -vlept   for  about   four   and   a  h a If   to   f i Vfc__b_au rg 
o f   it   a ny w a y . '      "    ' " " 

CAF  COM You're   getting  better. Good. 
If  you're   interested  in   further reports, 

we've   ill    .,"G   three  meals   today,   and we   have   drunk  a  lot of 
water,   and  Jim  is   asleep  now,   he  worked  pretty  hard this 
afternoon,   but   I   think we   are   all   in  pretty  good  shape now. 

CAP  COM Real   fine.     Thank you. 
SC We  used  the   exerciser.     Well,   Ken, that 

iust   leaves   you  or  1,   how  about  you  and  I,   anything exciting 
happen today? 

CAP  COM I   think  you know  about   all  the things 
that  are   exciting  up  on  your  end  of   it,   real  quiet  down here. 
Everybody   is   smiling,   Santa was   good  to most  of   the folks 

• Ti   the   world,   and  everything  is   pretty   calm,   like   it should 
be   on Christmas, 

vigilance 

SC                     Very  good . / 
COM Milt   there   is^in  a  period jjj^rej axed   "^7 US 

good. We   relax,_y_ou  he  vigilant . 
CAP  CO That's  a  fair  t rad< 
SC Hey,   Ken,   has   anybody   got   any   good idea 
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why  that  quad A tank  is  running hot,  hotter  than  the rest 
of   the   quads ? 

CAP  COM Okay,   I   didn't  have  an  answer when I 
came  on,  just  a second  and  I'll  check again. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Come   in, Houston. 
CAP   COM Okay,   Apollo  8.     Let  me   tell  you what 

ihject  mattsr we're   going over  down  here;   number  one, we're 
a.aking  a   review  of  all   the   entry  procedures   and   that type 
of   information,   I  mean we're   actually  going   through and 
reviewing  the  entry  check   list.     We  have  people   that   are still 
working  on  verification  of  your  erasable   memory,   and  we are 
looking  at   the  EMS  problem,   and we're   discussing  the quad 
temperature,   so  I'll  feed  up  some  of  these  pieces  of inform- 
ation  as   they   come  along,   and   right  now we   are  just sort 
of  having  a  status review. 

SC I   don't   think  the  EMS   is  much  of   a prob- 
leti,   it just  jumps  when you  go  into  auto.     I  don't believe 
it  will  bother  us   on  entry.     I   don't   remember  the   EMS doing 
the   same   thing  -  I   am just   going  over my  check  list  -  one of 
the   first   things   I   see  here   is   a  coldsoak,   and  I   don't think 

■£ want  to  evaporate between  the  last midcourse  and entry, 
■to we? 

CAP  COM This   is  Apollo  Control.     In   that previous 
conversa tion with  Frank Borman,  we  heard  Cap  Com Ken Maaftlfxngly 
- «i.   v  a ~.' Ivi ties  here   in Mission  Control   Center, including 
a  cement   on.   the   quad   t e mp e r a t u r e s , . t he s e   are   the temperatures 
in  the   react ion  control  system,   the  engTn-e~~^traTfs_;   o"f whi ch 
inert   are   four  inthe  spacecraft   service  module,   and we 
•'save  been  observing  the   temperature  of   quad  A  for several 
hours   r.  v.     That   quad  is   running  about   83  degrees compared 
with   6 0   or   /0  degrees   for  the  other  three.     The assessment 
here   in Mission  Control   Center   is   that   that   is  not   a prob- 
lem.     There   is   no   explanation   as   to  why   that   one   quad is 
somewhat  higher  than   the  other  three,   but  we  don't consider 
it any problem.    At the present time,  the spacecr ait veloc i ty 
is  4,675   feet  per  second  as we  continue  to watch  the gradual 
nuildup   in  velocity   and   a   gradual   decrease   in   altitude. Our 
Altitude   reading  at   this   time   is   147,321   nautical  miles. At 
111  hours,  45  minutes  into  the  mission,   this  is  Apollo Control. 

2ND  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control.   Houston, at 
112  hours,   19  minutes.     Apollo  8   is   at   an  altitude  of - 
145  758 nautical  miles  and  traveling at  a  speed  of  4709 feet 
per  second.     Since  our  previous   report  we  have  about  6 or 
7  minutes   conversation with  Frank  Borman   aboard   the space- 
craft.     He  reported   that  his   cabin   temperature  was running 
a  little  bit  higher   than  normal,   about   80  degrees   at the 
present  time  and  indicated  that  apparently  the  higher temp- 
erature   is   due   to   the   fact   that   current   spacecraft attitude 
allowed  more   sunlight   into  the  windows.     We'll   play back 
the   tape   of   that   conversation   for   you.     We're   expecting a 
call   through  the   crew  shortly   from  CAPCOM Ken...and we'll 
standby  after we   catch  up   to  pick  up   any   live conversation. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead,   Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Looking  at   the   flight   plan you 

have   a  P52   coming  up   at   a   115  hours   and  we'll   have   to do 
another  one  at   11945  preparation  for  the  P2 3.     And it's 
acceptable  with   the   ground  procedures   if   you would   like to 
delay  about   115  hour  alinement   and  do   it  just   once   at   119 4 5 
or  you  can  do   it   there   in  flight   plan  location.     If you 
want   to  skip   the   115  hour  alinement,   we   could  go  ahead and 
start  in on  the   15  YAW  free  PTC  load at  this time. 

SC What   does   that   mean, Ken? 
CAPCOW Okay,  we have  a  DPO tl 

we  dv   i»   - r '.'   and   go   ahead  and  do   it   in min: 
so   r"' at  were  not  putting  any  attitude c< 
wa ' re   going  to  be   tracking  the   attitude < 
they  v.ant   this   something  like  6  hours or 

SC Roger.     The   temperature is 
little  bit  warmer  than normal. 

CAPCOM I'm sorry,   say again. 
S C I   say   the   cabin   is   r u n n: 

bit   hotter   than   it  has   been.     It   looks i: 
PTC  alinement  gets  more  sun   in the cabin 

CAPCOM All   right,   what   kind of 
are you  recording  right now? 

SC I  just   put   the  window s( 
will   cool  you off. 

CAP COM Okay. 
SC You won't be  there  to  take  the pitch 

YAW  out  of   -  brake   fan, right? 
CAPCOM That's  affirmative.     You  just  put it 

minimum  impulse  and   then we'll  watch it. 
SC There  you are. 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
SC Have   fun. 
CAP COM Roger.     And   I'm  at   quad temperature. 

The  upper  limit  of   thac   thing  is   105   degrees  on   the bottle. 

req ul r e s that 
imu w i nip u 1 ae load 
rrec t i on s   in. And 
x c u r si o n s , And 
un t i 1 we reach 11. 
is r u v> n i ng a 

ng a i i t tie 
ke t hi s particular 

t amp e r a t ure 

a de s u P that 
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You  are  well  below  that.     We  have   been watching  it   and it 
is   tracking  although   it   is   tracking very  slowly  as   you pull 
the  spacecraft   the  temperature  seems   to be  a  little slug- 
gish.     But   it  isn't  a  frozen  censor.    And  talking a little 
bit  more   about   that   one   right  now  -  You  might   tell  Jim the 
next   time  he   goes   to  work with   the   optics . . .when  you work 
with   the   trunnion   If  you'll   go   ahead   and   recycle   the zero 
switch  you   can  avoid   the  problem we   had  prior   to midcourse 
correction   four.     And   the   midcourse   correction  -   the mid- 
course   correction  number  six   right  now  looks   like zero. 
And midcourse  correction seven  is  approximately  2  feet per 
second. 

SC Okay,   Jim,   now we've   got   an   inject list 
to initiate cabin cold flow. This involves evaporating and 
I   don't   think  we  want   to  do that. 

CAPCOM Okay,   now we   talked   that   over with... 
and  at   12  hours  out  everyone  seems  to  think  that we don't 
need   to  do   it   there.     But   in  close   it  doesn't  seem to 
have   any  effect   on   the   trajectory  and what's  been suggested 
if  you'd  like  we   can  go  over  the   entry  checklist and 
just  kind  of  walk  through   it  on  the   air with  all   the people 
on  the   console.     Right  now  you  have   the   team  that will 
be  performing  the  entry  session with you  so we   can  go over 
the  checklist  and run down  any  corrections  that  you might 
have.     It's   left   up   to you. 

SC That's  fine,  let's  do  that.     I've got 
one   right  he re . . . 

CAPCOM All   right,   give   us   a  few  minutes to 
pull  ourselves   together  and  get  on  the air. 

SC Go  ahead . 
CAP COM Okay,   we've  drifted  off  now about 

25  degrees  in  PITCH.     I'd  like   to have  you  take   it back and 
set  up   the  PTC  plane   again  at   PITCH  of   10  and YAW  45 and 
set   up   the   PTC  under  control  and   turn  your  ship  back  to min- 
imum  impulse  and  give  us  a mark when you have  done that. 
And we'll   time  the  drift  rates  down here. 

SC Okay.     Okay,  Ken,   I've   got   them all 
stamped  out   about   as   low  as   I   can  get them. 

CAPCOM Okay, fine. 
SC I'll   put   in  a  ROLL  right now. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC I'll  put  in  a ROLL  right now. 
CAPCOM Thank you. 
SC Takes   actuations   to   get  about   a  degree and 

a  half  or  a  tenth   -  one   -   .     15   degrees  per second. 
CAPCOM All   right.     And   giving  a mark when you 

release  the  break  command  and  pitching out. 
SC I  haven't  even  got   them on. 
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CAPCOM Oh,  okay, fine. 
SC When  I  gave  you  - when  I  gave  you that 

mark  that was it. 
GAP COM Real  fine,  thank you. 
SC Ken,  be sure and call me if you see 

any gimbal angles start to get near arc or anything 
gimbal ... I'm a little drowsy still. I don't want 
to  end  up with another no  attitude  like  one  is enough. 

CAPCOM Roger,  will do. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Mission Control.    There doesn't 
appear   to  be   any  further  conversation  developing at this 
time.    We do have some figures  for you.    On the half way 
point  in the  spacecraft's  return  to earth,  we anticipate 
that  that will be  reached at  a time of  126  hours  3 minutes 
9  seconds   in  the   flight.     At   that  point  Apollo  8 would be 
103 002 nautical miles  from earth and would be traveling 
at   a  speed  of   5870.6   feet  per  second.     At   112  hours 31 
minutes  into the  flight,  our velocity is 4720  feet per 
second  and  the   spacecraft   at   this   time weighs   31   649 pounds. 
Current  altitude  reading is  145  208 nautical miles. This 
is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control Houston  at 112 
hours,  58  minutes.     At  the present  time both here in 
Mission Control  Center and  aboard  the  spacecraft  it's a 
relatively  a quite period.     Frank Borraan  continues  to be 
the  one  of  the  three  crewmen who  is  awake  at   the present 
time  and he's   reported  on  a  couple   of  occasions   that  he is 
getting  sleepy.     Earlier,   Frank  reported,   that  he  had gotten 
about  four  and  a half  to  five  hours  of  sleep  and had been 
in  the  sleep  station  for  about  seven hours.     Since  our pre- 
vious   report  we've   accumulated  about   five  minutes   of tape 
conversation.     We  play  that  back  and  continue   to  stand by 
for  any  live  comments  from Borman  aboard  the spacecraft. 

CC Apollo  8 Houston 
SC Okay,  would  you  reinitialize   the PTC 

attitude  and  try  it  one more time? 
CC Okay. 
SC Okay. 
CC Roger.     Say   that   again, please. 
SC Say,   that's   getting pretty  good now. 
CC I  think it's  getting  freezing up there, 

huh? 
SC Okay,  would  you believe   that   the north 

beat  the  south  three  to nothing,   and  they  did  that  all with 
a  first  quarter  field goal. 

SC How about  that, Eddie. 
CC Yes,  sir.    And  Frank we're  going over a 

check list right now and I'll get back with you on the entry 
check  list   in  a  few more minutes. 

SC Roger.    We're  flying a  train very badly. 
CC Okay,  I  noticed  that  on PV. 
SC I'll  tell you one  thing we  are  going to 

do  on  these  suits,  we're  going to  stow  them,  one  under each 
seat   the way  North  American suggested. 

CC Roger.     And you'll  be  putting  the helmets 
in  the   food storage. 

SC Yes,   I   think we'll  put   the   helmets in 
the food storage and any stuff we have to take out of there, 
we'll just stick in a suit. 

CC Okay. 
SC Is   the weather  still  good  our there? 
CC Its  not  quite  as  clear as  it was yester- 

day,   it  sure   is  nice   and balmy. 
SC (garbled)   165 west. 
CC Okay,   Frank,   we've   got   a weather picture 

here.     The   forecast  shows  2000  scattered and 4000 broken 
with  a  high  overcast,  you might  see  that  as  you  come down 
to   it   and way  height   four   feet  when by  070  at   12 with 10 
miles  visibility  and  perhaps  some  scattered  showers  in the 
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miles  visibility  and  perhaps   some   scattered  showers   in the 
area and  this is  forecast  for  27th  and  16  other Zulu. 

SC Very good,  we'll  be there. 
CC Yes,   I'm sure  you will 
SC (static)   about   45  minutes .... 
CC Okay,  we'll put  in  a kit  for some 

small waves. 
SC Tell Jerry Hammack  if  the  waves  get high its 

hj.s fault 
PAO This  is  Mission  Control,  apparently a 

small  segment  of  Borman's  remarks  during  that  past conver- 
sation was   at   a  low enough   level   that   they  did  not   trip the 
rpmrding mechanism  for  a  release  cifcuits.    We will have 
those  on  a backup  tape  ihat wf-i-i—tr ~s  1 lie 1 ud~ed  in  the trans- 
cript.    Generally,  those  remarks  consisted  of brief comments 
on  anomalies  encountered.     Borman summarized  about   four or 
five  items  that  constituted minor  problems  and  I'll run 
through  those  for you now.    He mentioned  that  the inflight 
coverall booties  that  the  crew was wearing had  become frared 
and  that  they had  removed  them,  he  also mentioned  that one 
of  the Y  adapters  associated with  their electrical umbilicals 
had  developed  an open  circuit  and he  said  the  light weight 
head  sets  that  they  carry  onboard had not  proved very useful 
but  that  the  snoopy hats  of  the helmet  type  arrangement with 
the  communications equipment  inside  the headset was quite 
comfortable  and  that  the  crew was wearing those  all the 
time.     The   following  remarks,   I  believe,  did  appear  in the 
tape  release was  concerning the  plan  to  store  these suits 
and but  - helmets,   storing the  suits  under each seat at 
reentry  and  the  helmets  in  the  food storage  area.    At 113 
hours,   six minutes  Into  the   flight  our  displays  In Mission 
Control  Center show that  the  spacecraft  has  an altitude of 
145   319  nautical miles  and  its volicity 4718  feet per 
second.    This  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  abe ad,   Ken. 
CAP COM Okay,  would you  re-imtialize  the PTC 

attitude and let's  try  that  one  more time. 
SC Okay.    Are you ready. 
CAP COM Okay . 
SC Okay,  three blips. 
CAP COM Thank you. 
SC The reshegoes. 
CAP COM Roge r. 
SC Is  it  sleepy out  down  there too? 
CAP COM Say  again, please. 
SC I  say,   is   it  sleepy out  down there. 
CAP COM No,   it's   getting pretty   good now. 

I figured it' s  getting sleepy  there  - not  not - 
SC yes . 
CAP COM Okay,  well would you believe  that  the North 

beat the South  3  to 0.    And  they  did  that  all with  a first 
quarter field goal. 

SC Very  good  and when was  the  East West 
game ? 

CAP COM Oh,  about Saturday. 
SC Next Saturday? 
CAP COM Yes   sir.     And  Frank we   are   going over 

the check list  right now and we will  get back with you on 
the entry checklist  in a few more minutes. 

SC Okay,  Jim.     I   think  it  is  pretty good 
one , but that is  one  thing we  have  practiced  a lot. Why 
don't you let everybody  know what  we   are doing. 

CAP COM Roger. 
SC Ken,  while we  are  just  killing time 

here,   there  are  a  couple  of  anomalies we noticed on the 
booties, you know,   for  the  inflight  coveralls.    Mine have 
frayed very, very badly and  I have  taken  them off. Also 
we  had  one  Y  adapter with  an  open  end  and   the lightweight 
headsets were  kind of useless. 

CAP  COM Roger. 
SC I   take   that  back.     I   really   didn't mean 

to  say  that.    The  lightweight headset - what  I  really meant 
to  say was,  the  lightweight  headsets  are useless. 

CAP  COM Okay. 
SC But  these  snoopy  hats  are  pretty comfortable. 

We  have  worn  them  the whole time. 
CAP  COM yes,   I noticed  that  on TV.    Ken, one 

thing we  are  going to  do on  the  suits,  we  are  going to stow 
them,  one  under each  seat,   the way North American suggested. 
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CAP  COM Roger.    And you don't be  putting the 
helmets  in food storage. 

SC Yes,   I   think we  will  put   the  helmets   in the 
food stowage and any stuff we have  to take out of  there, we 
will  just  stick  in the suit. 

CAP  COM Okay. 
SC Is  the weather  still  good  out there. 
CAP COM Oh,   it  is not  quite  as  clear as  it was 

yesterday,  but  it  sure  is  nice  and balmy. 
SC no,   I mean out  at  165 west. 
CAP COM Okay Frank,  we  have  got  a weather picture 

here.     The  forecast shows  2000  scattered  and  12 000 broken 
with a high overcast.    You might  see  that  as  you  come down 
through  it  and wave height,  4  feet,  wind  about  070  at   12 with 
a  10 mile visibility.    And perhaps  some  scattered showers 
in  the  area and  this  is  forecast  for  the  27th  and  1600 zulu. 

SC Very  good.    We will be there. 
CAP  COM Yes,   I  am sure  you will. 
SC i will make  those waves   ...    We are 

going  to  sit  in this  thing for  about  45 minutes. 
CAP COM Okay,  we will put  in a kit  for some 

small waves. 
SC Tell  Jerry Hammack,   if  the waves get 

high,   it's  his  fault . 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control,   Houston at 
115  hours,   40  minutes.     We've had a  very quiet  period here 
in Mission  Control  since  our  previous  report.     One very 
brief  exchange  between  the  ground  and  Frank Borman. We 
show virtually nothing in the  flight plan  for the  next two 
hours  as  both  Anders  and  Lovell  are  continuing to sleep. 
They  have  now been sleeping or  resting for about   3 hours 
and  Lovell  perhaps  maybe   an  hour   longer  than  that.     He in- 
dicated  that  he  was  beginning  his   rest   period  about   an hour 
before  Bill Anders  came  up  and  indicated  that  he  would also 
try  to  get  some  sleep.    Here  is   the  conversation  that went 
on  a  short  while   ago.     We'll  play  that   back  to  you now. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Okay,  why  don't  you drive  it  back over 

to the PTC attitude and put it back into attitude hold for 
the ROLL. And we're going back in and review the DTO re- 
quirement. You have about the same results it looks like 
on a cursery analysis all three times. So we're going to 
take another look and see if there is any reason to do it 
again. If so, we'll call you. You can go ahead and put it 
back  in  attitude   for now. 

SC Okay,   Jim,   thank you. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control  at   114 hours 
6  minutes.    At  the  present  time,  our  spacecraft  is traveling 
at   a speed  of  4817   feet  per  second  and  our  altitude now 
above  the  earth  is  140  780 nautical miles.    We have had 
very  small  amount  of  communications with  the  crew  since our 
last  report.    We will pick that  up  for you now and then 
stand by  for any  further  conversations  that develop. 

SC Houston,  Apollo 8.     Radio check. 
CAP  COM Loud  and  clear,  Apollo 8. 
SC Okay Ken.    Thank you. 
CAP  COM Roger.     It  is  taking us  a  little longer 

to  go  through and  rehash  all of  the  entry  tickler  than I 
thought  and we  are  just  about  to wrap  it  up now. 

SC No problem.     Just watch my gimbal 
angles   for me  and  give me  a call  if  they  get  too close. 

CAP COM All  right.    We will watch them. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 
21  minutes. 
to  the  crew. 

CAPCOM 
sc 
CAPCOM 

more  DELTA-V 
is   that  we do 
We'd  1 j ?ta to 
nlng fo• ;<r or 
to   run  one of 
of  ran ft i t o r i u g 
have 
d i f f s 

you telI 
r e a t  <■» r d 

CAPCOM 
null  bias  a ! 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

minus  2 7 and 
CAPCOM 
S 0 
CAPCOM 

This  is  Apollo  Control at   114 hours, 
CAPCOM Ken Haltingly has just  put  in a call 
We'll pick that  up  for you at the beginning. 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  3head „ 
Say,  we  would  like  to  look at  a couple 

testa  on  the  EMS  and  the  general concensus 
n't  think  there  is  any  particular problem, 
go  ahead  and  take   a  look  at  what  you  get  by run- 
five note  DSLTA-V tests  in private.    We'd like 
thi;se  null bias  tests  and since we  don't have any 
ar>y  of   this   stuff   on  the  downlknk,   I'd  like to 
us  each  step  when  you  turn   the   switch and 

ers   and   things   like that. 
Ail  right,  I'll  run  a test. 
Okay,   the   first   thing we  want   is this 

way 

und r si d 
BE 

seconds . 
TA-V. 

Roge r. 
I   took soree 
Roger, 
M1 n u s 
Roger 

Af f irmed 

minus  4.  24  that is. 

106 

s tana • an a 

Utiu a 

Roger, 
N o w  w h 
Okay , 

:un c 11 on s 
S o 2 e r 

2 5 

26 Minus  27,  and  there  is  a 106 

t  do  you want? 
if we  go back and 
'itch OFF. 

both  swi tch to 

CAPCOM Okay,  now we'd like  to do  a  couple of 
DELTA -V  soft tests,. 

down 

SC 
CAPCOM 
S C 
CAPCOM 
SC 

CAPCOM 

Okay,   7  to   1586.A. 
Roger. 
Have  you  gone  to automatic? 
P.Qger . 
Want  a  DELTA-V  test?     Now, counting 

Apollo  8,   Houston.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
You  back, Ken. 
Apollo  8, Houston. CAP COM 

SC Roger,   read you. 
CAPCOM Okay, we  got  caught  in a space  and hand' 

over there. This copy may be empty, you said you were put- 
ting  it   to  DELTA-V test. 

S C I  ran  three  tests  during  that  hand over, 
over  minus 19.6   2R minus   19.8 one  of   them minus 19.6. 

CAPCOM Okay,   that  sounds   real fine. 
SC Roger. 
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CAPCOM Okay,   the other  thing  that  sometime prior 
to  entry  and we're  going  to be  looking at  it  is  the normal 
entry  test  pattern and  it's  called  out  certainly  in the 
checklist  as  something we  do  around an hour and we'd like 
to  check  if  you can  read the number on  the  scoll  that is 
up  now  so we  can  see where we  are  in the  test pattern se- 
quence.    We're  considering taking a look at  these test 
patterns  before we  get  into  an  R so we  can have more time 
to  think  about  it  in  the  event  that  there  should be some- 
thing  anomalous  in it. 

SC Why  don't we  do  it  right now? We're 
on numbe r 8. 

CAPCOM Okay,  understand  that's  number  8, right? 
SC Roger.     It   takes   an  awful   long  time to 

run  them over  there  anyway.     It won't  hurt   to  do one. 
CAPCOM Okay,   if  you'll  standby  here   for just 

a  second.    We're  checking  to see where we  stand in the 
sequence  of events  for pattern 8. 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC Hey,Ken. 
CAP  COM yes sir. 
SC Another  little  thing about  this EMS. 

You know,  we had it set up when we separated  from the booster - 
CAP  COM Roger - 
SC -  and  the   shock  of   the   separation - 

the shock of  the  pyro's blowing  in separation knocked it 
up  to  100  and something. 

CAP  COM Understand,  knocked  it  up  to 100. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Was  the  pyro  separation enough that 

the  - you  felt  a sensable  G in the bird? 
SC Roger.     Let's  just  say  there wasn't 

any  question ... 
CAP  COM Roger. Understand. 
SC While  you are  checking  the  scroll   ... find 

out which drifting pattern I should be using on  this bird. 
CAP   COM Okay,  will do. 
PA0 This  is  Apollo  Control.     During the 

past   few minutes   the   conversation  has   concerned   the ENTRY 
monitoring system.    We have been  running some tests on 
this   system  to  -  stand  by  here   is  a  call   to  the crew. 

SC Go ahead. 
CAP  COM Okay,  we   are  verifying  that scroll 

position.    They are  talking it over in the back room about 
that  now.     I  would  like  to  go  ahead  and   run  down the 
checklist with you for entry. 

S C Go  ahead. 
CAP COM Okay,  look in on entry  1,  the second 

item there  is   12  hour Kevin cold  soak and  in discussions 
here  and preflight,   I  think  it  is  agreed  that we  don't want 
to  do   the   cold   soak  there.     So we  are   going  to  delete that 
step   2.     And what   it  amounts   to  is,   I   think we  do want to 
do a  cold  soak and we  certainly want  to  exercise  the water 
boilers  prior  to entry  in order  to  insure  that we don't 
have  one  that  is  dried out,   in the  same manner that we 
had one  dried out  prior  to L01.     And we  are working on 
some  procedures  for  that  and wanted to come  back  to you 
with  those   a  little  bit   later  and we  will  try  to  do it 
sometime  when  Bill   is  on  the   line.     So   that   everybody can 
get  in on  the  loop  at  the  same  time.    We would  like  to add 
a step  between  8 and 9,  or as  part  of  step  8.     This  is all 
on  page  D-l  where we  turn  the  VHF  to SIMPLEX A at minus 
4  hours   and   35  minutes.     Now,   this  will  be  beyond two- 
way VHF  range,  but   it will make  sure  that we  do  have  it on 
at  the  time when we pick it up.    We were  able  to get out to 
20  000  miles  with  it  downlink  and we   are   checking on the 
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CAP COM uplink signal.    So if we put  it on at 
this point, we know we have it on well in advance of any 
time we might be able to get into VHF. 

END OP TAPE 
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CC If  we   put   it  on  at   this  point  we know 
we  have  it on well  in  advance  of  any  time  that we  might be 
able   to  get   into  the VHF, 

SC Okay. 
CC Okay,   I  guess maybe  I  have  that back- 

wards  -  they  copy  - you  folks  copied  the  VHF out  to  20 KM, 
we're  checking on  the  - on  the  downlink,  end of  that now, 
but   in  any  event   this   four  hours   and   35  minutes  will  get it 
well  in advance  for that, 

SC Roger 
CC Okay,   8,  we just  had  an answer back on the 

test  patterns,  we   thought   it was   - we  had  25   test patterns 
that  you're   allocated  at   the   ground  test   and   these  are the 
ones  we've  been  looking at.     Then  there  is  five  more  than is 
allocated  to  flight  and  the only  difference  in  chese patterns 
is  that  the  flight patterns  have  instructions  actually written 
or.   them  so   if  we   are   looking  at   test  pattern  eight   that means 
that  we're   still  working on  the  ones   that  you were allocated 
on  the  ground  test,   jo  there was  no problem there  and I'll 
get  you  a number  for which  pattern wa will be  using for 
entry,  we're working on  that  one  right now.     So we would 
like  to  go  ahead  and  run  through these. 

SC 
CC Say  again, Frank. 
SC T. don't mean the  test pattern,  I don't 

mean   the   test  pattern,  we  ask   them  to  put   the   supetcircular 
on  the  number  -  the   first  place  on  the  scroll   and  I'm sure 
they   did,   I'm  sure   its   the   first   pattern  but   I  just wanted 
to make  sure  that's right. 

CC Roger,   that's why we  are  trying to 
verify   it  -  so - 

SC You want  me  to  run  through a test 
pattern. 

CC Yes,   sir,   do  it  please.     And  if you'd 
tell  us  each  step  as  you  go  through it. 

SC Okay,   going  through  step  one,   EMS step 
one,  wait   five   seconds,   five  seconds   going  auto, okay, 
indicator  lights   are   all  off,   the   range   is   zero,   zero. I'm 
gonna slew  the  hairline  over  the  notch.    Okay,  and now we 
go  EMS   test   two . 

CC Roger. 
SC Got  the 05  G light,  all  others  are out. 
CC Roger. 
SC On.  test  three,   far  aide  lower light 

on ten  seconds,   going  to  set  your  range  counter  to  58. Okay 
set  at  58,  going test four. 

CC Roger 
SC Beautiful,   its  perfect,   its   right, in 
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the corridor, 
CC 

it and stops at zero, zero 

going 

two or 

SC 
now I'm 

CC 
SC 
CC 
SC 
CC 

run one 
everything 

SC 
CC 

is minus 
SC 
CC 
SC 

the circuit 
CC 

I  guess . 
SC 
CC 

about, all the 
everything is 

SC 
CC 

you  can expect 

five.    Perfect,  again. Okay, 

comes down 
Very good . 
Going test 

to range set. 
Okay . 
Stand by. 
Okay . 
Okay, that 
Real fine, 

more  null bias  and looks 
that we  can  get to. 

Okay.     Delta V,  auto,   All zeros. 
Roger,  understand minus  two. All 

minus  two tenths? 
Two  tenths,  three  tenths now. 
Okay,  real good,  it  looks  like we 
It looks  like we had a lot  of noise 

was perfect . 
Okay, Apollo 8,  I'd like to 

like we will have exercised 

Minus 
right 

two 

on 
for awhile  there, Jim. 

Yes,  we  did,   too , Electronic glitches 

four tenths 
like that's 
looks like 

Okay,   100  seconds  plus minus 
Okay, real fine. That looks 

functions that we can check and 
just  down  the line. 

Roger. 
Okay,  we  still owe  you confirmation that 

you high speed  goal  to be  a  first pattern 
let  you know as  soon  as   they come 

I'd  like  to  go ahead  and finish 
you're ready? 

in 
going 

you  come   to  and I'll 
with  an  answer on it 
through  the  entry book if 

SC Roger. 
CC Okay,  we've  reviewed most of  the book up 

here  and we will have  to  come back  in and pick up  the way 
that we  can pick up  the water boiler prior  to  getting reentry 
area.    We've  reviewed all  the  last minutes  changes  that were 
put  in pen and ink  type  things  and  they're  all  looking good, 
on page  E7  like  to  add  a couple of items. 

SC 
CC 

which is 
secodary 
while we 
panel 382 

What "s that? 
Okay,   on step 34 unde r final stowage 

for the  catch all  area there's  a step  that says 
glycol  to  radiator  that says bypass verifying, 
are  down  in this  area we would  like  to  go to 
,  the water control panel,  and set up  the evaporator 

water control valve both primary and secondary to auto. Now 
this  is  something we would have  done  had we  done  the cold 
soak at  minus   12 hours,  but  since we were not  doing  it there 
we would  like  to  go  ahead and make  sure we  have  these in 
futo,   this will  enable  automatic  controls  from the panel. 
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SC Shall we just make  this  part of  the pro- 
cedure when we  test out  the water boilers beforehand? 

CC Yes,  sir,   if we  get  that  checked out 
earlier we  can just  leave  them in auto. 

SC I'd rather do that. 
CC Okay,   I'm just  going  to make  a note  here and 

we  can do  it  the  other way,   too.     Another item we'd better 
mention - 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM You may  already  have   this   down   as  step 35. 
It  says  uptelemetry  to block,   verify,   and  there's  a step right 
after  that   that   says  RCS   command  module  heaters'   two circuit 
breakers closed. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay,  okay  I   guess   that   one  was the 

one  sent  up  to you  this  afternoon.     And when you  turn  the  page  over to 
E8,   it  shows  the  EMS  entry  check being  run at  an minus hour. 
And you know  that  it  is  a  short  test.    There  is  really no 
reason  to wait  for  an hour.    We  inight  as  well  and  go ahead 
and do  that  as  soon  as  you get  through with  step  35 on 
page  E7  because we're  coming upon  a pretty busy period. 

SC I  say  that's  fine,  we'll  do  that. Hous- 
ton,   are  you still there? 

CAPCOM Right,  we  got  a  discussion  going. Be 
right  back.    Okay Apollo  8,  page  E9 „ 

SC Okay. 
CAP COM At   the  top   of   the   page  you  have  step 38 

and  right  underneath  that  prior  to  step  39,  we want  to have 
a primary  glycol  loop  activation.    What we  are  going is  is get 
the  glycol evaporator water  switched  to auto  and the 
glycol  evaporator  steam pressure   switched   to  auto. This 
will  get  your primary water boiler on  the  line  prior to 
entry.     Or  at   least   it  will  enable it. 

SC Okay,   tell me what  to write  in, Jim. 
CAPCOM Okay.     It's  glycol  evaporator water to 

AUTO.     Apollo  8,  Houston ... 
SC Glycol evaporator water  switched to 

AUTO . 
CAPCOM Okay,  and  the  second  switch  is the 

glycol  evaporator  steam pressure  to AUTO. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Okay,   that  takes  care of  getting the 

primary water boiler enabled and it is to ray understanding 
that we were going to make the actual entry with both the 
primary  and   the  secondary water  boilers  on   the line. 

SC Am not   reading  you  now Houston. 
CAPCOM All  right,  how now? 
SC Loud  and clear. 
CAPCOM Okay,   there's  some  question  from reading 

the  checklist.     It  is  my understanding that  both the 
primary  and  the secondary water boilers would be  on for 
the  actual  entry and  don't  find a  place  in  the checklist 
where  it's  actually  turned ON.     So we'd  like  to  get con- 
firmation of  that  and want  to make  sure  that we have all 
the  proper  switching  to put  in  the checklist. 

SC Okay. 
CAP COM All  right,   still  on  page  E9   and under 

step  39  at  the  bottom of  the pyro  circuit check 
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step  that  says  panel  8 all  circuit breakers  closed except 
and  then  it  lists  five  that  are  printed,   one  that was printed 
in  ink before  launch.     It  says  EDS  power  circuit breakers 
3 open  and  to be  complete we  should  ought   to  add  the  RCS heater 
circuit  breakers.    There's  two of  those  and  they should 
also  be open. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM All  right,  the  rest  of  these figures 

look good.     I'm coming over through  the  graphs.    And on 
page   Ell - 

SC Roger,   I'm with you. 
CAPCOM Okay,  on step  5  on Ell  there's  - the 

first  subtitle  there  is helmets  and  gloves  and  the items 
that  follow beneath  that  are  affected by whether you wear 
suits  or come  in shirt  sleeves.     But  they  do have  to be 
accomplished.    And  the  suit  return air valves would actually 
be  open  for a  shirt  sleeve  entry.    And you should have 
a  line  penciled  in of optics  power  to OFF between an 
emergency  cabin pressure valve  and  the  time when  the CMP 
moves  to  the couch. 

SC Right. 
CAPCOM Okay.    And  the  steps  shows  the recorder 

to  rewind at minus  30.    That's  an onboard  step  rather than 
a ground step.     Just  to verify that. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Okay.    Under  step  6  almost  at  the bottom 

in  fact  it's  three  lines  from the  bottom of  the  step 6, 
there's  a  section  that  says  secondary  coolant  loop evapora- 
tor  to  RESET and should be  a note  that  that's  58 seconds 
if you  hold  it  in  reset  prior  to moving  the  pump off. 

SC That's  it;   I've  seen it. 
CAPCOM Okay.    Okay,   the  next  comment  is on 

page E13. 
SC Okay,  I'm there. 
CAPCOM All  right,   this  is  a  general comment 

that  refers  to  any  time you're working around P62  or when 
you're  going between P62  and P63.     And you should be care- 
ful  not  to  call  an extended VERB  during this  time. This 
is  during  the  program notes  and  it  is just  a reminder. Now 
what  will  happen  if we   get   into  an extended  VERB  such as 
an  83  or an  82?    We may  get hung up  in P62  and have to 
recycle  through it  in order to get  to 63.    And neither of 
these  displays  are normally used,  just  a good practice. 
And we're  just  trying to  remind  you  that we  don't want a 
call an extended VERB while we're  in P62. 

SC Okay ... that's right. 
CAPCOM Out.     Okay. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP COM Okay,  and going through the  rest of it, 
we  didn't  find any other things  to make  comments  on. You 
have all  the  latest corrections  in your checklist. 

SC Roger.    The main thing that  is  to come 
up  is with a way to determine that  the boiler - water boiler 
is not dry  and make sure that Bill gets  it activated at 
TMSM 7. 

CAP COM That  is correct.    And we will talk to 
you some more about  that  the next  time we  catch both you 
and Bill up. 

SC Righto. 
SC Ken,  this  is  Frank.    I am going to be 

off  the headset for about 5 minutes. 
CAP COM Okay,  fine.    When you come back,   I will 

have  systems  rundown  for you. 
SC Fine. 

END OF TAPE 
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No  comments  recorded  on  this tape 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo control  at  one hundred 
fifteen hours  and  19  minutes.     At   the  present   time our space 
craft  is  at  an altitude of   137  thousand  374  nautical miles 
from earth  and  traveling at  a speed of  4  thousand  895 feet 
per second.     Capsule  communicator Ken Mai^Tingly has just 
received  the  call  from Frank Borman, we'll pick up that 
conversation now. 

CAP  COM OK,   loud  and clear. 
SC Back with you. 
CAP  COM OK.     I've  got   a   few  good words   for you. 

The  eraseable memory has  been taken  completely  apart and 
looked  at   and  it   looks   like   it's   all  OK.     Your  POl didn't 
have   any  effect.     The   one   thing  that  might  be questionable 
is   if  you  used  a  VERB  67  when you   get   to   the   noun  99   display you 
may  find  that  one  to be  unreliable  and what  your  going to 
get   there   is   the  -  that's  an  error  display   for   the  W matrix and 
it's  something you probably won't be  using again anyhow 
and  if  the  occasion  arises we  can  update  that  one but its 
not  a  normal  used display and everything else,  all the 
operational  functions  are good. 

SC Very  good . 
CAP  COM OK.     As  of  a  hundred and 

14 hours,.your battery:  you had battery with A 39.32 amp 
hours,  battery B had  35.21  and battery  C  38.46.  Your cryo 
quantaties  remaining at  set were  the  same when we  gave you 
the  last  time  180 pounds  of oxygen per  tank  and  11 pounds 
of  hydrogen  per   tank.     At  present   the   service  module  RCS, 
using  the   computer  values   for   the   quantities,   you have quad 
A with  55%  Bravo with  50,   Charlie with  58  and Delta  at 48. 
What we  plan  to  do with  the  secondary  tanks  is  to  go ahead and 
turn them on  at  37%  actual  and  in  the  event  of  lost  com or 
something  like  that  recommend  that  you use  50%  on board 
gaging  as   being  the   time   to   turn   the  secondary  prepelt on. 
However  as   long  as  we  can  use  our  own  calculations  well we 
might  as  well  leave   them  tied  up.     We  probably won't   get into 
the secondary propellants prior to entry anyhow. 

CAP   COM OK.     A  couple   of   items   on   the,   check up 
on.     I'd  like   to  confirm  that   the   hatch  dogs  will  be taken 
off while your on  the shoots  if you can if not your going 
to  do  that  in the water. 

CAP  COM OK.     Now we've  got  a  little better 
signal.     Like  to  confirm that  the  hatch  clamps  on  the side 
hatch will be  taken off  either on  the  shoots  or  in  the water 
which  ever  you  can  get   to.     Is   that affirmed? 

SC Roger.     That's   affirmed.     As   a matter 
of   fact  we   didn't  even put   them on. 

CAP  COM OK.     Do you plan  to put  them on  for an 
entry? 

SC I  don't  think so.     It's  held  pretty well 
s o  f ar. 
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CAP COM OK.    And we  realize we never did find 
out what  happened to the mae west.    Did you leave  it blown 
up  or  did you dump it? 

SC We  dumped it. 
CAP COM OK.    Who  is  the  lucky guy? 
SC The  same  guy  that  tried  to  launch it 

this  afternoon. 
CAP  COM OK and just as  a  gee wiz  item your now 

a  137  915  out  and you only accelerated  the  4883 you might check 
to make  sure  you don't have  a speed brake  hanging. Those 
are  nominal values. 

SC 137  thousand miles out? 
CAP  COM Confirmed 

END  OF TAPE 
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NO COMMENTS RECORDED ON THIS TAPE. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This is Apollo control at  115 hours 46 
minutes  and just about  10 minutes ago we had a change of 
watch aboard the spacecraft.    Bill Anders who had been sleep- 
ing for about 4 hours awoke and came on the circuit to advise 
that Frank Borman was now attempting to get a better rest. 
Now we're in conversation with Anders at the present time, 
we'll pick that up for you now. 

CAP COM Loud  and clear 
SC Good morning or good afternoon what ever 

it  is JOB backup. 
CAP  COM OK 
CAP  COM Looks  like  all  the  senior  guys have the 

mid watch. 
SC I know what you mean.    It'd be  a good 

time to try out your   ... 
CAP  COM OK.    We'll  try  it out  a little later. 

Apollo  8 Houston,  Apollo 8 Houston. 
CAP COM OK.     I  guess we  should start off with 

a little dialogue about sleep.    How much do you have. 
CAP COM Ok.    I  guess we  can figure  that out for 

our selves  can't we?    OK  it's  now  142 hours.    Just  try to 
find out how soundly you slept.     I  guess  your not  that sleepy. 

S C • • * 
CAP COM OK.    That's  really about  4 hours. 
SC OK, good. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8 Houston.    Have you  got somebody 

under  the  left  couch or can you  get  down  to  the water control 
panel;'    What we were thinking about  doing is blowing a little 
out  of  the  cecondary evaporator to check it out,  just as a 
component  check something we need  to do but  if  there's some- 
body down  there we  can do that some other time. 

SC Yeah,  that'd be  fine.    That's a kind of 
tedious process  and I  figured we'd kind of keep our eyes 
out  so we'll have  some idea of prior entry if we plan on 
having two loops or one.    We start our lead to center another 
question we're  trying to pin down.    Two questions infact. 
Number  1 we'd like  to verify that you do plan to use both 
primary and secondary boilers  during the actual entry and 
we're  also  looking  for a way of  checking the  primary boiler 
to make  sure  it isn't  dryed out  prior entry and that's turn- 
ing to a little more of a challenge than you might suspect 
Do you have any thoughts so we can go over that? 

SC We do plan to.use both.    Before we get 
into water boiling problem I  figure  I'd like  to  take  a Seconal 
also to make sure I get off to sleep here. 

CAP COM OK.    That's  a go. 
SC OK.    On the water boilers.    It's interest- 

ing that  1  can  get my own,  I was  going to say  that  any time 
you have y.ur mike I can hear myself talking with about a 
2 second time delay.    Lets stick to the primary and secondary 
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SC boilers  check.     I  chink  it would  be  a good 
idea   to  m?ke   sure we've   got   them both  prior  to  entry and 
have   the   reservicing procedures handy. 

CAP   COM You  know   the   .secondary,   in   fact   both re- 
servicing procedures  are  available  on  the  malfunction book. 
And  some  of  the  problem with  checking out  the  primary boiler 
is   finding  a way   to  make   it  boll  on   the  way in. 

SC Yeah.     Just  a  second  Jim.     I've   got another 
little chore going here. It looks like the only way we're 
going  to be  able  to do would be  to shut  off  the radiators. 

CAP  COM We  were   looking  for  a   little  more doubtful 
way   to   do that. 

SC Roger.     That  would  be   agreeable   to me. 
A  little  more  doubtful way but  it  shouldn't  freeze  up  if we get 
it quickly. 

CAP  COM We're   talking  over  several   things like 
putting  the  ten  pin valves  in manual  or partially  closing it 
or  some  of   these  different  ideas.     Something you  can think 
about while.you're  laying  there with nothing else  to do 

SC Yeah.    We've noticed  that  it's gotten 
warmer  in  this  cockpit,   coming back than  it was going 
out.     I  remember  going  out  we  manually  positioned  the ten 
pin valve,  but we  had pretty  gcod  control  over  the glycol 
evap  outlet  temperature.     So  approximately  that 1d be the 
thing  to  try  first rather  than  the radiators. 

CAP  COM OK.     We've   got  backroom boys   looking at 
it too, 

SC I.  guess  that  if we  just pick a  time we 
ought,   to  pick  a  time  so  if   something  did  go  haywire  we could 
afford   to boil  in  full  the  rest  of   the  way   in but  still leave 
!>s   enough   time   to make   sure  we've  got  the  evap  service if 
L t  didn't work. 

CAP  COM Confirm.     We're   factoring  in things 
like  that.     Forget  reconsiderations  and  all that  sort of 
thing. 

SC Right.    Maybe  the  second Derivative 
of  the water boiler versus  time  clock will  give  it the 
optimum  time   to  do it, 

CAP  COM There's  also  speculation  you have  a code 
on board  that   gives   that information. 

SC Well  if   I  don't   I'm sure   those   guys can 
gin  one  up,   they've  done   some  other  pretty   good ones. 

CAP  COM It's  also been  suggested  that  if you 
don't  have   the   chart  it's  on   the   tape recorder. 

SC Well  if   I  don't  have  a  chart   I'll put 
it   on   the   tape recorder. 

SC I  think,  unless  you  guys  have  some more 
comments   along  those   lines  maby  ws   ought   to   give   these guys 
a  chance  to  get  some  sleep  and  I'll  reply here  for a while unless 
you've   got   something  to  brief  me   on  go  ahead  but   I  keep my 
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SC answers  to yeses  and no and what ever 
else you think you really need. 

CAP COM OK.     Fine Bill  and I'll  check with you 
like every  30 minutes  just  to make  sure we  have  a word of 
contact. 

SC OK.     I've  got  some writing  to do  and what 
not  so keep  an eye on  the  distance  and angles  and well be 
all right. 

CAP  COM AOK 
SC And Ken if your decon man wants  to play 

the object of which game, we're on Bravo at this time - but 
also configured for D's, of course D is also configured for 
Bravo,  if you want  to switch,  go ahead. 

CAPCOM Okay.    We are  cranking up some back- 
ground music  for you.  - We  can use  your humming for  a back 
up  ranging  in  case  everything else fails. 

SC Rog. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston,  you don't need to 

answer  this  transmission,  but  doctors  observe  that  it looks 
like  some  of  your sensors  may be working loose,  so you 
might just kind of  push  on  them and see  if  they  are in 
place. 

SC Did  that  do  any good. 
CAPCOM No,   it  looks  like  it  is  one  of your 

sternals,  Bill.   - Apollo  8, we  can't handle  the OMNI 
switching  for about  thirty minutes,   til we  get back  to an 
85  foot  disk,  so  you will have  to watch  the  antenna store 
for  a  few more minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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SC Houston,  Apollo  8. Over. 
CAP  COM Loud  and clear. 
SC Good morning,  or afternoon,  or what 

ever  It  Is.    The  JOD is  back at  the  COMM.     CDR went back 
to bed. 

CAP COM Okay. 
CAP  COM Looks  like  all  the  junior guys have 

the midwatches. 
SC I  know what  you mean.     I  had a little 

sleep  earlier,   so  I  am pretty well  rested  and want  to make 
sure  Jim gets  a good snooze here prior  to entry. This 
might  be  a good  time  to  try out  your background music, and 
see  if  you have  any better luck. 

CAP  COM Okay, we will  try  that  a little later. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead, Houston. 
CAP  COM Okay,   I  guess we  should  start  off with 

a  little  dialogue  about  sleep.    How much  did you have? 
SC Well,  let's  see.    Whenever  it was I 

told  you  I  went  to  bed  last  night  until  now.     Just  a second 
and  let  me  check  the  flight  plan.    Have  you got  it logged 
in whenever  1  asked  for  that  last Seconal? 

CAP  COM Okay,   I  guess we  can  figure  that out 
for ourselves,   can't we? 

SC {-<:'■'' Yes,  why don't you let me  know.     I have 
kind  of  lost  track of  time  it was  when  I went  to bed, but 
I went  to  sleep  about   15 minutes  after  that  and woke up 
about   10 minutes  ago.     Good sleep. 

CAP  COM Okay,  so  I  see  it  is  now  142 hours 
SC What  do you think  I  am,  Rip van Winkle? 
CAP  COM Just   trying  to  find  out  how soundly 

you  really  slept.     I  guess you are  not  that sleepy. 
SC (echo) 
CAP  COM Okay,   it  is  really about  4 hours. 
S C Okay,  good. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Have you  got some- 

body under  the  left  couch,  or  can you get  down to the 
water  control panel? 

SC I  can get  down  there.     Frank hadn't 
quite  gone  to  sleep yet. 

CAP COM Well,  what we were  thinking about doing 
was,  boil a  little  out  of  the  secondary  evaporator, check 
it out,  just  for  a  component  check,   something we  need to 
do,  but  if  there's  somebody down  there,  why we  can do that 
some  other time. 
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SC Well,   if  it boils  we  are  going  to know 
it  before   -  it  won't   take   long  to   find  out   if won't boil 
down,  a heck of a lot we  can do about  it,  so why don't we 
wait  until  someone  else wakes  up  here,  Mike wakes  up again. 

CAP  COM Yes,   chat would be  fine.    There is 
something  you  can  do.     You  can  reservice   this   and  it is 
kind of  a  tedious  process,  and  that's  the  reason why we 
just want   to kind of keep  cur eyes  on  it  so we will have 
some  idea prior  to entry we  can count  on having  two loops 
or  one.     Which  kind  of  leads   us   into  another  question, we 
are  trying  to  pin down.    Two questions,   in  fact. Number 
one  -- we  would  like  to verify  that  you  do  plan  to  use both 
primary  and  secondary  boilers  during  the   actual  entry and 
we   are   also  looking  for  a way  of  checking  the primary 
boiler   to  make   sure   it   isn't  dried  out   prior   to  entry. And 
plas   turning  the  interim a little  more  of  a  challenge than 
you  might  suspect.     If  you have  any   thoughts   on  that subject 
we  will  go  with that. 

SC The  answer  to  the  question  is  yes. We 
do  plan  to use both.     Before we  get  into  the water boiler 
pump   though,   I  would like  to  take  a Seconal  also. Make 
sure  J.   can  get  off  to  sleep here. 

CAP  COM Okay,   that's go. 
SC Okay,  on  the water boilers,  - interesting 

that   I   get   -  I  was   going  to  say  anytime  you have  your mike 
keyed,   I  can hear myself  talk with  about  a  2-second time 
delay.    With  respect  to  the primary  and  secondary boiler 
checks,  I  think  that   is  a good  idea  to make  sure we got 
them both.     Prior  to  entry  and  have   the   reserve procedures 
h andy . 

CAP  COM Roger.     You know  the  secondary  - well, 
in  fact,  both  reservicing procedures  are  available  in a 
malfunction book and  sort  of  the  probl em with  checking out 
the  primary boiler  is  finding a way  to make  it boil,   on the 
way   i n. 

SC Yes,   just  a  second,   I   got   another little 
chore going here. Roger. It looks like the only way I will 
be able to do it would be to shut off the radiators. 

CAP  COM We were   looking  for  a  little  raore docile 
way  to  do  that » 

SC Roger.    That way would be  agreeable to 
me   too,   more   docile  way,     But,   should't   freeze  up   if we 
did  it quickly. 

CAP  COM Roger,    We  are  talking over  several things, 
you know, like, putting the ... valve to manual or partially 
closing  it  or  some  of   these  different   ideas.     And something 
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CAP COM you can  think  about while  you are laying 
there with  nothing else  to do. 

SC Yes, we noticed that  it had gotten 
warmer in here,  cockpit,  coming back than it was  going out. 
And  I  remember  going out when we manually positioned the 
10-pin valve,  but we had pretty  good  control  over the 
gylcol  evap  outlet  temperature.     So  possibly that would be 
the  thing to attack first  rather  than the radiators. 

CAP  COM Okay,  we  have  got  the  back  room boys 
looking at it. 

SC I  guess  if we  didn't  pick a time though 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP COM ...  omni switching for about  30 more 
minutes,  until we  get back to  an  85-foot  dish.    So you will 
have  to watch  the antenna store  for a few more minutes. 

SC Okay,  I  don't  see  any  loose  sensor - 
the  upper  - upper - are  you trying to  call us? 

CAP  COM No,   I  didn't.     It  sounded  like  you were 
getting an echo and I  checked and I hadn't held the key 
down  at  the  time either. 

SC Okay.     I  don't  see any loose sensors, 
but  the  upper sternal  is  beginning to  irritate  a little bit, 
but  not  badly.    And possibly  there  is  something going on 
there. 

CAP COM Okay,  and did you copy  about  the antenna? 
SC They  really  disappoint  me,  but  I'll keep 

that  in mind. 
PAO This is Apollo Control.    That appears 

to be  all  the  conversation  for now.    We will  stand by to 
come back up when next we hear  from the  spacecraft. At 
115  hours  59  minutes  into  the   flight  of Apollo  8,  our velocity 
is  4940  feet  per second and our altitude  135  462 nautical 
miles.    This  is Mission Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control.     116 hours 21 
minutes.    At  the  present  time,  we  are  talking with Bill 
Anders  aboard the spacecraft.    A short while ago we attempted 
to  play  up  some background  music,   as   requested by  the crew 
and met with marginal success.    On that we will pick up the 
conversation ensuing -  following  that attempt. 

CAP COM Apollo 8,  Houston.    Radio check. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8,  Houston.     In  the  blind. We 

are not  receiving downvoice, we have data and it appears 
chat  it is  probably  a ground problem.     Apollo  8, Houston. 

Roger, Houston.    Read you loud and clear. 
Okay.     I  got  you  that   time.     I   take it 
copy with  the music?    Is  that affirm? 
I was  able  to  copy you all  the time, 
only hear the music when you were trying 
wondered  if  you  noticed  cycling  on my 

COM 
ab le to 

SC 
CAP 

you were 
SC 

Ken, but I could 
to  transmit and 

you copy your echo.    And what 

suit power switch when you - when you called me. I am 
hearing  an  echo now. 

CAP COM By time 
switch were  you cycling? 

SC I was  cycling the 
turns   off   the  BIOMED periodically, 
wake  the doctors up. 

CAP COM It  appears  that we 
communications problem. 

suit power 
I figured 

whi ch 
that would 

have more  than one 

SC 

omni 

Roger. 
SC We need the high gain, Houston. Will 
be okay? 
CAP COM 8, Houston.    That's negative. 
SC Be  advised  that  my  -  I  am hearing these 

echos quite a bit of the time and if you are trying to play 
music,   I  am not  hearing it. 

CAP COM Roger.    We understand and we are not 
trying to play music  right now. 

Okay, who is  this?    Comm Tech? 
Ken  is  only human.    This  is  his sub- 

is  Flight Director. 
Oh,   I  didn't  recognize your 

COM 
This 

SC 
CAP 

s t i t u t e . 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

Director? 
CAP COM 
SC 

How about down 
CAP COM 
SC 

appreciate It, 

voice there 
I don't get to talk often. 
Who  is  substituting for you now,   Flight - 

DFD. 
Okay, Looking pretty good from here 

there? 
It  couldn't be better. 
You  guys  are doing a great job. I 
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CAP  COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     Going  to  be handing 
over sites  at  25.     I will make  a voice  check with  you when 
we  come up  on the new site  and the  ground  says  thank you for 
your kind words. 

SC Okay,  we will be  standing by. 
CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston.    Through Honeysuckle. 
SC Roger,  Houston.    Loud  and clear. 
CAP  COM Okay,  Bill  and our BIOMED data still 

looks  a little  bit  squirrelly.    How about  checking the blue 
signal  conditioner on your BIOMED harness.     You have one 
connector.     It  should be  the  center package;  has  a blue 
patch  on  it.    You kind of  check  that  and  I wonder  if you 
have  changed  the  BIOMED harness  recently.     If you have, 
this  might  have   caused  some problems. 

SC Roger,   I  was  just   cracking open some 
acorns here  for breakfast.    Let me put  them down and I will 
check my BIOMED leads. 

CAP COM There  is  no rush  on it. 
SC Everything is   in ship shape. 

END OF TAPE 
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NO  COMMENTS  ON  THIS TAPE. 

END OF TAPE 
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?AO This  is  Apollo  Control  at   .116 hours, 
45  m'.nutes.     At   the  present  time  Apollo  3  is  traveling at 
a scpec.  ci  4993   feet  per second.     And our altitude is 
13 3  ?67 nautical  miles  above  earth.    We've  had no further 
contact with  the  spacecraft  since  our last  report.    We are 
anticipating  another attempt  shortly  to  play  up  some music 
to  the   crew.    And  at   this   time aboard  the  spacecraft Bill 
Anders  is  standing watch.    Both  Frank Boriaan  and Jin; Lovall 
eve   :.o  s.'eep  periods  at  the present  time.    We will continue 
to  strno.fcv  for  any  call  to Anders  and  for  that  next atterp" 
tn  piay   up   some music. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   116 hours, 
52  minutes.     CAPCOM Ken  Mattingly  has  just   put   a  call to 
the  crew.    We'll pick up  that  conversation now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  Hous ton . 
CAP COM Okay,   Bill.     We're   ready   to   try this 

music on a different  kind  of  lash  up  this  time.    What I'd 
3 ike  to  do  in  order  to  make  sure   that  we  maintain voice 
ccmm is  when  you  get   it   If  you would   give  us   a  call  and tell 
us  you  have   the  music   and  any  comment   about   its relative 
volume  or  anything like  that.    And  if  I  get  your  call, then 
I'll   call   you  back  and  tell  you  and what  will  happen is 
when   I   go   to   talk  to you we'll  talk  the  music  link. And 
we  can  go  ahead  and  take  over  the  switching of  the antennas 
i f you  like. 

SC Okay,   I'm  in  BRAVO  DOG  switch configura- 
tion and  go  ahead with  the music.     Be  advised  last  time the 
fidelity was  low and  the volume was  too high. 

CAPCOM Okay.    And  if you'll  give  us  the same 
kind  of   comment  hopefully,   not   the  same   comment  but the 
same   type  of  evaluation,   pick   it   up   this time. 

SC Play  it  a  little bit  and we'll talk 
about   i t. 

CAPCOM I  can barely barely hear it. 
SC Need  to  get  the  hear louder. 

good 
CAPCOM Playing music.     (Herb  Albert  and Brass) 
c r 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,   how was that? 
SC That's  real  good  for background level 

type,  Jim.     Maybe  you  can do  some  logging  in here  so that's 
real  nice...a  little  bit  louder but  that's  good  for now. 

CAPCOM Okay.    That's  about  the  max flying we 
can take down here so if you want to talk with us you may 
have   to   call  once  or  twice.     You're  just  barely phonetic. 

SC Okay,   try  again  and  - Okay,   try again 
and  I'll  give  you a little  louder call  and  try  to  keep it 
quiet. 

CAPCOM Oh yeah,   listen  I  was  aware you were 
calling,   I  just  didn't make out  what  you said.     And from 
now on any  time  you call,  hold off  the music  and  I'll talk 
to you. 

SC Roger,  don't hesitate  to inhibit. 
CAPCOM Jim and  Bill  we're   going  to  have   to wait 

until we get around to BRAVO before we start switching. Our 
margin  is  still  a little bit long. 

SC Okay,   I'll  just  go  ahead and switch it 

CAPCOM Okay,   thank  you.     Our  midnight   DVA goes 
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back on  the air. 
SC Right. 
CAPCOM Playing music. 
SC Very clear now. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM Music 
APO This  is Apollo  control Houston  at 117 

hours  5  minutes.    We'll  take  the  circuit  down  for  the time 
being and  come back up  the next  time we  reestablish communica- 
tions with  the  spacecraft.     At   117  hours  5 minutes,   this is 
Apollo  control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  Control  at   117 hours, 
19  minutes.    At  the present  time  the  spacecraft  is  at an 
altitude   of   131548  nautical  miles   and  our  velocity contin- 
uing to increase now up to 5035 feet 
in communication with the spacecraft 
how  that  conversation  is going. 

per  second .    We re 
At  this  time here is 

CAPCOM Apo llo 8 ,  Hous ton , check your YAW gimbal 

SC You mus t have been reading my mind . 
CAPCOM No , the . 
SC Oh , okay 
CAPCOM Pla ying mus i c . 
SC Hous ton, Apollo  8. 
CAPCOM Go ahead ,  Apollo 8. 
SC Jim , do you want me to use the high 

gain when we  come  around or  is  the  object  suspicioned? It 
doesn't matter  to me. 

CAPCOM Okay,   the  OMNI   is  doing  fine.     I was 
just watching your middle gimbal angle there and was getting 
alittlefarout. 

SC Oh,  okay.     I  thought you -  I was too. 
I  thought  you said  check  the  disky  and  I  thought  you were 
talking about  the  high  gain  that time. 

CAPCOM 
umbilical gimbal 

SC 

No,   I'm sorry.     I was  just watching 

slops  around bit  dead pan 
It nice 

This thing really 
flying otherwise. 
Glad to hear that 
I have  flat used the whole  trip as 

really 
CAPCOM 
SC 

pulse. 
CAPCOM You just woke  the Doctor up.    You said 

pulse  and he  came  alive.    And he'd  like  to know if you did 
in  fact  check out  the biomed harness. 

SC Yes,   I  tightened  down all  the plugs and 
checked  all  the  lead  and everything  looked  in order. When 
the  other  fellows  wake  up,  why  don't  you  remind  me  and I'll 
give  it  a more  thorough  going over. 

CAPCOM Okay,  Bill.     ...has  suggested  that they 
would  like   to  see  you  try  switching  the   two  leads  you have 
a yellow  and a blue one  and just  go  ahead and switch them 
and  they'll  sacrifice  their numograph because they'd 
rather  have   the EKG. 

SC Do  they need  it now or can  they wait 
until  somebody else wakes up? 

CAPCOM I  guess we  can wait  though.     Is  that a 
hard  thing  to  get to? 

SC 
ibout everything 

CAPCOM 
SC 

You have to take 
else - standby. 

your pants 
How's that 

off and 
Hous ton? 

..take 
Houston 

a  look at 
Apollo 8 

it 
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CAPCOM 
at  data now. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

doesn't help 
SC 

All  right.     Read you.    We're looking 

My heart has been beating. 
We couldn't argue with you. That 

at  all.    That's  pretty bad. 
We've  got problems  - we  can't  use that 

DSC low bit rate.    So that's  real good. 
CAPCOM Yeah,  it's  coming in loud and clear. 

Pretty interesting. 
SC Let me  tell you it was a 

tion. 
CAPCOM Playing music. 
SC You got  the  music  going? I'm 

ing it. 
CAPCOM No,  I was waiting to  see what 

on  that  before  I  started  it  up again. 
SC Okay.     If  they  get home...for 

of hours  and if  they have anything at  all just 
I'm alive.    Well,   I'll  get my  real good  going over here. 
I  might  even make a statement  to  the world  that  I haven't 
noticed  that  the  amplifiers  got hot. 

CAPCOM You say  it  did  get hot? 

hectic revolu- 

not hear- 

we did 

a couple 
tell them 

END  OF TAPE 
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SC No  I  hadn't noticed  it  until  until I 
started  changing  the lead. 

CAP COM OK.     I'm going to crank the music up 
again. 

SC OK.    Have  they  got  anything at  all down 
there? 

CAP  COM No.     We're  on  low bit  rate  right now 
so  it'll be  a  few minutes before we  get  another  chance to 
look  at   it.     We'll  let  you know  if  he   gets any. 

CAP  COM Music 
SC I  can't hear  it but  it  sounds like 

something  I'd  rather not hear anyway. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control at  118 hours 
43 minutes  - rather  118 hours  18 minutes  and after almost 
45 minutes  of relatively quiet we've received a call from 
the  spacecraft.    We  are  in communications  right  now with 
Bill Anders  aboard Apollo 8.    We will pick that up from the 
beginning. 

CAP COM Hello Apollo 8.     I  interrupt  this of 
music   to bring  you  the  late  evening  status report. 

SC Good.    Wake up . 
CAP   COM Okay,   we   are   getting  ready   to  have a 

shift  turnover and I wanted to  go over a few items before 
I  do.     On  the  midcourse   correction number  6,   right  now that 
looks  like  it  is at most   .3 a foot  per second,  so  there will 
be  no  burn   for  midcourse   number  6.     Midcourse   number   7 is 
a little  larger and will make a decision on that later. 
Your  weather   in   landing  site   still   reported   as   being good 
and  the  forecast  to be  about 2000  scattered and  12 000 
broken.     But   the  same  numbers   they   gave  Frank earlier. 
Visibility will be  about  10 miles,  wave  height  about  4 feet. 
And   I   guess   there   is   some   scattered  thundershowers, like 
less  than  5  percent,  you should worry  about,   10  to  30 per- 
cent  maybe  at  2000  broken as  opposed  to  scattered.     So it 
looks  pretty  fair.    We have  got  a - 

SC Just  my  kind  of weather. 
CAP  COM Roger.    Got  a  couple  of  flight plans 

things  to  consider.    Now,  number  1  at   119  30  minutes. We 
have  got  a P52  1MU  realignment,  which we need  to  slip in 
ahead  of   the  P23  sightings.     And  that  will  be   an  option 3 
REFSMMAT. 

SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Okay,  some  of  the  folks  sitting back 

and  looking  at  the TV business,  have  some  ideas  about things 
they would  like  to  see   tried with  the  filters.     And  I would 
like   to  review what   they  have  here   and  see what  you think 
about  it...   next   lu hours  you  can  decide whether or not 
you  tniuk  it  is  wortn   tne  efiort.     Basically   they would like 
to try using a whole different series of filters. 

SC ...  Hey  Ken,   got   something  to write on. 
Wasn't   that  P52  at   18:30  or 19:30? 

CAP  COM 19:30. 
SC Ready  to  copy  on TV. 
CAP  COM Okay,  before  you  copy  let me  read it 

all  through  to you here  so you will  get  the  feel  for what 
it  is we are talking about.    The  title of  this little 
epistle   is   "TV   ...   and  what   they want   to  do  is  mount the 
TV camera with  the  telephoto lens  on a bracket in the 
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CAP  COM rendezvous  window  and  take   a TV picture 
of  the earth  through  the  red  and blue  filter,   1  minute per 
filter.     That  means  red and blue  filters   individually. Then 
they would  like   to  take TV picture  of  the  earth  through through 
the  red,   in  that  case  the  25  alpha  filter  combined with the 
polarizing  filter.     Rotate  the  polarizing  filter through 
a  360  degree  increment,   again  1  minute  per position, 
(skip)   ...   and  to  go with  this,  we would  like  to have 
Hasselblad  pictures  - okay,   I  am standing by. 

SC When  you were   talking  about pictures 
through   the  polarizing  filter,   is   that   the  TV  pictures through 
the   polarizing filter? 

CAP  COM That's  affirmative.     All  above were 
TV. 

SC Okay,  now   the  only   thing  -   the only 
problem here   is   it   is   darn near  impossible   to  aim that 
television  camera  (skip)   ...   that  he   took  three  men and 
a boy  up  here   to  get   the   thing  pointed   in  the right 
direction.    And we  tried  using  chewing  gum  for  a sight and 
everything else  and  let me  tell  you  that  the  odds  of getting 
that   thing  in  the  earth   is   pretty small. 

CAP  COM Okay,   I  think we weren't  too  clever in 
xr  ground callout  as  to how  to  point  the  spacecraft. For 
.e  thing,   I  think we  can do  that  a  lot  better next time 

now  that we  have  stumbled  through  it  once.     I  agree with 
you - 

SC It's  not  the  spacecraft,   it's  not the 
spacecraft  that's  hard  to  point,   it's   the  camera. The 
bracket  has   sufficient   slump   in  it   that   it   can  take the 
camera out  of  field  of  view when  configured  through the 
window.     And  it   took  a  lot  of  microadjustments  with  a lot 
of  coaching  from the  ground  to  get  the  thing  in.     It was  a real 
tough  job,   so   I   think  you ought   to  take   all   this   in mind, 
if  you  could  possibly  use   the  wide  angle,   you might be 
better off. 

CAP  COM Okay,   I   understand what  you  are saying 
now.     I'll  run  that  by  the  TV guys  and  see what  they have 
to  say  about   that.     In   conjunction with   the   involved, they 
wanted  to  take  some Hasselblad  pictures  of  the  earth through 
the   rendezvous  window with   the  red   (skip)   window with the 
red  and  blue   filter  and  black  and  white   film and  then again 
through  the  polarizing  filter and  this  is  all  going to be 
used as  -  in order  to  try  and  correlate  the  TV and the 
regular  film photography.     So  if  you  think  it  is  a worth- 
while  thing,  ycu would  like  to  give  it  a  try,   i'll  run this 
by Jack and  the  TV  cats  and  see  if  they would  like  to get 
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CAP  COM something out  of  it with  the wide angle. 
And we  can  talk about  it  a  little later. 

SC Okay.    Another thing to keep  in mind 
is  that we haven't  seen the moon - we  didn't  see  all the 
way out  and we  rarely see  it  going back.    We haven't seen 
it  once  since we  left.    But we have maneuvered the wrong 
way  from a (skip) 

CAP  COM Okay.     I wanted you to be  aware  of this 
and  think about  it  and what  its  implications  to  the flight 
plan might be  and  I'll  run  this wide  angle  and  comment about 
the  moon back by  and see which subject  they  think would be 
most  appropriate.     Okay,  on  the  EM scroll,   Frank wanted us 
to verify  the  order  that  they  could  expect  to  see  the entry 
profile  and  the  first profile  that  comes  up  is labelled 
"nonexit  number  two"  and that  is  the  short  range  high speed 
entry.    The  second  thing that will  come  up,   is entitled 
"The  3500 mile" which  is  also high  speed  reentry,  but  it is 
the  one  you would  use  in event we  go  to  the  longer entry 
ranges.     (skip)   it  is  probably nice  to know  that we  are not 
throwing away  at  the most  important   time  that  it  is  a function 
of  the  computer program rather  than  a so much  a function 
four  trajectory being changed. 

SC Let  me  ask you one  thing.    That's, do 
you want  a cold soak sometime prior  to  the  midcourse cor- 
rection  for  1  hour.     Is  that what  you  told me? 

CAP  COM not  really.     I  think we  are  looking at 
that  prior  to  the midcourse  correction.     It being the time 
when we would  like  to  check out  the water boilers.    Now, the 
cold  soak does  involve  some water boiling too,  but that's 
going  to be  done  right before  entry when  these  things are 
not  going  to be  very sensitive  and  if we  don't  do  it in 
12  hours,   it  is  not  real  clear where  the  cold  soak takes 
place.     Or where  you  turn on  the secondary 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM ...  The way you turn  on  the secondary 
water boiler and looking through  the  entry checklist to- 
night we didn't  find a place  for that. 

SC Okay.     Is  It  really  clear  that  you need 
the  cold soak?    We kind of figured on sometime prior  to sep, 
bringing up to secondary evap  and also after the primary of that 
point  sometime prior to that date on your suggestion. 

CAPCOM Okay we  thought  about  doing that like 
an hour prior  to sep but  in the  presep check while the 
?• filings we  powered down were  in  the  secondary  loop.    And they 
«n't  need  to  turn  - Right.    We're  doing  that  to keep our 
power profile where we want  it.    And then we're  going to 
be  turning it back on sometime  prior  to  entry.    And the 
time  to  turn  it on  in entry,  of  course  this  is specified. 
You  turn  it  on  as  the voltages  show they  can hack it, 

SC Preferably  right  after separtion. 
CAPCOM That  sounds  like  a real  good place. 

Okay,   I'm sure we're  going to  discuss  that  one  a little 
bit more,  Bill.    But  right now those are  the kind of things 
we're  talking about doing.    And on the high gain there is 
still  a  lot of  discussion about  as  to what  exactly what we 
saw and what  it  means.    And  I  think  it  is  a little too 
early to say anything about  that one. 

SC Roger,  I  think it's  got X-ray eyes. 
CAPCOM That's  as  good  a...explanation. 
SC Yeah,  I  think that's what  they hashed 

out  on  the  ground, Ken. 
CAPCOM Okay,  I  think we  all agree  that we all 

want   to  try experimenting with  it  if we  -  really  don't know 
what  we ' re  looking at. 

SC I  jotted down some numbers  here  that I 
hope will be helpful. 

CAP COM Okay, fine. 
SC You know...in the debriefing. 
CAP COM Real fine. 
SC I  don't  like  to make  it a real big deal 

because the antenna switching is not hard at all and the (static) 
...is  required to work if it doesn't work... (static) 

CAPCOM Okay,  and we're  looking at 120 hours, 
for the next  ordered gitnbal. 

SC Is  it my imagination,  or do you have 
the music run? 

CAPCOM I'm sorry,  say again. 
SC Is  it my  imagination,  or do you have the 

music running? 
CAPCOM I  think it's your imagination. 
SC Oh,  don't  let  the  doctors hear that . 
CAPCOi! It's  too late,  he  already heard you. 
SC I  must be  getting that detached feeling. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PA0 This  is  Apollo  Control  at   LIS hours, 
5 3  Jiiiiutss,    And at  the present  time our spacecraft is 
traveling afc  a speed  of  5152  tee;   per seccn-l,   at  an altitude 
of  1.2 6 9 A 4 nautical miles,    Here  i n 4iaa.loa Ccnf. co.l we're 
it; the midst of  a change of shift.    Flight Director Glynn 
i.uaaey  is  coming on  to  replace  Milton  Windier .    At the 
present:  nime Bill  Anders  is  the  only  crewman  aboard the 
spacecraft who  is  awake at  the present  t f me.    And he has 
had  the watch  for several hours  now as  ?raak Borman and 
Jltt Love il hav? apparently been gat ting some veil earned 
rest.    We  had a very quiet evening,    We  Hid  play yp sotae 
a\usic   >o  the  crew.,  about  an  hour's worth.     -,nd we  have  - I 
hao  a t.-*w brief coosnents  from Anders since our last  report - 
will  bring von up  to  date  on   those.     An,-,  thfen standby for 
any  1J ve  ■^iwun i cat i on with  the  spacecraft . 

2 '■. Apollo 8. 
v. A y ».*t; o ahead 8 , 

Roger,    J;.!?l  to =t.aka  s*xe  zh,*  trsie to 
get.,  sstrf h.Ue  filter shots of  the  ate on haven5 i tr*s t 
.•Src;.«.   i.Ms  TV  test.     tv'e  had  got   red  bice   f j Uet  shots  of the 
mocu ic you need not worry  about that. 

CA.PC0M Okay      I  don: t  think that vovid throw 
it  jsway ,     f  think we' re  trying to  come up •-ifb 
scree? blag def laitive so that j-csf  flight  • -r 31 >  iu»e some 
raa.* to compare with  - vb & i. s> t  pa ot>  i.-ie ground for 
fui«r«- work.    I would 11?? e  to h c >/e »o« go n        ^nd take a 
Iook  at  ta  hat fsry CHAR11E u 3casa , 

1 'a on iav w-?.v ,    Oft ay „  batrterv CHARLIE, 

• :':0K Okay,   3e,S,.     Th-3.-»L< you 
Roger,     Also »i•;:h  .'esp^.cl   en  cm- TV 

""'i-'S  think that we  con''6  probably  tint  a pretty 
%o««d b a;■ •:■ 1 e on the opera t ions  j us w by t ak * n g ve A jb lus 
a o 1 -> •: i >: i r*g  «ho ts  of  the  ear : b  i ndependsn t  o i:   the TV . But 
wi £.<-..• in  the  same tine range „  or st  about  th-? same  r ange of 
the  TV  1M.a t  t; . 

t;A 'c0M Okay ,  that  *  «ba.:.  the  sec%>rf\ povt ion 
c.'   UU s   leelly   is  asking  that  we  do  this  wi th   the hasselblad 
aegaiv we won't  be  using the  red/blue  filters  so we have 
our has-.* line , 

b'-f' Taking a  picture  of   the  earth with the 
hasseib Lad is no big deal because it does swing by the 
earth now and  then.    But  trying  to  get  the  TV and the 
hss r i let; .1 £ t  all  pointed  to  the  earth at  the  &&ms  time would 
real l.y  be  to^gh » 

CAPCOM Roger,     I don"!   that  it's  that time 
c r i t i   a 1  b Li t   I'll ask, 

PAO And  this  is  Apollo  Control,     We antici- 
pate  chat  our  change  of  shift  press  briefing will come at 
about  6; 30  this morning.    And  that briefing will include 
Flight  Director Milton Windier,,    At  US hours,.  57 minutes, 
this  is  Apollo Control. 

ENJ> OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control Houston at 
119  hours   30  minutes   into  the   flight   of  Apollo   8. The 
Apollo  8 spacecraft  at  this  time   125  043  nautical miles 
away  from earth.    Our  current  velocity  reading 5202 feet 
per second.     Flight  Director ^lynn Lunney has  brought his 
Black Team aboard  and brought  them up" wTtTfi  amber lights 
and  gone  around  the  room discussing systems  and operational 
aspects  of  our mission  at  this  point  in  time.    At present, 
all  systems  look good.    We've  talked with LM Pilot, Bill 
Anders  some  since  our  last  report  and here  is  that con- 
versation . 

SC This  is  Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Go  ahead, 8. 
SC ...   hold  up  on  the   LiOH  change about 

a half an hour. The PC02 reading is low and we don't 
want  to wake  up  the  CDR.     It's  right by  his feet. 

CAP  COM ...     Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go Houston. 
CAP  COM Okay,  Bill.    We  are  coming up  on the 

P52  and  then  the  P23 sightings  and  there  is  some concern 
that  if we just  go directly  to P23  attitude  that we are 
.iable  to overheat  quad Charlie.     So,  we would  like to 

have  you maneuver  to place  the  minus  X-axis  toward the 
sun now.    And  I  have  got  some  gimbal  angles  here  for you. 
And   if  we   take   it  over  there   and  point   the  minus   X at the 
sun between now  and  the  time we  have  to start  into the 
alignment,   then - the P23 business,  we will  tend  to cold 
soak Charlie and  then we will  be  able  to  go  through the 
P23  operations without worrying about  the temperatures. 

S C Okay, ... 
CAP COM Okay.     Roll   183.3,  pitch   136, decimal 

7  yaw 13.5. 
SC Right.     183  roll,   137  pitch,   14 yaw. 
CAP  COM Okay. 
SC We worked out  up  here on Lovell's slide 

rule  and  got   183.25  roll.    Houston,  you wanted  to  go to 
thi s  cold  soak attitude prior  to  the  P52,  did you not. 

CAP  COM We would   like   to  go  to  the   cold soak 
attitude now. 

SC That was  to keep  from heating up 
quad D, was it? 

CAP  COM Negative.    Quad Charlie. 
SC Okay. 
PAO Apollo  Control Houston.    As  you heard 

we  passed  up   a  cold   soak   attitude   to  Bill   Anders. As 
Apollo  8  gets  ready  to start  IMU alignments  and cislunar 
ivigation  activities,   this   is   to  put   quad  Charlie  on the 
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PAO shady side  for a while.  It  is  the same 
conservative  type of  approach  followed yesterday on quad 
Alpha.    Current quad temperature readings on these are 
reaction control  system quads on the spacecraft, current 
quad  temperature  readings on quad A 83 degrees,  quad B 70 
degrees,  quad  C  78 degrees  and quad D  is  74 degrees. 
And  so we  continue  to monitor at   119  hours  34  minutes and 
this  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston, at 
120 hours   18 minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.     Apollo 8 
at  the present  time  122 637 nautical miles  away  from Earth. 
Our current velocity now,  5267  feet per second on Apollo 8 
as  it  returns  to Earth.    We have had  conversation with 
Apollo 8 and we are going to pick up  that  conversation now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Hi,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   the  P23  that  is  coming up next, 

we will want to do a water dump as soon as we are through 
with that P23, but dump down to 30 percent and this ought 
to  be  the  last  dump  of  the  mission. Over. 

SC Okay,  you think that we will end up 
generating enough water  to  fill her up prior  to entry. 

CAPCOM Affirmative. 
SC Okay,  we  are  at  that  attitude  you gave 

us,   so we  stopped  the  roll  a little bit  short,  it was more 
like   150  degrees  roll  right now. 

CAPCOM Okay,  Bill,  on  that water dump, we 
expect  to have  90 percent. 

SC Okay.    Houston,  Apollo 8, over. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston,  over.    Apollo 8, 

Hous ton,   GO. 
SC Roger,  we  are  done with  the  P52 and 

arranged for the P23, was there any constraint you wanted - 
for  length  of  time  you wanted  to  stay in  that attitude. 

CAPCOM Negative,  Bill,  when you are finished 
with  P23  we  will  go back  into PPC. 

SC Okay,  we  are  going to maneuver  for P23 
now 

CAPCOM Roger,  we  are watching your tank 
pressures . 

SC Okay,   thank you,  we will do an optical 
first  and  then  do  the P23. 

CAPCOM Okay.    Apollo  8,  Houston,  we  are handing 
over  to Madrid  in  about   15  seconds. Over. 

SC Roger,  and  good  morning Jerry or good 
afternoon or whatever it is. 

CAPCOM Good morning,  Jim.    About  6:30  in the 
norning.     Apollo  8,  Houston,  how do you read. 

SC Loud  and  clear,   how us. 
CAPCOM Roger,  the  same.    Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Morning,  Frank.    Looks  like we have lost 

the  transducer on the  primary radiator OUT  temperature we 
are  showing an off scale high,   the  rest of  the  loop looks 
real  fine  though,  when you  get  a  chance would you  take a 
look  at  it  and  see  if you're  in  the  same position, over. 
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SC Which one is it? 
CAPCOM Primer A,   radiator OUT temperature. 
SC Ours is showing 100 off scale, also. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
PAO Apollo control, Houston,  as you heard, 

all  three  crewmen,  Borman,  Lovell,  and Anders now awake and 
ready  for business.    Apollo 8 has  completed its platform 
alignment and as you heard the  cislunar star sighting 
operation has  begun,  this matching the  stars with,  now at 
this phase of  the mission,  the Earths horizon.    Jim Lovell 
now awake handles these activies,  following P23 the 
cislunar navigation exercise, Apollo 8, will return to its 
passive  thermo control attitude.    A bit earlier we performed 
- just prior to  the G and N exercises,  put one of our 
reaction  control  system quads  into a cold soak briefly, 
the  radiator OUT temperature transducer,  reference transduce 
of  course,  being a piece of instrumentation equipment and 
we wanted to cross  check with the crew,  as  to readings. As 
part of  todays activities,  there  is a period of television, 
this scheduled in our prior flight plan at  128 hours ground 
elapsed time.    We have just received a further weather 
update  for our landing area.    The weather conditions  in the 
planned landing area,  this about 900 miles southwest of 
Honolulu, are expected to^Te"^"art"ilgrfactory at landing time 
Frt*d"ay morning, weather conditions expected are partly 
cloudy to cloudy skies moderate winds,  seas about 4 feet 
and  the temperature near 82 degrees.    Scattered showers are 
also fore cast  for this area, which may lower ceilings to 
near 2000  feet and visibility 25 miles.    We've had, while 
we where talking here, a brief further conversation with 
Apollo 8 and we are going to pick up on that. 

SC Houston, Apollo 8, over. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8, Houston,  GO.    Apollo 8, 

Houston, GO. 
SC Roger,  about  this radiator OUT temperature 

does  your  telemetry show that  it happened all  of  a sudden. 
CAPCOM That  is affirmative. 
SC Okay, I'm on malfuction 23, step 2, it 

looks to me like there is a small possibility we might be 
boiling, but I doubt it, so, you just want to hop over to 
step 4 and consider that a closed case. 

CAPCOM Roger, we  consider it closed. 
PAO That was  our final exchange with Apollo 

8,  the  conversation with Bill Anders and at  120 hours 24 
minutes, we will continue to monitor.    This  is Apollo 
control, Houston 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston  at 120 
hours  43  minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo 8.     Apollo  8, at 
the  present   time,   121,351   nautical  miles   away   from earth. 
Current  velocity  of  the  spacecraft   is  5302   feet  per second 
and  accelerating.     As  we  pick  up   the  Apollo   8  crew,   we find 
during  the   conversation  that   spacecraft   commander  Frank Bor- 
man  is  interested  in Apollo  8  final  television appearance 
shceduled  for  this  after noon,   the  final  appearance prior 
to  return  to  earth.    We will  pick up  the  conversation now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Frank,  all of your primary loop 

temperature  readings  look just  fine.    Your evap  in tempera- 
tures  are normal  and  indicate you  are  getting normal mix- 
ing. 

SC Okay,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger.     For  the  P-23  attitude   that you 

are  in  right  now,  your  quad  tank  temperatures  are better 
than we  expected,  but  we  are  still  monitoring and  it's look- 
ing good . 

Thank  you.     After we   complete   this, do 
return  to  the  PPCS2,   Is  that correct? 

That  Is  affirmative, Frank. 
Would  you have  someone   get  up   the gim- 

us  to point  the  X-axis  at  the  earth  at the 

vou to 

bal 
TV 

SC 
want us 

CAPCOM 
SC 

angles for 
time, please. 

CAPCOM Willco. 
SC Also,   Jerry , I 

range  and velocity  at  that time 
would  like  to  know our 

CAPCOM 
veloc i ty at 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

97,413, your 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

TV 
Roger,   Frank.    You want  the  range and 

time . 
Right. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead,   Houston, Apollo 
Roger.     At   128 hours your 

velocity  is -- 
Stand by just  a minute. 
Okay . 
AT  128 hours  you say? 

8 . 
altitude is 

Roger,  that s 
is 97,413, velocity is 6,072. 
58,   yaw 0. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

TV time 
Roll is 

Your altitude 
1  degree, pitch is 

Th ank  you. 
You  are welcome 
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CAPCOM 
go  through it 

SC 
eating breakfast 

CAPCOM 
ing? 

I just got a newspaper, Frank. I will 
and pick out  the  news  items   for you. 

Good,   that will be  great.    We  are just 

How are you having your eggs this morn- 

Bacon,   all  except Lovell SC 
eggs   Benedict . 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM That's  the  gourmet crowd. 
SC Jerry,   I'm doing these P-23's,  we were 

just about over Africa most of the time, at least it was 
view.    Nice weather over  there  this  time  of year. 

He  is having 

It  figures. 
That Timbercove crew, you know they 
That's 

in 

CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 

rather  the P-21 
CAPCOM 

have these 
miss ions . 

SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Roger, 
Too hot. 
Jerry,   Jim Lovell 

and you are  right, 
Roger,  thank you, 

You want  to  go down there? 

checked  the P-30 just 
97, - 
Jim. 

computers  flight  qualified in 
We ought to 
another couple of 

Yeah . 
Houston, Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8, Houston, go 

122 
per 

hours, when 
for exactly 
of  a foot 

Roger.    Jim,   at  exactly   122 we were fig- 

I'll try  it  again now at the 
with MA.     The  last  time we  did it 

got 2  feet per second. I'll 
time . 

Roger.    Was  FCC  6 determined 
you  came  up with  that 6/10ths 

second ? 
CAPCOM 

uring  .5. 
SC Roger, 

same  time  using  the P-37 
before  the  last  sightings, I 
see  what  I  come  up with this 

CAPCOM Roger. 
PAO This  is  Apollo Control Houston. We 

repeat  those  altitude  and velocity numbers,  at  128 hours 
ground elapsed  time,   that  time  for  the  final television 
transmission  for Apollo  8  prior  to  return.    At  that time, 
the  altitude  is  to be  97,413 nautical miles,  velocity 6,072 
feet  per second.    As  you heard,  we  do expect  some news items 
to be  passed  on  to  the  crew shortly.    At  121 hours 48 minutes 
the  flight  of  Apollo  8,  this  is Apollo  Control Houston. 

into 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston,  at   120 hours, 
3  minutes   into  the   flight  of  Apollo  8.     The  Apollo  8 spacecraft, 
at  present   120  309  nautical miles  away  from Earth.     Its present 
velocity  is   5331   feet  per  second.     We   received  a  status report 
from the  crew  and Capsule  Communicator,  Jerry  Carr,   a some- 
times  newscaster here  in Mission Control,  passed  alone the 
news   to  Apollo  8.     We  will  pick  up  at   this point. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston.     We   are ready 

for you  to  start  your waste water dump  anytime now. Could 
we have  a crew status report? 

SC You may,  we  had  a good night  sleep. Every- 
one  slept  at  least  7 hours  yesterday,  and we  have  just finished 
breakfast,  drunk alot  of water,   and  I  think we  are  in very 
good shape.     Just  used  the exerciser. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Frank.     Are  you  ready  for some 
morning news? 

SC Yes. 
CAPCOM Okay,   there  is  really not  a whole lot 

in  the news  this morning,   things  are  kind of  quiet.     I guess 
the  biggest news  is  the  accident  rate,   the Holiday deaths, 
which  is  certainly not very  pleasent news;  but we  had  233 people 
killed nationally  and  9  of  them were  in Houston  on Christmas Eve 
and  Christmas.     In  the world news,   the  families made  the news 
again.    This  is Associated Press,   "The  families  of Apollo 8 
crew  sent  a Christmas  message  to Navy  Commander Lloyd Bucher, 
Captain  of   the  USS  PUELBO  crew,   released   this  week  by North 
Korea.     The  message,   addressed  to  Commander  and Mrs. Bucher, 
at  San Diego Navy hospital  read   'You are  in our  thoughts and 
in our prayers.    Your  reunion has brought  great  joy  into out 
heart   this  Christmas   day.     Our  best   to  you personally and 
to  all  of  the  families  under your  command'.    And it was 
signed  "Families  of  the  crew of  Apollo  8."    Space official 
said  that  the message  had been suggested  and written by 
Mrs.   Frank Borraan. 

SC Thank you. 
CAPCOM Let me  see,  elsewhere  in the National 

News,   the  newly weds,  David and Julie Eisenhower,   came away 
from  their  secret  honeymoon hideaway  to  have  Christmas dinner 
with  President-elect Nixon and  the  family.     In New York city, 
the world's  busiest harbor was  reduced  to  almost complete 
inactivity  Christmas  Day,  due  to  a 5-day old  long shoreman 
strike  and  a rare  quietus  in shipping schedule.    No ships 
arrived or  left  the harbor.     Ferrys  running on reduced 
Holiday  schedule,   provided  the   only  marine   activity. Here 
is  an  interesting little  feature  item that  is kind of good 
to here.     It  seems  that up  in Ann Arbor,  Michigan,  they have 
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CAPCOM a new youth  gang.     It's  called the 
Gilnet   gang,   that  roams  the  streets  of  Ann  Arbor,   acting in 
secret and sometimes bypassing the law.    They call themselves 
the   gorillas   for   good.     Some   of   the   things   they  have   done   is, 
painted a bridge  that  was  covered with  obscenities. They 
painted  it  one  night.     A  condemed  house  with  -  it's popular 
with neighborhood children,  but  dangerous,  was  boarded up. 
Downtown  planters   ...   because  of   a debate  over which 
group was  responsible,  business  or  government,  were filled 
with   flowers.     A hedge   thought   to  be   hampering  vision, at 
at busy  intersection was  trimmed and the  owner was angered. 
Trash  along  a  portion  of   the  Uron  River  was  picked  up. Members 
of  the  gang are  anonymous  teenagers who  ask  for no individual 
recognition.     Their   aim   is   to   slice   red   tape,   to   get good 
things  in their opinion done.    The organization has  a faint 
religious  overtone,   it's   sort  of   an  ecumenical   group, said 
an  assistant  professor  at   the   University  of  Michigan who 
acts   as   an  informal  sounding board   for  the   gang's ideas. 
The  name  is  from St.  Peter,   the  Fishermans  Net.     And  it is 
remote  enough not  to be  identified with  any particular church. 
There   is   a  threat  of  Robin Hood   running  through   this thing, 
said  their  teacher,  who  also  prefers  to  remain  anonymous.     A lot 
of  their activities  are  extra  legal.    When  the  system bogs 
down,   they  directly administer  good,   rather  than  go through 
the  red  tape  channel.    The  gang  is  made  up  of  about  55 high- 
school  kids,   boys   and  girls,   and   there's   another  AO or 
SO  who  belonged   to   the   gang before   they  graduated.     The idea 
for     he   gang  evolved  from a  trip   to  Detroit   slum  area, where 
a  (:(>«rch  group  -  youth  group  noted  the  way  the   street gangs 
operate,     They were  impressed with  the  methods  of operation 
and  decided  to  organize  for somewhat  different  reasons, "with 
the  chance  to  do  things   for  the  pure  sake  of  giving," said 
the  aang's  advi sor.     That  is  about  it  as  far  as  the world 
and national  news  and  the  features  are  concerned.     On the 
sport  page,   Hank  Stram of   the  Kansas   City  Chiefs  was  named  as the 
AFL  coach  of  the  year.    This  is   the  second  time  for him in 
three  seasons.    The  voting was  done  by  an  Associated Press 
panel  of   30  sports  writers   and   30   sportscasters,   three from 
each  city.     The  nearest  one  to him was  Weeb  Ewbank. Other 
coach's  that  received votes were  Sid Gilroan of  San Diego, and 
lou Sabin of Denver.    As  for  the Shriners College All Star 
game  yesterday,   the North  cooled  the South  3  to 0. Michigan 
State's   Dick Berlinsky  booted  a  23   yard  field   goal   in the 
first quarter and it was  all  the North needed to beat the 
South  Wednesday,   in  the  Shriners  College  All  Star football 
game.     Let's  see,  I  guess  the  interesting  things  about this 
are   first   downs,  North   19,   South   16;   rushing,  North 214, 
South  169:  passing was North 96,  South  109.    So,  all  in all, 
it  looks   like   they  were  evenly  matched.     Looks   like Parseghian 
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CAPCOM and his Notre  Darners weren't  as  strong as 
ole  Howard was  worrying about. 

SC Roger,   and we   are   dumping  the  water now, 
Jerry. 

CAPCOM Okay, Frank. 
CAPCOM For  the big Astro Blue  Bonnet  game, the 

big basketball  clasic  followed by  the Astro Blue Bonnet Bowl 
in  the  Dome.     SMU and Oklahoma haved  arrived.    They  are getting 
ready  for  the big  game.     It  doesn't  say here which  are favored. 
I will  look  that  up  and  let  you know  later,   if  one  is favored. 
The  Davis  Cup  is  underway now,  down  in Australia,   and the 
US  is  bidding to  recapture  that  again,  and were  favored to 
recapture   the  supremecy   today.     Another  item  in   the  news, is 
0.   J.   Simpson,  he was  named player of  the  year  in college 
football   for  the  second  consecutive  season by  the Walter 
Camp  football  foundation.    Woody Hayes,   as  I  told you yesterday, 
was   named   coach  of   the year. 

S C Roger. 
CAP COM Well,   I  guess  that  is  about  it Frank. 
SC Thank you Jerry,   I  appreciate that. 

Jerry,   this   is  Jim,  we   detour on  that  midcourse section 
two-tenths  of  a  foot  per  second,   is  what  we get. 

CAPCOM Real  fine,  Jim.     Do you just want  to turn 
off  your  radios  and come  back without them. 

SC No,  we  can't  readout  the   (garble) erasable 
memory  if we have  to  go  into program one again. 

SC I'd   tried  to  get  us  back  on   the launch 
pad  a  little  bit earlier. 

CAP COM Frank,   one  other  little  item in  the news 
here,   I  thought might be  interesting, standby. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,   you  are   loud  and clear. 
CAPCOM Okay,   I   got   interrupted  there   for  a minute. 

Bob  Hope  is  back out  in Viet Nam again with his  troups, doing 
a great  job  as  usual.    One  little  name  in  the  news  story here 
is   from  the  USS  NEW  JERSEY.     Bob  Hope  joked   from atop  of the 
hugh  gun  turret   yesterday,   or Wednesday,   to  delight   the 1500 
men  aboard  the  battle  ship  NEW  JERSEY   on  its   20th Christmas 
entertaining  US   troops   abroad.     Hope  and  his   27  member troop 
entertained   the NEW  JERSEY  seamen  after  attending  a Christmas 
mass  aboard  the carrier HANCOCK,  both off Viet Nam. This 
must  be   the  biggest   Chris   Craft   in  the world,   Hope  told the 
seamen.     It  looks  like Wake  Island with  a rudder.     I think 
it was  nice  of  them to  take  the  ship  out  of mothballs just 
to  give  me  a  21   gun  salute,  he  said.     Hope  joked while standing 
on  one  of   the   ships   16   inch  gun  turrets.     The   sailors were 
particular impressed. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM The sailors were particularly impressed 
by a squad of long legged girls who came aboard with Hope 
including Actress  Ann-Margaret   and Miss World. 

over 

been 

n ow 

SC 
there at 
CAPCOM 
overseas 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Did you say 
Christmas time 

that was his 
or overseas 

20th trip 
at Christmas time ? 

That's  right,   it's  the  20th  time he has 
for Christmas with  the troops. 

He's  as  old  as  Jack Benny. 
Roger.    Hey,  you can turn off the water 

:he 
SC We're  in  the process, 

aerospace  business,   that's  in work. 
CAPCOM Roger,  you do  good work, 

aviator that's going around the world, Max 
his  light  plane,  he  spent  Christmas  Day in 

or  as we  say in 

That other 
Conrad with 
the antarctics 

at  Puento Aranes  in Chili.    He's waiting for  good weather 
so he  can coninue his  flight down to  the  South Pole. He 
hopes   to  get  around  the world.     He   is   going  around both 
Poles,  and he's  going to  fly  from Palmer to Byrd, from 
Eyrd   to  the   South  Pole,   and  then  return home   to   the United 
States by way of New Zealand,  Australia,  and Hawaii. 

SC Brother,   he  had  better  take   some no 
doze with him. 

SC I   tried  to  talk  Frank  into  the same 
trip . 

SC 
Apollo  8 , 
it was the 

You 
The South 
other day 

can  give  him a weather  report from 
Pole was  really clobbered,  at least 

a 
CAPCCM 

itp.rnates down 
SC 
SC 

here. 
CAPCOM 
SC 
SC 

now with that 
CAPCOM 

Chri s tmas ? 
SC 

about what we 
CAPCOM 
SC 

first wave fuel, 
CAPCOM 
SC 

official.     I was 
CAPCOM 

feel   abo'. V vour 

Roger 
the re . 

I  don't  imagine  there  are many 

No I  don't  think so, 
WE have  some  pretty  clear weather up 

No  fog,  huh ? 
Not  outside. ~~ 
Actually,   it's  snowing outside right 

wasle water dump  that Bill just did. 
Roger.     Does   it   look  a  little  bit like 

Right.    Jerry,  do you have a decision 
are  going to do  about  this  next mid-course? 

No Frank, we don't need it. 
Okay,   I  just wanted  to make  sure  of the 
you will    Scrub MCC 6? 
Affirmative. 
I  guess  - Jim said that was already 
sleeping  at   the   time,   I   didn't  hear it. 
Okay.     Frank,  by  the way,  how do you 

EMF  now?     You  feel  like  you've  got   all the 
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CAPCOM answers  to the  little  funnies you saw 
earlier? 

SC Yes,   the  answer  is  don't  turn  it into 
AUTO  fast.     It  seems  to be  very  sensitive  to jerks, or 
separation. 

CAPCOM Okay,  you,  you  figure  it's  all pretty 
much  just  a switch  throwing anomalii  in  it?    If you play 
It  by  the numbers  and slow and deliberate  you will be okay? 

SC Yes,   I'm getting razzed  up  here because 
T  said  it was  sensitive  to jerks. 

CAPCOM We thought of  that,  too,  down here. 
SC Yes,   I  figured  you did.     I  told Ken 

last  night   at   separation  after  TLI,   when we separated 
from the  S-IVB,  we  got  a nice bang out  of  the pyros and 
the  EMS  jumped  over  100  feet  per second.    Jerry,  do you 
want  to  -  I've  got  it  in the  flight  plan  to  start charging 
our battery B.     Do you want  that  started at   100  now also? 

CAPCOM Affirmative, Frank. 
SC Okay . 
CAPCOM Frank,  we  expect  it will  take about 

3 or 4 hours. 
SC We're  starting it. 
CAPCOM Okay . 
SC And we're happy  to  report  the  Earth is 

getting larger. 
CAP COM Roger,  that's  comforting.    Looks like 

you   are   going to make Earth  instead of Venus, huh? 
3 C Right . 
CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston.    Your friendly 

guidance officer has  got  a LM vector update  for you and 
a CMC  time updat e.    Ove r. 

SC Okay, we'll  go  to 02.     02  in ACCEPT. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
PAO Apollo Control Houston.    You heard 

Apollo 8 crew in extremely good  spirits  this morning. 
have   a well  rested Apollo  8  crew.     The  status report 
Indicated that each crewmember had  about  7 hours sleep, 
breakfast complete, the water dump in progress while you 
listened, and then completed. Jim Lovell confirmed that 
onboard numbers for midcourse corrections coincided very 
closely with those on the ground, and at 121 hours 18 minutes 
into the flight of Apollo 8, continuing to monitor, this 
is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo  control,  Houston, at 
121  hours  41  minutes  into the  flight  of Apollo  8. Apollo 
altitude  above Earth,   at  this  time  118  346 nautical miles, 
Present velocity  reads  5387  feet  per second.    We have had 
only a brief conversational exchange with Apollo 8, since 
our  last  report,  but we will play  that  for you now. 

Apollo  8,   this  is  Houston,   the update 
computer  is  yours,   you  can  go  to Mark. is the 

CAPCOM 
complete, 

SC 
ve ct o r ,  s i nee 
right . 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

MCC referred to was on 
we will reaffirm again 
no longer required for 
42 minutes, continuing 
Hous ton. 

Houston,  we won't  transfer that state 
we  are not  going to do  that MCC,   is  that all 

Okay,   real  fine, Frank 
Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo 8,  Houston, GO. 
We  are  proceeding with 
Roger. 
This  is Apollo control. 

the chlorination 

Houston, the 
the  course  correction,  number 6 and 
that  this midcourse  correction is 
the flight plan and at  121 hours 
to monitor,   this  is  Apollo control, 
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PAO Apoll8,  altitude  at  the present time 
116  650 nautical miles  above  the  Earth.    Present velocity 
reads  5436  feet per second.    We have had only an abbreviated 
contact with Apollo 8 since our last report.    This request- 
ing a biomedical switch and we will play that now. 

CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston,  biomed switch to 
center please. 

SC 10,  9,  8,   7,  6,   5,  4,  3,  2,   1, MARK. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
PAO Apollo  control,  Houston,   that  is  it and 

so at 122 hours 14 minutes into the flight, continuing to 
monitor. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo  control,  Houston, at 
122  hours  47  minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8. Apollo 
8  altitude  above  the  Earth at  the present  time   114 904 
nautical miles.     Its present velocity  as  it  is  coming back 
to Earth,  5487  feet per second.    Here  is  a  replay of the 
last  conversation  that we have had with  the  Apollo 8. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Houston,  Apollo  8,  how do you read? 
Apollo 8, Houston,  loud and clear. 
Okay,  thank you,  we  are  starting the 

Roger,  thank you,  Frank.    Apollo 8, 

all 
and 

, we 
had 

have lost 
showed  a high 

P23 . 
CAPCOM 

Hous ton. 
S C Go  ahe ad . 
CAPCOM Apollo 8,  this  is Houston 

C and C data on you.    The  last  data we 
middle  gimbal  line  in  the lower. 

SC That  is fine, 
C and C data. 

CAPCOM I  think maybe 
- movement  out  of PPC. 

SC I  see, Mike, 
watching it though. 

CAPCOM Okay,  we have  data now. 
PAO Apollo  control,  Houston,  and as you 

heard,   this  reading on the middle  gimbal  angle explained 
by maneuvering  from the  spacecraft  from a passive thermal 
control attitude  to an attitude  for the star sighting that 
navigation  the program 23  and so  at   122  hours  48 minutes 
into  the  flight,   this  is Apollo  control, Houston. 

how come you lost those 

it was  just your movement 

It was  high , I Thank you, was 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston, at 
123 hours 20 minutes into the flight of Apollo S. Apollo 
now  113 087  nautical miles  away  from Earth,   continuing on 

feet  per second 
which we will 

its trip home. Its present velocity 5542 
We have had some conversation with Apollo 
play now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC We are  noticing our Quad A helium tank 

is  starting  to  go  up  again.    You got  any  ideas  on that. 
CAPCOM Yea,  we  are watching  it  too,   Frank, so 

-ar it  is  still  okay  and we  are   talking about it. 
SC Okay. 
CAP COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead. 
CAP COM Roger,   Frank,   this helium 

it  looks  like we may have flattered you up 
be no problem as 
together talking 

tank  in Quad A 
unnecessarily on 
best we  can tell 
about  it  and it 

this  think,   it  appears to 
We  got   a   few  of   the minds 
has  been  down  rated quite  a bit.    Also  there  -  the folks 
down here  monitoring  the  P23  suspect  that  Jim is shooting 
on  star number  22  rather 02,  so he may be 
problems. 

SC I  know,  we  have changed, 
0 2  on  the Moon. 

CAP COM Okay.     Frank,   I  may have 
names  to my  chicken list. 

SC About what? 
CAPCOM Helium tank A,  Quad A. 
SC Rog,   I  just   don't  want   to  be   the one 

that  proves  the  Fasher mechanics  people  are right. 
CAP COM Roger, Frank. 
SC This  attitude  is  going to have  a slight 

burr  under  the hood too. 

having some 

we  are  on star 

to add some 

CAP COM Roger. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  control,  Houston, Jerry 

Carrs   reference   to   the  chicken  list  -  this   reference brought 
about   on   the   Quad  A  temperature,   it  appears   now  that our 
tolerances  are  even better than we  had previously thought, 
Since our last report we have talked with our retro fire 
officer here  in mission control.    Jerry Bostic who has 
passed  along  some  preliminary  entry  numbers  to  us both 
assuming  no  midcourse  correction  at  entry  interface minus 
2  hours  or  correction  - midcourse  correction  at  entry inter- 
face  at  minus  2 hours.    We will  pass  along both  sets of 
numbers   and  emphasis   that   they   are  preliminary,   they are 
updated about  every hour or so.     Assuming no midcourse, we 
would be  looking at  a  ground  elapsed  time  of  entry interface 
at   146 hours  46 minutes   18  seconds  into  the  flight of 
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PAO Apollo 8,   a velocity at  time of entry 
interface  36221  feet per second,  an entry  angle  of minus 
6.31  degrees.    Assuming a midcourse  correction at entry 
interface  minus  2  hours  of about  2  feet  per  second Delta V 
we would look at  a ground elapsed time of entry interface 
of  146 hours  46 minutes  14 seconds, with a velocity at the 
time of entry interface of  36221  feet per second,  our entry 
angle  for  this  mod would be minus  6.51  degrees,  so at 123 
hours  25  minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8,   this is 
Apollo  control, Houston. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston at 
123  hours   33  minutes   into   the   flight  of  Apollo  8. Apollo 
8rs  altitude  at  this  time  above  the earth   112 413 nautical 
miles.     Our current  velocity  5563  feet  per second. Through 
Capsule   Communicator Jerry  Carr  we've  had  a   rather healthy 
exchange with Apollo  8  crew,  and we'll play  that now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8 Houston,  we  are  going  to need 
some  data   from your  past  P23  marks.     We missed  some items, 
so  don't   put   it  away  and when you  finish  this  next P23 
we'll  get  it  all together. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Roger,   got   some   information   for you 

on   this  PTC   that  we'll  be   going  to   right   after   this next 
P23   exercise.     We  will   like  you   this   time   to   try  the nose 
north   attitude   at  pitch  of   180,   and  a yaw  cf   315,   and also 
we'd  like  to  give  another  look  at   this  load  free  type of 
PTC  and we  think maybe we'll  get  a  little bit  of ... 
stabilization  if we   try  it  at   .3   degrees  per  second  on the 
roll   rate   rather  than   .1,   so   if   you  figure  on  doing that 
at   12430 we'll  see what  kind of  information we  get  out of 
it. 

SC Okay,   you know what   I   think  of that, 
don't   you?     I'll  be  happy   to  do   it,   but   I   think it's 
playing games. 

CAPCOM Roger  Frank,   you're burning  right now 
1.4 pounds per hour with attitude hold in Pitch and Yaw. 
We're kind of interested to see if .3 degrees per second 
vi1"   redue2  your RCS  usage  due  to   ... stabilization. 

SC Yes,   I  know,   I  predict  that  it will not. 
CAP COM Okay. 
SC Jerry,   I'm a  little  concerned about 

the  temperature.    We're  getting kind  of warm in here and 
also  the  evaporator outlet  temperature  is  up  around 45 degrees. 
Do  you have  any  transits  for  getting less  efficient operation 
of   the radiators? 

CAPCOM Frank,   E  Comm says  everything looks 
nominal  down  here.     You  might   try  a  change   in  your cabin 
temperature heat  exchanger, huh? 

SC No,  we  don't  have  the  fans  on,  but what 
we  have  done   is  put   up  a window   shade.     That  seems   to help 
it.     We've been getting a  lot  more  sun  in  the  cabin this 
morning . 

CAPCOM Roger,     We'll  keep  a  sharp  eye  on things 
and  keep   you  posted. , 

SC Roger.     I   don't  mind  playing  games cause 
you  guys  have  been  very  nice   in  the  5   and  a  half   days. If 
yo.:  want   to  play   games   in  the  next  half  hour we'll play. 

CAP COM Roger Frank. 
SC Jim is  trying this   ...  with  the ... 
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SC optics  so we  can  give you a transmission 
on that. 

CAPCOM Okay. 
SC I  think  it would be very difficult 

to  extrapolate  anything  that  you  are  getting out  of this 
bit  business  to  a LM command module  combination, because 
the  spacecraft  handles  quite  a bit  different just with 
the  change  of  fuel  load,   including the  difference in 
drifting off  and roll. 

CAP COM Roger,   Frank,  we  just  got finished 
discussing that, too. We agree with your point of view 
on that one. I think this is more of a curiosity thing 
than  anything at all. 

SC I   think  it's   fine,   no  sweat. We 
don't  have  anything else  to  do here  for  about another 
10  hours. 

CAPCOM Okay. 
SC Jerry,  what  I'm kind of  curious about 

is  the  fuel  usage now with P23  and what we were  doing we 
have  a lot  more fuel. 

CAPCOM Jim,  we'll  take  a  look  at   that fuel 
usage  bit.     Right now  the  trend  looks  like  it  is getting 
better as  we would expect with  a lighter weight. We'll 
try  to  get  a little  more  definitive  for you. 

SC We  really  - we  shouldn't complain 
about  the  fuel  usage  on  that  SPS  engine  though, cause 
we're  sure  getting a lot  of miles  per gallon on it. 

CAP COM Roger Frank.     Frank,  we'll  enter you 
in  the  Shell  Road Test  on that. 

SC Yes,  we  don't have  any TCP  in it, 
or what is that, TCP? Yes. That's the problem, if we'd 
had  that  we would have  probably  used only half  the fuel. 

CAPCOM Oh,  you mean Platformate? 
SC That's  right,  platformate.     If you 

will  get  the people  to spread out  one  of  those banners 
around  the  target  area we'll  try  to break  it,  you know, 
and  coast  through it. 

CAPCOM Okay,  we'll  call  some  of  the paper 
companies  and  see  if  they can  find a  roll big enough. 

SC It won't  take a big  roll,  just about 
30 feet. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Onboard Nav. 
SC Tell  the  doctors  that we put William 

to sleep. 
CAPCOM Roger.    You won't  leave  any  scars will 

you? 
SC No,  he's got his  tape recorder with 

him.     Bill  said to  call Valarie  and have  her to rewind 
the  tape  recorder -  the  tape  recorder at home. 
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CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM I  hate  to  tell  you  this  Frank, because 

Jim probably won't  even be  able  to wear his  comra carrier anymore, 
but  that  last  set  of marks  put  your  state  vector  right on 
top of  the  News  Center  state vector. 

SC Come  off  that,   Jerry,  come  on, you 
promised. 

SC I'll  get you  that bottle  of Brandy 
when  I  get  home, Jerry. 

SC Maybe we  can  get  him to  go  to  program 01 
again  today ,  too . 

CAPCOM Roger,   that  sounds good. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.    Also  on  the flight 

plan  for  12430 we would  like  for you to  run  an 02  purge on 
the   fuel cells. 

SC Okay. 
SC Hey,  Jerry,  we  were  going over the 

checklist  on entry here,  you know? 
CAPCOM Roger, Frank. 
SC I've  got  a question.     Is  John Harpold 

around ? 
CAPCOM Roger,  he  is listening. 
SC John,   I  can't  remember,   is  the list 

vector  up end  now,  or - 
SC Jerry,   I'm beginning to worry  up here. 
CAPCOM Roger,   it  depends  on which way your 

nose is pointing. 
SC I  appreciate.    You might  note  for the 

people at MIT that the next series of stars will be shot 
by the K-aster navigator with a space helmet on, and long 
eye  rerna ins ... 

CAPCOM Roger.    That  ought  to  cut  his speed 
down   a  little bit. 

SC Right. 
CAPCOM Frank,  while you are  talking about the 

entry  checklist,   this  cold soak.    Have you decided exactly 
where  you want  to  do  it  there  prior to entry? 

SC Well,  I  understood  that  E Comm talked 
that  over with Bill,  and we  do  it   1 hour prior to entry. 
We'll  do  it where ever you say i~sThe~b^TsT7 

CAPCOM Okay,   1  hour  is  fine,   it's  just  a matter 
of  finding  time  in the  time  line  to  do it. 

SC I  think we can  initiate  it  1  hour before 
that 

on 

CAPCOM Okay,   fine,   sounds  like  a winner. 
SC Really  got  a  11    zeroes with  that helmet 

CAPCOM Roger,  we had noticed that. 
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SC Jim's   going  to   leave  the   helmet  off now 
for the rest 1 think. It's getting a little anoxic in there. 
These helmets don't have face plates, and we have a difficult 
time  breathing with  that on. 

PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston. The 
ground  readings  do show that  the  cabin temperature  is  a bit 
on   the  high  side.     We   read   79   degrees  F,   a  little warmer 
than normal.    You heard the  crew make  a  remark about miles 
per  gallon   for  the   service  propulsion  system engine. The 
reference here,  obviously  to the  trans earth  injection burn, 
-?hich   put   them on  their  path back  to  earth  after orbiting 

he moon.    We haven't had a chance to check our numbers 
to  see  what   the  mile-per-gallon   figure  might  be,   but we 
rather suspect  it  is  a world  record.    So at  123 hours  42 minutes 
into   the   flight  of  Apollo  8   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAD This  is Apollo  Control  at   12A hours 
19  minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo  8.     Apollo   8's current 
altitude  reads   109,929  nautical  miles  above  the  earth. Our 
current  velocity  reading is  5,641  feet per second. Since 
our   last   report  we've   talked  to  the  Apollo   8 spacecraft, 
spacecraft  Frank Borman and Jim Lovell,  on a range of sub- 
jects   and we  will  pass   those along. 

CAPCOM - okay,  Jerry,   that  completes   the P-23. 
Did  you have  something else yon want  us   to  do  now? You 
'anted   to   check  on  something   from  the  last sep. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Frank.     We  need  to   get  some num- 
bers  that we weren't  able  to  copy  down here.     Stand by just 
one.     Frank,   on  your  first  ?~23,   we  missed  three  marks on 
star  number  2.     We  missed mark number   3, trunnion. 

SC Okay,     Three  trunnion  is 05650. 
CAPCOM Okay,   05650.     Then  star  number   1, mark 

two.     We need  the  trunnion on  that  one too. 
S C 0 4 2 16. 
CAPCOM And on  star number  1,  mark  three, the 

delta R and  delta V. 
SC Delta R is  00006,   delta V 00001. 
CAP COM Roger,  4  balls  6  and 4  balls   1. Okay, 

Frank,   your PTC attitude  is  pitch   180s  yaw  315,   and roll 
rate   .3  degrees  per second.    The  reason  for wanting to 
point  it north  is not because we  are  concerned at all about 
any  changes  due  to venting,   in-as-far as we  can  tell,  no Ef- 
fects  on  your   trajectory by  venting,  we  just want   to try 
out   that  direction on it. 

SC That's  fine.     We  are  going to  stay in 
for about  2  more  seconds  while Jim takes   the  pictures for 
the  sextant   for  the  optics people. 

CAPCOM Okay,   Frank,   and then also,  we  are look- 
ing  for a  fuel  cell  02  purge,  when you get  a chance. 

SC That's  right.     I've  got  the word now 
it's   supposed  to be  at 12430. 

CAP COM Right. 
SC Okay,  we will  do it. 
CAPCOM Apollo 3; Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAP COM Roger.     For  your  P-37   that's   coming up 

that  you are  going to  run,   use  a midcourse   7  time  of 14446, 
also just  a little note here,   the  trajectory is  looking so 
good,   it  looks   like  you  can  make   the   corridor without even 
making  a midcourse 7. 

SC Roger.     14446  for  the P-37. 
CAP COM Affirmative. 
SC Thank vou. 
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SC Jerry,   this  is Jim. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead, Jim. 
SC We  are  going to  set  this  up   for the 

normal  PTC  mode   for  a   few  minutes   until   Frank   gets through 
with  the  - another step  of  the call. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Jim.     When  the   time   is auspicious 
would  you shift  the  biomed  switch  over  to  left side? 

SC I   think  we   ought   to  shift   it  over right 
now . 

CAPCOM Okay.     No,   they   say  hold   it   up   for a 
little while. 

SC -  so  you  can  see,   it's   the   same data 
that   Dr.   Berry  has   got  on  me   in  Gemini   7,   and  also good 
for   Frank  on  Apollo 8. 

CAPCOM Roger,   he  heard that. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Do you see  that   program alarm we got 

when we  went   through  P-37, 1302. 
CAPCOM Affirmative. 
SC Let's  do  it  again  and  see what happens 

here . 
CAPCOM Roger.     We  are monitoring. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go   ahead . 
CAPCOM Looks   like  you  loaded   the  wrong time 

in  P-37,   you  should   load   14446   for  your  midcourse time. 
Look   like  you   loaded 14646. 

SC Okay.     I'm sorry.     Yes,   I   have   it here. 
I   loaded   14646, okay. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC I  guess  the  best way  to  terminate this 

is  by  going  back  to  2,   is   that right? 
CAPCOM Affirmative. 
L-AO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston. The 

midcourse  correction number  7  referred  to  in the conversa- 
tion  exchange   is   that   if   the  entry   interface   minus   2 hours, 
or  2  hours  before  the  spacecraft   is  due  to  reenter the 
earth's   atmosphere.     And   this  would   -   consistent  with an 
entry   interface   time  of   14646  minutes  would  read   14446 min- 
utes,   PO  the  reference  to  POO  is  program 00  aboard the 
computer,   the  onboard  computer.     So  at   124 hours  24 minutes 
into   the   flight  of  Apollo  8,   this   is  Apollo  Control  Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston, at 
124  hours,   47  minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo   8. The 
altitude  of   Apollo  8,   at   this   time,   108   386  nautical miles 
above   r.arth .     Present   velocity,   5690   feet   per  second. The 
Apollo  8   spacecraft,   now  returning  to   a  passive thermal 
control   attitude,   this  one  of  three-tenths  of  a degree per 
second.     We  will  play   conversation  with  Apollo  8 now. 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8.     It   looks   like a 
plus   .8  per  second  correction  at  midcourse 7. 

CAPCOM Roger, Jim. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston, GO. 
SC Started   the   fuel   cell   purge   and   I'm going 

to   18350  and  I'll  start   that  three-tenths  of  a  degree  per second 
roll   and  stabilization  test   for you. 

CAPCOM Roger,   thank you. 
SC Okay,   there  we  are  and  we  are   going to 

start  rolling now. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Frank,   on   this   free   pitch and 

yaw,   if   either  one   of   them  gets   outside  of   15   degrees from 
the  nominal   values,  we'll  call   it off. 

S C Okay . 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     I  would  like  to have 

the  bio-med   switch   left  now,   if   you can. 
SC Roger,   it's   left.     The   fuel   cell purge, 

wai t   -  02. 
CAPCOM Say  again,   Apollo 8. 
SC 02   fuel   cell   purge complete. 
CAPCOM Roger, thanks. 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control   Houston.     As you 

heard   the  purge  of   the   fuel   cells,   part  of  our  nominal time 
lines   in  the   flight  plan  has   been  completed.     The latest 
roll  in  the  passive  thermal  control,   a bit  above  the nominal 
mission   plan,   but   is   being  done  more   to  acquire additional 
data   in  this   mode.     The  nominal  mission  plan being one-tenth 
of   a  degree  per  second,   this   some  variance   from  that roll 
rate.     Apollo   8  has   passed  that   point   in   the  mission   incidentally for 
possibilities   of   an  Atlantic  Ocean  splash  or   for  an  Indian Ocean 
splash.     Therefore,   recovery   in Mission  Control   Center is 
now  pa-, sing  along  the   official  word   that   recovery forces 
in  those  areas  may  be  withdrawn.     So  at   124  hours,   50 minutes 
into   tiie   flight   of  Apollo  8,   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

CIJD  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo   Control  Houston   125 hours 
and   19   minutes   into   the   flight   of  Apollo  8.     Apollo  8 con- 
tinuing   its   descent,   its   trip  back,  to  earth.     The altitude 
is   now   registering   10 6,615  nautical  miles   away, velocity 
now  reads   5 743   feet   per  second.     We  have  had  some discus- 
sions  with  Apollo   8 which  we  will   play now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Looks   like  you've  exceeded  your   15 de- 

grees  offset  PTC  attitude,   so  you  can  go  to  attitude hold 
and  pitch   and vav. 

SC Okay,   I'll  go back  to  that.     We didn't 
even   get   around  once,   did we? 

CAPCOM Doesn't   look  like   it.     So  much   for spin 
H t ab i 1 i ?, a t i on . 

SC Well,  we   tried   that   several   times last 
night,   1   then   the  half,   then  2   --  I   think  there   is the 
phenomena  known  as   inertial   coupling  that  has   something to 
do  with that. 

CAP COM Roger,   that   could be. 
SC Put   a  bigger   rudder  on it. 
CAPCOM Need  some   feathers, Frank. 
SC Yeah. 
CAP COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     On   the   P-37 compar- 

ison,   using  the  midcen  vectors,   we   get  a  minus   1.4  on that 
midcourse,   compared  to  your  2.8.     We   ran  your solution 
through  our  computer  and  we   also  get  a  2.8,   so  your P-37 
looks   good.     We  are  busy  still   fiddling with   the vectors 
and   comparing  them  and we  will  keep   an  eye  on   the difference. 

SC Roger.     Looks   like we   came   up  with plus 
2.8   though,   and  you  said  you  came   up with   a minus something. 

CAPCOM Affirmative.     Jim,   that   4   feet  per sec- 
ond  difference  is worth  28 degrees  on  the  flight  plan angle. 

SC Roger,   thank you. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC. Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Frank.     How  is   your  cabin tem- 

perature  looking now? 
SC It's  getting cooler,   thank you.    We put 

those   shades   up  and  that   really helped. 
CAPCOM Okay.    The  primary  loop  down  here still 

looks   real   good,   so   it   looks   like  you  are   in   fine shape. 
Your  battery  B   charge   ought   to  be   done  by   about   127 hours 
and  we   think  you  shouldn't  even  try   to  charge  battery A, 
since   it   looks   like  at   entry   interface   it   is   going  to have 
38 aw hours  on it. 
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SC I'll  tell Bill that. 
CAPCOM Okay. 
SC How  is  the weather down  there, Jerry? 
CAFCOM That's  loud  and clear. 
SC Cold? 
CAPCOM No,   it's  pretty  balmy  around  here today. 

Yes,   the   temperature  is  about  in the   70s here.     It's  a real 
nice   day. 

SC Fine.     Say,  Jerry,   last  night  Jim was 
saying  something   about   turning  on  VHF  display  about   20  000 miles 
out.     I wrote  it  down,  but  I  can't  seem -  I  don't  know where 
I  put   it. (garbled) 

CAPCOM roger,   Frank,   we've  got   it   in  the checklist 
here  as   right  around a  hours before  EI,   right  after your 
nominal  P23  P37  onboard  comparisons, AB-1. 

PAO Apollo  Control  Houston,   so   there  we have 
it.     That  was   Capsule  Communicator  Jerry  Carr  carrying on 
conversations  both with Spacecraft  Commander  Frank Borman 
and  Command  Module  Pilot  Jim Lovell.     The   passive thermal 
control   vest   referred   to,   this   at   .3  of   a  degree  per second 
roll   showed  perhaps   greater  deviation   in pitch   and  yaw than 
the  slower  rate  did.     We  did the  exercise  at   .3  versus the 
nominal   .1  to  see  if we  would  get  spin spabiiization    out of 
it.     We   did  not.     We   terminated  the   test  within   10 minutes 
after   it  started.     As   you heard  Frank  Borman   reported that 
he  had   tried  a  slightly  higher  spin  rate  yesterday evening. 
The  P37   referred   to   is   the  onboard   computer  program or return 
to  earth  program.     There  you heard Jim Lovell  comparing notes 
with  the   ground,   so  at   125  hours   24   minutes   into   the flight 
of  Apollo   8  this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston at 
125  hours   51   minutes   into  the   flight  of  Apollo  8.     Apollo 8 
now  104 816 mautical miles  above  the  earth,  current velocity 
5808  feet  per  second.    We've  only  had brief  contact with 
Apollo  8  since  our last  report  and we will  play  that for 
you now. 

Apollo  8 Houston. 
Go ahead. 
Roger,  we're showing 

If  you will  hit error 
alarm so  the next  one can 

your 
Uiat 

some  garbage on 
reset we   can clear 

be   identified. Over 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
computer 
program 
SC 
CAPCOM 

last program 
SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 

did it. 
SC Roger. 
PAO Apollo Control  Houston,  as means of 

clarification  in our  conversation with  Commander - 
Spacecraft  Commander  Frank Borman just  prior to  this con- 
tact  he  did  indicate  that  the  cabin  temperature was much 
cooler,  much  more  comfortable  than they had seen a bit 
earlier  today,  and  at   125 hours  53  minutes  into  the flight 
this   is Apollo  Control Houston. 

We  don't  have  any  program alarm. 
I   think  this  is  a  carry  over from 

alarm  there,   on  that P37. 
Okay.     Error  reset. Thank 
Did  that  do it? 
Stand by.    Okay,   thank you 

you . 

Frank , 

your 

that 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo control, Houston, at 
126  hours   22  minutes,   now  into   the   flight   of  Apollo  8. At 
the present time the Apollo 8 spacecraft  103 065 nautical 
miles   away  from Earth,   current  velocity  reads  5868   feet per 
second.    Since our last  report we have had only one brief 
contact  with  Apollo  8,   this  being  a  communications test, 
but  since some 20 plus minutes  have elapsed since that time, 
we   thought we would  play  that   tape  for you. 

CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston, comcap. 
SC You  are   loud  and  clear, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
PAO And  that   is  the   end  of  the   tape at 

126 hours 23 minutes into the flight, this is Apollo control 
Hous ton. 

END  of TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston, at 
126  hours  52  minutes  now  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8. The 
current  aTt i tude  aboTre  the  Earth  of Apollo  8 reads ,101 319 
nautical  miles,   present  velocity  now  5929   feet  per second^ 
We have had  some conversation with ApoTTo  8~^ w"h~±-trh—vre are 
going  to  punch up now. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,  your battery  is  full,  you can 

terminate  charging,  you've  got  40  AMP  hours   on  it  now and 
we've  got  a  couple  of  requests  for data here. 

SC Okay,  we were  just  talking about that, 
I   told  Bill  stop  - what  are  your requests? 

CAPCOM The   first  one  is  -   the   first   time some- 
body  is  down in  the  equipment bay we would  like  to get 
another  reading on your RCS  temperature,   those six temp 
meter  readings  and one  of  the boys  in  the back - 

SC Want  me   to   read   them again? 
CAPCOM Beg your pardon? 
SC We just  read  the  RCS  thruster temperatures 

"gain and  they  are  all  pegged high. 
CAP COM Okay,   good  deal,   Frank.     The  other one 

is,   the boys  in  the back room would  like  some  time when 
everybody  is  awake,   if  you would  fire up both  cabin fans for 
about   five minutes,   they would  like  to see what  the Delta 
temperature   is  on  the   telemetry when you  get   the stagnation 
broken  down and  get  some  flow going over  it,  so  if  you can 
see  \ ,: ir   .*ay  clear  to do  that we would  like  to  see  it some 
time  vbfin  everybody   is up. 

SC We had  that  running before  the flight, 
did  they  check  it then? 

CAPCOM You mean early  in  the  game,  when you 
wre cool. 

SC Yes,  when we were  cool, right. 
CAPCOM Yea,   they  got  that  data  and  they were 

kind of  interested in seeing what  it  looks  like when the 
cabin  is  nice  and warm and  the   temperature  indicator is 
reading on  the high side,   to see how  the Delta works  in the 
other direction. 

SC Okay,  coming on. 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
SC What  else, Jerry? 
CAPCOM That's  it,  Frank.    Another thing, Frank, 

.    we  just want  to  remind you  that  there  is  no  charge needed 
on A battery. 

SC Hey,   listen  these  cabin fans  - one of 
theui  sounds  like  it's  got  a bad hairing, we are  going  to turn 
it  off,  it       'P  real squeal  to it. 
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CAPCOM Okay, Frank. 
SC Sounds  like it's got something in it. 
CAPCOM That must be Bill's teddy bear. 
SC Say again. 
CAPCOM That must be  Bill's  teddy bear. 
SC I don't know, but  there  is something 

in there.    We will  try  them again,  one at a time,  and see 
if we  can determine which ones  got  the noise. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Number  2  is  really bad.     It's got a 

bad baring and it whines like mad, so we are not going to 
turn it on. 

CAPCOM Roger,  thank you. 
SC We are not going to  try number  1 either 

there may have something, might have got  in both of them. 
CAPCOM Okay,  Frank,   that's fine. 
SC Sounds  like  that MG starter of yours. 
CAPCOM I'm afraid  to  turn my  starter on now, 

it's been so long. 
PAO Apollo  control,  Houston,  so Frank 

Borman reports a noisy cabin fan.     Incidentially on the 
ground, we are not necessarily suprised by  this report, 
noisy  fans have  shown up  in some of  the  earlier spacecraft 
and at  126 hours  56 minutes  into the  flight,  this is 
Apollo control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston at  127 hours 
19  minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8.     The Apollo  8 space- 
craft  at  this  time,   less  than  100  000 nautical miles away 
from Earth.    We read 99  802 nautical miles,  the  distance that 
separates Apollo  8  from Earth.     Current velocity,   5983  feet per 
second.     We've been  talking and are  still  talking  to space- 
craft  commander  Frank Borman,   regarding  his  upcoming TV pass, 
at   128 hours GET. 
vsrsation now. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

orient toward 

We  are  going  to switch  over  to  that con- 

to go 
thing 

Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,   Houston, GO 
Roger, we would leave 

the Earth for a TV shot 
the PTC long enough 
to see  if  this TV 

is going 
CAPCOM 

have  the gimbal 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

garb led. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

keying  to hurry 
as  much sleep as 

HAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

b i o - m e.:.! switch 

off  on 128. 
Roger,   Frank.    That  is  fine.     Do you 

angle  on what you need? 
Yes,   thank you.     I  got  them earlier today, 
Okay . 
(garble) 
Say  again,  Frank.    You are  getting pretty 

short one, 
if we can 

before 
CAPCOM 
0128. 
SC 
CADCOM 

How is  that antenna? 
Loud  and  clear, Frank. 
I  said, will  this  be a 

things  up  a little bit  to see 
possible. 

Roger. 
Apollo 8,  Houston.    Would you put the 

on  the   right   side  now, please. 
Roger. 
Frank,  do you intend to 

we are 
get 

start   your TV 

No , 

it 
bought  that  is what 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

the wide angle lens? 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the  red filter 
a little darker 

SC 

Negative, 
Roger. 
That  is what  you wanted 

it was all squared away 
Af firmative. 
Apollo  8,   Houston.     Do  you  plan  on using 

isn't 
f or. 

I  think that would be best. 
Okay,  Jack you want  to be sure  and use 

and  the  filter holder  for  that  one.     It takes 
filter. 

Okay.    Do you want  to  take both red filters 
.i  there  or just  the  one  for  the  filter holder? 

CAPCOM He  thinks  just  the  red one on  the filter 
helper will  do,  but might not hurt  to have  the other one ready, 
just   in  case. 

SC How about  if we use the  telephoto, it 
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SC will be a little harder to focus,  but it 
might  end up better, picture. 

CAPCOM Roger,  Frank.     If you want  to use the 
telephoto  lens,  you ought  to use  the  same  combination you 
used  going out, 25A. 

SC Okay. 
PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston.    We are 

switching over to  conversation now  in progress. 
SC (garble) 
PAO It  appears  that  the  discussion at present 

is  going a  little slow.     That was  Frank Borman, reconfirming 
by  the way,   our  television  time at  ground elapse  time of 
128 hours. 

COMM TECH Houston,  we will be handing over to 
Goldstone  in 2 minutes, over. 

PAO Goldstone will  acquire  in 2 minutes. 
That  is  a prime site  for this  television period.     We are 
about  37 minutes  away,   from our  time,   for  television. Standing 
by  continuing  the monitor,   this  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control Houston  127 hours  29 min- 
utes  now into  the  flight of Apollo  8.     The  spacecraft is 
presently ^99_j^2-i4-miles  above  the  earth,  its  velocity 6,005 
feet per second.    We are not exceeding the 6,000 feet per 
second mark.    We've have had further discussions with Apollo 
8,  Capsule  Communicator Jerry  Carr  talking with both Frank 
Borman  and Jim Lovell.     Let's  pick up  some of  those conver- 
sations . 

CAPCOM Frank,   the  doctors  say  they are not 
getting anything on  Bill yet.     He  is  apparently not plugged 
up . 

SC He is out underneath the couch getting 
some  stuff  out,  he  doesn't have his  umbilical on. 

been 
back 

you 

you 

Okay . 
Look at  the  stuff  they  got yesterday, 

all.     Houston,  do you read? 
Roger. 
Hey, Frank, this simulation has really 

you  say  after   these  photos we recycle 

That's  fine.     Bring on  the vacuum. 
Hey,  Jerry,  yesterday (garble) 
Jim,  we missed  that.     Say again when 

antenna. 
(garble) 
Apollo  8,  Houston.    We  are not reading 

CAPCOM 
SC 

He hasn't  changed at 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

great.     What do 
to TLI again? 

SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 

get a better 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Stand by one, 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

he  is  cycling back 
the  TV stuff out. 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC We're  not   through yet. 

got a 100,000 miles to go. You know, we kind 
is not "aTT~~crveT wTTfT" until you get out of it, 
long way. 

SC Jerry,  what  I was saying before, I 
to hurry  up  the voyage home by  calling up—p-xo.gra.m_01 to  

back orT~t~Tfe  paTTT,  but  it  didn't work. 
CAPCOM Well,   that's  the best  excuse  I've heard 

and 

Hous ton , do 
Roger, loud 
I  say , 
forth 

you read now? 
and clear. 

Bill will be  ready  in a minute 
under  the  couch  trying  to get 

Okay . 
Backup 
Great. 
Sure 

to go crew says  they are ready 
A most  fantastic voyage, 

was . 
We've still 
of  feel like 
it's still a 

tried 

get us 

so far Jim. 
SC The best of many. 
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PAO Apollo Control Houston.    Bill Anders 
apparently now unstowing  the  television gear  for  the up- 
coming period  of  TV.     I have some of  the  earlier communica- 
tions  on  that  discussion - were a bit noisy  and you may have 
missed an earlier made by  Capsule Communicator Jerry Carr 
when he  said,   "Gee,   the simulation  is  really great,  why not 
recycle back  to TLI"  referring of  course  to  the reignition 
of  the  S-IVB which sent  the Apollo  8  spacecraft  to lunar 
distance.    Apollo 8 retorted,  "Send  the backup crew." A 
later  report  indicated  that  the backup  crew was  indeed ready, 
so  at  127 hours   33 minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8, con- 
tinuing,   this  is Apollo Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston, at 
127 hours  44 minutes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8. The 
Apollo   8  spacecraft   at   this   time  98,361   nautical miles 
above  Earth,   its  velocity  exceeding 6000  feet  per second. 
We have had some  conversations with -  further conversations 
with both Frank Borman  and Jim Lovell,  Bill Anders apparent- 

his  seat,   getting  ready  for  television and 
pass   those  on now. 

Apollo   8, Houston. 
Go  ahead,   Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Roger,   Frank,  on TEI,  you burned 1480 

ly still out of 
we  are  going to 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

gallons. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

rule  for that 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

where Bill 
first time 

going   to  need  Jim's slide 

8. 

Thank you. 
Frank, you 

calculation. 
I  got   162.   -  Houston, Apollo 
Apollo  8,   Houston, GO. 
Rog,   this   is   one  of   those rare 

left  his  seat  and  I  am now sitting  in it 
I  can see the 

binoculars,   it s 
CAPCOM 

' SC 
appears. 

CAPCOM 
said  it was clear. 

SC 
Florida  and   the lower 
a weather  front going 
United  States,   low and 
Florida 
clear. 

Earth. 
pretty nice. 

Roge r. 
You  had a 

I'm looking 

occasions 
and -  for the 

through his 

little weather  today it 

Last word  from the weather  guys here 

Well,  we  could  see  South America and 
part  of   the  U.S.     Looks   like   there is 
over  into  the  central part  of the 
clouds  over  the  northwest area, 

is clear,  it looks  like  the  east coast  is pretty 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

see how  the picture 
CAPCOM 
PAO 
SC 
CAPCOM 

in  the wrong 

Roger,   clear,  but cold. 
Lot  of  clouds  up  in Canada. 
Maybe   the  geese will  go home. 
Jerry,  we  are  going  to  turn around and 

is 
Roger.  - Nothing yet, Frank. 
This   is  Apollo  control,   Houston, we're 
Any  luck yet,  Jerry.     How's  it  look. •-. 
We  are  seeing about half  of  it. You 

direction.     Okay  it's   coming back, a moved 
little more.    Good,  now a shade  toward  the   terminator. A 
little bit more  toward  the  terminator and  the  same direction 
you were  moving it before.   -  Right,  you have  got  it centered 
right   in  the  middle.  - Now move  it  away  from the terminator 
just  a bit.     Good picture. 

SC Okay, you want us  to wait until 128, 
righ t. 
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CAPCOM Affirmative,  Frank,  move your  camera to 
the  right,   I want   to  see which way   the  Earth moves  on my 
screen.    Okay,  moving your camera  to  the right, moves the 
Earth  to  the  left  on my  screen.     On our screen  the terminator 
is  almost parallel to  the horizontal direction and the dark 
part  is  on  the top. 

SC Okay,  we will  turn it back on at 128. 
CAPCOM Okay, Frank. 
PAO This  is Apollo  control,  Houston, we 

r vve just picked up  a  final dress  rehearsal  for  the actually 
television scheduled at  128 hours  ground elapsed  time. We 
will be back in about   12 minutes with  that picture. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston at 
127 hours  51 minutes.    At  the present  time we are about 
9 minutes  from when we have the full scale television 
show.    You had a preview of what we might see,  mainly a 
very  good  view of  the  earth.    We've had a  few additional 
conversation - very  limited  conversation  I  should say, since 
that picture came on your screen,  and we will play that 
conversation now. 

CAPCOM What beam width are you on Apollo 8? 
SC Narrow. 
CAPCOM Roger, Narrow. 
SC This  is Apollo 8.     Do you read? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8 Houston,  loud  and clear. 
SC Roger,  radio check. 
CAPCOM Roge r. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8.     How do you read 

now? Over. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8 Houston,   loud  and clear. 
SC Roger, we're just trying something - 
PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston. Our 

current  altitude on Apollo  8  is  97  847 nautical miles above 
the earth.    Current velocity is 6055 feet per second, so 
at  127 hours 53 minutes,  standing by,  this  is Apollo Control 

END OF TAPE 
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Apollo Control Houston  127 hours  57 min- 
updated  conversations with  the crew 
put on before we  pick up  the next tele- 

PAO 
utes . We've had some 
which we are going to 
vision. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     You  are   in  the scan 
limit  right  now on  the high  gain antenna although you may 
have narrow beamwidth selected,  you  are  in wide.     To im- 
prove   the  situation would   take  a pitch  down  and  a yaw left 
and we will have FAO  check  it and give you some angles if 
we need  to  change it. 

SC We just  got  out  of  the  scan  limit by 
pitching  up  and yawing right. 

Roger,  you  are  right, Frank. 
Are we  still  in wideband or are we in 

CAPCOM 
SC 

narrowband now? 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

are  in good shape now, 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

current altitude 
Current velocity 
closely with the 
man this morning 
It  was indicated 

We are 
Apollo 

checking. 
8, Houston The  COM says you 

Comm check, 
Okay . 
Apollo  8, Houston, 
Loud  and clear. 
Roge r. 
This  is Apollo  Control Houston. Our 

reading  97,507  nautical miles   above earth. 
6,068 feet per second.    This  coincides very 
numbers we  passed  up  earlier   to  Frank Bor- 
when he  asked about  the  television pass, 
at   that   time  at   an  altitude  of  97,413 nau- 

tical miles should be our  time,  should be our distance at 
time  of  acquisition,   and  a velocity  of   6,072   feet per second. 
We are very  close  to  reaching both of  those marks.    We are 
less   than  a minute  away  from our  anticipated  time   for tele- 
vision.    Goldstone will be our station acquiring.    You had 
a preliminary  dress   rehearsal  glance  at what we  should see. 
It  could be described as  a promo to  this  the sixth television 
pass  mission   during  Apollo   8.     So  we  will  stand  by   at this 
time and  look very  closely at our  television monitors  to see 
when  we will  acquire  a picture.     We  should  be  some   15 seconds 
away.    No picture yet,  but we are waiting with some antici- 
pation.     The  earlier  glimpse we  had  indicated  a  very beau- 
tiful view of  the  earth,  one  that Jim Lovell had described 
a  few minutes  earlier  as  he  looked  out  Bill Anders window. 
No picture yet,  but we  are  standing by watching.       Okay, we 
will  switch  over  for  any  conversation   that  might   come  up with 
the  crew and standing by  at  this  time.    A bit  overdue at 
this  time  on our TV  transmission,  but we have not placed a 
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call  yet  to  the  spacecraft.     Capsule  Communicator Jerry 
Carr down at  his  console,   just  as  we are  doing,  viewing the 
screen.     Picture  coming through. 

SC Roger,  how's   the picture? 
CAPCOM Roger,   the  picture  is  on  the  lower right 

hand  of   our screen. 
CAPCOM Camera should  go down away  from the 

terminator and  to  the right. 
CAPCOM Still  down,  and about  the  same place. 

A  little worse.     Now  it's   coming in. 
SC Are you  getting  it now, Jerry? 
CAPCOM Roger.     We've  got most of  it,  keep mov- 

ing  off   to   the  right.     Good,   you  have   it   centered  right now. 
SC ' Well,   the  earth   looks   a   little bigger 

to  us   today,   not  much,   but   it's   somewhat  bigger.     I'm sit- 
ting over  the  right hand seat now,  Bill has  got  the TV cam- 
era,   Frank helping him out  aiming  it  at  the  earth.     I hope 
we  have  a  good picture.     Can  you  see   the clouds? 

CAPCOM Affirmative,  we  sure  can.    Move  it up 
toward  the  terminator,  correction,  away  from  the terminator 
just   a shade. 

SC At   the  tip  of  South America,   there is 
a great  swirl  of  clouds  down  there.  It  looks  like  a great 
storm.     I  wonder  it  you  can  see it. 

CAPCOM Roger,     We see  a  large  swirl  just south 
of   the terminator. 

SC Roger.     And  then up  to  the  left hand 
side,   or   towards   the  north,   we  can  see   the   light waters 
around   the  West   Indies,   and we  can  actually  see Florida. 
I'm  looking  through  Bill's  binoculars  and  I  can  the various 
land  masses,   South America,  and  the  central  part,  and southern 
part  of   the  United States. 

CAPCOM Roger.     Move  a  little bit  away  from the 
terminator now.    A little  left with  the  camera  and a little 

SC Say   it  again, Jerry. 
CAPCOM Okay,   You're  moving  it   toward  the center 

of  the screen now and  the  earth  is  off  on  the  left side of 
our   screen.     Real   fine.     That's   good.     Hold  it   right there. 

SC What we're  thinking about  right now, 
Jerry,  is  getting a wedge angle,  about  2 degrees  their limit. 
As we  come back  the  earth  looks  pretty small  from here. 

CAPCOM Roger.     This  view from earth,  with the 
telephoto  lens  at some  97 000  nautical miles. 

SC Ken,  on  the  earth here  you're  a little 
far  out   in space.     I   think  I  must  have   the   feeling  that the 
travelers   in  the  old  sailing ships   used   to  have.     Going on 
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a very  long voyage  away  from home  and now we're  headed back 
and  I have  that  feeling of being proud  of  the  trip,  but still 
s t i 11 happy  to b e  going back home  arid__back  to our h ome___fo_r t. 
And'TFat ' s",  that ''s  richer than being right here. 

CAPCOM Roger,  Bill.     We'll  sure be glad  to get 
you  back, too. 

SC This  i«  Frank Borman.    We've  enjoyed the 
television shows  and we'd  like you  stay  tuned  in  In  the future 
because  there'll be  flights and  rendezvous  and earth orbit, 
and  then,  of  course,   there'll be  television  from  the lunar 
surface  itself,   in  the not  too  far distant  future.     So, until 
then,   I  guess   this  is   the Apollo  8  crew signing off  and we'll 
see you back on  that  good earth very soon. 

CAPCOM Roger,  Frank, adios. 
PAO So  that,  our  last  television transmission 

before  the Apollo  8 crew returns  to  earth at   128 hours, 
^ —mi nut esa t  the present  time.    And  right now we show an 
al t i tude~~aT>ove  earth of^7 073 nautical miles.    The velocity 
as  the  spacecraft,  Apollo  8,  now on  its  return  trip, a 
velocity of  6084  feet  per second.     So  at   128 hours,  6 minutes 
into  the  flight  of Apollo  8,   this   is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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FAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston,   at   128 hours 
21  minutes,   now  into   the   flight   of   Apollo   8.     The  Apollo 8 
spacecraft,   now 96   149  nautical  miles   above  Earth. Its 
velocity  now reading 6119  feet per  second  and accelerating 
as  it   returns   at   an  increasing velocity   towards   the Earth. 
Among  those  interested viewers  in Mission  Control Center 
watching   the   television pass,   or  perhaps  we   should  say passes, 
was Mrs.   Marilyn  Lovell,  along with  two children,  Jay and 
Rarbdra.     We've  had  discussion with  Apollo  8  since   that time, 
since   Hie   time  or   the   television   transmission  and  we'll pass 
along  those   conversations now. 

C/PCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Goahead. 
CAFCOM We'd   like  you   to   go  back   to  PPC. Pick 

either   attitude   that's   easiest   to   fly to. 
SC Roger.     It's   in work. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
3C Go   ahead,   Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger.     Your  PTC  attitude  ought   to be 

either  a   1045  or  a   18315.     We'd  recommend   18315.     That will 
keep  vour windows   out  of   the sun. 

SC 180, that 's right.     1   got the m mixed  up, 
didn't   I? It ' s   183x5 . 

CAPCOM Roge r. 
SC (Too much s t atic   to  be unders tood) . 
CAPCOM Apollo 8, th is   is   Houston. Y ou're un- 

readable  a ue to  background nois e . Over . 
SC How, now, Je r ry ? 
CAPCOM L o ii d and c 1 e a r. 
SC 1   say we' re starting  to stow the space- 

c ra f t   and get all   squared away an d then  be sleeping arid eating 
we'll   be all thinking  about ent ry f r om_n_ow, o n . 

CAPCOM Ko"g e r ,   F r ank And  now  that B ill's up 
we'd   like   to  get   a   redundant   components check. 

SC All   right.     he's   putting  helmets   in the 
food  boxes,   just  a  minute,   I'll  get   him  to  do   it   for you. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
CAPCOM There   is  no  great  hurry,   Frank,  we're - 
SC (interrupted) 
CAPCOM we're  mostly   interested   in   looking at 

the   secondary loops. 
That's what I was going to say.    I can't 

see  any   reason  to   check  anything  other  than  the secondary 
loop,   can you? 

CAPCOM That's affirmative. 
SC Now  in our   cabin,   the   cold  soak equipment, 

we  won't  have  any   cabin fans. 
CAPCOM Roger.     I understand. 
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SC Jerry,   this  is Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, go. 
SC Rog.     I just got on  the sextant  and now 

looking at  Texas   and  the weather  man  is   right,   it  looks like 
a pretty good day. Full of  clouds  down there,  but not bad. 

CAPCOM Real   fine, Jim. 
CAPCOM Can you see  the kids  out  in the yard 

waving 
SC 

ds   off  my roof? 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

Would you  tell  Pete Conrad  to get his 

Wi1co. 
Jim,   do you  see   the  bright  spot  out in 

the Pacific Ocean through  the sextant? 
SC I'll   try.     We  saw  it,   of   course, through 

the windows  and  through the binoculars.    I'll see  if I can 
spot it. 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Yes,   Jerry,   I   can  see   the  bright spot. 

It's   -  I guess it's  the sub solar point.     It's  off of South 
;, nerica.     It   appears   to  be  -  it   is   a  grayish  spot compared 
to  the blue waters surrounding it.     It's  undefined in diameter, 
:.hough,   I  mean,   it's   not  a  clear  round  spot  at  all,   it's just 
a raggedy one. 

CAPCOM Roger.     That  showed  up   real well  on the 
TV's picture. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     We'd  like   to delay 
that  request for a secondary  loop  check to a little better 
p o v. • 

t h a t 

3   far   as  drifting  is concerned. 
SC Fine.    We can wait  for a long time on 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

. n  the viewing 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

room. 

too 
3C 
CAPCOM 

Okay . 
Apollo 8, Houston. 
Go ahead, Houston. 
Roger.     Jim,  we've   got  some  bird watchers 

Bird watchers, huh? 
Roge r. 
Sounds   good.     Who  are they? 
Marilyn. 
Oh, well good. Say hello to her for me. 
Yes,  and she's  got a few troops with her 

Did she see  the TV,  I'm wondering? 
Affirmative.     Barbara  and  Jay  are with 

SC 
PAD 

128 hours - 

Good. 
This  is  Apollo Control,  Houston, at 

T   27  minutes   and  standing by   continuing   to monitor. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control,  Houston at   128 hours 
46 minutes  into  the  flight  of Apollo  8.     The Apollo  8 spacecraft 
at   this   time  is  94  676  nautical  miles   above   the  Earth, velocity 
at  this  time 6176  feet per second.    We have a couple of minutes 
conversation with  the   crew  that  we'd  like   to  play   to  you now. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston.     We're   replaying your 
television pictures  now.    We  can see  the  Chilean  coast and 
Florida. 

SC Very good.     That's  a pretty  good little 
-ievision  camera,   isn't it? 

CAPCOM It  sure  is.    With  the  right  filters  on it, 
it's  great.     That was  a  shook input. 

SC He must  be  a Jack of  all trades. 
CAPCOM Beautiful. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston, go. 
SC Bill would  like  to  ask  the  friendly Flight 

Surgeon's  permission  to  take  a  Seconal  so he  can sleep. 
CAPCOM Roger,   copy.    Apollo  8,  Houston,   that's a 

ves.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Roger,  before Bill  falls  asleep,  we'd like 

to have him go  ahead and do  that  secondary  evap  check now at 
anytime  at  his   convenience,   and  if we  don't happen   to be - 
we'll  monitor  it  with high  bit   rate,   just   let  us  know when you 
did it. 

SC Roger,   I'll  tell him that  evaporator check 
a t  a71 y   t irae . 

CAiCOM Roger.     Apollo  8,  Houston.    Biomed switch 
to  ti.f.   v.DF, over. 

SC Roger,   in works. 
PAO This  is  Apollo .Control ,  Houston at   128 hours 

49  minute?   into  the   flight.     We're   coming  up  on  a  change of 
shift  here  very shortly.    The black  team of  change  of shift 
briefing now scheduled  for  4:15  p.m.   in  the big auditorium. 
Our  participants  for  this  news   conference will  include Flight 
director,   Glen Lunney,  his _Re t ro f i re Officer,  Jerry Bostick, 
Major General Vincent  G.  Houston,   DOD manager  for Manned Space- 
flight  Support Operations,   and Mr.  Jerome Hammack,  Chief of 

be  Landing and Recovery Division  of  the  Manned Spacecraft 
f  nter.     And  this  is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston, at 
129 hours,  5 minutes now into the  flight Apollo 8.    Here in 
the  Mission  Control   Center   the   green   flight   control team 
coming  aboard  very  shortly.     The  previous   shift,   or our 
shift   I   should  say,   the  members   of   the   black  team currently 
briefing  their  counter parts  on what  our  status   is  as of 
this   time.     At   the   present   time   the   Apollo  8  spacecraft a 
93  527  nautical  miles   away   from  earth.     Current velocity 
reads  6221   feet  per  second  and  accelerating.    We'll switch 
now  to  some  conversations  between  our  capsule communicator, 
Jerry   Carr,   and   the  Apollo   8 spacecraft. 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8 over. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston go. 
SC Good  afternoon, Jerry. 
CAPCOM Howdy. 
SC Okay,   somebody  said  something about 

checking out   the  evaporator,   evaporators.     What  do you want 
to do? 

CAPCOM Roger.     Before  we  get   to;, far  along, we'd 
like  to  see  essentially with  the  secondary  evaporator check 
that  we  got  any   redundant   components   to check. 

SC Okay, standby. 
CAPCOM Roger.     E  Com  says   to be  sure  and let 

it  go  for  at  least  5 minutes. 
SC Roger.     Now you want   to  check out the 

primary   evaporator  also  or  did  you  decide   it's  not necessary? 
CAPCOM I   guess   it's  not   necessary, Bill. 
SC „; Okay,   secondary   glycol   loops   coming on 

the  line . ^ ' ' 
CAPCOM Roger, Bill. 

line 
SC And  the  secondary  vaps  coming on the 

CAPCOM Roger. 
SC And  it's  stabilized  the  leg,  oh, for 

about   5 minutes. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Now  Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston go. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston go. 
SC      ft,*A"r*       All   right,  what   do  you  have   in  mind here 

in  the way  of  activating  the  secondary  loop  prior  to separa- 
tion.     It  looks   like  if we  do have  a  cabin  fan problem we 
won't  be  able   to  do,   full  blowing  cold  smoke.     Is there 
anything  that we   can  do   that'll  do  any good? 

CAPCOM Well   right  now,   Bill,   in  the check 
list we're   showing   this   activation  of  about  minus   1 hour. 
Let   me  check with  ECOM  for  a  minute   and  see   if   they got 
any more words  considering  the  cabin  fan situation. 

SC Roger. 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Looks   like   a good 
time,  one hour before entry interface would be fine. 

SC v Okay,   it  won't   do   any   good (GARBLE) 
CAP COM Bill,  standby.    We've got  alot of back 

ground  noise.     Go  ahead now, Bill. 
SC Read me now, Jerry? 
CAP COM Loud   and clear. 
SC Okay,   this  cold soak is built around the 

premise   that   you've   got   a  cabin  heat  exchanger   in my view, 
and  if  you haven't  got  a  cabin heat  exchanger  I'm wondering 
just  what   you  can do? 

CAPCOM He's   thinking.     Apollo  8,  Houston. We 
think   it  will   still   do  a   little  bit   of   good   so we  just as 
soon  go  through with it. 

SC Okay.     Even  bypassing   the   suit heat 
exchanger and  that part  of  it  too, huh? 

CAPCOM That's affirmative. 
SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Also,   Bill  you're  secondary   loop is 

looking good. 
SC    r Okay,   this  jets   5   minutes,   I'll deacti- 

vate   it  now. 
CAPCOM Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8, over. 

CAPCOM  Apollo   8, Houston. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston, go. 
SC Hey,   Jerry,  when  do  you want   to crank 

up  the  VHF anyway? 
CAPCOM Roger.     VHF simplex,  well we had that 

on   the   check   list   for  about   minus   4 hours. 
SC Okay,   we wanted   to  put   it  out   prior to 

Max  Raines,   don't  you   think?     Get   an   idea when we're picking 
it up? 

CAPCOM Roger.     Standby   Bill,  we'll  talk about 
it. 

PAO This   is  Apollo   Control,  Houston. Well 
that's   the   first we've  heard   from Lunar Module  Pilot, Bill 
Anders   for a while.     He was,   obviously,  pre-occupied during 
the   television  pass.     And  at   20,   uh,   129  hours,   11 minutes 
into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8,   this  is  Apollo  Comtrol, Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston.    We are 
breaking shift  at  this  time.     Flight Di£ec£oj, Clifford 
(^Laxlesworth and his  green team are now aboard.    We do want 
to  announce  again  that  the  change  of  shift  briefing for 
Glen Lunney,   Flight Director,   Is  scheduled  for 4:15  pm and 
at  129 hours  12 minutes  into the flight of Apollo 8 this is 
Apollo  Control at Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   Is  Apollo  Control  at   130 hour9 
24  minutes  during our  change  of  shift  press  briefing now, 
the   crew has  been  primary   involved  in  some   guidance and 
navigation activities  onboard  the spacecraft.     Frank Borman 
reported  that  Bill Anders  is  sleeping at   the  present time 
and  at  the  present  time  our  spacecraft  is   traveling at a 
speed of  6,417  feet  per second  our  current  altitude is 
88,706  nautical miles  and  this  is  how  the  conversation has 
been   going  up  to now. 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go ahead. 
Roger,  entry  interface  minus  4 hours 

for   the   VHF.     That   is   about   1:42 GET. 
Roger,   thank you. 
The  next  voice  you hear will be  that of 

is right 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

just about 
SC 
CAPCOM 

the  smiling Irish 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

Man 
Outs tanding. 
Apollo  8,   Houston. Over. 
Go ahead. 
Good morning, James. 
Oh,   it's   Michael McCollums is it Good 

morning   to you. 
CAPCOM Righto  and we're  looking at your pitch 

FDU   readout   down  here  arid  looks   to  us   like  you  are about 
25  degrees  off  the   180  for your PTC  and we were  just wondering 
how come? 

SC We've  been   looking  at   that too. 
keep;   wiring oil   in  pitch  for some  reason  just before 
yaw.     I  was   just  about   ready   to   go  back   to   it again, 
to  go  back  one   time  and  I  was  just  seeing  how   far she 
drift.     Ithought  it  would  drift   out   a ways   and  come back 
by   itself  bvt  it   is  not   doing  it.     We'll  get  back there 

Houston,   Apollo   8,   we  are   in the 
Bias   check   then we will  go   to P23 

Okay,   thank  you, Frank. 
Houston,   Apollo 8. 
Apollo  8,   Houston, GO. 
We  like  to have  the  PTC Attitude 

req ui remen t s. 
Roger,Frank,  standby. Apollo 
Go   ahead. 
Any   time  you want   to start 

itself 
SC 

of   doing  the  Trunion 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

comply  with P23 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

is   just fine. 
SC 

to  know how our 
CAPCOM 
SC 

It 
the 
I had 
would 

process 

to 

Okay,   I  was   just checking, 
thermal   control  was   going before 

Apollo  8,  Houston, over. 
Go  ahead Houston,  Apollo 8, 
Say,  your   temperatures are 

on 

I 
we 

8, Houston, 

those P23's 

wanted just 
left 

looking good CAPCOM 
Frank. The it; is still a differential temperature between 
quads  but  nothing  that  would  cause  us  in  this  weather to 
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CAPCOM worry  about   just  a  plain thing. 
SC Roger, understand. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 
SC Go ahead. 
CAPCOM Thank  you,   Jim.     We've  been   looking at 

these  stars  that we  gave  you  this   time  for P23.     It looks 
like   the  second  star  number   11   has   a   trunnion   angle   right out 
to  the  limit  about  49.7  degrees  and we're  thinking  it might 
be   a  good   idea  to  switch   to  star   1  which  has   a  much smaller 
Trunnion  angle.    What  do you think star   1  is Alpheratz. 

SC Fine  with   me.     I  would  just   as soon 
take star  1. 

CAPCOM Okay,   that   will  be   then   in   place of 
star   11,  star  1  and  in  place  of  lunar  far horizon, lunar 
near horizon  and   it   remains   2  sets over. 

SC Roger,  star   1,   lunar near horizon  2 sets 
CAPCOM Thank  you.     Apollo   8,   Houston, over. 

Apollo 8,  Houston, over. 
SC Read  you,   Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Roger,   fine.     Golden  fingers  there is 

getting  so  swift  we  missed  some  marks   on  the   down  link. I 
wonder  if you hand  recorded  them could you  read us  your 3 
marks  Trunnion  angles,   your  3 Trunnion  angles  on star 2 and 
the   last  4  Trunnion  angles   on  star   1, over. 

SC ... angles 
CAPCOM Standby,  we're  not   reading you good 

enough  so we will wait  until  you get better  omul . 
SC That  ought  to be  a good one. 
CAPCOM That   is   a  good  one.     Loud  and clear. 
SC Okay,  star  2 Trunnion  angle  first one 

05245,  second one  05243,  next  one  05241,   last  4 Trunnion angles 
04133,  04133,  04132, 04132. 

CAPCOM Thank you kindly. 
SC Can  you  give  me  some   idea  on   the updates 

from   the   midcourse   that  we  might  need  and   all   that good 
a tuff. 

CAPCOM Yeah, sure can, Frank, standby.    Apollo 8, 
Houston, over. 

SC Go ahead, Mike. 
CAPCOM Okay,  we're  predicting  at  the nominal 

time  of  your  next  midcourse  which  is  entry  interface minus 
2  hours,  we're  predicting  1 . 4"~ftrot:  per second burn which 
changes  your  gamma at  entry  interface by  a  tenth  of  a degree. 
Right now with no  further maneuvers  your  gamma is  minus 6.39 
degrees  and we're  going  to steepen  it  up  very  slightly to 
hit   the   center  of   the   target   line   and   it  will  be  after the 
maneuver minus  6,51 over. 

SC Very good. 
CAPClii Anything else  you want   like that? 
SC No   I  just wondered we  hadn't  heard whether 

we were  going  to do  it  or not. 
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SC Let me  get  the pad data and we'll get 
it  all out here. 

CAPCOM Yeah,  we'll be  sending  the  pad data up 
to you in  about  another 2  hours,   Frank.    About   132  hours GET. 

SC Okay,  We,  this will be  the  last set of 
star sightings we do now nominally  and even if we loose 
COMM,  we'll  just  come  on  in with we got. 

CAPCOM Okay,   Frank. 
SC Incidentally  that  COMM has  been fan- 

tastic.     I  don't know how you've  heard  us  but  boy, it's 
just  like  you are next  door even  in  lunar distance. 

CAPCOM Yeah,   it has   really been great with rare 
exceptions  when you  are  on  a bad OMNI  right before you 
switch  and we  get  an  awful  lot  of  background noise,  but in 
general  it  has  been excellent  and boy, we are  really thankful 
for  it because  reading all  these  updates would be bad news 
with bad COMM as you know. 

SC Right.     Say,  Mike,  have  you noticed 
the  confidence  the  Captain has  in his navigator? 

CAP COM He  hasn't  called you Gold  Finger yet. 
SC No,  he  is  disregarding anything  I can 

do.    We're  coming in anyway. 
CAPCOM I  expect  he  is   right on  that point. 
SC Well,  back  to  the drawing board. As 

usual, we are all pooped. I've got Bill sleeping now and 
then Jim and I will go off just as soon as we get through 
with  these stars. 

CAPCOM Well,  you're  sounding  real  good and 
you are  doing good work. 

SC Thank you. 
PAO This  is  Apollo Control.     That brings 

us  up with  the  conversation  as   they  developed during the 
press   conference.     We'll  continue   to  stand  by  briefly for 
any  life  communications  that  develop with  the crew. 

END  OF TAPE 
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This is Apollo Control at  131 hours 
Our  current  spacecraft  velocity  at  this time 

PAO 
19 minutes 
is  6567 feet per second,  and we're  at  an altitude of  85 284 
nautical  miles.     Since  our  previous   report,   it's  been very 
quiet here in the Mission Control Center.    Most of the 
activity has  involved  checking,   double  checking figures, 
and beginning preparation  to pass  up  the information to 
the  crew  that  they will need  for  theix finj1 mid-course 

2 hours prior  to entTry\    We^ve ha"ct~one or 
with  the  spacecraft. We'll 
by  for  any  live conversation 

correction, at 
two very brief 
pick  those up 
that   develops . 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

hours prior 
conve rsat ions 

and  then stand 

we'd   like  for you to 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
* Go  ahead,  Houston, Apollo 

Roger,   Frank.     If you get 
read us  down your trunnion 

8. 
a chance to, 
calib ration 

number.     We missed  that  one  on  the  down link  and we have 
an update  for your passive  thermal  control attitude. 

The trunnion calibration are all zeros 
Roger. Thank you and on page 2104 the 

read 0 Pitch and 45 degrees Yaw. Over. 
0 Pitch and 45 degrees that1s 2104. 
Roger, and we'd like some PRD readings 

up  and around. 
Let  that  slip. 

PTC should 

SC 
CAP COM 

attitudes 
SC 
CAPCOM 

for  those (garble) 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

45  degrees Yaw. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

0 Pitch  45 Yaw,  it is. 
Roger.     Thank you. 
I'm asking (garbled) 
That's  affirmative Frank 0 Pitch 

My PRD 
2 . 85 

now  reads 2.85 

END OF TAPE. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control,  Houston at 
13*2 hours,  9 minutes,    Apollo  8  is  at  an altitude  1,   or rather, 
82   111  nautical miles  and our  current  velocity  is  6712 feet 
per second.     It  continues  to be  very quiet  here  in Mission 
Control  and  aboard  the  spacecraft.     We've had one  or two 
very brief  conversations with  the  crew and we're anticipating 
a  call 'up  to  the  spacecraft,  shortly,   from Mike  Collins, so 

'11 pick  that  up  and  then  stay tuned. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Radio check, 
SC This  is  8,   loud and  clear, hello, 
CAPCOM Well,   you're   loud  and  clear, Jim, 

to  get your PRD reading    where we  can  dock you up 

we 

like 

over. 

I'd 
and 

oa  flight plan change we're  suggesting on  page  2-107 when 
you re 

up and 

now if 

'light 

to 

is 

re ady 
SC 
my PRD 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
he's  asleep. 
SC 
p1an change. 
CAPCOM 

copy . 
Roger. Standby, 

reading .15. 
Roger,   I  understand, .15. 
And  I'll bet  that - 
That's  okay,   don't bother 

I'm the only person 

them right 

Houston,  Apollo 8.    Go ahead with your 

Okay,  Jim, 
you delete  that P-52 mending that 

attitude . 
alignment is necessary. One is 
anyway, And aleo, on that same 
begin   cabin  cold  soak. Over. 

On page 2-107 
and  j us t  s t ay 

Your platform if  real  good and we don't 
coming up 
page we'd 

we re recom- 
in PTC 

feel that 
again at 139 hours 
like  to  delete the 

SC 
cold soak and will 

CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 

send  up   these updates 
CAPCOM 

them  together now. 
SC 
CAP COM 

please  go  to  POO and 
SC 
CAP COM 

Righto! Will delete the begin cabin 
delete  the P-52. 

Okay,   thank you. 
Roger,  Apollo 8. 
Roger,  Mike. Are 
at   132 hours? 
Yes, affirmative., 

This is Houston. Over, 
you still planning to 

Jim.    We  re getting 

slant 

We got, 
up da te 
course 

Roge r. 
Apollo  8,   this is 

accept,  Jim,  and we 
We're   ready   for you 
Okay.    Sending up a 

Houston. 
'11 send 

Would you 
you a P-27 

state vector  to LM 

convience 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
the P-27 
to th-.; M 
corre c 

oyer, 

Apollo  8,   this   is   Houston. Over. 
_.G(j, ahead, Houston. 

Roger,  Jim.     You can 
in and verified.     It was a 

f.w clock,   and I'm standing by  for the mid- 
ion  number 7  and  the  entry pass  at you're 

go back to block 
state vector 
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SC 
number  7 . 

CAPCOM 
for  S,   D,   and N. 
app 1 i c ab le .     1 4 

0 1 

It ' 
4 4 

Roger, standby. Go ahead with midcourse 

Okay,  midcourse  correction number  7 RCS 
3 
5 

1, 
7 9 

plus  0  0 0  u   l, are 
SC 
CAP COM 

0 0  0   1  9   1  0  0  0 1 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

1 started  to copy 
number sequence. 

CAPCOM 
applicable  and then 

I ' ve 
and 

6,  0,  0,  not  applicable. not 
9  minus  0 0  0  14 plus  five 0's 
me  so  f ar,  ove r. 
with you. 

4 0 0 0 not applicable 
4  5  0 - 
it , hold  it,  Mike. 

you with 
Roger, 
Good.   0 0 0   3 0 

400400014 
Hey,  Mike, hold 
Okay, holding. 
You  said  not  applicable   for  AJ   and HB 

it  down and  then  I  didn't  get  the right 
Did you  skip   down   to what? BG? 

No,   let's  go back  to  apogee  is not 

from there 
a burn 

the numbers 
delta V and 

again 
then 

I  just  start reading 
got  a perigee and  then a 

time  and so  forth. Over, 
SC Okay.     I  didn't hear a 

the  HP   and   I  only  got   four  numbers  off  of it 
start with HP again. 

Okay.    Going back  to apogee not applicable 

plus or minus 
so  could you 

on 

CAPCOM 
Perigee plus 0 0 19 1. And 
That was  my  mistake, over. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Okay, 

you weren t hearing anything, 

14  0     remarks: 
miles ,   over. 

SC 
31600 not applicable, 
with me ? 

CAPCOM 
SC 

perigee in 
picking up with DELTA-V. 0 0 0 
P-30  equals  plus  22.2 nautical 

Roger. Midcourse number 7 RCS, GNM, 
not  applicable,   144455799,   are you 

I  m with you. 
Minus  00014,  plus  all  zeros,  plus 00001 

000304000,  not  applicable,  plus 001910001400400014450459225 
Charla,  up  236000,  plus'0813,  minus   16 50312202363011464641 
(Garbled)   308209357,  HP  and P-30  are  the  22.2 nautical miles. 

CAPCOM That's  all  correct,  Jim,  and  I  have the 
entry pad  at your convenience. 

SC Okay,   Roger,   Standby  a minute.     Ready to 
copy,   Mike. 

CAPCOM Okay.    Entry pad.     Area  is mid-Pacific 
3571523591462913268 plus  0813 minus   16 5030683622165112202363 
0 114646 1300 28,  not  applicable  four  times,  in  other words, 
DL Max,   Dl  Min,   VL  Max,   and  VL Min,   and  all  not applicable, 
starting with  B040002070025033. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM 00265  0333 0816   16 0590   312  and your 
vortex star is Zetapersa, which is half way between Mirfak and 
Aldebaran, up 165 right 34 up remarks is non exit EMS pattern. 
Over. 

SC (Garble)  entry as  follows  mid Pacific. 
357  152  359   1A6 2913 268 plus 0813 minus   16503 068 36221 
651   12202   36301   146  4613 0028 NA 4  times,  stereo  400 0207 
0025  0333  0816   16 0590  312  Zetapersa up   165  right  34 up 
ard  remarks  use  non exit  and  EMS  pattern.     And Zetapersa 
is  between Mirfak  and Aldebaran,   and (garble) 

CAPCOM Okay,   that's  real good. 
SC We certainly don't waste much  time in 

getting  down  to   throat  deploy,   do we? 
CAPCOM Roger.    That's true. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 
3 8 minutes 
spacecraf t 
then stand 

This   is   Apollo  Control  at   132 hours 
At  the  present  time,  we're   in  touch with the 
We'll pick up  that  conversation  for you and 

by   to  follow it  as  it develops. 

to do 
1 "< y , and the 
P-i7 about 8 
into   the tig 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

an eraseable 
reason we'd 
hours ago, 
and   got that 

Apollo  8, Houston. 
Go  ahead, Houston. 
Roger.   Jim.     In your 

memory   dump   again, like 

Ove r 

computer,  we  d like 
we  did  the other 

like  to  do  it  is  when you did that 
and  remember you put  that  El time 

koodo thing. We'd  like to we 
don't   think   there's   anything  in   the  world wrong with it 
We 
we 
day , 
here 

think everything is just perfect inside the computer, but 
d   like   to  do  an  eraseable   dump   as  we  did   the other 

it  bit  by  bit.     Give   us   something  to  do down through g° 
Ove r. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

you're  ready to 
SC 
CAPCOM 

then  read out 
0 0 0 0, and then if it's not, I 
for getting it to 10 000. If it 
then Verb  74  Enter and  that will 

and 
10 000 - 1 
procedure s 
we expect, 
Over. 

SC Roger. 
CAPCOM Apollo 

that now at your convenience 
reading 10 000 but would you 
until we  get our 

SC 
CAP COM 

Could  you switch 
'CAPCOM 

CAP COM 
SC 

commun i ca t ion 
CAPCOM 

for  the dump. 
SC 
CAPCOM 

and  it's your 
SC 

Okay.     Any   t ime. 
And  I  have   the  procedures  for you when 

copy . 
Go ahead. 
Okay.    Verb  01  Noun  01  Enter  333 Enter, 

register  1  and  that  register  1  should be 
can give you 
is 10 000 as 
do  the  dump. 

When  do you want it? 
8,   you  can   do   the   first part 
to  verify   that   register   1 is> 
hold  up  on  the  dump, itself, 

ground stations   configured,  please. Over 
Will  do - wait . 
Jim,  we're   getting noisy   down here, 

the   antenna, please? 
Thank you, sir. 
That  works  pretty well,   doesn't it? 

of 

on 

at the 
Not bad. 

Mo on , too. 
Apollo   8, 

Verb  74 enter at 
Roge r. 
Apollo 8, 

computer. Thank 
Roge r. 

I  was   amazed  at   such good 

Houston.     We're configured 
your convenience. 

Hous t on 
you. 

the  dump  is complete 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control,   Houston,   at   133 hours 
12  minutes.     At   this  point  Apollo  8  is   traveling  at  a velocity 
of   69 14   feet  per  second,   and  our   current   altitude   reading is 
77  946 nautical miles.    We've  just  heard  from Bill Anders for 
the   first  time  in  about   3 hours.     Bill has been  getting some 
rest   and we  anticipate   at   this   time  both  Borman  and  Lovell are 
resting while  Bill  is  on watch.    We'll pick  up  that conversation 
for  you now. 

sc Houston,  Apollo  8, over. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     Apollo   8,   this is 

Houston, over. 
SC Good  morning,   Mike.     We  had  a little chan ge 

of   the   guard here 
CAPCOM You  sound  real  bright  eyed  and bushy tailed. 

How's   it   going up there ? 
SC Re al  great. 
CAP COM Apollo  8,   Houston,   how  about   giving u s a 

countdown  to PRO reading, over? 
SC Fine . 
CAPCOM Just  on you,   Bill.     We  got  the other I: w o 

while  you were  sacked out. 
SC The   one   that   I  have  now  and   the   one t hat 

Jim  took  off with is   obviously  broken,   it's   still   at ,64. 
CAPCOM Okay,   thank  you.     Apollo   8,   Hpus ton, over. 

Roger,   Bill  on  your  PTC  attitude,   we're   requesting  a pitch 
angle   9,   and we're   showing you  about   27  degrees   pitch and 
increasing, over. 

SC Roger,   I've   been   trying   to work  it down 
though . 

CAPCOM Now  run  your   drive,   that's all. 
SC I  have   to  every  now  and   then  just to 

square   this thing away.     Mike,   I'll  just   give   you my status 
here  before   the   rest  of   them go   to  alseep.     Had  about   3 hours 
sleep,   another  meal,   and  everybody's   doing fine. 

CAPCOM Roger,   Bill,   thank you. 
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PAO This, is  Apollo  Control,  Houston, at 
134 hours,   11  minutes  and  at   the  present   time  our spacecraft 
velocity  is   7123  feet  per second.     Our  current altitude 
reading  is   73 952  nautical miles.     Since  our  last report 
we've  had virtually no  conversations with  the spacecraft 
with   the  exception  of   a  short  communications   check  put in 
by  Mike   Collins   a   few  minutes   ago  and  a  terse   "Roger" back 
from  Bill  Anders.     There   is   nothing  showing  on   the flight 
plan  at   this   time.     No  scheduled  activities.     And both, 
Frank  Borman  and  Jim  Lovell  are   scheduled   to be   getting some 
rest  at  this   time.    We'd  like  to  at   this  point,   repeat some 
of   the   figures   that  were   passed  out   earlier   today   at our 
change   of   shift  briefing  on   the  sequence  of  events   at re- 
entry.     We   at   the   present   time   show   12  hours   33 minutes 
55  seconds  until  entry  interface.     That  event will  occur at 
a  ground  elapse   time   of   146  hours   46  minutes   13 seconds 
approximately,   and we  anticipate   there   could  be  some change 
'n   that  number   following  our   final  midcourse   correction which 
.s  to  come  about  2  hours  prior  to en£xy_  interface. Blackout 

w o u 1_d__n omi njyj.x2j>e g 1 n" wTt h  the  current  trajectory  at   146 _hjsurs 
46 minutes   38 secorTdlT,   and  it would  last  about  3 minutes . 
They  woufa  come   out  of  blackout  at   146  hours   49  minutes   4 1 sec- 
onds.     Our  drogue   chutes,   the   2   16-172   Foot  diameter conical 
ribbon  chutes,   that  give   the spacecraft  its  initial stabilization 
and  slow it  down prior  to main  chute  deploy.    And  that event 
would   come   at   146  hours  54  minutes   27  seconds.     We would 
be  on  the  drogue  chutes   for about  47  seconds  and  then the 
main   chutes  would   deploy  at   146  hours   55  minutes   14 seconds. 
Our  nominal  splash   time  would be   147 hours  0 minutes and 
11   seconds.     At   134  hours   14  minutes   into   the   flight of 
Apollo  8,   this   is  Mission  Control, Houston. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo  Control,   134 hours  54 minutes 
into  the   mission.     At   the  present   time we   are  some   11 hours 
52   minutes   from  the   time   of   reentry.     Apollo   8   is traveling 
at  a  speed  of   7289  feet  per second  and  the  current altitude 
of   the   spacecraft   is   70  989  nautical  miles.     Since  our last 
report,  we've  had very  little  communication with  the spacecraft. 
We'll  play back  for you what  communication we  have  had and 

for  any  calls  to  the  spacecraft  or  any calls 
spacecraft. 

Apollo  8S  Houston.     Apollo  8,  Houston, over, 
is   Houston,   over.     Apollo   8,   this   is Houston, 

then  stand by 
down  from the 

CAP COM 
Apo11o   8 .   t h i i 
over. 

SC 
CAPCOH 

wasn 
me ? 

i g  here for 

Roger,   Mike,   how  do  you read? 
I  read you  loud  and  clear now,  Bill. I 

a  couple  of  calls.     How do you read 

I 
down . 

had my hands  full;   I was  putting something 
read  y ou fine. 

GAPCOM Okay,   understand.     If   it'll  be   any help 
to  you  in  your  PTC  driving we've   computed   that  as  you look 
out   plus   X  in   the  COAS   or  just  out   the  window,   you should 
be   pointed   rig ht 
toe   don't  know   >f 
you   might enjoy 
under control. 

at  Acrux when  you're   in   a  perfect   PTC attitude, 
that's   a  help   to  you  or not,   but  we thought 
rving  an   alternate  mode   of  keeping  the attitude 

to  have   to  move 
CAP COM 

you  might   appr e 

anyway 

tne 
the 
and 
t o o 
here 

Okay,   from ray 
.crux  a  little bit. 

'*!.]) ,  what ever 
a f e  V n owin g. 

J Ml   give   it   a  try, Mike. 
Csn  you  see   it   all right? 
Yeah,   I   think  so. There's 

Apollo   8,   do you read? 
Go  ahead, Bill. 
Actually  Mike,   it's   so  easy   to  do   it with 

reasonable  sloppy   limit   that   it's  hardly worth 
jot  way   up   in   the   seat   to   look   out   the COAS 

it's  enough   light   in   the   cockpit  where   the  star  really isn't 

C AP COM 
S C 

Kouston 
CAPCCM 
SC 

8 - B a ; 1   v i t h 
t r o u b 1 e   <- o s 

present  position we  re going 

you   think.     We  just though! 

star out there 

• a s y t c 3 e e 
'vhere   you i 

CAPCOM 
SC 
:APCOM 

a "Cotsya^on 
SC 
PAO 

>   I'm  kind o 
;ee   the rest 

Okay . 
I thought 
We 11  now, 

Cap   Com  and  FAO. 
Give you a little warning next time 
This   is   Apollo  Control.     It appears 

Sow 

inclined to use the IFR technique 
of   the   instrument panel. 

you were  an  all weather pilot, 
you  just  caused  "flight"   down here to ge 

that 
we will have no further conversations at this point, 
we'll   take   the   circuit  down  at   134  hours   58 minutes. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control at  135 hours 
39 minutes and it continues  to be very quiet here in Mission 
Control and aboard  the spacecraft.    There are no scheduled 
flight plan activities  at  this  time.    Two of our Three crew 
men are continuing in a.sleepful  rest period.    Bill Anders 
is  awake and minding the duties  aboard the spacecraft while 
Frank Borman  and Jim Lovell  catch  up  on  their sleep.     At the 
present  time Apollo 8 is  traveling at  a speed of  7,480 feet 
per second and current  altitude  is  67,744 nautical miles. 
The  clock here  in Mission Control has been counting toward 
reentry now shows  11 hours 6 minutes prior  to that event. 
This  is   the  commhnXcfaTTdTrs we—ttave trail with Anders  in the 
past 45 minutes  or so  then we will stand by  for any live 
conve rs at ion. 

CAPCOM Apollo 6 >  Houston.    We will be changing 
the  antennas  in  3 minutes.     You can expect  a COMM ... 

SC Okay, Mike. 
CAPCOM Apollo 8,  Houston.    Can you switch us 

to OMNI   ...  please.     Thank you sir. 
PAO That brings  us  up  to date with the 

conversations with Anders  over the  last 45 minutes  or so 
since  our previous  announcement.    At  the present  time here 
in  the Mission Control  Center the large center display map 
of  the world with  the spacecraft  ground  track on it we're 
beginning to see a gradual effect of  the increase in earth's 
gravitation influence on the spacecraft.    That ground 
track now beginning  to swing slowly northward and we'll 
see  it between now and  reentry swing even more northward 
and it will actually reverse  its direction as the space- 
craft  plunges back  toward Earth.    It doesn't appear that 
we are going to have any further conversation with the 
spacecraft at  this  point.    Werll  continue  to monitor and 
come back up periodically with status  reports  and in the 
event  that we have  any significant  communications  from the 
crew.    This  is Apollo Control at 135 hours 43 minutes 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control   136  hours  04 min- 
utes  into  the  flight  of  Apollo  8.     At   the  present   time, we're 
in  conversation with  the  crew.     Frank Borman just  came  on the 
line  and  indicated  that he  had  gotten some  sleep  and was now 
joining Anders.     Apparently  Jim Lovell  is  still  sleeping at 
this   time.     We'll  pick  up   that   conversation  and  stand  by to 
foilow  i t. 

SC Houston,   Apollo  8.     Are  you  still there? 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,   this   is  Houston.     Go ahead. 

Ove r . 
SC I  was  just  seeing  if  you were   still there, 

Mike.     The  Old  Grey  Eagle   is   taking  over  show here. 
CAPCOM Which  one   of them? 
SC We'll  settle   for chief. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Roger,   Bill.     We  had  an  eraseable memory 

dump  a  few hours  back.     I   think  it was while  you were asleep, 
but   anyway  we've   checked  the  computers   and  eraseable memory 
bit  by  bit   and  everything  agrees   100  percent. Over. 

SC Mighty   fine.     Glad  to  hear  it Mike. 
Thank you. 

CAPCOM Rog.     Are  you   going  to brief  Frank on 
your   tape   recorder  before  you  go  to sleep? 

SC He  can't  handle  it.     It's   too complicated. 
CAP COM Roger.   
PAO Th is  is  Mission Control.     At   the present 

time,   our  spacecraft  velocity   is   7598  feet   per  second, and 
we're  traveling now at  an altitude  of  65  851 nautical miles. 
Noting  that   the  velocity   is  beginning  to  increase  more rapidly 
now and  our  altitude  decrease.     At  the present  time we show 
10  hours   39  minutes  25  seconds  until  entry  interface. We'll 
continue   to  stand  by  briefly   for  any  more   conversation from 
the crew. 
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had h ave 
some 

V e r y 
At the 

nautical 
We have 

Jvnauic s 

FAO This   is   Apollo  Control   at   136 hours 
52  minutes.     Since  our  past   report   activity  here   in Mission 
Control  and  on  the  spacecraft  has  been  minimal. We 
a  few  communications   checks  with   the  spacecraft and 
routine  housekeeping  chores  being done  by   the crew, 
little   flight  plan  activity   scheduled  at   this time, 
present   time,   Apollo   8   is   at   an  altitude   of   62 413 
miles   and  our  velocity   reads   7825   feet  per second, 
one  bit   of   interesting  information   from our flight 
officer,   which  illustrates   the   rapid  velocity   increase  we will 
see   as   the   spacecraft   nears   earth   in   its   final  hour   of flight. 
Beginning  at   145  hours   41   minutes,   or  about   1   hours   prior to 
entry  interface,  we will   have   a velocity   of   18  013   feet per 
second.     During   the  next  hour  as   the  spacecraft   closes on 
earth   from  an  altitude   of   some   10   445   nautical  miles, our 
velocity will  just   about   double   reaching  36220   feet   per second 
We   saw  much  the   same  sort   of   thing  happen  as   our spacecraft 
neared   the  moon.     Where   in   the   final  hour or 
we  saw   the  dramatic   increase   in   velocity and 
earth,  we  are  seeing   the  same   sort  of thing, 
until   just  about   the   last   hour  of   flight and 
increase   in  velocity   from   18  013   feet   per  second   to   36 220 
We  have   a  brief  bit   of   conversation  on   tape   from  the past 
45  minutes   or  so.     We  will  play   that   back   for  you  now and 

briefly   for  any   live conversation. 

so   of flight, 
now   returning to 

A gradual buildup 
then  that dramatic 

will  stand by 
CAP COM 

omn i, please, 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

is  Houston.     Ove r. 
SC 
CAP COM 

antennas   in   about a 
b reak   then. 

SC 
CAPCOM 
you calling 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

Apollo  8,   Houston.     Give   us   a different 

Thank you 
Apollo   8 , 

sir. 
lious ton 

Go ahead, Michael. 
Roger we are going 
minute   and   a half. 

Over.     Apollo  8, this 

to  switch   to ground 
You  can  expect   a coram 

Were 

Th ank you. 
Apollo  8,   this   is   Houston   through Carnarvon 

minute   ago, Frank. 
Yes,   we  are   reading you  loud   and   clear now. 
Carnarvon,   how  do  you   read  Apollo 8? 
Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston.     Reading you 

loud   and  clear  through Carnarvon. 
SC '     Hello Houston. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead, Frank. 
SC We   are   just   listening   to  all   the guys 

around   the Net. 
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CAPCOM Can  you hear them? 
SC I   could   that   time,   all   the  way from 

Carnarvon  to Texas-    How did  they  ever get  an  old maintenance 
officer on  the midnight shift? 

CAPCOM Frank,  you  are  on G0 5S  conference,   if you 
would   like   to be  brave   about it. 

SC Okay. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Omni  Bravo, please. 
CAPCOM Thank you sir. 
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PAO This   is   ApoJlo  Control   Houston  at 137 

fiours,   32   minutes.     We   continue   to  have   a  minimum  of con- 
versation  wiLh   the   crew  of   Ar olio   8.     At   this   time the 
spacecraft   is   traveling  at   a   spe'-e  of   80 2 9   feet   per second 
and   our  altitude   reading has   just   now  dropped  b c1<;w  60 000 
nautical   miles,   now   re ad in,,   5 9   317  nautical   in lies.     We do 
have   a  small   amount   of   con ve r ■■;■:> t. i on  which   we  will  play back 
for  you   now   and   stand   by   to   pick   up   live   anything that 
follows . 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston, over. 

Apollo   8,   this   is   Houston, over. 
SC Have   you  nor iced "now   '! c n g  I've stayed 

locked  in   this   i'TC mode? 
CAPCOM Just   about   an   hour   and   a  quarter looks 

like, Frank. 
SC I  haven't   e v e n   touched  the   hand control- 

here   for  about   20  minutes,   the   test  just  moved  outside that 
zero,   I've  never  seen   it   like   t h i r-   Ie f o r e .     Be   s u r e     r. d have 
your   troop   give   rre   a   call   if   it   gets   close   to   g i rr.b a 1 like 
Williams,   i ' m snoozing  a   little  b i I  now   and  then  up  1; ere. 

CAPCOM Yes,   we  sure  will, Frank. 
SC Thank  you.     Arid   ii   you'd  switch the 

antennas   you'd   really  be   good   guys - 
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CAP COM This  is Apollo Control,  Houston, at 
138 hours,   18 minutes.    Since our last report some 40 minutes 
ago, we've had no conversations with the spacecraft. Our 
flight plan shows no activities at  this  time.    We expect 
that both Jim Lovell and Bill Anders are getting some sleep. 
Frank Borman is  on the watch at  the present.    And our space- 
craft vital statistics, here  comes  the velocity and altitude 
are  now 8,309  feet  per second  for velocity and 55,817 
nautical miles  is  our current  altitude.    At  138 hours, 19 
minutes,  this  is Apollo Control. 
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CAP   COM This   is  Apollo  Control,   Houston, at 
138 hours   57  minutes,   and  at   the  present   time   our spacecraft 
is  at  an  altitude  of  52,745  nautical  miles,   traveling at 
a speed  of  8,563  feet per second.     We  heard  from Bill Anders 
aboard   the  spacecraft   a  short while  ago,   and   Dill informed 
us  that  there  had been  a  change  of watch,   that  he  had relieved 
Frank  Borir.an.     We  will  play   that   conversation  back   for you, 
and  then  stand  by   for  any   further  communications   from the 
spacecraft. 

CAP  COM Apollo   8,   Houston. Over. 
SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Just  a  check  on  the  radio and 

if  its  practical,  biomed switch   left, please. 
SC Okay,   Mike.     We  had  a  crew  change in 

the watch again. 
CAP   COM Well,   that  was   quick.     Did  you decide 

you  didn't want   to  sleep   after all? 
S C Well,   it  wsi;   my decision. 
CAP  COM Yeah,   that's  what  I figured. 
CAP   COM Apollo  8,   Houston,  we  will be changing 

manned  antennas  in  about   two  and  a half minutes,   do you ex- 
pect  a  com gli c^h ? 

SC Roger.    We  are  going to change  it too. 
CAP   COM We're   switching  from  Carnarvon to 

Honeysuckle, Bill. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Here  in Mission Control Center at the 

present   time,  we  are   involved  in  a  change   of   shift. Our 
flight  director Milton Windier and  his   team of flight- 
controllers   are   (To m j. ng  orf^   ge 11 i"ng  up^cTat e d  on   the status 
of  the spacecraft,  crew,  and preparations  for  the re-entry. 
This   is   the   team  coming  on   that  will  be  handling   the re-entry, 
and  that  event  now scheduled  to  occur some  seven hours and 
47  minutes   from  now.     Simultaneously  with   the   change of 
shift  down here  in  the  Control  Center,  we  also began  to pick 
up   activity  in   the   flight  plan  related   to   the   final midcourse 
correction  and  re-entry.    Now we are  scheduled  to have a 
platform  alignment   in  about   15  minutes   aboard   the spacecraft, 
and  that will be  followed by  an  eat  period  for  the commander. 
The   flight  plan  shows   the   command  module   pilot   to continue 
sleeping until  about   141  hours  and at  the  present  time, it 
appears   that   Frank  Borman   and  Jim Lovell   are   resting or 
sleeping.     We will   continue   to  stand  by   for  a  short while 
for  any  further  communications  from Bill Anders,   and then 
we'll  take  the  circuit  down  if we  don't  hear any. 

CAP  COM This   is  Mission  Control,   Houston. It 
appears   that   things   are   going   to   continue  along quietly, at 
least   for   the  moment.     We would   like   to  advise   that  we will 
have   a  change   of  shift  briefing  scheduled  following this 
shift,   and we  anticipate   this  will  occur  between  2:15 and 
2:30.    This  is  Apollo Control at   139  hours  2 minutes. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control   at   139 hours 
minutes. At the present time, Apollo 8 is at an altitude 
51   198  nautical  miles   and  our  velocity   is   8  f>98  feet per 

ago we  had this 

15 
of 
second. A short while 
Bill  Ande rs . 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

be  s i gn in g off in 

conversation with 

Ove r. 

Your  Green  Team will 

Apollo 8, Houston 
Go ahead, Houston 
Roger.     Apollo 8. 
few minutes   and  before  we  do, Charlesworth 

and   the   rest  of  us would  like   to  say we have  enjoved   it, and 
look   forward   to  seeing you back   in  Houston. Over. 

SC 
You  guys  are really 

CAPCOM 
SC 

old  Cliff  adios for 
CAPCOM 

We  have sure 
doing  a good 
(garbled) We 
Okay,   Mike. 
me . 
Sure will. 

enjoyed it too, Houston 
job. We appreciate it. 
will be seeing you Bill 
We  will  see   you Buddy. Tell 
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CAP COM 
minutes, and 
We're 48,000 
per second, 
bits  and pieces 

Apollo  Control here  at   139  hours 52 
a  good,   good morning  from  the  maroon team, 
miles  from home,  moving at nearly 9,000 feet 
And  in  the  last  half hour we have had these 

of  conversation with  the crew.    Among other 
items  of  interest,  Jim Lovell  awakened,  which you may already 
know.    He  awakened a  little bit  earlier  than his planned 
seven hour sleep  period,  he-was  awake  at   least  a half an 
hour  ago.     Here's  our  recorded conversation. 

Ap o 11 o 8 , 
Go ahead, 
Apollo  8, 

Hous ton. 
Hous ton. 
we'd  like  to have 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

you get  a P52  going here,  we'd  like  to have 
the  optics  and read 
collect  a little 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

shoot ? 
CAP  COM This   goes back 

we  had prior to LOI.    Might see if 
we're  getting down here compare 
Not  a  current  problem as  far as 

SC Okay. 
CAP  COM Apollo   8, Houston 
SC Go  ahead, Houston 

you, before 
review all 

us  the  mechanical CTU, 
data for troubleshooting. 

Roger.     S tand  by . 
I   got you. 
What questions  are you 

you 
we're  trying to 

trying to trouble- 

to some  of  the problems 
the  softwear readouts 

with  the mechanical readouts, 
we  know. 

CAP COM 
mechanical CTU's 
like 

Okay . 
there now. 

Why don't 
and then 

you j us t 
it looks 

you  re ready 
SC 

j us t  a minute. 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

deep sleep, 
about  like 1 

CAP COM 
SC 

it  is reading 
CAP COM 

zero  on  that shaft 
SC 

shaft. 
CAP COM 
SC 
SC 

sleep. 
CAP COM 

to  go ahead with  the P52. 
Okay,  we'll get squared 

read me the 
from the ground 

away here in 

S tand 
100 . 

ab out 

Good morning, captain. 
Good morning, sir. 
This will  be a piece  of  stew out  of a 

by   one.     Trunion  mechanical  CQ looks 

Roge r. 
And  the  shaft  mechanical OCU  looks like 
400 below  zero,  which  is  about 364. 
Understand,  Jim.    That  is  400 below 
is   that affirm? 
Yes.     Stand by  one.     About   35996  on the 

Okay , 
Okay . 
I always 

You can go ahead with P52 now 

said you did better in your 

Apollo  8, Houston 
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SC Go ahead 
CAP COM Okay, 

on the service module RCS 
go ahead and activate the 
propellant. 

H o u ston. 
It   looks   like we're  getting down 

to  the  place where we  ought to 
secondary  service  module RCS 

SC 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

For  the pitch, 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

further away? 
CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 
SC 

cloudy side to 
CAP COM 

Delta which are 
numbers, next 

Okay.     S t and by . 
Apollo  8, Houston 
Go ahead. 
Okay.    We've got 

180,   for  the  yaw, 315. 
Roger.    Yaw, 315. 
Roger.     And  pitch 180 
Okay.     Can't  you pick 

a new PPC attitude 

one  a little 

Not  in  our normal sphere. 
Ken ,   this   is Jim. 
Go ahead. 
Aren't  we  still a  little high  on the 

activate  the secondary? 
Negative.    We  have quad Bravo  and quad 

getting  right  down,  according  to  the calculatrf 
to where we will be activating  them. The 

numbers you  are  reading are  going  to be  a  little  bit high, 
but   the  computer data  on  the  ground shows   that  you have 
about   134  pounds  in  Bravo and  Delta,   and  about 130 
is where  you ought  to be on  the secondary. 

sc Okay,  Roger.     We will  activate the 
secondary  and  turn off  the primary. 

Okay.     It's  just  to keep  you  from running 

pounds 

CAP COM 
one  of  them hot. 

SC 
CAP COM 

Roge r. 
Roge r. 

It  s  just  to keep you 

Secondary activation, 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This  is Apollo Control Houston,   140 hours 
40  minutes  into   the   flight  and we  just had  a  chat  with the 
crew which was  significant  in two respects.    They were advised 
that  we would  not  have  another  midcourse.     None was necessary. 
And we heard  from Frank Borman that  the  crew was  up now, alert 
and  awake,   and  Frank said  they had  a  real  good night's rest. 
And Here s  the conversation they  are  all set  for  the reentry 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAPC0M Go ahead. 
SC Ken,   on  this  maneuver,   MCC-7,   are you 

going  to -  are we  going  to burn  the PAD data  that we got 
what'; some time ago or is there 

going on in  that regard? 
CAPCOM Okay, 

you a new one 
maneuver burn 

SC 

a new  maneuver  coming  up or 

Right now 
at all. 

You say 

Apollo 
we are 

8 If  required,  we'll give 
looking at not making a 

we may not  even have  another one 
now ; 

That's right. 
Okay,   you're   the boss. 
Apollo  8,  Houston.     Apollo l 
Could you  try another omni? 

Houston. 
Apollo  8, 

OMNI please.    Apollo  8, Houston. 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 

Apollo   8, Houston. 
Houston.     Try another 
Apollo  8, Houston. 

SC Go ahead,  Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay.     Read  you  loud  and  clear now. 

Just wanted  to  remind you  that  in  the  event  of  a  loss of 
COMM,  w^Jon't want you  to burn  MCC-7.    Your present entry 
PAD is  good.     We'll be  updating your  landing points  at the 
same   time   that  you would have   gotten MCC-7  and  I'd  like to 
have  a crew status  report  from you when  it's convenient. 

SC If we  do   lose  COMM,   you  do  not want 
to burn  MCC-7,   just  go  ahead  and  use   the  entry PAD 
given us? 

CAPCOM That's  affirmative.     You'll be 
.06  degrees  of your entry  angle  target line. 

SC All  right.     The  crew  status is 
has gotten real good rest last night and everybody 
shape. Jim is just waking up and Bill is starting 
stowage  and we all  feel very well. 

CAPCOM Okay.     Okay  and we'd   like   to - 

you 
us 

ve 

within 

: everybody 
is in good 
the initial 

need a PRD reading from you. 
the neighborhood of 145-hour 
in  there again. 

PAO And that 
crew at 140 hours 44 minutes 
Control Houston. 

guess we 
one in And we'll be needing 

period,  somewhere when  it's convenient 

wraps   up   the  position  of the 
into the flight.    This is Apollo 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control,   Houston  at   140 hours, 
55  minutes  into  the  flight.     And before we  get  all wrapped 
up  in  the  entry  process,  why  don't we  take  a  final  look at 
our   onboard  system quantity   readings?     Our   cabin pressure 
remains,  as  it has now for some  days,   at  4.9 pounds per 
square  inch;   cabin  temperature.,   78 degrees.     The  amount of 
waste  water  on  board   right  now  is   69.5  percent   of   the tank 
capacity  or   38.9  pounds.     The   potable   drinking water quan- 
tity  remains   as   it  has   throughout:  most  of   the  mission at 
slightly   over   100  percent,   it   is   constantly   being refilled 
from  the   fuel   cell  production.     The  potable  quantity in 
pounds   is   37.3  pounds.     And  the   temperature   of   the water 
dump  nozzle  is  65  degrees  Fahrenheit.     Now  in  the oxygen 
area,   tank   1   has   59  percent   of   its   oxygen  supply remaining, 
and   tank  2  has  59.5  percent,   and  the   hydrogen  area, the 
number  on  tank   1   is   40.4   percent,   tank  2,   42.5   percent. As 
we   dial  up   further  displays,   we  will  give  you  that informa- 
tion.     And  pilot  biomed  harnesses,   we  are  not   taking inform- 
ation   right  now  apparently,   have   turned  that  system  down for 
the   duration  of   the  mission.     And we  are  still searching 
here,   stand  by   one.     For  your   information,  we  are 42,293 
miles   away   from earth  now,   and  velocity  has  built   up to 
9600   feet  per  second.     To   convert   that   to  statute  miles per 
hour,   you multiply  by   .68.     The   oxygen   flow  is   running at 
.3  pounds  per hour.     Point  3 pounds  per hour.     The  fuel cell 
status   still   load  sharing very  nicely.     Fuel   cell   1 carrying 
33.1 percent,   fuel  cell  2,   32.2,   fuel  cell  3,  about   34 per- 
cent,   all  very  steady  values,  no  problems  at  all  on  our fuel 
cells   during  the   flight.     And  we have   some conversation 
recorded  from   the   crew,   why  don't  we  play   that now? 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Go  ahead,   8.     Apollo  8,   Apollo 8, 

Houston,   go ahead. 
SC Rogerl     Could you give  us  our  range and 

our   correction  in  our  velocity   and  range   from   the  earth now? 
CAP  COM Stand  by.     Apollo  8,   Apollo  8, Houston. 

At   time  prime   one,  your  velocity will  be  9526, altitude 
42946. Over. 

SC Thank you. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  here at 
141 hours  29 minutes.     It's  been  at  least  a half  an hour since 
we've heard from the crew but no concern here.    Things are 
very quiet obviously in the  spacecraft.    They're very quiet 
here  in the Control Center.     I suppose the two most active 
areas are  the  recovery forces.    They're working very hard to 
make sure  the adequacy of  their communications circuits. 
They're  running almost constant  checks.    And the  retro people, 
who work very hard over this  final entry  into atmosphere 
maneuver.     And  all  the members  associated with  it  - they're 
working and  comparing and  talking  to each  other at  a brisk 
pace.     Other  than that,  it  is  all quiet  at   141 hours and 
30 minutes . 

END OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM This  is  Apollo Control ,  Houston, and 
everything seems   to be  proceeding very  nicely.     Ken Ma&itfing- 
ly  has  been   running   through  entry,   pre-entry checklists 
with  Frank  Borman.     We're   content,   so  are   they.     At the 
news  conference  a  little while  ago,  numbers  were  passed to 
the  press  based  on   a  final  maneuver  of  something  on the 

two feet  per second.     As  you  know,  we scrubbed 
need  for such  a maneuver,   and  it  has been 
the  fact   that  we  are  not  going  to have the 
almost  not   at   all  on   the  numbers.     For in- 

order of one or 
it, there is no 
terminated, but 
maneuver matters 

L you 
And we 

J t: h Apollo 

stance,   it  changes   the  splash   time  by   one  second,   so i 
recorded  numbers   earlier,  well,   stick with those 
have   recorded   the   checklist   and   the conversation 
8 and we'll play  it  for you now. 

CAP   COM Apollo  3,  Houston,  you call? 
CAP   COM Apollo  8,   Apollo   8.     Did  you call? 
SC Negative,   Apollo  8.     We   did  not   call you. 
CAP   COM Okay,   thank you. 
SC Roger. 
CAP  COM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,   Houston.   Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Okay,   I've   got  some weather 

force  status,   and  a  couple  of  last  minute items 
any  time  it  is   convenient   for you. 

SC All   right.     It's convenient 
Any time. 

CAP  COM Okay.     For  the  mid-Pacific,   the general 
condition   is   good.     You  car:   expect   cloud  bases   2000 foot, 
scattered;   visibility,   10  miles:   wind    070   and   12; wave 
heights,   four   feet;   altimeter  2974.     Sunrise  will   be 1710 
Zulu,   and   first   light   1649  Zulu.     The   recovery   forces, ship 
will  be  Yorktown;   the   aircraft  will   be  Airboss  number   1 and 
2,   and  recoveries   1,   2,   and   3.     The  estimated  time   to a 

and recovery 
to  run down 

right now. 

the target point, 
scene commander, 
they go with the 
all of them have 
do not hear from 
swimmers  in the 

target point: the ship is, Yorktown is, on 
Airboss aircraft 15 minutes and will be on 
recoveries 1, 2, and 3 are SH3 Alphas, and 
Yorktown, so they are on the target point, 
swimmers aboard. If the recovery aircraft 
the spacecraft, they will go ahead and put 
water, and if you are in good shape and give them a call, 
then  they will hold off  on  dropping swimmers  until sunrise. 

SC Roger.     Say   again,   the   sunrise   and first 
light   time   for  me,  would  you please? 

CAP   COM I   say   again.     Apollo   8,   Houston, notice 
the   large  middle   gimble   angle, over. 

SC Thank you.     Would  you  say  again the 
daylight  time,  please,  sunlight  and  first light. 

CAP   COM Okay.     Sunrise   is   17 10   Zulu   and first 
light  is   1649 Zulu. 
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SC Thank you. 
CAP   COM Okay.     Looking  over   the  weather   I gave 

you was   the  2000   foot  scattered  at   the   target  point, may 
have   a  6000   foot  broken   layer  above   that.     At   the  max lift 
point,   you will  have   about   the  same   thing,   and  altimeter is 
the   same   down  the   range.     As   you  go   further   to   the  east, the 
weather  should  improve   slightly,   there   is  no  problem with 
thunderstorms  or  rain  showers  in  any  of  your  recovery area. 

SC Very   good,   thank you. 
CAP   COM The   items   that  we   still   need  will  be a 

PRD  reading  as  late  as  you  can  do  it  conveniently  prior to 
Apollo  stowage.     And we  don't  have   any  numbers   on   the last 
crew  sleep  period.     I'd  like   to  verify   that   the secondary 
RCS  was   activated  on   all   four  quads.     We're   going   to have 
about   five   comments   on   the   entry   checklist  procedures to 
verify. 

SC It was   activated  on  all  four quads, 
that's   correct.     Our  final  stowage   is   completed,   we'll read 
out   the  PRD's   for  you now. 

CAP  COM All   right,   thank you. 
SC The   LMP1s   reads   .64,   I  believe   it's been 

that way throughout the flight. The CMP's reads .11 - that's 
1.11. 

CAP  COM Roger. 
SC Stand by   a  minute.     Let  me   look  at it 

closely.     That's   point 11. 
CAP  COM Roger.     Zero  point   one one. 
SC And   the   one   I  ended  up  with  reads 3.10. 
CAP  COM Okay,   thank you. 
SC Okay,   go   ahead,   Ken,  what  else   do you 

want   to  talk about? 
CAP  COM Okay,   to  make  everybody  happy,  we can 

use   an  estimate  of   the  number  of  hours   sleep   that people 
got . 

SC Just   aminute,   I'll   give  you   that, I 
forgot.     Anders   got   about   5  hours,   and Jim Lovell  got about 
5,  and  I  got  about  5  and  a half  or 6. 

CAP   COM Sounds   good.     Okay.     We  went   through an 
exercise  with   the  mockup   on   the  preentry  preparations, and 
we noticed  that  in  the  LMP's~checklist  on  page  S12, when 
you go to top off the repress bottles,  I believe  it  is a 
misprint,   it  should  read   the   PLSS   fill  valve   rather   than the 
repress   valve,   and  we   should  be   going   to   the   fill position 
as  opposed  to going to on. 

SC Roger,   that's  what we do. 
CAP   COM Okay.     And  on   -   go ahead. 
SC Go  ahead.     We  agree,   that's what  we do. 
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CAP COM Okay.     On page  E7  of  the  e njLT^f^.^bje.cJci^s t 
and  under step  34,   as  long  as  you have  panel  382  open, that' 
a  convenient   time   to  go  ahead  and  have   the  evaporator water 
controls,  both primary  and secondary,   to AUTO and  the suit 
heat exchanger for  the  secondary  glycol  to FLOW. 

SC Those  items   are   already accomplished. 
CAP COM Very good.    On page E9, when you are 

getting ready  to  transfer  the  RCS   to  the  command module 
position,   could you  also  avoid having  the  engines  fire as 
a result  of  attitude  correction,  you might want  to  take the 
manual  attitude  switches   to  accel  command ON  or minimal 
impulse,   and  again on E9  Alpha,   it's  step  41 Bravo  if you 
want  to  go back  to  attitude  0,  bring your manual attitude 
switches  back   to RATE. 

SC What was  that  last step? 
CAP  COM Step  41 Bravo on page E9 Alpha. It's 

if  you  decide  to  use  either  minimal  impulse  or  accel command 
Step  41 Bravo would be a good place  to go back to rate 
command. 

SC Okay, we do a purge or - 
CAP   COM Okay,   fine.     Then   on - 
SC I  didn't  put  all  those  control config- 

urations Cchanges on the checklist but that's exactly what 
we did,  on minimal impulse. 

CAP  COM Okay,   real fine. 
SC Houston,  Apollo 8. 
CAP  COM Go  ahead,   8.     Apollo  8,   Apollo  8, go 

ahead. 
SC I'd  like  to  confirm one  item on the 

pad message, please. 
CAP   COM Roger. 
SC Time  to  retrodrogues,   reference you 

have  to  drogues, please. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Okay,   I'll  check  that  one out. 
SC And also,  Ken.     We  are  going  to turn 

on our VHF now.    About  4 hours before entry. 
CAPCOM Real  fine.     Thank you.     I'll  let you 

know when we pick it up. 
SC ...(garbled) 
CAPCOM Afirm. 
PAO This   is   Apollo  Control  Houston.     142 hours 

3 minutes  into  the  mission.     A word  or  two on  some  of the 
congratulatory  message  traffic  that we  have experienced 
during  this mission.     I would  call  it  unusually  high. Probably 
associated with  the  general interest  in  the  mission.    The fact 
that  it  is   the  holiday  season  and  more  people  have  more time 
to express   themselves.     In  general,   far  and  away,   the comments 
have  been  extremely  lauditory,  praiseworthy,   and of course, 
there  has  been  -   as   there   always   is,   a very   small  but an 
extremely  vocal  minority who   thinks  we  shouldn't  have done 
the  mission  or  if we should  have,  we  shouldn't  have  done it 
over  religious  holidays.     Still  others  have  criticized any 
religious  overtones  that  have  crept  into the  mission. But 
perhaps,   typical  of   the  happier kinds   of  messages   is  one that 
was  received here  just  a  few hours  ago  simply  from an anonymous 
well-wisher in Hornsby ,  New  South Wales,  Australia.     It reads, 
"Happy  landing Apollo  8 astronauts."    At   142  hours  4 minutes 
into the  flight,   this  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control   Houston at 
142  hours  34  minutes.     In  the   last  few minutes,  we've re- 
corded   this conversation. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay.     We  have   checked  into your 

drougue   time   and   the   number  of   0816   on   your   entry  PAD is 
correct.     We'll be  giving you  an updated  entry PAD on the 
scheduled   time   of   14330.     At   the   same   time.     we'll  be  giving you 
an  update  of  your  state  vectors   for  the   LM  and  CSM. The 
midcourse  number   7 was   less   than  seven-tenths   foot per 
second     and we will  not  execute   it.     You  have   a  P52 scheduled 
at   14330 which  is  not  required.     It's  your  option. However, 
if  you  decide   to  delete   the  P52,   the   CMC  cell  check  in this 
DSKY     condition  light   test  are   still   requirements. Over. 

SC Give  us   the CMC cell  check.    What about 
DSKY check? 

CAP COM Apollo   8,   Houston.     That's  my mistake 
on  CMC  cell  check  in  DSKY  condition  light.     That's an 
optional   test. Over. 

SC That's  what  we   thought,   Ken.     Gosh, if 
it's  been working perfectly  for 6  days,   I  don't  see any 
reason  to  test it. 

CAPCOM I agree. 
SC Morning,   Ken.     How's  Houston this 

morning? 
CAPCOM Just   fine.     Nice  and balmy. 
SC Good. 
PAO And   that  was  Jim  Lovell  you heard chime 

in  at   the  end.     He's   up   and  sounding  perky   this morning. 
At   142  hours   37  minutes,   that's   our status. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 
59 minutes into the flight. And the 
seeing is now becoming dramatic. We 
per  second  and   it  is   really building 

Here is 

This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston  here   142 hours 
velocity  increase  we are 
are  up  to  11  298 feet 

We^are   30   424 mil^s^ 
the conversation 
Houston, Apollo 
Go  ahead, Apollo 
Apollo   8,   go ahead. 
I  am just -  it  is my 

loop   in 1 

with 
Over 

8. 

crew 

unde rs tanding 
hour   prior to 

that 
SEP 

from home. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 
SC 

you   are   bring  up   the secondary 
maneuve r. 

That   is affirmative 
Okay . 
And  Bill,   ...   guesses   if we  have the 

going  on   the  primary   loop,   that  you - you might 
minutes  or so before  you initiate  the secondary 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

water boiler 
wait  about 5 

About   E   Echo 9. 

loop 
From  the time SC Wait   5  minutes   from what? 

the  primary  loop  starts   or  from   1 hour? 
CAPCOM From the   time  the  primary  loop starts. 

This "will give you  chance  to  see  if  it had a  chance  to dry 
out  or not. 

Oh,   I   am with you. Okay. 
And  for your  own  information, we already 

Is  poor  quality,  but we  do have contact 
Okay,  we haven't   turned anything over to 

h a ve 

SC 
CAPCOM 
a VHF downlink 
SC 

VHF 

Ken 

They 

ye t. 
CAPCOM 
SC 

CAPCOM 
may not 

Okay . 
We tried to  call you on  the  VHF though 

is  pret ty  poor. Roger.     Say   the quality 
be  able  to understand you. 

Roger.     Houston.     Apollo   8. Over. 
Go  ahead,  Apollo  8.     Apollo  8, Houston CAPCOM 

Go ahead. 
SC Ken, we got  two things  going here which 

make   this   suit  heat   exchanger   pull   a   little   different. One 
of  them is,  we  are not  doing a  cold soak  and  the  other one is 
are  powering  down  the   secondary   loop  prior   to  SEP.     And I 
wonder  if  it  is  a  good  idea  to have  the  suit  heat exchanger 
only   on  secondary   loop   like   this.     And  plus   the   fact that 
we. haven't got  any cabin heat exchanger. 

CAPCOM I   don't   think   that  was   the   intent though. 
What  they had  in  mind,  we have   the suit  heat  exchanger on 
both   loops   and  if   they  got   too  cold,   you  could  use  the panel 
switching  to  shut  down  the primary  loop  through  the heat 

we 
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CAPCOM exchanger,   but   in   any „ .eve^-E you would '/ 
always  have   something  going  through   the  4ui^t  heat exchanger^ 
I   recognize   that we   are   going   to be  sh u 11 in g~~do«a,J..he._s eccnd ar y 
heat  exchanger  pre-SEP   and   then   turning  it  back  on  prior to 
entry,   but   the   idea was   to have  both  primary   and secondary 
loops  on  the  suit heat  exchanger simultaneously. 

SC Yes,   my   checklist   doesn't   reflect that. 
I   think   that's   a   good  idea,   because  we   are   a   little suspect 
of   our   cabin  fans   and  don't  plan   to  use them. 

CAP COM Roger. 
SC Houston,   Apollo  8. Over. 
CAPCOM Go  ahead,   8.     Apollo  8,   Apollo  8. Go 

ahead. 
SC Roger,  what's  our  adjustment  of  our post- 

separation main bus voltage? 
PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston. That 

brings   us   up   todate.     And   to  amplify   one   remark  I   think you 
heard  Bill  Anders  say,  he  would  try   to  call  on  VHF  and  - if 
it  was   received,   it  was  badly   garbled.     If   I   recall correctly, 
on  the way  out  and  they were  qui-te  a way  from  the earth,  we - 
they heard us  broadcasting on £VHJ?-''out  to  about  22  000 miles. 
Just  about  the  reverse  situation here,  where  it   is slightly 
more   than  29  000  miles   out.     At   143  hours   4  minutes   into the 
flight,   this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control Houston  at J^43_Ji_ojir_s. 
36  minutes   into  the   flight.     And  we  have   been   chatting more 
with  Bill  Anders  primarily  on  how   things   look.     The spacecraft 
is  now  26  458 miles   from earth,   moving  in   a  velocity of 
jLi—O-ZJL fee t ~pTer  second.    JThc  weight  of   the  spacecraft is 
31  600  pounds^T)  Now  that height will  change dramatically 
15 minutes be/ore we  reach  the  400 000  foot  mark when the 
service  module   leaves   us   and   it will  go   from  31   600   down to 
about   12   000  pounds   and will  hold   close   to   that  on in. 
Here  is   the conversation. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8,   Houston.     We will  be  making a 
handover   from  Carnarvon   to  Honeysuckle   at 15. 

SC Roger.     Houston,   Apollo   8. Over. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8,   go ahead. 
SC I   am still  a  little  bit   confused  on that 

- on this activating the secondary loop. You indicated in- 
activating it at one hour or five minutes after the primary 
evaporator comes on the line. My judgement shows that the 
primary evaporator probably won't come on the line until we 
by-pass the radiators. Have you got something else in mind 
I   don't  know about? 

CAPCOM Okay,   Bill.     We  passed  up   an  update some 
time  back  on page  E-9  step__3_8_ right  at   the beginning. And 
you have   got   a Tina"T  GET  drift   check.     And  between   there and 
the   step   39  where   it   says   terminate   CM  RCS  pre-heat,   that was 
the  place  we  wanted   to  activate   the  primary   loop  by putting 
the   primary  glycol/water  switch   to  AUTO  and   the  glycol evap- 
orator  steam pressure   to AUTO. 

SC Roger.     I   don't   expect   it   to  boil, though. 
Do you? 

CAPCOM Okay,   Bill.     We  are  hoping  that   it will 
there.     It   looks   like we will  have  had  a  stable   attitude for 
sometime   and ; e   anticipate   that   it  will  be  warm enough to 
make,   it  boil.     That  is   the   reason   ...   if   it   is  boiling, that 
you wait.     If   it   isn't   go   ahead  and   turn   on   the secondary 
loop . 

SC Okay,  well   that's  where   I  was confused. 
I   am wakin £ up.     Thank you. 

CAP COM Yes   sir.     Apollo   8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead, Houston. 
CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo   8.     We  would   like   to update 

your  LM__s_La_te  vector,   C SM state  vec tor   - —fe-a-r^e-fc—p-Q-to^ 
and   if   it   is   convenient  now,   why we will  go  ahead  and  do that 
if  you will  go   to  PU  and ACCEPT. 

SC Roger.     PU  and ACCEPT. 
CAPCOM Apollo   8, Houston. 
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SC Go  ahead,   Houston.     Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,   the  loads  are  in  and verified and 

the  computer is  yours.    You  can  take  it back  to block and 
for  Bill's  information,  weight has  skipped  from the  main bus 
postset  voltage   to 27.5. 

SC Guess.    You mean  the  EECOM's  are guessing, 
At  least  they  are honest  for  a change. 

CAPCOM That  is  more   than you  can say  for the 
computers. 

SC Or  the crew. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston.    Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Okay,   8.     We have  an entry PAD for you. 
SC Good,   just  a  minute.     Ready   to copy, 

Hous t on. 
CAPCOM Okay,   this  will be  the mid-Pacific. 

/357   152  359   146  29 00  268 plus  0813 minus   16503 065  36  22 1 
'645   121  22   36301   146   46   14  00   28.     The  next  block   is November 
Alpha.     D sub  zero  400  02   12  0025 0334  08  14   16  0590 312 
Zedia persi  up   165  right  34  up.     Use non exist E&S pattern. 
GDC align,  primary star Sirius,   secondary  Rigel,   roll 308, 
pitch  209,   yaw   357.     This   entry  will  not   involve  P65. Over. 

SC Houston.     Apollo  8.     Entry  PAD as follows: 
mid-Pacific  357   152  359   146  2900  268 plus  0813  minus 16503 
065  36221  645   12122  36301   1464614  0028.     Next block not ap- 
plicable  400 02 12 0025 0334 0814  1659  312. _Zedij_per8iu£__ 
165  right  35  up.     Use non  exit  G&S  pattern. ""Backup aTT^gnrnent 
Sirius  Rigel  roll  308,   pitch  209,  yaw  357,   and we won't need 
P65 . 

CAPCOM Okay,   Apollo  8.     Would  like   to verify 
sextant  star shaft  0590.     And  the  boresight  star -  the last 
one  is  right  34. Over. 

SC Roger.     Boresight star is  right  34. And 
I  have   the  sextant   shaft.     That's 0590. 

CAPCOM That's   correct,  Apollo 8. 
PAO                        Apollo  Control here,   and  that brings us 

up   to  the   point where  we  are  now.     For   those  newsmen watching 
the  projection on monitors  in  our MSC Auditorium news area 
you'll  be  able   to  see  very  shortly   the  spacecraft   do  a long 
loop   the   loop  kind  of  maneuver  against   a  flat  map   such as 
we  are  viewing.     The maneuver will be quite  similiar  to that 
that  we  saw  the  other  day  after  the TLI burn when we  did a 
big  loop before we started  tracing a "steady  flight path 
away   from  the  earth.     Of   course,  we  are   going  to  see this 
morning  the  mirror  image   of   that  maneuver,   only   in  this case 
it will be  performed  almost  directly  over  India. The 
spacecraft  is  now  looking down on  the__g_onfhexn t_ip__o£__Jndia 
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PAO It  is  directly  over Ceylon,  and it will 
for earth mapping purposes seem to proceed in a northwesterly 
direction. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP COM And it will,  for earth-mapping purposes, 
seem to proceed in a northwesterly direction- as it prepares 
to make  its entry,  lines  up  for its entry PAD back  to earth 
and  the Pacific Ocean.    We are 25,309 miles  away  from the 
spacecraft and it is moving at  12,328 feet per second. At 
143 hours  47 minutes,   this  is Apollo Control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This   is   Apollo  Control   Houston, at 
144  hours   8 minutes   into   the   flight.     And   things   are con- 
tinuing  to  rock  along.     In  the  last  few minutes,  we  had a 
little  surprise  here  with   a  not  yet   completely explained 
water  dump.     We  chatted with   the   crew  about   it   and, apparently, 
Bill  Anders had  dumped some waste  matter,  some  urine over- 
board earlier,  which he had 
don't   completely understand 
this ~Xn~3_~here ' s how 

CAPCOM 

collected   for awhile, 
it.     We're   talking a 

the   corTveTs a t ion  how goes. 
Apollo   8,   Houston.     Apollo 8 

We Hill 
little about 

Apollo 8, 
Houston. 

SC 
CAPCOM 

done  anything with 
readout has  gone from 
couple  of minutes 

SC 

Go  ahead, Houston. 
Okay,   Apollo  8, can 

your  potable water. 
100  DCrcent down 

you   tell   us   if you 
V'o ' ve  noticed our 

to  56   in   the last 

ve 

now 
We're   reading  about   50   percent right 

Roger.     That  correlates with what we 
done  anything  to  change  configuration? Over 

Yeah,  we  noticed   the  venting  here, too, 

Jim,   did you mean you  could visually 

CAPCOM 
see.     Have you 

SC 
Houston. 

CAPCOM 
see  i t ? 

SC    Uo-J: Yeah,   we're  -  oh,   stand  by  -  Bill just 
dumped urine so that might have been urine we were seeing. 
Bill  just  shut   the  potable  inlet, Ken. 

CAPCOM Okay,   thank you. 
SC Houston:   Apollo 8. 
CAP COM Go  ahead,   8.     Apollo  8,   Apollo  8, go 

ahead. 
SC Roger,   Houston.     We're  still showing 

about   52   percent   and we  had  our  switch  on waste   so we don't 
know whether  it   dropped   from  a  higher  value   or  not. Is 
yours  stabilized now? 

CAP COM That's   affirmative.     Ours   has stabilized 
now.     It  was   reading  full just  a  few minutes ago. 

SC Roger.     I   don't   think   -  we   can't account 
any  sudden  drop   in vater. for 

CAPCOM 
cedures  and number 

S C 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

it takes you to box 
problem because the 
Ove r. 

CAPCOM 
same thing. 

Okay, we  looked  in  the  malfunction pro- 
28 doesn't   reveal  anything very suddenly. 
Bill   is   looking  there now. 
Houston;   Apollo   8, over. 
Go  ahead,   8. 
Okay,   I'm  looking  at  malfunction  28 and 
6  but   I   don't   really   think   that's the 
waste   tank  quantity  hasn't   changed any. 

Okay,   I   concur.     We're  watching the 
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SC But  we   don't   care  about   the potable 
tank but  we  do  about   the  waste   tank so  just  in  case   there is 
a problem somewhere,   I'm  going   to  shut   the  potable tank 
OFF  and  leave  the waste  tank  inlet valve  OPEN.    How does 
that  sound   to you? 

CAPCOM Stand  by.     Okay,   8,  we concur. 
SC If  i  see  any water floating  around, I'll 

give  you  another call. 
CAPCOM All   right.     Thank you. 
PAO So  much   for  our  water  situation. That's 

apparently been  laid  to  rest now.    As  Anders  said,   it's not 
really  a problem.     Just  not   immediately  explainable  so he 
turned off  the  potable  tank.     There  are  two tanks  here, the 
potable  tank,   the  drinking water,   and  the waste water tank. 

-<ile  had vented  the waste water  tank  to some  degree but 
apparently  had^not   -   they  saw  some  kind  of   action  on the 
potable meters./   In  any  case,   it's  been  adjusted. Our 
present  distai/ce  Is   22   276  nautical  miles   from Earth. This 
puts  the  spacecraft  at  the  synchronous  orbital  altitude and 
it will  now begin  to  sink  its   direction  in  relation  to our 
lunar map.     In other words,   it will start  flying in the 
direction of   the  turn  of  the  Earth.    Or,  at  le,ast,  it will 
appear  to  us   down here   on  Earth   to  do   that. <^£he spacecraft, 
in   fact .is   a  fixed  point   in   inertial  space,   just  as the 
Earth  is7>  For  mapping purposes,   it will  appear  to   turn from 
approximately  this  point   forward.     Our velocity  is   13 102 
feet  per  second.     At   144 hours   13  minutes,   this   is Apollo 
Control Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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CAP  COM Apollo  Control,  Houston,  at   144 hours 
38 minutes  into  the  flight.     Apollo  8 is   19,000  miles from 
the  earth,    it's  moving at  14,029  feet  per second. Present 
combined weight  of  the  command module  and  service module 
is   31,600  m-irigj .     We  have  some   conversation,  we  have had 
some conve rs a tion 

CAP COM 
SC 
CAP COM 

lets hear 

you 
are 

call? 
loud and 

clear. We've taken 

you 

SC 
CAP 

loud 
COM 
and clear, 

11 now. 
Apollo  8, Houston. 
Houston,   Apollo  8. Did 
Apollo  8,   Houston. You 
a  look  at  this water - 
Apo1lo   8 . 
Apollo  8,  Appollo  8,  Houston. Read 

We have   taken  a  look  at your potable 
water quantity  problem and  it   appears   to be  a transistor 
problem.     Suggest  that  you  leave   the  potable   tank isolated 
You  have  sufficient water   in  the waste   tank  to continue 
to  entry. Over. 

SC Roger.     Thank you,  Houston.     Is that 
go   for entry? 

SC Houston,   Apollo 8. 
CAP   COM Apollo  8,   Apollo   8,   go ahead. 
SC Roger.     Is  our  thermal stability good 

enough we  can  leave  the  PPC attitude  and go  to gimbal 
angles now?    Houston,  how do you read,  Apollo 8. 

CAP  COM Read you  loud  and  clear,   Apollo  8, and 
we're   checking  on   the PPC  problem now.     Apollo   8, Houston, 
you  are  cleared with entry  attitude  at   this time. 

SC Okay,   fine,   thank you. 
CAP  COM Apollo  Control,  Houston,   that brings 

us   up   to  date.     We   look  good  all  across   the  board. People 
at  the  Control Center are beginning to  fill up now with 
official  o bserve r s^  officials  of  the  program. The^70-)seat 
vTeTwing~~ room  Immediately  b~eKTnrd  this   Control CenteVrTs 
about  half   filled  right  now,   and within  the  next  hour, I 
imagine we will  see  it  filled  to overflowing,  whicyh  it has 
been  during every  critical event  of  this  mission./ At 
144  hours,   41  minutes,   this   is  Apollo  Control, Houston. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  control,  Houston,  here   145 hours 
05  minutes  into  the  flight.     Some b-rief  conversation with the 
crew talked, here it Is. 

Houston, Apollo 8, 
Apollo  8,   loud and 

o ve r. 
clear 

ahead, 
Roger, 

auto point 
Roge r. 

we have completed 
and we will stand 
Apollo  8, Apollo 

Go  ahead, Houston Just 

GO.     Apollo 8, 

the  check list 
by  for  one hour 
8,  Hous t on. 
for information 

up  having  to use  any  command module RCS 

all our  indicators  are pegged Ne gative 
volt. 
Okay,   thank you 
Carnarvon, network' 
you read 
Network, Carnarvon 

Roger, Carnarvon, 

con fe rence 

, read you weak, but 

I  read you  loud and 

You are  loud  and  clear now. 
Apollo 8,  Houston,  standing by  for hand 

since we last 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Apollo  8, go 
SC 

down  to  the one 
CAPCOM 
SC 

did you  folks end 
heaters. 

SC 
either high   or high 

CAPCOM 
HOU 

voice  check,   how do 
CRO 

clear. 
HOU 

clear. 
CRO 
CAP COM 

over  to Carnarvon. 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

accept,  we would 
ve c t o rs ,   ove r . 

SC Roger. 
CAP COM Apollo  8,   Houston.     State  vector load 

complete,  verify  the  computer  is  yours.    Apollo  8, Apollo 
Houston.     State vector  load is  complete,   the  computer is 
yours. 

Roger,  Houston, we  are  going to block. 
Roger. 
Apollo  control,  Houston,  here  and the 
mere   15  256  miles  from  the  face  of the 
is  almost  a ~matfch  in  feet  per second 

15  459   feet  per second.     Its weight  31  600 pounds. The 
~s~e^vr«^Tao^ufTe~^o~f^—approximately  20  000  pounds will be jettisoned 
abruptly  at  15  minutes  before we  reach  the  80 mile  high, the 
400  K  the  40(D~0-00  fool' maTTr:     AT "=~ one  olhei  mealiTrnT^the 

Roge r. 
Apollo   8 , 
Go ahead, 

Hous ton . 
go ahead, 

1 
-V> c-: 

Hous t on 
Okay,   Apollo   8,   if  you will 

like  to update  your LEM and CSM 

/ 

go  to\ PUy and 
s t at 

7 

is 
8, 

SC 
CAPCOM 
PAO 

spacecraft is now a 
Earth,  its velocity 

viewing  room as we  said earlier  is  beginning  to  fill with 
vistors  and  among is  Dr.   Kurt l>e-v4rs-^   director of the 
Kennedy  Space   Center  and his   numberjone   deputy   for launch 
operations,   Rocco Petrone,   the  gentleman who had so  much to 
do with' the  departure  of  Apollo  8  .from  the  -  six -  more than 
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PAO six  days   ago,   they  are  here   to watch it 
come back  to Earth  this  morning.     At   125  hours  09 minutes 
into the  flight,  this  is Apollo control, Houston. 

END OF TAPE 
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CAPCOM Apollo  8, Houston. 
SC Go  ahead,  Houston. , 
CAPCOM Okay,   two fast  items.    Number one, it 

has been suggested  that  since Marezlne  takes  some  time to 
take  effect,  you might  consider whether you would be inter- 
ested in  taking some now.    And  I  have  an entry pad which 
has  some  very  small  updates   to  go  on  it  if  you would like 
to  copy   that. 

SC Okay,   stand  by.     Let  me  get   out the 
entry pad. 

SC Okay,   go ahead with  the entry pad, Hous- 
ton . 

CAPCOM Okay.    We  are  still  going  to  the mid- 
Pacific,   357   152  359   146  2913  267 + 08  13 -  16503 066 36221 
647  12166   36301   1464613 0028.     The  next block  in November 
Alpha,   z  sub  0400 0210 0025  0335  0816   160590  312,   zeta per- 
sei ,   up   165,   right  34,   up  nonexit  MES  pattern,   Sirius and 
Rigel,   roll  308,  pitch  209,  yaw  357,  no P-65  involved, over. 

SC ' Roger,  Houston.     Rentry  pad as follows: 
mid-Pacific,   3571523591462913267 + 0813 -   16503 06636221647 
12166  36301   14646130028,  NA,   400  0 210002503350816160590312 
zeta  persei,   up   165,   right  34,   up   use nonexit  MES pattern, 
Sirius,  Rigel,   308,  209,   357,  no P-65. 

CAP COM That is  correct,  Apollo 8. 
CAPCOM Apollo  8,  Houston.     You  are   clear to 

initiate  cabin  cold  soak  at  your  discretion, over. 
S C "  RogeT. 

END  OF TAPE 
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PAO Apollo  Control  Houston  here   at   145 hours 
32   minutes   into   the   flight,   and  the   trajectory  of  Apollo 8 
is   programmed  against  the  -  our   flat wall  map  here  - is 
carrying it  on  a path  up   the west  coast  of  India.     It will 
proceed  northerly  -  northeasterly   in  a  very   few moments, 
and  curve,   and  start   in  an  easterly   direction   carrying it 
across   China,   perhaps  before   then   it will  see   a  little of 
the  southern  extremities   of   the  Soviet  Union,   the Himalayas 
China  and  then  down  across   Guam.     Present  velocity is 
17  272   feet  per  second,   the   spacecraft   is   only   11   626  miles from 
the   face   of   the  earth.     A  few  minutes   ago  Frank  Borman called 
us   and  suggested he  might  entertain  doing   the jvro  arm check 
a  little   early.     It was   considered  here,  we  quite agree 
with him arid we're 
conversation went. 

CAPCOM 
SC 

going to be 
to  start up 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAP COM 
CAP COM 
SC 

we are here 
circuit   check about 

CAPCOM 
the   pyro   check just 

SC 
momentarily then? 

CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

the   pyro circuit 
CAPCOM 
SC 

test  now? Houston 
CAPCOM 
SC 
CAPCOM 

Affirmative we are 
SC 
SC 
CAPCOM 
SC 

all set   to  go on  it.     Here's how the 

Go   ahe ad   8. 
Okay,   it  doesn't  appear  that we are 

able   to   trigger  the   primary  evaps,   so  I'm going 
the  secondary loop. 

Okay,   Apollo  8,  we concur. 
Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Go   ah e a d   8. 
Apollo  8,   Apollo  8,   go ahead. 
Roger.     Since we're   going  as  smooth as 

and we've got good comm let's start this pyro 
10   minutes   early.     What   do  you say? 
Apollo  8,   Apollo  8,  we  can conduct 
any   t i me. 
All  right,  why  don't we  do it here just 

call when we're ready 
Roge r. 
WE'11   gi ve you 
Roge r. 
Houston,  we  are   ready   to  proceed with 

check. 
Roge r,   go   ahe ad. 
MSFN   are  you  monitoring  the sequential 

Ap olio  8. 
Apollo  8,   Apollo  8,   that's affirmative 
Hello Houston,  Apollo 8. 
Apollo   8,   Apollo  8,   loud  and clear, 

moni t ori ng. 
Okay . 
Standing by   for  GO   for  pyro arm. 
Apollo   8,   Apollo  8,   you  have   a GO. 
Roge r. 

END OF TAPE 
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FAO                         Apollo  Control  Houston,  here  at   145 hours, 
45 minutes  into  the  flight,     Ail  is   continuing  to operate 
quite  satisfactorily.    We   tried  a  VJ1F check with   the space- 
craft   a   few  minutes   ago,   and  it   d i dnJj1_jtfi£xlL_QJJJL_JLQ^VJg A .Lt~.  
Neither  Carnarvon  nor  Guam picked  up   on  VHF,   that   from about 
10 000 miles  out.    We  are now 96 000 miles   from Earth. The 
velocity  is  up  to   18 532  feet  per second.     We have  a little 

it 
How  is your 

up on us 
Hous ton , 

is up 
conversatibn backed 

SC 
tracking looking? 

CAPCOM 
SC 

check.     We   are all 
CAPCOM 

let's  make  a VHF check. 
SC Okay, 

two will  be  on S-band. 
CAPCOM 

a se cond.     Apollo 
ove r. 

let's hear it now 
this   is  Apollo 8 

Looking great. 
Okay,   everything went   fine with the 

armed  and  ready   to  go here. 
Okay,   if   you  have   done  everything else, 

my S-b and The other I'll   turn off 

Okay, (Harry; will give you a count in just 
8, Houston-;— Simultaneous   VHF  and S-band, 

SC 
CAP COM 
CAPCOM 

S-band.     Do you 
ove r. 

SC 
verify  reading you 

CAPCOM 

Roger,   I'm not  reading you on VHF 
Roger,  stand by one. 
Apollo   8,   Houston. Simultaneous 

verify   that  you  are  on   the left-hand 
VHF 
VHF 

and 
antenna 

We  can  verify  the  antenna,  but we  can t 
on  S~band  or VHF. 

Okay, we  are   receiving some  down link, 

A 

although  it  is  considered  to be  poor quality. 
PAO Apollo  Control  here.     Some  may  be wondering 

what  happens   to   the  service  module.     Well,   it   is jettisoned 
as   15  minutes  before we  reach  our  entry  enterface  or entry 
point.     The~re   is   a precep t_b urn  of  90   feet  per  second cranked 
into   the   service  molTuTe  and  it "departs   from  the   command module 
at   that   rate.     The  burn   continues   for  some   period  of time, 
exactly which period,   I  don't  have  in  front  of  me;  but at 
any   case,   the  new   trajectory  of   the  service  module carries 
it   about   100  miles   or  more   south  of   the   track  of   the command 
module.     It   is  not  known exactly what  will happen  to the 
service  module,   some  people  think  it will  come   on  down to 
an  altitude  of  perhaps  300  000  or  400  000  feet,  hit the 
thicker  atmosphere  and   then  b o unce, .QJU t   into  a  sun circleinjj 
orbit.     Others   think  it"wTll~be   captured  and  y.i 11   certainly 
tTur"n~ up  before   any   of   its  pieces   reach   the  Pacific Ocean. 
T7e~~Ju st can't predict at this point, 
be safely out of the way of Apollo 8 
this   is   Apollo  Control Houston. 

We  are   certain   it will 
At   145  hours,   48 minutes 
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P r obaTTly 
the lunar 

PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston,   at   146 hours 
12 minutes  into  the  flight.     I  think all of  the  consoles here 

Jiaye  been  reconfigured   for  this   reentry effort 
the most n^tT"ceTErre"-Tr"eTir7  Ier¥vXri"g~Trn"e cr5n"s_oTe-s~ 
ma£s_.     They   are  being   replaced  by  maps,   which   rested   r i gTTt 
"under   the   lunar maps,  which were  simply  projections ^of^ioo^ 
-jp_le_JLa_rth .     A  few minutes   ago,   the   crew  checked  some  of the 
events  that will take place  in  the  reentry process  and here 
is  what  we   passed them. 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,  Houston.     I  would like 
the  right VHF antenna  if you have time. 

SC We're  on right. 
CAPCOM Okay, .this   is   a  simultaneous VHF 

1 , : ibt±>-ajxd—tjran smis s ion 

to try 

and 
3, 4 TTow Jo you read on 

VHF, 

your 

I'll 

ove r ? 
SC 
CAPCOM 

affirm? 
SC 
call on 
CAP COM 
have to 
SC 

.CAPCOM 
CAPCOM 

clear  on VHF_^_, 
SC 
CAPCOM 

from Carnarvon 
cont act 

SC 
PAO 

acceleration 

Read you  loud  and clear. 
Understand   that   is   on VHF, is that 

I answered Houston,   this   is  Apollo 8 
VHF.     Did  you receive? 

Okay,   it  is  not  piped back  here (garble), 
check  and see  If  they have  another ground station 

You were   loud  and  clear, Jim. 
Roger,   thank you. 
Okay,  Apollo  8, we  receive  you  loud and 

_through Carnjirvon. 
Roge r. 
Apollo   8, Houston 

to Guam,  on  the hour. 
standby   for handover 

We should have continuous 
except   for   the black-out 

Roger. 
Apollo   Control here 

pickup  is  quite dramatic. 

period  beginning  at 14651 

intergrates a new value every 12 seconds, I 
me give you a sample of how it is building, 
now; altitude 4950 miles. Still reading 23 
has been stepping up here in these last few 
increments of 5 0_to 60 Jfe_e;.t_p_ejr se cond. For 
purposes,   the   peak velocity 

Now   the velocity 
Our display here 

believe. Let 
23  303 feet  per second, 
353,   23  403. It 
minutes in 
reference 

previously   reached  prior  to this 
mission  by   a  manned vehicle  was   the Gemini 
perigee  after  its  high   altitude  burn, which 
two  caltitude   record  as well,   740  odd miles 
was  26  352  fe e t pei 
of   entry enterphase 

11 spacecrait, 
was  the other 

a t 
a 

That velocity 
second.     Today,  we should,   at   the point 
or   the   80  mile  mark,   as  we   come back 

into   the  Earth,     we  should  see   a  velocity  on  the   order of 
36;__2_20__ f e e t  per  second.     Converted  to  miles  per hour, that 
is   24  530  miles   per  hour.     And  at   146  hours,   16 minutes, 
that  is  our  status  and  this   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO Apollo  Control Houston here,   146 hours 
26 minutes.    We have had no  additional  conversation since 
our  last  report  from  the  crew,  apparently  they  are  all set- 
tled  down  in   their  couches waiting  for  the   reentry. The 

major event will be the command service module separa- 
which  should  occur  about   5  minutes   from now.     The Cap- 

next 
t ion 
sule 
that 

Communicator has  just  been "advised  to  tell   the crew 
we  are  GO   for   that  event.     This,  by   the way,  will be 

the  fourth,   this  is   the  fourt h  manned, f ULgj^  to be returned 
to  the  Pacific  area. A'ntt—cToTn d i "cen tally, __aJL 1  o_f  the  8 ser- 

Mercury   8,   Gemini ~8~7~and^ now Apo 11 o   8 were brought 
~Tri  addition,   Mercury  9 landed 

I e s Gemini 8 
"back"   to   the  Pacific area 
off  Hawaii. Here 
CAPCOM  is talking 

SC 

is some conversation 
to Bill Anders. 

Houston,  Apollo 8. 

Ken Mattingly, our 

Confirm GO 
r m, 

py ro 

Ken 

CAPCOM 
arm. 
CAPCOM 
Everything is 

SC 

Apollo  8,  Apollo 8, you are 

you are 

go 

GO 

for 

for 

for 

pyro 

Apollo  8,   Apollo 8, 
looking good. 
Roger.     Everything  is   looking good 

pyro 

he re , 

Recovery  is  advising  the  Flight Direc- PAO 
tor 
They 
not   looking at 
and  over  Tokyo,   then we start 

">ififp^edstonT~is  parked at 24 
The next  listening point will be  the ship Kuntsville, track 
ing   the   ship   172  west   12   degrees   north,   and   the landing 
point  just a  few hundred miles  southeast  of  there  at 165 
west   approximately  8 north.     That  point,   by   the way, is 
6J3Q  miles  northwest  of   Christmas   Island,   which   I'm sure has 

of   their good status  and has  good weather out there 
are  on  station.     The  route of  flight,   in  case you are 

a  map,  will be  over northeast  China, Peking. 
a  southeasterly  slant, the 
degrees  north   169  degrees east 

-  going  to  try  to  reservice, over. 
The   crew has  been  advised  that their 

has dried out,  a fact  th_at thev__couldn 

been noted. 
SC 
PAO 

primary evaporator 
care   less  about.     They  are  about   to say  goodbye  to that 
errrtr-e   ST"s-treTir~an~cr the  service  module   in  another  2 minutes. 

PAO And  the  spacecraft  is  now,  we see our 
systems  here  show  that   they  have   gone   to  ring  2.     The reac- 
tion  control  system,   the  system  looks   quite   good,   it's oper- 
ational  at __200  pounds_jo_f__p_ro^ejj:ajrit  available  in  that sys- 
tem.     It   is   a  redundant  system.     A  few  of   the  events, as 
we  plan   to  clock   them here,   the   400,000   foot  point  which is 
that  point when many  of  our  events begin  to happen,  we call 
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it  the  area of  Reaching some  little  sma 11  amount, of atmos- 
phere  i s   to occur "at R~ours  46 "minutes .    That blackout 

"period  should b~e~gTh~~airtrtrt—2~5"~~se c o n d s   later.     The maximum 
heating point would be   146 hours  47 minutes,  and which occur 
at   roughly  200,000   feet.     And  at   this  point,   the roller 
coaster  type  ride  that  the  spacecraft will  take will bend 
slightly  upward  for approximately  40,000,   50,000  feet and 
then  level   off  and begin  its   last  plunge back.     But   as it 
hits  the  first breaking point  at  180,000  feet,  the max g 
force will  be  felt  by   the   crew,   of   6.8  gj_s .     A second g 
spike of  4.2 will be noted about  4"~o~f 5minutes  later. The 
total   blackout  we  are   predicting   this   morning  is   on the 
order of  3 minutes.     Since we have  very  little experience 
reentering  at.   these  velocities,  we  must  caution  you that 
those are only estimatg_s—, 

CAPCOM Apollo   8,   Apollo   8,   your  secondary loop 
looks good. 

SC Roger, Ken. 
PAO The  Flight Director has^ confirmed the 

separation, separation of the command module .and the ser- 
vice module. We have been looking at data on the command 
module alone and all the values look quite good. This is 
Apollo  Control Houston. 

PAO Apollo  Control Houston here.     We con- 
tinue  to  look good on all sources.    We -  in   11  minutes from 
now,  we will be  at   the  400,000   foot   mark  and  the velocity 
of   the  crew at  this  point will be  36,220  feet  per second, 
we  estimate.     That   converts   to _2j4A5_30 s

vma 1 e s   per  hour, which 
is  nearly,   is  more   than  500"miles  per hour  faster  than the 
crew was moving only  2-1/2  days  ago at  translunar.injection. 
Their burnout  speed at  that  point   180 miles  above   the earth 
was  35,556  feet  per second or  24,080 miles  per hour. Today 
as we   come  back  to  than  point   after  all  the  maneuvering and 
all  of   the  burning  at   180  miles   above   the  earth,  we will 
see  a velocity  of  35,644  feet  per second and still building 
up  down  to  this  value  at  400,000 feet. 
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PAO 400 000  feet.     These  are  estimates and 
will be  refined based on  post-flight  data,  but  they  are good 
estimates  at  this  point.     All  in  all a very quiet reentry 
up   to  this  point.     This  is  Apollo  Control  Houston.    We will 
continue   to monitor. 

CAPCOM Apollo  8  Houston.     Looking  good both 
primary  and secondary  loops  look good. 

CAP COM 
looking  good, both 
good . 

CAP COM 
ove r. 

PAO 
put  in  a call 

Sc 
PAO 

that  they were 

Apollo  8  through  the  Redstone. You're 
primary and secondary  loops  are holding 

Apollo  8,  Apollo  8,   through Redstone, 

This   is  Apollo  Control here.     We have 
through  the Redstone. 

Roge r. 
And they were advised by Ken Mattingly 

looking  good.     They   certainly  are.     The cabin 
pressure  is  4.9 pounds per square  inch,  the  cabin temperature 
is   down  a   little  bit,   purposely, so 
of  the  flight  it  ran between  7 7 and 
estimating  that   the  crew  is   still head 
the  horizon visually  out  their  rendezvou - 
any  handy  window,   and J^e_tt_in_g_^th_e 
At  146 hours  41 minutes  this  is Apollo Control Houston. 

Mos t it's   down   to 61 
7 8 de grees . We're 

Town and tracking 
out  the windows 

G&Nsystem  do   its work. 
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PAO the   com  control will be handed  over from 
the  Redstone  to  the Hunfsville  and we  have   lost  signal, our 
network  controller  says we lost  signal  at j_46_^46__minutes 
and  with  very  nearly   46  seconds.     And  our  estimate   is that 
this  black  out  period will  continue  -  oh,   let's  see, three 
minutes  and  right  about  now  the  crew should  be  getting the 
spike,   the  G spike  that   they will  see  just  under  7  G's. We 
would  estimate   they   are   down  to   the   180  000   foot point, 
flattening  out   and  actually  beginning  to  ascend slightly. 
They   should be  -   their heat   rate  will  dramatically recede 
but  they will  still maintain  a  large  heat  load, nearly 
5000  degrees   out  aaJjje   leading  ed^_e  of   the  heat shield^  

^^rirgTTt  dTreTTofno t e s   that  h e  hears   a k e y~T n~g~c tHfttTT g'~ a s in 
Morse   code  keying  and he   is  wondering  as   io   the  source   of it. 
146  hours   48 minutes.     And  our   curves   put   the spacecraft 
down  about   35   to   36   miles   above   the  Earth   and  elevating it 
slightly  perhaps  up   to  4C.     Ken Madingly  just  put  in  a call 
and  just  frankly   labeled  it   a  radio   check.     He  has gotten 
no  response  as   get.     And  Ken   tries   a  second  call through 
the  Huntsville.     Our  estimates   say   that   the   crew, along 
about  now  should be  emerging,   the Huntsville  advises they 
have not  established  contact with  the spacecraft  at this 
time.     About   three   and  a half  minutes  since  we went   into the 
blacked out  area.     And now  the Huntsville  is  handing over 
communication   checks  -   communications   authority   to  one of 
the   range   aircraft,   they   called   in  AIRA.     And  the Huntsville 
-   the  Huntsville  says   they  have   acquired  an  S-band signal, 
at  51  minutes  04  seconds   and   they   immediately   called back 
and  said  no  contact ^they  negate   that   first announcemenOne 
of   the   recovery  helicopTFfs   reported  seeing  something, but 
those  kind of  reports  at  these  critical moments  arc not 
unusual.     Ken  Madingly  puts  in  another  call  and  there is 
Jim Lovell.     He   says,   "we  are   looking  good",   I   can't tell 
whether  it's   Borman  or  Lovell,   let's   try   to   cut   it in. 

SC  We  are  in  real  good_ shape, Houston. 
CAP COM HReaT~TineT " 
PA0 Now  one  of   the   range   ships   is reporting 

a   radar  contact.     The   first   communication was extremely 
broken  up,  but  the   two words   that  did  come  through were 
"looking  good".     Another one  of   the  flight  controllers here 
in   the   cortrol  center  heard   the   crew  mention, something 
like   "a   real   fire  ball".     We   estimate  here  we  are   about i 
minute   to " d r ogue—d-e-pToyT    Drogue   shoots   out   a t _ 2 3 0 0 0 feet, 
and  the   time  plot  says   146  hours  54  minutes.    The Yorktown 
is  reporting  and  confirming a  radar  contact,   the  baring is 
being  passed  to   the   recovery   room,   here   in Houston. 

CAPCOM Your  DSKY   readings  before drogue. 
SC Roger,   DSKY   reading,   1457   812 516522. 
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PAO That's  Jim  Lovell.     Apollo control, 
Houston,  here at   146 hours  55 minutes,  according  to our 
numbers we should have  main  chute  deploy, we should have 
had  it  within  the  last  minute.     We  have  heard  nothing but 
a lot  of noise on the circuit for the last minute or so. 
It  is  understandable  at  these  low level  relays, everyone 
is  passing  it.     And here  comes  something  from Apollo  8, "over," 
he  said.     No  answer  to  the  Apollo  8  transmission, the 
transmisssion  from Apollo  8,  no  follow up.     In a simulation 
yesterday we  had  extremely  good  communication  from the 
recovery  area and we  see  - we are  hopeful  that  that situation 
will be duplicated today. 
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PAO 146 hours,  57 minutes,  and according to 
our  estimates,   they  should be hitting  the water  just about 

^1_4_7__£JLWI .     If  and when we  get some  intelligible  COM,  we will 
come  back up  on  the  line.    This  is  Apollo Control Houston, 
s tanding by. 

PAO This  is  Apollo  Control Houston,   146 hours, 
58 minutes.     Recovery  II within  the  last minute,  has reported 
they have  a  flashing light  in  site,  and  they  followed that 
with,  we have voice  contact with  the crew.     I  repeat, they 
said,  we have  voice  contact with  the  crew.    At   146 hours, 
58 minutes.    We  are  going  to try  and patch  that conversation 
into  our   consoles  here,   right  now,  we have  not  heard it. 
The   lookout   on   the  YORKTOWN  reports   a visual  siting. They 
must   be   close  at hand.     The  helicopter nearest   them is piloted 
by  Lt.   Kenneth Owen of Pensacola,  Florida.     There  are three 
swimmers   in   that  helicopter.     And  our  Flight  Director has 
advised us   to bring up  a special  circuit, which  I  hope will 
bring  up  any   communication  that  develops   out   there. We've 
an  estimate  now,   that  the  splashpoint  may be as  close as 
5000  yards   from  the YORKTOWN.     I   repeat,   5000  yards   from the 
YORKTOWN.    That  is  a very rough  estimate.    Now,  we have got 
a second estimate  of  5000 yards  from the YORKTOWN. 

PAO Tfi~is~ is  Apollo  Control.     If  you have 
been  listening  to  that  circuit,  you can  tell why we  can't ^l>~- 
be   too  sure  of  these  events.     It's  a  little  ragged,  but  I ~>y*~~~<-^ 
have  talked  to  the Public Affairs Officer Q.R, the  carrigx^/ ° 
and  he  assures  me  the  spacecraft  is  5000 yards  away. The 
general plan was  to wait  for a  little more  daylight, before 
attempting a pickup.     Intermittently we have  been able  to pick 
Bormans voice  out  of  the  noise  and he  seems  to be  carrying on 
the  routine  kinds  of  conversation  that  pilots  use when they 
talk  to each  other  in  these kinds  of  situations.    We have 
no word yet  upon  the  attitude  of  the  spacecraft, whether it 
is  nose  down,   as was  the case  in Apollo  7,   or up. Nearly 
everyone  agrees   it   is   only  5000  yards   away  from  the YORKTOWN, 
which we will  settle  for right now at   147 hours,   5 minutes. 
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PAO Apollo  Control   Houston  here   147 hours 
8 minutes,  we have  had several  things  confirmed or  reverifled 
in   the  last  few minutes.     The  crew condition number  1 is 
okay,  and  thai;  came  through  loud and clear just  as  I was 
talking,   crew  condition  okay.    We have   thought we monitored 
several  conversations  between  the  crew and helicopters, 
airplanes,   and what  not.    We  do have  it  back now, crew 
condition okay.    The  estimate  from the Yorktown is the 
swimmers will wait  approximately  20  to  25 minutes before 
deploying,   this  as per  planned that  as  long as  the  crew is 
in  satisfactory  condition  and  in  fact  now we know  they are 
floating quite  nicely   in  a  stable   1  condition.     I'm sure 
the  chatting will  continue  over  the next  20  to  25 minutes, 
but we are  assured  that everything  is  alright out there. 
This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

PAO Apollo  Control Houston here  at   147 hours 
13 minutes.    We have been  advised by  the  recovery forces 
that  recovery helicopter  3  is  hovering over  the spacecraft, 
50  feet  above  it,   and  they  estimate  they  are  6000 yards 
away  from  the Yorktown.    The  helicopter pilot  is Commander 
Donald  S.   Jones  of  Madison,  Wisconsin.    When  the swimmers 
get   the  signal   to  deploy,  the  first man  in  the water will 
be  a  Sonar Technician  from  Columbia,   South  Carolina, named 
Chester  Coogin.     Two  other  swimmers  will  follow  him: LTJG 
Richard  Flanagan  of  Oklahoma  City,   and Donald L. 
Schwab of Imperial Beach, California. And at 147 hours 14 minutes 
that's  all  the new information we have. 
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PAO Apollo Control Houston here.    Two new 
reports.    The  inflation bags  around  the  spacecraft  are in 
inflated  and   there have  been  reports,  visual  reports of 
course,  of  the  flashing light  seen  from the Yorktown. Now 
illuminating area is  a helicopter with  a big floodlight. 
So  the entire area should be. visible from the Yorktown. 
This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO This is Apollo Control Houston. From 
the YORKTOWN, we have learned they are proceeding toward 
the spacecraft.    They are now 4500 yards  away.    And that is 
our  situation  at   147 hours,  21 minutes. 
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PAO And  this  is  Apollo  Control Houston at 
147 hours  25 minutes.    Apparently  Frank Borman  is making 
small  talk with  the crew of   that helicopter  out  there. It 
was  just  relayed  to us   that he had,   in  chatting with the 
pilot,  he had asked him if anyone had seen  the spacecraft 
on main  chute.     And of  course,   there were  several reports 
and  this  has  become   the  subject  of  a continuing chat, the 
pilot  of  that  helicopter  is  Commander Donald S.  Jones. That 
is  all  the new  information we have  right now.    At   147 hours 
26 minutes,   this  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO Apollo Control Houston here,  and Ken Mad-in-a-lly-,.. 
our  Capsule  Communicator here has just tried to call through 
ARIA aircraft.    While we  try  to establish  the communication 
on  that shot,  we have been advised  that  the ship is now 
3800 yards  away,  and it is off  the port side of  the ship. 
The YORKTOWN has  also advised us  that  in about  in  14 minutes, 
they expect  to  deploy  their  first swimmers,  about   14 minutes 
from now.     This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 
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PAO And  this  is Apollo control, Houston, 
Ken  Madinglys   call  just  worked  and  we were  kind  of frightened 
at the volume  and at  the  level  the answer came back. Borman 
responded  enthusiastically,   "Hello,   there,  Houston,   how are 
you doing?"    Here  is   the tape. 

HTV Primary  rotoer,   over.   -  This   is primary 
rotoer,  Apollo 8 has been advised to expect  a call on 2968 
A1RA  aircraft,   over.   -  Apollo   8   (garble).      (garble)   that is 
affirmative,  over.    Have you heard Apollo  8  (garble) over. 

PAO This   is  Apollo  control,  Houston, that 
begins  to make you understand the size of  our communication 
program,   it   isn't   a matter  of  just  understanding  every other 
word,  it's  a case of  trying to understand a piece of every 
other   conversation,   but  we   are   cheered  up   and we   feel good, 
we  know  the  crew is  feeling fine  and with  in  a very few 
minutes  nwimmers will be  in  the water  and we  should start 
the  movement  of   the  crew  into   the  helicopters   and  over onto 
the  Yorktown.     This  is  Apollo  control, Houston. 

PAO And  this   is  Apollo  control, Houston, 
147 hours   34  minutes,   if  anybody  had  any  doubts  about the 
condition of  the  crew,   this   little  conversation which has 
been  relayed  to  us,   should  clear  up   those  doubts.     In con- 
ersation with  the  helicopter  commander,   the  crew  commander of 
he  helicopter  asked  the   crew what   the  Moon was  made  out of, 

where  upon B'or mgff^r esponded  that  i_t's  not_ made^ out jjf green 
^cheese  at  all,   it's jmade„out  of American  cheese  and well, I" 
think   the   crew  is   in  pretty  good  shape.     This   is Apollo" 
control, Houston. 

PAO This  is  Apollo  control,  Houston. The 
report  to  us  from  the  scene  is   that  the  first  light of dawn 
is  beginning  to show in  the  east,   they  are  seeing streaks 
of  light,   the  capsule  is  rising very nicely  in relatively 
calm waters   and  just.any  minute   from now we  expect   to hear 
a report,   the swimmers  are in the water.    The conversations 
that  have   come   back   to  us,   except   for   an intermittent, 
occasionally hearing  from  the  crew directly  have been 
relayed   from   the  water   to   aircraft   at   approximately   25 or 
30  thousand  feet.     There  it  is  being  repeated  to  another man 
in  Honolulu  at  Hickam Airforce  Base  and  at   that  point   it is 
being relayed  again, back here  to Houston,  at which point I 
am trying to relay  the content  of  them to you.    And now we 
get  an  estimate  that   the swimmers will be  in  the water in 
five  minutes.     He   is   preparing   to  put   swimmers   in   the  water in 
four  to five minutes.    This  is  Apollo  control, Houston. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  Houston.     We have 
a report  from one  of  the  onscene  helicopters   that   the space- 
craft  is  still  riding very nicely  in  the water and rotating 
at  about   1  revolution per minute.     I  say  again, spacecraft 
rotating  at   about   1   revolution  per  minute,  which would be 
a  little  unusual.     I  don't  know  that we  have   ever  seen that. 
This  is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

PAO This   is  Apollo  Control Houston  147 hours 
42  minutes  since we  lifted  off.     From  the communications 
out  there, which  are  perhaps  understandably bad at this 
time  of day,   this   time  of  year,   and under  the circumstances 
we  have  plucked a breakfast  order  and we managed to record 
it   and we would  like   to  play  it   for you. 

YORKTOWN This   is   the Yorktown  and what  would you 
prefer   for your  menu  this  morning,   sir? Over. 

SC Biscuit,  steak,  and eggs. 
YORKTOWN Roger out. 
PAO In  case  you missed it  the order came 

back we'll have  steak  and eggs ,   the  same  as  we had before 
we  left.     Now  the  he 1 i"cop t e r~~~Ts~mane uve ring in  a position 
to  drop  swimmers  and we  expect   that  drop  to start  just any 
moment.     Recovery   3 helo will  deploy   the  swimmers. The 
helicopters  continue  to hover between  75  to  100  feet, as 
low at  50  feet,   for  certain  inspection  type  passes. And 
Air Boss  Lt.   Glen Byers  of  Evansville,  Indiana, reports 
the  first  swimmer  is  in  the water.     And now we  are advised 
that  the  swimmer has  attached  a sea anchor,   and now the 
helicopter is  moving  to deploy  his   two swimming colleagues 
And  then  immediately  one  of  the  swimmers will plug  in a 
phone  and  have   a quick  conversation with   the crew. 
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PAO This  is  Apollo Control Houston.    We are 
advised  that  the sea anchor has been attached.     The swimmers 
and  the helicopter report  they  can see  a light glowing through 
the windows  from the  spacecraft.     The hatch,  appearantly not 
yet  open.     The  last measured distance we have between the 
YORKTOWN and  the spacecraft  is  2900 yards.    This  is Apollo 
Control Houston. 

PAO Apollo  Control  Houston  here  at   147 hours, 
49 minutes since lift-off.    Now all three swimmers from 
helicopter III  are    in  the water and  they  are  clearly visible 
to  the helicopter.    They are working afix the  flotation collar 
still  an  added  measure  of  flotation  insurance,   around the 
blunt end of  the spacecraft.     Immediately  they will inflate 
the  May West  type  device,   and  that  is   our situation. 
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PAO Apollo  Control  Houston  here.     In the 
last  few minutes,  we've  deciphered  from one  relay communi- 
cation  from Jim Lovell  that  he   can  see   the  swimmers working 
around   the  spacecraft.     We  have  had  confirmation   that the 
inflation  collar  is   fully  inflated  and  secured.     We have 
had some  queries   regarding our  splash  point.     Our best esti- 
mate  is   the  a-jrffftTv^ point,  we  have  no  reason  to -  to know 
that  is  was \5 , OOOy'y ar ds   away   from  the  Yorktown,   the York- 
town  is   very,   very   close   to   the   aiming  point  which was 
165  degrees  north,   I  say  again   165  degrees  north, correction 
165   degrees  wes t___and   8  degrees   8  minutes   north .     The collar 
Fill ly  in f lated.     We  still  have  no word  as   to when we might 
expect   the   crew  open   that   hatch  and  come   out   and   take a 
breath   of  earth   air.     This   is   Apollo  Control Houston. 

PAO And   this   is  Apollo  Control  Houston. We 
have  just  been  advised  that   the   swimmers   are  standing on 
the   inflation   collar,   awaiting   the  crew's   pleasure. We 
still  have  no  estimate   as   to when  the  crew will emerge, 
but  it's  our  guess   that   that  will  come  at  just  any minute 
right  now.     Now  the  swimmers   are   going  through additional 
precautions  to  insure  that   the  inflation  collar  is very 
securely   fastened   to   the   spacecraft.     Our  elapsed  time clock 
shows   148 hours,  with   the   line   open  for  some  word  on that 
hatch opening. 

PAO Apollo  Control here.     We  have  just been 
advised  that  the  Recovery  3  is  preparing  to  drop  a large 
liferaft.     The   collar has  been  inspected  and  just  any mo- 
ment  we  expect   to  see  -   two  liferafts  have  been dropped. 
Two  liferafts  and  this  probably  signals  a hatch  opening just 
any  moment. 
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PAO This   is  Apollo  Control Houston. Our 
extraordinary   communication   coincidences   continue. /(The 
swimmers  advise   that  they  can  not   talk  to  the  crew via inter- 
phone,  which is  a hard  line  interphone  connection, but they 
can   talk with   the   crew by   little  hand  radioesV,  Still no 
word  as   to when  that  hatch   is   going  to  open, .but  we are 
getting our  first  look  at  it here  in  this  Control  Center in 
color  television which   is   an  addition  for  this   first flight. 
Both   the   color  camera  and  color  monitors.     There  has been 
some  discussion  that  if  that  ship  doesn't  stop pitching 
and  rolling we may have  some  seasickness  here.    This is 
Apollo  Control Houston. 

PAO This   is   Apollo   Control  Houston. Now 
we  have  been  advised  that   the   recovery  plan will  be thusly: 
the  crew will exit  the spacecraft,  get  into  a life raft, 
and  then  the  hatch will be secured before we begin any 
spacecraft  pickup  or  any  pilot  pickup.     I   thought  I   copied - 
stand  by   just  one  moment.     Yes,   I'm sorry,   no   time estimate 
just  yet  as  to when we  can expect   these  events but with the 
light  situation  out  there we may be able   to see  them. They 
are  estimating   1500  yards  now   from  the  spacecraft.     We will 
continue   to  monitor here.     This   is  Apollo  Control Houston. 

PAO This   is  Apollo  Control Houston.     We have 
just been  advised  the hatch  of Apollo  8,   the hatch  is now 
open.     Just  any moment we should have  some  report  on exiting 
crew members.     At   11:04  Houston   time  we   received  the report 
the  hatch was  open.     And  even   though   our  -   and now we're 
getting   the   first   astronaut,  who   is   not   identified by any 
thing  other   than  "the   first  astronaut",   is   now exiting the 
spacecraft.     He's  now  getting  in  a  life   raft.     Apd  now a 
second  astronaut   is   leaving  the  spacecraft,   and/if we're 
following  military   tradition,   the  next   as tronaut^-should 
be   Frank  Borman,   although  since  he   is   Air  Force  he  may not 
follow   the  Navy   tradition  of   the   captain  of   the  ship leaving 
last./   Now  a  second  astronaut   is   sitting  in   the   life raft. 
And 'now  recovery  advised  the   third  astronaut,   the final 
and  of   course   the  usual  j_okes   about   "And  now  the fourth 
as tronaut" , but  we've  succeeded  fn~~5Trp~r" essing  the recovery 

~Toom  advising  us   of  any  additonal  astronauts.     All three 
astronauts  are  in  the  lift  raft,   the  swimmers  are positioned 
on  the  collar around  the spacecraft.     They  are preparing 
to  close   seal   the  hatch   for  the  pickup  which  will come 
perhaps   an hour  from now.     And   the   order  of   the pilot's 
leaving  the   command  module  was  exactly   opposite   that that 
I  intimated.   _Borman  left  first,   the  second -  let's check 
it.     Lovell went   second,   and   the  junior  member  of   the crew, 
Bill  Anders,  was   the  last   to leave. 
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PAO -  I  believe,   let's   check  it. Lovell 
second,   Lovell  went   second   and   the   junior  member   of the 
crew,  Bill  Anders,  was  last  to leave. 

PAO                           And   now we  have   had  a   third   change on 
it.     Jim Lovell may have been  the  first___to  leave   the space- 
craft .'     TfTat  makes   good  senae . Since  he  was   in   the center 
c-o-u-eh v  it's  entirely  possible   that  he would  leave  first in 
order   to   let   the  other out. 

PAO And  thi«  is  Apollo  Control  Houston. We 
have   learned  within   the   last   couple   of   minutes   that the 
crew has  transferred  to a new  liferaft,  for what  reason we 
don't   know,   but  we  do  know   that   they   are   in   a  second life- 
raft  now and  the  recovery helicopter  is  maneuvering to 
begin   the   pickup   operation.     On   our   recovery  board here 
we  see  a message  from Admiral  McMannes,  which  reads please 
convey   to   our  NASA  friends   my   congratulations   on   this mag- 
nificant  achievement,   this   reflected  glory,  has permitted 
all   of   us   to  stan d tall e r   in   today's  world,   epic, historic, 
amazing,   fanTaTsTTc,  heartwarming,   and  the next word  I can't 
make   out,   unbelievable   until   it  happened - magnificant. 
It's  signed Admiral McMannes  and staff,  who  is  the commander 
of   the   task   force   charged  with   this   recovery   effort. We 
are  advised  that   the  first  astronaut  is  in  the helicopter, 
no  more   identification   than   that.     Just   first   astronaut in 
helicopter.     Now  the  line  is   going down for  the second as- 
tronaut.     And   the   line   is   dangling  and  awaiting   the pickup 
of   the second  man.     The  second astronaut  in  the  sling and 
on  his  way. -- —  

PAO And now we have had it  confirmed, the 
second   astronaut   is   in   the   recovery   helicopter.     And the 
line  is  going down  for  the  third  astronaut.     Earlier we 
had   given   a  position  of   the   helicopter  -   of   the carrier 
only   1500 yards  from the  scene.    That was   incorrect, it 
should  be  corrected.     The   position   at   that   time  was 3500 
yards  from  the  scene  and  the  carrier  is  making its &«-fSig*i' 
now,   preparatory   to  spacecraft   pickup.     Alright,   the third 
astronaut   is  in  the sling  and  is  being brought  up  into the 
helicopter.     And   the   third   astronaut   steps   into   the helo 
at   11:14 Houston  time.     The  helicopter pilot  confirms that 
the  helo  door has  been  secured,   all   three  men  are aboard 
and  they are preparing to embark on a short  flight  to the 
Yorktown.     And   as  we   can  see   on   our   television monitors, 
the helicopter is now proceeding toward the Yorktown. 
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PAO And   it   is   blowing  at   20 knots. 
PAO And  this   is   Apollo  Control here. 

Recovery   III   has  permission   to  land   first.     Recovery III 
is  bearing  the  pilots,  we believe.     We  hear  Recovery  II being 
instructed   to   return   to   the  helo   at   this   time.     Brisk, windy, 
situation  out   there.     Navy  helicopter  number  66  prepares to 
touch  down on   the  deck  of   the  YORKTOWN.     And   touchdown at 
20 minutes  after   the hour,   11:20  CST.     For  those reporters 
not   looking  at   a   television  monitor,   the  engines   are being 
shut   down  now  and   two   crew  members  have   moved   out   to block 
the wheels.    And  the  television  camera  shifts   to  the door. 

PAO                        Apollo  Control  Houston here.     We  had it 
confirmed   through   recovery,   that   apparently   at   the request 
of   Frank  Borman,   thgxfi—WAS~e.lectric   razor  aboard   t'TTe  helicopter , 
and  Frank  Borman  used  it   on  the  way   in.     Very   clean shaven, 
in  contrast  to  the  rather  rather  scraggle   ronradsj with him. 
Apollo   Control  Houston here.   

PAO And   this   is   Apollo  Control Houston, if 
you  are   listening   to   this   loop  you  probably  hear  applause in 
the  background  as   demonstration  going  on  here   in   the   Control ^ 
Center,   that we haven't  seen  ever  in  our history.     If you 
are  in  front  of  a  television monitor,  you  can see an 
American  flag,   approximately   15  feet  long,   and about__.Hl, feet 
from  top   to  bottom.     It  was   rTgge~d[  Tn tire—6efrt-Fe-l^tenter 
earlier   this   morning.     It   has  been  pulled  - . 
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PAO ...   in   the   Control   Center  earlier this 
morning.     It's   been  pulled  into  place.     Every   console, operator 
is   displaying  a  flag  at Jiis   desk,   very  s i in illtr _ t7o what we 
saw  immediately  after  the   rendezvous   in  Gemini   VI. That's 
the  only  other  time  that we've  seen  such  a display  of flags 
in   the   Control  Center.     The  earlier  display   didn't begin 
to   touch   this   one.     Huge   flag. ><=^£t_ completely   blocks out 
the wall  map   that  we've   looked  at   so   intensely   for   the last 
six  and  one  half   days"^/" Everyone   applauded,   and  in  one of 
the   loops  we   could lxe^ar  the   Star  Spangled Banner. 

We're   absolutely  jammed witli   people  here.     All three 
Flight  Controllers  shifts   are   in   the  room.     All   the program 
officials . 

PAO Apollo  Control   here   if  you  can  hear me 
above  all  these  voices.     It  is  a veritable  roar in  here. The 
North   American   people   are   in,   the   room  is   awash   with cigar 
smoke.     A number  of   congratulatory  messages   are   coming across 
this   console.     We've   seen  several,  we've   read  several. Here's 
one  from I  think  it will  describe  itself. c~~The world's greatest 
tracking  station  sends   its  heartfelt   congratrblations   to the 
Apollo   8  crew,   its  beautiful  spacecraft   and  all   those who 
have  shared  in  this   magnificent   accomplishment.     And   it's v 
signed,   of   course,   from  the   tracking station   in  Madrid, Spaing 
Courtrs^y   of   Dan  Hunter,   former MS C  man  before  he  moved to 
Madrid.    We might  return  the  compliment  to Madrid which  made possible 
so  many  of   those beautiful  television shots.    This   is Apollo 
Control, Houston. 

PAO Again   this   is   Apollo  Control.     I'm not 
sure how well  our voice  is  getting out.     There  is tremendous 
roar,   an   undercurrent   and   roar  in   the  background,   /l have 
never  seen  a  degree   of   this   emotional  outpouring irr—any 
previous   mission,   including  Alan  Shepard's r>-I   guess   one of 
the  big  differences   there  between   that  one/and  this   one is 
Alan   is "here  standing  right   in   the  middle   of   this   one puffing 
on  a  long  black   cigar. //l^ve   seen   rallies   in   locker rooms 
after   championship  games,   happy  politicians   after elections, 
hut  never  —  none  of   them do  justice   to   the  spirit prevading 
;;his   room.       For  the  benefit:   of   reporters   listening  I have 
been  advised   that we  estimate   the   center  director's   and other 
officials  well  be  available  in  our  auditorium  in   30 minutes 
for  a  press   conference.     This   is   Apollo  Control, Houston^"> 

PAO This   is  Apollo  Control  here.. Again'--"" 
I   think  that   many  of  you  can  see   this   tumult , c-'Sonieone 
suggested  that  we  have   set   the American   Can oer~"S~ocie ty ' s 
antismoking  campaign back  several   light years/    I take 
it   from one who  quit  smoking  a  year  and  a  ha/If   a  go that 
this   is   a  strong  cigar.     I   don't  know  how  the  room  can hold 
anymore   people,   but   they  keep   coming   in.     Someone   is standing 
on  a  console  next   to mine.     It's   a  photographer.     I   can't even 
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make  out who  is  in  front  of  the  flight directors  desk, but 
he's  produced box after box of   cigars.    Al  Shepard just 
threw one back here  it  ricocheted off  the wall. That's 
our status. 
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PAO We have just had - Apollo  control, here, 
we  have   just  had  a  chat with  Donald  K.   Slay ton,   the director 
of   flight   crew  operations,   he   tells  me   that he  plans   to fly 
to Hawaii   this  afternoon.     He  is  going out  commercial, he 
expects  the  crew will  land at  Hickum  tomorrow afternoon 
about   2   oclock,   Hawaii   time.     It  will  be  -  primarily the 
reason  for  the  delay  is   that  the  carrier  is  out  of airplane 
range   at  Hickum,   Deke   estimates   that   they will  be   on the 
ground  about  an hour,   leaving Hawaii  about   3 oclock, Hawaii 
time  and  they  should be back here  at  Ellington Air Force 
Base,   next   to  this   center  about _2  oclock_Sunday  morning,? 

and  I  suspect   that  there  are  three~Tami 1 ie^s   that  are happy 
to hear  that word.     This  is  Apollo  control, Houston. 
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PAO This  is Apollo control, we have been 
asked  to pass  along the figures  that we have here in mission 
control center on the  time of splash,  that figure is 147 
hours 00 minutes  and  11 seconds.    Almost precisely as 
planned,  and to repeat again our  landing coordinates, 165 
degrees west,  8 degrees  8 minutes north,  also right on 
target.     This  is  Apollo control,  Houston, out. 
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